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Hon. DoN FUQUA,
Chairman, Committee on Science and Technology,
U.S. House of Representatives.

DEAR Mu. CHAIRMAN : The following report entitled "The National
Science Board : Science Policy and Management for the National
Science Foundation : 1968-1980" provides the first comprehensive, in-
depth review by a committee of the Congress of the National Science
Board, the governing board of the National Science Foundation. It
covers a period during which the National Science Foundation grew
rapidly and in which the National Science Board significantly ex-
panded its participation in shaping the policies of the Foundation
as the principal basic research and science education agency of the
Federal Government.

As envisioned in the immediate post-war years by the framers of
NSF's original charter, the National Science Board was to serve sev-
eral functions. Made up of distinguished scientists, the Board was to
serve as a buffer between the agency and the outside world; the Board
was to provide general.policy guidance to the Director and his staff
in their conduct of scientific research support prograrns; and the Board
was to review major, individual awards.

The pre,sent report provides a detailed and vivid picture of how
the Board sought to define and exercise its role in matters of policy,
such as support for basic research, applied research, and science edu-
cation, and in matters of management, such as budget formulation,
the agency's internal organization structure and the Board's relation-
ship to the NSF Director. In providing a thorough analysis of these
issues, the report provides our Committee with information and back-
ground about the role of the National Science Board needed for our
review of the Foundation's Organic Act.

When the NSF Organic Act was developed in the years after 1945,
the National Science Board was patterned after the enormously suc-
cessful wartime Office of Scientific Research and Development headed
by Vannevar Bush. ThatOffice had functioned through a unique com-
bination of scientific committees and a strong Director who had direct
access to President Roosevelt. The committees were made up of scien-
tists and research managers from the universities and industry, and
that pattern was incorporated into the structure of a number of new
agencies established to deal with the Federal Government's broadened
role in science. The Atomic Energy Commission and its General Ad-
visory Committee both made use oi research administrators and scien-
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tists who had care'ers outside government. The short-lived Research
and Development Board in the Department of Defense, which func-
tioned from E)-M to EL13 with the active participation of Vannevar
Bush, similarly brought non-government scientists into policy and
management finwtions for defense.research and development.

The National ,t-.lcience Board is today the only prominent survivor
of the concept that governmeht science is best managed by giving such
a board of part-time, outside advison; a stroiig policy and manage-
ment. role. For the Congress the fundamental questionjs Whether the
continuation of that role will best serve the national needs and interests
hi the future, or whether a modified or alternate statutory arrangethent
will be more advantageous for the ational Science Foundation and
for the country in the coming years and decades. This xeport provides,
much information and analysis to assist us in f6Fming qur views on
that question:

The report was prepared.for our Subcommittee by Ms. Genevieve
Knezo, an experienced science policy analyst with the Science Policy'
Research Division of the Congressional-. Research Service in the
Library of Congress, and by Mr. Kenneth Bogen, formerly an an-
alySt in the. Science Policy Research Division. In bringing order and
perspective to the massive records of the Nhtional Science Board over
a twelve year period, Ms. Knezo, as project coordinator, has performed
a truly outstanding job of research and writing. She has breught to
the task wide experience in analyzing Federal science policy issues,
We are indebted to the CRS and its able researchers for making avail-
able to the Congress this valuable, high-quality report.
. The Committee is also indebted to the two distinguished scientists
who successively served as Board Chairman during the period .the
study was conducted. When the study was initiated by my predeces-
sor as Subcommittee Chairman, Congressman George E. Brown, Jr.,
the Board Chairman was Dr. Norman Hackerman. Dr. Hackerman
saw the value of a careful, historical study of the Board's work and
gave it his strong and steady support. As the study entered its ,con-
eluding phase§ and the writing and review process was begun, Dr.
Lewis Branscomb became the Board Chairman. Dr. Branscomb lent
his support to the study with .equal enthusiasm, and had, during the
review process, the thoughtful assistance of the Board's most expe-
rienced member, Dr. Llbyd Cooke. Throughout the period of the
study, the Board's Executive, Secretary, Miss Vernice Andersen,
provided much background and insight, and the Chairman's personal
assistant, Ms. Mary L. Parramore, worked directly with Ms. Knezo
and Mr. Bogen in making available both the many Board files and`
their own- extensive knowledge and experience. Ms. Margaret Windus
provided valuable assistance during the review phase after she became
the Board's Executive Officer.

Because the Board's minutes and records include discussions of
individual personalities who are being considered for Board mem-
bership or for senior positions within theNational Science Founda-
tion, and also because the Board proceedings include discussions of
individual grant proposals and their comparative merit, those as-
pects of the Board's work must necessarily remain confidential. The
CRS researchers, were given access to all the Board's documents with
the understanding that none of the specifics in these two areas would
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be included in the study, and the subsequent review by the Board
confirmed that, in fact, this information remained shielded from pub-lic ffisclosure. 'We are indebted to both the Board and to the CRS for'making the study possible under this constraint.

I commend tire report to,your attention and to the attention of allMembers of the Committee ou Science and Technology and, of the
House as a valuable contribution to our understanding of an impor-tant, but up to now less well understood part of the Federal science
policy apparatm7;

Sincerely,
DOUG WALGREN

chairnian Subcommittee on Sdence
, Re8earch and Technology.

A



LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

HOG. DOUG WALGREN
Chairman, Subcommittee on Science:Research and Technology, Com-

mittee on Science and Technology, Howe of Representatives,
ashington,D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Your predecessor as chairman of the Sub-
committee on Science, Research, and Technology, the Honorable
George E. Brown, Jr., requested the Congressional Research Service to
prepare a background study for the Subcommittee on the National Sci-
ence Board, in connection with its review of the organic act of the Na-
tional Science Foundation. I am pleased to transmit the study, entitled
"The National Science Board : Science Poliby and Management for
the National Science Foundation : 1968-1980."

Mr. Brown requested that; "the study should be historical in nature
and should trace the evolution of the Board since it began to 'function
in 1952. I would ask that it,cover the evolution of the Board, including
its membership, changing role in policy formulation, budget develop-
ment, long-range planning. . . . the committee structure of the Board,
the Board's relationship to broader national science policy issues and
organizations, and .such other questions as your research suggests. I
would a`sk also that, insofar as practicable, the study coVer the broad
developments within the NSF as a whole as they relate to the Board's
activities with special attention to the 'second fifteen years' following
CRS's earlier background study on 'the First Fifteen Years.' "

The enclosed study provides this historical pers
ipective

and also de-
velops the issues in the context of current policy, n order to Aerve the
subcommittee's current oversight needs. The first chapter provides a
complete summary and coMpilation of observations made in the study.
As your staff requested, we have included detailed appendix materials
to serve as a readily available compilation of data on Board madage-
ment and evolution, and on NSB-enunciated policy and procedural
guidelines. The study also provides information on the evolution of the
organization of the National Science Foundation since 1968 and on the
identification of new programs begun since then. Materials also are in-
cluded summarizing legislation which has affected the NSF.

The study was prepared by Genevieve J. Knezo, Specialist in Science
and Technology, and Kenneth T. Bogen, Analyst in Science and Tech-
nology, of the Science Policy Research Division. Ms: Knezo served as
the coordinator of the project. The study was reviewed by William

'
CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVCE,

THE LIBRSRY OF CONGRESS,
ashington,D.0 .,JulP 6, 1981.
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Boesman, Specialist in Science and Technology, and by Dr. Gail Mar-
cus, Specialist in Science and Tec'-mology and Assistant Chief of the
Science Policy Research Division.

This study has been an exciting challenge-, a task aided by the guid-
ance of your subcommittee staff, Dr. Albert Murray and Dr. John
Ifolmfeld. Our appreciation also goes to the staff and members of the
National Science Board for their cooperation in providing access to
information..

Sincerely,

9

a

GILBERT GIME, Director.

Irl
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MAJOR ISSUES OF POTENTIAL CONGRESSIONAL
CONCERN

This study of the National Science Board was conducted to assist
the Cono Tess in its review and oversight of the operation of the Na-
tional Aence Board under the provisions of the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950.

The study, which covers the period 19(38-1980, has led to the identifi-
cation of 13 Major Issues of Potential Congressional Concern. These
Issues are discussed in greater detail in Chapter I. They arg presented
in summary form below with references to the page where the issue
is discussed in the text of the report.

1. BROADER 'ROLE FOR NSB ?

The Board generally does not deal with those aspects of national
policy which involve issues of using science and technology to meet"
social needs. Also it does not adjudicate scientific disputes. Its major,
successful policymaking ventures have been, limited to the area of
"policy for science," and primarily to policies relating to basic re-
search in NSF. Nevertheless, proposals have been made to give the
Board a.broader role. Since the Congress has already limited the
Board's policymaking role to deal basically with issues affecting NSF,
any consideratioRN of broadening the Board's role in this area should
look at the potential obstacles to such a role, especially the Boara's lack
of access to White House and OMB decisionmakers, the costs to NSF
of becoming embroiled in political controversy, ani the relative pa-
rochialism of the Board in relation to the kinds of constituencies and
policy areas that probably should be.represented on a national science
policy 33oard. Based on these considerations, broadening the Board's
responsibilities to include more criational science policy making" ad-
visory functions might require amendment of the NSF organic act
and, as a practical matter, changes in many Board functions. (p. 217)

2. NSB ROLE IN Btromy PROCESS

Since the Board's role in budget-making for NSF ceases for all
practical purposes, once its recommendations are sent to 6M.13, should
greater efforts be made to give the Board more authority in the de-
fense of the budget before OMB and the Congress? Should Board
budget decisions and recommendations be made public in order to.
strengthen the Board's visible role in budget-making and its role as an
advocate of programs of national support for basic and applied
science? (p. 180)

3. NSB ROLE IN BASIC RESEARCH

Since most Board members traditionally have been academic re-
search scientists, the Board may not have the perspective and ability

(3)
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necessary to set pol f for applied research and engineering and for
pre-doctoral science education. (p. 243)

4. ATTENTION TO SCIENGE EDUCATION

Tins NSB's tradi tional lack of attention to science education since
1968 contributed to weakenino- the Foundation's support for educa-
tion? Does the recent reconstirution of an NSB science education sub-
comtnittee signify a new Board approach to education? (p.,' 301)

5. RELATIONSHIP TO DIRECTOR'S ADVISORY COUNCIL

Since there seems to be some overlap between subjects studied, re-
search analysis methods, and support staff used between the Director's
Advisory Council and the NSB, should formal steps.be made to link the
two? (p. 273)

6. RELATIONSHIP TO ADVISORY ComirrrEEs

NSF advisory Committees -play the major role in developing priori-
ties for NSF programs and divisions. NSB's control over and access
to these committees has decreased since 1968. Should NSI3 assume
some of the functions of these committees? Or does NSB serve as an
effective balance to the scientific parochialism of the advisory com-
mittees ? (p. 963)

7. POLICY ROLE ITEnsu ANAGEMENT ROLE .

The Board spends a considerable amount of-time in what might be

considered actions of "micro-management." But many of the issues it
deals with seem to have breK-already.,resolved by the Director, with
I he Board serving as a consensus-generating mechanism: The question
is raised: can the Board cut back on the time it spends in these areas
without jeopardizing obtaining the information it needs to conduct its
budgetary and oversight. responsibilties? Should the Board develop a
list of criteria:to determine Which issues it will address in order to pro-
vide more time to develop long-range policy? The Board's major
policymaking mode consists of reaeting to issues, events, or policy and
program decisions forced on NSF by the Director, the Congress and
the OMB. (p. 127)

8. PROGRAMS APPROVAL FUNCTION

,'VSF-generated data about the Board's -program approval respon-
sibilities are ambiguous. Many Board members indicate that program
approval is a time consuming responsibility, even though the Pro-
grams Committee and the Board rarely alter the program award deci-
sions made by the Director's Action Tleview Board. Perhaps the major
effects of the Board's program appreVal responsibility is oversight arid
,foreinfr an element of quality control -on the NSF staff. However, can
this objective be. achieved some other way? Should the Board's statu-
tory responsibility for programs' fq)proVal be modified so that ,policy
issues. rather than dollar size of aWards, are the major determintmt of
NSB invOlvement? Alternatively," would the Board be able to main-

21
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tain its program approval functions at the same dollar level if the
Foundation s budget is to increase significantly ? (p. 116)

9. PROGRAM REVTEW PRACTICE

Is. any effective Board oversight purpose served by the public pro-
gram reviews now. conducted for the Board by NSF support staff ?
(P. 31)

10. BOARD MEMBERS/ TERM OF.,, SERVICE

Since absences at most Board meetings are caused by delays in nomi-
nating and confirming Board members after expiration of terms,
should Congress' permit Board membership to tontinue until succes-
sors are named? (p. 250)

11. NSB ANNUAL REPORT -

The ,:oongress may want to consider revising the statutory require-
ment art NSB produce an annual report, given that criticisms have
been raised about the lack of policy utility of such reports, that they
take a long time to produce, and that Board members themselves want
a change in the statute. The NSF Director, specifically, was entrusted
with the two report responsibilities originally given'to the Science
Advisor. The Board plays virtually no role in producing these reports,
but some members have criticized their quality. Since the requirements
for Board and OSTP reports overlap to some extent, the Committee

Jnay wish to consider streamlining and coordinating these reporting
requirements to save time and money as well as to utilize, to the great-
est extent possible, the talents of a Bbard charged with national science
policy functions. Such a revised requirement may wen have the effect
of forcing the Board to take a longer range perspective in its policy-
making functions, whiai it tends not to do now. (p. 181)

12. BOARD STAFF

The 1968 amendments to the NSF Act of 1950 enabled NSB to hire
up to five professional staff to conduct its support work. With the
exception of a few years in the mic1-1970s when the Board had its own
staff, it has not made full use of this provision. The NSB makes ex-
tensive use of NSF staff to support its work. As a result it has been
accused of being a generator of needless paperwork. It has also received
authority to hire staff at the members' own institutions to aid their
work ; and it has begun a pattern of using contractors to do some of its
statutorV required analyses. Should the Board be required to hire
staff in accordance with the statutory authority? Should be provision
be dropped ? (p. 84)

1 3. COMPENDIUM OF POLICY STATEMENTS

Attention might,be given to several recommendations made in anal-
yses of the Board since 1975 for the Board to collate and publish a
compendium of its policy and procedural guidance as well as NSF
staff responses to such policy to enhance congressional and Board over-,.
sight and to permit the Board to improve its priority-settingand long-
range policy planning. (p. 192)



I. INTRODUCTION, SUMMARY, AND OVERVIEW Orl IS-
. SUES FQR POSSIBLE CONGRESSIONAL 'CONSIDERA-

TION

As part of its examination of the need to revise the National Science
Foundation (NSF) enabling legislation, the House Committee on Sci-
ence and Technology asked the Congressional Research Service to
prepare this report giving descriptive information and analysis on
those aspects of the National Science Board (NSB) operations and
activities most relevant to its examination of the Board, and relevant
to possible modifications of the NSF organic act 1 with respect to
NSB's organization and functions. This chapter summarizes t e full
report and synthesizes all policy issues raised in this study.

A. SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The basic source of information used in this report consists of
National Science Board files and minutes. NSB staff compile extensive
background information prior to each Board meeting. Data and analy-
sis are usually prepared by NSF staff on items listed, on the agenda
of the Board meeting. Minutes are kept of the open and closed sessions
of the Board. Most of the important NSB businessdiscussions re-
lating to approval of awards, personnel, Federal science policy efforts,
other agencies budgets, initiatives dealing with NSB and NSF organi-
zation, and so onis conducted in closed session. Minutes are kept
also of each NSB committee meeting and some committees produce
annual reports. The statutorily created Executive Committee also
keeps minutes and produces an annual report. CRS utilized primarily
open minutes in compiling this report, although in some cases use was
made of closed.minutes. However, in. accord with NSB requirements,
this report does not contain information relating to NSB discussions
of pre-award researcher capabilities, qualifications of nominees for
various posts, and current budget planning issues.

Interviews were held with several current and past Board members,
NSF officials, and members of other Federal agencies, including:
Dr. Norman Hackerman, Dr. Grover Murray, Dr. Marian Koshland,
Dr. William rfubbard, Dr. Lewis Branscomb, Mr. Herbert Doan, Dr.
Philip Handler, Dr. Richard Atkinson, Dr. George Pimentel, Dr. Don-
ald Langenberg, Dr. Vaughn Blankenship, Dr. Robert Wright, Mr.
Bruce Darling, Ms. Margaret Windus, Dr. Jack Sanderson, Mr.
Charles Herz, Dr. Carlos Kruythosch and Mr. Philip Smith, Office
of SCience and Technolog Policy.

Considerable information, assistance, and guidance was provided
by staff of the National Science Board Office, in particular Miss Ver-
nice Anderson, executive secretary of the Board, and Mrs. Mary ear-
ramore, special assistant to former NSB Chairman Norman Hacker-
man.

The National Science Foundation Act.of 1950. Public Law 81-507, as amended.

(7)2 j
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We gratefully acknowledge the codperation, courtesy, and assist-
ance provided by all these indiviffuals as well as 'other members of the
NSB office, including Mrs. Jane Orr, Mrs. Laurel Donovan, Miss
Sukari Smith, and Mrs. Joyce Hamaty.

B. CURRENT ASSESSMENTS OP NSF

Although it is widely acknowledged that the National Science
Foundation is one of the better-managed Federal agencies, there have
been a number of discussions over the years about the need for another
congressional review of the Foundation's charter aria method of opera-
tions. There also has been considerable debate about the util4ty of the
Boards Some detractors in the Office of Management and Budget
allegedly have called for the Board's termination on the grounds
that its functions are superfluous and that it is cost-ineffective.2 Some
NSF staff members have characterized the Board as a "nuisance" and a
generator of a "needless paperwork burden." 3

1. elf-generate.d Critiques of NSB
The NSB itself over the yeiirs has undertaken several evaluations of

its activities. For instance, after the "Man :..A Course. Of Study"
(MACOS) program evaluation, which uncovered considerable mis-
management in science education funding procedures, NSB member
Roger Heyns issued. a statement calling for the Board to-take its
oversight responsibilities more seriously. Shhrtly thereafter, former
NSF General Counsel W,illiam Hoff prepared a detailed critique of
the Director/Board relationships. NSB itself established an internal
sOf-study group and subsequently created a subcommittee of its
Planning and Bolin' Committee to develop mechanisms to improve its
communications links within and external to the Foundation.

2. Cu.rrent Congresaional Inquiry: Should the NSF Enabling Legisla-
tion Be Amended?

In 1979 the House Committee on Science and Technology reported
that "It this been over ten years since the last thorough review of the
NSF Organic Act was conducted. This Committee intends to begin an-
other such review during the 96th Congress." 4 In-explaining the need
for this.revicw, the Committee reasoned that the Act and the Founda-
tion's many accumulated new functions were subject to different inter-
pretations:

Numhous competing trends, influences, or questions have
developed as the Foundation and its various advisors exert
their interpretations of what theYoundation does or sought to
be doing.

The accumulation of isques is reflected in the record number
of committee views assembled. . . : While feW Of these indi-
vidual issues, by themselves, place the details of the organic
act in question, certain major, trends or themes underly4ng
many of the issues suggest that clarification, cpnfirmation, or
amendment of the charter may be desirable.,

2 Interview with a hiehiv-pinced NSF official, 19q0.
3 In terview with it highly-nlaced Ns'? official 1950.
41T.S Congreqq. House. Committee on Science and Technology. Authorizing Anproprirt-

tions to the National Science Foundation. Report to Accompany H.R. 2729. House Report
96 91. 06th Cong., 1st Bess. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979, P. 21.
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The Committee listed in greater detagl some of the specific issues,
which it said ". . . have roots that are deep in the basic definition of
authority, responsibility and purpose of the Foundation, and so may be
further illuminated if its charter is critically reviewed." These issues,
according to the report, eneompasR primarily "... NSF roles in basic
research, science education, applied research, . . . [and] the fields of'
social science and public policies."

a. Questions Relative to the National Science Board Teat the
Committee Has Raised or That Are Addressed in This Report.The,
Committee held hearings 9n the issue of revising the organic act in
Septenther 1979 and January 1980. Witnesses were asked to respond to
questions the Cthumittee, staff raised in a three page memo. Among the
questions pertaining to the Board were the following:

What are the communities that, interact with NSF and who
are the, stakeholders involved with the governante of the
Foundation?

Who should he on, or represented by, the Board? Who is
left out?

How well has the past composition .of the Board matAed
what is considered desirable?

Irovc has the role of the Board-,evolved over time?
Should the current role. of the Board be changed, particu-

larly with regard to the relationship between the Board, the
NSF Director and staff ?

The basic thrusts of this inquiry relative to the Board are : Is the
Boa NI too involved with NSF ii uanagement. fumetions, that is micro-
management:" so that it is prevented from fulfilling its responsibilities
,to establish NSF policy and other national policies for research and
science education ? Whiat are the Board's precise responsibilities as a
policyrnaking board for NSF ? Can the NSB play a larger role in
national science polieymaking, that is, policies for science as well as
policies regarding the use of science for furthering social goals? Does
the burden of the NSB's oversight and program approval functions
prevent it from fulfilling its policymaking responsibilities for NSF ?
Are NSB's policymaking functions sufficiently long-range to permit
the Board to move the Foundation in the directions it wants?

Has NSB utilized the provision of the statute which enables it to hire
a maximum of five, professional staff to assist in its business?

Should NSB be required to report annually to the Congress, or
should the Board instead be required to prepare a "seietee indicators"
report annually, biennially or triennially, and other reportsof a sub-
stantive natureon a timetable of its own choosing?

In view of the termination of the President's Science AdvisoryCom-
mittee and the President's Committee on Science and Technology, and
considering the transfer of several national science policy functions
from ths Office of Science and Technology Policy to the National Sci-
ence Foundation, should die National Science Board play a larger role
in national science policymaking, or should it continue to devote its-
major efforts to the NationalScience Foundation?

b. 7'he Board's Response to the Committee's Questions: Rerision of
the Enabling Legislationls Unnecessary.When announcing its overz,
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sight review, the Committee asked ". . . the Director of the National
Science Foundation and the National Science Board to begin their
own examination of the organic, act". Subsequently the Foundation
announeed that its ". . . staff, under the direction of the Deputy Di-
rector, has started a review of the historical development of 'the Act
in preparation for . . . hearings. . .'." 5 In addition, the Board es-
tablished an Ad Hoc Committee. on NSF Act Review, as well as a
long-range planning aetiv4 discussion group to examine, the issue.6
The Ad Hoe Committee. reported basically that the fundamental mis-
sion of NSF was support, of "hasic scientifie understanding" and that
the NSF Act as amended allowed adequate flexibility for NSF opera-,
tions and therefore did not require revision. Specifically :

Over time, this capacity of the Foundation for effective
adaption to change is the prerequisite for the. fulfillment of
its mission. The striking ehanges in the scope, content, and
size of thes Foundation's programs over the past ten years
are interpreted by the committee,as strong inferential evi-
dence thatpie Organic Act has provided sufficient authorities
for effectiire adaptative responses in the Foundation's
programs.'

C. Ismoom-fioN TO THE FCNCTIONS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

The legislation creating the National Science Foundation, P.L. 81-
:MT, signed by the President on May 10, 1950, specified that the Foun-
dation would be an independent agency, consistina of a Board and a
Director. In fact under the NSF Organic Act,the NSB and the
Direetor together constitute the NSF. As a result NSF staff and NSB '
members often caution that conceptually and practically the Board,
stould not be distinguished from the Director or the rest of the NSF.
The 2.1 public Members of the Board are nominated by the President
and confirmed by the Senate. The Director is also a voting member of
the Board. Board terms last for six years, and a member may not serve
more than two consecutive terms.
1. Formal Functions

The NSB is unique since it is the only federally authorized scion-
t iiic board with private members which has explicit functional respon-
sibilities, as opposed to having only purely advisory functions (for
instance, the Defense Science Board).

NSB's functions are like Those of any corporate board.8 It sets policy
for NSF. iues annual reports. attempts to oversee management and
cn-ort quality conirol via the est aldishment of procedures, and seeks

5 National Science Board. Memorandum to Members of Ad HOC Committee on NSF Re-
view Aet. Apr. 20,1979. (NSB/C- 79 21.1

liteport of M4,11,4,10'1 Group 79 B on Topics Related to Review of the NSF Organic Act
a r.ccived by the National Science Board At Its 207th Meeting, June 22. 1979. (NSB
70 270. Appendix E. Attached to NSB 70- 244) and National Science Board. Memorandum
to Fhlrman. National Science Board. Subject : Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on NSF
Act Review. Nov. 23. I970. Appendix C (Attached to N5B-79-405.) See also National
Scionce Foundation and the Supp,.rt of Researeh and Science Education in the 19510's.
1 ',11ev Statement rnanimously Adopted by the National Selenee Board at Its 202 Meeting
on Nov. 14-17. 1075.

' Dr N ,rman Ibeherman In tegtimony before the committee On Science and Tech^oloy.
Jan. :al, 19,:o onotinu from a report by Dr. William Hubbard, chairman of the Ad Hoc
Vt!1,TIfittl, Mt NSF Act Review'.

st,e fir ,,x,o7ple. Palmieri, Victor II. C,r,orate Responsibility and the Competent
Board. Harvard Itu,int.ss iteview. May June 1979 : 40 45.
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-- te-strike-a-balance between getting involved in details and makingpolicy. The NSB differs from the typical corporate board in three im-
portant ways. The first two limit significantly. the Board's authority.
First, While the Board recommends candidates for the offices of Direc-
tor, Deputy Director, and four of the six Assistant Directors, only
the President has the authority to appoint and dismiss these officials.
However, the President generally adopts NSB's recommendations for
replacements of its own members. Only about six of 110 NSB mem-bers have not been among Board nominees. Second, while the Board
shares authority with the Diregtorand staff in formulating budgets (a
function whieh t h 6 Board only recently began to control), forces ex-ternal to the NSF at is, the Office of Management and Budget, thePresident, and the ongress) are the ultimate arbiters of NSF's budg-
et. Congress retains the ability to shift priorities as well as to control
the inception and termination of programs. The Board's role and in-
fluence in budget-making is usually attenuated after the budget hps
been sent to OMB. Third, the NSB has a statutorily authorized func-
tion which also signifies its difference from most corporate boards: it
shares decision-:makinkauthority with the Director on some .major
discrete operations: it Is required to approve all new NSF siipport
programs as well as all awards which exceed $500,000 annually or $2
million in total. The Act, as amended, also assigns a national science
policymaking role to the Board.

The implications of some of these NSB activities are understood bet-
ter when related to the Foundation's finances. In terths of finances,
the Foundation's responsibilities have multiplied by a flictor of over
300 since the Foundation began operations (from an appropriation of
$3.5 million in the fiscal year 1952, NSF's first full year of operation,
to a budget -request of $1.1 billion in the fiscal year 1981). The NSF
organic act underwent its first extensive revision in 1968 when the
Congress passed and the President sinned P.L. 90-107 on July 18,
1968. At that time the Foundation's baget was about $400 million
indicating that the NSF budget has almost tripled (in current dol-.
lars) in the 12-year interval since the Congress last undertook an
intensive examination of NSF activities.

NSF functional responsibilities also have increased enormously.
With the 1968 reyision, the Foundation was given explicit authority
for programs in applied research, social sciences, and international
science. The Foundation's management capabilities were revised and
strengthened, the Board was required to report annually to the Con-
gress on pohcy issues relevant to the NSF. or with which the Board
was concerned, and the Foundation's budget was made subject to an-
nual authorization. Since 1968, the Foundation has bepin at least 40
new programs in diverse areas and at least an equal number of adminis-
trative, policy, or procedural actions, most of which were initiated by
the Congress and the Office of Management and Budget, and all of
'which required NSB approval.9

NSF Program Flexibility. Appendix I of : National Science Board. Memorandum toChairman, National Science Board. Subject: Report of the Ad Roe Committee onNSF Act Review. November 23. 1979. Appendix C (Attached to NSB-79-465).CS:211 :39-CS :211 :42. Alan : Memorandum to Members of the NSB. Subiect: BiennialBusinessReview of Delegations of Anthbrity from the Board to the Director and/or theExecutive Committee. May 19. 1976 (NSB-76-165). Memorandum to Members of the NSB,
Subject ; Biennial Reviews of Delegations of Authority to Director and/or Executive Com-mittee, Bday 11, 1978 (NSB-78-217) and Memorandum to Members of the National ScienceBoard, Subject Biennial Review of Delegations of Authority to Director and/or ExecutiveCommittee (NSB 80-198). 0 i-
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2. Informal Functions
Most would agree that the Board's unique contributions to NSF

consist not only of its formally defined functions but also in the long-

term effects of Board policies on 'NSF and on the maintenance of the
delicate balance of "'shared authority" between the President, the Di-
rector, and the Nation's scientific .community (represented by the
Board) a balance which preserves Federal control while at the same
time enabling scientists themselves to determine priorities for feder-
ally funded basic scientific research. The NSB usually agrees with
decisions the I5irector brings to the Boardbut only after an iterative
process in which the views of the Board membersrepresenting vari-
ous areas of scienceare heard. The NSB, therefore, serves as a con-

sensus generating bodya body which reconciles the independence of
science with public, demand for accountability in determining priori-
ties for Federal research expenditures. Dr. Philip Handler, former
NSB chairman, and until mid-1981 President of the National .X.cademy

of Sciences. encapsulated this view in testimony before the House Com-

mittee on Science and Technology. One of the Board's major func-
tions. Handler said, was to maintain the inteffrity of NSF, including
-ensuring thia senior officials are not chosen ar partisan political rea-
sons, keeping staff accountable to the external scientific community,

and ensuring tli obiectivity Of the peer review process.1° It also lends

prestige to and depoliticizes the'lagency, which, because of its function
of distributing research funds, could become the captive of special in-

interest groups within and outside science, even NSF advisory com-
mittees or program managers. The Board, composed of prestigious
scientists representative of major disciplines, serves, some say, as an
effective counterbalance or "leveler" to such a potential threat since it
brings a national perspective to bear. An important "informal" func-

tion of the NSB. accordino. to Handler, is to "shield the director and

his staff from furious gusts in the winds of political change." 11
Some also report that the existence of the Board tends to make the

Director's job easier. since it is wise for the Director to obtain Board
approval before undertaking a controversial course of actioneither
within the Fourylation, such as priority-setting among directorates,
or involving OMB, Congress, or the President. The legitimacy af-
forded a decision supported by 24 eniinent scientifiei statesmen can-
not be easily challenged.

The one NSB function remaining to be described is undoubtedly
the most important : That is, quality control. Although the report-
ino and analysis requirements that the Board imposes on the Director
arid staff in file conduct of NSF business are stringent., it seems likely
that NSF staff operations and the quality of federally sponsored re-
search are enhanced ,merely because of ihe existence of the Board.
The potential for oversight, by NSB of any NSF staff action likely
causes decision papers to be better prepared and documented. Thus,

1"There Is probably widespread concurrence with a statement made by Dr. Roger W.

Heyns In an editnrinl In a recent Issue of Sci.cnce:-"The'rerord shows that NSF is one of

the nation's most effective government agencies. untouched by major fiscal scandals. singu-
/ark free from political uses. and highly regarded bv the vast majority of the scientists,
engineers, and educators who have had to deal with it. its rteuirds are generally Perceived
to Le honestly and wisely made." (Heyns, Roger W. National Science Foundation Hearlps.
Scle,ce. v. 2(fl Dee 14. 197t1: editorial.)11Har'dler. Philip. Testimony before the House Committee on Science and Technology,
),Iay 1279. p. 24.
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merely by virtue of its presence, the Board seems to perform a_quality
control function that is missing from other Federal agencies which do
not have boards of such eminence and authority.

D. ENTOLITFION OF itit, NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD, 1950-1968

1. `The National Science Foundation Act of 1950
The National Science Board was created in 1950 through the Na-

tional Science Foundation Act of 1950 as an inteo-ral, part of the
National Science Foundation. The Board's presea structure and
authority has its roots in an extensive period of policy debate regard-
ing an appropriate Federal Government peacetime role in funding
science and technology which took place during and immediately
following World War II. This debate took place after the success
of the Manhattan Project which led to development of the atomic
bomb, a vital factor in terminating the war against Japan. The legacy
of this event was the belief that Government should support an activ-

' ity which would pefinit the generation and use of basic research for
social purposes.

The /CSF Act of 1950 created a National Science Foundation con-
sisting of a 24-member National Science Board and a Director as
ex bfficio member of the Board. The structure of the Board and the
division of "shared authority" between the Board and the Director
created by the NSF Act were the outhome of compromises over se,v-
eral vigorously debated issues focusing on: (1) the proper form of
Federal support for scientific research and education ; (2) the need for
successful scientific research to be managed by scientists with the great-
est possible amount of autonomy from Government ; (3) the need for
Federal expenditures to be managed by executive officials accountable
to -the President ; and (4) the nature of the Board's role to represent
scientific disciplines, society as a whOle, and geographic regions. The
resulting Board was designated as the policy-formulating body of the
Foundation. The Act specified that the Board shall consist of eminent
persons from fields of the basic sciences, medical science, enaineering,
agriculture, education or public affairs, selected to "provide repre-
sentation of the views of the scientific leaders of the Nation." In prac-
tice the overwhelming majority of Board members have been academic
scientists and administrators. The Board was also given the responsi-
bility of reviewing and approving all grants and other arrangements
relating to the Foundation's scientific activities.
2. The Primacy of NSF's Mission to Support Basic Research

The purpose of NSF as stated in its enabling legislation is pri-
marily "to mitiate and support basic scientific research and programs
to strengthen scientific research potential and science education pro-
grams at all levels in the ... sciences .. . to support such scientific and
educatonal activities and to appraise the impact of research upon in-
dustrial development and upon the general welfare...."

The primacy of the basic research mission continues to characterize
the NSF today despite the legislative expansion of the agency's man-
date in 1968 giving it explicit authority to support applied research
and social science and the 1972 legislative expansion to emphasize the
coequal responsibility for science education (P.L. 90-407, July 18,

u
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196.8) However, the, objective of maintaining the Federal support for
funding for basic research in academic settings pervades most of NSB
todaythe character of its membership, its funding priorities, the
nature of its procurement related policy actiVities, and the bulk of
its policy statements.
3. Other Aspects of 1968 Amendment of the NSF Enabling Legistation

The 1968 amendment also required that an annual report be pre-
pared by the Board on the, health and status of science and its various
disciplines. It also restricted the Board's authority to delegate its
awards approval responsibility for grants for scientific research to
the Director for awards involving amounts greater than specified dol-
lar limits. In addition, the 1968 amendment authorized the Founda-
tion to support applied research activities, but not to the detriment of
basic research. -

4. 1968 Amendment and Subsequent Actions Open the Way for En-
hanced Congressional Direction of NSF

The 1968 Amendment also opened the way for significant congres-
sional control over NSF and, therefore, attenuation 6f the NSB role.
It required appropriations to be authorized annually for NSF. This
led shortly thereafter to a conffressional decision to require line-item
budgeting in NSF, with the nirector allowed to modify authorized
funding only within a limit of 10 percent of authorized funding. Since
then Congress has issued detailed instructions to NSF, via legisla-
tion and congressional reports, for programmatic, reporting, and ad-
ministrative actions. President Jimmy Carter called these detailed
legislative funding specific tions and "report language" "... an incur-
sion on executive manaa ment responsibility" when hoe signed the
fiscal year 1981 NSF at t orization act, and reminded ". . . the Dir-
ector of the National Science Foundation that committee reports are
not law and should not be treated as though they were." 11'

E. NSB RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROCEDURES

Board activities consume the equivalent of about one month per
year. The Board generally meets for two and one-half days per month
about nine to ten times a year. Members are paid at the daily salary
rate for GS-18 civil servants. Normally two-thirds of each meetincr
is devoted to committee meetings. The Board holds three special kind's
of meetings each-year : an annual meeting in May to name officers, re-
'view committee structure and so on; an annual, substantive, long-
range planning meeting held in June aenerally at an NSF-funded
site or research center; and a budget, limg-range planning meeting
during which Assistant Directors present their budget arguments to
the Board.

For three reasons the NSF Director plays a crucial role in deter-
mining the agenda of Board meetings : he is the chairman of the Exec-
utive Committee which is responsible for setting the NSB's agenda,

n U.S. President :Timmy Carter. National Science Foundation Authorization and Science
and Technology Equal Opnortunities Act. Statement on Signing S. 568 Into Law. De-
cember 12, 1980. Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, v. 16, Dec. 15, 1980 :
2804-2805,
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he is the chief administrator of the agency being governed, and it isbasically his staff which controls the data and background informa-
tion given to the Board.

- 1. A Typical Board Meeting 12

.Board meetings typically follow a fixed format. Important recur-
ning items in most plenary sessions include :

1. Status reports on Board annual reports;
2. Reports of the professional actIvities of members;
3. Adoption of resolutions of honor, that is, naming a scientific

discovery for a scientist and selection of recipients of honorary
awards ;

4. An extensive report by the NSF Director, giving: lists ofall awards acted upon or declined since the last meeting; discus-
sion of the Foundation's most important personnel and organiza-
tional changes'; discussion of relevant congressional action ; status
report on budget activities (the Board is acting simultaneously
on three budgets) ;. review of NSF activities undertaken in re-
sponse to congressional and executive direction ; discussion of
trips made by senior NSF staff ; identification of significant meet-, ings and discussions with members of the scientific communities;
recent public critiques of NSF or programs; discussion of admin-
istrative actions affecting NSF employees, such as flexitime; pro-
gram reviews; reports on special studies that staff are undertak-
ing at the request of NSB, such as of the "young investigator"
issue;

5. Detailed reports on the status of activities by NSB commit-
tee chairs ;

6. Presentations by science officials of other agencies;
7. Reporfs by NSB members of attendance at meetings of ad-

visory committees or the Advisory Council ;
8. Reports by NSB members on site reviews ;
9. Presentation, discus'sion, and vote on awards requiring NSB

approval (only interagency transfer of funds are discussed in
open session)

'10. Requests for Proposal, program announcements, and other
matters, and

11. Public reviews of some major NSF program activities.
Issues for Consideration

Serious consideration might be given to streamlining some of the
Board's agenda so that it spends less time dealing with administrative
details, while at the same time establishing procedures to ensure that
policies and procedures are being well implemented.

F. INDICATORS OF WORKLOAD INCREASE 23

Several indicators reflect significant increases in the NSB workload
since 1968. The number of Board meetings has climbed dramatically.In the fiscal year 1967 the Board met five times. Since the fiscal year
1971, the Board has held eight or nine meetings per year. In 1980 the
Board met ten times.

Baind on Chapter III and appendix A-le Based on Chapter
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Another measure of increase is the almost straight-line trend, in the
mimber of documents sent to NSI3 members by the NSB executive sec-
retariat. In 1966 Board members were sent 244 full Board items, This
more than dmibled by 1979, to 492. Whereas in 1970 a total of 384 other
items were sent to NSTI members, in 1979 a total of 869 other items were
sent. The Board's budget expendihires. for travel and compensation
exclusive of funds spent to contract for NSB annual reports, also have
hicreased, by about one third in real dollar terms, from a total of
$100.732 in 1570 to $285,000 estimated in the fiscal year 1982.

The Board's "management/oversight" and administrative functions
consume considerable time even though the Board rarely alters a deci-
sion the Director brings to it. NSB seems to be involved, one way or
another, in all major policy, manaaement/organizational changes ma-
jor activity, and major meeting ini-NSF. These functions include such
things as initiation of flextime for NSF staff, selection of publishers
for curriculum materials, retirements of senior personnel, adoption
of new grant mechanisms, and policy regarding scientific exchanges
with the Soviet Union.

NSB does not usually snggest the topics for most policy delibera-
tions: yet it seems to be notified about, involved in, or concerned with
almost every decision the Director makes.
Issues for Consideration

The questions can be raised : Should and can NSB be involved in all
these, activitieS? Do all activities involve policy ? Or does the Board's
oversight responsibility require it tol familiarize itself with all these
details?

Should better criteria to determine workload priorities be
established to free time for the Board to deal with critical matters?
New Board Chairman Branscomb instituted several procedures to trim
the Board's workload, specifically to require Board members to pre-
sent only written, not verbar, reports to the Chairman on meetings
attended. Similar attention might be given to streamlining Board
agendas to determine an adequate balance between dealing directly
with administrative and other details and developing policy to oversee
these activitives.

G. ATTENDANCE AT BOARD MEETINGS

Board attendance often is significantly less than 100 percent of the
statutorily authorized level of 24 members and the Director. From
1069 to 1980, in about one-third of all meetings held each year, only
two-thirds ,of th e. members were in attendance. A majority, computed
on the basis of the authorized number of 24 members, was not present
four times, twice in 1976, once in 1979, and once in 1980. However,
most gaps are caused by lack of timely confirmation of new I3oard
members, who in most cases were present as non-voting consultants
in Board meetin Ts. There were eight vacancies during parts of 1979
and parts of 1980.

H. STAFFING

The 1968 NSF Act /nye NSB the authority to ntilize up to five pro-
fessional staff for full-time NSB functions, The. NSB has tended not
to utilize this provision. In the last few years only the Executive Sec-

32
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retary and Chairman llackerman's special assistant have filled these
positions. In the mid-1970s, after the NSB Planning and Policy
Committee undertook a special "self-study," the Board passed a reso-
lution to utilize}, the statutory provision. The Board's decision to seek
its own staff was aided by congressional action which raised the maxi-
mum status of staff from GS-15 to GS-18. It hired three professionals
from the NSF staff to serve as executive secretaries for some
of the NSB and to manage the preparation of annual reports.
These three staff members also served for a time as executive secre-
taries of other Board committees. Within the next 18 months to two
years, these staff members were reassigned back into the Foundation,
after the Board concluded that this arrangement had been unsatis-
factory and that, instead of hiring its own staff, it should utilize NSF
staff members. The arguments made, against having full-time scien-
tific staff for the Board are persuasive : deliberate separation of NSB
and NSF staff causes communications gaps, instills a "we" versus
"they" attitude preventing the Board from obtaining all the informa-
tion and full insight into NSF operations that would be afforded by
using NSF staff part-time; NSB staff are shortchanged since they
encounter obstacles when they try to reassume responsibility for man-
aging the Foundation's disciplinary support programs. Now most
NSB.staffing is provided by staff members of the NSF Office of Plan-
ning and Resources Management, which was established by the Direc-
tor to provide him and the Board with staff support for matters of
policy, budget, and management.

Recently the National Science Board adopted a resolution, resulting
in Federal regulations published in the Federal Register, to permit
NSB members to hire and pay for staff support at their home institu-
tions to fissist in performing Board functions.14
Issups for Consideration

It may be necessary to assess the need to modify the statutory lan-
guage relating to NSB staff since the current statutory provisions
are not being used to the fullest, and the Board generally follows the
alternative arrangements of using NSF stall members and has
adopted a procedure allowing the hiring of staff at their home
institutions.

I. BOARD RULES ON CONFLICT OF INTEREST

The Board has adopted an elaborate series of rules to govern mem-
bers' behavior, especially to avoid conflicts of interest.

Board membership lagged initially after the adoption of the Ethics
in Government Act, since some nominees did not want to be forced
to disclose their financial worth to the public. The Board was success-
ful in obtaining an exemption from this regulation.

J. DIRECTOR/BOARD RELATIONSHIPS

The Director plays a crucial role in determining NSB's workload.
This occurs by virtue of his chairmanship of the NSB Executive
Committee, which is responsible for setting the NSB agenda, and be-/

14Proposed Regulations Exempting Board Members From Certain Financial Conflicts of
Interest. NSB/Res. 70-27 (205 : 13).

80-976 0 83 3
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cause the Director's staff also staffs the Board. In addition, there are
some subtle facets of the delicately balanced Board/Director relation-
shin which often give the Director special influence.

Of importance is the issue of the interaction between the Board and
the Director's own "kitchen cabinet," composed of senior NSF staff
members. During 1970 the Director took two actions to consolidate his
power. In May he established an Executive Council to serve as key
advisor in planning, policy, and program development. The Executive
Council seems to be especially powerful, since while meetings of the
Executive Committee of the Board are closed even to most Board staff
members, some, NSF staff members who are also members of the Ex-
ecutive Council, attend meetings of the NSB Executive Committee.
The General Counsel and the Deputy Director, who are members of
the Executive Council often attend NSB Executive Committee meet-
ings. A few months later, the Director took the second action by estab-
lishing a Management Council, to "serve as a mechanism for
improving staff communications, review problems of more than one
directorate, and initiate staff work to clarify issues."

The Director's Oility to influence the NSB workload is further
defined by the fact that he has management control over the flow of
information to the Board. But several Board members and NSF staff
have indicated that the Board members and the seniof NSF staff have
many informal relationships and discussions which are not reflected in
the formal Board minutes.

Apparently the amount and type of interaction between the Board
and the Director varies with the personalities and styles of Directoi
and Board Chairman as well as the Chairman's political and practical
needs to be responsive to the influence exerted by the White House
staff. According to Dr. Grover Murray, immediate past Vice Chair-
man of the Board :

[Dr. Hackerman and I] have served with four of the five
directors, who are . . . ex officio Members of the Board. Each
director has played a significant, but different role vis a vis
the Board. It has been my experience that the relationships
between the Board and the respective directors have been very
good. They appear to be especially close with the incumbent,
Dr. Richard Atkinson, whom we consider to be an outstand-
ing chief executive officer of the Foundation."

Some Directors as well as Board members have gone as far as to char-
acterize the Director/Board relationship as a collegial one on the
grounds that the Foundation consists of the Board and Director, offi-
cials who are co-equal in their origins and terms of employment (that
is. not professional bureaucrats). Others attribute the characteristics
of collegiality to the meshing of functions: the Board helps the Direc-
tor cope with program managers who individually may view them-
selves as "czars.' of their particular areas of science support. NSB
serves, therefore, as a "balance wheel" among scientific disciplines."

Congresn. Bonne. Committee on Science and Technology. Subcommittee on Science
Research. rind Technology. 1981 National Science Foundation Authorisation. Hearings
96th Congress, 2nd aession on MR. 2728. February 1980, Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.
1980. p. 45.

le Interview with NSB official, 1980.

:3 1
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Nevertheless, the record indicates that personality differences are
salient. As Board Chairman, Dr. Handler, !generally acknowledged to
have had an authoritative personality, talked daily with the then NSF
Directorz Dr. Leland Haworth Dr. Handler said he gave Dr. Ha*orth
the political guidance that he lacked. On the other hand, Dr. McElroy
is considered- to have often acted independently of the Board. Dr.
Stever acted independently of the Board to the extent that it was
required by his dual roles as NSF Director and President Nixon's sci-
ence advisor. Dr. Hackerman, immediate predecessor to the current
Board Chairman Dr. Branscomb, appears to have been an activist who
'made notable management changes in the Board's procedures. How-
ever, he and Dr. Atkinson apparently got along quite harmoniously.
They spoke on the telephone approximately once per week, except dur-
ing periods of congressional budget action, when they often spoke
daily. Alsot Dr. Hackerman is reported to have interacted quite closely
with the NSB executive secretary who interacted daily with the Direc-
tor. (See Table 1 for an overview of NSF leadership.)

TABLE 1.--Period8 of Servi4 of NSF Director and NSB Chairman

NSF Director NSB Chairman
William D. McElroy, July 1969 to Jan- Philip Handler, May 1966 to May 1970.

nary 1972. H. E. Carter, May 1970 to May 1974.
Guyford Stever, February 1972 , to Norman Hackerman, May 1974 to May

August 1976. 1980.
Richard Atkinson (acting: August 11376 Lewis M. Branscomb, May 1980 to

to May 1977), May 1977 to June 19 0. present.
Donald Langenberg (acting: June 1980

to December 1980).
John B. Slaughter, December 1980 Ito

present.

The Board's access to the White House and its control over the
Director's interaction with the White House usually has been con-
strained. The White House science advisory apparatus and the OMB
are natural barriers to direct NSB interaction with the President. In
addition, an important reason is that the two report-writing functions
transferred to NSF from the Office of Science and Technology Policy
(OSTP), pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1977, transferred
these functions to the Director, not to the Foundation. In fact, the
Directorate for Scientific, Technological and International Affairs was
established in part to provide analytical supPort to the OSTP.17

As a result of his initiation of poncy-related actions and reconstitu-
tion of a national science policy sulkommittee, called the Ad Hoc Sub-
committee on NSB and National Science and Technology Policy
Issues, it is expected that Dr. Branscomb will be a forceful Board
Chairma7n and will attempt to create better conditions for more inter-
action with White House decisionmakers.18

The Board's control over the Director is further limited since the
Board does not have ultimate authority over the naming of members
of Advisory Committees or over personnel matters. In practice the
Board suggests candidates to the White-House for Director, Deputy

,1 See chapter X.
is Interview with NSF official. 1080.
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Director and the four presidentially named Assistant Directors.
Usually the list which the Board forwards is sent by the Director (in-
cluding the names for the post of new Director). The Board custom-
arily agrees with the Direetor's list and the White House customarily,
concurs with the list sent over. There was one notable instance where
the White House did not. This was the White House opposition to
naming Franklin Long Director on the grounds of his opposition to
President Nixon's deployment of the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM)
system. Subsequently, after an outcry from the scientific community,
President Nixon wrote a letter of apology to the Board and proposed
to nominate Long, who, however, declined.

K. ExEcurrvE CommrrrEE

Like most boards, NSB has established a committee structure to
aid its deliberations and to prepare draft decisions for board approval.
(See table 2 for a list of committee abbreviations,)'

TABLE 2.Abbreviations for Major NEIB Committees

COB : Committee on the Budget.
PPC: Planning and Policy Committee.
EC: Executive Committee.
PC: Programs Committee.

The Executive Committee (EC) was created pursuant to statute.
It is composed of the Director, and four additional Board elected NSB
members of whom, in practice, two are always the Board Chairman
and Vice Chairman. The Director chairs the EC. Originally the ;EC
was created basically to constitute a group to act on behalf of the Board
between meetings. Subsequently it was given the added functions ot
approving affiliations of the senior staff, of providing the first line of
review for staff and Board nominees, of coordinating and offering
guidance on activities of the Board and its committees,of serving as an
agenda committee, and of identifying tasks for additional Board
action.

During,the period 1969 through 1971, the Executive Committee met
when the Board did not. But beginning in 1971 and continuing to the
present, the EC has tended to meet at the same time as the Board,
usually the evening before.

The EC also has another functionthat of serving as a sounding'
board for the. Director. This may explain why the EC finds it neces-
sary to meet right before the full Board does, but a comparison of
minutes indicates some overlap in discussions. This riaay raise ques-
tions about the need to define the EC responsibilities more precisely.

The statutory language requires the EC to prepare an annual feport.
As is done for other committees and the full Board, minutes are kept
of the EC deliberations. The annual report that is prepared is not
an analytical document, but instead, is a listing summarizing an activ-
ity described in the minutes in one or two lines. Thus, in order to
trace EC deliberations on an activity, one has to search through the
chronological listings in each annual report. The annual reports
carry a privileged document label. But even with this qualification,
the information contained in the annual reports is not a complete ren-
dition of the discussions that occurred in the Executive Committee,
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which are often candid critihues, whose essence is expurgated in the
annual reports.

At least two recent proposals have been made to give the Executive
Committee more authority : one made by former General Counsel Hoff
in 1976 which would have strengthened the EC and its staff at the same
time, and would have given the EC most of the full NSB functions
other than policymaking, on which the Board, purportedly, would
haye more time to concentrate. The other proposal, made by former
NSF Deputy Directoi John V. Wilson, in testimony before the House
Committee on Science an,d Technology in 1979, was cut the size of the
Board back to seven or eight members, make the Board a full-time,
temporary job, where Board members serve, in effect, as NSF Assist7
ant 'Directors. Neither of these solutions would seem to coincide with
what is typically characterized as good practices of "board manage-
ment," nor with the Board's expressed preference to be given access to
considerable detail to enable it to fulfill the oversight functions it per-
ceives as crucial."
lame for Consideration

Attention seems required to deal with the rived for clarifying the
functions of the Executive Committee without jeopardizing the deli-
cate balance between the Board and the Director.

The Congress may wish to inquire if the Board i fully complying
with the, statutory ,requirement regarding the preparation of Execu-
tive Committee annual reports to determine whether they serve a real
function or whether they are superfluous. The Congress may wish to
reevaluate the functions of file EC.

L. NSB COMMITTEE STRUCTURE

Except for the Executive Committee, which is a statutory commit-
tee, the NSB and its Chairman establish the Board committees and
make appointments to them at each May meeting. In the early and
mid-1970s ad hoc committees and subcommittees seemed to proliferate.
The committee structure began to be streamlined in 1976, under Board
Chairman Hackerman, litho sought to improve Board management.
When he became Chairman in 1980, Dr. Branscomb further stream-
lined the committee structure. As a result, the NSB has created a more
or less permanent committee structure with standing and task commit-
tees. Previously, the NSB had a proliferation of ad hoc, committees
whiCh the NSB had customarily created as a reaction to a particular
situation or external events, for instance, the Committee on Big and
Little Science and the Ad Hoc Committee on Ocean Margin Drilling
(both created in response to congressional action). Sonie of the task
committees were made Subcommittees of the Planning and Poli4
Committee.

A notable feature over time has been the staff support provided to
NSB committees by NSF staff. Most NSF staff support comes from
the Office. of Planning and Resources Management and the staff of
Special Assistant to the Director. During the mid-1970s, when the
Board had its own staff, Board staff served as executive secretaries of
major committees.

10 See, for example, Palmieri, Vietor H. Corporate Responsibility and the CompetentBoard. Harvard Business Review, v. 57, May-June 1979 : 46-48.
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M. MEMBEItsIIIP OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE VOARD

1. Oe'nerai Trends
The members of the National Science Board are appointed by the

President., by and with the advice. and.consent of the Senate, to serve
staggered six-year terms of service, eight of which expire each even
year. V.acancies are filled by the President after giving consideration
to recommendations submitted by scientific, engineering, and educa-'

tional associations. T7sually the President adopts the Board's sug-
gested nomination list. The .NSF Act also requires that Board mem-
bers be geographically distributed throughout the Nation. However,
the representation of Board members has been skewed toward a
higher proportion from the Northeast and a lower proportion from
the South and 'West.

There have been 15 major vacancies on the BOard lasting approxi-
mately one year each. (mie lasted about two years). Ten of these were
caused by delays in the President's appointment. and Senate confirma-
tion of Board members. These delays have made it difficult for the
Board to carry out its functions. In order to maintain as full a com-
plement. of NSF, memberS as possible, the NSB adopted procedures
to permit as-yet unconfirmed, as well as former, NSB members to
attend meetings aS non-vOting members. Recently the Board sought
a legislative amendment to permit memberships to continue until, suc-
eessors were named. This was not enacted.

Generally. Board membership has incTuded one or two racial .or
ethnic minority members and one or two women..During the period
May 197S-May 1OSO, the Board included three women, three black's

ricluding one black woman) , and one Hispanic.
Although the NSF Ack requires members to represent.all scientific

diseplines, the chief affiliation of. most Board members has been
.nendenlic 011(1 mo0" hea vil v concentrated in the mathematical and
physical sciences. Social sciences.have not been heavily represented.
University administrators have been represented in substantial num-
hers among NSB members.

ronNidc rat in17
The question can be raised: are members parochial in their repre-

sentational roles, or do they represent a broader science, perspective
when assuming Board membership?
2. DiRtinguished Individual, Members

The Board is a prestigious group. NSB members .generally have
other extensive advisory responsibilities in universities, industry, and
professional associations which serve to promote a broad policy per-
Ilective. Of the appointed members serving on the National Science
Board between 1970 and 1980, approximately half serVed on from one
to four other science-related Federal boards, councils, Or adviSory
bodies during their tenure.on NSB. Three have been Nobel Laureates;
three former NSB members have become presidential science, advi-
sors :Drs Press, Stever, and Dubridge. Three members have served as
President of the National Academy of Sciences:Drs. Bronk, Handler,
and Press. One served as a cabinet member: Secretary of Agriculture,
Clifford Hardin. Others have served as university presidents and of-
ficials of scientific associations.

3
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Some, indivitlual members have made notithle cOntribiltions to Board
deliberations or NSF activities. It is generally...conceded that only
10 to 15 of the 24 Board members are active in a:Tolley formulating
sense. Some a the individualinitiatives of note are: .

. Mr, Doan: instrumental in initiating Foundation analysis and
activities relating to universitY/industry research;

Dr, Cobb: a leader in activities to broaden I3Oard ropnbership
and Foundation activities on behalf of minoritics, women, and
international activities; ,,

,

Dr. Heyhs: sugrrested the Science Indicators report series;
Dr. Koshland arid Dr. Hubbard : instrumental in ijaproving tlw

NSB long-range planning and budgeting improvement activities;
Dr. Hubbard: a critical factor in improving Poliey and Plan-

ning Committee functions;
,Dr. Mac Lane: a. scrupulous critic of social statistics, science

indicators, and aH NSB and NSF report activities?,
Dr. Hackerman: instrumental in improving the Board's recent

organization.and management ;

Drs. Thieme, Heyns and Hesburg: among the few NSB mem-
bers who were ardent supporers of social sciences; and

Dr. Branscomb: instrumental in trying to improve the Board's
ability to do "nationa4 science policy-making." 2"-

S. Congressional Calls to yidenMembership
There have been a munber of pronosals, emanating mo4 twrsisteptly

from the Senate, calling upon the President and the Board (who sug-
gest their own replacements) to widen the basis ol geographic dis-
tribution of membersto ada more women and minorities, and espe-
cially to add more- representatives of small colleges and pre-eollege
science e.ducators'to the Board. While these calls have been met to a
small degree; the Board has adopted the. position that it should rep-
resent that portion of society which is its major constituency
basic researchers at academic institutions.
4. NSF Advisory Council ,

The NSB opposed widening the membership olf the Board to avbid
what it presumed ,would be a sacrifice of quality. But in response to
congressiO al pressures to enlarge NSF's interaction with the pulk,
as enuncitel in the. Senate report ort the fiscal year 1977 authoriza-
tion bill (. :nate Reports 94-888 and P.L. 94-471), the FoundatiOn
established in 1976 an Advisory Couneil to the Director,,composed of
24 members, at least, six of whom are public members. The Director
names members who are responsible only to him. While, the Council ts
intended to provide greater representation for the public, its first
chairman was Dr. Donald Langenberg., a university scientist, who be-
came the. NSF. Deputy Director in 1980. In the manner of the. Board,
the Council has divided itself into task groups to study and pre-
pare reports on important issues cutting across the, fiehls of science
and the Foundation's responsibilities. Its current tasks are : (1) con-
tinuing education for engineers and computer professionals in uni-
versities and industry, (2) the role of NSF in science education of the

"Based upon reading NSB minuten.
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public, and (3) the role Of "rotators" (temporary NSF program man-
agers from academia) in NSF.

Although the Council is advisory to the Director, its functions seem
to overlap the NSB's policymaking responsibilities to some extent.
Roard minutes indicate that a few Board Members have attended some
Advisory Council meetings and that the Board has occasionally made
reference to Advisory Council reports. But it is difficult to determine
whether or or not these reports have had an effect on Board delibera-
tions.
1N.m-s for CionRidc rat;on

The question can be raised: would NSB policymaking be enhanced
if there wert more cross-fertilization between the Board and the
Council ?
b. Other Pub7ic Partieipation E ff orts: Regional Forums

The 1977 legislation required the NSF to establish a means to ob-
tain public opinion about its priorities. As a result, the Foundation
suggeste(l, and the' Board agreed, that a series of regional forums be
held. After several forunis were held, the Board became dissatisfied
with the quality of information obtained in relation to the effort re-
quired. It adopted a resolution which commended the forums as an ad-
mirable experiment, but recommended that they be cut back to one per
year and that staff experiments with other mechanisms to see if they
could be used to achieve the same objectives.
hsues f or Comideration

Vacancies on the Board due to delays in the nomination) and Senate
confirmation process have intei-fered. with Board activities in the past.
Should the NSF enabling legislation be changed to allow or require
that, upon normal expiration, Board.members terms of service be ex-
tended until Senate confirmation of replacements occurs?

The gSB may believe that congressional insistence upon adequate
representation of geographic areas and minorities compromises repre-
sentation of quality ,science. Does the Advisory Council serve ade-
quately to represent the public ?

The NSB may lack sufficient representation of researchers repre-
senting industry, applied science, undefgraduate education, and 'small
colleges. To what extent does this inhibit the NSB from drawing upon
appropriate resources in developing prOgrams in these areas t

N. THE PLANNING AND POLICY COMMIT/Ism

The Planning and Policy Committee (PPC) is the Board's prin.
cipal policymaking and long-range planning committee. Most of its
activities deal with governance. of the NSF and other "policy for
science", primarily NSF-related and basic science issues, rather than
broader national "science for policy" issues, that is, the use of science
to solve sorial problems or to adjudicate differences in scientific fact.

The ITC has always been chaired by the most nationalscience-policy
oriented, and active members of the Board. Its polieymaking activities
often result in tins formation of PPC subcommittees or task groups to
study an issue in more detail, or in the issuance of Board-adopted pol-
icy statements, resolutions, and letters.

1
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At its regularly scheduled monthly meetings, the PPC deals with
NSF policy issues. It alao -manages the Board's annual, long-range
planning meeting.

The Director's influence on the PPC regular work is ensured hv the
fact that most of the etensive background work done for the PPC is
done by high-level NSF staff and because the Director brings to the
PPC most of the tasks it works on. Most of the PPC work deals with
issues of science infrastruCture or science support mechanisms that the
Director brings to the Board's attention. Often political factors seem
to constrain the choice of issues the Director brings to the Board, as in
the case of OMB Circular A-21, dealing in part with time and effort
reporting by researchers, which the Director at first refused to view as
a problem in the same terms the Board perceived. But there are several
notable. cases;where the PPC or the Board has taken,the initiative in
enunciating -policies, or in suggesting policies with which the Director
disagreed. One is the Board's policy decision to oversee closely the
NSF Office on Audit and Oversight and to establish other oversight
procedures, to require complete peer reviews to be sent to Programs
Committee members and to send verbatim peer review comments to
principal investigators. Another was the Board's opposition to sup-
poltingln14e researelwrs in industry despite NSF wishes to the con-
trary. Thq PPC also acted to ensure oVersight cof planniug of the
RANN program even though OMB had thrust it upon the Foundation.
The PPC's general lack of policy initiation is significant only if it is
agreed that the Board should have a more active role independent of
the Director in initiating policies. Shaping policy whose needs the Di-
rector and staff have enunciated is often as compelling as initiating
policy. Another important positive effect of PPC activities is that its
data and analysis force some discipline and forward thinking on thestaff.
1. PPC Long-range Planning Activities

The PPC manages,. every June, a substantive long-range planning
meeting, to give in-depth attention, by NSB task forces, to two or
three issues which *had been identified several months before jointly
by the Board and NSF staff as topics warranting special attention.
Most of the topics selected for in-depth examination seem to be done
more at the insistence of the Board than the Director. Nevertheless,
most are reactions to situations rather than anticipatory national
policymaking. Generally, NSF staff members play a major role in
preparing the background documents required for these meetings.
The work a the June PPC task forces is iterative, often continuing
over several months and leading to the creation of PPC Subcom-mittes or the adoption of an NSB resolution.
Is.sues for Consideration

Several major issues can be raised about the impact of the PPC:
Are the policies enunciated sufficiently detailed and long-range

to provide the Board with a well-thought-through policy base from
which it can undertake sustained long-term policymaking?

Has the Board,been sufficiently foresighted to deal with such issues
as the possible need to limit science funding only to.proven university
performers (thereby jeopardizing geograPhic distribution patterns)
in the face of budget cuts made by the Reagan Administration?
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Does the Board follow-up on the NSF staff response to the policy
statements enunciated by the PPC and the NSB I

Is it sufficient for the Board to enunciate policy via policy state-
ments, directives to staff and creation of ad hoc cthnmittees, or should
the Board make greater efforts to carry its message to the Office of
Management and Budget and other decisionmakers?

Why does NSB choose not to deal with some policy issues which
affect science?

Does the Board use specific criteria to select issues for considera-
tion? If not, would not a priority ranking system be useful?

0. NEED FOR AN ANNUAL COMPENDIUM OF NSB POLICIES AN13

PRocEntmEs

Another aspect of the Board warrants attention. This relates to the
possible need to compile an annual report bn NSB procedures tInd
policies. An attempt is made in this report to include all NSB-issued
policy and procedure decisions and statements since 1968. (See Ap-
pen(lix B.)

In 1976, former NSF General Counsel Hoff recommended that the
Board or NSF staff collect and publish all substantive and pro-
cedural statements made by the Board. He said that policy is enun-
ciated in various ways, not only by means of formal policy statements.
Furthermore, if the Board were to collate policy statements its pro-
grams approval responsibilities wotild be. lessened since the Dit'ector
would have to bring to the Board only those awards on which NSB
had not enunciated policy. Furthermore such a tool would aid in
oversight.

Attempts were made over the years to achieve this goal, but with-
out success on the grounds that policy statements take too many
different forms. It was recommended that the NSF Program Mana-
ger's Manual (which in some respects reflects the administrative
interpretation of NSB policy statements) serves as a publicly avail-
able, statement of NSB policy statements. According to former PPC
chairman William Hubbard, the statute governing the board of the
National Library of Medicine may serve as a useful prgcedent. It
requires' the Secretary of Health and.Human Services to publish an
annual report or compendium of this sort, to include details on policy
as well as administrative implementation. Application of this practice
lw NSF might aid in establishing better oversight over the Board.
However, there are disadvantages to such a proposal. The NSB might
perceive such a recommendation as a threat to the freedom of scientific
mquiry'and as an unwarranted incursion int; the tenuous compromise
and "shared authority" worked out over the years between the Direc-
tor and the Board. Thus, such a recommendation might engender
undesirable inflexibility on Board procedures and topics, compromis-
ing the creativity of the Board as a whole and the contribution of
individual members.
Issues for Consideration

The reqnirement for a collection of policy statements. including
those which are not given resolution numbers. seems to warrant' con-
sideration, for it is difficult now to identify NSB policy statements
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and determine actions taken by NSF and others to implement the pol-
icies enunciated.

P. Tnn PROGRAMS COMMITTEE AND THE BOARD'S APPROVAL
RESPONSIBILITEES

The Programs Committee (PC) is the Board's principal mechanism
to review proposed grants, awards, and programs that require Board
approval before the Director can commit funds or implement the in-
volved new policies (as specified in sections-4 (a), 5 (d), and 5 (e) of
the National Science Foundation Act, as amended). The NSF staff is
required to bring the following items before the Board for review and
approval:

-1. Proposed plans for a new NSF program as well as final
program plang;

2. Proposed awards initiated under any new program, until
such time as the Board has authorized application to such pro-
gram of its general delegation to the Director ,

3. A policy issue that has not previously been resolved by the
Board or a proposed change in a policy previously approved by
the Board;

1. Requests for Proposals as well as solicitations and other
announcements where awards are expected to require Board
approval;

5. (a) A single award or project commitment that will exceed
$500,000 or more for a period of 12 consecutive months. (b) An
actual Or eventual anticipated total award or project commitment
of $2 million or more.

The dollar limits referred to above were incorporated into the NSF
organic act by amendment in 1968. It limited the Board's discretion
to delegate its approval responsibilities which it had held since 1959.
This, in effect, required the NSB to perform more program approvals
than it had done before.
.1. Programs Commitee TV oricload : Ambiguity in_Data

From 1970 to 197N. tlie PC workload increased significantly since
the committee elected to approve all awards for the RANN program.
The Board in the mid-1970s called for changes in the enabling legis-
lation, either to raise the dollar limits above which the Board's ap-
proval was required or to give the Board discretion to approve only
those awards relevant to policy considerations. However, NSB ceased
making these demands shortly after the Board decided to increase its
oversight functions in reaction to criticism regarding inadequate man-
agement of NSF's pre-college science curriculum development pro-
grams. This led to an overhaul in the award process within NSF by
creation of action review boards in each NSF directorate to establish
award procedures, and creation of a Directors' Action Review Board
(DARB) to review and approve all awards before they are sent to thePC. It also led to an NSB decision to require staff to send the. PC
copies of all peer reviews received and to send anonymous peer feviewsto all proposal writers upon request. For each of the seven to nine
times a year the Programs Committee meets, its members receive a
monthly information package containing from 500 to 1,000 pages of
descriptive materials and peer reviews.
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The PC and the full Board both treat the program review and ap-
proval function rigorouslyspending a significant amount of time
discussing such factors as qualifications of principal investigators
(PIS), quality of previous research and publications, quality of facili-
ties anticipated to be used, and, often, aspects of research design.

An analysis of proposal review and approval activities for the
period 1972 through 1979 shows that an increasing amount of time is
being taken in order to accomplish these Board review and approval
functions, even though the Board modified only about five percent Of

ithe proposals submitted to it for approval (or, n one case,rejected).
The amount of time spent per award package has increased from .14
hours in 1972 to .73 hours in 1979.

Data des,.ribing the PC workload, measured only in terms of the
numbers of awards reviewed and approved, shows a downward trend
since the mid-1970s. Such a trend is not consistent with the increases
that might be expected due to expansion of budget and inflationary
factors.

Data describing the PC workload from the mid-1970s to the present
is ambiguous, because the Foundation often groups together as one
award a series of related projects (each of which may exceed the dol-
lar limits), but apparently without using consistent criteria. Many
NSB members and senior NSF staff have said that the NSB is over-
burdened by the requirement for program and award approvals. How-
ever, during the summer of 1980, the PC examined its workload and
reported that it, was not overburdened by its oversight and awards
review functions and therefore did not seek a change in statutory
language requiring proposal reviews.

According to NSF, two factors would tend to decrease the number
of awards and information items referred to the Board:

Multi-year approvals of continuing grants; and
A 1977 NSB revised policy statement which says that incre-

ments made to awards already approved by the Board do not
need new Board approval unless a new peer review is conducted.21

Also, the Foundation has instituted a procedure which requires the
Director's approval of an award package (in the form of approval by
the Directors Action Review Board) before the proposal is sent to
the Programs Committee and then the full Board, thereby cutting
bark on the number of unacceptable awards, but, perhaps, making
redundant the NSB function. The NSB rarely alters what the DARB
has done.
/s.ques for Consideratian

The Congress may wish to reexamine the need for the redundancy
implied by the statutory requirements regarding awards approval,
especially now that the Director has developed procedures for ap-
proving all awards before they are sent to the NSB.

Despite the fact that the Programs Committee believes is it not
overburdened by its awards approval functions, should the dollar

21NSR Circular Nn. 107. revilon No 2 Oot. 1. 11177. says: "In determining whether the
commitment.; involved exceed the S2 million cumulative limit nr the S500.000 annual limit.
fcalowiol on ini,tial award (any standard rrnnt. continoing grant, cooperative agreement.
contract or other arrangement) every additional award should be added tn the initial award
if : (a) the toicceasive award is made to the same inveatigator: and (b) the award is based
upon the external peer review of the earlier award rather than a new Peer review. Other.

earia award will be counted separately."
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requirement be raised, to free time to permit the Board to deal more
with policy issues?

Some NSF staff and NSB members say that the program approval
function requires considerable time and has become a burden. prevent-
ing them from engaging in other policymaking.activities. But views

, and statistics differ on this point. At the same time, most members say
that the, requirement serves a useful purpose since it enables the Boara
to learn about the details of program-administration in NSF. All
governing boards are faced with the dilemma of determining the
adequate level of detail needed to conduct their planning and over-
sight functions. The question can be raised: could NSB's quality con-
trol procedures be. met- by more streamlined methods? (This report
covers the period from 1968 through December of 1980. In February
1981, after the. draft of this chapter was finished, the Programs Com-
mittee adopted a streamlined review procedure intended to shorten
the time, required for Programs Committee meetings. Henceforth only
two or three PC members, rather than the full PC, will be responsible
for in-depth review of proposed awards sent to the PC for approval.
In addition, the NSF staff will no longer be, required to present de-
tailed information to the. full PC on the awards packages. Based on
their review of mailed, written materials and phone calls to NSF
staff, the designated PC reviewers will recommend action to the full
PC, which will then report to the full NSB.)

In his review of NSB/Directo roles, former NSF General Counsel
Hoff recommended that the Board collate and codify all policies and
procedures it had enunciated, to be used as a basis to determine
whether or not programs and awards need to be reviewed (that is, if
they contained policies not already enunciated). Former PPC chair-
man Hubbard has said the NSB is too involved in program approvals,
and that the staff should submit only those new awards containing
poliv issues.22, Should the PC procedures be revised to differentiate,
between the approvals neeckd for different kinds of programs (new
programs, which seem to be primarily for congressionally mandated
activiti(s, versus large continuing programs) ?

In testimony before the House Science and Technology Committee,
former NSB. Chairman Philip Handler testified that the Congress
ought to consider revising requirements for program approval with
a view toward ma -ing the Board responsible for all awards, sinceI\
larger awards are 1 etter prepared than smaller awards and now the
Board is not required to review the smaller 'awards. Should the PC
be more involved in evaluating on-going and proposed NSF programs,
instead of primarily serVing as a meehanism for the review of pro-
posed awards (and groups cif awards) over the 'dollar limits specified
in sect ion 5 (e) ?

At least up until the time of the Reagan Administration, societal
pressures were mounting for the Federal Government to assume
greater responsibilities for supportina and, to some extent, sharing
in the management (with industry) cif larp..,e-scale, interdisciplinary
applied projects to solve problems or to force the development of
knowledge' necessary to bring a technology to the proof-of-concept
state., in the expectaiion that such activities will enhance productivity.

" Interview.
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Research support and procurement mechanisms typically used now in
NSF may not be ademiate to govern such .nt4ivities. For instance,
the Congress had to urge action to enlist' NSB governance of the
Ocean Margin Drilling Project. The question of whether a part-time
baqic research/academically oriented Board. .can oversee several of
these activities remains unanswered. The guidance provided by
historical precedent indicates that the Board may not he able, to
cope successfully with such a burden. In the early 1970s when
NSF began the RANN program, NSB chose to approve all awards
for several years until members were satisfied that the program was
producing quality work. The evidence seems unequivocal; however,
that these prograin approval, design, and management responsibili-
ties proved to be taxing to the Board. To the extent that the lessons
of the, past guide the future, it seems apparent that before NSF respon-
sibilities are enlarffed or significantly augmented,. the Congress and
the Board should assess fully the implications of NSB workload
responsibilities.
2. ihNenee of a Programs Committee Role in Determining Priorities

for ,S'upport and the Importance of Advisory Committees
While the, Board spends considerable timd looking at individual

awards, it does not have a formal systematic procedure to use its
knowledge in determinin e. priorities for NSF programs, directorates,
or scientific disciplines. The only formal procedure now is for the
Budcret Committee chair to sit in on Programs Committee nieetings as
an observer. This was not always the case. For a few years after it was
first created, the PC created a variety of subcommittees to deal with
program planning in such areas as applied research, energy, and social
sciences. The. PC has not engaged in activities of this sort recently, and
NSF advisory committees appear to have taken on preeminent respon-
sibilities in these areas under recent Directors. Formerly, the PC had
responsibility to consult with the Director on his list of candidates for
membership-of the advisory committees, and the chairs of the advisory
committees were, required to report annually to the Board. But pur-
suant; to Board-adopted resolutions, these responsibilities have been
terininated. Now, Board members attend advisory committee meetings
from time. to time, prepare a written report for the chairman of the
Board and subsequently present a cursory oral report to the full NSB.
However, usually the report is devoid of any notable policy dilemmas
or actions requiring Board approval. The Board has not spent much
time, interacting with advisory. committee members or discussing de-
tails of advisory committee work.

Another measure of the relationship between the Board and the ad-
visory committees is the rate of NSB attendance at meetings of ad-
visory committees and their subcommittees. The NSF fiscal year 1979
report listed as advisory groups, with potential for NSB interaction,
23 advisory committees, one advisory council, and 47 advisory com-
mittee subcommittees. During the fiscal year 1979, NSB members at-
tended only 12 meetings of these 71 bodies, and four other NSF-spon;
.4ored meetings.
Issues for Copsideration

Several factors seem to argue for a reassessment of the relationship
between the Board and the NSB advisory committees with the intention
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of imprOYing communications between these groups. One is the ad-
visory committee chairmen's need, expressed recently to the PPC
chairman, to meet more with the Board; another is the opportunity
that would be provided by closer Board attention thus enabling the
Board's budget and program decisions to profit from the priority-
setting, planning, and budget-related exercises of the advisory com-
Mittees. The Board &so might profit from the wider spectrum of views
presented by advisory committee discussions. Two costs might be in-curred by such cooperation : the Board would, be. involved even
more in "micro-management" and the advisory committee's expressionof candid views to the Director might be jeopardized.
3. Program Reviews

The PC and the Board also utilize other mechanisms for program
oversight. The PC from time to time engages in what is called 'in-
formal program reviews" when members review management effective-
nesscomparing, in one program area, the quality of proposals forwhich funds were awarded against a few randomly selected proposals
which were declined. Also the full Board is given formal program re-views of scientific achievements in selected program areas, usually at
each meeting. However, these Board reviews apparently are donemainly for public information ; they are the second part of a two-part
review which begins with a complete and candid presentation before
the Director.
Issues for Consideration

It is not readily apparent how these program reviews aid in NSB
oversight or in program planning. Since many of the program reviews
seem to be perfunctory, the. question can be raised what steps can betaken to ensure that the Board is presented with candid and pene-trating program reviews?

Q. THE BuonET ComMliiEE

The NSF budget is of necessity the "Director's budget," since the
Director needs to be more responsive to the President than the Board,
and the Director and his staff, not the Board play the major role,
in preparing and defending the budget, and interacting' y7ith OMB
sta ff.

Prior to the amendment of the NSF enabling legislation in 1968,the NSB `and the Director seemed to have shared authority equally
in formulating the budget. During the period 1969 to 1978, despite
many complaints from Board members, the Board played a muchsmaller, though gradually increasing, role in budget formulation
processes. From 1969 to 1973, the Budget Committee and the Execu-
tive Committee were the same, virtually ensuring the Director's domi-
nation of the process.' The Planning and Policy Committee created a
Budget Management Subcommittee in 1973. In 1974, a major step was
taken toward improving the Board's role in budget-making when the
Board created a new Committee on the Budget (COB) as a separate
task committee.

Another major innovation in the budget-making process occurred
when a task force of the June 1976 long-range planning meeting recom-
mended that the NSB and Foundation institute a process called the
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"planning environment review." This gave the Board staff-prepared
information and analysis to enable the Board to compare NSF's pro-
grams and priorities to the total field of private and publicly supported
research. The Board also decided to select several "infrastructure"
issues for added attention each year. The Office of Planning and Re-
sources Management prepares the reports used (the current version
is called Status of Science). However, the program managers con-
tribute to and are also required to analyze each program in terms of
the issues the Board had identified.

Prior to 1978 the budget process consisted primarily of the Board
reacting to dollar estimates and needs determined by the Director and
staff, or recommending expenditure levels determined by simple across-
the-board percentage increases, which the NSB criticized as being
"unrealistically high."

These procedures were significantly refined after zero based budget-
ing was instituted and when, beginning in 1978,, the Board began to
require program manacrer, first, to determine research needs or priori-
ties for directorates based on a scientific needs assessment and, then,
to determine required eipenditure levels. The. NSF Assistant Directors
(ADs) had, for several years, presented the Budget Committee or the
Board with written materials identifying long-range plans. However,
in 1978, the Board adopted a new procedurerequiring the Board to
divide itself into working groups to review in detail the oral and
written presentations on long-range plans made by the ADs. Also, new
procedures were adopted which required the ADs to present separa
statements on priorities figured on the. basis first, of scientific ne d,
and then, in a second document, on the basis of dollars needed.

In 1979, for the first time, when beginning the NSB budget cycle for
the fiscal year 1981 budget, the Board adopted a procedure whereby
each NSB working group presented the I3oard with recommended
priorities for support and general levels of funding for each director-
ate, to be used by the Committee on the Budget in preparing a report
to the full Board for use in a Board budget resolution. The Director
customarily uses the resolution and the detailed reports of the COB
to formulate the specific details of the budget he sends to the OMB in
early summer.

The Board also has adopted procedures which permit the Com-
mittee on the Budget to work with the NSF staff in preparing the re-
quired ZBB budget estimates after receipt of the President's budget
goal, a significant departure from previous budget-making activities.
But once the budget is sent to OMB, the Board has little or no ability
to influence the major protagonists in NSF budget-making, the OM$
and the Congress.

NSF officials play the major role in defending the NSF budget before
congressional committees. Until the last few years, NSB testimony
before these committees did not articulate NSB-established budget
priorities. In fact, during most of the 1970s, NSB testimony was pri-
marily philosophical in nature. However, recurring NSB priorities
over the last few budget cycles have included emphasis on basic re-
search or maintenance of "core support" in all disciplines, investigator-
initiated research. instrumentation, computer research, cutbacks in
large-scale equipment expenditures, ppeclal emphasis for social and
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economic sciences researeb, and increases in funding for science
education.
Isms for Cortsideration

Although the Board's budget-making activitieS have been enlarged
and substantively improved over time, room Tor improvement Still
arguably remains. The major issue would seem to be the link between
oversight and budgeting. As noted above, the Programs Committee
does not play a major role in priority setting at program or division
levels. It is difficult to discern how thc Programs Committee communi\,
cates its view about research needs and priorities to the Budget Corn-\
mittee. The only vehicle that now exists for such communication is \
joint membership on both committees. Advisory committees are critical
players at this level.

Would NSW,hudget presentatidns before, the Congress be more ef-
fective if the Board were to take a larger role in describing its budget
priorities and if the NSB budget resolutions and reports were a matter
of public record?

What costs would the NSB incur if the Board were to take a public .

position different from the OMB ?

R. NATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY-RELATED ACTIYMES OP TIIE BOARD

The NSB has two kimls of policymaking responsibilities. The first
relates to policyrnaking for the NSF. The NSF A.ct reads "In addition
to any powers and functions otherwise granted to it by this Act, the
Board shall establish the policies of the Foundation within the frame-
work of applicable policies as set forth by the President and the Con-
gress." The'Board also has joint responsibility with the Director to
promulgate hroade'r national science policies. The Act specifies that
"The Board and the Director shall recommend and encourage the pur-
suit of national policies for the promotion 'of basic research and edu-
cation in the sciences."

On balance, the NSB does not play a major role in this second
broader national science policy area to . . . reCommend and encour-
age the pursuit of national policies for the promotion of basic research
and education in the sciences." Its policymaking responsibilities are,
for the most part, limited to enunciating policies for NSF. On those
few occasions when it has enunciated national science, policy, policy has
been limited to infrastructure issues relating to funding, manpower,
and enhancement of the conduct of research, especially basic research,
in other agencies. The NSB has not enunciated any notable policy
statements specifically relating to the application and use of science
and technology to solve social problems (an example of "science for
policy") or to adjudicating disputes of scientific fact. These are na-
tional science policy functions which typically have been the respon-
sibility of other agencies, such as the President's Science Advisor, the
Office of Science and Technology (OST), the Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP), and the National Academy of Sciences.

The National Science Board's annual reports have been a major
Board forum for recommendations on national science policy in those
areas characterized as "policy for science." The Board published eleven
reports for the years 1969 through 1979. The first few reports dealt

80-976 0 - 83 - 4
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mainly with the health and status of science and made specific recom-
mendations for ways to imprOye funding, manpower, and research in
certain areas: graduate ethwation, physical sciences, environmental
science, and science and engineerina manpower in national policy.
Then in 1977, the Congress liMited tlie Board's annual report function
to deal with matters substantially affecting NSF and its support
functions.

The Board per se has very little eontaet with the presidential offices
or with other agencies. The. history of the Board indicates that the
NSB is powerless in the face of presidential decisions and OMB
dictates. Two examples may ;suffice : in 1970 OMB forced NSF to
establish the RANN prograq which thrust vast new responsibilitieS
upon NSF in applied scienee;nn area, outside of the traditional main=
streato of NSF responsibilitie (for basic research). At the same time
the OMB forced NSF to terminate its institutional support program,
an area critical to NSF's traditional mission to support academic basic
research. The Board was not . uccessful in appealing these changes.
Also in 1981 the Reagan Adm nistration targeted cuts of over $300
million in the NSF budget, making cuts in areas that the NSB's Corn-
mittee on the Budget had singled out for special emphasis. Again the
NSB had no authority or pers lasive force to change these. budgets
since it.has virtually no ability t influence Presidential funding deci-
sions and no ability to influence, budget decisions after the, Director
sends the Board's recommended budget to the OMB.

The Office of Science and Technology Poliev and the President's
scienee advisor have, from time t4i) time, asked the NSB and the NSF
staff separately .to prOvide support services. The Directorate for
Scientific. Technological and International Affairs in NSF (STIA)
was established in part to provide analytical support to the OSTP
(whose. budget and support staff has been extremely limited). The
two report, functions given to OSTP with P.L. 94-282, the National
Science and Technology Policy, Organization, 'and Priorities Act of
1076, were, transferred to NSF with Reorganization Plan No. 1 of
1977. The. functions were transferred'however, specifically to the Di-
rector, not to the Foundation; the Board has not played an important
role in preparing these reports.

According to several high-placed' officials. from time to time the
-OSTP or the science adviser has asked the NSB specifically to eval-
uate certain policy areas or answer' questions. Apparently the Board
has not responded effeetively to these requests, which have related, for
example, to materials sciences, young investigators, aging capital
stock. changing university environments in the 1980s and automobile
research inittives.23 The Board's laek of response may be due to lack
of time or to a eonscious decision not to get involved with potentially
controversial policy issues.

The Board does not have formal relationships with other science
support agencies. From time to time officials from other agencies have
made presentations to the Board on timely issues. On at least two oc-
casions since 1968. the Board has enunciated policies which were di-
rected at other Federal agencies : a statement encouraging mission
agencies to continue to fund relevant basic research in 1975, and a
statement applauding the inception of a basic energy research program

InterView.
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in the Department of Energy in 1979. The Board has also issued
statements which seek to clarify NSF's need to conform to reo-ulations
issued by other agencies, suchas when the Board sought to.atain an
exemption for NSF-funded laboratory research from OSIIA regula-
tions relating to handling of toxic substances.

The National Science Board had a formal national science policy
responsibility from January 1973 through the summer of 1976. During
this period, the NSF Director served as the President's Science Ad-
Visor. The NSF Director/Science Advisor was supported by an NSF
office which he created, the Science and Technology Policy Office
(STPO) after President Nixon terminated the White House science
office and before the passage of P.L. 94-28'2 which re-created a White
House science policy advisory apparatus. buring this period, the
Board assisted the Director in his capacity as Science Adviser to the
President and was more immersed in national science policy matters
than before or since. Beard involvement in these matters was mediated
through a Cpunittee (initially a subcommittee) on National Science
Policy, whiGh operated during 1974 and 1975.

During 1973-1976, the National Science Policy SubcomMittee for-
mulated several recommendations, which the full Board later adopted,
for policies that the:Science Adviser should pursue dealing with health-
related regulations. The Subcommittee also reviewed several NAS
reports and recommended policies that the Science Advisor should
adopt based on their findings. However, the Board, like the defunct
President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC), came to realize
that its advice woilid be superfluous if it was not asked for. Further-
more the Board agreed, in the main, with a conclusion reached by one
of its members who had been a member of PSAC, Dr. Frank Press,
the most recent science adviser, that the NSB could not function as
effectively and broadly as PS.A.0 since a major commitment of time
end effort would be mquired if thq Board were to discharge a science
policy role comparable to that of PSAC. To fulfill this laraer role
Nvould be difficult if at the same time the Board discharged its.sthatutory
duties as the policy-making body of the Foundation.24

Some NSB members as well as staff of the Office of Science and
Technology Policy have recommended that attention be given to re-
viving the national science policy role of the Board. They give several
reasons to support this point :

the President's Science and Technology Committee (created
pursuant to P.L. 94-282) was allowed to lapse,

the NSF Director explicitly, and not the Board, has been given
some major national science policy functions, and

the Board is a highly accredited and knowkdgeable group of
scientists whose expertise should be utilized to the fullest.

In fact, Rep. Wampler introduced a bill in the 97th Congress, H.R.
638 of January 5. 1981. tbe National Science Council Act' of 1981,
which would establish a National Science Council in the National Sci-
ence Board to decide, after a hearing on the record, any question of
scientific fact arising in an agency adjudication referred to the Council
which ihvolves the harm any substance may cause to human health. He
hod introduced a National Science Council Act in 1980, which would
have crented the council in the Office of Science and Technology Policy
(RR. 6521).

" ES :169: 12. SPe chapter Ix.
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In 1976 former NSF General Counsel Hoff recommended that the
PPC be reconstituted as a National Science Policy Committee with
functions devoted exclusively to national science policymaking. Both
NSB Chairman Lewis Branscomb and former presidential science
advisor Frank Press have identified national science policy issues
which they believe the Board should address.

-In 1980 new NSB chairman Branscomli told the Board that steps
should be taken to improve the utility of the Board's long-range plan-
ninp. meetings. Procedural work should be minimized in favor of dis-
cussing long-range issues iu depth. "Board members ... [should] try .

to focus on the major underlying issues that tho Board frequently be-
comes involved in, often without sufficient time to discuss in depth."
Discussion groups should make specific recommendations for addihon-
al work which the Board might undertake and mechanisms,to accom-
plish tasks. Recommendations also should be. addressed to the NSF
staff and the science advisor. Previously Branscomb had listed four
strategic issues with which he thought the Board should concern it-
self 'over the next five yeitrs; productivity, industrial technology and
innovation: key fields at the cutting edge of science; the world scene;
end rebuilding the Nation's technology. He also re-created the PPC
National Science Policy Subcommittee, later renamed the Ad Hoc
Subcommittee on NSB and National Science and Technology Issues.

In contrast, former Board Chairman Hackerman did not believe
'that NSB should get too involved in national science policvmaldng.
To succeed in dealing with national science policy, the NST1 would
have to choose to respond to OSTP requests for assistance (which the
NSB has often reketed) ; the White House and the President's science
adviser would have to seek out NSB policy guidance deliberately;
and the Board woul4 have to agree to involve, itself in c.ontroversial
science policy decisions and matters of scientific disputes issues
which students of the OST and OSTP characterize as critical to the
function of national science policy advising.aa It might also be neces-
sary for a National Science Board seeking to influence other agencies to
consider the relatively smaller size and influence of the Foundation
when compared with other agencies which support science and tech-
nology.
hisurg for Consideration

Would the Board's responsibilities for formulating policy for NSF
be cornnromised if the Board were to undertake more national rience
policy functions?

Since NSB deals basically with short-range policy issues. would it
have traditions, experience,-and support staff required to deal with
lonfer-range. more strategic science policy issues?

The experience of the former President's Science Advisory Com-
mittee and of the Office of Scienve and Technolooy. as:well as of the
NSB's National Science Polky Committee indicate that such efforts
are wasted unless they are llirected at a specific audience, .and unless
that audience is receptive.20

:1 See for inntInee : Tinrer. Pldward J. Relenee nt the White riollee. A Political Linbility.
Baltimore. The Johns Hookinn Press. 19SO. enneetnliv Chapter R.

rs porzer. op elt.. Berkley% David Z.. The pree.rioes Lnek of Relenee In the White Bonne.
Th011,111,4. v 10% Semmer 1974 115 134 and Golden. William T. ed.. Science Advice to
the President, New York. Pergnmon Preso, 19SO, 250 PP.
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If the NSB were to take on a larger national science policy role, can
it be assured of having a receptive audience?

In order- to play an effective national science policy role, NSB
would probably be required to have more access to detailed informa-
tion about ,other agencies than it now receives from the Status of
Science document and would need a large support staff. Is Congress
willing to grant these authorities?

Since the NSB is a part-time Board, would it have an ability to re-
spond in a timely manner to national science policy issues thrust upon
it

S. ME REACTIVE ROLE OF THE BOARD IN MATTERS OF NSF
ORGANIZATION AND RDORGANIZATION

The Board generally plays a minor or a reactive role in matters
dealing with NSF's organization and reorganization. Several factors
explain the absence of a prominent Board role in organizational
issues. One is that most of the programmatic changes that NSF
makes are imposed externallyby the Congress and by the Office of
Management and Budget. Of equal importance is that most of these
changes have dealt with applied research and with science education.
The NSB has often opposed adding new programs in 'these areas to
the NSF mission.

A. second factor whieh contributes to the absence of a preeminent
Board role in organizational issues is a congressionally imposed deci-
sion made in 1968 to curtail the Board's authority in this area in
favor of the Director, who now is obliged only to consult with the
Board in matters of reorganization.

One, ba'sic conclusion to emerge from this study-is, ehat most of the
proaraminatie changes made in NSF are int-Po.0._extrnally. Never-
theress, the Board spends considerable time defiling with these.,
changes, which generally affect ten percent of NSF's annual budget
at the periphery of the. agency's mission. However, the Foundation's
leadership, supported by what some might describe as Board intran-
sigence and what Others might call Board persistence, has managed
to maintain what the Board has chosen to see as the "core" of the
agency's missionthat is, to support basic research in academic
settings.

During the . period 1968 throngh 1980, the Board's role in matters
of reorganization has been mainly after-the-fact opposition to vir-
tual faits accompli motivated by the, Director's decisions or by
external events, including OMB actions. None of the Board's major
continuing committees has had any apparent responsibility for
organizational issues. The Board has established ad hoe comthittees
to deal with organizational issuesbut usually only after the Di-
rector has announced a reorganization decision. The Board's basic
policy on organizational matters during this period has been to main-
tain and increase NSF's responsibilities for basic research in univer-
sities. Nevertheless, the Board hes spent considerable time, discussing
the details of administrative aetions which the Director had already
decided and which the Board almost never change(l. Since late, 1979,
the Board appears to hare taken a more active role in discussions
and decisions relating to reorganization. This may have occurre'd
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because the NSF directorship was vacant when some of the major
decisions needed:to be made. Despite the Board's recent interest, the
OMB and the birector remain supreme in organizational matters.
Such a situation is probably entirely consistent with legislative ex-
pectations of how the Board should spend its time.

The Research Applied to National Needs Program was initiated
by OMB without consulting the Board.'After the program began, the
Board, concerned about the quality of science contained in this applied
program, sought to exertsits influence by ensurina program oversight.
The Board did not delegate authority to the Direaor to fund projects,
without Board approval, until two years after the program was
started.

In some cases the Director has presented the Board with organiza-
tional plans he drew up for Board approval. In three major instances
NSB delayed or obstructed these plans because of objections, and
to allow time for Consensus generation within the wider scientific com-
munity. In one of these cases, the, reorganization relating to the
creation of the Directorate for Applied Science and Research Appli-
cations (ASRA), the Board managed to modify slightly the Director's
prOposed plans. In two cases-.--creation of the Engineering and Ap-
plied Sciences Directorate and creation' of the Directorate for Engi-
neeringthe Director's plans were adopted virtually as presented to
the Board, but after Board delays.
hRUPS for Consideration

Since the Board has little visible influence, but spends considerable
time, in determining NSF organizational changes, should it delegate
complete authority to the Director in this area?

Since many programmatic changes are imposed by the Congress,
thereby tainstraining the Director's role, would it be possible to develop
a long-term agenda or plan for changes, to minimize disrupting the
Director's organizational plans?

T. ANNUAL REPORTS

P.L. 90-407, the 1968 amendments to the NSF organic act, required
the Board to render an annual report to the President : ". . . on the
status and health of American science and its various disciplines".for
submission to the Congress. From then until 1976 the Board prepared
a variety of reports, mainly on an in-house, basis. They used the same
basic format, giving: the state-of-the-art, the health of the research
and training effort, and recommendations for improvement (that is,
Federal research support, training funds, and so on). The following
substantive raportg were, of this nature :

Toward a PuNic Policy for Graduate Educationin the Sciences,
196.9 ;

The Physical 1970 ;
Environmental ScienceChallenge for the Seventies, 1971;
The Role of Engineer's and &dentists in a National Policy for

Tech77.ology,197,1, and
Science and the Challenges A head, 1974.

The Board also began the preparation of its statistical chartbook
series. Srienee Indicators, during this period. Fonr indicators volumes
have been published thus far, each successively more detailed and
sophisticated than its predecessor. More eXplanatory textual material,,

5 .1
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as well as public opinion surveys, are being included in the current
volumes.

The requirement for the Board to produce an annual report was
abolished in 1976 with the passage of P.L. 94-282, the National Sci-
ence and Technology Policy Organization and Priorities Act of 1976,
presumably in the expectation that the reporting requirements given in
the Act to the statutorily-created White House science policy appara-
tus (OSTP) would fulfill the functions of the NSB report. The OSTP
was required to prepare an annual report on the Rtatus of science and
technology with recommendations for its improvement, and a Five-
year Outlook. The Board objected to the removal of its report require-
ment, which was reinstated in 1977. However, the purpose of the
required NSB report was reduced from the broad national science
policy requirements to report "... on the status ahd health of Ameri-
can science" to the more limited goal of reporting mainly on science
policy issues which more directly affect NSF.

The NSB reports produced since then meet this more limited goal
and do not include funding recommendations like their predecessors.
These reports are :

Science at the Bicentenniala Report from the Research
Communit y, 1976 ;

Basic Research in the Mission AgenciesA geiwy Perspectives
on the Conduct and Support of Bask Researchf 1978;

Only One Science, .1980, and
nioe y/ halu.stry/ CoolntYll %Mb 4'eience (planne(i).

The Board eStablishes committees to oversee the preparation of
reports. Since the series began, the reports have become more costly.
As they have become research reports, rather than advisory reports,
more outside contractors have been used to prepare them. As a result,
the estimated cost for AS'cicnce Indicators 1978 is over $600,000; costs
for preparation of the 12th report (which is delayed and not finished)
total about $300,000 so far. If contractors are not used, the burden
of preparing the report fall's on NSF staff. Nevertheless, the record
shows that NSB mutters provide rigorous and time-consuming over-sight.
Issues for Consideration

The implicatimis of these factors might warrant attention. especially
considi.ring current calls to coordinate the preparation of federally-
generatetClong-range science and technology planning documents.
These inehule the NSli t.eports and the OSTP reporting 1.equirements
which were transferred to the NSF Director, with the reports now
being prepared by NSF staff.

Currently tbe Board maintains that while it wants to retain au-
thority to prepare a report, it wants to choose to produce, one only
when it believes one is warranted. The, Board apparently believes
that its policymaking,functions might be met better if time were. allo-
cated to functions other than annual production of a time-consuming
report. The Board adopted a resolution calling for legislative changes
which would make the Board report series on Science Indicators
mandatory Fvery three years, and would allow the Board.to produce
substantive reports in alternate years as the Board chooses. Congress
has not enacted these changes yet.
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Should report writing requirements be combined so that the Board
plays a substantive role in helping NSF prepare the reports it pre-
pares for OSTP, rather than merely commenting on them after they
are written?

If it is devided that the Board should play a larger "national sci-
ence poliey role," should be the statutory language of the. annual report
requirement be changed to reflect a broader perspective?

Several recommendations have been made to require the Board to
compile a 'Collection of all its procedural and policy recommendations
together with an indication of NSF responses to them. Should this
constitute the annual report?

U. SCIENCE EDUCATION

The NSF Advisory Committee on Science Education has stated re-
peatedly over the years that the Board-has not accorded science edu-
cation a sufficiently high priority within, the NSF support program.
Since its inception, NSF has had responsibility for science education,
but the 1073 NSF authorization act added language to require the NSF
to support programs specifically in science education independent of
their immediate effects on scientific research potential. (Pi. 92-372.)
However, the, Board has not had a continuing committee on science
education and, perhaps as a result, has not always been prepared to
deal with policy dilemmas in this field. It has tended to react after the
fact to educational policy support issues when confronted with prob-
lems in NSF's science-education actiyities or with cuts threatened for
science education.

For example, when preparing the fikcal year 1982 budget, the Budget
Committee recommended increases in science education, but only after
.the Science Education Advisory Committee asked it to do so. When it
has articulated a policy for science education, the Board has em-
phasized that NSF's core responsibility in science education is to train
science professionals and to-au-gment the conduct of research in uni-
versities, which means support primarily at the doctoral and postdoc-
toral levels. The Congress consistently has raised NSF's Science educa-
tion support budget. especially for pre-college science education. above
the amounts requested by the Foundation. The Board has not mirrored
this level of concern. The Board's traditional lack of attention to Sci-
ence ellucation, espeCially; to.pre-dollege scie,nce education, may well
stem from the under-representation .of pre-college'e science educators on
the Board, a charge levied several times by theSenato and House au-
thorization committees.
- The NSB did take a positive stance on the issue of maintaining vig-

orous education programs in NSF when confronted.with the creation
of the Department of Education (except that it recommended the
transfer of some pri'mary, secondary and collegiate programs which
the NSF Director apparently opposed).2" But in 1980, the Advisory
Committee on Science Education prepared a comprehensive report for
the NSB on'Science Education in the 19808. The chairman of the Ad-
visory Committee said that the act creating the Department of Educa-
tion for the first time clearly defined NSF responsibilities in science
education. As a result it would be, appropriate, he said, for the Board

eS :106 :17.
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to review these reSponsibilities. The Board Chairman assigned the
major recommendations of the Science Education Advisory Commit-
tee report as follows :

The NSF should word a higher priority to science education it'd
significantly increase its funding in substantial increments over the
next four or five years. This new level of funding should be achieved
without sacrifice of support to other essential Foundation activities.
(Assigned to the NSB Committee on the Budget.)

The NSB should initiate joint studies with the Advisory Committee
for Science Educatithi to relate more effectively science education pro-
grams to overall Foundation objectives and national needs. (Assigned
to the PPC.)

Following these proposed studies, the NSB should generate a special
major report on science education. (Assigned to the PPC.)

The PPC subsequently began work to prepare the studies and estab-
lished a science education subcommittee. (See Chapter XVII.)

V. THE ComBirrrEE ON AUDIT AND OVERSIGHT

The Board's oversight authority is exercised several ways, including
the. Programs Committee and NSB approval of certain new awards,
Programs Con in iittee informal program reviews, and by full Board
formal pogram reviews attendance at meetings of advisory com-
mittees and the council, and participation in site reviews of National
Research Centers and Materials Research Laboratories. The Board also
exercises oversight authority via the work of the Committee on Audit
and Oversight. The Committee and its predecessors were created in
the aftermath of the MACOS incident. The Committee's basic function
is to assist in developing and in overseeing the quality and effectiveness
of NSF Pre-award evaluation and selection promsses and more reóently
to oversee the development by NSF staff of post-award and research
evaluation procedures. (See chapter XIV.)

The Committee's work exemplifies how this Board committee exer-
cises quality control authority by developing policies to ensure that
proper staff procedures are followed (rather than getting involved in
administrative details). The Committee itself did not write the proce-
dures it was evaluating and perfecting. It also illustrates the, pro-
cedures used typically by an NSB committee, the necessary reliance on
NSF staff support, and the actual effectiveness of a committee oriented
to improving NSF administrative pradtices.

W. COMMTITEES ON BASIC RESEARCH AND BIG AND Lrrrim SCIENCE

The NSB's role related to develdping,or revising forms of grants
and contract mechanisms has been limited primarily to giving advice
to the Director regarding the existence of a problem and then, after
staff study, concurring with and, perhaps, refining mechanisms devel-
oped by the 'staff and the Directorrather than designing a solution
to a piroblem.

The Science Board has dealt with most procurement issues in two
committeesboth of which were terminated, in late 1980. These com-
mittees were the Committee on the, Role of NSF in Basic Research,
created in 1974, which dealt primarily with procurement issues related
to university research, and the Committee on Big and Little Science,
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created in 1978, which was established after congressional criticism
of the Ocean Margin Drilling Program, to provide an appropriate
balance between sapport for individual project awards, and large-
scale program and project awards.

As is typical of other NSB committees. the NSF staff has played
the major role. in preparing most of the baekground and analytical
studies necessary for the work of these committees.

Since ono of the Board's major continuing goals has been to sustain
the infrastructure of scienceespecially for the. condnct of quality
basic. research in academic, settingsthe Committee on the Role of
NSF in Basic Research has played more of a role than other commit-
tees in initiating inquiries and guiding staff support. For instance,
the Commitfte's inquiry into the, quality of basic, research in univer-
sities led to a major staff study on the topic; it initiated efforts to alert
heads of Federal agencies about the .need to maintain adequate levels
of support for basic research in mission agencies, which led to an an-
nual report and several Board policy statements on the topic; it con-
ceived. of the concept of creating departmental research centers (later
modified by the staff in favor of group research grants) ; and it played

erucial role in starting inquiries into the problems of young investiga-
tors

NSR has dealt with several other issues affecting the, quality of basic
research in universities, whith this Committee has not addressed.
These i$sues include basic research stability grants, the policy of not -
supporting research-related activities performed by other agencies,
and objections to OMB Circular A-21 (whieh critics have charged
NSB diclnot address in a timely fashion). (See chapter XV.)

The Ad Hoe Committee on Big and Little Science was created by
the Board in iwporise to an external eventcongressional questions
about whether NSF. especially the Board, had establisheil appropriate
policies to 'determine the. distribution between awards for "big and
little" seience projects in the aftermath of congressional discussions
relating to the Ocean Margin Drilling Program. Subsequently, the
work of the Committee was enlarged to deal basically with oversight
and' refinement of new kinds of procurement mechanisms which the
'Director had established, The Board Committee ehose not to recom-
mend strictly defined. pliidelines to differenthite;. "big" from "little"
sYience---,an attitude typical of the "hands-off the'resehrch community"
notion has Threvailed in the Board. There is little evidence that this

.;

Board- Committee itself initiated any of the ideas for new forms of
proelirement Ant the Foundation estfqished on aft, experimental
basis. The Committee functioried primarily to refine the'coneepts after
they were deveThped by staff to ensure that they avcorded with implied
or enunciated Board policy. Its recommendations-Were reported to the
Board via the Planning and Poliev Committee. This occurred with
respect to sonic Of the major initiatives discussed in chapters XV and
XVI: the policy shitement mi "big and little" science, policies for
small awards, the "master grant" conc?pt, and grant Tenewal . on the
basis of publications (as opposed to proposal review). The Board and
the staff worked jointly on a staff-inspired plan to overturn a decision
made by the Sience Adviser to uphold the Foundation policy that
industrial contrihutions to industry/university science, projects shonld
be based on aSliding rather than a fixed scale.
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IL EVOLUTION OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD:
1950-1968

A. ORIGIN OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

The present structure and authority of the National Science Board
has its origin in the policy debate over how the Federal Government
should advance science for the general welfare in peacetimea debate
which began in the United States during World War II and which
resulted in the enactment of the National Science Foundation Act of
1950. According to science historian Daniel J. Kevles, "The debate
began early in the war and originated in a cluster of concerns among
Americans of a liberal political persuasion about the extent to which

, defense research was dominated by big business in alliance with the
leading universities." 1 Wartime Federal contract policy tended to en-
hance the already high concentration of research and development
manpower and funding within a relatively small number of large cor-
porations. This monopolization of wartime research and development
effort, as well as the fact that the mat majority of these contracts
granted ownership of patents derived from this publicly funded re-
search to the industrial contractors, inspired objections from within
the American scientific, technical, and small business communities.2
1. Congressional Debate Regarding Scientists' Role in Governing NSF

Criticism of the wartime re§earch and development effort that sur-
faced during congressional hearings was of particular interest to Dr.
Herbert Schimmel, a physicist and congressional staff member who
beame convinced that 'the Government should equip itself with
means to provide for its technological needs and not rely completely on
industries that had not been designed to care for a major war emer-
gency." 3 Dr. Schimmel apparently felt that the remedy to the situ-
ation lay in the creation of an Office of Technological Mobilization, in-
corporating all of the Government's civilian and military technical
agencies, empowered to take sweeping actions to facilitate the wartime
application of scientific discoveries. He suggested his plan to Demo-
cratic Senator Harley M. Kilgore, a freshman New Dealer from West

, Virginia who was a member of the Committee on Military Affairs. On
August 17, 1942, Senator Kilgore introduced S. 2721, the Technology
Mobilization Act, which was based on Schimmel's plan. In addition
to establishing an Office of Technological Mobilization (OTM), the
bill would have created a Teanological Mobilization Corporation
which was to effect OTM's mandate and which was to be managed by a
Board of four presidentially-appointed directors and chaired by the

1 Kevles, Daniel J.. "The National Science Foundation and the Debate Over Post-
war Research POlicy. 1942-1945." ISIS, v, 68,1977, pp. 5-26.

2 Ibid.. pp.5-7.
Brook, Detiev M. Nattonal Science FoundationOricina. Hopes, and Aanira Gone. in

The First Twenty-Five Years of the National Science Foundation, a Symposium of theNational Academy of Sciences, Apr. 21, 1975, p. 6.
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OTM Director. Opposition to the bill came from some of those in-
volved in the wartime research and development effort, including
Vannevar Bush who directed the wartime Office of Scientific Research
and DevelopmeI, as well as from some academic scientists who feared
Om effect the bill would have on scientific productivity.*

Senator Kilgore redrafted his bill and in Februarv 1943 introduced
the revised version as S. 702, the Science Mobilization Act. The new
bill would have created an Office of Scientific and Technical Mobili-
zation (OSTM) serving, amOng other things, to

. . . develop comprehensive national programs for the maxi-
mum use of science and technology in the national interest in
periods of peace and war ; ... to promote the full and speedy
introduction of the most advanced and effective techniques
for the benefit of agriculture, manufacturing, distribution,
transportation, communication, and other phases of produc-

. five- -activity ; . . . to promote full employment and higher
standards of living after the war; rand] to ... [make] avail-
able to smaller business the benefits of scientific adVance-
merit. . . .

_

OSTM was to be administered by an Administrator, assisted by a
National ,Srientific and Technical Board chaired by the Administrator
and including six other presidentially-appointed, part-time members
representing industry, agriculture, I aMr, consumers, apd science. S. 702
also would have created a National Scientific and TOlinical Commit-
tee, consisting of the latter Board. Federal, agency representatives,
and 19 other part-time presidentially-appointed: represbntittives of
srienee. consumers. labor, and management. This Committee was to
"ad.vise mid ronsid t with the Administrator ... upon the basic policies
governing the administration" of OSTM's mandate.

Many members of the scientific and technical communities opposed
the, Science Mobilization Art. Several scientific organizations passed
resolutions against the bill, stimulating political debate on the part of

),-scientists t iemselves regarding Federal involi.ement with postwar
scientific- r search. At the time. niany within the academic scientific
communyt5r. aware of the contribution of scientific and technological
innovation to the war effort, were quite sensitive to the impediments to
scientific creativity imposed by military security regulations which re-
stricted open scientific comin lin iv:II-ion. This feeling was reinforced by
the research successes of the Office of Scientific Research and Devel-
opment, which was administered and dominated by civilian scientists.5
Among many academic scientists there developed a resentment of and
opposition to Federal attempts to regiment or exert bureaucratic con-
trol over scientific research contributing to the war effort, leading to
repeated expressions of the need for scientific research to be adminis-
tered by scientists in an atmosphere of autonomy and free inquiry in
order for it to bi successful. These concerns were a .maior factor in-
fluencincr the proposals. described below, which led to the creation of
the particular form of fcalional Science Board that finally emerged
in 1950. Indeed, these concerns were expressed in a National Science
Board policy statement made in 1954.

r.S. ronTreas. Senate. rommitiee on Military Antra suheommitte on Scientific and
rechnololical Mohilization, Technological Mobilization. nearings, 77th Congress, 2dsession.
Waghington, r.S. Govt. Print. OM. 1942.

GreeT11,erg, Daniel S The Polities of Pure Science. New York. New American Library.
MGT, p, 70 ft. See also Kevles, op. elt., p. p.11 ft.
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NSB Chairman Chester I. Barnard's foreword to NSF's annual rn
port for fiscal year 1954 included the following policy statement :

. . . It is clearly the view of the me bers of the National
Science Board that neither the Nationa cience Foundation
nor any other agency of the Governmen should attempt to
direct the course ,of scientific development'and that such an
attempt would fail. Culkivation not contrOl, is the feasible
and appropriate process here. Both individuals and institu-
tions require public knowledge concerning science that they
may continue to act, autonomously but more effectively, in
the public interest.

The futility of central control of science arises in part
because science is essentially non-national in character, being
concerned with natural phenomena rather than policy,but
also because pioneering into the unknown calls for imagina-
tion and novelty of conception and of methodabilities that
are stifled by control and specific direction. This must be con-
ceded to the scientistsnot merely because they say so and
because the history of science thus far confirms their view--
but because it is true also of the application of science and of
the management of affairs, publ1c, private, industrial, social
<military, though often in much less degree.°

In 1944 Senator Kilgore redrafted S. 702 to focus on a mechanism
for peacetime support of scientific research. The revised draft pro-
posed a National Science Foundation with authority that would be
vested in a Director who would consult with and be advised by a Na-
tional Science Board. The Board was to consist of the Found.ation's
Director, who would chair the Board, eight representatives of the
major Federal agencies, and eight public members appointed by the
President
R. The "Bush" Report

Although the Office of Scientific Research and Development was
invited to participate in a final revision of the Kilgore bill before its
introduction in the upcoming 79th Congress. Dr. Bush had been given
the opportunity to have a. more direct influence on the design of post-
war Federal support for science. President Franklin Roosevelt wrote
Dr. Bush on November 17. 1944, requesting him to formulate recom-
mendations concerning four aspects of postwar science policy : the
use of warborn scientific information, medical research, aid to scien-
tific research in general, and science education. Dr. Bush appointed
four committees to examine these issues, the third issue being ad-
dreasod by a Committee on Science and the Public Welfare chaired by
Dr. Isaiah Bowman. The Bowman Committee report, submitted in
April 1945, recommended the creation of a National Research Founda-
tion controlled by a 15-member part-time Board of Trustees, composed
of "eminent men who are copizant of the needs of science, and ex-
perienced in administration.' The Board was to be appointed by the
President from a panel nominated by the National Academy of
Sciences, and it was to have the power to appoint the Foundation's
full-time Executive Director.

MS. National Science Foundation. Fourth Annual Report for the Fiscal Year Ending
June 30, 1954. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Or., 1954, p. vill.
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Based on the recommendations of the four oommittees be had ap-
pointed, Dr. Bush submitted his report on postwar science to Presi-
dent Harry Truman on uly 5, 1945. The report, ScienceThe End-
11'88 PrOfitil'r, included an introductory, interpretive statement by Dr.
Bush which consolidated many of the ideas generated by the com-
mittees, including a proposed National Research Foundation to sup-
port science in universities and other nonprofit institutions along the
lines of that recommended by the Bowman Committee.7 However,
the Foundation proposed by Dr. Bush would be governed by a board
of nine part-time "Members" who would apphint a, Director to ad-
minister the Foundation's programs, but who wotild themselves be
appointed by the President from among public candidates of his own
choosing. The organizational structure in the "Bush" proposal pro-
vided for a large degree of autonomy and a very distinct 'pattern of
authority and responsibility modeled after the pattern of large private
foundations rather than that of a typical government agency.
3.. Pocket V eto by President Truman

On uly 19, 1945, the day that Dr. Bush's report was released to the
public, companion bills (S. 1285 an(l II.R. 3852) drafted in Office of
Scientific Research and Development along the lines of the recom-
mendations in the Bush report were introduced by Senator Warren
Magnuson and Representative Wilbur Mills. Four days later, Sen-
ator Kilgore responded by introducing S. 1297, his revised bill to
establish a N.itional Seienee Foundation. In October 1045 one hear-
ing was held on the Kilgore and .Magnuson bills by the Senate
Subcommittee on War Mobilization. Ninety-eight of ninety-nine wit-
nesses endorsed the creation of a single Federal agency to support
research in the natural sciences. No consensus emerged, however,
regarding the Ntent to which the proposed foundation's administra-
tive structure would allow 'direct political control over the founda-
tion's programs through the President.

In December 1945 Senator Kilgore introduced S. 1720, a revision
of S. 1297. He introduced a compromise version of the new bill,
S. 1850, in February 1946. It provided for an Administrator and an
Advisory Board. The Senate passed S. 1850 on July 3, 1946, but the
House failed to report a foundation bill out of committee.

Early in, 1947, the, new Republican leadership in the Senate gave
floor responsibility for National Science Foundation proposals to
Senator Smith of New Jersey, who was reportedly disposed, to sym-
pathize with' the views of professors from private universities in the
East.8 With Dr. Bush's help, Senator Smith drafted S. 526, a bill that
provided for a 24-member board which would elect a nine-member
executive committee to exercise the powers and duties of the proposed
Foundation, including the appointment of a Director and the deline-
ation of his powers and duties. Despite Senator Kilgore's attempts
at amendment, the bill, S. 526, was passed intact, due largely to the
Republican majority in Congress. The amended version required geo-
graphic distribution, and gave the President power to appoint the
Director. who would be supervised by the executive committee.

The bill was, however, pocket-vetoed by President Truman for rea-

Bitsh. Vannevar. Relenre--The Endless Frontier ; A Report to the President. Washing-
ton. U. 5. Govt. Print. Oft_ 1945, pp. 25-34.

Kevies, op. cit.. p. 25.
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sons stated in a Memorandum of Disapproval dated August 6, 1947. In
his meSsage to Congress, President Truman noted that S. 528 had pro-
visions which implied a "distinct lack of faith in democratic processes"
and went on to point out that the bill would deprive him of effective
means to discharge his contitutional responsibility for the reason that :

FU'll governmental authority and responsibility would be
placed in 24 part-time Officers whom the President could not
effectively hold responsible for proper administration.
Neither could the Director be held responsible by the Presi-
dent, for he would be the appointee of the Foundation and
would be insulated from the President by two layers of part-
time boards.

President Truman:s veto highlighted the fact that from the introduc-
tion of the Kilgore and Magnuson bills in the 79th Congress down to
the veto of the Smith bill, two philosophies relating to the nature and
purposes of the proposed National Science Foundation had prevented
the successful enactment of legislation.° On the one hand, there Was the
philosophy advocated by President Truman, his advisors, and many
scientists that science is a "national resource" whose development
through Federal support should be entrusted to an authority directly
under executive branch and congressional control. The opposing phi-
losophy, embodied in the Magnuson and Smith bills, sought the devel-
opment of science with a maximum of autonomy in the hands of
recognized leaders in science and industry. Many of the civilian scien-
tists who had been involved in wartime research and development ap-
parently felt that the latter, laissez-faire approach was the most effi-
cient means to produce new basic scientific knowledge both as an end
in itself and as an indirect means toward practical technological ad-
vancement in industrial, military, and medical fields. The conflict be-
tween these philosophies was highlighted by the debate over the
administrative structure of the proposed foundation, particularly
regarding the role of what was to become the National Science Board.

The laissez-faire approach embraced the position that the proposed
foundation's Board should have the authority to set the policies of the
foundation, as expressed by Vannevar Bush during hearings on the
Kilgore and Magnuson bills in 1945 :

Science should be adMinistered in the way which scientists
have discovered through deeades of experience to he the most
productive of results. The form of administration contem-
plated [in the Magnuson bill] is based on broad and success-
ful experience in the adniinistration of scientific research.
This form of organization will minimize the grave danger in
a single director that a disproportionate amount of research
effort will be channeled into one or two areas. . . . it is true
that [the ICilg9re bill proposes] an advisory board, but the
director could ignore its advice at will. This is not a situation
which will induce men of really high stature to serve upon
such a board."

See Study Group, Washington Ansociation of Scientists (Federation of AMerican Scien-tisti). Science. v. 105. Oct 2L 1947: 385-3S0.
rongresu. Semite. Committee on Military Affairs. Subcommittee on 'War Mobiliza-tion. Hearings on Science Legislation : S. 1297 and Related 131118. Hearings, 79th Congress,1st session. October 8-12., 1945. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Oft., 1945. p. 203.
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Although Dr. Bush favored a strong Board, he was aware of "the
difficulty that obtains in Washington when commissions carry on execu-
tive and administrative activities." and he clearly favored a Board
whose responsibilities were strictly limited to executive policymaking.11

11"Plle philosophy opposed to the laissez-faire approach embraced the .
peNition that the Board should be, purely Advisory, as expressed by
President Truman in his Memorandum of Disapproval which accom-
panied his veto of S. 529:

Adherence to the principle that responsibility for the iid-
ministration of la* should be vested in full-time officers who
ran be held accountable will not prevent the Government from
utilizing with great advantages the services of eminent sci-
entists who are Jivailable only for part-time duty. We have
ample evidence of the patriotic and unselfish contributions
which such citizens can make to the success of governmental
programs. The role to be played by such part-time participa-
tion, however, is more appropriately one of an advisory na-
ture rather than of full responsibility. In other governmental
programs of vast national importance, this method is used to
obtain advice and recomMendations from impartial experts
as well as from parties in interest. There is no reason why
such a system cannot be incorporated in legislation estab-
lishing a National Science Foundation.

4. The "Steelman" Report
A similar position was maintained in a report presented to Presi-

dent Truman on August 27, 1947. from John R. Steelman, the chair-
man of the President's Scientific Research Board which was charged
in 1946 with the task of studying Federal research programs, non-
Federal research and development training facilities, and the inter-
relation of Federal and non-Federal research and development. The
Steelman report recommended that the National Science Foundation
"should be headed by a Director appointed by the President and as-
sisted by a part-time advisory board of distinguished scientists and
educators . . . drawn half from within the Government and half from
the outside." 12

PaRsage of 1950 NSF Act
The Senate passed a National Science FoAclation bill, introduced in'

1948 by Senator Smith, that met the President's objections. The House,
however, did not act on the bill by the close of the 80th Congress. A
dozen bills to create a National Science Foundation were introduced
in 1949. Except for one which provided for an Administrator and an
Advisory Board, all of the other bills provided for a National Science
Board of 24 part-time members and a Director as chief executive offi-
cer. all to be appointed by the President with the advice and consent
of the Senate. Both Houses finally agreed to an amended version of
one of these bills, and on May 10, 1950, President Truman signed into
law the National Science Foundation Act of 1950.13

Ii Letters from vannevar Bush to Dr. Isaiah Bowman Clan. 31. 19471 and to James E.
Webb. Director of the Bureau ot the Budget (May la 1947). Bush MSS LC Box 55. flle 1912.

" Steelman. John R.. science and Public Polley. Report to the President from the Presl-
dent's Scientific Research Board volume : A Program for the Nation, Aug, 27. 1947.
Misfit:leen. U.S. Govt. Print. Off,. 1947. p 34.

n Public Law 51 -501% 64 Stat. 149. 42 U.S.C. 1561.
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B. THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD TINDER THE ORGANIC ACT OF 1950

The provisions of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950
most relevant to the National Science Board include the initial pro-
vision in section 2 that the "Foundation shall consist of a National
Science Board . ,. and a Director." Thus defined, the Foundation was
authorized and directed to, among other things:

Develop and encourage the pursuit of a national policy for the
promotion of basic research and education in the sciences through
grants, contracts, and other arrangements;

Initiate and support basic research in the sciences and in en-
gineering;

Award scholarships and graduate fellowships in the sciences
and in engineering;

Evaluate the scientific research programs undertaken by agen-
cies of the Federal Government ;

Establish such special commissions as the Board may deem
necessary ; and

Render an annual report to the, President including, if any,
recommendations and minority opinions of members of the Board.

Section 4 of the organic act dealt directly with the design and opera-
tion of the National Science Board :

Membership
(a) The Board shall consist of twenty-four members to be

appointed by the President, by and with the advice aid con-
sent of the Senate, and of the. Director ex officio, and shall,
except as otherwise provided in this Act, exercise the au-
thority granted to the Foundation by this Act. The persons
nominated for appointment as members (1) shall be eminent
in the fields of the basic sciences, medical science, engineering,
agriculture; education, or public affairs ; (2) shall he selected
solely on the basis of established records of distinguished
service; and (3) shall be so selected as to provide representa-
tion,- of the views of scientific leaders in all areas of the Na-
tion. The President is requested, in the making of nomina-
tions for persons for appointment as members, to give due
consideration to any recommendations for nominations which
may be submitted to him by the NatiOnal Academy of Sci-
ences, the Association of Land Grant Colleges and Univer-
sities, the National. Association of State Universities, the
Associati9n of American Colleges, or by other spientifie or
educational organizations.
7'erm of Ogee

(b) The term of office of each voting member of the Board
shall be six years, except that (1) any member appointed to
fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of the term
for which his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed
for the remaindjr of such term; and (2) [their terms of office
shall be staggered in 2-year intervals, 8 members per term]....
Meetings

(d) The Board shall meet annually on the first Monday
in December and at such other times as the Chairman may

90-'17F, - -
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determine, but he shall also call a meeting whenever one-third
of the members so request in writing. A majority of the got-
ing members of the Board shall constitute a quorum. . . .

Leadership
(e) The first Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Board

shall be elected by the Board . . . for a term of two years.
Thereafter such election shall take place at the annual meet-
ing occurring at the end of each such term. The Vice Chair-
man shall perform the duties of the Chairman in his absenCe.
In case a vacancy occurs in the chairmanship or vice chair-
manship, the Board elects a member to fill such vacancy.

It is significant that section 4(a) of the Act granted all residual
authority of the Foundation to the Board and not to the Director.

Section 5 of the organic act established that the Director of the
Foundation shall be its chief executive officer, that he shall serve as a
nonvoting ex officio member of the Board, arid that he shall act only
with the Board's approval :

(b) In addition to the powers and duties specifically vested
in him by this Act, the Director shall, in accordante with the
policies established by the Board, exercise the powers granted
by sections 10 and 11 of this Act, together with such other
powers and duties as may be delegated to him by the Board ;.
but no final action shall be taken by the Director in the exer-
cise of any power granted by sedion 10.or 11 (e) [relating
to scholarships and fellowships and to grants, contracts, and
other arrangements for the support of basic scientific research
activitiesi 'unless in each instance the Board has reviewed and
approved the action proposed to be taken. [Emphasis addedl

This section also prohibited the Board from delegating to the Direc-
tor its' approval authority for all Foundation support refating to
scientific study and research.

Section 6 authorized the Board to appoint an Executive Committee,
consisting of nine Board members, to serve two-year terms not to
exceed six consecutive years, plus the Director as a 'nonvoting ex officio
member. The Executive Committee was authorized to carry out all
Board functions that are assigned to that Committee. by the Board,
except the functions of establishing policy and of approving grants
and contracts, which were reserved to the full Board. This section also
required that the Executive Committee be geographically representa-
tive and that it submit an annual report to the Board. It also author-
ized the Board to establish other committees that it deemed
appropriate.

Sections 7 and S mive the Board authority to establish sueh divisions
within the Foundation as necessary (although four divisions were
initially provided for in the Act) and established advisory committees
for each division to be appointed by the Board to "make recommenda-
tions to, and advise and consult with, the Board and the Director"
regarding divisional programs.

Section 9 of the Act required that special commissions established by
the Board to survey specific areas of research and to recommend re-
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search programs should consist of 11 Board-appointed members of
whom only six were to be scientists.

C. THE EARLY NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD 1950-57

The first requitement of the National Science Foundation Act was
the selection of Board members by the President according to the pro-
visions of section 4 (a). In fact, consideration of potential nominees
for Board membership by interested parties such as Vannevar Bush
and- the Natignal Academy of Sciences had begun as early as 1947.14

During the spring of 1950, when the selection process was well under
way, White -House officials considered, in addition to scientific and
public affairs credentials, the question of adequate geographic repre-
sentation as well as representation of women, blacks, and Catholics."
On November 2, 1950, the Preident announced 24 appointments to the
Board (see chapter XI). 'Twenty of the appointees held college
or university appointments, a slight majority of which were at
private institutions. Seven of the appointees were university presi-
dents and four were university vice presidents. Three members
were presidents of large corporations, and one was the presi-
dent of a large private foundation. Nine members represented the
physical, mathematical, and engineering sciences, another nine the
biological and medical sciences, although most were no longer active
basic research scientists. There was good geographic representation
among the Board members. The first Board also contained two women,
two blacks, as well as Catholic representation, a pattern often followed
through subsequent appointments. ale eight members who were orig-
inally appointed for two-year terms expiring in 1952 were all reap-
pointed by President Truman for full six-year terms in order to pro-
vide for initial stability in the Board as it tackled new policy and
procedural prob1ems...1G

1. Operating ASItrupture and Procedures
During the first five years of the Board's activity subsequent to the

; first meeting of the Board held in the White House on December 12,
1950, the Board met an average of seven tilnes annually with an aver-
age attendance of almost 20 inembers.11 The Board organized itself
into working committees paralleling the various scientific disciplines
supported by the Fmmdation, as well as into committees covering
such operational areas as scientific personnel, education, and institu-
tional programs. These committees generally met once per month. The
potential for difficulty in sustaining a quorum of 12 members for every
meeting of the full Board, as required under section 4 (d) of the organic
act, arose early in the Board's history. During congressional appropri-

"England, J. Merton (NSF 'Historian), History of the National Science Foundation, draft
manuscript, National Science Foundation, Feb. 19s0 ; chapter six on Board and Director.

" Memorandum from William D. Carey (Bureau of the Budget) to S. R. Broadbent,
April 3. 1950. National A,rchives, BOB M. Series 39.33, Me 95.

" National Science Foundation. Second Annual Report. Fiseal Year 1952. Statement by
Chester I. Barnard, Chairman. National Selene). Board, p. v-vi.

" U.S. Congress. House Committee on Appropriations. Subcommittee on Independent
Offices. Independent Offices Appropriations for 19511 Henri/um h4th Congress. 18t
Feb. 9, 1955. Washington E.S. Govt. Print. Off., /9:15. pp. 20-251. See also, National
Science Foundation, Third Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1953, p. 59.
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ations hearing4 in 1953 Dirertor Alan T. Waterman made a proposal
to amend section 4 (d) to provide for a quorum of only eight members."

The proposed amendment was not reported out 'of the Senate com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare because it considered the proposal'

incoistent with the added responsibility that Committee sought
to to the Foundation by elhmnating the $15 million appropria-

ceiling provided for in the 1950 organic act, which was accom-
plished in 1953."

The rompromise between the two opposed ideas on appropriate
organizatimi that were debated throughout the legislative history of
the National Seience Foundation Act produced an adrninistrative
si nicture that was somewhat peculiar, for an executive agency. The
Director was intended to be the chief executive officer of the Founda-
tion with "purely administrative" responsibilities, while the part-time
Board was to be the Foundation's policymaking body. The operational
distinction. howi.ver, between policymaking.and administration is not
preeise, and iwnce the actual and appropriate division of- authority
bet ween the Board and the. Direetor has been repeatedly scrutinized
both within NSF and lJy Congress.

While the Director's function under tly; 1950 organic act was to
carry out the policies adopted by the Boanl, in the making of grants
and vont racts it was only in the case of those relating to basic scientific

activitie: (and those undertaken at the request of the Secre-
tary of Defense) that the Act imposed a legal obligation upon the
I)irector to seeure the specific approval of the Board. Thus, in the early
year, except for baiic scientific research activities and specific cases
where a new policy matter appeared to be present, once a policy was
v-taldished by the Board (for example, to experiment with summer in-
:4 irate, or to undertake a program in the area of science education or
sr.ientitic information) the Direetor was free to, and largely did, go
a head with maldng grants and contraets withemt recourse to the Boand.

Dinwtor did, however, report to the Board on the. general activi-
ties underway pursuant to all Foundation funding as well as on ques-
tion; of legislation and general policy which were always di aed
mafte's for Board consideration."

The relationship between the Director and the. National Science
Board during this early period, and indeed for all the period of its
operation to the present day, has generally been described in favorable
terms. But such accord generally has been noted to be the case despite
NSF's "peeuliar, two-headed" administrative structure rather than

It important to realize that the interest of the 24 members of the-National Science
BoirI In the wrk of the Foundation han becn so great that, to date, no actual ease of fail-
ar., to tattnin a quorum, or the loss of a quorum after a meeting has started, has taccurred.
Attend:mow at Beard meetings during the two (telly, years of the Foundation's life had
11%1TV-el almost 20. At several meetings. however, early departure of members required by
Iatt.:partition schedales. mohlen Illnef.s, and similar factors, has pointed up 'the possibility
that the quorum might on measion be lost. This could be particularly troublesome for nit!
I',.nn.lation since the act requires that the final action in each case of a grant for basic
rc ...Ir..% of the award of a scholarship or fellowship be reviewed anti have the approval of
the It...1rd. It is the ri4T: of a delay of 6 weeks to 2 months In these programs that this

nn,!Tu.nt wond miAnd.re 'The proposal has heeml considered hy the Board and has its
omotirr, approval (Ty S roncress, House committee on Interstate and Foreign Com-
rce,e N'ttions/ F-;,ferlee Ponntlation (Quorum and Appropriation). TTearings, R3rd Con-
:Tr. 1,t ,:ca1rpri May rt. ierzi, on IT It. 46q9. Washington, S. Govt. Print. Off. 1011. p. 2.1

T ow Yt ?!!1. .%Oco,1 0, 195% Sec r 5, Congress. Senate. committee on Labor and
P.it 1 nccornpany 5, 497. Washin2lon. r.s. Tinvt. Print. Off., 1953 (83rti

I c nt,,,rt %Tin ii 3.
- MO' Wi'IT-rn .T formor N,:r, General .Coune11. The National Science Foontlation :

119.t,.r a st,sly prensrA for Ito' Nori.,,s! Science Foutolation, May 25, 1076.
(Ilcts,af'er r,fcrred 0 . as the M.ft Itepert, 1076) pp. 4 rt
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because of 4.21 For examine, Chester I. Barnard, the second Board
Chairman, wrote in the Foundation's Fifth Anmial Report (1955) :
"During the 5 years of its work this peculiar oraanization, depending
upon cooperation between the Board and the 1Director, has worked
exceedingly well." One member who served on the Board for 12 years
described the relationship between the Board and the first two Direc-
tors as one of harmony and "splendid cooperation," commenting
further that "of all the various boards I have had the privilege of serv-
ing on; there is none which has operated with as much amity and accord
and real discussion and consideration of basic policy than the National
Science Board." 22 According to NSF's second Director, the Board and
Director operated in a "close and harmonious partnership . . . from
the beginning." 23
2. National Science F oundation Policy

The Board was launched quicldy into the task of formulating pro-
grammatic policy for the Foundation. .The second monthly Board
meeting was marked by opposition to a Budget Bureau recommenda-
tion that a, Scientific Advisor to the President be created in the interest
of science mobilization for the Korean War. Confronted with this op-
position, the Budget Bureau responded with a statement to all Board
members that "t,he National Science roundation should confine its
activities to furthering basic scientific studies and . . . should not
dilute its elfe,ctiveness by supporting studies of directly military or
other applied character." 24 The Board finally withdrew its opposi-
lion to what became. the President's Science Advisory Committee
(PSA(1 ) but it retained the position that NSF had an important
defem e-related mission in providing the Nation with an adequate
supply of trained scientists and engineers. To this end, a postgraduate
fellowship program was "placed high on the list of priorities by the
National Science Board." 25 In its first annual report, the' Board also
flatly rejected the Budget Bureau's contention that NSF should not
support applied research, maintaining that no one can draw a sharp
line between basic and applied research and the Foundation would
support many investigations that might be classified in one area or the
other."

Very early in its deliberations, the National Science Board con-
sidered what type of awards the, Foundation would make as a matter

f opera t ing. policy. The Board elected to support individual scientific,
projects along the lines of the technique followed by the Office of Naval
Research, which was in some respects a pattern for the, Foundation in
its early years." Project grants were made in 11 scientific fields which
initially did not include the social sciences. In 1953 the Foundation

.71 Mfle, Dale. National Science Foundation : The First Six Years. Science. v. 126, Aug.
1957 : 335-313.

.2 17 S. Congress. House. Committee on Seience and Astronautics. Subcommittee on
Seience. Research and Development. Government and Science , Review of the National
Scienee Foundation. Hearings, 89th Congress, 1st session, JuneAugust 1965. wastitngton,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1965, p. 472 testimony of Rev. T. Hesburgh. (Hereafter referred to
an (overnment and Scirnce, Hearings. 1965)

"National Science Foundation. 15th Annual Report, 1965, p; x.
Br)nk, op. cit.. p. 11.

" National Science Foundation. First Annual Report, 1950-51. Statement of James B.
ronani. (hairman. National Science Board, p. vil. NSF Historian, M. England, reports,
however, that the Director and Board insisted that NSF's role was only in basic research,
despite this statvment. Iwritten Communication).

21 p. vi.
Woille, op. cit.. r. 337.
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began to study what its proper role might he with respect to the social
sciences. In 19.54 the Board approved a limited program of support for
so,.ial science research and added an ad hoc committee on Social Sci-
ewes to advise NSB on possible extensions to social science programs.
Support for large-scale and expensive research facilities was initiated
subse,:uent to .a 1955-50 NSF study which culminated in a report
ent it led Frolero7 Support of Ph usieai Foo;1 ;ties and Major Equipment
for flu, Comb/et of Srjrntifre Resporph (June 19:57). Other early NSF
poIiii thaf the Board was involved in developinz related to graduate
Hlowships, conferences and institutes, projects on science education
and ennY'SP content improvement, international science programs, sci-
ence information, and science manpower.
.1..Vot;onal Srii7ire Paley

The Foundation's First Animal Report gave substantial co nsidera-
t ion to tlw development of national policy for basic research and edu-
cation in the Seit'llcpS, and outlined questions related to this task

What is the total financial support now being provided for
scient ific research ?

What is the distribution of this support among the three major
smireesGovernment, industry, and educational institutions?

What amount of financial support can and sboukl be provided
aml what is die most desirable distribution from amon the avail-
able sources of support?

Whtit is the division of research effort among the various natural
scienct:s?

What areas need greater emphasis and what less?
What means can be developed to shorten the Period between

discovery and practical application?
What are the present and, future needs for trained scientific

manpower?
What . is, the impact of Government support of research pro-

grams on the cdtwakional process in universities and col iee.es ?
Wlint is the effect of Federal research programs on the financial

stability of universities?
In 1953 NSF began to gather information on such topics as national
B. & D. expenditures. science and engineering manpower, and materials

The'development of such information became a major Founda-
titm activity supporting, the development of national sciencel)olicies by
tile, Board. The Foundation, however, deliberately chose to get its 'op-
eratinE,r programs started first and mit to devote much of its energies to
national science policy matters until it had established-its position in
the world.2s

The National Science Board and the Director soon sought to define
morn siwifirally NSF's role. in relation to other acrencies. After ex-
tensive eon ferenvts between NSF, the Bureau of the Budget, and other
agencies, the Foundation made a series of recommendations which
were incorporated into Exekitive Order 10521 of March lr 19'54.20
TJw Exeoutive Order broadenNl the scope of the Board's policy-
making responsibilities by providing:

" p. 3:144
29 Waterman. 'bin T. National Srlonee FoundatIon : ATn Year Resmme. Selenee. V. 131,

Mae : 1341-1353.
19 Flt 1 199. Mar. 19, 1954.
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Section 1. Tho, National Science Foundation . . shall
from time to time recommend to the President polioies for
the Federal Government which will strengthen the national
scientific effort and furnish guidance toward defining the re-
sponibilities of :the Federal Government in the conduct and
support of scientific! researell. . . .

Section 3. The Founation . . . shall review-the scientific
research program:: of 1,he Fetleral Government in order,
among other purposes, to formulate methods for strengthen-
ing [their] administration, . . . shall recommend to the
heads of agencies concerning the support given to basic

Jesearch.
Despite its broadened authority, the Foundation did not provide over-
all leadership with respect to FNhiral budgets Or policies for science.
While the Foundation §sued various specialized reports and increas-
ingly collected and published statistical revieWs such as Federal Funds
for Science, it did not seem to become an effective coordinator of Fed-
eral sCience programs andvnerally refrained from expressing views
on the programs and budgets of its sister agencies. According to the
first Director of NSF:

By the decision of the Director azid the National Science
Board, the National Seience Foundation has always inter-
preted its evaluation function to consist in the study and
eyaluai-ion of the programs in support of basic research un-
dertaken by agencies of the Federal Government as a whole,
and, in particular, by fields of science, rather than by agencies
. . . It las been considered inappropriate by the Foundation
to evaluate the research programs of particular agencies un-
less so requested by the ageney."1

The Board, however, did oriffinate several policies which provided
effective guidance for the comruct of Federal research programs. In
1954, the Board established a policy regarding loyalty evaluation as
related to NSF support of nonclassified scientific research. After the
National Academy of Sciences endorsed the policy, the President
promulgated a policy similar to the Foundation's loyalty policy as
.guidance to all Federal agencies:v.' The Boafd organized a Special
Commission on Rubber Research in 1955 which, through its recom-
nwndations, effeeted the dismantling of the Federal synthetic rubber
effort. The Board also was involved, by cequest of the Budget Bureau
and with assistance from two advisory committees, in examining the
need for a unyorrn Federal policy on the treatment of indirect costs
for supported university research. Such a policy was developed in 1955
and formed the basis of the 1958 NSF report, Governnumt-Unhyrsity
Relationships in Federally A`ponsored Scientific Research and Devel-
opment. Another policy, recommended by the National Science Board
involved providing certain Federal agencies grant authority to sup-
port scientific. research and to vest title to research Nluiprnent in the
grantee, implemented by the, enactment of P.D. 85-9:34 on September
6. 1958.23

3-4 U.S. Congress. CommRtee on Government OperationAnhcommittee on Executive and
Legislative Reorganizations. Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1962. Hearing, 87th Congress,
2d session. April 17, 1962. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1962. p. 25.

33 Government and Science, Hearings, 1965, p. 971.
8, Ibid.
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D. POST-SPUTNIK REFORMS

A fter Sputnik was launched by the Soviet Union on October 4, 1957,
the executive branch initiated a series of steps designed to foster sci-
ence and technology in the United States by effectively coordinating
R & D activities in the Federal Government. Several of these measures
affected the structure and functions of the National Science Board.

I. Ex,,eutire Order 10807 : the Federal Council for Science and Tech-
nology

In November 1957, President Eisenhower transferred the Science
Advisory Committee from the Office of Defense Mobilization to the
White h To 11 se. One year later the President's Science Advisory Com-
mittee issued a report, Stmngthenino American Science. which rec-
ommended the establishment, of a Federal Council for Science and
Technology (FCST) to promote closm.cooperation among Federal
:yrencies in planning their science and technology programs. Such a
Couneil was created in 1959 by Executive Order 10807.34 The new
Conneil was given the primary responsibility for Federal R & D co-
ordination and policy development, thus replacing NSF in the ex-
panded role the Foundation had been given by Executive Order 10521.
Executive Order 10807 cut back the expanded role of the Foundation
to the original-congressional specification of basic research and science
education by amending section 1 of the earlier 1954 order to read :

The National Science Foundation . . . shall from time to
time recommend to the President policies for the promotion
and support, of basic researCh and education in the sciences,
including policies with respect to furnishing guidance toward
defining the ,responsibilities of the Federal Government in
the conduct and support of basic scientific research.

The Foundation put a great deal of effort into supplying the Fed-
eral Council for Science and Technology with information, studies,

reports, and ideas for policy consideration as well as furnishing staff
for its cornmittees, but there was only minimal involvement by the
National.Science Board in this effort."

2. Public Law 86-232: Relaxation, of the Board's Project Approval
Requirements

One of the Federal responses to the Sputnik launch was greatly in-
creased research and development spending, and this was reflected in
congressional appropriations for NSF. For the years 1951 through
1956, NSF authorizations increased from an initial $225.000 to $16 mil-

lioU. For 1957 and 1958, authorizaMons for NSF were in the $40 mil- .
liOn range. NSF authorizations increased to $136 million for the year
1959. By 1989 over $250 million had been authorized for NSF expendi-
hires, and NSF spent over a half billion dollars in 1967.

The dramatic increases in NSF authorizations beginning in 1959
had a great impact on the. operations of the National Science Board.

With an increased budget. the Board had to review and approve an
increased number of fellowships, scholarships, and basic science re-

LlExecutive Order 10807. Mar. 12. 1959 ; 24 FR 1897.
II Hoff Report (1970). op. cit.. p. 14.
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search grants and contracts in accordance zith section 5 (b) of the
National Science Foundation Act. The rigid ifequirement of prior ap-
proval that section 5 (b) imposed on the Board was originally in-
tended "to prevent political influences operating within the Executive
Branch from controlling the allocation of grants and contracts in a
manner hostile to the interests of the scientific and educational com-
munity." 36 But the Board and the Director apparently believed that
the rigidity of section 5 (b) was beginning to detract from the Board's
effectiveness. In 1958, NSF Director Alan Waterman testified before
Congress in support of an amendment to the 1950 organic act that
would relax the prior approval requirements of section 5 (b) :

[The amendment would] authorize the National Science
Board to delegate, specific authority to its Executive Commit-
tee or to the Director to approve grants or contracts. . . .
At the present time the Board must approve the award of
each fellowship and each grant or contract for basic research.
This rigid requirement has posed problems for efficient opera-
tion in several instances where time was of the essence. With
the greatly increased load on the Foundation, this proposed
amendment has become a necessity."

The amendment, enacted into law n 1959,38 contained a section 5(b)
which released the Board from the original prior approval require-
Ment in all caseS where, the Director's action "is taken pursuant to the
terms of a delegation ofr authority from the Board or the Executive
Committee to the Director." The 1959 Act also amended section 6 of
the 1950 organic act to allow the Executive Committee, upon delega-
tion of authority from the, full Board, to undertake review and
approval functions in. accordance with the amended section 5 (b). How-
ever, the Board was barred from assigning to the Executive Commit-
tee the function of establishing policies. The revised section 6 providefi
for a smaller Executive Committee of between five and nine members
who, as before, would be elected by the Board from among their num-
ber with the Director as a nonvoting ex officio member.

The Board's new delegation authority was implemented immediately
through an interim delegation of approval authority to the Director
for "emergency grants and contracts not establishing policy up to
$100,000." 39 Less than two months later the Board approved broader
delegation terms allowing the Director to take final action on awards
of up to $250,000 which did not involve policy :

The Board unanimously hereby DELEGATES to the Di-
rector authority to review, approve, and take final action with
respect to individual grants and contracts where the amount
to be provided by the, Foundation under any such grant or
contract is less than $250,000 and where such proposed grants
or contracts do not involve policy considerations of the nature

N National Science Foundation. National Science Board. Report of the Ad Hoc Committee
on the Relationship Between the National Science Board and the Director, approved by the
National Science Board Dec. 1, 1958, p. 4. (Hereafter referred to as the Mlddlebush Report,
1958.)

ei U.S. Gongress. Frounp. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcommittee
on Health and Science. National Science Foundation. Hearing, 85th Congress, 2d session.
May 14, 1958, Washington. U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1958. p. 99.

P.L. 86-232, Sept. 8, 1959, 73 Stat. 467.
so National Science Board. Approved Minutes of the 61st Meeting of the National Science

Board, Ang. 27-28, 1959.
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Which must be passed on by the National Science Board in
accordance with the National Science Foundation Act. . .

10

The Director also was given authority to approve all fellowships,
was required to report to the Board on all approvals he made, and was
instructed to seek Board approval for programs which involved a num-
ber of component parts." In 1904 the Board increased its delegation of
approval authority to the Director for projects involving policy con-
siderations reserved to the Board.41 The 1904 delegation enabled the Di-
rector to take final action on projects that either (1) entailed an annual
cost, of $500,000 or less and totaled less than $2 million, or (2) were for
the construction of a research facility costing $1 million or less. In
addition to the delegations of 1954 and 1959, the Board also/delegated
to the Director the authority to take final action during fiscal years
1902-1908 on a number of continuing programs and special projects
whose costs exceeded the dollar limits contained within fhe delegations
of 1959 and 1964, although the former delegations usually contained
the restriction that those awards raising policy issues were to be
brought to the Board for approval. For instance, in 1961 the Board
made (me such delefration for three continuing programs: it made five
such delegations in both 1962 and 1903'and one in 1965. As a result of
such delegations, the full Board acted on only approximately 50 indi-
vidual notions each year during the early and mid-1900s.12

Besides delegating authority, another way that the Board coped
with the increased workload created by increased NSF budgets was'to ,
place more reliance upon its Board committees and the standing Nk
Divisional Committers for the generation of information and polic
suggestions. Through increased access to Divisional Committee meet-,
ings and through the ties that. Divisional Committee members had to
the scientific community, these standing committees of the Founda-
tion hecame, an invaluable arm of the Board during the period 1960
1965.43

Reora1ini;7ation Plan No. 2 of 1962: Strengthening the Director'v
Ro14

The continuing effort to strengthen U.S. science and technology in
the early 1960s resulted in attempts to centralize science policy control
within the executive branch. One measure taken was the creation of the
Office of Science and Technology within the Executive Office of the
President, through President. Kennedy's Reorganization Plan No. 2 of
1962.44 At the time of this reorganization, NSF still retained the func-
tions of (1) coordinating Federal activities in the area of basic research
and education in the sciences and (2) evaluating scientific research pro-
grams undertaken by agencies of the Federal Government,. Reorgani-
zation Plan No. 2 transferred these functions from NSF to the new
Office of Science and Technology. The President explained these trans-
fers in his message to Congress accompanying the reorganization plan :

" National Science Board. Approved Minutes of the Meeting of the National Science
Board. Oct. 12-1n. 1969

4, National Schnice Board. Approved Minutes of the Meeting of the National Science
Board. Sept. 1964.

41 Government and Science. Hearings (1955). op. cit.. p. 972.
HMiddiehush Renort (195R). on. cit.. n. 11 -12 National Science Board. Annroved Minutes

of the 55th Meeting of the National Science Board. Decemher 1960 "Discussion of the,
Functions of the Divisional Committees." Government and Science. Hearings (19631. op.
cit.. n 559. 1329 1330.

27 PR 5416. :rune R. 1962 : accompanied hy a Message from the President of the united
States. Congressional Record, T. 108, Mar. 29. 1962 : 5439.

7
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. . the Foundation, being at the same organizational level
as other agencies, cannot satisfactorily coordinate Federal
science policies or evaluate programs of other agencies. Sci-
ence policies, transcending agency lines, need to be coordi-
nated and shaped at the level of the Executive Office of the
President drawing upon many resources both within and out-
side of Government. Similarly, staff efforts at that higher
level are required for the evaluation of Government programs
in science and technology.

Reorganization Plan No, 2 also reestablished the National Science
Board's Executive Committee and gave it, for the first time, a manda-
tory legal status. The Executive Committee was now to consist of the
Director, as a voting ex officio member who would also serve as. Chair-
man, and four other voting members elected by the Board for two-
year terms not to exceed six consecutive years. The requirement of
geographic representation within the Executive Committee was dis-
pensed with under this reorganization plan.

Reorganization Plan No. 2 clearly strengthened the Director's posi-
tion vis-a-vis the Board through its reconstitution of the Executive
Committee. The Director's position was further enhanced since the
plan relieved divisional committees of the requirement- that recom-
mendations be made to the Board. Thus, while these committees were
still ,to be appointed by the Board, they would henceforth legally
report to the Director. The Director also .was made eligible -explicitly
for election as Chairman or Vice Chairman of the Board. In order to
strengthen further the Director's role, the Executive Branch at the time
of the 1962 reorganization even considered making the Board a purely
advisory body, as recommended by the President's Science Advisor
Jerome B. Wiesner :

We fin the President's Science Advisory Committee
(PSAC) recommended during the development of Reorgani-
zation Act No. 2, that the Board be made policy advisor and
that all of the operating responsibilities be given by law di-
rectly to the Director, rather than being delegated. by,the
Board. Several Board members objected with sufficient vio-
lence and with a sufficient number of arguments that I con-
cluded that they might be right and I didn't pursue it. I still
think this is a point worth considoring and examining.45

The National Science Board issuNl a statement in November 1961
opposing the PSAC recommendation:

. . . The Board has delegated to the Director auth-ority for
the award of all grants excepting those of the largest amounts.
That limited authority was reserved to the. I3oard in order to
ensure that it would counsel with tbe Director on large under-
takings which were likely to involve the setting of policies and
precedents. In no instance. has ther.e been an unresolved differ-
ence of opinion between the Director and the Board. .

Policies and actions recommended by advisory committees
are seldom adopted when they do not conform to the beliefs
and wishes of the agency's administrator. . . . It is doubt ful

" Government and Science, Hearings (1905), op. cit., p. 063.
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whether many leaders in science and education would feel able
to give of their time and effort to the extent they have if the,
Board were to have mere perfunctory advisory functions."

The Board discussed the White House proposal to chancre the status of
the Director vis-avis the Board in executive session on March 15, 1962,
and, repeating the gist of the November statement, agreed that "it
would he unfortunate to reduce the size of the Board, change, their
term of office, or to reduee the Board to an advisory board only," prin-
cipally for the reason that Board members "would probably not have
given so freely of their time and effort if they had been serving onlY in
an advisory capacity." 17 There was support, however. among some
Board members for a purely advisory National Science Board,"

1. Conti noathnt o f Rrrn'q(1ni(7tiom in. 19(15
Reorganization Plan No. 5 of 1965 49 authorized the Director of the

National Science Foundation to delegate any of his functions, includ-
ing any functions delegated to him by the National Science Board,
to any other Foundation officer. The reorganization plan also abolished
the divisional committees established under section 8 of the National
Science Foundation Act of 1950. At that time, NSF Director Leland J.
Haworth explained that divisional committees were 'abolished he-
Callse of a need for flexibility given the growing number of NSF
divisions and their interrelated activities." However, some members
of the Board apparently believed that divisional committees were of
value, particularly in serving as an important communications link
between the scientific community and the Board." Since Reorganiza-
tion Plan No. 2 of 1962 removed the divisional committees from the
jurisdiction of the Board, the Board had no chance in 1965 to vote on
the desirability of their statutory basis. Subsequent to Reorganization
.Plan No. 5 of 1965. the divisional committees were replaced by a sys-

em of Advisory Committees whose members were appointed by the
Director under his general authority to appoint consultants. In prac-
tice, the Director consulted with the, Board and sought its advice be-
fore naming persons to these committees, shared advice obtained
through the committees, and arranged for annual presentations by
the committees to the Board.52

As a further measure to secure a broader viewpoint in coordinating
and integrating the, various programs of the Foundation, the Director
requested in 1965 that the Board abolish its working committees, which
paralleled the various scientific disciplines receiving NSF support,
and replace them with three major committees focusing respectively
on NSF pmgrams, NSF operations and administration, and national
science policy and planning." T.he Board implemented the requested
changes in 1965. -

" National Science .Board. Approved Minutes of the Meeting of the National Science

Board, Nov, 1961. -.1 Government and Science, Hearings (1965), op. cit., p. 1333.
" ibid.. p. 1414. 1420.
" 30 FR 9355, July 28, 1966.
14 National Science Foundation. 16th Annual Report, 1966. p. xxiv.
61 walker, Eric A. National Science Board : Its Place in National Policy. Science, v. 156,

Apr, 25, 1967 474-477. See also Government and Science, Hearings (1965), op. cit.,
, pp 1 no -1130.

c7,2 Hoff Report 09761. op. cit., p. 17.
53 National Science Foundation. 15th Annual Report. 1965. pp. xixli. Sre also TT.S, Con-

gress. House. Committee on Appropriations. Subcommittee on Independent Ofilees. inde-
pendent Offices approprin dons for 1966. Hearing. 89th Congress, 1st session. Mar. 23, 1965.

'Washington. U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1965. pp 549-550.
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E. TI113 DADDARIO LEGISLATION OF 1968 (P.I5. 90-407)

Late in. 1964, pursuant to a directive from the Chairman of the
House Committee on Science and Astronautics, Representative George
P. Miller of California, its Subcommittee on Science, Research, and
Development, chaired by Representative Emilio Q. Daddario of Con-
necticut, began a comprehensive reView of the National Science Foun-
dation and its operations. At that time, the subcommittee arranged
with the newly formed Science Policy Research Division of the Library
of Congress to prepare a background report on the Foundation. The
report, completed and submitted to the subcommittee in May 1965,"
served as the basis for extensive hearings before the Daddario sub-
committee in 1965.55 In December 1965, the subcommittee issued a
report, entitled The National &levee Foundationlts Present antl
Future, which served as a basis for further, hearings and legislative
proposals during 1966 and 1967. Legislation amending the National
Science Foundation Act of 1950 submitted by Mr. Daddario was
finally enacted in July 1968, becoming P.L. 90-407.5° Through this
act the Congress seemed anxious to strengthen the National Science
Board's policymaking role, and the role of the Director as chief execu-
tive officer. It also seems that the Congress wanted to reinstitute in
the Foundation some of the functions transferred to the White House
by Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy in actions discussed above.

The following is a summary and analysis of those sections of P.L.
90-407 which altered the structure and functions of the National
Science Board as these were defined previous to the enactment of this

I. Board Membership and Organization
The qualifications for Board membership were changed slightly by

the "Daddario" legislation. The original requirement that nominees
for Roard appointment should be eminent in the fields of basic or
medichl science, engineering, agriculture, education, or public affairs
was expanded to include- explicit reference to the social sciences and
research management.

The 1968 act specified that the election of Chairman and Vice-
Chairman of the Board should take place at each annual meeting occur-
ring in an even-numbered year.

The 1968 act also provided that the Board should have an Executive ,

Committee as provided. in Reorganization Plan No. 2. of 1962. Under
the new act, however, the Board would have the authority to delegate
'to the Executive Committee (or to the Director or to both) those
powers and functions granted to the Board as it deemed appropriate,
thus removing the restriction against the delegation of policy func-
tions by the Board which had been in effect since 1959: This change
was intended to aid and expedite actions where rapid policy decisions

64 US. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Astronautics. Subcommittee on
Science. Research, and Development. The National Science Foundation : A General Review
of its First 15 years. Report prepared by the Science Policy Research Division, Legislative
Reference Service. Library of Congress. 89th Cong., 2d Sess, Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off.. 1966. pi. 286.

55 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Astronautics. Subcommittee on
Science, Research, and Development. Government and Science : Review of the National
Science Foundation (2 vols.). Hearings, 89th Cong., let Sess., Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off.. 1965. p, 1491.

P.L. 90-407, July 15, 1068, 82 Stat. 360.
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ot approvals are needed." The 1968 act gave the Director authority,
with the concurrence of a majority of Board members, to permit the
DireCtor to appoint a five-member professional staff to the Board. It
was intended that staff for the Board would provide administrative
support and would not serve as advisors to the Board in its policy
determinations.58
2. Annual Report

A new function that the "Daddario" legislation assigned to the
Board (which, in part, justified enabling the Board to hire staff) was
that of rendering an annual report to the President for submission to
the Congress on the status and health of science and its various dis-
ciplines. Congress did not intend for these annual reports to be com-
prehensive with respect to all aspects of technology or science educa-
tion. Rather, it was intended that the Board report selectively on the
most timely and significant characteristics, developments, or deficien-

cies in the areas of its responsibilities."
Dirision of Authority Between the Board and Director
The Daddario legislation significantly altered the division of au-

thority between the Board and the Director. While specifying that:

"In addition to any powers and functions otherwise granted to it
by this Art, the Board shall establish the policies of the Foundation,"
tile 1968 Act went on to specify that "Except as otherwise specifically
provided in this Act . . . the Director shall exercise all of the author-
ity granted to the Foundation by this Act (including any powers and
functions which may be delegated to him by the Board) . . .". Thus,

the basic relationship befween the Board and the Director established
in 197i0 was reversed by the 1968 Act since this act vested all residual
authority of the Foundation in the Director instead of the Board. The
Director's position vis-a-vis the Board was further strengthened
through (1) the replacement of section 7 of the 1950 Act with the
provision that "There shall be within the Foundation such Divisions
as the Director, in consulation with the Board, may from time to
time determine," and (2) the new provision that "The formUlation of
programs in conformance with the policies of the Foundation shall
be carried out by the Director in consultation with the Board."

The Director's authority to delegate duties and powers as deemed
appropriate,originally granted by Reorganization Plan No. 5 of 1965,
was retained in the "Daddario" legislation. However, the 1968 Act im-
posed the new restriction that the Director shall not redelegate any
policymaking functions granted by the Board. This restriction was in-
tended to ensure that the Board retained basic responsibility for
policy formulation.6°

Although P.L. 90-407 assigned to the Board the function of estab-
lishing NISF policies, both the Board and Congress recognized that
the boundary between administration and policymaking is not always
clear. At its 111th meeting in March 1967, the National Science Board

-
r 5. Congresq Senate. Committee on Labor and Pohlie Welfare. National Seienee Voun-

dation Act Amendments of 196R : Report to Accompany 1111. 5404. Washington, 1.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1911H 190th Cong., 211 Sess.. Senate. Report No. 90-11371. p. 19.

p. 17.
G Ibid.. p.
ro Ibid.. p.
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adopted a position on the meaning of policy in the National Science
Foundation Act. It defined the policy questions reserved to the Board
as being those questions relating to (1) the formulation and modifi-
cation of NSF programs and budgets. (2) NSF positions on major
legislation, (3) NSF conduct which might arouse substantial public
or congressional intereSt, and, (4) recommendations regarding national
or Federal science policy. Congress addressed this issue in several
provisions of P.L. 90-407 in which it ensured Board participation in
such essential aspects of Foundation administration as program form-
ulation and the creation of NSF Divisions. In addition, the legislation
restricted the Board's authority to delegate to the Director its function
of apprOVing grants, contracts, and other arrangements relating to the
Foundation's scientific activities, as set out in section 5(e) of the 1950
Act as amended by P.L. 90-407.

The legislative history of the new section 5 (e) created by the 1968
amendment to the 1950 organic act points out some of the central is-
sues regarding the appropriate division of responsibilities between
NSF's Board and Director as viewed from Foundation and congres-
sional perspectives. The background report transmitted in late 1965
to the House Committee on Science and Astronautics from the Sub-
committee on Science, Research, and Development, chaired by Rep-
resentative Daddario, contained a number of recommendations for
amending the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, including
the suggestion to modify the-existing authority of NSB with regard
to the certification of major grants and programs so that such au-
thority need be exercised only in cases of disapproval fp. 1101.

Mr. Daddario subsequently introduced H.R. 13696 (89th Congress,
2d session) amending the 1950 organic act to include a new section
5(d) which, contrary to the above recommendation, would have split
the authority to approve awards between the Board and the Director
as follows :

(d) The Director shall not make any contract, grant, or
other arrangement pursuant to section 11(c) [relating to
NSF scientific activities] without the prior approval of the
Board if such contract, grant, or other arrangement involves
a new program, or involves a total commitment of over
$2,000,000, or over $500,000 in any one year, or a total com-
mitment of such higher amount or amounts or subject to such
other conditions as the Board in its discretion may determine
and publish in the Federal Register.

This proposed section 5 (d) was based on the actual arrangement
that had developed between the Board and the Director. since the
Board was first authorized to delegate its functions through the enact-
ment of P.L. 86-232 in 1959. However, during hearings on H.R.
13696 the National Science Board criticized the proposed section 5(d)
on the grounds that NSB guidance should focus on policy and pro-
gram development, not on individual awards :

The proposed requirement for Board approval of all com-
mitments in excess of a specified amount is, indeed, a descrip-
tiou of current practice. This practice evolved over the his-
tory of the Foundation as, with an expanding number of
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transactions, the part-time Board could address itself to an
ever=diminishing fraction of the total. But the practice lacks
a compelling logic. Awards involving large sums are studied
closely, not only by the Director and his Staff but by panels
of well-qualified experts. In a general 'way, the larger the
sum, the closer and more intense the serntiny, and the more.
cautious the approach. The technical judgment, however, is
rendered by the panel of experts in any case. If the. terms
and conditions of the program from whwh such an award, is
to be made have been ckarly set forth by the. Board, then
problems of policy are no more likely to arise in the award of
large sums than in the award of lesser sums. And it is to such
problems that the. Board should address itself with respect
to Pie ongoing operations of the Foundation."'

NSF Director Leland J. Haworth concurred with the, Board 'and
testified at the hearing,s that he believed "the limitations on the day-
to-day actions of tbe Director contained in the section 5(d) constitute
an inappropriate division ,of authority between the Board and the
Director." 62

In May 1966, after the bearings, Mr. Daddario introduced H.R.
11R3R, a modified version of his earlier bill containing a revised pro-

. posed section 5(d) :
(d) The Director shall not make any grant, contract, or

other arrangement ,pursuant to section 11(c) [relating to
NSF scientific, activities1 without the prior approval of the
Board if such contract, grant, or other arrangement involves
a new type of program, or involves a total commitment of
over $2.000.000, or $500,000 in any on e. year, or a commit-
ment of such other amount or amounts and subject to such
other conditions as the Board in its discretion. may deter-
mine and publish kri the Federal Regi,ster. [New language in
italic.1

1
.

The revised section 5(d) language 'essentially would not have changed
the responsibilities anc

i
procedures of the, Board that had been

in. effect since 1959. The Board and the Director nevertheless ob-
jeeted to the revised section 5(d) language, stating in a letter to the
Chairman of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics that
they felt that "the Board should not be involved in the approval of
inaividual transactions." 63 The House passed H.R. 14838 in July 1966.

After the, Senate failed to act on H.R. 14838 in the 89th Congress,
Mr. Daddario reintroduced his bill with very few changes in Febru-
ary 1967 as H.R. 5404. The proposed section 5(d) in H.R. 14838 was
retained and redesignated section 5(e). in H.R. 5404, a new section

,

41 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Astrbnaitics. Subcommittee on.
Science. Research. and Deveiopment. A hill to amend the National Science Foundation Act
of 1950. Hearings, 89th Congress, 2d gesso Apr. 19-21. 1966. on A.R. 13696 superceded by
H.R. 14838. Washington. TT S. Govt. Print, Off., 1966, p. 92. (Hereafter referred to as
Hearings on H.R. 13696. 1966.)

et p. 26.
63F S Congress. TIMM Committee on Science and Astronautic& Amending the National

Science Foundation Act of 1950: Report to Accompany A.R. 14838. Washington. Govt.
Print. Off , 1966 (B9th Congress. 2a Sess.. House. Report No. 89 -1650). pp. 34-35.
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5(d) having been inserted whijh provided that the "formulation of
programs in conformance with the policies of the Foundation ;;Iia ll be
carried out by the Director in consultation with the Board." While
approving of the new section 5(d), the NSF Board and Director con-
tinued to critieize the retention of the language now in seetion 5(e),
stating in another letter to the Science and Astronautics Committee:

The Board has determined that this limitation is both
unnecessary and undesirable . . . the appi.oval of individual
trart=iactions within established policies is, we feel, a matter
for the chief executive officer of the Foundationthe Direc-
tor . . . regardless of the dollar amount, unless such trans-
ation or measure raises a policy question of the nature
reserved to the Board."

The House passed H.R. 5401 in April 1907. The bill was referred to
the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare where it was con-
sidered by a Special Sulwommittee on Science chaired by Senator Ed-
ward Kennedy along with' S. 2595, a bill introduced in October 1967
hy Senator Kennedy. S. 2:i9S was similar to II.R. 5401, but it incorpo-
rated several changes suggested by the Executive Branch and by pri-
vate citizen:74. Supported by the NSF Board and Director, the proposed
sectibn 5(e) in S. 2,59%i transferred grant and contract approval au-
thority for NSF's scientifie act ivit iPs to the Ilirector without reference
to dollar limits, except in those cases involving policy decisionrnaking
reserved to the Board. During hearings on the Ifonse and Senate
bills before the Kennedy subcommittee, gr. Daddario countered the
objeet ions of the NSF Board and Director in his testimony ill support
of the House version of seet ion 5(e) :

We think that the, oard can and should have the time and
Om ability to appro -a programs over these amounts. . . .

Once approved the Ilireetor has the responsibility to carry
them out. This is how it has worked. This is the, relationship
they.have developed. All we are doing is taking that pract ical
experience and doing what we think to be a very logical thing
that is to invoke it into law."

After the hearing, the Kennedy subcommittee met in executive ses-
sion in February 1908 and decided to report an amended version of
RR. 5404 which the House accepted. As it finally appeared in P.L.
90407, the agreed upon language for the proposed section 5(e) was
the following:

(e) The Director shall not make any contract, grant, or
other arrangement pursuant to section 11 (c) [relating to NSF
scientific activities] without the prior approval of the Board,
except that a grant, contract, or other arrangement involving
a total commitment less than $2,000,000, or less than $500,000

' U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Astronauties. Amending the National
Science Foundation Act of 1950 ; Report to Accompany H.R. 5404. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off.. 1967. (90th Cong.. let Sees., Howie. Report No. 90-34). PI). 35-311

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Labor and Public Weifare. Special Subcommittee
on Science. National Science Foundation Act Amendments of 1968. Hearings, 90th Congress,
1st Sess., Noy. 15-10,1967, on S. 2598 and ILR. 5404. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print, Oft,
1968.1). 116.

80-176 0 - 83 - 6
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in any one year. or a etimmit ment of molt lrsser amount or
and subjcet to such other minditions as the Board in

iliseretion may from time to time determitw to be appro-
priate anti publish in tlw Federal Register, may be made if
snob at.t ion k taken pursuant to tlw term-, and eonditions set
forth bv the Board, an4 if sueh art ion is reportNl to the Board
at the Btmrd's next meeting following such action. [Italics
adtimk]

II-oalt-e the final version Of scction 5(e) referred to "such lesser
amount or amounts," as opposed to RR. 5404's reference to "such other
amount or amounts." tlw bill enacted had tlw effect of limiting the
Marti's. power of &legation as it had existed since 1959. This addi-
tional restriction, which was it-Ot in aerordance with the earlier pro-
po.-a Is of either the Board. Senator Kennedy, or Mi. Daddafio, was
explairwd in the following way in the report accompanying the enacted

t ion :

TI:e Director is requirel to seeure the prior approval of tli(
Board before awarding grads or contracts pursuant to Sec.
11(c). except to the extent that the Board sets conditions for
the delegation.of commitments of ainomits less than $2 mil-
livn or les:: than ii:;00.000 in any one year. . . . While the com-
mittee rerognizes that the Board may wish to have the Di-
rertor take responsibility for each individual transaction,
and may therefore wish to provide for him to do So, it feels
nevertheless that basic quithority for approvals of large sums
nmy involve poliey emsiderationes and should be subject to
prior approval by the Board."

Section 5(e) as enacted therefore requires Board approval in all
casei involving amounts oyer the specified dollar liMits, even if such
awards involve no new policy considerations, as is the case when
appmval is sought for the. continuation of NSF programs which the
Board has already approved.

Nat;tmal Sp;uno Fountbm'on Pol;ry on Appliedliesearek"
The Daddario legislation explicitly authorized the Foundation to

initiate and support. applied research at arademic and other nonprofit
institutions, and also at profitmaking institutions when directed 14 the
President, in connection with national problems involving the public
interest. The intent, of the 1968 art to have NSF support applied as well
as basic researeh was further elarified through deletion of, the term
"basic" in several referenees to NSF science activities that were present
in tlw original enabling legislation of 1950. In particular, the term
"basic" was dropped in the 1968 ayes provision that "it shall be one of
tlw objertives of the Foundation to strengthen research and education
in the -cient.e. The Foundation luis supported engineering re-
searoli previous to the Dablario amendment, but under the original
enabling legislation and in arcordanoe with a National Science Board
resolution adopted at its 77th nweting in May 1962. the Board consid-
ered engineering projeets to be eligible for Fonndation support only

" Sennte Report 90 1137. op. ell. .pp. 17-18.
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wlyn they were basic .Aiientific research projects and not routine engi-
n( enter praetice. During hearings that led to the enactment of P.L.
:to -107, the Baard expressed apprehensionabout the inclusion of
applied research in NSF's legislative mandate since applied .research
might ( 1) lead to an emphasis on applied rather than basic research,
(2) be used as a standard to gauge the utility of basic research, (3) be
more properly supported by the Federal mission agencies, or oy be
more successfully and profitably carried on in private industry."7
Mr. Daddario addressed the concerns of the Board by referring to the
-fundamental position- of the I lialge Conunittee on Science and Astro-
naut ies that NSF's new involvement in applied science activities should.
-nor grow to the pOint where it could obscure and overcome the impor-
tant Nr(mk in basic ivseareh.""' The Senate Lalmr and Public Wel-
fare Committee expressed its intention that basic research should
remain NtO's primary mission in the report accompanying P.L.
90-107 :

It must be borne in mind that NSF was established to fur-
ther basic, or fundamental, research, and it is not the intent
of I his legi,lation to change the Foundation's general char-
acter. NSF should and must retain its central mission of fos-
tcrino. ba.,-;ie research in science and engineering: the authority
to engage in support of applied research shonhl not be used
at t e xpense of basie,69

The rel,ort went on to state that NSF's new applied science author-
ity was intended to allow that agency to support applied research,
primarily at academic institutions, which is inseparable, intertwined,
or a logical extension of basic research already receiving NSF sup-
port, or which relates to major national problems.
.7).. ()the r Policy ChangeN

The 196S act specifically authorized and directed NSF to give sup-
port to social science. Although authority for such support already
existed by virtue of the general language of the enabling act of 19i0,
the new Act specifically added it to the list of enumerated disciplines.

Other new NSF activities authorized or directed by the 1968 Act
include the support of the development and use. of computer tech-
nologies in research and science education, science activities relating to
int(Tinutional cooperat ion, the analysis and interpretation of data re-
lating to national scientific and technical resources, and the determi-
nation of how much Federal money is received annually by education-
al institutions and nonprofit organizations in the United States.

.V4;ohal Se;( Pr( Pai(y
TI 1)adda Ho amendment sought to clarify NSF's responsibilities

for national science policy in light of the functions transferred to
the Office of Science and Technology by Reorganization Plan No. 2
of 1962. The MR act did this by providing that "The Board and the
)ireetor shall recommend and encourage the pursuit of national poli-

cies for the promotion of basic research and education in the sciences.",

el Hearings on H R. 13696 (1966), op. cit., p. 74, 88.
0 Ibid., p. 74.
0 Senate Report 90 -1137, op. cit., D. 12.
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This provision was intended to ensure that the National Science Board
will have a strong advisory voice in national science policies promul-
gated by the President, particularly where national science resources
are toncernyll. Thl?.. Director was explicitly included in this advisory
role in order to provide an avenue for recommendations from the
Director's full-time executive perspective, apart from ,his perspective
as a member of the Board."

The Board's new function -of preparing an annual report on note-
worthy aspects of the health of science, discuSsed above, also bear§ on

11ourd's role in the development and reconunendation of national
,cicnce poliCies. This report was intended to provide the Board with
a formal forum through which national science policy issues could

rai:-1 and through which appropriate policy options could be
recommended.

7, Ibid.. p. 16.



III. NSB RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROCEDURES

A. RESMNSIBILITIES

This chapter provides a discussion of the relationship between policy
and procedures in the work of the Nat ional Science Board. The chap-
ter begins with an overview of the Board's organization, functions,
workload, and secretariat. Sucreeding sections of the. chaffer sum-
marize critiques made (luring the 1970s of the National Science Board,
by NSF staff, Board members, and others, The final section in the
ehapter summarizes 'proposals for revising t he Board during the
House Committee on Science and TechnOlogy's ,1979- hearings on

6 mOdifyino. the NSF organic act.
Thie NItional Science Foundation is the only Federal Agency

chargiQ with responsibility for maintaining tlie overall health of
fundamental seience in the United States. The NSF enabling legis-
lation established that the Foundation consists of the"National Science
Board and the Director. The -Board was assigned polieymaking re-
sponsibilities and the Director was aiven the. responsibility for overall'
administration of the Foundation.'"-Both of th(se functions are, to be
implemented within the overall policy framework enuncidted by the
Congress and the President.

The basic responsibility of the NSB is to establish policies to enable
the Foundation to fulfill its statutory roles, which include :

Initiate and support basic and applied scientific research and
Trograms to strengthen scientific research potential and science
education programs;

Appraise the impact of research upon industrial development
and upon the general welfare;

0FVer the interchancre of scientific information among scien-
tists in the 'United Stares and foreign countries; and

Evaluate the status and needs of the various scientific
disciplines.

The duties and responsibilities'imposed upon the Board are further
specified in the enabling legislation, as amended :

The Board and the Director shall recommend and encourage
the pursuit of national policies for the promotion of basic research
and education in the sciences. (NSF -Art. Sec. 3(d).)

. . . The Board shall establish the policies of the Foundation
within th( framework of applicable policies as set forth by the
President and the Congress. (NSF Act, Sec. 4 (a) .)

The Director must consult with the Board in the formulation
of programs in conformance with, the policies of the Foundation.
(NSF Act, Sec. 5 (d).) In practice this means that the Board
reviews and approves all new programs,. as well as proposed
awards in new programs until satisfied that the programs are
sufficiently well-defined to justify delegation of approval author-
ity to the Director. In addition. unusual or sensitive proposals are
stibmitted to the Board for approval regardless of dollar amount

(69)

S5
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whn a policy i--tio i involved, when the Director feels the need
for advice from the Board, or when so requested by the Board.

The Director may not make any grant, contract, or other ar-
rangement which involves a' total commitment of $2 million or
more Or $500,000 or more in any one year without Board approval.
(NSF Act, See. 5 (e).)

The Board may delegate to the Director authority to make
awards of leFiser amounts. (NSF Act, Sec. 5 (e).)

Each year the Board prepares an annual report for the Con-
gress, due before March 31. "Such policy report shall deal essen-
tially, though not necessarily exclusively, with policy issues or
matters which affet the Foundation or with which the Board in
its official role as; the polieymaking body of the Foundation is
concerned." (NSF Act, Ser. 4 (j) .)

The Board, as it chooses, "reviews major reports on scientific
and technological subjects (notably reports of the Committee on
Science and Public Policy of the National Academy of Sciences)
and offers recommendations /of action or implementation by the
Board, Foundation, or thi /Science Adviser to the President."1

The Boa O. also exercises its policyruaking role through such actions
as pa rt inipat mg in the forinulatii`gkof the Foundation's annual budget
requests to the President Crid the Cngress, taking into account its
own planning documents and those prepared by NSF staff members
relating to determining priorities among fields (-if science, equitable
distribution of funds, termination of outmoded programs, and the
establishment of appropriate new programs.

Also the Chairman, Vice Chairmnn, and other Board members often
testify before congressional committees on the topic of the Founda-
tion's authorization and appropriations reqmsts, as well as on pend-
ing legislation and scientific and educational subjects under considera-
tirm by the Congress. Prior to 1974, the Board's testimony was pri-
marily ohilosoohical in nature. Since then, while the burden of budget
justification still falls upon the staff of the NSF, NSB members have

begun to describe more details'of their activity as the Foundation's
gm-erning Board and have reported to the Congress on their policy
action and the Foundation's responsm

To ed(lif ion to maldng formal policy for the NSF (taking the form

of formal stetements, resolutions, letters to agency beads, and letters

to the President's science advisor. the Director of OMB. and the Pres-
ident), the Bonrd. from time to time, makes formal public pronounce-
ments on scientific and educational issues which deal with "policy for
science" in other agencies (that is. policies dealing with research sup-
port. conduct of research. and so on). At times the Board has submitted
recommendation, directly to the President or to his science advisor,

And to the OMB. dealing with NSF research budgets. However, the

Board's national science policy role seems limited primarily to insur-

ing the strength of bnsic reenrch and to cresting a quality environ-

ment for the pursuit of academic science. The effectiveness of the

Bon rd'-; role ns national seionee policy advisor exists only to the extent

that the President's scienee adrisor wishes it and other Federal agen-

cies, which have specific scientific missions and larger research budges,

concur.
This list item is nnt inelndea mom, the NSW. statutory recpon5itilitie.. A descrintIon

of thr requirement OVSs taken from: National Science Board: Background Information.

Noy. 197A, p. P. ;4O-78-4M)

,
\
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The Board also has assumed an oversight function, carried out by
site visits, Programs Committee and full Board review of NSF pro-
grams, attendance at NSF advisory committee meetings, and guidance
on establishment of audit and oversight procedures through the work
of the Committee on Audit and Oversight.

B. NSII PROCEDURES

Most of the official Board work occurs during its meetings, usually
held once a month, except during the summer, The statute governing
the National Science Board specifies that the NSB shall meet an-
nually in May and at other times when the Chairman or one-third
of the members request so in writing. It also specifies that "a majority
of members shall constitute a quorum." The Board has evolved a set
of procedures which govern scheduling and operations of meetings. In
addition, the Board is required to establish a schedule of meetings for
the next calendar year at the preceding yeat's annual meeting.
1. Annual Meetings

The procedures spcify that an annual meeting be heM in May, at
which the NSB connuittee structure is reviewed. During the May
meeting, assignments of -exN.utive secretaries of NSB committees
(typically NSF staff members) are, reviewed. Since 197G, the Board
has reviewNl, on a biennial basis, the "program" delegations of au-
thority to the Director at annual May meetings held in even numbered
years.
3. Annual .1ztne Long-range Planning Meeting

Normally all Board meetings are held at NSF headquarters. But
since 1970 the "surmner" mooting of the Board typically has been held
at an "NSF fundNl site," or at a Board member's home institution.
Since 1972, these meetings have consisted of Board task force dis-
cussions on long-range issues of relevance to NSF, the Foundation's
budget. and national science policy issues. Rules of procedure specify
that proposals for grants and contracts, which the NSB normally
approves during every Board meeting, are not considered at out-of-
town meetinirs. For &tails on these tnec.tings, see chapter VI, on the
Planning :ilia Policy (intimit too.) A list of the sites for these meetings
through 19s0 appears in table 3.

TABLE 3./Arationa of NSB mecting8 held away from National Science
Foundation headquarters

Fiscal year : Location
1972 Summer Study Center, National Center for

tmospherie Research, Boulder, Col.
Kitt Peak National Observatory, Arizona.

1974 University of Michigan Biological Station,
Douglas Lake, Mich.

1975_ Scripps Institute of Oceanography, San Diego,
Calif.

197D. _ National Radio Astronomy Observatory, West
Virginia.

1977 New Mexico Institute of Mining and Tech-
nology,

1978 National Center for Atmospheric Research,
Boulder, Colo.

1979 Kitt Peak National Observatory, Arizona,
1980 Stanford University.

Source: NSD Board Bookc
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Starting in 197, the Board established the practice of devoting
one meetincr (usually in November or February) to discuss long-range
planning ror budgetary purposes. Such meetinas are usually the first
in the NSB /NSF budget cycle, which begins about two years before
the Foundation submits its budget request f.o the Congress.

3. Informal Contants
According tp the Board Executive Secretary, individual Board

members interact with her office or the NSF Director almost, daily
calling with questions or suggestions of topics to be considered as part
of an agenda for the next Board meeting.2 The most frequent type of
exchange is between the, Board Chairman or Vice Chairman and
senior NSF officials. 'However, other Board members communicate,
directly with NSF staff, as well as with relevant. Members of Congress
or officers of scientific, associations. Tn addition, Board members often
spend time on Board affairsreviewing proposed award files, draft-
ing policy statements, or assisting with management and oversight of
Board reports between official meetings.

C. AGENDA AND ACTIVITIES OP A TYPICAL BOARD MEETING

Vsually each regular Board meeting is held on the tfd Thursday,
Friday and preceding Wednesday of each month, and follows the
same format. Tbe Executive Conunittee and, in effect, the NSF Direc-
tor, predetermines the agenda of each meeting. This occurs for three
reasons. The Director is the chairman of the Executive Committee,
which is responsible for setting the Board's agenda, he is the chief
administrator of the, agency, and it is mainly the Director's staff
which formulates and prepares the background materials for discus-
sion at Board meetings. These materials are, sent to the Board mem-
bers in preparation for the meeting, or are distributed during the
meeting as a part of a "Board meeting book." Two "books" are pre-
pared, one for the Board's open session and another for the closed
session. Almost two-thirds of the time spent at each monthly meeting
is devoted to NSB committee meetings, whose actions are subsequently
reported to the full board. Each meeting also generally allocates con-
siderable time to receiving information from the, Director about NSF
personnel and administrative activities, reports on NSF and NSB
visits and meetings attendance, and program approvals. Details of a
typical board meeting are set forth in appendix A.

D. LONG-RANGE BUDGET PLANNING MEETING

Starting in 197R, the Board becran tp devote one meeting, at first the,
November meeting, but now the'-February meeting, to a discussion of
the Foundation's long-ranere buderet plannincr exercise. This meeting
is the first meeting of the NSB/NSF budgercycle. It is usually held
almost two years before the bmlget is presented to the Congress.
Details are given in chapter VII.

E. INCREASED BOARD WORKLOAD

The frequeney and length of Board meetings have increased dra-
matically over time. In the fiscal year 1967 the Board met five times, in
the fiscal year 1969 it met six times, and the next year it met seven

=Ma Andrr9nn hns kent an Infncmal log nt nil such Palls to her office, but reports that
it ts privileged. Without such information. a more quantitative nieture of the between-
meetings interactions with and between Board members and her otlice is not possible.
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times. Since the fiscal year 1971, the Board has held eight or nine meet-
ings per year. During the fiscal year 1980, the Board was expected to
nhpt ten times. Genrally, when NSI3 eminnittees meet, all day meet;
ings start at 7 :30 a.m. and go through dinner.

Dr. Norman Hackerman, a. Board member since 1968 and Chairman
for six years from 1974 to 1980, estimated that the Board's workload
has doubled since 1967, with a commensurate, doubling in workload for
both Board members rtnd staff and involving work both at the meet-
ings :Ind outside of act)tal meeting days. This increase is duo to the
Board's new oversbrlit responsibilities ad&d in the aftermath of the
highly published dispute over NSF's budget MACOS, plus tlw fact
tliat it, ". . . has now changed from a Board that was philosophically
oriented', to one that's now niuch more involved in the political proc-

.ess.- Thus, according to Dr. I1arkerman :
In 1980 .. . [the 'Board) will meet 10 times. That is about 20
days, a relatively small number, but it represents a much
greater contribution of Board Members' time because it also
involves NSB committee meetings, extensive phone calls, a
great deal of reading, and partieipation in a variety of NSF
activities such as . . . {the] Advisory Council meeting. This
doubling in activity result ed in part from the Board's
conviction that, it could lwst make policy by keepg in closer
contact with the Foundation's activities. This wasn't met with
great enthusiasm by the staff. I .think it's fair to say that
there was concern on the part of the staff that the Board was
gett ing into oiwrational activities But it was based on a pro-
position that . . . you can't really make policy in a vacuum.3

Another measure of the increase in NSB workload over time is seen
in the almost straight-line increase in the number of documents sent
to NSII members by the NSB office staff between meetings, as ascer-
tained from a search of the NSB doeument log. Full Board documents
arn sent to each Board member; in addition, documents for eaeli sepa-
rate committN. are sent to Board committee members. In 1960 the full
NSB document series sent to members totaled 244 items; this more than
dmibled to 402 by 1979. In addition, whereas in 1970, 30 committee-
relat ed items were sent to I3oard rnembers, in 1979 a total of 377 items
wer sent. This growth Of items mailN1 to Board inendwN is shown
for selected Years in Table 4.
TABLE 4.ITEMS MAILED TO NSB MEMBERS AS COLLATED FROM NSB DOCUMENT LOGS, SELECTED YEARS, 196649

Executive Documents Documents Basic
NSB Committee dealing with dealing with Research Budget Programs

documents documents staff committees Committee Committee Committee

Fiscal year:
1966

1970

1975
1979

244

354

39
492

14

28
31

27
33

40
101 16 15

16

17

ADDITIONAL ITEMS IN 1979

Science and International
Planning and Annual Report Annual Report Annual Report Society Sub- Science Sub- I

Policy Committee No. 13 No. 12 No. 11 cordmittee committee

33 14 95 12 3 7

SOMA,: Compiled from NSB-supplied material.

Conunenta of Dr. Norman Beckerman at the meetintof .NSF Adyisory Council, May
1980, D. 2. jI 0 ti
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The Board's budget for compensation and travel also may lw a good
indieatiu ru its.woklond over time. Trends show almost a tripling in
expenditures for Board members' compensation and travel since 1970,
fror) a total of :7:101.7:12 to '000, estimated in 1981. (Data are not
corr).c:('d for inflation.) See table r).

TAKE S.NATIONAL SCIFNCE BOARD COMPENSATION AND TRAVEL, FISCAL YFARS 1960-81

176
't77
973

'01/

Compensation Travel

950, 000
50, 000
55, 967
67, 818

I 90, 000
101, 157

937, 677
t 40, 000

44,765
61, 009

I 75, 000
93, 896

95. h 02 95,694
107, 500 94, 698
101, 062 96, 565
97, 129 119, 912

193, 117 104, 904
117, 715 62, 884
150, 000 135, 000
150, 000 135, 000

F mated. Fiodni-.1 al reitords have been retired to the Records Center and data for these years are missing from Budget
(11-fir.

TPAr.e.

In t.r Aper.trABLE TO MEMBEIN or HE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

Ovor the ,..ears, the Board has adopted resolutions and operating
procedures; to govern the behavior of its members with respect espe-
cially to: t 1

po,sibie ronflicts of interest arising from the nerd to act
0)1 proposals I i.M11 1114 itutions with which members may be affiliated,
and (...0 the role of NSB mendwrs as pithily officials. Summarized
below are the major Operational rides established by the Board.4 The
texts of the policy statonwnts or resolutions whicit are summarized
tney be found in appendix B.

h,,h,p(7),1( pre of Board if,' mbrts Term, From Poliffral Cyde.
Board. members serve six-vear terms with a definite expiration date.
Howe, members are not required to submit their resignations when an
Admini-trat ion rhanaps.

Board ilfrmbrry Broom,' C1onniltant8 7777til Sl/OPPASOPS Are Ap-
pohdrfl.---Thr Board has agreed that members whose terms have ex-
pirN1 .should he invited to continuo to serve as consultant, without a
vote, until thOir suceesors have been duly appointed.' Tn praetice, mem-
beN .,erve aiclut one additional year, and gometimes beyond the begin-
ning of the term, of their suceessors. Tn addition. they often subse-
quently serve ns consultants to the Board on special issues even after
expiration of this period.

Yomincr.9 SrPrr CoPROnots Unt3 Confirmcd:Board nominees,
following. ,ubmission of their names to the Senate for confirmation, are
appointed as conultants to the Board and are invited to participate,
without a vote, in Board activities.

4 The I tirris In tidy 1kt nry Lased on a dlenaelon In Mamoraml um to Members and Con-
sultants or Ito- National Sr.lence Board. Subject : Compendium of N813 Rolex. Nov. 5. 1978,
pp S (NMI 1", 455.)

9 200 14. NSB/Rea-7gR3.

Ju
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The Board sought changes in this rule. During the January 1980
Executive Committee meeting, the General Counsel reported that
NSF had submitted two proposed technical changes via OMB to the
Congress. They were :

(a) That Members continue in office, with full voting privileges,
until their successors have been qualified; and

(b) That the. election of the Board Chairman and Vice Chair-
man be changed from the even- to the odd-numbered'years to pro-
vide an opportunity for new Members to participate in the elec-
tion. --

Following discussion, the Committee ao-reed that the first change
should be pursued, but not the second. BuCthe Congress did not enact
even this clause

Foreign Trarel Regulations.-It is also desirable that Board mem-
bers report major travel plans to the Board office, especially foreign
travel. The Department of State is notified when Board members, who
are presidential appointees, travel abroad. Board members should also
promptly inform the Board office of changes in titles or addresses.

Congressional 7'estinwny.7The chairman, Vice Chairman, and
other Board members appear before congressional committees in
support of the Foundation's annual authorization and appropriations
requests. Written testimony must be cleared with OMB in advance Of

'delivery. If asked about .a Board position, a Board member should re-
poll; lus/her understanding of the formal posture of the Board as ac-
cur*tely.as possible. If asked for a j)ersonal view, a Board member may
state it, making clear that she/he is speaking as an individual."
Avoiding Conflicts of Interest

A. number of procedures have been instituted to insure that Board
inernlwrs avoid conflicts of interest."

Jltinhers Shall Not Seive as Mail or Peer Reriewers.Board
members should not serve as mail reviewers or otherwise review pro-
posals pending before the Foundation.

Abstention From Voting on Proposals From Institutions With
Which, J1 cmbers are Affiliated.Board members should absent them-
selves from discussions of proposals from their institutions or family

E Ai: : 2. regarding Executive Committee m Tting, 80 -1, San. 10, 1980.
See footnote 9 below.
I:a%ed I partivmar oh "NSB Congressional S tements," Discussion at Executive Session

on N81/ meeting 154 (154 121 ; and NSB Mem ers as Congressional Witrusses. Discussion
of itele,rt of the Programs Committee at E outlive Session of NSB meeting 102 (LS ;
162 : 5).These provisions are based on the follow ng resolutions or policy statements, which are
incindol in full in appendix B:

"Participation of National Science Board embers in NSF Projects," Resolution adopted
IlV the NSB at its 55th meeting on Spt 1 17 1958 as untended at its 07th pivoting on
sept. 9, 19f,o, :Ind meeting thi June 1s-19, 1964 (NSF- 04 133, Revised.)

"Matters Relating to the Holding and Conduct of the °free of Members of the National
Science Board, Including Conflicts-of-Interest and Political Activities," Memorandum to
Members of th.. NSB. Mar. 20, 190,, 13 p. (N511-0s -77.)

Statement Regarding Conflicts of Interest. Adopted by the NSB at the Executive Session
(ES 148 : 28.1Statement Regarding Proposal Evaluation by Board Members. Adopted at ES : 150 : 10.

Resolution Itc.garding Conflicts of Interest and National Science Board Meniber Affilia-
tions. Supplemental Resolution to NSII 08-77, Adopted, ES 158: 3, 10 -17.

Use of l'.+511 Members as Proposal Reviewers. Staff Memorandum from Office of the Direc-
tor. June 7, 1973 (O/D 73-15.1

Conflicts of Interest and NSB Members Affiliations, Memorandum to Members of the
NSB, Sept. 11, 1973. p. 3. (NSB 73-220.)

Compilation of NSB Resolutions, 1968-1976, prepared by Office of the General Counsel,
NSF.
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members and should abstain from voting on proposals from an in-
stitution or organization with which they or their family mkabers have
a participatory role.

.VST? ifilnie'rs May Part;ripate ;n an YRF-funded Researelt
ibly Not BP prinf-;pal InveRtigators.----Board members may

talie part in the work of projects supported by the NSF, but-they may
not serve as prineipal investigators on the grant, nor may any part
of their so hiries he ebarged to such an- award. Some members appar-
ently favored suppbrting a change in the regulation to permit NSB
nleMbeN to beeome prineipal investio.ators on NSF grants. In March
1977, the Ad Hoc Committee on NSB Research Support recommended
that 11 be allowed if appropriate safeguards were instituted (such
;is signinr a disclaimer statement vouchsafing any personal financial
ga U. establiShilhr :1 Board ov('rsight cominittee, and so on.) The motion
was rejected, however.°

G. COMPENSATION

Pie Board also has adoptNl resolutions and procedures regarding
eompen-ation. Th, original NSF Aet plaved a $25 per day lhnit on
colopen-at ion for Board nwmbers. In 1950, this was raised to $50 per
day : it was Fa i-,ed to $100 in 1968, which was comparable to the GS-18
level." In 1977, pursuant to a request from the. NSB, P.1. 95-99, the
NSI' Anthorization Art, raised the level of Board members' compen-
sation. It allowed the Chairman to fix a daily rate, not to exceed the
rate for th GS-18 level. Travel expenses were also authorized.° The
Executive Committee reviews,the rate of compensation for NSB mem-
bers on an annual basis at each December meeting. For 1979, this rate
w as fixed at $1:4 per day. The rate was raised to $192.75 for 1980 for
NSB mend wrs and consultants.

During 1978, NSB membeN sought to be exempted from regulatns
governing conflict of intere'st in vonnection with requesting support
services while performing Board or Foundation functions at their
home institutions." Subsequently the conflict of interest. regulations
were waived upon Board 'request, enabling Board members to apply
ter tlw Chairman for finanehd assistance from NSF to handle Board
business at their home institutions."

Tr. I.:7(rtsrynoN or MENt-nrns FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE PROVISIONS OF
TIIE ETIIICS IN GOVERNMENT ACT

In 197$ and 1979 several Board eandidates and nominees withdrew
their names from consideration bevallse they objected to public dis-
closure of their personal finances as required bv the Ethies in Gov-
ernmeto Act of 1978, P.L. 95-521. The Board Chairman wrote a letter
to the President requesting relaxation of the Aet for NSB members,
who serve as part-time polky adviseN, on the grounds that the Act
served to diseourage service by noted scientists and therefore. was

,1 For oddltiona I .lelz. ,PP p,e1 r'h lic VRB N1Pnibprs (Report of Ad IIov Committee on
NSB I e.:,:irvh Support. lqc 27 30,1. (NSB 77-113.)

ur4:1a8: 6.
192 : 4-5.Propoged Regulations Exempting Board 'Iembern from Certain Financial rontnets of

Interectg. NSIVItes -VA 120 (202 : 29), included in Appendix B.
la 205: 13.
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detrimental to the course of science in the Nation. The White House
established a group to study this issue."

Later P.L. 96-19, signed on June 13,1079, amended P.L. 95-521, so

that presidential appointees, who are not expected to work in excess
of 60 days in a calendar year, will not have to file initial, annual, or
termination financial disclosure reports. As a result, while Board
nominees will still be, requirN1 to submit confidential personal and
financial reports to the White House and the Congress, these docu-
ments will not be made availabk to the public." The, adoption of this
exception removed the, obstacle for those nominees who were con-
cerned about disclosure of personal information.

I. EVOLUTION OF NSB COMMITTEE STRUCT uitE

In creating the NSB, the Congress recognized that the, Board would
have to create committees to fulfill its complex responsibilities. The
NSF Act created an Executive Committee of the Board to "exercise
such powers and functions as may be delegated to it by the Board."
(Sec. 7.) The legislation also authorized the Board to "establish such

special commissions as it may from time to time deem necessary for
the purposes of this Act." (Sec. 4 (h) ), and to appoint committees
"with such survey and advisory functions as the Board deems appro-
priate to assist it in "exercising its powers and functions. . . "
(Sec. 4 (i).)
I. Structure F rom 1968 to 1970 (-

The NSB committee structure has evolved considerably since
the enabling legislation was revised in 1968. The basic trend that
is evidenced is one of flexibilityan ebb and flow of conunittees to
serve a particular need 'or problem area and the preferences of Board
chairmen and members.

Shortly after passage of the legislation amending the NSF's enabl-
ing. Act, an Ad Hoc Committee on Board Operations reported to the
NSB, on August '29,1968, recommending a preferred committee struc-
ture. The report suggested that the Executive Committee be given
considerable authority :

Responsibility for budget and fiseal matters,
Respowibility for legislative liaison,
Service as the Board's agenda-setting eommittee, and
Responsibility for coordinating the activities of the NSB's three

policy committees.
The three policy committees which were proposed and which were

subsequently establislied were :
Programs Committee, responsible for reviewing the substance

of on-going programs and new programs areas,

'5 CS :203:12-13, CS :203:0. The letter was dated Jan. 22. 1979. CS :204 :2. As an
example, the annual report of the 1979 Executive Committee meeting, No. 1, reported that :

Dr. Lewis M. Branscotnb has asked that his name, at least for the time being. not be
submitted to the Senate for consideration as a nominee tc. the NSB. This dectsion was
made in light of recently available information regarding the requirements qf the.
Ethics in Government Act of 1978 for public disclosure of personal. financial, and
employment data. He stated in a letter of January 10 to the Board Chairman his regret
at having to take this action because he felt it was an honor and a privilege to be
appointed to the Board. (EC: 79-1: 3.)
EC: 79-40 : 3.
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Institutional C'onunittee, responsible for policy issues relating
to the administration of funds aml awards for institutional pro-
grams, and

Long-range Planning Committee, responsitle for national and
NSF "science policy" related issues.

The 1 loard at flutE also had t WO proposal review committees

to) prepare recommerulations to the Board regarding proposed actions
which needed Board approval. Tlw two committees were the Research
Review Committee ( for research projects, national centers, and sea
grants), and the Education Review Committee. The Board also had

several ad hoc committees."
2. Changes Made in 1970

Three major types of changes have been made in the NSB commit
tee structure slim.. 1968: ( 1 ) the creation of new committees, as war-
ranted, to assume some of the original functions given to the Executive
Committee, (.2) streamlining of the committee structure following a
proliferation of ad hoe subcommittees created in reaction to a crisis
or to A'i'ye a part icular function, and (:;) clarification of the number
and functions of committees with the establishment of more task com-

mittees, of more permanent duration. Prior to these changes the Board

had six ad hoc committees. Some of the standing committees had

subeonunittees.
In 1 97 t, the Board started the practice of eliminatingsome ad hoc

and subcommittees and maintaining four kinds of committees:
Statutory.Exeentire Cormnittee (provided for in the NSF Act

to exercise such powers and functions as may be delegated to it by the

Board).
Shinding.Planning and Policy Committee (concerns itself with

general polici('s and budgets, part iculaTly the balance among NSF
programs) and .Programs Coininittee (examines new and ongoing
programs arid those indivi(ival projects -which require Board

approvals).
Task.- --Establihed to accomplish a specific mission of some dura-

tion: examples are Committee on Budget, Committee on Eighth NSB
Report, Committee on Minorities and Women in Science, etc.

Ad Thio.---Esitablished to carry ont specific duties of a short-range
nature; examples are the Ad Hoe Nominating Committee for Board

Aol fIoe Committee on Than. Review Snrvey, etc."
The new Chairman also reorganized the Budget Committee. as a

separate task committee, whose momln(rship diol not overlap with that
of the Exeentive Committee.
.1. onnot 1,, pi, of Board Conunittce Changes Instituted in 1,976

An informal n.vielv of the Board's committee structure made by a
summer intern at the request of Chairman flackerman in 1976 crati-

eize(1 the proliferati(in of committees and the overlap in their
charges-- an overlap which the author of the review said occurred
because the Boaril had not examined committee functions seriously
snap 1971 and beeause committee chairmen's personalities often deter-
mined the functions of the groups they chaired. This problem was so

Report ,f Ad Hoe Corommittee on Board Operations, Ang. 29, 196S, p. 6. GM-69-249.i
C.S. Congress. 1Ioo,4e. Committee on Scienee and Technology. Fiscal Year 1977 National

Seience Foundation Authorization Ilvaring. 94th0'ongress, first session, Washington. U.S.
Govt. Off., 1976, p. 40.

9
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serious, the report continued, that policy recommendations often were
inconsistent over time or with respect to the same policy at a given
time. The Board's flexibility in creating committees to serve particular
needs would not be compromised, the report continned, if the commit-
tee charges were made explicit and reviewed annitally and if the com-
mittee structure were further simplified.19

Following this report, the Chairman instituted a policy reiluiring
the Board to review the charters of the committees every year at the
annual meeting and alwa4vs after new Board' members assumed their
duties. Chairman Hackerman also instituted a policy of preparing
a memorandum for Board members, following each Board meeting,
which listed the, tasks for Board committees which arose from dis-
cussions at the previous Board meeting.20
4. Current Committee Rules of Procedure and Committee Structure

The rules of procedure currently in effect specify the following
relationships:

The NSB Chairman assigns members to committees other
than the Executive Committee, which is by election,

Committee chairmen are ex officio members of any subcommit-
tees of the parent committee,

The NSB Chairman and Vice Chairman are ex officio members
of all committes,

The Chairmen of the standing committees are invited to attend
Executive Committee meetings and receive Executive Committee
document S.

When he became Chairman of the Board, Dr. Branscomb also took
steps to streamline Board organization and procedures. He proposed
that the NSB Vice Chairman serve as liaison between the Execntive
Committee and .all other Board committees. The Board agreed to this
change.21 The Chairman also consolidated committees by eliminating
some ad committee.2-2 See Appendix D.

He also proposed, and the Board agreed, that the chairmen of the
statutory, standing, task, and ad hoc committees be responsilile for
scheduling meet ings of all their subcommittees or task committees,
particularly those which include, Board members With other parent
committee assignments, This arrangement was undertaken in order to
provide more flexibility and less conflict between connnittee meeting
times.2-1

Reflecting an apparent desire to widen the Board's mission to con-
sider more national science policy issues, Dr. Branscomb assigned sev-
eral new national science policy oriented issues to the Planning and
Policy Committee, whose chairman created two new subcommittees of
the Planning and Policy Committee to deal with them : a Subcommit-
tee on Coordination and Management of Applied Research, and an
NSB and National Science and Tecin4ogy Issues Subcommittee. He
also created a PPC Subcommittee on Science and Education.

Dr. Branscomb also made another change intended to free the Board
of sonic routine management responsibilities in order to allow more
time for Board consideration of broader policy issues:

" Memorandum to the Chairman, National Science Board, MAY 18, 1878.",NBS 76-30.
n 217 : 4.
" 217 : 4.
" 218 : 8.
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In an effort .to provide bet tor utilization of the, time avail-
able for discussion Of priority items at Board meetings the
Chairman has proposed that members report.in writing on
uwetings. site visits, and other events which they attend on
lwhalf of the Board. in discharge of their oversight respon-
sibilities, rather th li reporting orally at Board meetings.
Reports should be . ibmitted to the Board Chairman : they in
turn will be provit t o TIM Board."

The current. committee Structure is:

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD COMMIT= SIIII"CTURE AND
3IEMBERSI/IP. JANUARY' 1 98 1

The National Science Fomidat ion Act assigns policvmak-
ing functions Jo the National Sciencw Board and the .11(1-
minktration of the Fomulation to the Director. The Board's
poficyimikincr resporisibilitios are ink initially through the
work of it, committees.

Except fOr the Executive Committee, which is a statutory
committee, the National. Science Board and its Chairman es-
tablish the connnittees of the Board and make appointments
to them. At each annual meeting the Board reviews the com-
mittee structure arid the rmitinuation of the task and ad hoc
committees.

Board committees fall into four categories: statutory,
standirr. hsk. and ad hoe. The functions of the committees
consist of a series of initial charges and such variations as are
deemed desirable and nseful once the committees are in op-.
oration.

The 'functions and chairmanship of the current Board com-
mittees are given below:
A., Statutory Committee

Section 7(n) of the National Science Foundation Art, as
amended. states that : "There shall be an Executive Commit-
tee of the Board (referred to in this Act as the 'Executive
Committee'), which shall be composed of five members and
shall exercise such powers and functions as may be delerrnted
tp it by the Board. Four of the members shall be elected as
provided in subsection (10. and the Director ex officio shall
be the fifth member and the chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee."

The. B./wig/ye Committee _has the following responsibili-
ties:

Fulfills statutory functions: (1 ) exercises such powers and
functions as may be delegated to it by the'Board, and (2)
renders an annual report to the Board, and such other reports
as it mav deem necessary, smnmarizing its activities and mak-

,ing such recommendations as it may deem appropriate. Mi-
nority views and recommendations, if any, of members of the
Executive Committee are included in such reports.

24219: 3,
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Acts on behalf of the Board between meetings on (1)
grants, contracts, or other arrangements; and (2) other in;
instances where iminedi,ate decision is I.equired. (All such ac-
tions are reported to the Board at its next meeting.)

Coordinates and offers guidance on activities of the Board
and its committees.

Serves as agenda committer for the Board.
Identifies subjects to be, considered by task and ad hoc comi

mittees. -
Considers and approves affiliations of the Di-rector, Deputy

Director, and Assistant Directors.
B. Standing C ommittees

The standinff committees of the Board are continuing corn-
mittees.with deTfinite responsibilities to peform assigned tasks
and to present recommendations to the Board. All Members
who are not on the Executive Committee are assigned to
either tlie Planning and Policy Committee or the Programs
Committee.

1. The Audit and Oversight Committee, chaired bv Dr.
Lloyd M. Cooke, reviews the requirements for continued func-
tioning of the, Action Review Boards and the effectiveness of
other oversight mechanisms.

2. The Budget Committee, chaired by Dr. Marian E. Kosh-
land

Provides a focal point for Board participation in budget-
ary matters, including program priorities.

Provides advice to the Board on NSF authorization and
appropriation issues.

Reexamines priority considerations, based on results of the
long-range planning meetings, to integrate (a) immediate
priorities into summer and fall budget preparation, and (b)
deferred program priorities into fall preparation of iong-
range,planning estimates.

1Nfeets with Planning and Policy Committee. to review re-
sults of Board discussion of and actions/guidelines on the
planning environment review document for long-grange plan-
ning meetings.

Helps serve as spokesman for the Board on NSF budg-
etary matters with the Congress and the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget.

3. The Planning and .Policy Committee, chaired by Dr.
Walter E. Massey :

Considers policy issues and prepares draft documents in-
cluding "white. papers" on principal planning and policy
issues affecting research and 3cience education for subsequent
Board consideration.

Identifies and recommends actions for the Board with re-
gard to policies and practices affecting research and scijnce
education in the Nation with particular attention to NSF.

Develops and coordinates the longrange planning meet-
ings of the Board and all associated -documentation through
interaction.with NSF staff.

80-976 0 - 83 - 7
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Identifies national scienCe policy issues and national needs
and considers the. proper roles of the Federal Government in
general and NSF in particular.

Meets with the Budget 'Committee to coordinate planning,
policy, and budget processes.

The Planning and Policy Committee has four, active sub-
-

committees:
Coordination and Management of Applied Re-

search, chaired by Dr. Joseph M. Pettit.
NSB and National Science and Technology Issues,

chaired by Dr. Raymond L. Bisplinghoff.
Science Education, chaired by Dr. John R.

Hogness.
Science and Society, chaired by Dr. Eugene H.

Cota-Robles.
4. The Programs Committee., chaired by Dr. Ernestine

Friedl:
Reviews proposed programs and makes recommendations

to the Board.
Reviews -all proposals for support containing new policy

issues or over certain dollar amounts prior to presentation to
the Board with Committee recommendations.

Monitors existing programs and activities.
Maintains oversight on long-term commitments of the

Foundation.
Schedules formal and informal reviews of programs, espe-

cially for input to discussion of the planning environment
review document. at the long-range planning meetings.

C. Task Committees
The task committees 'of the Board are assigned specified

tasks which are sometimes of a short-term nature. These .
committees are discharged upon completion of these assigned
tasks.

1. The Committee on Minorities and Women in Science,
chaired by Dr. Eugene TT. Cota-Robles, considers education
and research programs to increase the flow into science of (a)
ethnic minorities; (b) women, (c) the disadvantaged, and
(d) the physically handicapped.

2. The Committee. on Twelfth NSB Report, chaired by
Dr. John R. Hogness, provides oversight on preparation of
the report to the President and the Cono-ress. The Report
deals with the rich variety, of mutual inteTplay between sci-
entific research, the development of technologies, and social
utility.

3. The Committee on Thirteenth NSB Report, chaired by
Dr. Joseph M. Pettit, provides oversight on preparation of
Science Indicators-1980, due March 1981.

4. The Committee on Fourteenth NSB Report, chaired by
Mr. Herbert. I). Doan, provides oversight on preparation of
the report to the President and the Congress, due March
1982. This Report addresses the practices, problems, and po-
tentials of university-industry research relationships in the
United States.

9
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D. Ad Yoe o tees
Ad Hoc Comnu of the Board have specific tasks gener-

ally of short, du ra tipn.
1. Ad Hoc CoMmittee on Deep Sea and Ocean Marain Drill-

ing Programs, chaired by Dr. Raymond L. Bisplingaff, moni-
tors the developments regarding the future drilling programs,
and advises the Board of the alternatives that are being con
sidered, the management of the programs, the costs, and how
those costs might be shared among agencies of the U.S. Gov-
ernment. industry, foreign countries, or other groups.

2 Ad Hoc Committee on NSB and NSF Staff Nominees,
chaired by Dr. William F. Hueg. Jr., offers recommendations
tio, the Boanl on candidates for the vacancy on the Board and
the positiOn of Assistant Director for Science Education.

J. INFREQUENT 'USE OF STATUTORY' PROVISIONS ENABLING NSB To
CREATE COMIISSIONS

Although the NSF Act includes provisions for the Board to establish
special commissions, it has made little use of them. The act states that
'rho Board is authorized to establish such special commissions as it
may from tinw to time deem neeessary for the purposes of this act."
It hirther states that each commission shall consist of 11 persons
appointed by the Board : six eminent 'scientists and five nonscientists.
The Board has.: utilized the special commission authority to consider
three subjects!, synthetic rubber, weather modification,: and social
sciences. The resulting reports were :

Knowledge into Action: Improving the Nation's Use of the
&dal Sciences, 1969 ;

'TV eather and Climate Modiflcation,1966 ; and
Future Role of the Federal Government with. Respect to Re-

search in Synthetic Rubber,1955.
The Board authorized the establishment of another commission

on tipplied sciencein 1967, However the commission was never ap-
poMted because, the Board -decided subsequently that the, report,
Applied Science and Technological ProgressA:Report to the Com-
mittee On Science and --1st ronautics. by the National Academy of
Sciences, would sjrve the purpnse of the planned commission.25 In 1976
the. Chairman reminded the Board of the possibility of using com-
missions to study current major issues before the Board, such as Fed-
eral support of basic research in industry, the t'ole of NSF in interna-
tional science, and various long-range planning issues discussed at the
annual June meetings." However, no conunissions have been named
since 1969.

In 1980, new NSB Chairman Lewis Brrunscomb requested,the General
Counsel to prepare a brief on the -use of commismns. The Counsel's
memorandum noted that, if a special commission nfere composed wholly
of Board members, the commission would be trO,ated like any other
Board committee. However, "If any of the men*ers of the Special
Commission are from the private sector, the CoMMission is then con-
sidered a Federal Agency Committee and subjectio the following:

25 Memorandum to Chairman : National Science Board, Subject Special Commissions ofthe Board. Nov. 0, 1980.
" RS 180 ; 5.

9 'd
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a. The Commission must have a charter.
b. The charter must be approved by OMB,
c. The intent to establish the Commission must be. published

in the Federal Register,
d. The Commission may not convene for 30 days after announce-

ment in the Federal Register, and
e. Thereinafter, all procedures followed in'the regular meetings

of "the Board, must be observed for the. meetings of the Commis-
sion.27

K. RATES OF ATTENDANCE AT ._,BOARD MEETINGS

Board attendance rates appear to be less than wholly adequate. As
Appendix C shOws, from.1969 to 1980, in about one-third of all meet-
ings held each year, only two-thirds of the members were in attendance.
A quorum of the full, statutorily authoriZed NSB (24 memberg) was
not present four times, twice in 1976, once: in 1979, and once in 1980.
Most of this absenteeism is due to lack of timely confirMation of new
Board members, who in many cases were present as non-voting consult-
ants in the meetings, according to the data just noted.. However, an
accounting shows that several Board members seem to have been re-
peated absentees.

L. STAFF SUPPORT FOR TIIE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

1. Executivg Secretary
The NSB has had two executive secretaries since its inception. The

current executive secretary, Vernice. Anderson, has served in that
capacity for over 25 years (since 1953, although she was not officially
named executive secretary until 1971). She and her assistants have
played a vital role in the evolution of the Board. Testimonials and
letters honorino-

t''
heeservices from Board members indicate that she

has assisted theBoard :

Aiding in determining j)riorities for Board action,
Providino- comprehensive and confidential communications be-

tween the IVSB officials and the NSF Director. In fact, former
Director Atkinson commented that while he probably spoke with
NSB Chairman Hackerman about once. a week, except during
intensive budget preparation when they consulted more often, he
communicated daily with Ms. Anderson in an effort to help her
keep NSB informed of relevant activities.25

F'amiliarizing members and chairmen with NSF policies and
procedures, as well as with knowledge of political power aline-
ments within NSF,

Developing administrative and library practices which per-
mitted maintenance of the continuity' and, institutional memory
needed for a part-time Board, and

g. NSR Support Staff
The NSF Act Amendments passed in 1968 gave the Board authority

to appoint "... a staff consisting of not more than five professional staff

sr Memorandum to the Board Chairman : Subject : Requirements of the Federal Advisory
Committee Act. No. 18, 1980.

se Interview.



membars and such clerical staff members as may lbe necessary." Staff
were to be paid at a level not exceeding GS-15.2' Two motives have been
attributed to tlfis provision. One was thiat the Board sought this author-
ity itself."' Another was that a congressional oversight committee (the
I louse (Jommittee on Science and Technology) decided that the Board
needed this authority in order to do the detailed oversight and planning
analysis required by its responsibilities for new programs approval and
review that the legislation thrust upon it. ilowever, the Board's history
shows that, with the exception of a short period of thne, from Novem-
ber 1976 to April 1978,.the Board has chosen not to utilize this stall
support authority to the fullest.

On April' 21, 1975, the Director issued a staff memorandum that
established a coordinating committee for staff support of Board ac-
tivities and assigned responsibility for coordination of NSF pl.ofes-
sional staff support for the Board to the Office of Planning and Re-
sources Management."' However, in 1975, following a Planning and
Policy Committee examination of the overall NSB objectives, the
BOard relationships to NSF activities and functions, and the NSB
organizational structure and practice, the conunittee recommended
that, to the extent possible, the Board's activities should be moved
-,iiway from narrower management issues" and toward policy con-
cerns and increased effectiveness of its oversight responsibilities. To
this end, it recommended that the Board delegate approval respon-
sibilitiy to the extent possible and that it set up a PPC Subcommit-
tee on Mechanisms for Improved Oversight and External Communi-
cations.

This PPC Subcommittee eventually recommended that the Board
improve its procedures by implementing its authority 'to hire prof
fessional staff to assist with its work. Ifuring the March 197G meet-
ing, the Board Chairman endOrsed this and p1'op6s1d that the lioard
consider establishment of a small rotational staff for specific periods
of thne (one to three years) from NSF and external sources, under
the supervision of the Office of the Director, but reporting to the
Board. The staff would be provided with appropriate secretarial
assistance and space adjacent to the Board offices and would be
identified as "NSB scientific staff." 32

Alsokduring 1976, the Congress passed the NSF authorization bill
for fiscal year 1977, which raised the civil service grade level of NSB
-aipport stal from GS-15 to GS-1S.3" The NSF Art was also
amended to regnire that the Director's appointments of such staff shall
be made only after consultation with the Chairman of .the Board.
The rationale for these changes was the Committee's concern that :

tlik staffing authority has not been used. pa rtirularly in view
of the inermsed responsibilities of tlie Board as the policy-
makhig arm of the Foundation. The 54800 million budget for
whicli it is responsibl( leqi u res tliat it be supported by the best
scientific and technical assistance obtainable within the Fed-

P.T.. 90-107, Sec. 4(e).
," interview with a staff member of the House committee on Science and Technology, 1980.n NSF Stnirmen10 0/D 75-23,172 : 0. .

33ES : lso : 23, ES; 182 : 10, ES : 3.
xi Section 9 of P.L. 94-471, Oct. 11,1976.
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eral Government.. The scaling upward of the grade level at
which staff can be compensatA a partial attempt to address
this very real need, and is expected by the Committee to result
in the early appointment of staff mekbers o serve the Board.34

A competitive selection was held, and from among 3'0 applkcants
three were selected:.All had been members of NSF's staff. The new
NSB staff functioned primarily by serving as-full-time executive sec-
retaries for the, committees that the. Board had estkblished to manage
the preparation of its annuafreports. They also served for a time as
executivesecretaries of other Board committees." .

1. Cutbacks of NSW Support Services, Role of the Office of Plann'ing
and Resources Management

Over the next. year or two, the three staff members,were reassigned
back into the NSF or- left the Foundation. The Board concluded that
the arrangement of having "NSB scientific staff" was unsatisfactory,
and that instead of hiring staff* to serve it directly, it should utilize
NSF staft; members to serve as executive secFetaries of Bbard com-
mittees."

The arguments made against having a full-time scientific staff thip-
port are : a:deliberate separation of RSB and NSF sta'ff causes corn-

-;rminications gaps since it creates a, "we" versus "they" attitude which
prevents the Board from obtaining all the information and insight into
NSF operations that would be afrorded by using NSF stkff part-time;
and NSB staff may be "shortchanged" if they stay away from their
disciplinary responsibilities too long 'and they may encounter diffi-_
culties when they try to reassume responsibility for managing the
Fmindati on's disciplinary support programs.

During the last few years, the Board had only two staff Members
who filled the category of NSB professional staff assistants: the execu-
tive secretary and the special assistant to NSB Chairman Hackerman,
"both of whom also served as-executive secretaries of committees deal-
ing specifically with. Board business, such asnominating NSB officers.
Tt appears that new NSB Chairman Branscomb does not intend to
name a special assistant in the NSB office, but instead will utilize staff
assistance from the office of his employer. Chairman Hackerman's staff
assistant performed such functions as helping to write the Chairman's
speekhes and serving as executive secretary of.,,the. NSB Planning and
Policy Committee.

Currently the executive .secretaries of most NSB committees are
NSF staff members, mainlyspecial assistants to the Director or mem-
bers of the Office of Planning and Resources Nfanagement. See.table
6 and appendix D. Table 6 also indicates that, NSF staff serve in other
capacities, asSistino. the Board with background materials for the
Board's Budget Committee activities and with the Planning and
Policy Committee's long-range planning activities that is, the Status
of Scienee document.

"U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, National Science
Foundation Authorization Act. 1977. Report to Accompany S. 3202, Washington. U.S. Govt.
Print. Off.. a. 41. (04th Congress 2nd Session. Senate Report No. 94-84S.)

186: 22. N513 Professional Staff Established. NSF Bulletin, v. 4. March 1977: 1.
a° According to an NSF staff member. Dr. Eugene Sunderlin served as an NSB scientific

staff member from November 1976 to April 1978, Dr. .T. iivolenik from November 1976 to
May 1979, and Dr. Robert WOVat from November 1976 to November 1977.
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TA911 6.OPRM MANIHOURS IN SUPPORT OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD, JULY 1, 1979 TO JUNE30, 1980

Xxecutive secretarial support
Staius of Science Policy analyses, budgets and

support reports

Percenj, Percent Percent
Average of their of their Average of their

Hours grade Persons time Hours Persons time Hours grade Persons time

OFFICE OF
PLANNING AND

RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

Directors office:
Professional______ 26 SES I 2 '0.6 150 SES 3.6
Clerical' 10 GS-8 50 GS-8

0,2

. .
DIVISION OF
STRATEGIC

PLANNING AND .
ANALYSIS

Director's office:
Professional______ 12 SES 1 :6 32 1 1. 5 60 SES 1. 1 2.9
Clerical 3 a 20 8

Planning and policy
analysis office:

Professional 2 1, 734 13. 5 e, 5 ^ 16. 7 20 1 9.6 285 13 3 4.6
,.. Clerical 3 119 .3 40 3
Program review .,

office: ,
Professional 4 257. 118 5 1.1 30 15 1 1. 4
Clerical

-. , 257 3 2 '

DIVISION OF ..-
BUDGET AND ,

PROGRAM
ANALYSIS

Director's office: ...--
Professional 40 15. 3 2 4 1.0
Clerical 6 8

Budget office:
'''Professional .e. 20 14 1 1.0

Clerical 2 6
Programing office: ..

.Professional 625 14 1 30.0 10 14.5 5 1.0.
Clerical

1,4
4 8

SESSenior executive serviceUpgraded.
3 Includes 1,120 hr of 1 staff person's time. (53.8 percentof 1 person's time.)
3 Includes 10 clerical hours in support ot the programing office.

For program reviews, grade unclassified.
*Each.

Source: Data Provided by NSF

Interviews with several NSF staff members.-who have served as
executive secretaries indicate that they spend far more time than is
portrayed in Table 6 when serving as executive secretaries and that
their services encompass sirch responsibilities as suggesting issues for
Board study, preparing all necessary background information, and
serving as liaison with scientific' and community groups and with con-
tractors. Some staff members estimate that such service consumes 100
percent of their time. Indeed many staff members have comphtined
that Bbard-related responsibilities are burdensome and a waste of
time and paper. Othera disagree and say that the research and analysis
would have been required to assist the Director anyway. .

Tt appears that this situation warrants further attention, especially
in view of the fact that the Board bps not utilized its allocated five-
person staff capability to the fullest. It inhy be necessary to assess the
need to modify the statutory language since the Board has adopted the
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alternative arrangements of using NSF staff members and hiring staff,
at. their home institutio.ns.n

The Director established the Office of Planning and Resources Man-
agement (OPRM), originally to provide.liimself and the Board with
resources and staff to prepare information on matters of policy,
budget, and management. The budget allocation. for this activity has
been about $3 million during the last few years. °

M. THE BOARD'S 'ROLE IN AWARDI,NG HONORARY PRIZES

The Board also plays a role in awarding two scientifie priies, the
Waterman and the, Bush awards.

The Alan T. Waterman Award for a promising\young scientist, was
authorized by the Congress in 1975 to mark th025th anniversary of

the NSF. The Board's role is limited to advising the Director regard-
ing the selection of members of the award committee and to author-
izing guidelines for implementation of the award. The Waterman
award was named in honor of the NSF's first Director. It is given

annually to an outstanding young researcher working hi any field of
science, mathematics or engineering. In addition td a medal, each
recipient receives up to $50,000 per year for three years for scientific
research at an institution of his or her choice. Originally the award

wa s. given to recipients 35 years of age or younger. In 1980, at the re-

quest of the award committee, the Board revised the eligibility guide-
lines to require that the recipient, if older than 25, be not more than
fiVe years beyond receipt of the Ph. D. degree.38 Ex officio members of

the committee in 1980 were: Dr. Norman Hackerman as Chairman of

the. NSB, Dr. Richard Atkinson, Director of the NSF, Dr. Philip
Handler, President of the National Academy of Sciences, and Dr.
Courtland Perkins, President of the National Academy of

Engineering.
The Vanneyar Bush award was established, by the, NSB, without

specific legislktive authoiity, on Februa7 21, 1980, but only after con-

siderable disagrelment,39 to honor a senior statesman of science and

technology who has made outstanding contributions to those fields -
through public service to the Nation. The award is given only from

time to time when warranted, and is an honorary award. The first
award was given on May 15, 1980,at the Board's annual dinner meet-
ing to James R. Killian, Jr. an educatbr and the country's first full-

,
time presidential science advisor. The award is named in honor to
Dr. Vannevar Bush, who recommended in the 1945 report, Science,

The Endless Frontier, that a fouudation be established by the Con-

gress to serve as a focal point for fihe Federal Government's support
and encouragement of basic research and education in the sciences and

for the deyelopment of h national science policy.

N. CnrrIcogEs o NSB/NSF OPERATIONS

On several occasions since 1968 the Board has reviewed its activities
in relation to the broader context of science policymaking. In addition,
the Board has received or contributed to reports of various committees

ProMmed Refutations Exempting Board Members Prom Certain Financial Conflicts of

Interest. NI1B/Res 79-27 (205: 13).
m215: ILL

213 : 20-11, NIB/Res Itale. 20: 11-7.
0 4
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reviewine. the Foundation as a whole. Most of these activities have been
externalry motivated. These reports and their recommendations are
sum ma ri2ecl below.

1. NSB Self-study, 1975
In 1975, a June long-range planning task force looked at the overall

NSB objectives and the Board relationships to NSF, as well as the
NSB organizational structure and practices. It recommended that the
Board's activities should be moved more,"towards policy concerns and
increased effectiveness of its oversight responsibilities." It proposed
that the Board play a larger role in national sCiende policy issues and
that it do so by, increasinff tlie efficiency of its activities and by delegat-
ing more. awair:ds appr6val responsibility to the Director. It also recom-
mended that the Board establishli policy and Planning Cornmitthe
Subcommittee on Mechanisms for Iinproved Oversight and External
Communicat ions; that the Board implement its authority to hire staff;
that 'NSF improve audit and management systems (which was done)
and that the Foundation compile a compendium of NSB policy and
procedural statements (which was only partially complied with)."
2. ,tatenirlf by XS.11 1?oger. Ile gns

In early 1970, the Board spent considerable, time discussing prod-
(lures needed to improve the management of science education/cur-
riculum development projects, review of proposals and adherence to
Board enunciated policies in order to prevent future mismanigement
episodes like that which occurred in the MACOS situation."

During a closed executive session discussion of this issue, Dr. Roger
Heyns remarked that the NSF had had t years of success and that
great confidence had been placed in the staff. But as a result of the
incident, he saw a need for increased "toughness" in NSF operations,
and noted ' that the buck stops with the Board. Bdard 'Chairman
Hackerman asked him to prepare a more detailed statement,'" which
the Board subsequently approved for inclusion into the record "as the
sense of the Board." 43

The sense of Dr. Heyns' statement was that over. the years the
Board had come to delegate considerable authority for program ap-
proval and management as the Foundation began to assume more
responsibility for policy development. Recently the Foundation and
the committees that had been created and given Board-related.respon-
sibilities had come in for considerable criticism including challenges
of "actual instances of lack of integrity." The Board had not been as
vigilant as it should have been and there litiod been ". . . a gradual,
often imperceptible, relaxation -of drive and diligence." More hard
questions needed to be asked. The NSF should be prepared for "an
increase in scrutiny and inquiry by the Board into all of the :Founda-
tion's operations." The Board should not manage, yet it should in:

, crease its oversight."
This recommendation, coupled with the recommendations emanat-

l'ing from the PPC Subcommittee on Mechanisms for Improved Over-
.

See Section C or Chapter VI.
" Program managers had deliberately Chosen not to Maude-adverse peer review commentsIn review procedure sequences and the Foundation was charged with inappropriately man., aging a curriculum distribution program whose contents offended,some conservative religiousbeliever.. For additional details see Chapter XVIII on science Education. below.42ES : 179 : 16, minutes of Executive committee meeting of Feb. 20, 1076.aBS: 180: 4.
Statement by Dr. Roger Ileyne, 197 : 23-24. (See Appendix E.)
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sight and External Communications and from other groups the Board
established after MACOSled to a change in review procedures to
requirelhat stag present the Programs Committee with all peer review
comments. It also led to Board refinement of audit and oversight pro-

, cedures in the Action Review Boards. (See Chapter XIV.)

3. The "Hoff" Report, 1976 .

Shortly thereafter, the Director asked the WilliarnitT. Hoff. a former
NSF General Counsel, to prepare a report containina the historical
record of the relationship and role of the Board and die Director and
recommendations for certain operational changes. The report was
sent to the Board on June 11,1976.

Hoff's sketeh of the history of the Board/Director relationship
caused him- to conclude that "there can be discerned a clear and per-
sistent yearnino- on the part of both the Congress and successive Ad-
ministrations Por the Freation, especially the Board, to perform a
greater role in advisin, the Government on the needs of science, par-
ticularly basic s'cience and scientific education, and in making recom-
mendations of a policy nature looking towards fostering the strength

.of the nation's science. However, there is no longer any expectation
that the Foundation will act as a coordinator." 45

In contlast to the Heyns statement, which called for more program
oversight, Hoff recommended a cutback in the Board's program ap-
proval role on the grounds that ". .. it is not feasible for a large part-
time group to l;o-th give individual consideration to a multitude of re-
search transactions and still give adequate attention to its policy
role." 48

Hoff recommended the following actions to enhance the floard's abij-
ity to determine NSF policieswhat he viewed as,, the Board's basAN
mission. He recommended that NSB's burden of approving awards be
repealed or severely limited by modifying section 5(e) of the Ace. He
said that NSB approval should be required only for awards "wherer ,
existing policies do not clearly sanction approval." .!'r

However, "in order to satisfy the responsibilities of the Board, com-
plete iets of policies and progclures involved in the award of funds
... should be prcrpared by the Director and be presented to the Board
for discussion, amendment .and approval." The policy compendium
should set fofth the "philosophy of the policies, leaving to the Direc-
tor and staff the job of providing necessary detail in the course of
administration."'" The procedures compendium "should detail for eacli
program the manner in which -proposals are received or solicited, the
manner in which reviews are made, the type of peer review, and the
role of individual staff officers in exercising judgment in negotiations
and in recommending approval. . . ." Procedures shquld be.standard-
ized and shoullinclude a method to screen and send to the Board even
those proposals below dollar limitS which require Board approval be-
cause of their policy implications.49 Since Board policies call take
many formsreports. letters, formal resolutions, program approv-

" Hoff. William J. The National Science Foundation : Board and Bisector. A Study
Prepared for the National Science Foundation, May 28, 1976, p. 20. Sent to the Board on
June 11. 1976. as N5B-76-199.

"Ibid., pp. 28-29.
Ibid., p. 24.

di Xbfd., p, 2.
mi Ibid., p. 26.
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alshe recommended that "... all policies relating to the, Foundation
he enunciated overfly and specifically by the Board and be adopted
lw formal resolution." 5°

Even though the budget is basically the reoonsibility of the Direc-
tor, the NSB Budget Cominittee's role can' be strengthened if "the
Board can . . . make its views known before the budget process is
reached. and should be able, over the course of time, to press its posi-
tions, primarily by issuing policy reports and appearing before the
OMB . . on occasion going'directly to the President."

Hoff also recommended that the Planning and Policy Committee
be reconstituted as a Committee on National Science Policy charged
solely with preparing recommendations to the Board for it to serve
in developing national policies for the promotion of basic research
and education in the sciences." This should be the Committee's sole
assigned task and "the policy committee should devote itself to prob-
lems and issues having ... national reach. wlwther or not the Founda-
tion coula itself be expected tO play a part in carrying out any
recommendation." 53 In choosing issues to study, the Committee should
keep in mind the needs of its potential users, wbo should be at the
highest presidential and congressiorial levels. In addition, the Board
should systematically follow-up on tbe issues.it has dealt with."

Furthermore, Hoff recommended that the Director should create
a high level policy staff to support his and the Board's policy analysis
needs, and that all Board husiness should be èoordinated through the
Executive. Committee, which should be given more explicit 'and' im
pl,icit authority."
4. Ad Hoc Cormattee oTi NAST Review,1979

The next assessment of the 14pard occurred in 1979. This was a
two-part:Board reiew,, triggered by the announcement by the House
Committee on Science and Technology in its authorization report for
1980, that it was initiating a review of the NSF organic act. A June
1979 long-rangie. planning Task Group on "Revtew of the NSF
Organic Act," dealt with 10 aspects of Board operations. Its recom-
mendations were,referred to, the Ad Hoc Committee on NSF Review
for furCher consideration:

The Board created the Ad Hoc Committee on NSF Act Review on
April 20, 1979 and charged it with the responsibility for ". . . recom--
Mending to the Board its position on the NSF Act,'for review by the
Science and Technology Committee." 56 The Committee's report went
through several versions, with members disagreeing especially about
implications of how stringent or discretionary language defining
NSF functions to support basic and applied research and the distinc-
tions between those support areas should be. For instance, the minutes
of the tenth meeting of the Executive Committee report the following
comment on a draft version of the report :

The Board Clairman stated that he would prefer that the re-
popt recommend "continued strong" support of applied research
rather than "increased emphasis.'r He stated that this term could

p. 30.
p. 32.
p. 34.

" Ibid., p. 35.
" Ibid., p. 38.

-"Ibid., p. 30-31.
" CS : 111 : 19. ,
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,

include special initiatives in applied research which the Founda-
tion micrht decided to undertake." ,

The NSIf finally approved the report of the Ad Hoc Committee
during its 211th meeting on November d5, 1979." Its basic finding
was that the Act did not require,.vevision since it was flexible enough
to have permitted the. NSF: to make a variety of changes ..over the
preceding ten years." .The Cominiftee concluded that future activities
of NSF, could be encompassed within the provisiens of the Act. It also
established as a 'fipst prjority for NSF . . . special and preferential
support of basic research and Nhwation in science and engineering."

t? The major points of the, report as summarized by Dr. William Hub-
bard, Ad Ifoc Committee chairman, are summarizNl ill appendix F.

. 5. Testimony of former NSF Staff and Board ilembers ON Part of the
House Cemmittee on Science and Technology Hearings on Revi-
sions in the NSF Organic Act, 1979

A variety of other recommendations regarding the, functioning of
the Board have been heard over.,time, for instance, during the hear-
ings of the House Connnittee on Science and Technology in 1979.

a. Dr. Philip_ Handler.--rDr. PhiliP Handler, former NSB Chair-
man, and ,President of the National Academy of Sciences. made two
notable suggestions for Rhange in Board practices in Jestimony .of
'May, 1979. Fjrst, he suggested that the Board's responsibility be re-
stored for "full approval authority for all grantsand authority to
delegate any or all of that authority to the Director as it had d011a in
large part before. the current provision was written into ln..Only
thus can it be held_ responsibleand be expectdd- to act responsibly."
Handler, said that it was his experience that larger awardswhich
the Board is obliged to approveare probably always better prepared

i,
and justified than are the Smaller awardsfor which the Board is
germitted to delegate approval responsibility to the Director.

Dr. Handler also proposed tbat the Board take on a more important
role in ,developing- recomypendation:5 with national implications for
science policy support,,infiltstructure, and funding, and that the Bbard
use its annual report mechanism for this purpose:

. The functional role of the Board had long since departed from
that of the ultimate approving body for grants. ksh"ould func7,
tion as an antenna, bringing the highest level of consideration
at the, Foundation the, concer df the Nation, the opportunities

t>

and the problems dT researah-perfamino- institUtiohs. The an-
nuarreport of the, Board is an ex(Vlent N'e'licle for this function.
Tbe Board should satisfy itself that ttie, allocation of rAources

, among Foundation programs optimizes..tbe use of all Federal
funds ih support of research and fthat funde, are wisely de-
ployed to serve tbe educational fUnction of the Foundation. In
'these senses, it shoidd truly act as the "Natinnal Science`Board"
rather than the "Board 'of the National Science FOundation." °°

b. Dr. Thomas F. Jone8.Forrner Boarcl member Thomas F. Jgmes,
testified at the same, hearings that the Board seemed overworked by

67 EC: 79-10: 5.
" CS 211 : 22.

CS : 211 29.
°Illandler, Philip, "The Nitional SciencC Foundation," Stateinent before the Subcommit-

tee on Science. Research, and Technology, Committee on Science, ReSearch, and Technology
of the Committee on Science and Technology, May 17,1979,pp, 22-24.
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awards approval responsibility and that the dollar limits for iequired
Board _approval should be raised. He also said that ". . . since the-
days of President Nixon the Board has been overinvolved in the
Foundation and as a result of overini'olvement in 'administrative
matters the Board's policyMaking junctions- suffered. ,Speeifically :

I feel they havo met Mu( b oftener than necessary and this has
resulted in their involvement in administrative matters as well
as policy matters.

. . . As the onverning body of khe Foundation the Boated
should keep at7arm's length froin the operations of the Founda-
tion. The Board shouhl look at larger questions and shbuld gen-
erate policy with the guidance and assistance of the Director . . .
Frequent meetings of the Board are an unnecessary burden to
allthe Director, the staff, and the Board members."

r. Dr. John 7. Wilson.Accoraing to Dr. John T. Wilson, a former
NSF Deputy Director, and now President of the University of Chi-
vago, the Board's inability to cope with policy dssues as well as the
multitude of administrative details should be alleviated by creating,

a new Board modela :small 0-roup that would work full-time and, in
effect, serve as part of the .;?Sle administrative hierarchy: ,

would suggevt that a smaller group, functioning on a full-time
basis, would he a more desirable management model than is the
model- of the 2-E-member part-time Board:Collectively the group,
say of five or seven individuals, could serve the functions of policy
formulation and guidance for the Foundation4ndividually, each
member of the group could assume the responlbility for adminis-
tration of a ma3or segnwnt of the Foundation functions, with one
of the group being designated as the senior member, to serve numb
in the same manner as does the current Director:The lexel of re-
muneration for all of the members of the group shotild be that of
the current Direetor, and Vie senior members could \lie advanced
One level, to enhance recruitment possibilities so that
the senior operating staff of the Foundation would be strength-
ened.

Wilson said that if it still seemed desirable to have a larger group,
. . . to be effective. Hutt group should lie associated with the Ad-

in in ist rat ion, at a level where it can be effective, namely with the Office
of Science 'and Technology Policy." The revised group would be a
"recom4itution of the former President's Science Advisory Commit-tee . . . [and tt could] function across the spectrum of higher educa-
tion and not be limited to science and technology." , 02

0. SUMM'ARY

This chapter oh NSB responsibilities and procedures &scribed the
con] p14,ity of Board functions and yperations. The concluding sec-

At ions sununarize critiques made by others of NSB/NSF operations
'4(mi testimmiy delivered before the House Committee on.science and

Jones, Thimms, IP. statement to the Subcommittee on Science. Research., and Technologyof the commktee on Science and Technology, May 17, 1979, n. 18.
_ 03 Wnson, .16-1 T. Statement submitted to the Subcommittee on Science, Research andTechnologyof the Committee on Science and Technology, Aug. 15, 1979, pp. 14-15.
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Technology in 1979. In sumniary, these critiques and comments raise
the followingsometimes contradictoryissues related to NSB:

The Board should imprbve and broaden its policy-making film--
tions and the reporting and follow-up of its policy recommenda-" tiots,

The Board needs to.improve its oversight of the National Sci-
ence Foundation,

The Board should make more visible its budgetary preferences
for the National Science Foundation,

The Board should improve its programs award responsilMities
by devoting more time to reviewing awards which contain new
policy issues, rather than concentrating only on awards which
exceed certain dollar limits,

The Board should be less involved in NSF's day-to-day opera-
tions, and

The Board should select a small group of its members to assume
full time responsibilitiy to administer the NSF on a day-to-day
basis.



IV. THE NSB EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

A. ONTKVIEW

The Executive Committee. was created pursuant to statute. It is com-
posed of the Director of NSF, who chairs the Committee, and four
member.-; elected from the NSB, including usually the Board Chair-
man and Vice Chairman and two additiOnal members. The Com-
mittee was created to act on behalf of the Board betweensmeetings.
Subsequently, it also was given the functions of approving affiliations
of the senior staff, approving nominees, coordinating and offering
(ruidance on activities of the Board and-its committees, serving as the
agenda .committee, identifying tasks for additional Board action and
approving some new programs and awards.

From 1969-71, the Committee usually met when* the Board did not.
But beginning in 1971 the Executive Conimittee has tended to meet
the evening before the Board's regular meting and an additional three
to five times when the Board did not meet.

The Committee has another principtil functionas &sounding board
for the Director. This may explain wiy the Committee meets at the
same time as does the full Beard, but a comparison of minutes indi-
cates some overlap and duplication in discussions..Recommendations
have been made to give the Committee more responsibility to free the
Board to spend more time on larger policy analysis tasks. However,
such a plan probably woutd curtail access to detailed information that

. most NSB members believe is essential for oversight and planning, a
dilemma which most boards confront.

The Executive Committee's statutorily required annual report does
not summarize all the committee activities, nor is it an analytical docu-
ment. The Congress may wish to inquire if the Board is complying
fully with the statutory requirements regarding the preparation of
an annual report, whether the annual report is superfluous, and
whether the Executive.Committee's functions ()tight to be re-evaluated.

B. FUNCTIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The NSF enabling legislation creates as part of the Board ". . . an
Executive Committee composed of five members; [the Board" may
delegate to it, or to the Director or both, such of its powers and -func-
tions as it deems appropriate. The. Director shall ,be the fifth member

- ex officio and the Chairman of the Committee." The statute required
the Executive Committee to prepare an annual report for the Board,
and other reports as it 'deemed necessary, and instructed that minority
views and recommendations of the committee should be included, as
warranted. Although the-Board had an ExeciitiVe Committee prior to
1968, it was never required to prepare an annual report and was not
chaired by the Director. According to highly-placed NSF and NSB
officials, during 1967 and 1968, when the Congress was considering the

(95)
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legislation to amend the NSF statute. OMB made serious attempts to
disband' the Board on the grounds that NSB interferes with presi-
.dential control over the Director and the NSF."The apparent com-
promise was to create an Executive Committee, chaired by the NSF
Director.

The legislation further states that "at each of its annual meetings,
the Board shall select t wo of- -its members as members of the Execu-
tive Committee," to hold office for two years, The maximum consecu-
tive length of time that. a member can serve on the Executive Commit-
tee is six years. (Sec. 7.) Board rules'of procedure specify further
that "The Board Chairman mid Vice Chairman by custom are elected
to membership on the Exeeutiv6 Committee." Also in the last few years
the chairman of the NS13 Budget Committee customarily has been a
member of the Executive Committee. This occurred especially in the
period 1968 through 1974 when the Budget Committee was identical
to the Executive Committee. Executive Committee meetings are closed.
However, typically the NSB Ekecut i ye, Secretary attends the meetings,
as does the Deputy Director of NSF and the NSF General Counsel,
who both are members of the Director's Ekecutive Council, another
'control device.

The Executive Committee of the NSB is extremely important to the
Director, primarily because, as several NSF staff members noted,2
the committee is his major instrument for influencing the Board as
well as a sounding board for discussing, refining,.or disposing of crit-
ical issues and policies before they are brought to the full Board.

The Executive Committee's functions have not varied in any sig-
nificant way since 1968, The Executive Committee sets the Board's
agenda, acts for the Board between meetings,..wproves senior staff ap-
pointments, help set NSB committee agenda, identifies tasks requir-
ing Board .action, gives preliminary review and approval to nominees
before they are brought to the Board, and (rives guidance to the Direc-
tor on a myriad of issues never brought before the Board..

As noted above, the Executive Committee, beginning in 1968 also
served as the Board's budget committee. However, in 1973-the budget
function was removed from the Executive Committee and a separate
Budget Committee was created. The formal Executive COmmittee
functions, as of January 23,1980, are:

1. Fulfill statutory functions: (a) . . . exercise such powers
and functions as may be delegated to it by the Board. (b)
. . . render an annual report to the Board, and such other
reports as ifmay deem necessary, summarizing its activities
and making such recommendations as it may deem appropri-
ate. Minority views and recommendations, if any, of mem-

:bers of the Executive Committee shall be included in such re-
ports. .

2. Act on behalf of the Board between meetings on : (p)
Grantst contracts, or other arrangements (b) Other instances
where immediate decision is required. (All sueh aetions are
reported to the Board at its next meeting.)

3. Consider and approve affiliations -of Director, Deputy
Director, and Assistant Directors.

I Discussions with highly-placed POW and Nei3 edictal&
nepectally former NSF General Counsel Holt
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4. Coordinate and offer guidance on activities of the Board
and its committees.

5. Serve as aaenda committee for the Board.
6. Identify sajects to be considered by task and ad hoc

committees.3

C. TIMING OF EXECUTIVE COmmrrrEE MEETINGS

Board rules of procedure specify that the Executive Committee shall
meet on the Wednesday evening before each Board meeting, and on the
third Friday of the months the. Board does not meet, except that, in
December, it meets on the second Friday. During the calendar years
1970 and 1971, the Executive Committee and the Board tended to
meet separately. Beginning in 1971 and continuing to the present, the
Executive Cpmmittee has met at the same time the Board does (usually
the evening before) and in addition, on the average of three to five
times per calendar year at times when the Board does not meet. Most
of the separate meetings are held in December or in the months of
July and August, when the Board does not meet. See table 7.

3 Memorandum to Members of the National Science Board. Subject : "NSB Committee
Structure and Membership" Jan. 23, 1980. (NSB 80-45).
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TABLE 7

Relationshi Between Executive Committee and Regular NS8 Meetings

Number of
Meetings

10

9

a

N* N*

N*

N

N* N*

N*

7

6 -

5

4 NE E E

E E E E

2 E

1

0

Calendar 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 4978 1979

year (6/12/68)

N * total numnber of NSB meetings 4

* numbet: of tImes Executive Comm. and Board met concurrently
(when the Executive Comm. meets no more than one day before'

the full NSB meeting)

E * number of times-Executive Committee met separately from the
NSB

Generally the Executive Committee and the full Board never met 'together in 1968,

1969 or 1970. Since 1971 a practice has begun for Executive Committee meetings

to be held when full board meetings are held. Since 1971, an average of seven

to nine meetings have been held together. Since then, the Executive Committee

also has met additionally three to five times per year. Separate Executive Com-

mittee meetings generally are held in the summer months (July and August) and

the December and January or February.

Source: Compiled from NSB minutes.
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Economy. expediency, and the Executive Com.mittee's role as a
sounding hoard may compel the Executive 'Committee and. the Board
t6 meet at the same time that the full Board does. But a comparison
of minutes rai:-es questions about overlap and duplication between
discussions held at meetings during the same months. The Executive
Committee rarely approves programs, which is one of its principal
statutory functions. This may raise questions about the need to define
the Executive Committee responsibilities more precisely.

D. FORMAT OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING RECORDS

Executive Committee discussions are recorded three ways by the
Board : a summary in the closed session minutes. a full rendition in
minutes of the Executive committee, and a. short summary. without
details, in the annual reports of the Executive Committee. The sum-mary in the open session minutes is brief and without detail. Forinstance, the following report of the 10th and 11th meetings of thd
Committee in 1977 was made at an open session of the 'Board meeting.
This summarizes actual Executive Committee sessions whose minutes
consist each of six to ten single-spaced typed pages:

a. Exec-ative Committee-77-10 and 77-11 MeetingsOc-
tober 20 and November 16.Dr. Atkinson, Chairman, re-
ported fhat on October 20 the Committee discussed organiza-.tional and staff changes: congressional and legislative
matters; NSF budgets for fiscal years,1978 and 1979; NSB
reports, forums, and schedule of meetings; preparation of re-
ports transferred from OSTP; and proposed standards for
staff and peer reviewers regarding 'disclosures of affiliations
and interests.

On November 1C the Committee discussed faculty.salaries,
geographic distribution, the Science Information Activities
Task Force report, cryptography. fiscal year 1979 and 1980
budgets, Haindbook for Program, Officers (distributed at the
Board meeting), Board reports, possible meeting with the
President, and the NSF position on the proposed Department
of Education. The Committee also approved the continued
service of Dr. John B. Slaughter, (Assistant Director for
Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth, and Ocean Sciences) on
the Minorities Committee of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc., and on the Committee on Mi-
norities in Engineering of the Assembly of Engineering,
National Research Council.*

E. ISSUES REGARDINGMIE FORM AND UTILITY OF THE ANNUAL REPORT
rin ExscuTivo Coxffrrno

The annual report of the Executive Committee is mergly a, short
summary of selected discussions in the Executive Committee. It is not
an analytical discussion of decisions made by the Committee. Fur-thermore, since it does not report on all items discussed, and omits

Section 14(b) of the NSF' Act requires Board approval or the holding by the Director.Deputy Director, or any Assistant Director of any office in, or acting ln any capacity for,any organization, agency, or institution with which the Foundation does business. At its158th Meeting the Board delegated this authority to the Executive Committee (194:12).
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the richness of detail included in the minutes, the full minutes need
to be consulted to obtain an accurate rendition of ;what occurred.
In addition, annual reports- customarily do not include dissenting
viewS as permitted by the NSF statute.

For instance an.the 1980 annual report, the description of the 11th
meeting of the Executive Committee, in November 1979, included
among its ithms:

At the request of Dr. Saunders Mac Lane, the Committee
discussed the effect on NSF of the undertaking of special
projects imposed on the agency from external sources and the
quality of recent NSF reports.5

However, the minutes of the Executive Committee note that Dr.
*Mac Lane also raised the issue of the elfects on the core research pro-
gram of special initiatives, the origin and implications of special
initiatives, and with respect to the-quality of iNSF reports, a detailed
discussion of the annual report prepared in NSF (by STIA) for the
Office of Science and Technology,Policy, Five Year Outlook and the
inability of the NSF staff to Cope wfli the new burdens thrust.upon
them. The minutes of the Executive Committee on this one sentence
take more than one page to report :

At his request, Dr. Mac Lane met with the Committee. to
discuss several items of concern to him.

The _first was.the effect on NSF of special projects under-
taken often at the expense of other programs. Specifically,
he had in mind the OMD Program, CARP, Industrial In-
novation, 'DPR, and the U.S.-People's Republic of China
Cooperative Program in Basic Sciences and related areas.
Each. of these activities is desirable in its own right but the
total effect of a number of such programs could have unfor-
tunate consequences to the core resoarch program which has
been carefully planned. With reSpect to the innovation activ-
ity, Dr. Mac Lane in formed t he, ( 'ommittee that several
reports had been prepared or are under preparation under the
auspices of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS)-; In his
judgment these. reports do not effectively determine whether
or why there is now less- innoyation, nor do they show what
steps could be taken to remedy the situation:

There followed a general diseusion of the origin,of special
initiatives, NSF's response to them, and the general policy
question of .

the possible resultant- change in -NSF's future
role if certain major activities are substantially altered..It
was further toted that a "new" initiative in one budget year
becomes an. ().:tablislied activity in the next, thus altering the
funding pattern considerably. The Committee also discussed
the impact on NSF of a new National Technology Founda-
tion (NTF) and the analogy to the establishment of the Na-
tional Academy of Engineering under the -charter of the
NAS.

SeCondly, Dr. Mac Lane stated that he was deeply concerned
about the quality of the reports emanating from NSF.

51980 Annual Report of the Executive Committee. May 7, 1980 (MB-80-197). EC:
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Speaking from a background of much experience with re-
ports, he stated that he, had been increasingly discouraged
about those NSF 'Ireports he had read recently. It was his
opinion that the First Annual Report on Science and Tech-
nology (summer 1978) was poor, and' that thd draft of the.
Second Annual Report on Science and Technology is also
,of inferior quality. Then there is the massive first draft of
the first Five-Year Outlook Report. It appears to.be a con-
fused shambles. He wondered why three successive reports
prepared by STIA should seem so unsatisfaCtory.

The Director stated that it had been a heavy burden on
STIA to prepare these mandated reports with limited and
changing staff. Unfortunately, not all the individuals were
trained in the areas in which they are being asked to work.

Again the Director stated his view that the 'legislation
shrkl be changed so that the Board is not required to render
annuol reports. Both.the Board Chairman and Dr. Hubbard
indicated that they felt the mandate provided the Board with
an opportunity and channel to present it,s views on timely
subjedts.

The Board Chairman stated that' he would be agreeable to
a chancre to permit the Board to reirder such reports "from

--time Otime. .

Since full minutes are kept of the Executive Committee meetings
and the annual report is only a partial and limited-distribution re-
port the questions can be raised : Just what purpose does the report
serve? Since minutes are kept of the Committee, meetings, documen-
tation may be sufficient. Would the annual report be more useful if a
special recipient were designated, such as Congress?

F. EXAMPLE Op ISSUES CONSIDERED BY THE EXECUTIVE COMML1 rEE

The types of di§cussion and deciSions made in the Executive Com-
mittee meetings do not appear to have changed significantly since the
annual report i.equirement was made mandatory. Examples of the
issues considered by the Committee suggest the broad range .of topics
covered :

Decisions on Defense Base Act
The Committee discussed the implications for the Foundation

and other Federal agencies of the results of a court decision on
a. case involving compensation for death while working on a
civilian Government grant outside the continental U.S. The.
death was of a U.S. scientist working in the Antarctic on a
NASA project, with NSF travel funds. The issue involved the
provisions of the Defense Base Act as they apply to NSF grant-
ees. Premiums for DBA. often are 10 to 20 percent of the total
payroll of a grant or contract covered by the Act, whereas ordi-
nary.workman's compensation runs one percent,or less. The court
decision was in favor of the claimant and was immediately
appealed by tlae Federal Government. '

EC: 79-11 : 9-10.
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The .General Counsel discussecL the possibility of seeking
waivers for all scientific activities conducted ain'oad. One Board

, member suggested pursuing this-through the legislative process.
The General Counsel was requested to compile toial cost fig-

ures for NSF personnel abroad mind bring this and other perti-
nent infornV-ion with recommendations to the next meeting of
the Executive Committee.'

The Director later told the Board that the Government's appeal was
successful.°

Creativity Extensions of Awards
The Deputy Director told the Executive Committee that as a

followup to the*June task force meetings, the staff has developed
an award mechanism entitled "Credtivity Extensions" which

could authorize, the extension of an award for an additional three
years (up to a total annual rate of $1;.200,000), without added peer
revieV to sthnulate innovative research ideas. Ile asked members
of ate, Board for their reactions. Members suggested that the
filtri44e. changed annually, that the program managers report, to
the Director and the Board on the use of such awards. .Vccording

to the minutes "The plan will not require.Board approval since

it is a change in adniinistrative procedures and not a new pro-
gram before it can be implemented by staff, but it will4be discussed
by the Board .at the August meeting."

Awaffls to Federal Agencies and 'Their Contractors
As.it result of coneein in the scientific community the Director

stated that he wanted to review the Foundation's general policy

as contained in NSF-Circular. No. 108, "Support of Research,
Science, Education, Old Related Activities-Performed by Other
Agencies." The policy, in effect since at least 1972; prohibits sup-
port of research and related activities performed by other Fed-
eral agencies, their employees, or their contractor-operated labo-
ratories and research centers except in pnrsuit of specific NSF
objectives. The Office of the General Counsel had made some
chane-e_s in the circular whiCh 'were not intended to change the
substrance of the circular but the scientific conimunity reacted
negatively. The General CounAel presented four policy options
for Board consideration; the Director indicated a preference for
retaining the intent of the current version which is to permit.
exceptions in especialry meritorious cases, The Board Chairman
proposePthat the Director bring the issue to .the Board _and also
.NSF's policies regarding support of researchers in industry. The
Executive ComMittee proposed that the Board Chairman Tefer

the issue to the Planning and Policy .Committee for discussion.
The staff would then forriThlate options or a recommended solu-

tion for the Board's action and refer them to the Board."

Opposition to National Engineering Foundation
The Director,stated that in recent discussions Rep. George E.

Brown, Jr. had said he was considering introducing a bill to est.-b-

71980 Annual Report of the Executive Committee, May 7,1980. NSB 80-197, EC: AR : 8,

and EC: 79-7 : 5.
°MB 80-197, opt. cit., D. EC: AR : 11.

EC : 79-9 : 10 and NSB-80097, op. eft., p. EC: AR : 3.
ABC: 79-7 : 11 and NSB-80-197, op. cit., p. EC: AR : 8.
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lish a National Engineering Foundation. Dr. Atkinson said..his
position on this matter, if asked to testify, 'would be that the
present NSF organizational arrangement with its array of engi-
neering and applied science and technology progranis can provide
adequate support and is preferable to a new entity."
Director's Opposition to NTF.Bill

The Executive Committee aiscussed the propOsed National
Technology Foundation bill. The Director commented on a meet-
ing on Decembe 10, 1979, which has b'een conVened at NSF with
the deans of engineering of 13 leading institutions. The deans had
expressed sympathy with th,e intended purposes of the bill to
Representative Brown who .also attended the meeting. The deans
were informed by the Director that NSF could manage doubling
or even a two and one-half-fold increase in support for engineer-
ing sciences."

,

Proposal Evaluation Form
A proposed revision in NSII"s "Proposal Evaluation Form"

was discussed by the Committee. The revision would elicit sep-
arate peer review comments on the principal investigator's (a)
proposed research and (b) recent research achiev,ements."
Cost Sharing

The Committee was informed that an administrative change is
being made in the method of post sharing on NSF grants. The
present requirement is for a unnitnum of 1 percent cost sharing
on each grant resulting ,from an unsolicited proposal. Grantees
will now be allowed the option to cost share in the aggregate rather
than on each project. 14

Avoiding Conflicts of Interest
The Committee discussed a draft Important*Notice prepared

as an NSF response to a directive contained in,the Senate Com-
mittee on Appropriations reports for fiscal years 1979 and 1980
concerning grant admhi istrat ion. Tliis proposed Important Notice
covered consulting activities of senio'r investigators seeking NSF
support and the adoption of appropriate procedures to avoid con-
flicts of interest possibly arising from those consulting activities.

The draft Important Notice would require .prospective prin-
cipal investigators to give notice in proposals submitted to-NSF
where a conflict of interest may exist. The Committee did not agree
that the situation demanded the stringent steps proposed in the
Important NoticeThe Committee proposed that NSF take in-
stead the positive position that it held the institUtion responsible
for the activities of its faculty and agreed that a statement to this
effect would be drafted for the Board's consideration."

11 EC: 79-8 : 4 (Aug. 16.1979) and NSB-80-197, op cit., p. EC: AR : 4.
u NSW-80-197, op. cit., EC: AR : 7.
111.in-80-197, op. cit., p. EC: AR : 9.
14 N8B-80-197, op. cit., p. EC: AR : 10,
ulEC: AR :12.
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G. CONSIDERATION OP "HOFF REPORT" RECOMMENDATIONS TO
SThENGTHEN THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

rn 1076 the former NSF General Counsel, William Hoff, prepared a
report reviewing the functiohs of the Director and the Board, with a
view tbward streamlining and.improving their operations. He recom-
Tnended that the Executive Committee be given iiiore responsibility.
The Board should review its.functionsjte said, in order to ... isolate

certain actions which could appropriately be deleffated to the Ex-
ecutivc Committee in an effort to clear more time cor the Board to
consider major policy questiong." He also reeompwnded that the Ex-
ecutive Committee should construct agendas in such a way that the
Board could "he given the opportilnity to refer a package or such mat-
ters to the4Executive Committee for aUion"." Hoff also proposed.that
the Director create within hi& office a high-kvel policy analysis sup-
port, group t'o serve theneeds 6T the EXeentive, Budget, Programs, and
Planning and Policy Conimittees. This group would be used to support
the poljsy needs of the variops cOmmittees as well as serve the vastly
enlargea coordinatiOn and referral function be envisioned for tlw. Ex-
ecutive Committee.

Were such, a policy
''ffroup

to be established, Hoff repbrted :
. . .- Requests from theBoard, its committees or an individual
member to have a problem exillored, statistics prepared or ana- .

lyzed, a staff paper prepared setting forth pros and cons or'for
assistance in preparing a repiirt could be transmitted through the
Special Assistant to the chairman, -to the Executive Committee.
That Committee could exercise coordination and control over the
work to be undertaken. A i.equest as approved by the Executive.
COmmittee cou1 4 then be forwarded to the Polley Group with
appropriate Board staff supplyincr liaison-to assure that the prod-
iwt will . . . fulfill the needs or the initiator of the request. In
this rhantier there would be a mechanisM available for Me Board
and the Director to secure the necessaiY 'back up for forimilating
policy recommendations. At the same time, there would be no
duplication of staff effort as all the existing_staffs would be fully
coordinated."

Hoff's proposal was not adopted. Any attempt to streamline the
Board's functions will confront the delicate balance the Board has
tried to fashion between policymaking and "micro-management,'? that
is, between spending so much time on details and administrative mat-
ters as to forfeit-consideration of policy issues versus policvmaking in
an environment-devoid of many details. Delegation af even more au-
thority to the Executive, Committee, as Hoff proposed,,.could prevent
the Board members from obtaining information they apparently feel
is needed.toflo their job. The Congress may wish to address this issue.

. 18Memorandum to Members ot the National Science Foundation. Hoff,Theport. NSB-
76-199, referrihg to the attached report. The National Science FoundatiOn. Board and
Director, a study prepared for the National Science Foundation by William J. Hoff. iyay
22( 1978, pp. 39-40.

0 Ibid., pp. 42-43. #



V. THE PROGRAMS COMMITTEE AND THE BOARD'S
AWARD APPROVAL RESPONSIBILITIES

The enabling legislation requires'the NSB to review and approve
large awards and other awayds a§ the Board determines. The Pro-
t,oTams Cdmmittee _js the Board's primary mechanism for the review
of proposed awards and programs that require Board approval. Be-
fore the Director can commit the funds involved or implement the
new policies tke BoaM must, as specified i.n sections 4(a), 5(d), and
5(e) of the National Science Foundatiori Act, as amended, give its
approval. This chapter presents a description of the evolution of the
responsibilities and procedures of the...Board's Programs Committee,
a description of the current status of Prograws C,ommittee respon-
sibilities and procedures, and Wummary of Programs Committee
activities oVer Ole last decade as they relate to the Board's approval
responsibilities.

A. EvoLureix OP 'PROGRAMS Commirrn AUTHORITY AND
PROCEDURES, 1968-1976

Following the enactment of Public Law 90-407 in 1968., the
Board organized its committee structure to include an Executive Com-
mittee, f Budget Committee, two propogal review committees, ad hoc
committees as needed, and four policy committees.1 One of the policy
committees established was the Programs Committee, which was tts-
signed .to concern itself With current and proPosed Foundation pro-
grams through such activities as:

Continuing review of long-term commitments,
Continuing review of the substance of on-going programs,

Review of proposed new programs,
Consideration of relative emphasis placed on programs and

disciplines, and'
Consideration of research prbgrams relevant to national

problemq.2
Examples of the activities of the new Programs Committee was its
involvement in stimulating the Board to plan new programs to meet
"growing needs and expanding opportunities in the social sciences.
e-;pecially several which are clearly designed to assist with the solution

e of ociety's most pressing problems." 3 In 1970 the Programs Commit-
teel devoted several meeting's to in-depth consideration of graduate
ed cation in the sciences.' Other issues discussed by the Programs
Committee during the period 1969 through 1971 include: science edu-
cation, interdisciplinary research relevant to societal problems, the

. 1120:3, 1$-15.
*Ibid., p. 13.
s ES :123 :3. ,
411101/PC-70-5, July 21, 1070 ; N8B/PC-70, Oct. 30, 1070; and NSE/PC-70-16, Nov.

19.1970.
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2. S cetion 5 (e) Review and Approval Requirements
Section 5(e) of the NSF Act as amended by P.L. 90-407, imposed

the reqlirement that the Board approve all NSF awards for scien-
t ifie activities which involve a total commitment Of $2 million or More,
or :c500,000 or more in any one year. On July 90, 1968, immediately
following the enactment of Public Law 90-407, the Boiird adopted a
resolution authorizino. the Director and the Executive Committee to
review, approve, anetake final action on contracts, grants, or other
arrangements pursuant to the terms of Section 5 (e). ne resOlution,
as subsequently amended at the Board's 193rd meeting on Febru-
ary 13-14, 1969, reads as follows :

The Board unanimously RESOLVED, that, in accordance with
the provisions of Se'ction 5 (e) of the National Science Foundation
Act as amended, the Director of the National Science Foundation
may make a contract, grant, or other arrangement, pursuant to
Section 11 (c) of the Act, as amended, without the prior approval
of the Board, wherever such' an award involves a total commit-
ment of less than $2,000,000 or less than $500,000 -in any grie year,

'and-the award is made pursuant to an established program of the
oundation ;
RESOLVED, further that pursuant to Section 4 (b) of the Act

the Executive, Committee of the National Science Board shall
.[act] for the Board.in those ra instances, including the approval
of grants, contracts "Or other arrangements, where immediate de-
cision is required between Board meetings; juld ;where the neces-
sary action is not encompassed within the autharity..of. the Di-
rector; . . .

On June 27, 1970, the Director issued a staff memorandum (0/D
70-20), to implement.Che NSB resolution regarding NSF grantS and
contracts. The memorandum specified the form to be taken for pro-
posed projects or procrrams presented to the Board for approval. The
directive also required that any award wbich coujd reasonably be ex-

. pected to exceed $2 million .would have to be submitted for Board
avproval, as would, in most cases, awads falling just under the
dollar limits specified in Section 5(e). With respect to new programs,
the memorandum repiired that proposed program guidelines first ,be
submitted for Board approval: All initial grants under the new pro-
gram would then have to be submitted for Board approval irrespective
of the dollar amounts involved. The memorandum continued, 'When
it is believed that a sufficient number ofTroposals have been approved
by the Board to define the general parameter of the firogram then the
Board may be requested to authorize the application of the Director's
general authorization to approve grants to the new program." -

In June. 1973, the Board agreed that each resolution of the Board
approving the birector's conunitment of a specific amount pi funds
shall, unless otherwise indicated, be deemed to include approval for the
Dire'ctor, at his discretion, to increase the award by up to ten percent
of the initial amount or to .ciange its eXpiration date.1° In February
1974 the Board amended its original 1968-1969'resolution regarding
grants and contracts to incorporate this agreement.'"-

NSB-73-170, June 18, 1973.
tt NSB-74-95, approved at the 162nd NSB Meeting on February 21-22, 1974:

1`;),0
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The new resolution -also broadened .the Executive Committee's au-
thority to aft, on behalf of the Board beetveen Board meetings, giving
that Committee full and unconi4trained awards-approval authority
between Board meetings.

Under the guidelines specified by the Board-and the Director, the
NSF directorates submitted to the Programs Committee all those pro-
posals for new programs and project support which required Board
approval. In 1974, an NSF staff analysis indicatedthat, since the 1968

amendment of the NSF Act establishing Board approval requirements
with specified dollar limits, "inflationary factors and increased
appropriations have added to the nuinber of awards which Tequire
the Board's prior approval." 12 The study presented the,table of totals
for Board-approved awards and their associated dollar values as
follows:

NUMBER OF AWARDS APPROVED BY lin BY TEAR

5500,000 in 1 yr 52,000,000 total Total

Fiscal year:
1969

33 8 41

1970
30 18 48

-1971
42 16 58

1972
29 45 74

--
1973

62 16 78

1974
I 82

1975
It .

I 107

I Estimate.

The increased total for the years '1973 and 1973 coincided with the
initiation of NSF's Research Applied to National Needs MANN]
Program. The. study concluded that :

This trend is overburdenino both the Board and the staff.
As can be seen by the above,1973 cases were almost double
those of 1969. The. appropriate way'to reducQ this workload
would be to increase the limit on cases which do not require .
NSB approval. . . . [D]oubling the cumnt limits would get

. us back to our fiscal year 1969 workload level.

The staff study was examined by the NSB Executive Comnpttee, on
whose recomi'nendation the Board subsequently authorized.tHe Direc-
tor to seek congressional action to remove the statutory dollar limita,*
tion on its power to 4elegate project approval authority to the Direc-
tor, with the understanding that the Board would continue to review

programs and individual projects when it considered such review to be

desirable.13
3. The Impact of the NACOS Incident

In eat:ty 1975, NSF policy in the area of curriculum developm6nt
became a matter of congressional concern which ultimately had a sig-
nificant impact, on thr' procedures of the .Programs Committe& In the

spring of 1975, the Director brought this matter to the attention of the
Board, stating that it was "particularly troublesonie." iss4 of
particular concern ttiseveral Members of Congress wag NSF's support
of a project entitled "Man : A Course:Of Study," or MACOS. MACOS

NSB-79-91. Mar. 10, 1974.
LIES : 163 : U.
U ES 171 : 6-9.

1
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was ono of 16 major precollege course curricula in various scientific
fields under development with NSF support at that time. NSF'. had
funded precollege. scientific course development projects since 1956.
MACOS was a social studies course for school children in the fifth
and sixth grades, developed at a cost of $3.5 million and selected for
use in over 1,700 schools in 470 school districts. CongressionaI concern
arose after public disagreement had taken place over the use of
MACOS in a few schools. The disagreement focused on the contents
of the MACOS course and on NSF's role in its development and dis-
tribution. MACOS used studies of selected animal groupS and the
Netsi ik Eskimosa simple human societyto explore the roots of
human social: behavior. The appropriateness of usino. these subjects as
a vehicle to discuss human social behavior receive% criticism. Also
criticized were the procedures used by NSF to select the MACOS
project for continued support and to market the final productfor use
by schoolS at the local level.

The Director proposed and the Board agreed that MACOS funding
for the remainder of fiscal year 1975 and all precollege science course
development or impleMentation funding for fiscal year 1976 would be
suspended until NSF concluded a thoLough review of its effort in these
areas and reportedto the Board and the Congress with recommenda-
tions.18 At th0 time the Board Chairinan appointed. two Board mem-
bers to the NSF review team on MACOS, and observed that "these
recent events highlight the need for the Programs Committee to ex-
ercise its oversight role to a greater degree with respect to ongoing
proo-rams." " The, Director stated at the Board's next meeting that it
was6his personal opinion that amendments to place congressional con-
trols on the support of basic research by NSF and the mission agerwies
introduced during floor consideration of NSF's fiscal year 1976 author-
ization bill (called the Bauman amendment), were attributable in part
to the Member's frustration regarding MACOS."

At the Board's May 1975 Meeting, a draft report of the NSF Science
Curriculum Review Group was presented to the Board. It called for a
reexamination of the policy framework and management procedures
regarding the pre-college curriculum development program at NSF.18
One month later the Board adopted three policy statemenis concerning
NSF's curriculum development activities. NSF s role in the iinplemen-
tation of sOence curricula whose development it sponsored, and
NSF's role in ulainta Ming pluralism in science education." After
evaluating_ the NSF and General Accounting Office inVestigations of
the MACOS project., the Director presented a lengthy statement re-
garding MACOS and related issues to the Board at its February 1976
meeting.2" The Director's statement .inchided .the following observa-

1., Ibid. See also S. General Accounting Office. Administration of ,the Science Educa-tion Project "Man : A Course of Study ' (MA('OS). 'r(port to the House Committee on Sci-ence and Technology. (Report MWD-70-26). WaShingtolf. October 14, 1975. 59 p. : U.S.No t lottal Science Foundation. Pre.College Science Curriculunt Activities of the NationalS(11,11C1 Fon Min doll. Vol. II Appendix ; Report of Science Curriculum Review Team.Washington, May 1675. 176 p.: Natiomil Science Foundation. lArectorate for ScienceEducation. Patty! Evalnatioli ig 19 Pre-College Curriculum Development Projects. (ReportNAP 76 23) Washington. December s--12. 1975. 609 p.: and U.S. Library of Congress. Con.gresslonn I Research Service. Itori: A Counte of Study mAcosi, report by Langdon 1'.ern Ile. Washington. Job' 19. 1976. 101 p.
m : 171 : 9.
1, ES : 173 :5. The hills referred to ,were MR. 4723 ahd H.R. 5796, 94th Congress, 1stSess.. thr hills are discussed th chapter IX, section 1).
" ES :173 :4-7, May 15-16. 1975.

NSB-75-226-228. ES :174 :21-23.
" ES :179 :17-24.
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tions regarding deficiencies in NSF pr4edures that contributed to the
MACOS controversy and steps to correct those deficiencies :

It soon became clear to the Board and the Director . . that
there were administrative practices and policies which,were weal(
and that the advocacy attitude of our NSF program people hiid
clearly led to stronger support of some projects than was justified
[and some misuses of data by personnel]. The Board's own action
of eliminating the paraphrasing of reviews as they are sent to the
principal investigators, and the ready availability of the original
reviewers during the course of Board Programs Committee meet-
ings are two steps. My own establishment of Action Review
Boards in all the directorates is another. . . . Certainly an, im-
portant move we have made is to change thorOughly the manage-
ment people in the Science Education Directorate.' 1

Board Member Dr. Roger W. Heyns issued a statement expressing
the sense of the Board on issues arising in the wake of the MACOS in-
cident. The "Heyns statement" called for a significant change in the
operation of the Board and its Programs Committee, particularly
regarding the extent to which the Board was to become direCtly and

iindirectly nvolved'in the "day-to-day operations" of the Foundation."
'See appendix E. The full BOard also established a group to review
procedures. Its report together with the "Heynsstatement" was a clear
explanation of the new procedures set forth by the Board and the Di-
rector that would govern certain aspects of NSF's proposal and pro-
gram reviews. The major changes that were introduced at that time
were : (1) eliminating the paraphrasing of project peer reviews used
in the NSB approval process (2) providing Programs ComMittee
members witli original, verbalim peer reviews ; 23 (3) establishing

iAction Review Boards n all NSF Directorates to perform the pre-
liminary review of proposals to be submitted for Board approval;
(4) establishment of a Director's Action Review Board to perform a
second preliminary review of .proposals to be submitted for Board
approval ; and (5) increased Board oversight of NSF operations. (See
chapter XIV.)
4. The "Hoff Report"

As a result of the MACOS incident, the Director did not approach
Congress With a suggestion to amend section 5 (e) of the NSF's or-
ganic act, to eliminate work overload, as the Board had requested him
to do in March 1974. Apparently he felt that it would not be oppor-
tune to approach Congress with a request to allow the Board more
discretion in delegating, its Section 5(e) approval authority to the
Director while MACOS was receiving congressional attention. How-
ever, the Director retained interest 'in altering the Board's role in
.approving individual transactions. Momentum for suth a change came
primarily from the Director's Office, rather than from the Board. It
will be recalled that the March 1974 Board request for the Director
to seek a change in the Section 5 (e) language was based upon recom-

21 /bid. p. 18-19.
21 NSIi:ES :179 :25-28, Feb. 20, 1976. Dr. Hans' statement as presented in the Febrgary

minutes represents a revision of his original remarks dated March 24, 1976. The Board
approved by Dr. Reyna' statement as reflecting the sense of the Board at Its next meeting,
NSB :ES :180 :4. March 18-19. 1976.

21 As of March 1978, according to interview' 'with Leonard A. Redecke, Executive Secre-
tary of the Program Committee.

126,
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mendations from the Executive 'Committee after it reviewed a staff
study of workload involved in Board approvals of individual trans-
actions. The Executive Committee is chaired by the Director of NSF.In 1976 this Issue reemerged when the Director requested Mr. Wil-
liam J. Hoff, former NSF General Counsel, to prepare a report con-
taining the historical record of the relationship and the role of the'Board and the Director, and recommendations for operational
changes.24 The "Hoff -Report" conchided that a determined NSF effort
should be made to repeal section 5(e) of the NSF organic act in order
to enhance the effectiveness of the Board as a deliberative policy-
making body :

. . . [T]his burden must be eliminated by legislative action
or be materially eased by effective procedures, if the Board is to
have the time required to function to its full potential as the
policy body for the Foundation and as a source of policy recom-
mendations relating to the strengthening of the basic research
and scientific education effort of the country.

. . . [I]t is recommended that a determined effort be made at
the appropriate time to have SectiOn 5(e) removed, from theAct. . . [but] that whether or not the requirement of the Board
approval is repealed, the Board should severely limit its participa-
tion in the review of proposed grants and contracts for scientific
activutes.

. . . [I]t is not feasible for a.large part-time group to both
(rive individual consideration to a mdltitude of research trans-
actions and still give adequate attention to its policy role.25

The report went on to propose that in order to facilitate Board
operations in the absence of Section 5(e) approval requirements,
"complete sets of policies and proceduies involved in the award of
binds for scientific activities" should be prepared hy the Director and
approved by the Board. The proposed policy compendium would con-ta.in all significant Board policy resolutions which might arise in
making awards under approved programs, as well as programs for
which Board approval (with general delegation to the Director for
making final actions) is in effect. The proposed procedures compen-
dium would detail standardized procedures for NSF receipt, solicita-
tion, peer review, NSF staff review, and Board review and approvalf projects for all programs. Hoff,'s procedures compendium proposal,
as it relates to Boafd procedures, liRs been implemented through NSFCircular 107 (see appendix G). Hoff's policy compendium proposal
was partially implemented in 1976 when the Board initiated a biennial
review of deleg;ations of authority to the Director and/or the Execii-,
tive Committee, including general delegations to the Director for
faking final actions on awaras for projects under specified programs.
Also initiated by the Board in 1976 was a, prOject to develop a com-
pendium of NSB policy resolutions'for the period 1968 to the present.
At the Board's direction,,.NSF's General Counsel prepared a 21 page
compendium of summaries of various Board resolUtions made during
1968-1976. However, this compendium hasnot been updated as of Feb-ruary 1981.

24 NSB-78-199, Memorandum to Members of hte National Science Board, June 11, 1976.2' Hoff. with= J. The National Science Foundation : Boarti and Director. A study pre-pared for the National Science Foundation, May 28, 1976, 44 p, at p. 22-24. (Italics inoriginal.)
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B. CURRENT STATUS OF PROGRAMS COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIBS AND

PROCEDURES

At present the Programs Committee consists of ten Board members
plus one member who serves as a liaison with the-Executive Com-
inittee The Programs Committee and the Planning and Policy Com-
mittee; both with ten members; are the largest of the Board's commit-
tees. The latter two committees have no members in common. As cur-
rently defined, the responsibilities.of the Programs Conunittee are to:

1. Review proposed programs and make recommendations to
the Board.

2. Review all proposals for.,-s,upport containing riCw policy
issues or over certain dollar amounts prior to .presentation to the,
Board with Committee recommendations.-

3. Monitor existing programs and activities.
4. Maintain oversight on long-term conunitments of the.Foun-

dation.
5. Schedule formal and informal reviews of programs,

especially for input to discussion of the [annual] Planning En-
vironment Review'at the_ lona-range planning meetings. 20

These responsibilities are slightfy different from those outlined for
the CoMmittee in 1971, the most notable differences besides those m-

ing to the RANN .Program being the addition Of informal pro-
gram review responsibilities and the deletion of responsibility relating
to prograni development as opposed to the review of proposed pro-
grains.21 At various thnes prior to July 1977, the Programs Commit-
tee.also had the function of reviewing for the Board proposed appoint-
ments to major NSF advisory bodies. See chapter XII. The "certain
dollar amounts" inentioned refer to Section 5(e) requirements as
elaborated by a 1977 Board resolution updating its previous resolution
of February 1974 on grants and eoiitract. The 1977 resolution appears
below :

RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL
SCIENCE BOARD AT ITS 189T11 MEETING ON
APRIL 21-22, 1977

AUTHORIZATION TO THE DIRECTOR AND TIIE EXECUTIVE COM-

MITTEE OF TriE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD, TO REVIEW, AP-
PROVE, AND TAKE FINAL ACTION ON GRANTS, CONTRACTS, OR

OTHER ARRANGEMENTS

The Board unanimously RESOLVED that:
(1) The Director of the National 'Science Foundation,

without the prior approval of the National Science Board,
may make a grant, contract, or other arrangement whenever
such an award involves-- a total commitment of less than

NSB-79-259, July 25,1979.
21 Cr. Section 5(d) of the NSF organic Act as amended by P.L. 90-407, specifying that

"The Formulation of programs in conformance with the policies of the Foundation ahall
be carried out by the Director in consultation with the Board."
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$2,000,000 or less than $500,000 in any one year,and the
award is made within an established program of the Founda-
tion previously approved by the Board.

(2) Each standard grant, continuing grant, cooperative
agreement, contract, or other arrangement (as defined in
staff memorandum O/D 76-42, dated. August- 2, 1976) is to
be considered separately and as a whole in determining
whether the commitments involved exceed the $2,000,000
cumulative limit or the $500,000 annuarlimit. But, if simul-
taneous or successive awards are to bc made for the same
principal investigator based on only a single complete peer
review or a single procurement, the siniultaneous or successive
awards shall be considered to constitute a single avard in
determinina whether either limit is .exceeded. Such successive
awards basial an a sMgle complete peer review or a single pro-
curement are to be considered as involving a total commit-
ment of more than $2,000,000 as soon as program staff antici-
pates that the total ultimately coMmitted is likely to exceed

.$2,000,000.
(3) The Executive Committee of the. National Science

Board may approve 'grants, contracts, or other arranuements
where Board approval is required, or otherwise actfor the
Board in those rarejn*Stances when immediate decision is
required between Board meetings 'and when the necessary
act ion is not within the authority of the Director.

(4) When the. National Science Board approves the com-
mitment by the Direetor 'of a specific amount of funds, by
grant, contract, or other arranuement, unless the Board v
specifically states otherwise, the birector may at his discre-
tion subsequently amend the instrument to commit additional
sums, not to exceed 1Q percent 'of the amount specified, or
to change the expiration date of the instrument.

(5) This resolution sUpersedes and replaces the resolutions
of the Board on this Subject adopted in July 1968 and
amended in ,February 1969 and February 1974.

The 1977 Board resolution *as implemented by NSF staff through
NSF Circular 107 (revision no. 2), which appeats' in appendix G.
Circular 107 is currently in elf* at the Foundation.

The procedures used for processing award recommendations and
other items requiring Board approval or review .are presented in Cir-
cular 107. The items presented for Programs Committee consideration
are identified by NSF staff according to the criteria listed in Section 3
of the, circular. Proposed programs and awards received preliminary
review at the Directorate and Director's Office levels through direc-

torate Action Review Boards and.the Director's Action Review Board
(DARB), respectively. Items for .Board review and/or approval are
routed each month to the Programs Committee mernbers via the NSB
executive secretary several weeks prior to the CoMmittee hearings.
This monthly information packet generally contains from 8 to 15^"pro-
gram packages" of up to 100 pages of descriptive material and peer

80-976 0 - 83 - 9
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reviews relating to the items submitted for iloard approval., Thus,
Profframs Committee members receive monthly pre-meeting packets
conraining 500 to 1000 pages of information. Amounts of time spent
going through this preparatory material have varied from member to
member, and different committee members have tended to focus on
different review items during Committee deliberations."

1. Programs Committee Meetings '

Typical Programs Committee meetings are devotedbprimarily to the
review of proposed programs and awards. These are presented as prp-
posed Board resolutions approving a particular award, set of program
guidelines, or delegation of authority to the Director to make awards
under a certain program." 'Such proposals are submitted to the Com-
mittee in groups corresponding to the directorates they originated
from. The Committee generally receives twti to five such packages,per
meeting. Information items and informal program reviews.from par-
ticular directorates are often grouped fOr presentation along with the
"action items" from these directorates. NSF managerial staff involved
with the items for presentation are brought into each meeting to dis-
cuss the items on the agenda. Staff presentations for proposed pro:
grams and awards generally are entirely positive in tone. The Director
Telies on Clirectorate Action 'Review Boards and the DARB to mini-
mize the possibility that a "weak" or undeserving proposal might be
submitted to the Board for approval. The staff, in effect, try to 'sell"
their proposals to the Board via the Programs Committee. After each
presentation, Programs Committee members question the staff regard-
ing various aspects of the proposal. Topics discussed inclu.de project,
administration, performer competence, program direction and needs,
and related considerations. Staff members spend- considerable time
presenting their award packages: Committee members usually initiate
only little discussion. On certain award proposals, however, particular
Committee members may initiate intense discussion of particular de-
tails. On some occasions, especially during discussions of large, new
projects, such as the Ocean Margin Drilling program, and the
Mathematical SCiences Institute,' questions of general science policy
bearing on Programs Committee proceedings arise and are discussed
in detail by the Committee.

After staff presentations and committeemuestioning, the staff mem-
bers are dismissed and the committee cOnvenes in executive, session
in which individual action items are again brieflY discussed and voted
on individually. The Programs Committee refers approved items to
the full Board, usually on the following day, for Board approval to be
recorded as a Board-approved resolution in the NSB minutes. Items
voted down by the committee also are referred to the full Board, but
without the recommendation of the Programs Committee. Voting is
often unanimous, although dissenting committee- members generally
stick to their positions and do not appear to be persuaded to vote

" In'tervIews with NSB staff (3/21/80, 1/20/81), and generalization from a reading of
the Minutes of the Programs Committee, 1971-1980." The following summary Is based on an analysis of the minutes of the proceedings of
the Programs Ceruseittee for the rears 1971-1060.

1.4
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affirmatively fo'r the sake of unanimity. Abstention is required incases
of conflict-of-interest, which are identified beforehand during the
scheduling process." In addition to voting to recommend approval
or disapproval to the Board on particular action items, the Programs
Committee .has, on a. number of occasions recommended .that consid-
eration of particular aCtion items be delayed or that a revised or
amended resolution be approved by. the Board instead of the original
resOlution prepared by NSF staff. Deferred consideration is recom-
mended to the Board primarily on grounds .4.)f (1) a Programs Com-
mittee requirement for more information, (2) time needed for a pro-
gram to become _established, or (3) workload constraints. Revised.reso-
lutions recommended to the l3pard have been designed primarily to (1)
reduc'e authorized funding for a project or new program, (2) reduce
t he authorized time period for funding a project or new program, (3)
condition the continuation of a prOject on the receipt of certain infor-
mation, (4) condition the contintuttion of a project on its technical
success, or (5) terminate a project in a way that does not involve a
specific resolution disapproving that project.

After the Programs Committee reviews a proposed approval of
general guidelines for a new NSF program, and after the Board has
approved such a proposal, the Programs Committee continues to sub-
mit proposed awards under that program for -Board approval until
tho Board grants a more,permtment approval by anthorming the' ap-
plication to such program of the general "delegation" of the Board's
awards approval authority to the Director. At this time such a pro-
gram becomes "an established program of the Foundation" approved
by th6 Board." The time between the Board's initial approval of a
program's general guidelines and the Board's general delegation for
that program varies from seVeral months to one year or more. Subse-
quent to the Board's general delegation for a program, the Board must
still continue to approve individually awards under that program
which are above the Section 5(e) dollar limits.

Since May 1976 at the request of the Chairman of the Board, the
Board has conducted a biennial "Review of Delegations of Authority
from the Board to the Director and/or the Executive Committee."
Included in this biennial review is a listing of all established pro--
grams of the Foundation in effect at that time along with an identifica-tion of all those new pmgrams established since the previous biennial
review. At the conclosion of each of the three biennial reviews since
May 1976, the Board has-passed a resolution affirming the outstanding
delegations of authority to the Director and/or ExecutiVe Committee-and affirming the continued application to the programs listed of the
Director's general authority to make awards. These biennial affirma-
t ions have served as a formalized record of Board actions.

n Conflicts are identified according to :considerations. laid out in NSB-73-226, asaMended. See .4mendix P.,
n Because of the languate of Section 5(e) of the NSF organic act as amended by PublicLaw 90 407. the Board's authoriyation referred to,in the text might not be a "delegationof authority" In the strict, legal sense of this term. The Board, limier section 5(e), alwaysretains awards approval authority. However, the Board's April 1977 resolution and itspredecessors have been perceived as delegations and have- been treated as such by theDirector.

NSB-76-165, May 19, 1976; NSB-78-217, May 11, 1978; and NSB-80-189. May 8,1980.
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2. Informal Program Review8
in October 1973, the Programs Committee agreed to request various

segments-of the Foundation to give informal reviews of their pro-
grtuns." In April 1977, the Conniattee discussed the Board's project
review' process and. 'decided that -the committee's review procedures
should be broadened. The committee agreed to 'experiment with a
random project sampling prwedure Within the framework of its in-
formal program reviews, despite the possibility that NSF staff alight
perceive this as a "check" on stall works." The stall were directed to
provide a list of recent awards and declinations for each project under

informal- review, five of which were to be selected for committee re-
view. Within the last several years Informal Program Reviews
(IPRs) have become a regular part of the Programs Committee's ac-
tivities. Through this procedure the committee examines, on a sample
basis, some of the proposals which would not normally come to -the
attention of the NSB as an approval or policy-related item. (IPRs are
currently conducted by the Pro(yrams (2ommittee under requirement
3.b. (4) of NSF Circi4ar No. 1077) While the full NSB, including the
Programs Committee;attends some of the formal Director's Program
Reviews, the Programs Committee uses the informal reviews to carry
out its oversight function, review specific transactions, and learn about
trends in recent breakthroughs, and about the "cutting edge" of re-
search in certain areas. In addition, the IPR enables Programs Com-
mittee members to meet some Program Managers who might not other-'
wise interact with the NSB.35 The IPIts are relaxed and informal
and are reported briefly to Ihe full Board. Presentations for each pro-
Arram element selected by the. conanittee last about 30 minutes and in-
t,
dude two examples each of awarded, declined, and pending project
proposals. A. project summary, program recommendation, budget, and
peer revieWs are provided for each of these six items normally reviewed
for each program. A list of recent IPRs is presented in table 10 at the
end oilhis chapter.

C. ANALYSIS Or PROGRAMS COMMITTEE WORKLOAD AND RELATED BOARD

ACTIVITIES

An analysis is presented below of the workload of the Programs
Committee relating to awards approval, programs approval, informal
project reviews, and policy considerations. This analySis of activities
related to awards approval includes a discussion of the full Board's
activities- in response to Programs Committee reCommendations.

I. Proposal Review and Approval Activity
Presented in table 8 is a summary of data regarding the proposal

and recommendation 'activity of tile Programs Committee for the
years 1972-1979. Summary statistics are provided for these eight years
because they represent the full years of operation for the current Pro-
grams Committee at the time of this analysis. (Created in May -1971,
the current Programs Committee met only three times in the remain-

a NSB/PC :19 :2, Oct. 18, 1973.
a NSB/PC :15 :2-3. A_pr. 20-21, 1977.

.,

al Na tional Science Board. Programs Committee. National Science Board Programs
Committee Informal Program Reviews : memo by Leonard A. Redecke (Executive Secretary,
Programs (,.ommitte), Mar. 19, 1979. 2 y.
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der of that year.) Although statistics for 1980 are not available, no,
change is understood to have occurred in the committee's operations to
date.

TABLE 1.-PROGRAMS COMMITTEE PROPOSAL REVIEW SUMMARY, CALENDAR YEARS 1972-79

IteM 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978. 1979

1. Programs Committee sequence numbers 411 12-20 21-27 28-Z4 35-43 45-53 54-60 61-612. Total number of meetings 8 9 7 7 9 9 7 13. Proposals recommended for approval (sr
test) 195 129 113 120 92 76 64 544. Amount committed (in millions ofi dollars) I 237. 2 191. 0 206. 3 306. 8 290. 1 298. 8 343. 9 284.25. NSF appropriations obligated (in millions .of dollars) 601 611 644 768 715 776 863 9126. (4) as a percentage of (5) 39 32 32 40 . 41 39 40 317. Proposals not recommended for approval._ 2 3 3 12 0 0 4 1 1 3 1 1 08. Proposals for which deferment of Board
actions was recommended 7 1 6- 3 0 0 1 3 2% Proposals recommended with revision (in-
cluded in (3)) 0 0 1 1 3 2 1 6 / 4 410. Proposals recommended, but with condition
(included in (3)) 0 0 0 3 2 6 1 011. Time spent on meetings (total hours) 273-6 323 27.1i 353 34%4' 583i 49 393i12. Time spent per meeting (average, in hours). 33-6 33-6 .. 4 5 3% 6% 7 513. Annual average amount of time spent per
proposed recommendation in hours (de.
rived from line 3 divided by line 11) 0. 14 O. 25 0. 24 0. 29 0. 37 O. 77 0. 77 0. 73

Includes funds committed over multiyear periods.
2 Represents 3 proposals withdrawn b,r NSF staff after presentation to Programs Committee.
3 Includes 1 propo4al withdrawn by NSF staff atter presentation to Programs Committee. The othet 11 proposals were

subsequently conditionally approved by the full Board.
I Subsequently adopted by the full Board, which thus'voted to disapprove the project.
s Represents a revised proposal eliminating three individual projects within a large coordinatedprogram, the remainder

of which Was conditionally recommended to the full Board. The Board approved the revised conditional resolution.
4 This proposal for a program initiation did not involve a dollar amount. The Boaid overruled the Programs Committee

and approved the proposal in a modified form.
7 Represents a proposal temporarily withdrawn by NSF staff after presentation to the Programs Committee.

I ncludes I proposal recommended conditionally as well as with revision.

Source: Compiled from NSB Programs Committee minutes, 1972-79.

Certain aspects of table 8 need to be explained for adequate inter-
pretation of this information. Item 3 of table 8 ("Proposals recom,
mended for approval") represents a summation of those action items
that were recorded in the Programs Committee minutes as "recom-
mended proposals" and so reported to the full.Board. Item 3 does not
represent either the number of resolutions of recommended project
approval submitted to the Board by the Programs Committee or the
number of affirmative Comniittee votes recomjnending projects for
Board approval. This is becanse the ProozeTams Committee, like the
full Board, often votes, on resolutions of approval for a group of re-
lated projects constituting a "coordinated program of scientific re-
search' under Sectidn 3.a. (6) of NSF Circular No. 107. (This practice
occurred regularly prior to NSF Circular No. 107 as well as subse-
quent to it.) These groups contain from 2 to as many as 40 or mo
individual projects, but typically range from 3 to 10 projects. Soar
times some or all of the indhridual projects of a "coordinated pro-
gram" will each exceed the dollar limits specified in section 5(e) of
the NSF Act. Whether or not anfof the individual projects in a "co-
ordinated program" exceed the dollar limits, peer reviews are required
for each of the individual projects and are supplied to Program Com-
mittee members for review.

A recommendation by NSF staff for approval of a group of large
projects generally has been presented to the Programs Committee (and

1 3rJ'
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so reported in the PC minutes) as,a number of recommended proposals,
whereas grotips of smaller proposals generally have beenPresented as
a single recommended proposal. Furthermore, certain recurring sets
of proposed projects, aS with the Materials 'Research Laboratories
and. the NatiOnal Centers funded by NSFf are sometimes grouped to-

, gether as a "coordinated program" and-sometimes treated as individ-
ual projects. To make niatters more complicated, Programs Commit-
tee members (and, later, all Board members) have, on occasion, voted
individually on projects within a "coordinated program" when con-
flicts of interest have arisen (in which case the member with the con-
flict has abstained) or when objections have been raised to one or,more
of the individual projects withm such a program.

For all these yeasons, the summary data presented in item 3 of
Table 8, and similar summary data gathered by NSF... staff and pre-
sented elsewhere in this chapter are difficult to interpret and are not
especially reliable for establishing trends regarding l'Programs Com-
mittee or NSB workload. Estimates of workload relating to awards
review and approval are more reliably based on summary data for
time spent on lPrograms Committee meetings (items 11 and 12 of
Table 8). It is difficult to estimate the time spent on awards approval
by the full Board because the closed (executive session) and open
Board minutes are not broken down by time according to agenda items
discussed. However, a reasonable estimate might be a percentage of
time spent on Programs Committee meetings s( perhaps 10 percent to
30, percent). Table 8 also shows an increase in the average amount of,
time the PC spent on each proposalfrom .44 hours in 1972 to .73
hours in 1979.

Also to l;)e emphasized is that item 6 in Table 8 serves only as an
-illustrative index of the 'magnitude of the Board's awards approval
responsibilities. The percentage of the. Foundation's annual budget
over whose commitment for .expenditure the.Board has direct control
is substantially less than the percentages shoWn in item 6, since item 4
incorporates funds committed over multiyear periods. Multiyear NSF
awards are generally for two to three years.

A final wilification is needed for the proper interpretation of Table
As'stipulated in the Board resolutions of 1968, 1969, 1974, and 1977

on grants and contracts mentioned earlier in this chapter, the Execu-
tive Committee has been authorized to review and approve proposals
on behalf of the Programs Committee and the full Board. During the
period 1972 through 1979, this occurred only on nine occasions. At
three Executive Committee meetings in 1972, a total of ten proposals
were reviewed and approved totaling $26.9 million. At four meetings
in 1974, the 'Executive Committee reviewed and approved nine pro-
posals (including two interiwency agreements and one amended con-
tract) totaling $15.8,million.bAnd in 1975, during two Executive Com-
inittee meetings three projects and one project extension were approved
totaling $3.5 million. In these instances of Executive Committee review
and approval of proposals, an effort was sometimes made to solicit the
opinions of Programs Committee members by telephone, particularly
in emergency cases where immediate approval was necessary.36

Several generalizations can be drawn from table 8. The number of
Programs Committee meetings per year has remained fairly constant

*8 Interview. with former Board members and staff.

r
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(seven to nine) Over the last eight years. Tlie number of proposals
reviewed, or informeA propesal reviews reported by the Committee
has decreased fairly steadily since 1972. The particularly high to-
tals for the years 1972, through" 1973 are in part due to RANN
project approvals involving dollar amounts which were small, but
which were nevertheless considered by the Board during the initiation,
of that program. Even discounting this influence, there remains a de-
cmtsirtir trend in proposal revieW totals. However, the significance ofx
this trend as an indicator of the workload of the Programs Committee'
-is questionable because of the varied accounting methods employed by
the Board and by NSF staff who submit .projects to the Poard for
approval. An example of an NSF staff accounting of yearly proposal
totals is presented later in this section. The difference between the NSF
aecounting procedure and that used to derive the totals in Table 8
appears to lie in the treatment of proposals grouped together to con- '
stitute a "coordinated program" for the purpose of Board approval.
The NSF accounting procedure appears to count such groups as a
single approval iteni. In-Table 8, each component of a coordinated
program' is counted individuallya practice regularly followed by
the Programs Committee in reporting its activities to the full Board.
Since the Profframs Committee.and,the full Board often consider and
voto on nidividual components of a "coordinated program," the latter
accounting method appears to, reflect more accurately the workload of
that Committee and the full Board.

NSB proposal review and approved responsibility in terms of the
laulgettary sign ificance,of Board-apprOved awards has remained fairly
constant since 1972, as indicated by item 6 of Table 8. A significantly
larger amount of time was spent on Programs Committee meetings
during 1976-1979 thaci on meetings during 1972-1975.

Table 8 (item 7) shows that the Proegrams Committee denied its
recommendation for only a small number of proposed projectsa
total of 20 denials between 1972 and 1979 out of 860 proposals reviewed
by the Committee during this period. Seven out of the latter 20 denials
did not entail a vote of non-yecommendation by the Committee. In 12
of the remaining 13 cases, the full Board voted to approve the projects
in the absence of Programs Committee recommendations Thus, for
the entire period of 1972 through 1979, the Board voted onlk once
specifically to disapProve a project although, through its approval of
a revised resolution three small projects were, on .one occasion, effec-
tively disapproved. On the other hand, on 32 occasions between 1972
and 1979 the Programs .Committee recommended Board approval of
resolutions authorizing the support of projects which were revised in
some way or which were conditioned upon the ffrantees' fulfillment of
certain conditions specified by the Programs COmmittee. The number
of revised or amended proposalS for this period was raised to 44 by
subsequent Board abtion, representing about five percent of the pro-
p-osals approved by the Board during this period.

It has been suggested that the Board is extremely sensitive to the
possibility that a Board resolution specifically' disapproving a .partic-
ular project might be extremely injurious to the reputation and future
grant-securing success of that prOject's principal investigator and per-
haps of others involved.37 Such a propensity would explain the more

in Interviews with several present and former Board members and with NSF staff.
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frequent Board use of revised and conditional approvals, particularly,
those limiting the duration of a proposed project.

, The occasions on which the Programs Committee acted to report a
proposal without recommendation to the Board or to report a modified
recomthendation to the Board, provide good examples of the nature
of the control and/or oversight adopted by the. Board over the pro-
posal approval process at NSF. A 'brief description of 'some of these.N
occasions follows:

At one point in 1973, the Programs Committee Was requested
to recommend approval for .11 proposed projects in a new Re-
search Mpnagement Improvement Prograin (RMIP). The Com-
mittee questioped in depth the structure, objectives and value of
this program. With a split vote on whether or not to recoinmend
the projects, the Committee decided to refer them to the Boar&-,
without its recommendation. The Boardlater approVed a delega-
tion of authority to the Director to make RMIP grants not to
exceed $1 million, but only after several members expressed con-
siderable concern. The approval was made subject to the Board's
receipt of special reports on such grants, and the Board:Chair-
man instructed the Programs Committee to work with the NSF
shill in developing and Modifying the RMIP for fiwal 'year
1974.33 One year later the imp was again ,criticized by the
Programs Committee when. 12 RMIP proposals came before it
totaling $1,049,200. Concerns were expressed that administrative
personnel at institutions conducting RMIP pirojects might not,
fully appreciate the role of the researcher and would tend tie over-
manage researchers and lead to Vested effort in self-dialposis.
The 12 proposalS were recommended to the Board, but the Com-
mittee also recommended deferment of the application to IIMIP
of the general delegation of authority to the. Director until the
program became better established. The ftill Board 'adopted-this
recommendatiop and established a subcommittee to piovide
RMIP oversight through, the review of RMIP proposals and
grants.39

In 1974 and 1975, the Programs Committee recommended a
reduction from three-year to one-year, funding for two high.
energy physics projects, with approval conditioned on a report
to the Board on the success of the projects. The revised, condi-
tional approvals were adopted by the Board.49

In 1976 the Programs Committee recommended the disapproval
of a particular propoSal which received unfavorable peer reviews.
The meeting at, which this occurred was .the first time Programs
Committee members had access to original, .unsummarized peer
reviews for the proposals up for review. The Board subsequently
adopted the Committee's recommendation.'"

In 1977 the Programs Committee was requested to recommend
for Board approval a "coordinated program" of 48 proPosals
within the new Science for Citizens .Program. The Committee ex-
pressed reservations about the Science for Citizens propo'sals and

0 Based on NSB/PC:16 :6 and NS13 :156 :14-15, May 17, 1973.
2. Based on NSB/PC :24, and NSB :164 :3, 9,-11, May 8,,1974.
40 Based on NSB/PC :25 NSB :107 :12-13, NBII/PC :33, NSB :175, Oct. 10, 1975.
41 Based on N B/PC: 37, and 180 :10.

.1
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approved onlY a reconnnendation for a revised resolution which
excluded three of the proposals originally submitted and which
was contingent upon
d i

provision for the Director's discretion to re-
uce the number .of ndividual awards. The Committee also re-

quested that the Board assign a subcommittee of the Programs
Committee to meet with appropriate Members of Congress re-
gariling the methods to be employed by the Science for Citizens
Program. The Board approved the Committee recommendations;
thereby effectively disapproving three small individual Trojects.42

In January 1978 the Programs Committee was requested to
approve- the proposed guidelines for the initiation of an Experi-
mental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCR) ;
the proposal did not involve a dollar amount at this point. The
EPSCR initiative was in response to congressional pressures for
NSF to increase the geographic distribution of its grants for
scientific research. The Programs Committee yoted not to recom-
mend this proposal for Board approval, but the Board .approved
a modified resolution to initiate this program. In January 1979,
both the Committee and the full Board approved the application
to EPSCR of the'Director's general delegation for an amount up
to $875,000.43

In summary, the Programs Committee has not acted often to modify
or not recommend the proposals presented to it by NSF staff, although
recommended modifications have been increasingly used by the Com-
nuttee since 1975. The Board most often has accepted the recommen-
dations of the Programs Committee, but where it has not, it most often
acted tO approve a proposal that- was not recommended by the Pro-
(trams Committee.

The Board and the Director have maintained some interest in con-
the wovkload produced by the Board's proposal review and

approval activities. An update of the earlier NSF staff analysis of
NSB awards approval activities was completed by the executive sec-
retary of' the Programs,Committee in January 1979.44 The updated
analysis contains a summation of Board approval items from 1969
1979 which can be broken down as shown in table 9:

TABLE 9. NSB AWARD APPROVALS BY YEAR ANO SIZE

$500,000 in 1 yr $2,000,000 total Total
-

Fiscal year:
1969 33 8 411970

39 18 57" 1971 42 16 581972 29 4 5 I 741973 62 16 I 781974 30 23 551975 18 20 381976 31 20 511977 28 33 611978 29 34 631979
3 28 3 26 54

I Initiation of RANN program.
'3 Revised figure after discussion with NSB staff.

4, Based on NSB/PC-78-2, 195 :13, and NSB/PC-79:2, 203 JanuaYy 17-18, 1979.
43 Based on NSB/PC-78-2, 195 :13, and NSB/PC-79-2, 203 January 17-18, 1979.44 Options paver on "Should the dollar level of award requiring NSB approval be'raised ?" Prepared by L. S. 1tedecke, Executive Secretary of the Programa Committee,January 16, 1979,
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These totals are quite different from those presented earlier in Table
8. The same, caveats regarding the interpretation of the totals pre-
sented in Table 8 apply to the totals generated from the NSF analysis
and presented above. The totals presented above are probably corre-
lated most cloWy with the total number of.INTSB resolutions approving
specified awards in the years indicated. The updated staff report also
includes the following list of factors influencing the workload for NSB
review and approval activities:

Facts tending to incnase number of awards requiring NSB approv-
al or advice:

increase in NSF budget ;
inflationary aspects of individual awards;
separate consideration of large awards (Materials Research

LabOratories and National Centers) ;
'new programs (primary reason for 1973 volume) ;
NSB approvals contingent on status reports;

, repetitive items (Young Investigators, Theoretical Physics
Inseitute, Regional Instrumentation Facilities) ;

NSF trend to keep NSB more fully advised by information
items; and .

Programs Committee informal program reviews.
Factors tending to decrease the awards and information items re-

ferred to the NSB:
multi-year approvals of Continuing'Grants;
1977 NSB Policy Revision which clarified that new proposals or

de novo peer reviews would reset. fa] new level of $500,000/1 year
or $2,000,000 total commitment [that must be reached before suc-
cessive awards would have to be approved by the Board] ; 45

the Directors Action Review Board oversight of importance
of proposed items (use of alternatives, such as inclusion in Direc-
tor s Report, NSB handout, brief oral report) ; and

increased number of NSB meetings.46
Among the options considered in the staff report for reducing the

workload of the Board were to : (1) schedule an additional Board
meeting each year (which would include a Programs Committee meet-
ing), (2) severely limit Board consideration of other than critical
information items, (3) reduce the number of Programs Committee
requests for status reports, and (4) secure an amendment to Section

(e) of the NSF Act which would allow the Board to have greater
discretion in permitting the Director to make awards for NSF science
activities.

Shortly after he became Board Chairman, Dr. Branscomb asked
the Programs Committee to evaluate affain whether its workload was
a burden. The Committee decided thar it was not and reported there
was no need for change in the awards approval processes. Specifically
it stated :

"Resolution approved by the N814 at its 189th meeting of April 21-22, 1977 ; dated
May 17. 1977 (NSII-77-245: Item 2). The resolution is reprinted In section B of this
chapter. Prior to this resolution, small awards (that is. less tl dollar limits referred to)
to a given principal incestigatar that were added to t estigator's original, larger
awardwhich already had received Board review ,proral, Thus, successive awards
often would return again and again for Board app even though the Board wart already
familiar with and in support of the project under consideration.

oiTable 8 presented in this chapter shows that there has not been an increased number
of STSB meetinm However, table 8 shows that an increased amount of time has been
spent on these meetings.
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Upon investigation the PC determined that its workload had
not increased appreciably in the past,year because of inflation or
other reasons. Therefore, the PC did 'not recommend at this time
a change in the present Tequirements of NSF circular No. 107
(Revision No. 2) . . . with respeet to dollar amounts for pro-
posals coining to the NSB 'for approval.47

See chapter I for a summary of major issues of potential concern
dealing with the Program Committee discussed in this chapter.

Program Review and Approval Activity
Table 10 lists all of the new programs for which the Board approved

t he application of the Director s general authority to make awards for
NSF science activities since the enactment of P.L. 90-407 in 1968.
These new program authorizations were all approved by the Board
upon recommendation of the Programs Committee. Most of these new
programs involve applied research or science education activities, and
most were initiated in response to congressional concerns.

TABLE 10.Neto Programs Approved by the National Science Board,
July 1968May 19804.8

Research Applied to National Needs (RANN) :

Intergovernmental Science (May 1970)
Weather Modification (October 1972)
Energy Research and Technology (November 1972)
Earthquake Engineering (Disaster and Natural Hazards)

(November 1972)
Fire Research (November 1972)
Regional Science Systems (January 1973)
Social Data and Community Structure (February 1973)
Human Resources and Services (February 1973)
Municipal Systems Operations, and Services (February 1973)
TTrban Technology (February 1973)
Technological Opportunities (March 1973)
Exploration Research and Problem Assessment (March 1973)

Student Oriented Studies (January 1971)
Arctic Research Programs (March 1971)
International Decade of Ocean Exploration (April 1971) ,
Special Foreirm Currency Program for Scientific and Technological

Information (AePril 1971)
College Science Improvement Program (So-called Predomintintly

Black Colleges) (April 1971)
Special Foreign Currency Program for Research, cience Educa-

tion and Related Activities .(May 1971)
Comprehensive Assistance to -Undergraduate Science- Education

(CAUSE) Program (September 1975)
4,220:11-12. Thin report on NSB covers the period from 1908 through December 1980.In February 1981, after the draft of this chapter was finished. the Programs Committeeadopted a strentilined review procedure intended to shorten the time required for ProgramsCommittee meetfngs. Henceforth only two or three PC members, rather than the full PC,will be responsible for In-depth review of proposed awards sent to the PC for approval.In addition. the NSF staff will no longer be required to present detailed information to thefull PC on the awards packages. Based on their review of mailed. written materials andPhone calls to NSF staff, the designated PC reviewers will recommend action to the fullPC, which. after discussion. will then report to the full NSB. (Memorandum from Execu-tive Secretary of the Programs Committee, NSB, on Revised ProceduresNSB ProgramsCommittee, dated February 24. 1981.)
4,Blennial Reviews of Delegation of Authority to the Director and/or Executive Commit-tee for 1970, 1978, and ,1980. NSB-76-165, May 19, 1976, NEM-78-217, May 11, 1978;and NSB-80-198, May 8,'1980..

L's
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Research Initiation and Support Program (October 1975)
, Climate Dynamics Program (October 1975)

Pre-College Teacher Development (November 1976)
, Research in Science Education (November 1976)

Weather Modification (1977 reauthorization after program
transfer)

Policy Research and Analysis Program (1977 reauthorization alter
transfer of technology assessment program)

Science for Citizens (February 1977)
aesource Centers for Science and Engineering (November 1977)
Minority Graduate Fellowships (January 1978)
Mathematical Sciences Research Fellowship Program (November

1978, approved on a 2-year trial basis ; mithorization expired in
November 1978)

Science and Technology Aid to the Handicaliped (November 1978)
Physically Handicapped in Science (March 1979)
Research Initiation Grants, Applied Social and Behavioral Sciences

(September 1979)
Appropriate Technology (January 1980)
Public Service Science Centers (January 1980)

3. Informal Program Review
Table 11 below lists the informal program reviews held by the

Programs Committee from 1977 through August 1980. Informal re-
views were held in earlier years with less frequency and under dif-
ferent procedures than those developed during 1977-1978.

TABLE 11.Programs Committee Informal Program Review 1977
1980

July 1977 : Chemical Processes Program/Thermodynamics and Mass
Transfer Program

October 1977 : Linguistics Program/Psychobiology Program/Memory
and Cognitive Processes Program (BBS)

April 1978 : Metabolic Biology Prograni/Environmental Biology
Program/Population Biology and Physiology Program (BBS.)

August 1978 : Neurobiology Program/Human Geography and Re-
gional Sciences Program/Economics Program (BBS)

September 1978 : Law Temperature Physics Program/Ceramics Pro-
' gram/Polymers Program (MPE)

August 1979 : Atomic, Molecular, and Plasma Physics Program
(MPS)

September 1979 : Water Resources, Urban and Environmental Engi-
neering Program (EAS)

October 1979 : Geophysics Program (AAEQ)
November 1979 : Intelligent Systems Program (MPS)
.Tanuary 1980 : Human Cell Biology Program (BBS)
March 1980 : Anthropology Program (BBS)
May 1980 : Synthetic Organic and Natural Products Chemistry Pro-

gram (MPS)
August 1980 : History and Philosophy of Science Program

14u)



TvI. THE PLANNING AND POLICY. COMMITTEE

A. GrxicRAL FUNCTIONS

The NSB Planning and Policy Committee is one of the three NSB
standing committees the others, in January 1981, being the Programs
Cominittee and tiakommittee on the Budget. The functions of the
NSB Planning ind Policy Committee are to :

Consider policy ssues and prepare draft &cup-lents including
"white papers" on principal planning and policy issues affecting
research and science education for subsequent consideration by
the Board; .

.
Identify and recommend actions for the Board with regard to

policies and practices affecting research and science education in
the Nation with particular littention to NSF ; .

Develop and coordinate the long-range planning meetings of
the Board, and all associated documentation through interaction
with NSF staff ; .

Identify national science policy issues and national needs and
consider the proper roles of the Federal Government in general
and NSF in paiticular; and

Meet with the Committee on the Budget to coordinate planning,
policy, and budget processes.

These funttions have not changed markedly since the.committee was
ereated in 1971, except for a deletion of some national science policy
functions. ., .

Most of the cross-cutting policy issues brought to the NSB are re-=
ferred through tha Planning and Policy Committee (PPC). There are
exceptions7-when . the Director brings a policy issue straight to the
Board, by-passing the PPC. Congressional. and Presidential 'requests
with quick turnaround times often compel use of this route.

The PPC was crea in July 1971. It is a successor to two seurate -.
committees, the In titutional ,ComMittee, and 'the Long-range
Planning Committee. he Institutional Committee dealt with issues of
institutional support and with funding-policy is§ues:It also nominated
members to tile Advisory Committee for Planning.

The PPC's policymaking activities deal iirimarily With policies re-
lating to governance of the.NSF and to other "policies for science",
and primarily basic ana applied science, issues, rather than broader
national "science for policy' issues. Since the PPC is the Board's
prime policy formulation unit, the -Committee has been involved in
NSF's policies in virtually every area, including, for instance. defin-
ing NSF's national science policy responsibilities, oversight of the Re-
search ApPlied to National Needs (RANN) program, development of
new funding mechanisms and programs for young investigators, and
determining NSF policies regarding the support of industrial
performers.

.
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The PPC's policymakingjactivities often lead to the formation of
subcommittees or task groups to study an issue in more detail. The re-
sult typically is the issuance of Board-adopted policy statements,
numbered resolutions, and-letters. Customarily the PPC is also re-
sponsible for suggesting two or three topics for annual Board reports.
The PPC also hasestablished a coherent long-range planning process
for both substantive and budget-related work. It recOmmendS for NSB
approval topics for the Board's June long-range Planning meetings
and directs the staff who develop the background' analyses done for
each meeting.

_Generally the more active science policy scholars on the Board have
served as chairman or vice chairman ol the PPC. Dr. Harvey Brooks,
a noted science policy statesman, was the first chairman of the PPC;
Dr. Frank Press, President Carter's Science Advisor, was the &it
PPC vice chairMan. Dr. Lloyd Cooke, Dr. Joseph Reynokls and, more
recently, Dr. William Hubbard, President of Upjohn, served as PPG
ehaii-men. The current Chairman is Dr. Walter Massey. (For data oh
nwmbcrs, see chaPter XI).

Throughout its history, the PPC has created subcommittees to con-
duct part/of its 'work or_, in response to long-range policy delibera-
tions, has recommended the creationof NSB task fortes or committees
to report dire,ctly to the Board. The PPC Subcommittees and the dates
they were created follow v, ,

Policy Agenda Subcommittee, 1973,
Budget Management 'Subcommittee, 1973,
National Science Policy Subcommittee, 1973,
Ad Troc Subcommittee on Manpower Report, 1973,
Subcommittee on Mechanisms for Improved Oversight and

External Communications, 1975,
Ad Hoc Subcommittee on NSF Support of Basic Research in

Industry, 1977,
International Science Activities Subcommittee, 1977;
Science and Society. Subcommittee, 1978,
Coordination and Management of Applied Research Subcom-

mittee, 1980,
NSS and National Science and Technology Issues Subcommit-

tee, 1980, and
Science Education Subcommittee, 1980.

While the Director and staff do not overtly dominate the work of
the PPC, the NSB organization and procedures have enabled the Di-
rector to influence the. PPC's functions. This occurs in several ways.
One is by virtue of the fact that much of the PPC's work is done*
high-level NSF stag members especially close to the Director. The
PPC had five executive secretaries during the period 1971 to mid-1976.
All were NSF staff members, primarily from the Director's staff
assistants or the Office of Planning and Resources Management
(OPRM), which serves as the policy support body for the Director.
Two of the three executive secretaries who served since mid-1976 have
been NSB staff members who worked especially close to the Board
Chairman. Since late 1986, the PPC executive secretary role has been
filled by a lower-level NSF staff member.

The PPC minutes indicate that, while PPC members sometimes
suggest tasks, the PPC agenda is frequently influenced by the Direc-
torsince both the Executive Committee and staff are often cited
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as sources for' the preparation of 'background reports and agenda for
PPC meetings, including its annual long-range planning meeting.

Subjects for PPC 'discussion are also suggested by external events
to which the committee reacts. This is illustrated, for instance, by its
actions regarding the role of the NSF Director as the President's sci-
ence advisor,, NSF's. policy regarding geographic distribution of
awards, the role of NSF in formulating national scienee policies,
NSF's policy on disclaimers, multi-year authorizations for NSF, and
NSF's policies regarding reimbursement for outsiders use of NSF-
funded national reseilfeh centers. There are some exceptions to this
pattern.

The PPC members thern.44ves have initiated policy studies or
action leading, to decisions in several notable areaS. For instance,
the PPC initiated action to oversee the RANN program after
it had been started by the Director. It also initiated some policy-
setting activities related to scienee infrastructure and science support
mechanisins, such as statementS seeking exemption for researchers
from. Federal regulations relating 'to toxic chemicals and a policy
statement on DNA. The PPC oCcasionally has taken the initiative to
enunciate policies to which the Director and staff first objected. One
instance:was the Board's policy decision to send verbatim peer review
comments to principal investigators, a policy NSF staff opposed, but
which the Board instituted in the aftermath of MACOS. Another was
the PPC's and then the Board's Opposition'to supporting basic research
in industry despite NSP wisheS to the contrary, a position the Board
was later forced to change. The PPC also sought to encourage staff to
compile a compendium of Board policies and it formulated procedures
for the Board's substantive and budgetary long-range planning exer-
cises. A PPC long-range plannipg exercise caused NSF to strengthen
its international science program.

These items, describing PPQ activities initiated by the PPC mem-
bers themselves, constitute probably about one-fourth of all the PPC's
major "policy" activities, excluSive of long-range planning "activities,
as described below. Thus, the PPC members generally initiate about
25 percent of the PPC workload. The bulk of the PPC's activities have
dealt with governance of the %NSF and other "policy for science;"
primarily NSF-related and basic science issues, rather than by broader
national science for policy" isSues, (that is, the use of science to Solve
social problems or to adjudicate differences in scientific fact.) The
PPC's relative lack of policy initiation, and relative inattention to
"science for policy" and broader national science policy issues, prob-
ably is significant only if it is agreed that. the Board should have a
more active role independent of the Director regarding policy discus-
sions. It is readily obvious that shaping policy for which the Director
and staff have enunciated a need may be as compelling as initiating
policy. However, it can also be concluded that the PPC's policy plan-
ning activities might profit, in substance, if the Board developed a.
priority ranking system to select issues for its consideration. An
analysis of the information in this chapter also raises the question :
"Would the Board's decisions have greater impact on policymaking if
the Board were to make a deliberate attempt to influence OMB's
decisionmakers?"

14
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B. OvEmEw OF INDIVIDUAL PPC AcTivrrrEs, 1971-1980

Some of the major PPC activities, exclusive of the PPC's annual
long-range planning functions, subcommittee, and other activities de-
Fcribed elsewhere in this study, are sumnlarized in this section. The
long-range planning tictivities of the PPC are assessed in the section
which follows. The major policy statements referenced appear in
appendix B.

The work of the PPC is not srmarized neatly in any single report
or document. The committee keeps minutes of its activities. But to
trave accurately the disposition and ultimate outcome of the work of
the, PPC, both open and closed session Board minutes; aS well as-PPG
minutes, have to be searched.
1. 1971 .

PPC dealt with two issues in 1971. policy for the RANN pro:.
gram, described in chapter X, and scientific and technical manpower.,

Scientific and Technical Manpower
At its first meeting, the PPC agreed to a full Board request to pre-

pare a policy position on scientific and technical manpower, which
Nronld deal with implementation of, a Federal data forecasting System
and with public, and private responsibilities to support scientific and
technical manpower.1
R. 197e

During 1972, the PPC dealt with two activities described else-
where in this report, the Research Applied to National Needs Pro-
gram and S. 32, a Senate bill dealing with science- policy. It also ad-
dressed the, following issues:

a. NSF-Industry Re1ation.9hips.The full NSB asked the PPC to
review a staff report on NSF-industry relationships (with programs
to be administered by the new National R and D Assessment Program
and the Experimental R an(1 D Incentives Program). The PPC dis-
cussed tlw objectives of these two new support programs and recom-
mended to the full Board that the PPC and the Board should keep
"close control" over them.2

b. Faculty Salarie8.The PPC reviewed an NSF staff paper on the
issue bf faculty salaries, focusing on the uncoupling of research
awards from faculty salary support. The full NSB asked the PPC to
refine the guidelines contained in the staff paper for future NSB
discugsions.3

c. Budget.--The PPC long-range planning, exercise had resulted in
a statement that the NSB Chairman s testimony before the congres-
sional authorization committees should be devoted to long-range issues
while the Director's testimony should concentrate on immediate mat-
ters. The Executive Committee agreed with this proposal.'
3. .1973

The PPC's topics, of concern during 1973 included several issues
discussed elsewhere in this report: the budget,science education, S. 32,
and topics for the sixth Board report. In addition the committee
looked at:

PPC meeting 1, Sept. 9, 1971.
2 PPC meeting 4 : 7.
'ES: 145 : 7.

ES : 150 : 14.
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a. Board Reorganization.The PPC accepted a report of the Ta Sk
Force on Board Reorganization. The report was modified to make
the proposed Budget Management Committee a permanent part of
the PPC. The proposed reorganization also created a PPC Policy
Agenda Subcommittee and a National Science Policy Subcommittee.5

b. Role of NSF Director as Science Advisor.A. report was made
to the PPC on the Director's activities as Science, Advisor to tlie Presi-
dent and his plans to establish, an apparatus within NSF to assist him
in dealincr with shorr- 'and lonfr-range responsibilities as Science Ad-
visor.° Sasequently, the PPC (7.hairman reported on a meeting he had
with several NSB members 'and NSF Director Stever about how the
National Science Board would assist-the:Director as Science Advisor.
According to Dr, Stever : "An important role for the Board might be
to identify and define polic3r issues which can then be transmitted to the
Science Advisor for consideration as appropriate." 7 He asked-the
National Science Policy Subcommittee to asseSs this role and the
Policy Agenda Subcommittee to identify possible policy issues.°

c: Annual Reports.In order to enhance public understanding of
the need to support science, the PPC recommended and the NSB
aaTeed that the Science Indicators repoit lw issued biennially and
tratt, in the alternate, years, the Board report he "all interpretati%.e rze-
port." The PPC also encouraged the NSB to delineate carefully the
objectives and goals of Board Teports.9

d. Dissemination of Board Decisions, Resolutions, and Reports.
At the recommendation of the PPC, the NSB agreed that the Board
might not always reach consensus, therefore the Board should issue
majority, minority, and interim reports, perhaps with different color
covers.°

4. -1974
Several of the topics the PPC considered during 1974 are described

elsewhere in this study, including topics for; future Board reports,
work relating to establishing a policy for disseminating Board re-
ports and decisions, and follow-up to the June Board meeting. In addi-
tion the PPC dealt with:

a. Funding for. Foreign 1?esearch.NSB Chairman Handler re-
quested the PPC to investigate the "grave situation" resulting from
lack of sufficient support from public and private sources for funding
stipends for postdoctoral, and research for scientists abroad.11 Sub-
sequently the PPC reported that this issue should be deleted, since
others were more important.°

b. NSII ,Recommendations on National Science Policy Reports by
Other Groups.At its second meeting in February, the PPC National
Science, Policy Subcommittee discussed "Chemicals and Health," a
report prepared by the President's Science Advisory Committee. The
report contained recommendations regarding action for NSF and the
Science Advisor. -Upon recommendation of the Science Policy Sub-
committee, the Board voted to accept the recommendations made in

PPC meeting 14.
PPC meeting 15.
PPC meeting 16 : 2.
Idem.
ES 160 : 6-7, and PPCmeeting 17.

10ES:159: 8.
11ES : 161 : 2.

PPC meeting 24 : 8.

80-976 0 - 83 - 10.,
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the report, but also stressed the need for adequate coordination among
Federfi1 agencies on future reports of this nature."

c. Recommenilation,s on HAS Report on "Materials and Man's
Needs."At the Board Chairman's raquest the PPC formulated- rec-
ommendations applicable to NSF from the soon- to be- released study
'Materials and Man's Needs, a report of the National Academy Of

Sciences. The Chairman was also President of the NatiOnal Academy.
Sciences."

d. Review of Energy-related Activities.The Board Chairman re-
quested the PPC to review energy-related activties. Subsequently the
PPC recommended that the Board creata a Programs Committee Sub-
committee with responsibility for energy."

e. Proposed Mecting.Retween NSII and President Ford .The PPC.
discussed a proposed meeting with the President and agreed on a
theme (cience and the Board serving the needs of society)." The
Board -agreed to draft a "white paper", on this topic,17 but the White
I louse delayed for about a year in holdimi the meetings.18.

Offic of Planning and Resources Management.The Director
establied the Office,.. Of Planning and Resources Management
(OPRM)...to provide staff support for the Director and for the NSB.
The new Director. of OPRM briefed the PPC on the 'missions .,and
functidas of ate offiee.t.

g. Innovation Study.Dr. Harvey Picker, a former Board mem-
ber, met with the Committee to discuss his recommendation for a ,?k
Board stUdy on innovation. The PPC, after discussing this recom-
mendation at some length; concluded that such a report would not be
appropriate for a Board 'annual rt1r8M. In addition, a special rep-ort
on this subject was discussed and the decision left unresolved."'

h. NSF Science Information Policy.The head of the NSF Science
Information Serviee presented the Board with information on the
plabs and futUre direction of the program: This presentation and
staff-provided :information from the Science Information Council
calle.d on the Board to recommend greater levels of support and asked
the noard either to establish an Advisory Committee on Informa-
tion, or the Director to interact with the.Council on this ,issue. During
the discussion, some PPC members asked why the Government and the
NSF, in particular, should support management studies of science,
information services; others requested the Director to review science
support activities."
5. 1975

The PPC's activities during 19711 ineluded the issues of public
participation and the use -of advisory groups. These issues are dis-
cussed elsewhere in this study. The other topics covered were:

a. Reafranation of NSF Policy Restricting Awards to Profit-making
Institutions to Exceptional Cases.After detailed review by the PPC
of NSF policies, the PPC recommended and the Board concurred that
the Board should re-endorse existing NSF policy regarding scientific

14 162 : 7.
14 ES : 161 : 3.

NSB meeting 162.
" PPC meeting 21.
17 PPC meeting 22.
"EC: 167 : 8.

PPC: 22 and ES :167.
PPC ; 24 :9.
168: 7, PPC meeting 23.

146
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research project support, which restricted awards to profit-making
institutions to exceptional cases as set forth in the guidelines "Grants
for Scientific Research," NSF 73-12:

Industrial organizations are infrequent recipients of awards
from the Scientific Research Project Suppokt Program. However,
in exceptional cases, unsolicited proposals for basic research will
be considered from industrial organizations, where (a) the project
is of special concern from a national point of view and shows
promise of solvinfr an important scientific problem; (b) unique
resources are avairable in industry for the work; or (c) the project
proposed is outstandingly meritorious.

Dr. Hubbard, the next PPC chairman, said that although it might
, be meritorious, it would be-too no laically costly to permit NSF sup-

port to go to industrial research4is.22
b. Baiic Research in Mission Agencies.In connection with diecus-

sion of the NSB resolution on suppoit of basic research in mission
afrencies it waso decided that tbe Chairman of the PPC would request

wview by tge Programs Committee'of guidelines relating to NSF
picking uts projects which had been terminated ,by other Federal
agencies."

c. Geographic Distribution.In its fiscal year 1976 report on the
bill authorizing appropriations for the National Science Foundation,
the House committee on Science and Technology stated that it ob-
jected to the lack of reference in the NSB-prepared document Criterk
for the Selection of Research Projects by the National Scienee
Foundation," to the statutory criterion that NSF should avoid undue
geographic concentration in distributing awards. The COmmittee re-
quested NSF to submit a report toshow hOw geographic distribution
was beino. achieved.25 The PPC subsequently tabled examination of
the need 't:0 modify the guidelines documents until the STIA Director-
ate. could suggest ways to accomplish geographic distribution." This
issue was not resolved'until late 1978.

d. Natkonal Science Policy Subcommittee Given Contracting Au-
thority.The PPC agreed that the National Science Policy Subcom-
mittee should be able to commission studies and hire or contraqt for
experts from outside NSF to provide in-depth analysis for Board
use.27.

e. Questions of Materials Research Laboratorks.Since NSF pro-
vides core funding for Materials Research Laboratories, the Board
Chairman asked the PPC to determine if this was a special form of
institutional grant. If so, should such a unique statiis also be accorded
to other areas of research ? The NSF staff presented the PPC with
outlines of a research design for a study on this issue, which the PPC
edited and improved."

f. Review of RANN Organization: Discussion of the Role of the
Board in Reorgani2ation nans.-.-The Budget Committee had referred
to the PPC the question of studying NSF's proposed organizational
arrangements, especially to determine if there were important needs

PI3C meeting 24 : 5 and 169: &
PPC meeting 24 : 3.
N5B-74-300.

A U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology. Authorizing Appropria-
tions to the National Science Fonndntion. Wnshington. U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 197& (94th
Congress, 1st session. House. Report No. 94-99) pp. 143-144.

PPC meeting 33 : 3.
21 PP Meeting 25.
A P C mee g 30 : 2 and ES : 176 : 5.
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that are not being met with present university capabilities, and the
implications of restructuring of 'the RANN program. During 'the
24th PPC meeting, the head of the RANN program briefed the com-
mittee on changes that he anticipated. The PPC asked him to prepare
a written report detailing the RANN prooram change:s." At the next
executive session meeting of the Board, the PPC chairman noted lack
of cOnsultation with the Board regarding the proposed reorganiza-
tion. However, he reported, that "The Committee had no specific recom-
mendations regarding this particular reorganization, .but did suggest
to the Director that when organizational changes of potential signifi-
cance are contemplated, the plan- might be brought to-the Board for
informat?on before final action." 3°
6. 1976

During 1976 the PPC dealt with scveral issues including: devel-
opment (IS a Ron cy comfiendium, follow-up to the Hoff report on the
relationship between the Board and the Director, and reaction to the
critique'of Board operations by former NSB member Roger Heyns. It
also considered:

a. NSF/In:clu8t71J Relationships.The Senate Subcommittee on the
National Science Foundation requeSted NSF to report by December 31
on problems and benefits which might arise from broadening NSF
funding patterns to include non-academic institutions on an equal
bal-iis with oither researehers" The Foundation staff prepared a pro-
posed response. After a lively discussion, the Board accepted thel3PC
recomim ndation not to accept the staff language which would equalize
the competition between industry and universities, leaying the existing
policy in place.32

b. U.S. Antarctic ProgramThe following task was referred to the
PPC by the Chairman following tlie September 1976 Board meeting :

Concerning the possibility of separate authorization and ap-
propriation for the U.S. Antarctic Research Program (USARP),
the Committee recommended that USARP remain a line item
in the total NSF budet,but that its status be changed to a major
progra i element. In t f,his Way the objectives of providin a clearly
identi budget for USARP could-for the most part a achieved
witho t the possibility of encountering;the major problems that
might occur with a separate authorization and appropriation, . -

The Board concurred; hence, there was no disagreement with
this recoinmendation." ,

c. Coherent Area Grants.The Board Chairman referred the issue
of coherent area grants to the PPC: ,

' The Committee discussed coherent area grants, referred from
the Programs Committee following its discussion in September
of a proposal from the Cowles Foundation (NSB-76-273). The

. Programs Committee has questioned did appropriatendss of NSF
making awards to loosely !coordinated groups of researchers. A
staff background paper distributed at the Board meeting (NSB/
PPC-76-35) was discussed by the Committee.

" PPC meeting : 24 : paiaim PPC meeting 24 : 2.
E S : 179 : 30-31.

" Senate Report No. 94-888, May 14, 1976.
" 186 : 4 and PPC meeting 39 : 3.
" 185 : 20.
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The Planning and Policy Conimittee recommended that the,
Board re-endorse its policy -statement to support coherent area
grants when the competence of scientists so supported is generally
comparable to that of individual grantees and to develop appro-
priate meclihnisms to ensure that quality.

d. NSF Fellowships.Dr. Avereh, the Assikant Director for Science
Education, advised that the Directorate for -*Science Education will
conduct a number of experimental studies to' revievd selection proce-
dures to avoid the posSibility of bias in the award of NSF fellowships.
He will report progress statements and results to the Planning and
Policy Committee."'

e. NSB Policy on "Dropouts".At the request of the Director, the
PPC worked with the staff to study NSF policy on "dropouts," that
is, when other agencies drop funding for a worthwhile scientific proj-
ect, does NSF have to pick it up ? The Director wanted NSB to de-
velop guidelines.35

f. Excepted Appointment Authority.The PPC proposed a reso-
lution which the Board adopted after a slight altvration as follows:

In order to clarify and reaffirm NSB policy, the Board unani-
mously revised . . . its resolution of Oct. 18, 1974, regarding ex-
cepted appointment authority to read as follows: appointments
tt positions which require specialized scientific, engineering, le-
gal, or managerial training and/or experience as necessary for
the, discharge of the legislatively mandated responsibilities of
the Foundation. All such appointments must be approved by the
the, Director."

g. NM Guidelines on Recombinant DNA.The PPC discussed
and adopted the NIH guidelines on recombinant 11 .,4 esearch, which
the Board'hiter adopted.31

h. Geographic Di8tribution.In an effort to f. e staff ofI

STIA, which were drafting a statement on the issue of geographic dis-
tribution and possible amendment of ,the NSF criteria statement (in
response to a congressiOnal directive), the PPC suggested transmitting
to the Director the following suggestions:

1. Restate the various institutional grants concepts,
2. Re-eiamine the first NSB report, roward a Public Policy

for Graduate Education in the Science, since it included recom-
inendations for State and regional planning, which bear re-exami-
nation,

3. Rather than consider all proposals from the point of view
of geography, consider only a certain fraction on the basis of
geographic distribution,

4. Consider establishing State councils to dispense a certain
proportion of funds by State (the Humanities Council was Citedas an example), and

5. Revenue-sharing might be considere& especially since such
a .mechanism has particular appeal to a substantial segment oft he .population."

Subsequently the PPC asked OPRM to prepare a paper on alter-
native ways to eliminate undue geographic concentration of research

" 183 : 20-21.
: 183 : 3.

" 183 : 29.
" 183 : 29.
" PVC meeting 33 : 3. llj
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support." After examining the draft, the PPC stated that its philos-
ophy was to stress "geo6raphic distribution of high quality science,
not merely distribntion of funkling." 40 It decided to prepai.e a report
for Congress, among other audiences, itating that, while discrepancies
exist, NSF does noChave sufficient fuhds to ame:liorateiliem. Congfess
should create specific programs that it believes will solve the problem;
NSB will attempt tO develop programs which might solve these
problems.4'

i. DisClaimers.Tho NSF General Counsel, at .the,'Director's re-
quest, pToposed a revised policystatement on disclaimeis (as.set forth
in NSB-7(i-53.) An NSB member stated, in_a letter to.the Chairman,
that the disclaimer statement should be expanded to cover all scientific
journals and papers published in scientific journals emanating from
research supported by NSF. Several Board members 4pposed such a
requirement. A revised disclaimer statement was digtributed qt the
meeting, but the Chairman noted that, since:the issue was an adminis-
trative matter, no formal Board action was necessary.42 However, the
Chairman also referred the matter to the PPC, which made no re-
visions. Subsequently the Director issued a memoranduin setting forth
present policy and requirements.'" -

j. NAV' lfrinbcr lle8earch Support.The topic of modifying the
NSB resolution of June 1964, which regulated the conduct of NSB
members, prohibiting them from submitting applications. for NSF
funding, was first discussed at,)the PPC meeting of May 20, 1976. The
PPC recommemkd no change in the policy. The NSWagreed to estab-
lish a group to look at the matter of NSB research support.44
7 . 1977

During 19732 the PPC worked on several issues in addition to those
discussed .below. These other issues included follow-up to the Heyns
statement, a briefing on ZBB, peer review, big and little science, re-
gional forums, and planning for the 1978 Planning Environment Re-
view (PER).

a. Geographical Distribution..The PPC continued its several-year-
long discussion of a staff report prepared to respond to the concerns
expressed by the House Committee on Science and Technology that
the NSF should avoid undue geographic concentration of research
awards.r. The paper prepared by a staff- nwmber of OPRM said
basically that geographic concentration exists, but considorable new
funding would be required to redress the imbalance -withdut jeopard-
izing programs to productive colleges. Th staff report proposed a siz-
able long-term institutional support program targeted at strengthen-.
ing academic .science departments and universities on a geographically
dispersed basis. The PPC objected to the proposal for a new support
program.4 6

However, at the next meeting, acting in response to additional con-
gressional pressure, the PPC instructed the staff to identify areas of
"under-developed science capacity," and develop programs to amelio-
rate it. The PPC stressed that ameliorative programs should be taken

185 : 19.
PPC meeting 39 : 2.

4' 186 : 12.
44 ES :180 :3-4,185 :25.
*, 0/D. 76-29, sent to the Board on June 2,182 : 4.

PPC meeting 35. ES : 183 : 3.
House report 94-99.
187 :17.
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from an "add-on" to the budget.47 Subsequently. the PPC decided that
the Director should be allowed to use selective mechanisrhs" tO ad-
dress the problem." Dying the. November meeting the PPC reported'
that it had assessed two staff Plans. It agreed on a famula approach
for geographic distribution to States, Init insisted that the funds go
only to those States with greatest need to develop scientific capability,
that external review be mandatorY, and that awards should Attract
other scientists and science to the tecipient State to build up scientific
capability. The full NSB disagreed with the PPC's discussion, stating
that it pkeferred to make awards only on a merit basis, and ". . . that
past .institutional programs which had as one of their goals providing
a greater geographic distribution had not been notably successful."

Subsequently the Director developed the "Experimental Program
to Stimulate Competitive Research," whose outlines coincide with te
PPC discussion. Initially, seven States were illentified as eligible for
supportArkansas, Maine, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota,
South Carolina, and "West Virginia; Committees would be established
to help define appropriate activities within each State; about $1 mil-
lion would be spent An the fiscalyear 1979, and in the next five-year
period, $3 million would be spent on a select group of five from the
original seven States. 5° The Board would review the proposals.51
The first funds for five-year self-improvement programs to help
researchers compete were. awarded in October 1980.52

b. Indii.ect Costs.Staff of the Office of General Counsel provided
a background paperfor discussion on the issue of indirect costs.53 The
PPC concluded that because indirect cost rates are primarily the re-
sponsibility of the General Accounting Office and the Department of
Health, Education and 'Welfare, the NSF should not take an aCtive .

position on the issue, but should be prepared to react in terms of the
impact of indirect costs on the health of science."

c. Support of Basic Research in Indu,stry.7--Modifying a long-term
NSB policy, the, PPC Subcommittee on NSF Support of Basic Re-
search in IndustrY reported that it was politically expedient for the
Foundation to support basic resetirch in industry and that, if the NSF..
did, not take the initiative in such plans, legislation would be passed
to require it. The PPC stated that two kinds of companies might re-
ceive such funding: those which conducted research along the lines of
basic research, and those which conducted research to innoVate. The
PP(' reported that. it preferred funding only the latter, on an experi-
mental basis, for three years.55 It also sought information from the
NSF Executive Council on the history of such funding in NSF."

d. Publication of the Scientific and Personal Papers of Scientists.
t he request of the Programs Committee, the Board Chairman asked

the PPC to discuss the issue ofpublicat ion. The Board c`approved the
policy that long-term proposals for NSF funding of the editorial de-
velopment of a scientist's papers should consist of modules-of Rye-year
duration so that these can,be considered independently." 57

PPC meeting 41 :
PPC meeting 44 : 6.
194 :13.
Idem.

" NSF Awards 'Grants to Help Researchers in Five States Compete for Funds. NSF
PR 80-90. Oct. 10. 1980.

201 :12.
53 NSB/PPC-77-7.
" 187 : 17.
" PPC meeting 45 : 5-6.
" 194 : 15.
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4
e. International Science Activities.A 1976 long-range task force

recommended that the Board and the Department of State engage ik
a dialogue, in part to assist the -Federal Coordinating Council for
Science, Engineering and Technology, in its Ad Hoc Review of Bi-
lateral Science and Technology Agreements. The Assistant Secretary
of Sate for Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific
Affairs met with the Board after its newly constituted PPC Subcom-
mittee on International Science Activities drafted a set of options for
NSF policies, includnig :

a role as a guardian and prOmoter of science and technology,
an "outreach" role in extending U.S. Science and Technology
to other countries, a role coupled to State Depar.tment activi-
ties, improved coupling between NSF and technical mission
agencies, and reporting by ST1A on NSF's international
activities."

8. 1978
Among. the activities PPC conducted in 1978discussed elsewhere

in this studyare topics for the annual report, the proposed Depart-
ment of Education, big and little science, and international science.

The other issues were:
aS. NSF Support of Basic Research in Industry.The PPC recom-

mended and the Board adopted a resolution which liberalized NSF's
position regarding support to researchers in industry. The Board stated
that it agreed that a more positive statement of the Fourulation's posi-
tion along the following lines would be desirable:

The NSB unanimously decided that the Foundation's pol-
icy on the support of basic research by private profit orga-
nizations should be modified as indicated by the following
language which would be substantially reflected in NSF pol-
icy documents:

The NSF welcomes unsolicited proposals from commercial
firms. But it also wants to avoid substituting Federal support
for normal commercial investment in research or compromis-
ing the vitality of research in educational institutions, where
research makes a special added contribution to science edu-
cation. Thus, unsolicited proposals for scientific research
project support from commercial firms may be funded Where:
(a) the project is of special concern from a national point of
vIew; (b) special resources are available in industry for the
work; or (c) the project proposed is especially meritorious.

The NSF is also particularly interested in supporting re-
search projects that couple the research resoUrces and perspec-
tives of industry and universities. It therefore especially wel-
comes proposals for cooperative research projects involving
both universities and industry."

b. Protection of Human Subjects and Rights of the Handicapped.
The committee recommended that the NSF guidelines on the protec-
tion of human subjects as well as on the rights of the handicapped
should "piggyback on" or follow those established by the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare." Thus the PPC instructed NSF

st, 192 : 12. PPC meeting 45 : 2-3.
195 :
797 : 9. (NS)3/Ites. 78-45.)
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to follow the policy and administrative apparatus that had proven use-
ful in other agencies."

e. Bias in Fellowships.The fPC received a staff report indicating .

that there was no evidence for negative bias associated with either sex
or race in the se1eGtion process of NSF graduate fellows."

d. Science Indicators Cownell.Dr. Hubbard, the PPC Chaiiman,
reported that the. &mimittee considered the proposal from Dr. Derek
de Solla Price of Yale University to establish a permanent Science In-
dicators Council. The PPC recognized that it is important to secure
external reviews on the science indicator reports, but agreed that the
present arrangement for informal external review is satisfactory."

e. Alan T. Waterman Award Expansion.The PPC considered
the recornmendation from the Alan '1'. Waterman Award Committee
that NSF seek legislative authority to expand the nUmber of annual
awards from one to three. The PPC decided that the present pattern
of one aware each year should be retained; hence, the committee made
no recommendation for change."
9. 1979

During 1979, the PPC concerned itself with several issues in addi-
tion to those discussed here. They were : NSF Circular 108, funding
of other agencies by NSF, the 14th Board report, peer review, and
orientation for new 'hoard members. In addition the PPC focuseh on:

a. NSB Support for a Two-Year Authorization for NSF.In antic-
ipation of hearings testimony that the Board and Director had been
asked to present on H.R. 4490, the "Research and DeVelopment Author-
ization Estimates Act," the Board adopted a resolution 'prepared by
the PPC endorsing a two-year authorization, provided that adequate
provisions are,made for program flexibility in the second budget year..
The Board reasoned that biennial authorization would provide mOre):'i
ability for long-range planning. Dr. Mac Lane's suggestion, that the-
resolution be amended to provide indexing in, funding for inflation,
was rejected."
10. 1980

During 1980, the PPC addressed the topics of terminating regional
forums. the proposed National Technology Foundation legislation,
NSF philosophy, termination of the Basic Research Committee, and
young investigators. It also considered :

a. NSF a.s Lead Agency.--During the 212th NSB meeting, the PPC
announced that it was continuing its consideration of NSF as a lead
agency in efforts involving units over which NSF has limited authority_
or influence, and that it might suggest this issue as a pptential discus-
sion topic at the June Board meetmg."

b. V F Circular 108.During 1979, the Board considered and en-
dorsed the policies of NSF Circular no. 108, entitled "Eligibility of
Other Federal Agencies and Federally-Funded Research and De-
velopment Centers for NSF Support." The Director subsequently pro-
posed some minor changes and distributed the suggestions to the Ex-
ecutive Committee. The.Board discussed and endorsed the changes at

Idem.
"195 21.
13 200 : 11.
14 200 : 11.
" 209 : 9-10. NSB/Res. 79-77.
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meeting 217 in 1980. The changes would allow NSF to continue to
provide support to projects undertaken in federally funded R and D
centers under 'certain stated "exceptdonal" conditions. The Board
Chairman, at the same time, asked the Director to request the Presi-
dent's science advisor to issue appropriate .reconfirmation of the Fed-
eral Government's policy that agencies fully fund Federally Funded
Research and .Development Centers (FFRDCs) under their juris-
diction."

c. Concerning Outside Use of Computer Facilities.The
PPC had been assigned the task of considering policy for outside use
of computer facilities at the National Center for Atmospheric Re-
search (NCAR). It determined that,the current policy of recovering
costs from investigators supported by other dgencies for the use of
NCAR computing facilities was reasonable and should not be
changed."

d. Termination of International Subcommittee.The PPC dis-
banded the International Subcommittee, but asked NSF staff to pro-
vide the PPC with a biennial report on NSF's international science
activities."'

e. National. Science Polioy.The PPC discusged NSB's role in na-
tional science policy issues and concluded that this was an appropriate
Board function. Thus, the PPC decided to establish a subcommittee to
consider mechanisms by which this .can be accomplished, for exaMple,
special coimnissions of the Board, Board committees, or special studies
and reports. The subcommittee was to report to the PPC in January
1981. The Board Chairman asked Board members to identify potential
national science policy issues for the Board's consideration and re-
quested that the Board office submit these to the PPC Chairman."

('. PP( 1.,oNG-RANGE PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Chapter VII on the Budget Committee deals with the PPC activi-
ties related to improving the linkage between long-range planning
(LRP) and budget-making. The full NSB also engages every June,
in a substantive long-range planning meeting, in which NSB task
groups give in-depth attention to two or three issues which have been

identified several months before jointly by the Board and NSF staff

as topics Warranting special attention. The PPC serves to guide plan-

nin g. and discussions.
Since 1976 these June planning meetings have become more formal

and pre-planned in an attempt to generate policy analysis which

might be helpful in preparing for budget-related resource allocation
decisions. The work of the June PPC task forces is iterative. The typi-
cal practice now is for the PPC and NSF staff to start :,uggesting
topics for discussion to the Board in January. The Board votes to

'choose two or three issues. (Most of the topics chosen for examination

are based on Board m'embers' suggestions, although in practice sugges-
tions !mule by the Director for June LRP topics seem, always to be
sele(ted.) Members also ballot to determine which task forces or dis-

ussion grimps they wish to participate in. Usually NSF staff members

phty a major role in preparing the background documents for these

87 217:R.
88219: 7.
0,220: 11.
70 221: 11.
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meetings with staff background analysis often beginning in January
and continuing over several months after the June meeting, often lead-
ing to the creation of PPC subcommittees or the adoption of an NSF
resolution, and subsequent design of new procedures or programs by
NSF staff.

Many of the LRP issues discussed seem to have been reactions to
external forces acting on the Board and, as such, often are of a short-
range planning nature. Included among examples of this kind of
planning in reaction to an event are .tlie Board's LRP activities deal-
mg with RANN, the appropriate mix of performers funded by the
NSF, modification of peer review procedures in relation to internal
review practices, ..as well as distribution of peer review comments to
proposal writers, NSF programs for young investigators, the respon-
siveness of the NSF organic act in relation to the future of NSF, and
NSF's reaction to the proposal to create a National Technology
Foundation. Because the Board includes activities of this type in its
LRP exercises, some of the LRP sessions deal fundamentally wih
short-term planning issuesdealing with topics whose parameters are
already defined to a large extent. Probably about one-half of the
Board's LRP activities have been short,range planning activities reac-
tive to an event or need for decision; and about one-half of the LRP
activities were longer-range and anticipatory in nature. These activ-
ities are described in the next few pages. Short-range policy and plan-
ning along these lines are essential to allow the Foundation to
respond quickly to changes in its funding or political environ-
ment. However, to the extent that the Board's planning activities are
reactions to events, the Board is precluded from 'engaging in long-
range anticipatory analysis which might give the Board more oppor-
tunity to shape the future of the NSF and of U.S. science policy.
There is some evidence that budget-making -responsibilities of NSF

. are aided by these deliberations and that the PPC LRP activities help
to set the agenda for the subsequent PPC deliberatisms. However, re-
cently the new NSB Chairman Lewis Branscomb,suggested widening
the scope of the Board's policy analyses to deal with broader national
science policy issues as well as policy for science issues that fall out-
side of the limited purview of NSF. One result of his interest is re-
flected in the reconstitution in November 1980 of a PPC created Na-

. tional Science Policy .Subcommittee (which had previously been
create(1in 1973 and terminated in 1976). It is called the Subcommittee
on NSB and National Science and Technology Issues.

The long-range planning issues addressed since 1971 and their dis-
position are:
1. 1970

Board Operation and Functions.Before the PPC was created,
the Long-range Planning Corni tittee conducted the LRP meeting.
In 1970 it dealt primarily with tt paper prepared by the Director and
staff, at the request of the Board Chairman, which discussed the Board
operation and. functions.n After reviewing the document, Board
members agreed that "as select representatives of scientific leaders in
tho Nation, they should : play a more significant role in formulating
national science policy ; consider in greater detail long-range plans for
tho Foundation's budget and its allocation; seek more effective ways

NS13-70-308 In Members Books.
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of familiarizing themselves with Foundation programs and policy
issues; and reconsider the nature of the Board's annual report to the
Congress." 72 Several procedural changes were recommended to imple-
ment this policy :

preparation by the-Foundation staff of a five-year projection
of its budget, to allow modifications on a long-range rather than
a year-by-year basis;

participation by Board Members in program reviews, either
alone or with advisory cominittee chairmen ; and

development by the Programs and Institutional Committees of
five-year priorities documents."

2. 1971
a. Research Applied to NationalNeeds (RANN).The RANN pro-

gram already had been established (without consulting the Board).
In 1971 the Board elected to address the issue of the future role of the
program and its implications for academic institutions. The PPC
also suggested that guidelines be developed for awards and recom-
mended that the Programs Committee should review all RANN
awards until the program was better formulated.74 The PPC con-
tinued to follow this issue during 1971 and 1972. (For additional
details see chapter X.).

b. Growth by Field.-4n fiscal years 1971 and 1972 NSF started to
provide a larger share of Federal support of research. The Growth
by Field 'Task Force stated that NSF's mission is'changinfr to one of
providing the underpinning of research 'support. In some.fields this
contrasts with ft mission of playing a "gap Hine or "balance" role.
The Board analyzed what additional mechanisms could be used .to
determine, and forecast the additional fields and subfields where NSF
support should be substantially increased in future years."

c. General Growth.--The Task Force on General Growth reasoned
that the NSF budget would have to grow significantly to achieve the
goal of constituting approximately one-third of total federally sup-
ported fundamental research within the long-range planning period
of fiscal years 1973 through 1977. The basic objective of NSF was to
provide increasing stability to Federal support of academic research.
Achievement of the goal would require a budget of between $1.1 and
$1.6 billion, depending upon tkincreases made by other agencies. The
Board studied the issue of "what programs, strategies or other meas-
ures can be identified as being most critical and effective in achieving
this goal?" 76
3. 1972

The Board issued draft statements on major topics as a result of its
Juno long-range planning meeting. These served as background for
Board consideration of S. 32, the National Science Policy and
Priorities Act of 1972, and were refined to serve as background for a
long-range budget discussion held in,November. The Board continued
to modify the statement during the year " and the PPC issued a

12 ES : 133 : 2.
" ES : 133 : 2.
" ES : 137 : 3.
" ES : 137 : 3.
" Idem.
" ES : 150 : 4.
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statement on the legislation in 1973. Initial documents are summarized
bdow.

a. Health of Unircmity Science; Long-Term, E et on Client"Mix"
on the. Foundation/University Relationship. e statement said
basically that NSF's mission is to support basic res rch in universi-
ties, butt that since the NSF has to secure the best res arch possible in
each field, it should move cautiously toward- a more\ "open door"
policy regarding the. kinds of institutional performers it uses. Sudden
shifts in balance among performers should be avoided."

b. National Science Policy: Means To Influence Basic/Applied Pro-
gram, Balance.The statement on national science policy endorsed
the idea of the Foundation and the Board assuming the initiative in
public policy areas dealing with science policy and public policies
which have a science and technology componenf.7° On the issue of the
appropriate balance between fundamental and applied research, the
statement noted that, while the power to determine the balance between
basic atul applied research resides outside of NSF, the NSF applied
research component should be below 30 percent.8°

c. Education, Including Public Understanding f Science; Role
and Position of the Foundation Versus Other Agencies in Research
Support.An NSB statement on education said that the Foundation
had three basic roks in education: to improve the quality of profes-
sional scientists, to improve the scientific literacy of nonprofessionals,
and to improve the quality of general education. This task force iden-
tified eight new kinds of science education efforts, which the NSB Ad
Hoc Committee on Science Education should consider as its main
charge. A basic objection to these plans was that while OMB sought
innovative new efforts, it did not support sustaining grants. The
task force therefore reported that OMB "may have unrealistic ex-
pectations of what science and technology can contribute to improve
quality and decreme cost of education in the near term." al

Another statement endorsed the notion of other agencies support-
ing basic research and also "the planning assumptions of a redistri-
bution of basic research funds among GOvernment agencies with an
increase in the NSF proportion upt'to one-third to one-half of the
total research budget. '32 Subsequently in 1974, after the next tRP
meeting, the Board issued a policy resolUtion on basic research.
4. M73

a. Scientific Manpower.The planning group's examination of the
isSue of demographic and other manpower factors generated the rec-
ommendation that NSB should assume .responsibility for preparing

re'port on scientific manpower. This led to the appointment of the
Ad Hoc Committee on Manpower Report. which produced Scientific
and Technical Manpower Projection& The NSF staff prepared the
outline for this report.83

b. Criteria for the Support of Research.After evaluating criteria
for the allocation of funds among disciplines and among modes of sup-
port within each discipline, the Board revised. the NSB statement

M ES: 148 : 10-11.
7, ES : 148 : 12.
93 ES : 148 : 15-19.
o ES: 148: 13-14.

ES : 148 : 20.
o In document AD/A-OBPA (Pvc :15: 2.)
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"Criteria for the Seletion of Research Projects by the NSF," (the .
current version is NSB-79-100). Dr.. Harvey Brooks played a major
role in preparing this document. The advisory committees and the
General Counsel also played important roles. The document, completed
in October 1974, was very restrictive regarding NSF support to in-
dustrial performers."

Subsequently other changes were made to the document, including
allowing industrial ressearchers to receive .basic research support
and ensuring geographic distribution of awarAsi

5. 1974
a. InVitutipnal AVeThnoe 8u1port.---A f ter discussing the establish-

ment of three programs to promote institutional science support (uni-
versity-industry work-study programs at the graduate level, scientific
equipment, and targeted fellowships), a task force recOmmended, and
the Board adopted a resolution, that the Director give priority atten-
tion in the. liscal year 11)77 budget est halite to such pmgrams.'

Subsequently the Board endorsed increasing the finiding for equip-
ment in the fiscal year 1976 budget. However, the Board tabled a PPC
recoMmendation to emphasize rieientific equipment purchases.''"

b. Basio Be8eamli in Minion Agencies.--This NSB task force con-
cluded (hat it was necessary to maintain a strong basic research com-
ponent in mission agencies. The NSI3 adolited a policy Tesolution on
this matter in October 1974 (NSB -78-322). t also agreed to trans-
mit the resolution to heads ot departments and agencies with rsearch
programs, appropriate congressiolud Committees, and other interested
parties.11

c. Falurc o f NS/ft.The PPG long-range meeting studied the
future of the NSF in relation to the following priorities: interna-
tional science, science edueat ion, a»d support of basic; research in uni-
versities. The task force concluded that the Board should give first
priority to the role of NSF in supporting basic research at academic
institutions." This led to the appointment of an NS13 Committee on
the Role of NSF in Basic Research. See chapter XV.

'Ater, the Board approved the development hy the Director of uni-
veniity-industry educational pmgranis at the graduatA level along the
guidelines proposed at the June Board meeting," even though this,
Task Force had said that NSF resources were too limited to permit
"opening the doors. .

Ie 13oard. also approved the establishment of a targetAl graduate
fellowship prograin which was intended to include more women.and

iminorities n support programs.92
C. 1975 23

a. NSB Self-81u4.----This task force looked at the overall NSB
objectives, the Board relationship to NSF activities and functions,
and the NSB organizational structure and practice. It recommended,

PPC :14 :2. and ES :167 :9-10 and 167 :29-88.
sa ES : : 11.
" ES : 165 : 8 and 168 : 5.
IT 167 :89.
N 167 : 6.
NES : 106 : 12.
I" 168 : 5.
" PVC meeting no. 23.

108 : ES : 168 : 8.
" The full textu of major long-range planning reports 1975-1980 are found In Appendix
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and the Board agreed, that; to the extent possible, the Board's activi-
ties should .be moved "away frorn narrower management issugs",,,
and more "towards policy cOncerns and increased effectiveness otits'...-
oversight responsibilities." 94 It also agreed that "The Board shonld
undertake a more, active- external role on science policy issues and
strengthen its linkages with external bodies, and that the Board shoultiok
undertake a study of possible mechanisms to increase the efficiency o
its activities. . 95 TO this end it was recommended that the Pro-
grams Committee, undertake a detailed review of its activities to con-
sider how it could become more involired in policy making," that
NSB delegate approval responsibility to the Director to the extent
possible, and that the Board set up a PPC Subcommittee on 'Mechan-
isms for Improved Oversight and External Communications.

The Subcommittee on Mechanisms for Improved Oversight and
External CommuniCations 'was established and later became a Com-
mittee. It eventually recommended that, the Board implement its
authority to hire professional staff to assist in its work. Later this
practice was found to be ineffective and wa,s terminated. (See chapter
III.) Also, after considerable study of the, NSF information and
internal management systems," the subcommittee recommended crea-
tion of ari audit, and oversight office and an NSB subcommittee to
oversee the office in NSB. These actions took place. (See chapter XIV
on the Audit and Oversight Committee.)

The. PPC Subcommittee on Mechanisms for Improved Oversight
and External CommunicatiOns also recommended that the Founda-
timi compile a compendium of NSB policy and procedural statements.
This was not fully implemented, e,ven though endorsed by the Board.
The NSF General Counwl subsequently concluded it was difficult
to put such a compendium together. As an alternative he suggested
that. the NSB im the NSF Handbook for Program, Managers in-
stead," or develop a functional index, which subsequently was com-
pleted but only through 1976. (See chapter VIII.)

h. Alternative Institutional Arrangements for Bctsie and Applied
Research.The task force recommended that further consideration
be Oven to the notions that growth of bash; and applied research levels
would be maintained best if :

i. increased NSF hinds were channeled specifically into proven high
performance u n iversit ies th rough t he Researeh I have rsity Program,°°
which would beintemled, in the, woMs of the draft task force report:
"To help create, as national assets, the ten greatest science-based re-
search universities in the world ;" "m and

ii. consideration were given to the establishment (or re-establish-
m('nt ) of research institutes connected with universities)"

The task forc,e also considered briefly an alternative that it felt
should be pursued, but not necessarily by this group, that is, that a
program be designed to facilitate planning for regional university

ters in various fields of science at the graduate level)" This activity

" E8 :175 : 1.
1,4 175 : 24.
is ES : 175 : 1.
*7 ES : 177 : 9.
is ES 185 : 19 and PPC meeting no. 38 : 3.
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also led to the formation of a Subcommittee on InStitutional Ar-
rangements for Research, which considered the topic of the proposed
research university program.103 The task force continued its work
into the fall, discussing the issue of developing institutional arrange-
ments for applied research.

c. Adaptability of NSF Management Structure, Philosoph,y, and
Practices to Changes in the Scientific, Political, and Orvanizational
Environment..1. task force dealt with management structure, in-
cluding the topic 'of improving the peer review process. This was
motivated, in part, by criticisms of the Foundation's grant award
decisionmaking processes, peer review procedures, objections to sup-
posedly "frivolous" grant titles, and criticisms of the NSF curriculum
support project., "Man : A Course of Study" (MACOS).'" After re-
ceiving considerable staff prepared information on the peer review
processes used in NSF, the Task Force concluded with respect to each
aspect considered.

Confidentiality : "a higher level of responsibility and validity
would result" if the peer review system were opened up.,

.Workload : The workload of program managers would be les-
sened if peer review comments .were made available to PIs, since
program managers would no longer have.to summarize comments,

Selection of reviewers: there is a need to strengthen the process
used to select peer reviewers, and the NSB should'work towards
establishinent of critieria for the selection of reviewers to ensure
the participation of a broader base of expertise from science in-
situtions in all parts of the Nation,

Program officers responsibility and authority : would not
change if the system were opened, since peer review is only one
factor on which decisions are based.1°5

As a result of these LRP discussions, the PPC recommended that
the peer review process be strengthened and opened. The Board sub-
sequently endorsed a resolution on peer review information (NSB-
75-2.25), intended to open up the peer review process, allowing ver-
batim peer reviews (with names of reviewers removed) to be sent
to principal investigators even when the Foundation rejected a pro-
posal. The task force continued its deliberations into the fall, con-
centrating on the selection of peer reviewers, internal audit processes,
and a survey of scientific community views on confidentiality of peer
re viewers.'"

The NSF staff opposed this policy at first, on the grounds that it
would compromise the integrity of the peer review process and would
lead to additional work for staff. At the 178th meeting, the Board
Chairman discharged thetask force .and appointed on Ad Hoc Com-
mittee on Peer Review Survey."7 to follow up on this issue tmd to
deal with questions raised by lhe Muse Committee on Science and
Technology in its report of January 16, 1976. Specifically the PPC
voted in favor of a policy that "Principal investigators shall be sent
verbatim, unsiffned copies of all peer reviews and upon request a
summary of trie Foundation's reasons for its decision on the pro-

PPC meeting number 30
20, ES : 174 : 34.
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"

posal." 1"8 The staff, in subsequent discussions at the -committee's No-
vember meeting, reported on the increased workload that such a change
would entail. Hence, the committee reported to the Board that "100
percent automatic distribution of peer reviews to principal investiga7
tors should be q. goal of the Foundation to he achieved in a timely
fashion." 'n The committee also wanted award declMation letters to
mention the availability of these review's. Apparently the NSF Direc-
tor objected, since the motion was tabled and, in the meantime, the
Director started to explore the possibility of implementing these. rec-
ommedations on a small scale in a few programs."°

^47. 1976
a. A'S/I/NSF Long-Range Mali nht9.`rask Force 70A on long-

range planning discussed the notion of interacting more with the
Budget Comihittee, to fornmlate budgets and plan on a longer range
basis. The Board decided that. it should restructure its une meeting
to.review an annual planning document, originally called Planning
Enrironment Document, which Would generate guidefines for use in
the annual Fall long-range,planning estimates exercise. The document
now prepared for this purpose is called Status of Science. The docu-
ment is prepared by NSF staff. It provides NSB members with infor-
mation about the status of scientific research and needs in the various
disciplines that the NSF supports and it gives figures of comparable
funding levels in other agencies to enable NSB to make comparisons.
The inception of this activity was a major event leading ttoward more
NSB control over the budget beginning in 1978.

Specifically, the task force on NSB/NSF Long-Range Planning
recommended an annual planning environment document which
would :

involve considerable PPC collaboration with staff in preparing
the document,
, feed into budget4naking immediately since the Budget Com-

'mit tee should consider re-examiningpriority considerations based
on4t.he results of the June meeting with immediate priorities inte-
grated into Summer and Fall budget preparation and with de-
ferred program priorities integrated into the Fall long-range
plann ing exercise,

ha reviewed by the Budget and Planning and Pblicy Commit-
tees immediately following the June meeting, and

compel more timely scheduling of program reviews by the.
Programs Committee.in

The Board' engaged in its first Planning Environmental Review
(PER) in June 1977. The format of the document prepared for the
PER has evolved considerably since then, hut the basic objective is the
same to provide an overview, of current directions and new opportu-
nities in the individual fields.of science sitpported by the NSF, and to

'compare, the role of NSF to that of other public and private sponsors
of research. The document. currently is prepared under the direction
of the Office of.Plaiining and Resources Management, with informa-
tion on each program supplied by the program manager. At times in

' PPC 43: 3 and (NSF-77-150), 194 : 14.
us 194 : 14.
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the ,past the document included essays by noted science policy scholars,
ander contract to NSF for this task. Basically the document attempts
to answer two questions: (1) Which are the important research find-
Mgs within each field of science? (2) What is NSF's perception of
opportunities, responsibilities and'needs in each field?.The current
document gives information on trends in funding for science and data
on NSF awards activity.112 It includes detailed descriptions of each
NSF program and program managees' ideas of special opportunities
and needs within each field. Special attention is given to discussing
infrastructure or support issues identified by the Board about a
year before the document is prepared. The topics covered are selected
from a list of suogestions received from NSB and NSF staff. The
Statu8 of Sciend-document for 1980, for instance, includes analysis
on the status of instrumentation, facilities, manpower, and industrial
support for each program. The guidelines for preparation are in-
cluded in appendix I.

The task tome on long-range planning also considered the report on
NSB operations prepared by the former NSF General Counsel Hoff,
called the "Hoff report,"4 and in consequence recommended that the
NSF Directorates provide the PPC with a list of significant policies
under which they operate, including those for which guidance is
needed; that the Pl'C review these lists; and that "the results of these
activities and NSB actions be appropriately listed and indexed in a
Policy Compendiinn for periodic review and updating by the NSB." "4
The PPC Sufwommittee on Mechanisms for Improved Oversight and
External Conununications also made, a similar recommendation.

b. Interruztional Soi,ence.Task force 76B on international science
discussed the issue of intermit ional science and if and how NSF could
play a greater role in serving the, foreign policy interests of the United
States while maintaining donaestir obligations and the NSF commit-
ment to scientific quality. The task force recommended that NSF
should seek to influence Department,of State deliberations in the .area

t I nit the ST I A Directorate should undertake analysis to support
these artivities, The topic of NSF's role in international science arose
again as an LRP topic in the June 1978 meeting.

8. 1977
In February 1977 the PPC recommended that the staff concentrate

on the following issues for the June Board meeting: status of science,
support of basie research, and renewable resources. I lowever, the _Act-

ing Director suggested that, the topic of science and societyethical
values of seieneebe substituted for the topic of renewable re-
sources,'" 'clie Board apparently agreed. The 1977 LRP issues were:

a. Status of Science.Task Force 77A approved the Statu8 of Sci-

ence report and recommended that the NSF staff prepare an annual
update to the document for use in budget-makino.. It made specific
recommendations, to improve the document. It ago selected sevefal
priority issues to hcanalyzed in separate essays in tbe 1978 version,
including inst itutional issues, NSF's role in industrial basic research,
NSF's role in assisting State and local governments, management of

Stntug of Science Reviews. 1980. Prepared by Die Division of Strategic Planning and
Analysis, ()Mee of Planning and Resources Management. Nov; 1979. 378 p. (NSB 79-370.)
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NSF at the $:3 billion level. cross-cutting, multidisciplinary studies,
and appropriate roles of NSF in international science.H6

b. Varieties of Decisionmaleing Processes in Different Fields of Sci-
ence.Task force 77-B dealt with the topic of patterns of decision-
making for science. The group discusged the impending implementa-
tion of the zero-based budget system (ZBB) and developed ranking
criteria for ZBB "decision units" tfiat the directorate advisory com-
mittees and the Board should use in conducting ZBB exercises. It also
recommended that the. Board be given an opportunity to review the
Director's pro/posed ZBB budget request before he submitted it to

-0MB."7
c. Role of NSB and NSF in Interactions of Science and Society.-:--

Task force 77-C dealt with two topics, both inspired by legislative
language. The first was the issue of the appointment of "nonscience or
public" Board members. Thete was considerable discussion of this is7
sue; some Board members stated that the Board should concern ifself
only with the appointment .of high quality scientists. The Board fin-
ally adopted the task force recommendation favoring the appointment
of more nonscience members. Specifically, the Board adopted a resolu-
tion that:

The National Science Board welcomes the appointment of Ilion-
science or public' members .to the Board based on the following
criteria : the nominees should be persons eminent and knowledge-
able in public affairs, who have not been practicing scientists, but

iwho have demonstrated involvement or interest n science and
technology.ns

The second topic related to the role of NSB and NSF in interac-
tions of science and society. This discussion resulted eventually in re-
constitution of a Committee on Science and Society fo recommend
improvement in NSF programs and policies to involve and inform the
public in science,nu td determine if NSF 'has a systematic process to
determine the needs of its constituencies, and to catalogue and assess
tho formal and informal involvement of nonscience public groups in
NSF's programs.12° It also led to a decision that the NSB prepare an
annual report on this topic.
9. 1978

a. NSF and the Support of Research and Science Education in the
MON.Taft force 78-A, chaired by the PPC chairman, prepared the
draft of statements on two issues : (1) defining NSF's purpose among
the Federal agencies, that is as the ". . . exclusive franchise . . .

.within the Federal Government to foster and support research creativ-
ity and training in the 3Cation," and (2) defining NSF's goals for
budgetary and public purposes.'21 This resultd after refinement by
tie sta fr in the release in November l978 of an NSB policy state-
ment on "NSF and the .:41ipport of Research and Science Education in
the 1980s," dated anuary 1979. The NSI3 submitted this statement to
the. House Conunitt"ee on Science and Technology as part of NSB's.,
delilwrations regarding possible revisioneof the NSF organic act. It

" 191 : 20, 21. and 193 27 29.
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created some controversy, shire, in the opinion of s me critics, it over-
emphasized the basic research mission of NSF (to the detriment of
applied research) and, according to sonie, by virtue of enunciating
priorities for NSF, excessively duplicated the Congress' role in deter-
minina the NSF mission,123

b. ritteivuttir)nert .Scie nee/De ef loping CouptPies/Resouree8..Pask
force 78B, chaired.).)y Dr. Jewel Cobb, who was also a member of the
Department of State's Advisory Committee to the Assistant Secretary
for Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs,
reviewed the context of NSF programs relevant to the lesser developed
countries (LDCs) and found a need and desire for an expansion of
effort in this area. The Task Force prepared,a report which was given
to the PPC.

This activity represents, one of the few clear-cut initiativcstaken in
an LW? task force to design a program in NSF to solve a problem the
Board perceived.

In her report, Dr. Cobb cited several philosophical recommenda-.
tions made by the Task Force: the focus of the prooTams should be
long-term; short-tevni politield considerations slioulebe avoided ;-the
private sector should be involved and, because regional efforts may
often allOw a multiplier effect, they are to be prelerred over single
country efforts.' 'I he report recommended that : NSF enlarge co-
operative programs between the United States and LDCs, that NSF
support programs to promote development of science infrastructure,
that NSF take the lead in studies of the use of science mut technology
in development, and that the director of NSF seek resources to permit
NSF ti) take a leading role in this area. A PPC subeommittee M.. as
established to oversee this topic and suggest program initiatives fot
international science that could be "undertaken with a relatively mod::
est reallocation of resources," L'5 to review the international responsi-
bilities of all directorates,l2G and to deal with, other international
functions, such as relationships with the Administration pro-
posed I;oundat ion for I iiternat io1Ia I echnological Cooperation.127

In November 1978, the Board adopted a resolutioff that NSF seek
to deal with seven program functions recommended by the Subcom-
mittee after consultation with NSF staff.'28 These were to :

expand the Scientists and Engineers in Economic Development
(SEED) Program,

provide dissert.ation improvement grants to LDC students and
establish a visiting sciontists program,

encourage cooperation with LDC scientists in areas of miltual
interest,

continue existing planning efforts in science edueat ion,
endorse *concept of short cours'es for .studepts froni.less-

developed emmtries, and
defer estaWishment of a program oLcooperative research to aid

developing cAmtries until after coordination with the Founda-
tion for International Teelmalogical Cooperation.129

1:3 See for example, C.S. Congress. Mime. Committee on Science and Technology. Sub-
committee on Science. Researeh. and Technology. 1980 National Selence Fionidation Au.
thorization. Bearings on H.R. 2276, February and March 1979. 96th Cong., 1st Sess.; Wash-
ington, Govt. Print. 08'., 1979, pp. 740-741.

124 199 : 18.
125 201 : 14.
In
121 200 : 11.
M199 : 1.8 and Report of 'rash Force 78 B, NSI3 -78-310, 199 : 24.
110 202: 13, Approved by NSB Res-78-112.
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l'hinni ag En r;von fit i( Plamting Environment
Review (PER) exercise in 1977 had resulted in considerable criticism
about the PER documents as well as the utility of the planning effort.

'To improve these activities, the PPC held a special meetingon Feb-
ruary 24, 1978 at Louisiana State University in which background
planning was begun for the three topics of the forthcoming June
meeting. The. NSF staff officials who would serve as executive secre-
taries for the three discussion groups explained in detail the objectives
and analysis planned.'"

The June 1978 Planning Environment Review consisted of three
volumes. They all were prepared by the Office of Planning and Re-
sources Management. Volume I was ,the PER Overview, intended to
present important trends affecting the conduct and.support of research
and science education. Section 1 contained a .review of NSF's funding
position within the Federal Government. Section 2 consisted of six
policy palwrs prepaed by outside experts uder contractto NS1'.1-33-
Volume II consisted of the Stahis of Science document-, written by the
staff to summarize important directions in individual, fields of sci-
ence.' Vol wile I I I consisted of NSI', IN8ues,.the working
documents for the discussion begininng NSF's mdve into a three-year
budget planning cyele.'", These documents served as the baAground
papers for each of thie three June task force discussions.

Task force 78---C reviewed the document Statud of Science. The
14oard ap-reed to make improvements. including incorporating a
science education section, encouraging external author:3 who prepared
papers for the document to publish them outside, and reviewing NSF
procedures to consider major budget items having large openended
('olon, it moults.'

11). /979
By March 1979, the PPC determined that three documents would

be prepared for the June meeting: Volume I, an updated Overview of
(la, Environment ; Volume II, the currently available Statue of Science

ricirs/979; and Volume III, material on each of the.discussion
he PP( had directed t hat the PER should he revisNl and

updated to include an "overview of last year as an annex, the new ma-
terial essentially lwing:a commentary and update with respect to new
directions ror change."'

The three topics for th61979 LRP were:
a. Young InvestigatorsUtilization and Support.The topic of the

utilization and ,support of young investigators, which had been suo.-
gested by the NSB Exccutive Committee, occupied Task force 797.71.
Tho task ,forre made ,soyeral recommendations regarding proposed
courses of action for the support of young investio.ators. These were
referred. to the committee on the Role of NSF in i'asic Research.. Ap.
parent v a consensus was reached to propose a program to provide
grants 'for individual yming investigators who already have tenure-
track positions (but where the funds awarded would:.support two
investigators in (he same area), rather than supporting young investi-
gators who had not vet round employntent."7

13) PPC meeting 50.
1199 : 10-11. The document is NliB -75-191.

1,32 N513 75 -192.
in 199 : 11. NSW -g,--193
13' 199 10, 17. Thif'S(' poSitions are reflected in NS13/Ites- 7i1-71 and NSB/Res-78-75.
III 205

l'PC meeting 5S.
II' 207 ;
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Subsequently, the Head o.c the Office of Planning and Resources
Management told the Board that such a plan would lead totraining of
more young investigators than necessary. The Committee on Basic _Re-
search was asked to examine the issue,'"'s and proposed an alternative
programlater adoptedcalled creativity extensions. See chapter
XV.

b. Review of NSF Organic Act.In April 1979, the Board estab-
lished an Ad Hoc Committee on-NSF Act Review to react to and plan
testhnony responsive to the announcement of the Subcommittee on
Seience, Research, and Technology of the House Conunittee on Science
and Technology that it planned a series of studies and hearings to
determine if changes were needed in the NSF organic act. The PPC
also discussed this issue from time to time, especially the questions

(--raised following the first set of hearinffs on the Act.13u
This Task force also discussed the tOpic of review'of the NSF or-

gatic act. It prepared a report which the Board receiVed and noted,
,

and which the Board Chairman later referred to the Ad Hoc Commit-
tee on NSF Act Review for further consideration, prior to submittal
to the House Science and Technology Committee. The recommenda-
tions were:

NSB Science Policy Reports.. Annual reports should be continued;
a special staff group should, be created to help the NSF staff write them;
the Board should be less involved in the Science hulicators series,.and
no legislative changes were required.

Composition of NSB Membership: No changes were recommended;
the report endorsed the June 1977 NSB statement affirming the inclu-
sion of public members on thc Board; the report noted that science
faculty from four-year colleges should be kept in mind..when seeking
new members.

NSF Role in Federal Support of Scientific Research: The report
: endorsed the January 1979 statement "NSF and the Support and

Science Education in the 1980s" and stated that NSF's responsibility
for basic research should not be obscured .by NSF's other multiple
responsibilities. No changes were required.

.VSE*8 Role in Appticd Rescom4 Nopport, rnirersity-Indostry
Couplings of Research, At oving from, ScientifleDiscovery to Dissemi-
natian: So ehangeo ive.re recommended, but the task force stated that
better tunleNtanding is needed of the fink bet Weell luu;ie and applied
research and that "Concerns seem inevitable if increases in applied
research programs appear to affect basic research growth."

Inema.ve in 110a1d.8 Flexibility To Delegate to the Director: Left
open at this ihne was the questiolf a whether the Board should be
able to delegate more authority to the Director to permit the Board
more time to deal with ove Night and the Programs Connnittee more
time to deal with procedural improvements.

Continuation of Trrnis of VSJ1 .11rmlnow: The question of a change
in the Act was left open.

Conecvnitk the Proposed Institute for Sc.i-
entifir owl TerhsT"eol Cooprodion: The Boara had stilted an affirma-
tive position regarding its involvement in international scienee activ-
ities in 1978. No change was required.

(10th PPC meeting, and CS: 208.
139.PPC meeting, Mny 17, 1979.
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ll/lebVP Of .11/ill T. Mit", Pawn Pd8 A nnuall y : The report rec-
omnaluded no eballge willi respect to, the awards, but suggested
changes in internal procedures, including those governing the age limit
and honorable mention Awards.

lI/flhl)f rand Lire! Of 41if mith ti1171 y .lssistant Dirortors:
A change was recommended to eliminate the requirements for presi-
dential nomination and Senate approval or to increase the number
of positions from f our to.six. The Ad floe Committee on NSF Act Re-
view was asked to studyt he issue.

Excfplefl Appointairlil Waliapily: The report recommended that
then' I no ehange in 'the Act regarding the Director's authority to
make excepted appointments.""

After much di,.ciosion and disagreement, the Subcommittee pro-
duced a report, whiqh shut I. in essenee, that the organic act provided
NSF with sufficient flexibility to carry out its charge and should not
be revised.

0 Adrquaril of Fun(Ilny J1001lanisms.Ta.sk force 79C treated
the adequacy of funding mechanisms. It examined possible alterna-
tives for funding to improve upon the NSF project grant. Topics
discussed incliuled: factors inhibiting creativity; the need to examine
the evaluation of proposals without regard to track records or make
awards based entirely on I'M' nt track records to insure support high
risk science: overhead ; rontinuation of flue master grant concept;
exploration of the block grants concept, by the Committee on Big
and Little Science; permitting three-to-five-year grants, to cut paper-
work burdens; variation in peer review practices to enhance efficiency
and effectiveness; conshleration of use of formula awards to institu-
tions as an alternative to the proposed use of five-year rolling (con-
tinuing) grants, and examination of'new methods to finance research
equipment and to make awards to small schools. Recommendations
were referred to the Ad floc Committee on Big and Little
(See Chapter XVI.)
I I . 1940

The PPC announced the first jsvo topics for the Jukrie meeting and
stablished steering groups and" named staff executive secretaries at
the 213th meeting- in February 1980. Subsequently, in reaotion to
Congressional actuon, it chose to study a third topic.

a, rairkrsity-Industry leelatiomships in Science 'awl Engineer-
irig.--Task force prepared a report on the Implications of In-
dlIstr1,'/17nipersity 6'oo1opati0e Resrar0h, ti; help guide NSF policy
in this area. Among the conclusions reached in the ,task force report
were:

i. University-industry linkages were important to NSF since they
would lead to good science.

ii. NSF should be involved in such linkages, even though they
already existed, since there,still are barriers that hinder the establish-
inent and functioning of university-industry research linkages. One is
the different reward structures in the two settings. The other is the "in-
tellect-hull property problem"---"the question of how rights to new
knowledge. will be distributed." The task force concluded that NSF
should serve as a catalyst for deWoping university-industry relation-

"0207: 18-21.
e 207 ; 21-12.

S.
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ships, but first should gather more information about them, It also
recommended the development of certain kinds of NSF awards in
support of this area : con ferences, personnel exchanges, aml iimovation
centers.

The PPC requested that the staff develop plans to implement specific
proposals and that t he remainder of the report be referred to the COM-
Mit tee on the Fourt eenth Board Report.

This policy discussion coincided with legislative action, since the
Congress was then considering passage of a bill intended to meet many
of the objectives in this task force discussion. This was the Stevenson-
Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980, PJJ. 96-480, which estab-
lished programs for industrial technology to promote industrial inno-
vation in NSF and -the Department of Commerce, and gave the
National Science Foundation, as well .as other agencies, specific re-
sponsibilities for supporting experiments in university-industd fund-
ing for generic technology centers."2

b. The Development and Maintenance of Scientific Careers,Task
force 80-B, prompted by criticism from the Science Education Advi-
sory Committee, discussed a background report prepared by NSF
staff on "the development and maintenance of scientific careers," then
prepared its own report and recommendations on the topic. (NSB-
80-230.) Of the report's several recommendations, one was "that the
Foundation reaffirm its priority to science education." 'Another recom-
mendation was that the Board should prepare a white paper "to define
the scope, depth of commitment, position, and priorities" that the
Board and NSF should give to, science education. The task force also
recommended that NSB establish a task force on science and engineer-
ing education to prepare this white paper. It recommended that
the Board communicate:with "appropriate state and local educational
entities to describe the.Board's concerns with the present state of pre-
college science education," and that it collect information from scien-
tific societies regarding educational activities of members."'

Subsequently the PPC appointed a Subcommittee on Science Edu-
cation to, among Other things, prepare the, white paper..144

c. hsues Associated with the Proposed National Technology
Foundation.Task force 80-C prepared a report responding to the
legislation proPosed to create a National Technology Foundation
legislat ion whfeh would transfer some.NSF functions to. the proposed
new agency. The NSF Director instead, proposed the idea of reorgan-
izing NSF toi create a separate Directorate for Engineering, which he
stated would achitve the objectives of the legislation, and transfer
applied res arch functions to the other NSF research directorates. In
the task ft- rye report, certain principles were establiShed, reaffirming
that.engii eering research should betreated the same as other fiehis
of basic research and that .jnvestigator-initiated applied research
should bc distributed among all scientific directorates.'"

The. Board viewed this exercise as part of a larger examination of the
organizational philosophy of the.. NSF. It created a PPC subcom-

"3 217 : Passim.
14, 217: 18, 37.
3 217 : 18, 36, 37.
,45 Report of Discussion Group C. Appendix C (Revised Attached to MR-80-289), 217 : 21

and statements on principles and philosophy regarding applied science and technology,
prepared separately by Dr. Branscomb, and Dr. Pettit at 217 : 22-35.
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mittee to deal with this issue and asked the Director to present a
proposal to the Board, regarding strengthening NSF's science and
engineering activities, for discussion at the Executive Committee

,meeting in July and the NSB August meeting.146 Subsequently the
Director developed an option paper to implement these proposals and
examine their consequences. An NSF reorganization was announced
in March 1981. (See Chapter X.)

141 217. 15-17.
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VII. THE BOARD'S BUDGET-MAKING
RESPONSIBILITIES

A. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Prior to passage of the 1968 legislation, which revised the NSF
organic act, the NSB played an important role in preparing NSF's
budget. During the period 1950 through 1968, NSB and the Director
jointly prepared the budget, presented it to the Bureau of the Budget
(BOB, the previous name for OMB) and defended the budget before
the Bureau.' However, from 1968 until 1976, the NSB seemed to play
a secondary role to the Director in preparing the NSF budget, which
had been formulated basically from the top (by the Director) down.
Beginning in 1976 the NSB Committee on the Budget (COB) began
to obtain control of information needed to make necessary improve-
ments in its long-range planning and budget analysis procedures
which started in 1978. Since then the NSB seems to have begun tor;

play a more decisive role in the formulation of NSF budgets.
Several measures may be used to evaluate the Board's actual con-

trol over the budget. One is whether it has a role as first among equals
as an arbiter in lederal It and D budget-making. The Board minutes
indicate that the NSB rarely discusses other agencies' budgets, either
to pass judgment on them in relation to broad Federal R and D spend-
ing priorities, or in relation to determining priorities for NSF's
budget. The Board does receive some information annually in 'its
budget-related, long-range planning documents which compares NSF
expenditures to similar programs and objectives funded by other
agencies. And, from time to time, when discussing long-range na-
tional projects, the Board discusses other agencies' budget. But on
the whole, the Board plays vittually no role in advising on science
budgets or serving as an arbiter in resource allocation decisions made
by other Federal agencies.

On another measurethe Board's influence on NSF's internal
budget-making processesthe Board's most important function seems
to be limited, mainly, to preserving the philosophy of Federal support
for basic research in the natural and physical sciences, and funding
for science infrastructures. Since 1978, when the Board started to
shape some information flows and analysis procedures vital to short-
and long-range budget-making below the Directorate level, and when
it strengthened its committee organization for budgeting, the Board's
budget processes have been improved to allow it to impose its will
on the formulation of the budget based on priorities it has identified
for funding discrete programs. ThuS the Board has been able to play
a more informed role in budget-making and to alter some of the
Director's decisions. As a result, the budget that the Director submits
to OMB is the budget formulated by the Board. However, the Board
usually has finished its budget deliberations before the OMB gives
the agency a "passback" budget figure in the late summer and fall.

1 In terview.
(155)
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During this period, the Board has virtually no authority to appeal
OMB decisions, little ability to change the Director's decisions made
during consultations with OMB, and no influence on congressional
directives. in authorization and appropriations bills and reports
regarding budget matters and directives to begin new programs.
Congressional control, in the sense of both detailed budget-making
and oversight, is ensured by the fact that the Congress requires NSF
activities to be authorized annually, a provision of Public LaW 90
407, the 1968 NSF amendments, and that the Congress instituted a
line-item rather than lunip-sum appropriation in 1968.2

The Board's lack of complete budgetary control may be entirely ap-
propriate. The Pm-ddent and the Office of Management and Budget
have primary contra over budget formulation processes. Since the
Director and the Board are nominated by the President and confirmed
by the Senate for fixed terins, Hwy have greater opportunity than most
political appointees to play independent, representational roles. Never-
theless, the NSF is compelled to be responsive to the President and
the Director of NSF necessarily has to be more responsive to the Pres-
ident than does t he Nat Uinta Science Board. It. is the NSF Director,
Deputy Director, and staff, not 'the Board, who interact with the Office
of Management and Budget, examiners in preparing and defending
the budget before OMB and after submission to the Congress.

Furthermore, budget-making is anextremely complex and cumber-
some responsibility for ft, part-time governing board. NSF budget of-
ficers aml NS13 budget committee nwmbers ha ve to deal simultaneously
with three budgets For instanee by November 1979 the Board had
begun its long-range. planning prooess for the fiscal year 1982 budget,
whuth would begin in October 1981. It, was working closely with NSF
staff who were defending fiscal year 1981 zero based budget eXercises
with OMB prior tO subnussion of the fiscal year 1981 budget in Janu-
ary 1980, and it was helping to guide the Director in obligating re-
'sources allocated (luring the fiscal year 1980 budget cycle, following the
completion of congressional budget action in the.fall of 1979,

Another factor exacerbates the complexity of NSF budget-making.
This is the fact that NSF's obligations for research have more than
tripled (in current. dollars) in the last ten years, from $289 million
in fiscal year 1970 to 1975 million in fiscal year 1980.

In the'seventies the NSB widened its control over the budget by de-
Moping new procedures to obtain information from staff, and to
link the Board's own long-range plann,ing exercises to budget formu-
lation activities. However,, the major hurdles to NSB's assuming more
budgetary control, as discussed by NSB members in interviews and
as reflected in NSB minutes, were:

2 The Senate Committee on Appropriations, in reporting the Independent Offices and
Department Of Dousing and Urban Development Appropriations Mil. 1969 ". . . suggests
that future [NSF] budget presentations he broken down Into lIne.items of appropriations
in order to provide the committee with better information as to the varied programs of the
Foundation than lq gathered from an examination of one overall appropriations item."
(r.s. Congress. Senate. Committee on Appropriations. Indepen(Ient Offices and Department
of Housing Mid Urban Development Appropriation Bill, 1969. Report to accompany
II.R. 17923. Senate Report No. 1375. 90th Congress, second session, 1968). Subsequently the
House Committee on Science and Astronauties began approving a line-Item imdget. The
Committee reasonNI that "There are numerous reasons for instituting a line.item budget for/
NSF at this time [1971 for the fiscal year 1972 budget]. The sheer Aize of the NSF budget,
together with its expecfrd Increases In the future, wnrrant closer congressional control nnd
overview." It also stated '..hat the IMP of a line-Item budget wouhl enhance communications
between NSP and the Committe and would aid the Committee's deliberations regarding mak .
ing changes In speeific programs. Congress. Douse. Committee on Science and Astro-
nautics. Authorizing Appropriations to the National Science Foundation. Repprt to accom-
pany MR. 7960. noun Report No. 92-204, 92(1 Congress, 1st session, 1971. p.iO3.)
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The view of several NSF Directors, operating under the con-
straints of 'close control by the White House staff, that the Board
should not play an imporiant role in budget formulation ;

The absence...of procedures which wouM enable the Board to
make useful. suggestions for new protrram initiatives, due in part
to the Board's own -inflexibility mid the absence of necessary
planning information from NSF staff about special needS and
actual expenditures for program areas, and about historical trends
for research expressed in constant dollars;

The lack of feedback from NSF staff about whether NSB
budget deliberations were useful; and

The absence:of a link between long-range planning, short-range
policymaking, and NSF budget-making.

The Board's attempts to gain more controfover the budget have been
leng and arduous. For an overview, see table 12,. According to Dr.
Marian Koshland, current chairman of the Budget Committee, during
1979 when preparing the fiscal year 1981 budget, the Board for the
first time ever, presented the Fomidation with an NSB-authored state-
ment of program priorities and estimates of expenditures needed to
achieve them. Former NSB member William Hubbard, chairman of
the Planning and Policy Committee for several years, said that it was
not mitil the beginning of the 1982 budget cycle, in the fall of 1979,
tha:t NSB finally (rained' effective influence over budget preparation.3
This is a distinct ('-'hange from previous practice where the Board did
little mortf than react to figures presented by NSF staff, or estimated
future expenditures on the basis of a fixed percentage increase.

TABLE 12.EVOLUTION OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE AND OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 'IN ITS RELATIONSHIP
TO THE STRUCTURE OF MAJOR COMMITTEES AND THE STATUS OF LONG RANGE PLANNING, 1968-80

Committee structure
Long-range planning/

Date Statutory Standing Task budget event of significance

October 1968 . Executive Budget Committee
Committee. (same membership

as Executive Com-
mittee).

Programs Committee.
Institutional Com-

mittee.
Long-Range Planning

Committee.
December 1970 do' . do NSD decided to require the

Director to provide a 5-yr
plan every March, for con-
sideration at an annual
March long-range planning
meeting.

NSB members asked to sub-
mit suggestions for new
programs to Director, 'with
copy to go. to NSIS chair.

May 1971

lune 1971

do Budget Committee
(same membership
as Executive Com-
mittee.

Planning and Policy
Committee (re-
placed Long-Range
Planning Commit-
tee).

Programs Committee.
do do

3 Interview with Dr. William Hubbard.

PPC lune rnietini Aiscussed
8 budget refatnt.LRP is
sues fa iht first time.
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TABLE 12.EVOLUTION OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE AND OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN ITS RELATIONSHIP
TO THE STRUCTURE OF MAJOR COMMITTEES AND THE STATUS OF LONG RANGE PLANMNG, 1968-80--Con.

Committee structure

Date Statutory Standing Task
Long-range Planning/
budget event of significance

lune 1972 Executive Programs Committee . NSB, at the June long-range
Committee. planning meeting, asked

NSF staff for comparative
data re: Federal funding by
agency for science, by dis.
define.

For the first time, ADS gave a
presentation on future Plans
for their directorates.

NSB starts a procedure at
June meeting of dividing
into task forces to con
sider science policy and In.
frastructure issues relating
to resource allocation de.
cislons.

October 1973 . do . Planning and Polley The subcommittee was created
Committee, as part of the PPC; con-

Budget Management trol moves away from Di.
Subcommittee. rector.

Programs Committal.
1974 do . . do . Budget Management Subcom.

mitts, makes a concerted
e ffort to use NSB.suggest.
e d opportunities when dis.
cussing fiscal year 1976
budget plans with staff.

September 1974 do planning and policy Budget Committee Creation of a COB.
Committee. (created as a task The COB, with considerable

Programs Committee, committee). assistance from NSF staff,
prepared the first written
budget report for use at the
January 1975 meeting,
dealing with the fiscal year
1977 budget. It incorpo.
rated suggestions mada by
NSB after hearing a staff
presentation on long.range
planning.

1975 do . do do CO8 develops new procedures
to permit earlier and better
impact on budget.making.
COB provided a preliminary
written report to the Board
in December. After fvSB
comments were received,
the COB produced a refined
report in January which was
discussed at the February
meeting. At the February
meeting the NSB Commit.
tag of the Whole voted to
accept the report which led,
it said to the first NSF
budget request at a malls.
tic level, with additional
priority add.ons.

June\ 1976 do do . do When preparing for the fiscal
year 1979 budget, COB.
for the first time, requested
from NSF detailed prolec.
tions and analyses of how
resource allocation
sions were made. PPC es .
tablished a planning envi-
ronment review (PER) proc.
ass, first used at the June
1977 meeting. It was in.
tended to glve NSB infor.
motion re: scientific prior-
ities and an indication of
the relationship of NSF
programs to other federally
supported efforts. It was
also intended to provide
background for fall long.
range planning meetings.
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TABLE 12.EVOLUTION OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE AND OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN ITS RELATIONSHIP
TO THE STRUCTURE OF MAJOR COMMITTEES AND THE STATUS OF LONG RANGE PLANNING, 1968-80
Continued

Committee structure
Long.range planning/

Date Statutory Standing Task budget event of significance

1978 . Executive Programs Committee. . do Now NSB Budget Committee
Committee. chairman initiated new in

formation control pron.
dures to obtain views from
Assistant Directors on sci-
enc needs and budget
needs. AD's briefed fun
NSB recreation of cross.\ directorate programs.

el February 1979 do do do . For the first time, the full
NSB divided Into groups to
hear presentation of AD's
re: long.range plans, in
preparation for preparing a
written COB report for the
Board to use In preparing
a budget for fiscal year
1981. New NSB chairman
made the COB a standing
committn because of the

May 1980 do . Planning and Policy importance of its tasks.
Committee.

Programs Committee.
Budget Committee.

Source: Compiled by the Congressional Research Service based on NSB minutes and documents. ;

The Board's enhanced ability to shape NSF budgets also has enabled
it to make detIsionis that tlw rect or might not want to make
hely on controversial resource allocation issues dealing with two, or
more directorates. Also, insofar as there is consistency in its recom:
inNidations ove time, the Board's annually enunciated priority'
choicessuch as for funding research equipment and for social sci-
ences carry added weight.

B. 1969=1973: LIMrrED NSB CONTROL OVER TUE BUDGET

1. NAST Director Controlled the Budget Committee Via Chairthun-
ship of thy 2178B Executive Committee

During the early peria 1969 through 1973, the Directors' dornina-
t ion of trie budget-makinr, process as caused in part by the personali-
ties and independent styres of the incumbent Dit'ectors (McElroy and
St('ver) and reinforced by the procedures and committee apparatus
the NSB had established to deal with budget matters. The 1968 legiS-
lation prescribed an NSB Executive Committee, composed of the
Chainnan and Vice Chairman of the Board, two other Board meinbers
e IN't NI biennially, and the Director, who chaired the Executive .Com-
mittee. The Ad Hoc Committee on Nair Operations, in September
1968 ecommended that the Board create a standing budget commit-
tee, Ahose membemhip should consist of members of the Executive
Committee, whieh was chaired and virtually controlled by the. Direc-
tor. The Board Chairman, however, was named the Chairman of the
Budget Committee.*

It is acknowledged trenerally that the Budget Committee, during
the period 1970 to 19737 played basically the role of reacting, within a
very short-time frame, to decisions made by the Director and staff.

6120 : 13.
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For instance, the following excerpts from a discussion of the fiscal
year 1971 budget illustrate the primacy of the Director's role and the
Board's felt inadequacy :

Tho Director called the Board'S attention to several -major
changes and trends in the 1971 budget. It has been restrnctured
to emphasize the Foundation's "new thrust"i.e.; the support of
. . . activities which might assist in the solution of societal
problems, particularly through interdisciplinary activities [to be
funded at $13 million]. . The BOB has recommended the reduc-
tion of high school teacher institutes from $36.5,to $20
Early in the negotiations for the ... budget, BOB decided that no
Federal funds could be requested . . for new graduate trainee-
ships [which are to be replaced by loan programs]. ... The Board
expressed grave concern over the Bureau's decision to terminate

thd Graduate Traineeship Program and decided to transmit its
views in a letter to the President.

. . . The Chairman requested the Director to provide the Board
with a Memorandum containing detailed information regarding
the fiscal year 1971, budget, including the rationale, which led to the
major reductions and increases in the various procrrams.5

The Board Chmairan made a similar request for theNNSF Director
and staff to give the Board more, and better information in order to
enable the 43oard to assist in preparing other budgets during this
period.°
2. Del ibcvalions About Making -the SI? Move Active in Budget-

making
During the fall and winter of 1970 the Board's Long-Range

Plannin(r Committee considered how NSB could become more effective
in formrdating national science policy and in making more meaningful
inputs into the budget process: The .committee proposed and the full
Board agreed that :

the March Board meeting every year should be devoted to the
comideration of long-range budgetary planning. The Director
will bring to this meeting a five-year projection with major issues
highlighted, including recommendations for Board action, and

Board members with specific items to contribute regarding the
budget should submit them to the Director with a copy of the
proposal to the NSB Chairman.'

This last proposal, that Board members make suggestions regard-
ing budget, items without knowledge of program managers goals, state-
of-the-art, development, or financial trend dataa reactive, highly seg-
mented way of acting on budget proposalspersisted as the typical
Board budget-making procedure until the new practice was begun in
1976.

3. 1D71 Long-Range Planning Meeting
In March 1971, the Director gave the Board, the first long-range

planning document, prepared by the staff pursuant to these procedures.
The docuMent contained four parts:

ES : 129 : 13-7.For instance, several pages of minutes of the Executive Committee meeting 70-2
were devoted to a discussion by the Director end staff of preliminary plans for the Foun-
dation's budget for fiscal year 1972, of the staff's view of projects which needed special

funding and of the staft's first estimates of a five-year plan through 1975. This wns fol-

lowed by the statement that "The Board Chairman urged the Director to provide the Board
with a docurnent.containing details on the . 1972 budget eatimates as loon as they,
have been adequately formulated by the staff." (ES : 132 : 6 and ES : 132 : 10.)

I ES: 134 : 4-8.
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1. The planning environment, a sununatimr of the Federal environ-
ment and major factors which, in the view of the staff, were critical to
the Foundation's budget;

2. A discussion of 12 planning issues, identified by the staff, which
requirN1 the Board's action or views ;

3. A first cut of program plan highlights, covering the period 1973
to 1977; and ,

4. .A presentation of the staff's estimates of financial estimates
through fiscal year.1977.8

<, Tinder the. auspices of its Planning aml Policy Committee, the Board
in 1971 had instituted an annual long-rancr cre planning meetin, held
each .1-frae, in which science policy issues otnf a broad scopeCult not
NSF budget issueswere discussed. According to the minutes, the
Board decided to devote more time .at its 1971 June meeting to three
of the 12 planning issues, all of which were oriented to Cudget topics.
(See Chapter VI, above.)

In the typical pattern that woulil persist for several years, the Direc-
tor summarized the sense of the NSB budget discussion priorities,
which, hel-:aid, he would "take under advisement. . . ."
4. Expans,ion but Continued Pestraint in the Budget Committee's

11610 ,

'A Board reorganization took place in May 1971, during which time
several conunittees were abolished and were replaced by two new stand-
ing committees. At that time the Board also decided that the existing
Budget Committee could fulAll the role of the third proposed standing
Committee.° The reorganization expanded the. Budget Committee's
role, from its primary function of advising on budget and fiscal !natters
aml lutving special responsibility duriag the'early phases of the budget
cycle, to include a. liaison and promotion function with OMB and the
Congress.b°

...

lkspite the reorganization, budget-making practices fOr the fiscal
year 1973 budget continued ,to be controlled by the Director as before;
Tlw typical procedure used 1 a budget-making cycle began with the
Director awl staff preparing nd presenting to the OMB, and then to
the full Board, estimates o .proposed budget expenditures in each
prograqt area at thxee different total target levels." .

In what has subsequently been called a "haphazard procedure,"
Board . members continued to be urged to submit suggestions for new
initiatives to the Director and the Board Chairman. However, they
were given virtually no systematically adcumulated information about
current expenditures or program needs. Nor did they participate with
tlm Director in devefoping preliminary budget estimates.0

Preparations for the fiscal year 1974 budget continued according
to the same procedure. The OMB and the Director clearly were the
major players in the NSF's budget-inaking process. For instance, in
March,1972, the Board received a briefing on Federal It and D pro-
grams and budget from Dr. Edward E. David, the President's
Science Advisor. . He summarized the references that the Presi-
dent made in his March 16, 1972 budget message on R and D, noting

ES : 137 : 2.
138 : 18.

12140 : 11, Mtg. July 15-18,1071.
1.,78 : 140 : 2.

'2ES : 142,

80-976 0 - 83 - 12
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the importance that. t he President wantid to give to using the. Founda-
tion's support programs in science and technology to help solve social
problems. But, apparently, the Science. Advisor did not solicit. the
Board's suggestions in this area, although Dr. David did ask for the
Boaill's suggestions regarding the strength of institutions of higher
education." Tn addition, during this meeting the Director reported to
the Board on details of discussions that he had with OMB Dirqctor
George Shultz and other OMB officials regarding, their plans for
NSF. OMB considered the proposed ten percent increase, in funda-
mental research in the. NSF budget as large, OMB was concerned
about. the Foundation's programs in direct support of education, a»d
"OMB [was] emphasizing its management sole to a greater degree
than before." " .

5. The Board Attempts To Strengthen Its Budgetmaking.Roe, 1972
.1973

a. 1972
Tn June 1972 during the fiscal fea'r 1974 budget discussion, the Board

began to express concern about the need to interactwith theDireetor at
an earlier stage in shaping the budget, not (inly to exercise its author-
ity, but alse, to assist him in defending the request before Congress
and the, Administration."' At that same meeting the Board took an-
other step toward obtaining more control over the budget when it re-
quested the, Director and staff to provide comparative information for
the June. meeting about expenditures, that, is, "Federal, support of re-
search at educational institutions in earth sciences,.,' mathematics,
astronomy, and if possible, biology and chemistry. . .l ." 16 The 1972
June long-range planning meeting (for 1974) was notable. also for
two other milestones in the evotution of the, NSF budgetprocess. For
the first time the hieeting inclUded a presentation by Assistant Direr-

Ators of general long-range pla s for their directorates," Also the
Board made a decision to inter, :ate, insofar as possible, the. budget
formulation process and its diScussion of long-range, subStantive
issues. Therefore; the meeting also included separate. discussions by
three NSB task forces of six substantive long-range planning issues
which the staff derided were releVant to all FOundation. programs.
Each of the three task forces developed preliminary statements on the
issues during the June meetings and' they were subsequently referred
to the Planning and Policy Committee for refinement and follow-up
discussions 13 at the November meeting, in an attempt to generate,
consensus among Board members sn that, the documents could serve as
the basis for the Chairman's testimony before the authorization com-
mittees that. spring."'

The Board also expressed considerable interest in interacting with
NSF staff earlier in the lmdget process and disrussed several alterna-
tive -ways to do this---hut at the strategic, rather than the, tactical
level. But "it was agreed that the Board concern iself with the major

,issues priorities, dist Hint ion among fields, areas needing priphasis,
$

la ES : 145 : 8-11, c
4 ES: 145,... 5. 14-15.
15 ES : 147ir 7
"ES : 147 : 8.
"ES : 144: 2.
li ES: 144: 3.
"ES: 150 : 4. r
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net's' programs, etc.--and not involve itself in tactical negotiations,
trade-offs." 20

In response to these concerns, the Director proposed to provide the
BoFd at the Novendwr meeting with a. sehedule of the budget review
process to identify key times at which Hoard guidance might be use,-
fit] in advising On poliey and "discipline emphases!' 21 At the Novem-
ber 1972 meeting, the Director stressed that the Board's giiidarice
probably would be most iltdevant at the "early planning stages of a
budget . . ' since nllijor budget decisions later tend to be made on
short notice."' NSF Assil-tant Director Dr. Rdward C. Creutz sug-
gested four specific ways in which the Board could be. more effective-in
the budget-makina process. But none of these identified a decisive role
for the NSB in the'-budget formuktion kocesses. They were:

Individual Board Membeik could keep the Foundation currently
informed of important trends in their fields. '

The Board as a group couhl discuss competition among dis-
ciplines.

The Board could help the staff frame arguments for the im-
portance of science.

The Board could provide guidance On issues concerning the in-
teracting roles of the various directorates; e.g., Research and
Research Applications, Research and National and International
Programs."

b. 1973
In 1973, at tlw beginning of the fiscal year 1975 budget cycle, the

Board took several more steps to strengthen its role in budget-making
by broadenihg the quantity and quality of information available to

The Director had presented his preliminary budget and long,range
plans to the Board early in the spring; as \Slit; customary. However,
the Board stated that it had not received sufficient budget-related
information from the Director, awl asked him to respond in writing
to certain questions and suggestions that the Board made a,t, the
April meeting. These responses were presented to the Board in May,
'Stafr Responses to NSB Policy Questions," (NSB-7.3--151). But
'because of tinw pressures, the Directm, already had presented a prp-
Posed 1975 budget to OMB based on the preliminary discussions1w1d
in March and April.25

During April 11/73, the Plannbig arid Policy Committee also dis-
cussed how the Board might participate more fully in the fiscal
.year 1.1176 budget. eyelv. The PPC also wanted to widen the Board's
impact on budget making to include more interaction with the OMB
when NSF was defending its budget." Task Force II' of the June
1973 1,RP meeting reeonimended "that the Board should devote a
meeting to playing 'a ga:tie' of allocating a given sum among, the
various diseiplines, listed in the cross-walk table Ithat had been dis-
tributed I." Further, it was recommended that the NSB should use
several alternative budget levels and should interact with staff using
different kinds of criteria for support of science."

24 Es: 1W: 5.
" ER : 5.
"ES : 151: 5.
11 : 151 :
" : 155 : 12.
25 ES 155 ^.

Es 157 11.
n ES : 157 324.
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('C. 1 973 :;rr(i1v 1110 Mom.; I \iweEN:nEs-C1.: I s B.I'DOET1fA RING : CREATION

A BUDGET MANAGE74ENT SUBCoMmrrrEE.As Rua OF THE PPC

The Ad Hoc Committee on Board Organizationorecommended to
the Board in September 1973 that it abolish the Budget. Committee
that had been composed of the, Executive' Committee, since' 1968, on
tlm grounds that, it ". . . had had a limited scope and has not been
active during the past:several years." 28 In its place, it recommended
creation of a . . Budget Management. Subcommittee as part of the
PPC.29

The Budget Management Subcoinmittee Nvas chaired by Dr. Grover
Murray. It turned out t,9 be a prototypical precursor of the Budget
C'ommittee which was established the next year, and ,which was also
chaired by,Dr:Murray. At its jnitial organlzing meeting in October,
the Subcommittadopted what appeared to be, a more active role
than that of its iiNdecessor. It was to

Assist in the planning/budgeting process by serving as a
liaison between the board and the staff in the development
of major issues for discussion and in the, resolution of any im-
mediate issues associated with budget planning, and further
to design and establish board procedures for interacting with
the staff on budgetary issnes.3°

At. its first meeting in October 1973 the Subcommittee also asked the
Board and staff to submit sugcrest ions for "research opportunities" for
consideration in the. 1976 blidget estimates. But more importantly,
perhaps, for the first time it asked N,S1? staff ". . . to develop bar
charts showing NSF budget, levels by major activity over the past ten
years, . . ."

During its next two meetings the Subcommittee continued to dis-
cuss its role and how it. could make. a more meaningful and earlier
input to the budget. It debated whether it should accept. the Director's
estimates as presented and authorize their transmi&sion to OMB, or

__whether it, should study the estimates and provide comments and guid-
ance to the Board for extended discussion in April with deferral of
long-range issues to ,Tune.3° Apparently the Subcommittee, played an
active role in discussing budget plans with the staff and in having
staff incorporate NSB suggestions into the fiscal Year 1976 ,budget,
which Hai Board approved in April for transmittal to OMB.

I). Syrriolnya 1971: CuE.vrios op' AN :INDEPENDENT CommirrrEn ox
THE Buoorr AsA Form, POINT F(11: NSB litnonT Discussioxs AND
PREPARATION OF 1Va1'rrnx BUDGET RcroaTs

fn September 1974, in the typical pattern of soliciting Board sug-
gestions of "opportunities," the Sul;committee started discussing sug-
gestinns received for the fiscal year 1977 budget and made plans for
NSF staff to develop procrram estimates to be presented to the Board
the following March.32 Brit a change in NSB menibership and leader-
ship which occurred that, month led to a change in Committee orga-

u Report of Ad Hoe Committee on Board Organization (Revised), Sept. 21,1973. p. 6.
uItdd pp. 6-7.
30 RS : 159: 10.
31 RS:163: 6.
SI ES: 166:14 and ES:166:16.
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nization. On September 20,'1974 NSF Director Stever swore in seven
new Board members. Also Dr. Norman Jiackernmen, upon hammingthe Chairman of the Board in September lt/7-1. announced a.revision
of the committee structure. The Budget Management Subcommittee, of
the. PPC was terminated and in its place was created a Committee
on the Budget .(COB).
I. Fuii,ctions

. ..This Committee was to remain a task committqe until 1980, when the
new (hairman of the Board, Ik. Lewis Bra1:4mill), made it a standing-committee because of the continuing importance of its functions. The
funct ions of the, Budget Committee remained about the same during
the six-year period 1974-1980, although in later years the Board's
responsibility to interact with the MB and rongress was made more
explicit. The current charge is to:

1. Provide a focal point fo,r Boal-d participation in budg-etary matters, including program priorities.
2. Provide advice to the Board and Mairman on NSF

{midget:try issues. I ChangNI in 1978 to "on NSF authoriza-
tion aincl appropriations issues."]

3. llelp serve as spokesmen for Board on NSF budgetary
matters. ['Added in,1978: "with the Office of Management and
Budget."] ..-.,

4. Reexamine priority considerations, based onthe, results
of the June Board meeting, with immediate priorities-inte-
grated int6sunn»er and fall budget, preparation and deferred
program priorities integrated into fall preparation of long-
range plannino- pstimates.

5. Meet witri the Planning and Policy Committee during
the June Board flieetinp.to review results of Board discus-
sion of and actions/guidelines on PER.3" [""For long-range
planning meetings," added in 1978]

,2. Epo/iiI;oti of .ictiritivs
The, Committee on the Budget established two new procedures.

First, it, began the annual budget preparation process earlier than did
its predecessors. Second, it _began a series of analyses resulting in a
written report which was in tended to _rtlide the NSF staff in preparing
a budget for preentation to the full Board% At. its second meeting in
November, the Committee, a fter receiving a preliminary presentation
y the staff, urged NSB members to review the proposed plan and to

sUbmit any additional suggestions. As a result of the presentation, the
Chairman designated certain issues for additional study by the PPC
hp rot", the Board would recommend additional budget action on them :
a review.of the TZ .1 NN iwogram and art evaluation of the capability of
traditional institutional arrangements to meet the current research
needs.3;'

a. First COB Wri.ttrn Report., 1975.On January 15.1975, the COB
presented a written report to the full Board on the fiscal year 1977
budget. According to the minutes, although most, of the report was
written by NSF staff members assigned to work with the Commit-

a 33 NSB Committee Structure and Membership, December 29,1976. NSB-76-454.34 ES ; 168 : 10-11.
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tee," this was the first detailed d6cument submitted by a budget
committee to the full Board containing "considered judgments and
recommendations of significant issues requiring the Board's decision
at an early stage in the development of budget estimates and plans for
the next fiscal year." " The Board minutes note that the report, en-
titled, "FY 1977 Program Thrusts," 37 ". . . resulted, from an exten-
sive interchange between Board Members and staff over the past eight
months. Seventy-six major program and project proposals, submitted
by. the, Board Members and the staff, had been reyiewethby thc Com-

mittee. The Committee then developed a report containing the Com-
mittee's recommendations on.these proposals for program initiatives

sand areas of emphasis in fiscal year 1977." "
On February 21, 1975, upon recommendation of the Committee on

the Budget, the Board held a special one-day ,meeting, as a committee
of thc whole, to consider the fiscal yehr 1977 budget estimates and pro-
gram plans prior to final action by the staff for submission to 0MB.39
The .Committee voted to accept thc report at the February meeting."
Tlw stall, following the recommendations ill the report, Mid devel-

oped a prelbninary budget and program, which according to Board
Minutes was ": . within a realistic total dollar figure, including a
separate- list of possibly high., priority add-ons for each budget

ectivity."41
The COB Chairman presented this document, entitled "Fiscal Year

1977 Preliminary Plans and Estimates" (NSB-75-53), at the February
meeting. He said that the staff wmild follow the guidance provided in

the document in making their presentations of isSues requiring resolu-
tiOn to the Board. The Director observed that the Board had made a

major contribution to the formulation of the Foundation's programs

and budget for fiscal year 1977, but that staff Might have to make

changes as the negotiations proceeded with OMB. the Board proposed

9, target of $850 million, with staff submissions totaling $890 million.
The staff subsequently agreed on a request of $875.3 million. According

to the -minutes, "The Director elicited the Board's specific guidance

about reeommending to OMB the additional funding of the . . add-

on Kojects totalin,r $0 t.5 million. Dr. Murray noted that. this is the

first t ime NSF (-midget has been developed at a realistic tarffet level

in the beginning with priority items above this budget tarCet listed

separately. 12

The, Committee op tche Budget in March 1975 took an active role in
following throucim the fi,cal year 1976 budget and preparing the fiscal

year 1977 luid,ret, It reviewed two items which had been suggested in

the research di n.ct ora t es subequent to the presentation of the budget :

nooelorator techuolory and picking up materials research projects
droppi,I1 hr ( ho unuireil ne-4,:111'h Projects Aueocy of the Depart-
ment of De reuse. It reported that it also reviewed the add-on items of

Diri,ctors and rcLminut.nded the partieulars of the fiscal

yea r 1977 1d1(1,fet Omni thy DirevInr ::hould submit. which the Board
:ipproved." NSB members at this meeting discussed the

1-, Mr 14 MoNInrh. Jr , nnd Dr. E. Creutz,
" ES 1f19 13
17NS11-75-15.
7,` ES 1744! 1.

10 11.
Es 170,1.

41 E .; ! 170 2.
4:21.1S 17)3.

ES : 172 9.
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budget in detail and offered specific comments on programs, such as
the statement by Dr. Thieme :

I have grave doubts about NSF embarking on a program
of economic analysis. . . . I am not content with the judg-
ment which excluded the social science development program
which I suggested. . . . a place in the budget should be re-
served for meeting the challenges with a strategy which we
must tevise."

E. CONTINUED CRTTIC1SM OF NSB SUPERFICIALrrY IN BUDGET MATTERS,
1975-1976

Despite the improvements which had been made in Board participa-
tion in budget-making, at the September 1975 meeting of the COB
serious concerns were raised about the superficiality of NSB participa-
tion in the budget :

Several Members indicated a serious concern over the-sdTh-67
what superficial manner in which the*Board participates in
the budget development exercise. Specifically, it would- be
highly desifalile 'for the Committee on the Budget to monitor
tlw development of .estimaes more closely, for the Board and
to partivipato ill mak-int,- decisions on priorities and a strategy
for inclusion in the finZ budget request of highly promising
new initiat ives and emerging problems. Such consideration by
the Committee on the Budget and later by. the Board, was
considered especially desirable since several of the add-on
ittnis were new to tlw Board and certain other activities pre-
viously discussed were excluded.45.

Subsequently the COB reported that, when the staff initially pre-
pared estimates for 1978., Assistant Directors used their own *set of
growth assumptions and, as a resUlt, the estimates varied considerably,
resulting in a marked iinbalance among proffram areas. OMB made
changes to budgets already approved by thj'Board, further compro-
mising the long-range planning efforts and plans made by the Board.
As a result, new mechanisms for lonff-range planning seemed neces-
sary in order to improve Imdget-mnizing and to avoid ". . . simply
dividing up the resources." "

During the spring of MT). COB members continued to explore
ways to improve the influeiwe of the COB and the NSB bn NSF
bwlget-making. The Board said that it had insufficient time, to react to
calmeks made by OMB after NSF presented the budget and that it
was roneerned about the eventual distribution of funds and possible
duplicatiOn between agencies ID funding basic research. Therefore, a
sumrestion was made that staff (-rive Othe, CB a set of program priori-
ties at the June nwetin7 of the'-"Board which would be considered for
Him iont ion based on reduretl levels that OMB was expected to,report
Impk,47 0111,,N niparyntly felt that the COaneeded more lead-time to
develop its post tire on 'woe-rant priorities in any given year and, there-
fore. asked tlw staff to prepare a sehedule to permit a more systematic

4, COB meeting No. 5, March 20. 1075.
ES : 175 : 5.

LM ES : 17R : R.
41 COB meeting No, 15, Mar. 17. 1976.
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approach for preparation of the fiscal year 1979 budget with sufficient
lead-time so that the NSB would be able, to react to OMB budget
directions."

Other COB members expressed concern about their need to obtain
information to establish priorities' below the directorate level. In re-
sponse, the staff agreed t'o provide bimonthly, summarized reports on
budgetary developments:4° At the. same. m(eting, Dr. Murray pro-
posed, to COB, development of a biweekly newsletter to COB to in-

clude information on,budget-making activities."
However, the COB apparently continued to feel that it had to be-

come involved earlier in budget-making; tkerefore, in July 1976 it
sent a letter to the NSF Director requesting that he provide,the fol-
lowing information :

Two- to tliree-year projections of commitments for
programs,

Analyses of how each directorate reaches the dollar figures
included in estimates (Dr. Rice said that the amounts that
staff used in .the long-range planning document were "blue
sky" and that more realistic- estimates should be made to
avoid wasting staff and Board time), and

A listing and summary discussion of alternative levels of
financing and altdrnative allocations fcii funding.51

When prep:ring the fiscal year 1979 budget, the Board continued to
use the same procedures as before. The COB held "mini-hearings" with
presentations from the Assistant Directors, considered suggestions
made by NSB members and peesented the NSB with a preliminary
budget reflort in Deceinber. In January and February the Board con-
sidered the material and then adopted a report to guide the staff..Sug- -
gestions for budget allocations were "strategic"at the directorate ,
levelrather than "tactical," that is, priorities within programs.52

Board members continued to complain about their perceived lack of
impact on the budgetary process. For instance,in October 1976, Dr.

Anna J. Harrison, from her vantaffe point as Chairman of the Pro-

grams Committee, wrote to the Cairman of the Budget Committee
=

about her felt lack of impact on budget-making:
I hafe not managed to discover bow to contribute to,the

deliberations of the Committee. There is limited direct feed-
back. It is difficult to respond for year Y when I do not know
the actions being taken within NSF for year (Y-1) budget.
In fact, I do not even know if communications to the' Com-
mittee are received by the Committee.53

According to tile minutes of the Budget Committee, the, Chairman
responded that ". . . although he sympathized with Dr. Harrison's
problem,. . there are many times Board input into the, actual budget
process is virtually impossible. The prime example occurred recently
in preparing a fiscal year 1979 budget in less than a week, at the Office

of Management and Budget direction. He indicated that every effort

48 COB meeting No. 15, Mar. 17. 1976.
ER : 191 : 17.

50 COB, 17th meeting, .Tune 22, 1976.
In COB, 19th meeting, June 20, 1976.
63 ES : 187 : 4.
01 Letter dated Oct. 11, 1976.
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should be made to bring the NSB into the deliberations process of the
Committee on the Budget as scion as possible . . ." 54

In addition, some Board members objected to the Board giving total
responsibility to the Director or the Executive Committee to make
final decisions regarding the budget during the summer months when
the full Board did not meet. Some Board members were unhappy that
the Board did usually not learn of the President's and Science Ad-
visor's views about budgetary preferences until the summer months,
after the Board had completed most of its budget deliberatibris."
Suggestions were made. to invite OMB and OSTP officials to brief the
Board earlier in the budget deliberation process.

F. ESTABLISHMENT OF TIEE PLANNING ENVIRONMENT REVIEW, 1976

Another innovation intended to enhance NSB control of the budget
was made in 1976, with the establishment of the Planning Environ-
ment Review process. This process is to focus on long-range issues
which are not directly coupled to the next budget cycle, but which are
important to the scientific community and which likely would feed
into the long-range planning budget meeting. (For additional details
see chapter VL)

The document prepared through this prOcess is specifically for Board
use and it is limited to internal administrative distribution. In recent
hearings on long-range planning before the HOuse Committee on
Science and Technolog:y, Congressman Brown raised the question of
widening the distribution of the documents (appaitently it was given
to Congress in 1981 at the fiscal year 1982 authorization hearings), or
consolidating its preparation with other efforts in an attempt to stream-
line the science planning activities of the Government.

Several other changes were made in 1977 in the NSF, budget procesS
since zero based budgeting (.ZBB) was instituted. When ZBB was first
started, NSF staff members prepared the required ZBB package§ (giv-
ing funding at alternate. decision levels). However, in an attempt to
provide more Board control over the budget, in August 1977, the COB
met to herthe Assistant Directors' presentation on their consolidated
ZBB decision packages. Individual COB members then ranked the
packages and, according to the minutes, the Director consicilred the
COB members' rankings along with those of the Assistant Directors
when preparing his ranking. This was discussed in a joint session of
the COB and the Executive Council on August 16, prior to presenta-
tion by the Board on August 17. The adjustments made by the COB in
the ranking for the.fiscal- year 1979 budget especially reflected the con-
cerns of the NSB to increase funding for social and behavioral sciences
and science edutation, as noted originally in its January 1977 report.
At its meeting in August 1977, the Board decided that additional in-
creases should be provided for science education and social sciences
and, therefore, it (1) reallocated- $5 million from the Directorates of
Mathematical and Physical Sciences, and Engineering; and Astro-
nomical, Atmospheric, Earth, and Ocean Sciences; (2) added $1 mil-
lion to the Directorate for Biological, Behavioral, and Social Sciences,

" CS : 193: 2.
66 Final Executive Board budget decisions are made in late summer and fall usually

without benefit of this intense consultation with the NSB.
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expressly for social sciences; and (3) added $1 million to Science Edu-
cation, specifically for the Comprehensive Assistance to Undergradu-
ate Science Education Program.56

G. ESTABLISHMENT OF CURRENT BUDGET INFORMATION
PROCEDURES, 1,978

In 1978 Dr. Marian Koshland became Chairman of the COB and
instituted several procedural changes which have greatly ,broadened
the Board's impact on budgetmaking. Four changes of critical impor-
tance were: (1) inception of a long-range planning exercise which re--
quires Assistant Directors to prepare written information, (2) debate
about priorities of each directorate before the Board, with an NSB
member serving as advocate for each directorate, (3) preparation of
formal Board resolutions and reports on budget priorities, and (4) in-
itiation of the cross-directorate program.

The current NSB practice will he described, in Subsection 2, below,
by looking in detail at the Board's preparation of the fiscal year 1981
budget.. The steps of this procedure were about the same for the fiscal
year 1982 budget cycle, which is summarized in Subsection 3.

I. Written Long-range Plans Are Required From Assistant Direc-
tors ; Reprosentathms Before Full COB and NSB.

The. first Change relates to the loncr-range. planning exercise. Pre-
viously Assistant Directors preparetrplanning documents and gave
oral presentatibns to members of the Committee. on the Budget. The
Committee on the Budget preparca preliminary recommendations for
directorate-level budgets and asked the full Board to respond with
suggested "opportunities," based on this information .and June Plan-
ning Environment -Review PER exercises.,

Since 1978 this procedure has been changed to require program di-
rectors to present written projections of two kindsbased separately
on (1) scientific need and on (2) desired budget growth. Also, whereas
formerly the. Assistant Directors made oral presentations only to the
C013 now they make presentations to the- full Board, which divides
itself into task groups at its long-range budget planning meeting to
consider in detail the projected needs and allocations of each director-
ate. An NSB member serves as a discussion leader in the presentation
before the full Board and, in effect, serves as an advocate for a
directorate.
2. The Board's Rae in Preparing thc Fiscal Y ear .1981 Budget

The NSF fiscal year 1981 budget cycle began in January 1978, when
the Di rector issmed target figures for each directorate for use in prepar-
ing the NSB required documents. The NSB fiscal year 1981 budget
activity began with twOlong-range plannincr meetingsone in Novem-
ber 1978 and the other in February 1979. Trrior to the meetings. in the
early fall of 1978. the Assistant Directors and division heads. at the
request of the Director..prepared h document titled "Priorities for the
Support of Science" (now ('alled "Opportunities and Needs in Sci-
ence") which identified priorities and outlined researeh support needs
within each of the direetorates. Data were included to compare the pro-
gram being cliciised with other efforts in the NSF and related efforts

" COB, meeting 26, Aug, 17, 1977, and CS :192:7.
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in other Federal agencies. Scientific research as well as training pro-
gram's were discussed. The document was intended to deal only with
the next budget cycle, and was to focus less on the funding required '
an4 more on the science objectives that needed to be supported."

A second document prepared for the NovemberFebruary long-range
planning cycle is the five-year long-range planning issues document.
The one used for fiscal year 1981 budget was entitled "Long Range
Planning Issues, FY 1981-1985," NoveMber 1978. In this document,
each Assistant Director proposed a plan which is supposed to address
realistically the needs of the directorate and which gives detailed five-
year plans, 'identifying pronTam goals and funding required for each
separate program area. Estimates of program needs are given at two
or three different budget levels for the five budget cycles (that is, low
or stable, mi(t-range, blue sky). Thisjlocument is intended to provide
background for the Board's discussion,61 differential rates of support
among the disciplines; it results in finwial guidance for the Committee
on the Budget. The Director requires that the division managers dis-
cuss these priorities and plans with their respective advisory commit-
tees before presenting them to the Board. 'For the fiscal year 1981
budget cycle this information was presented te the Board in November
1978.59

During its fall long-range; budget meeting,,the NSB divided into
three working groups to hear the long-range presentations. The. three
groups were :

1. F.:ong-Range Plans of Mathematical and Physical Sciences and
Engineering. -(MPE), Biological, Behavioral and Social Sciences
( MIS). and Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth. and Ocean Sciences
(AAEO) ;

2. Long-Range Plans of Rpplfed Science and Research Applica-
tions (ASRA). Science Education (SE), and Scientific Technological
and International Affairs (STIA) ; and

3. Special Topics: Big Science Problems and Cooperative Agree-
ment Act of 1977.59

Reports of the Working groups *ere prepared and distributed in
January for continued discussion at the February long-range plan-
ning meeting during which the Board divided itself into working
groups, each dealing with the priorities of three directorates. Each
working group heard a presentatioq by the Assistant Directors,
who made a special case for his or her program. An NSB member led
the discussion .of each directorate's programs and acted as an advocate
for the programs.

At its 202nd meeting, the Board adopted a resolutio,n which ranked
its priorities for level of magnitude, and special science infrastructure
support (that is, core:support and instrumentation above all else) and
which accepted the specific working group recommendations.° The
working groups were very precise in recommending areas for empha-
si de-emphasis. For instance. Working Group 1. which dealt with
tlw Behavioral, Biological, and Social ,Sciences, reported that ern-

Tile latest available doenment. planned for gnidaner for th0 November long-range plan-
ineetin..i. le,ginning the fiscal ;,ear 10s2 budget .eele, Is; "Priorities for the :4.upport ofseienc,- Nue 0, I S7 SSP. -in 430. p.

',National Selonee Foundation. Lungrange Planning Issues, PI' 1981-1985..Nov. 1978,7 1211. distribution limited, various pagings."202 2-3.
o' CS : 204 6-7.
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phasis should be placed on plant sciences. instrumentation. non-human

primates. long-term ecological research. and proldems of young in-
vestigators and that less attention should be given to marine labora-

tories. anthropologioal resources. chemical sensors (reeeptors). trop-
ical biology. awl ,gene and cell banks." ..1!: another example. Working
Group 2 stressed that in science educati(m. the greatest attention
..hould be given to research in science learning and teaching and pre-
college education,r'2

The February 1979 meeting. according to Dr, Nosh land. resulted in

"guidance which . . . was explicit and agreed upon by the Board and

sta She said that this exercise Served two functions. One was in-

formationalto assist the Board in fOrmulating bu(lget plans. The
other was pol it Ht. since there are times when the Director may choose

not to take sides with one AI) over another in a resource allocatibn dis-

pute. In cases like this, the NSB serves the useful function of adjudi-
cating the disagreement and making a decision. For example:

It 7as the consensus of these meetings that for ['fiscal year
"'PSI I the highest priority should go to the growth of scien-
tific research project support (SRPS) and associated instru-
mentation, rather than for support for facilities, centers,
instif ut es and large capital investments.G3

The Board guidance. which reflected the previous Board reSolUtions

incorporating the working groups' guidance Was expressed in the form

of a three-page resolution giving detailed NSB recommendatiOns
regarding short- and long-term NSF budgets. The Board adopted the

resolution (NSB /Res-79-23/Th at the February meeting:. The Com-

mittee, on the. Budget was required to use it in preparincr budget esti-

mates. See Appendix .T. The Board guidance stresseereal growth
above inflation, gave highest priority, first, to increasing core support
and. second, to increasing funding for scientific instrumentation and
equipment. It outlined a few specific priority projects in each direc-
torate and outlined areas where readjijstments might be made from the

plans that the direetorates presented."
The Committee on the Budget used this resolution when preparing

amid reeommendMg an angregated general budget for fiscal year 19817

to lw presented to the-NSTi in March 1979. Its recommendations were

contained in a detailed COB report. NSB(Br--79-3, which included
speeifie desired levels for directorates and discussed areas that should

be emphasized. After discussing the report. the NSB voted to accept it.

See Appendix K.45 Accordino- to Dr. Ko-thland. this was a new special
innovation in the fiscal yea I' 19:51 budget process since:

1-11 previous years the predominant method had been to look
at current funding in each directorate mut to propose per-
centage ellanges over that funding. This year the COB first,

est hnated what total funds be necessary to follow the guid-
a nee of the Board. and then determined estimated amounts,

It

III R,,port of Working firmly 1. NSii 7 `i 20 (nevli..a) 202 ;37 -95.
R,port of Working Oroup 2. NSII 75- 251 at 202: 41-42.
cS 205 :

^44terommentiations on the NntIonni Selenee Foundation long-range plans for fiscal year
19S1 and subsequent yPars. as accepted by the National Science Board at its 204th meeting

on Feb. 15 -Pi. 1970. NSit/Res- 79-25/B. Appeadiv 1. NSB-79 59. OS: 204 19 21
rr; committee on Budget Report and Review of Plans and Estimates for Fiscal Year 19S1

and Subsequent Years, NSB/B11-70-3.
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which tile COB finally compared with the ZBB proposals
and the Director's rkommended changes."

Adoption of the report .also served to mitigate the disagreements
amOng Board members over prioritv funding areas."

The Board expeeted the NSF birector to use the COB report as
guidance that reflects the general priorities and philosophy of the
Board. The document is not supposed to be distributed externally,"
and the Committee did not intend.that the Director be bound by the
exact estimates in t he report. However, the report gave specific guid-
ance regarding NSB prefereneeS for each directorate, although these
dift not appear to be measurably different from the directorates' pref-
erences, with one exeptionin Science Education, the report recom-
mended h more gradual increase than reconunended by the director-
ate." The COB report also oontained instructions for dealing with
OMB if the "mark" was lower than expected. Thus, for the fi cal year
1981 budget

I f the budget "mark" reveived from OMB is lower han
the proposed million estimate for fiscal year 981,
t he Committee recommended that top priority for basic re-
search grants he maintained and that the areas of special .ein-
phasis be reduced accordingly with one exceptionthat the
..15uneter millimeter wave telescope in AAEO be retained."

In March the NSF submitted to the-OMB, based on Board recom-
mendations, its initial budget request for fiscal year 1981 for the Presi-
dent's spring review in late March. According to the schedule discussed
by the. Board, in June the OMB gave the agency a budget lerel or
mark; during the sununer NSF staff prepared zero based budget pack-
ages at various levels aboVe and below the mark. The NSB Conunittee
on the Budget considered the staff's budget and prepared its own report
on preferred ZBB levels which differed markedly from staff's. The
NSB then qpproved a Inulget resolution during August.n The Board
resolution included the language that the "Board recognized that the
Director might, have to make certain adjustments in.the distribution
of funds during future negotiations with the OMB." 7 2 The Director
used the funding levels recommended by the Committee on the Budget
in its August (1 report when he submitted his budget to OMB, "NSF
Budget Est imates for fiscal yea r 1051, Zerb-based Justification of Esti-
mates of Appropriations'', Sept. 19, 1979. The Budget Committee also
gave its preferred alternative funding levels, should OMB revise the
butbret."',

In September and October, OMB and the OSTP reviewed the
agency budget submission ; during November and December NSF
stair negot iated -with OMB over the program funding levels. Even
though the Directm' keeps the NSB informed about negotiations, the
NSF, has little or no opportunity to influence decision-making at this

^ICS: 205: 9. NS11/Ites--79-32.
ff: CS 208: 6

Retnitrks of Dr. Knot-1111nd.
4* Cs : 206: 16.
7" CS : 205 . 8.

Tut,, Cotis zee Report on the (Neal year 1081 budget wn8 released on Aug. 6, 1070,
NSB ;BC 70-12, pp. CS : 208 : 15-20

12 vs 209: 7.
73 S : 208: 13 and NSB/Res-79-0g, CS: 208:8-9.
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stage, during which the Director might have to submit new initiatives,
often at the request of the President, a situation which somc Board
members criticize since they do not have the opportunity to examine
such issues- critically. For instance, during the 211th meeting, the
Director announced he had discussed, with OMB, two special ini-
tiatives proposed as add-ons: $26,000,000 for Careers aifd Literacy in
Se4ence ,(Science Education) and $3,000,000 for a U.S.-People's Re-
public of China Cooperative Program in Basic Sciences and Related
Areas." He added that decisions were pendinff on several other initia-
tives, including industrial innovation and trie Cooperative Automo-
tive Research PrOgram. During this discussion, one Board member,
Dr. Mac Lane, apparently seeing loss of NSB and NSF control over
the budget, "urffed the Director to distinguish between initiatives orig-
inating with tiSF, i.e., OMD, roeean margin drilling] and other
initiatives which NSF may from time to time be asked to Undertake.
The latter. Dr. Mac Lane apparently believed, -should be examined

ieal
Another innovation in the fiscal year 1981 budget process was the

creation of a new budget. category, called cross-direetorate or multi-
direct orate programs, an idea that the COB supported. According to
the Board :

IThis category] included a number of cross-activity pro-.
grams not identified with specific. fields of science., e.g., Indus-
try/University Cooperative Research. Ikgional Instrumenta-
tion Facilities, Research Equipment arid Instrumentation for
2-Year and 4-Year Colleges and Universities, U.S./U.S.S.R.
Cooperative Science Programs, Research Initiation in Mi-
nority Institutions, Planning and Policy Studies Program,
Post-dortoral Fellowships, -Young- Investigator Research
Support, Research Cost Allowances for NSF Fellows, and
the Experimental Prograni: to Stimulate Competitive
Research."

In some respects the multidireetorate efforts can be dOnsidered to be
"Board programs- since they fall outside of the directorate structure,
aro eongressionally impose'd, or are programs of a controversial
nature which the Board had considered in detail before authorizing
fumli ng for them. The budget request for this area, now called Cross-,
Direet orate programs, was $51,9:50,000 for the fiscal year 1981, about
/Inutile the request for the fiscal year 1980. These efforts were dim-
hmted under the Reagan budget proposals."

The Board's Bah, in Preparing the Fisea7 Year 1982 Budget
Tlw Director's planning sequence for the fiscal year 1981 budget

liegan in January 1970 when he issued instructions and projection rates
to the A,-sistant Directors to use in preparing relevant documents 43r
presentat ion to the Board for discussion in the fall budget long-range
1/1a.lining inert iiuz. The Board's planning sequence for the fiscal ypr
IlN:2 budget began during the ,Tune substantive long-range plat-mina.

Sfe. for Instance, the discussions at the November 1979 NSB meeting : CS : 211 0. 1
" '211 : 9.
Te CS :205 :6.
77 National Science Foundation, Budget in Brief [Presentation to the Congress.i FY'

10S1. p. 51,
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meeting. The long-range planning meeting, dealing with funding and
directorate priorities, was held in February 1980, during which the-
Board received materials.for_the.fiscal years 1982 ehrough 1986. The
Assistant Directors presented their long-range plans, followed by
Board discussion of directorate priorities led by Board members as
follows : STIA : Dr. Cobb; Science Education : Dr. Cota-Robles;
Mathematical and Physical ScienceA : Dr. Kasha, Astronomical,
Atmospheric Earth and Ocean Seiences: Dr. Salpeter, Biological and
Behavorial Seiences : Dr. Rich, Engineering and Applied Science: Dr.
Pettit ; 18 Cross-directorate: Dr. Hubbard.

'A few other changes were made: the Priorities in Seience document
was renamed "Opportunities anti Needs in Science" (ONS) and is de-
scribed as-a qualitative view by the directorates of means and oppor-
tunities in science within approximately a five-year period. In prep-
aration for the meeting, the Board also was sent a volume on five-
year projections (of programs.at three different ffrowth rates, that is,
constant, limited growth (12 percent) and sube'stantial growth (17
percent)." During the February meeting Board members were pro-
vided with documental ion regarding the issues to be discussed at the
June meeting (whose preparation had .hegun in January) as well as
the Z RB documentation for the previons year's budget." For a sum-
mary of t he key event in The budget cycle, see Table 1:3, "Key Events
in the Planning and Bu(lget Cycle."

TABLE 13.KEY EVENTS IN PLANNING AND BUDGET CYCLE

Step Timing Participants

Internal budget preparations . January-October
1979,

NSF Director issues instructions and projection
rates foi fiscal year 1982.

NSF Director provides funding totals to each
Directorate for "constant level."

Directorates updatelevise "Opportunities and
Needs in Science" CONS).

Directorates provide ONS materials to OPRM.
Updated ONS report printed.
Director's 5 yr projections to OPRM.
OPRM Directorates Review and Coordinate

Materials.
Director AD meetings on 5-yr projections.
ONS and division projections'provided to NSB

members.
Annual planning environment review: 1n-depth June 1979...

discuss.on of 2 or 3 longerrange concerns
that affect many fields of science.

NSA review of long-range plans, fiscal years October 1919 -
1982-86 ; March 1980.

Discussion of overall scientific and program
priorities, to provide guidance ottprepar-
ing budget estimates.

Discussion by PPC of broad policy outtines. October 1979...

Discussion of priorities by PPC with NSk . November 1979..

rIsB working groups review projections;
results in guidance to COB.

COB provides guitlance for preparation of
multiyear estimates,

NSB reviews COBs estimates, which are
then transmitted to OMB.

President's spring review: Executive Office
"previews- agency plans and aggregates
estimates,

Principal materials

NSB with Foundation
management; spon-
sored by PPC.

NSB with Foundation
management.

PPC with NSF staff----.:

PPC with NSB .....

February 1980._ NSB with-NSF manage-.
ment.

Febviary 1980._ COB with NSF manage-
ment,

MarcB1980.. NSA, COB... _

April to'dune OMB, OSTP, with some
1980. interaction with NSF.

T, EAS atapda tor Engineering and Applied Salence.
TICS :213 :5.

PPC-79-16 :4.

u \

Staff papers and commis-
sioned studies.

Planning papers, 5-yr
projections.

Broad outline of Director-
ates plans.

Status cf Science Reviews;
Priorities in Support of
Science; Director's
Overview,

5-yr projections at 3
levels.

NSB resolutions.

NSF multiyear estimates
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TABLE 13. --KEY EVENTS IN PLANNING AND BUDGET CYCLEColitinued _
Timing Participants Principal materials

Step: Purpose

Preparation of zero-based budget package, fiscal
year 1982:

With NSB and 012B guidance, formulation June to Sep-

of detailed Foundation-wide budget at ternber

several dollar levels.
COB review
NSB review .

President's fall review, fiscal year 1982 budget.
OMB reviews detailed budget (wilh CS1P
participation); recommended amounts for
NSF to be included in President's budget,

Congrrsional consideration. Resiew and hear.
ings leading to authorization of programs
and appropriation of funds.

Formulation of operating plan, float year 1E82:
Director prepares detailed operating plan
.based on congressional adjustments to budget
request.

COB, NSF, NSB staff

July 1980.
August 190_ _

September 4n OMB, OSTP, onsider-
January 1E11. able interaction with

NSF.

February to Congressional commit-
September tees,'leading to floor
1581. action on bills; NS8

and NSF management.
September 1981. NSF management in con

sulration with NSB,
OMB and congresslonal
committees.

Drafts of ZBB package to
OMB and related docu-
ments. ,

ZBB package and related
documents.

NSF budget to Congress,
testimony, hearing
record, and related
materials.

Operating plan and allo-
cation,documents.

Source; Provided by NSB,

Tilerc was a lengthy discussion of long-range issues during the
.,February law meet lug. The main themes as summarized fly the chair-

Man of the Pa; were: the "continuing need for core support, re-

search equipment, and facilities grants; support for computer sci-,

ence, imlustry-unitrersity cooperation, and emrineesing, both basic and

appliod.'7.."'' Also in February 1980, the Board'iliscussed the first report

of the. Conimitee on the Budget regarding its 1982 budget request.

During the March 1980 meeting, Dr. KosIdand reviewed in detail a
Committee on the Budget report distributed at the meeting which re-

flected the preliminary budget estimates for fiscal years 1982-1984,

that, resulted from the NSB rruidance at the February long-range

planning meeting. The repork'--divided program support into several

categories: programs that should continue at the same level of effort

in fiscal year 1982 as 1981 (which would receive an inflation adjust-

ment of 12 percent), those that should experience modest growth in

real dollar terms (which would receive an additional 5 percent over

inflation) ; and those that should be. deemphasized : (no inflation
adjiitctnwrit,.u2

Among the Board recommendations were:
Directorate, for Mathematical and Physical Siences (MPS) : rtal

growth for mathematics, physics (except nuclear physics); chemis-

try, and materials sciences (not including the Materials Research
Laboratories) and special emphasis for computer research.

Directorate for Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth. and Ocean Sci-

ences, (AAEO) : real growth in scientific research project support in

Astronomy, same level funding for At mosphe'ric Sciences and Coordi-

nated Ocean Research. and inflation adjustment for other programs;
provision for future. funding for a 25-meter millimeter wave tele-

scolye; A A E0 was also requested try examine carefully proposed large

scale expenditures and aSsociated future year operating costs, and So

propose items to be eliminated i 1 recommendations 'were made for sig-

nificant new capital expenditures.
A n t a re t ic Research : inflet ion mljust limits, de fe rra 1 o f spending for

large new- capital items until funding becomes available.

CS :2 13:1 1.
so CS :2 14 :5.
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Directorate Ior Biological, Behavioral, and Social Sciences (BBS)
special :funding emphasis for Social and Economies Sciences, real
growth in Physio*v, Cellular and Molecular Biology and the
Belmvioral and Neural Sciences, and level funding for Environmental
Biohigy. Tlw report stated that the Board did not wish to initiate any
additional long-term environmental centers. ,

Directorate for Engineering and AppliNl Science (EAS) : special
emphasis for Engineering, and inflation adjustment for Applied Re-
sea reli.

.Directorate for Scitice Education (SE) : marked inctease in Sci-
ence Education with particular emphasis on research related to teach-
ing and learning of science; funding at the fiscal year 1981 level for
Science and Soeiety programs.

Directorate for Seientifie, Technological, and International Af-
faiis ( STIA) : special emphasis to increased cooperation With lesser-
developed countries, especially in Latin America, inflation adjustments
for Policy Research ahd Analysis and Science Resources Studies; no
in('rease for In formation Science.

'ross-1)ireet orate programs : inflation adjustment. for all activities ;
fluid ing doubled for the new University Research Fiwilities Improve-
ment Programs."

During the March 19'() meeting the Assistant Directors also made
for funding special efforts which should be preserved consider-

ing that the President had proposed cuts in the budget for fiscal year
19s.2. At the next meeting in April, the Committee on the Budget pre-
sented the Board with revised estimates for fiscal year 1982. based on
the discussion at the March meeting. These included :

A marked increase in science education in support of the
Board's view of the need to identify and develop high caliber
scientists and engineers and to emphasize research on teach-
ing and learning,

Speeial emphasis to investigator-initiated projects in
applied research, low-level figures for other applied science
programs, elimination of funding for the nutrition program,

Reversal of its decision on MPS so that the funding level
need not iniply a deemplutsis for nuclear physics; and

I ncrease AAEO lvS10 million, primarily to fund the
first, year of ronstruction oi the 25 meter millimeter wave
t elescope.'" s

The final version of the COB report for the fiscal year 1982 bude.et
prior to receipt of the OMB "mark" (target for NSF) was trans-
mitted to the -Board-onMay-4; 1980--as_NSB/BU/80-3. The report
reeoniihended a budget of iit1.270 million. This report also stressed:

Wherever possible small research project. S'ilpport was to
receive pre fe rent i al increases,

Support for large facilities was to be maintained at the
fiscal year 1981 level of effort including an adjustment for
in fiat ion , and

Large capital expenditures were to he carefully reviewed
and documented to ensure the inclusion of realistic estimates

&ICS 211
'4 Quick minutes, 215,-p. 3 and CS: 215 : 6-10.

83'17c, 83 13 1 q
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of future.operating costs and recommendations for corre-
spondineitems to be eliminated.85

Subsequently during the summer, the OMB asked NSF to develop a
zero based budget totaling $1.160 billion. Dr. Koshland reported that,
following the practice of previous years, the Committee on the Budget
recommended that the budget be prepared -at a higher total, i.e., $1.270

* billion with particular attention to the distribution of funds at the
$1.1.4) billion level." In addition, the acting Director and the commit-
tee were recommending that NSF propose two apresidential initiatives
for possible, add-on funding over and above any budget total : $100
million for university research facilities improvement and $40 million
for engineering education and research, and an add-on of $57.4 mil-
lion for IT.S. Ant arctie Research Program.- The NSF fiscal year 19s2
budget President Carter submitted to the Congress totaled $1,353,500,-
000. The Reagan Administration budget for fiseal year 1982 was cut
back to $1,033,500,000. Most of the teience education programs, inter-
national activities, social sciences, and innovation activities were cut
back or eliminated. OMB reportedly did not consult the Board in
making these euts.

IL OrnEn FuNcrioNs OF THE COMMITTEE ON TIIE BUDGET

I. In f &fluent ContinanirationlWitlt OMB and OSTP
A- noted above. the Committee on the Budget is charged with serv-

ing as the official liaison with the Office of Management and Budget,
regarding budget matters. As far as can be ascertained from the min-
utes of the Board, the Conunittee on the Budget has not done this to
a significant extent. Two important examples of OMB decisions which
bypassed the Board inolude OMB's initiation of the RANN program
in 1.971 and the Reagan Administration budget cut of about $3:25
million from the Carter Administration fiscal year 1982 budget,"
In fact tlw Reagan Administration made decisions direetly opposite
to the NSB preferences as exhibited, for instance, in its cuts of social
science research and funding for instrumentation. From time to time.
OMB and OSTP officials have made presentations to the, Board, but
usually on generalities. For instance, the President's Science Advisor,
the OMB Director or a staff member of the OSTP have attended Board
meetings to discuss a President's philosophy or rationale for science
budgets. Tyli,ically these discussions are held in a "closed" or "closed
executive" Board meeting. For instance, in March 1972, Dr. Edward
David, the President's Science Advisor and David I3eckler, the Execu-
tive Secretary of OST staff briefed the full Board on the Presi-
dent's views."7 In March 1979, Dr. Frank Press, President Carter's
Science Advisor, accompanied by Philip M. Smith, an Assistant
Director of the OSTP. briefed tlw Board regarding:
'Pluralism for support of basie research as evidenced by re-entrv

of the Departnwnts of Defense and Energy into basic research support,
Reorganization plans relating to the proposed Departments 01

Natural Resources and Education, the International Development
Cooperation Administration, and the proposed formation of the In-
stitute for Seient ific and Technologica ''ooperat ion,

40 CS : 219 : 2.
,4 see chapter X and section G of ,thim chapter.
al : 145 : 8.
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New postdoctoral fellowship programs, and
Changes in OMB Cireular A-21."
If there are informal discussions between NSF, OMB, and OSTP

officials, the minutes do not reveal them. The Director does, from time
to time, report on discussions he has had with OMB officials, either in
the early planning phases of a budget or during the reconciliation
phase after the mark has been received,"

There is little indication that either the Director or NSB officials
have attempted to change decisions made at OMB regarding NSF's
budget.
.2. ..1ssignments from Board rhairman

Also from time to time the Board Chairman refer to the Commit-
tee. on the Budget, certain questions regarding initiating or modifying
programs, which may have emanated from other Board committees.
For instance. in March 1980, the Chairman asked the Board to:

(1) Consider what action, if any, the Foundation should take con-
cerning the future, of the Naval Arctic Research Laboratory, and

( 2 ) Take under advisement the I.ecommendation of the Committee
on Minorities and Women in Science that important consideration be
given to mainta'ining th e. current level of funding for minority-focused
programs within the Directorate for Science Education even though
certain programs have been transferred to the Department of
Education."

During the February 1980 meeting the Board Chairman referred
to the Committee on the Budget, the following recommendation,
which the NSF Advisory Committee for Science Education made at
the January meeting:

The NSF should accord a higher priority for science edu-
cation and significantly increase its funding in substantial
increments over the next four or five years. This new levelt of
funding should be achieved without sacrifice of support to
other essential Foundation activities.".

J. RoleV4s-A-Vis Congress
The Committee from time to time also has been asked to take a posi-

tion on budget-related congressional issues. For instanee in March
1977, the Committee on the Budget reported out a resolution on multi-
year funding which "encouraged the Foundation to seek a two-year
authorization with adequate provision for program flexibility and
hearings on issues of special interest to the Congress." 92 This provi-
sion appeared in S. 855, the Senate Authorization bill for fiscal year
1978.

The Board plays another role with respect. to budgetingthat is, in
testimony Moro the House and Senate. authorization and appropria-
tions committees. Prior to 1974, when Dr. llackerman became Board
Chairman, the 13oard's testimony always seemed philosophical and
esotericregarding seience in general with verv few details of Board
decisions u nor jstificatio of NSF priorities. D'uring his incumbency,

" CS : 205 : 2-3.
" For instance. the Director reported at the executive session of meeting 145 that he had

discussed the NSF budget with OMB Director George P. Shultz and other OMB officials.(Es : 145 : 14 1
" March 10S0 meeting. Quick memo, n. 3.

Prelimirrary Report on February Board Meeting, Feb. 2, 1980. p. 3. (N5B-80-103.)" 188 : 20,
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Dr. Hackerman's testimony provided more details regarding Board-
enunciated policie. Board activities. This trend has continued
with the incumbenc Dr. Branscomb. For instance, at hearings be-

fore the House Committee on Science and Teclmology in January
1981, Mr. Doan, the Vice Chairman, clearly articulated NSB budget
priorities for the Committee. However, it is still basically the burden
of the NSF Director, Assistant Directors, and program managers to
justify NSF programs and expenditures before the Congress.

I. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

Within the last three years, the Board seems to have gained some
control over the budget process, but this control extends only to the
internal NSF decision processes, and even this is limited. Previously
the Board had little clearly develOped information regarding why pro-.
gram managers sought program'increases or about the output of
supported programs and their relationship to overall science funding
trends. The Board acted on budgets generally by recommending per-
centage increases at aggregated levels, with little or no opportunity to
make decisions at the program or pmjmt level. Since 1978 the Board
has gained control over some of the science and budget trend informa-
tion which program managers use to make priority decisions, has
developed ways to discuss priorities with program managers, has in-
stituted procedures to link the substantive and financip,1 long-range
planning and budgeting exercises, has adopted procedures to allocate
funds at the program level, and has taken steps to assume. influence
in the negotiation phase of the budget-making process, after the Di-
rector and OMB start attempting to iron out differences between NSB/
NSF recommended levels iiRd OMB targets. Although the Director
is still substantially in control of the processes by virtue of his
control of the flow of information to the Board before and during its
budget deliberations, the Board's actions do indeed seem to have im-
pacted on the budget. The initial budget the Director sends to the OMB
is the Board-formulated budget. Once the budget is sent to OMB, the
Board has little or no ability to influence the, major protagonists in
NSF budget-making--OMB and the Congress.'

One remaining question is : Would NSB budget processes be en-
hanced if the Board established formal links between the Programs
Committee and the Budget Committee to improve the flow of infor-
mation regarding current issues. Now the only communications link
consists of the attendance of the Budget Committee chairperson, Dr.
Koshland, at the Programs Committee meetings..



VIII. NSB ANNUAL REPORTS

A. INTRODUCTION AND ONTIMIEVir

Prior to the passage of PublicLaw 90-407 in 1968, the Board often
inserted a letter or prefatory comments into the NSF annual report.
Usually these were "philosophical statements or reviews of major
issues of the day." The 1968 amendments, however, required the
Board to render an annual report ". . . on the status and health of
American science and its various disciplines" to the President for sub-
mission to the Congress. The requirement was abolished in 1976 with
passage of Public Law 94-282, the National Science and Technology
Policy Organization, and Priorities Act of 1976. There is no explana-
tion for this move in the legislative history of the Act. Presumably the
requirement was abolished in the expectation that the reporting re-
quirements given in this Act to the statutorily created White House
science policy apparatus, the Office of Science and Technology Policy,
would fulfill the functions of the NSB report. The Act required the
OSTP to prepare an annual report on the status of science and tech-
nology with recommendations for its improvement and a five-year
outlook. 'the requirement that the Board produce an ann.ual report
was reinstated with the passage of Public Law 95-99 in 1977 upon the
recommendation of the Board. However, the purpose of the required
report was reduced from, the broad national science policy require-
ment to report ". . . on the status and health of American science"
to the more limited goal of reporting basically on science policy issues
which more directly affect NSF. Specifically, the current requirement
reads : "Such policy report shall deal essentially, though not exclu-
sively, with policy issues or matters which affect the Foundation or
with which the Board in its official role as the policymaking body of
the Foundation is concerned." (Sec. 4.j of the NSF Act.)

As a whole, members of the Board maintain that while they want to
retain authority to prepare a report they want to choose to produce a
report only when it believes one is warranted. The Board apparently
feels that its policymaking function might be met better if time were
allocated to functions other tlian annual production of a time-
consuming report which, according to some critics, often serves little
policymaking purpose. Therefore, during 1980, the Board adopted a
resolution calling for legislative changes which would make the Board
report series Science Inclicatom, mandatory every three years, and
would allow the Board to produce substantive reports in alternate
years as the Board wanted. This legislation has not yet been enacted.

This chapter will deal with procedures used to produce reports,
costs, the Board's role in determining subjects for reports, the relation-

2 National Science Board. Non-dated, provided by NU, p. 11.
(181)
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ship between the Board and the Office of Science and Teclmology
Policy in relation to statutorily required reports, and a proposal to
prepare annual compilations of NSB recominended policies.

B. SUBJECTS OF BoARD ANNUAL REPORTS: THE CHANGING NATURE OF
BOARD REPORTS OVER TIME

1. The First Four Substantive Reports
Early in its history the Board agreed to follow a common con-

ceptual format for its reports dealing with ". . . the status and health
of American science arid its various disciplines." The format was :
(1) state of the art ; (2) nature of the enterprise ; (3) health of the
U.S. effort ; and (4) recommendations.2 The Board's first fOur re-
ports generally followed this pattern. They were :

Annual report no. 1. 1969"Toward a Public Policy for Graduate
Education in the Sciences," 63 pages (NSB-69-1) and "Graduate Ed-
ucationParameters for Public Policy," 168 pages (NSB-69-2). The
report and its statistical supplement (NSB-69-2) , analyzed the situa-
tion and characteristics of graduate education in the United States and
proposed a national policy for graduate education, with specific recom-
mendations for educational institutions, for State and regional plan-
ning, and for the Federal government.

Annual report no. 2. 1970'The Physical Sciences," 62 pages (NSB-
70-1) . The report analyzed the status nature, and health of the physi-
cal sciences in the United States and included 16 recommendations -
about a Federal policy for the physical sciences, including coordina-
tion, manpower, and funding.

Annual report no. 3. 1971"Environmental ScienceChallenge for
the Seventies," 50 pages (NSB-71-1). The report examined the status
of environmental science and concluded that, at that time, 1971, en-
vironmental science was unable to match the needs of society for
definitive information, a predictive capability, and an analysis of en-
vironmental systems. It made five recommendations to meet the situa-
tion, including research and large ecosystems, global research, funding
continuity, and curriculum development. The report had a supplement,
entitled "Patterns and Perspectives in Environmental Science" ( NSB-
73-2) , which presented the, views and judgments of scientific leaders
on a broadly representative array of topics describing the scope and
nature of environmental science.

Annual report no. 4. 1972"The Role of Engineers and Scientists in
a National Policy for Technology," 48 pito-es (NSB-72-1). The report
examined how science and engineering, trirough technology, might be
brought to deal with society's problems more effectively. Five recom-
mendations were made regarding the Federal role in such efforts.a

I ES : 126: 2.
1The recommendations were : (1) Government policy should encourage the injection of

basic and applied researeh activity into mature industries, and the maintenance of a high
level of Ruch adtivity in technolodcally advanced industries ; (2) Government-aided It and D
efforts should support the development of socially useful technologies not produced by
market forces ; (3) (overnment should make an effort to develop and take advantage of
manpower and methodology eapable of analyzing and exploring resolutions to large-scale
omplex problems of national importance ; (4) Government and industry together should
undertake an effort to educate the public regarding technology ; and (5) Federal agencies
should develop technology assessment capability where needed for informed public and
agency decisionmaking.

Pi 7
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2; The Science Indicator8 Series
In 1970, during a discussio4 of preparations for the Borird's fifth

annual report for 1913, Dr. Roger Ileyns,.the Board Vice Chairman,
noted that in September 1970 the President had requested the Office
of Science and Technology and the President's ,Science Advisory
Committee to "submit each May,a report on the status and health of
science and technology."4 Therefore he made two suggestions in
connection with helping the Board reconsider ". . . the mtture of its
annual reports." One, which seems to have received little subsequent
attention, was for the Board to issue an occasional white paper on
policy independent of the annual reports. The other was to produce
au annual report ". . . that would provide base-line data for each
year with a series of chapters providing an assessment of the health
of science," an effort intended presumably to piaintain a national
policy role for the Board despite presidential intentions for the
White Hous e. science policy advisory apparatus. Subsequently the
Board agreed to this notion which, in effect, initiated the Board's
Sc;eill'e Indicators series. Dr. Heyns was named the chairman of the
first NSB committee that worked on this kind of report.5 Apparent-
ly, the existing Science Resources Studies Unit (SRS) felt that it
should be used to produce such reports. However, presumably the
Board wanted more qualitative, output-oriented, "softer data," than
SRS was comfortable working with. As a result, the Science hiclica-
tors report was produced first with staff hired specifically for that
purpose and attached to the' Board offices. Subsequently, the NSF
Director create a separate unit in .the SRS to prepare the report.
Several reasons were given to explain this move: the report received

,critical acclaim and, therefore, presumably was safe from attack;
the report made use of SRS-collected° data; and Director Atkinson
wanted to move NSB support activities under closer control.°

The Science hidicators report series has been produced four times
thus far, for 1972, as the fifth Board report (NSB-73-1), 145 pages;
for 1971, as the seventh Board report (NSB-75-1), 242 pages; for
1976 as-the ninth Board report (NS13-79-1), 304 pages, and for 1978,
as the eleventh Board report *(NS13-79-1), 263 pages. The Scienee In-
dicators report for 1980 is scheduled to be released in 1981. The indi-
cators data series included have been updated and refined over time. In
1973 the Board made a conscious decision to work with other Federal
agencies to produce output indicators of science and technology which
eventually would be able to describe major scientific advances, tech-
nological achievements: and contributions of science and technology
to the national welfare and to speci& national goals.7 As the series
progressed, more explanatory and textual material has been added,
as were survey data regarding the, public's opinion about science and
technology. Iroweve7r, unlike the early substantive NSB annual re-
ports, the Science Indicators series does not include recommendations

ES : 133 : 3.
5 Ibid.

Interview.
ES : 153 : 14.
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for public or private action.° The preparation of the Science Indi-
cators report series departs from the typical NSB annual report pat-
tem in that the report is produced in-house by a staff unit affiliated.
with the NSF Division of Science Resources Studies. NSB had located
the production unit in the ..NSB office for the first Science Indicators
report, but subsequently incorporated it into th& administrative unit
housing,other NSF data produCtion efforts apparently on the grounds
that the SRS unit should have more control over the effort.

The report sthes has been critically acclaimed. It has also been
criticized, as evidenced by a' General Accounting Office report ° which
faulted the absence of an appropriate conceptual model. The Board re-
sponded to this GAO report in a letter sent jointly bythe Director
and the Chairman of the Board. The Board found the GAO criticism
"not valid." i° Generally the series seems to be regarded as a useful
tool." The Board's thirteenth report for fiscal year 1981 will be part
of the Science Indicators series.
3. Topics of Substantive Reports Since 1974

The topics for the Board's sixth annual report for 1974, eighth an-,
nual report for 1976, and tenth annualreport for 1918, were suggested
by the PPC. The preparation of each of the three reports began before
the legislation was passed to rekind the Board's report writing re-
quirement. However, perhaps anticipating the legislation that would
be passed restoringthe requirement, but to serve a more limited, rather
than the broader national science policy goal of assessing the health
and status of science, the topics of these subsequent reports depart
significantly from the earlier teports which assessed the .health and
status of -particular areas of science and made recommendations to
strengthen them. These latter reRorts instead address more diffuse
science policy is,sues. They do not include recommendations and,
since they contain considerably more background data and analysis
and are "usually longer than their predecessor reports, they May be
characterized more as research reports than as advisory reports.

Annual report no. 6.-1974--"Smence and the Challenges Ahead,"
56 pages (NSB-74-1). The report examined some, of the major prob-

Annotations for each of the published reports follow:
Science, Indicators 1972 (1973). The Bolud presented indicators of the status and health

of ir.S. science based largely on readily available data. The report focused on the intermt
tional position of U.S. science and technology resources for research and development,
resources for basic research, science and engineering personnel, institutional capabilities.
public ettitudes toward science and technology, and expert opinions regarding the current
status of U.S. ecieuce. Indicator highlights and a statistical appendix were included.

Science Intlicators 1974 (1975). This report contained substantially mole indicators than
the lirst Sciene Indicators report.and is about 50 percent more lengthy. The 1975 report
focuses on international indicators of science and technology. resources for research and
development, basic research, Indostrial It and D and innovation. science and engineering
personnel. and public attitmles toward science and, technology. Highlights and raw stens_
ties are Included as in the 1978 report.

Scieni:e Indicators 1976 (1977). The orgfrnization of the Board's 1077 Science Indicators
report was similar to the previous Science Indicators report (1975). but coverage of the six
general cate^ories of indicators was somewhat expanded, as was the statistical appendix.

Science Indicators 1978 (1979). A nuthher offsignificant changes were incorporated into
this report. For the first tithe in the report series. external reviews were used for individual
chapters. More data Interpretation and analysis were included and major policy questions
were identified. Limitations and alternative interpretations'of data and references to other
publications were made. A comprehensive, substantive index was included. The overall
organization is similar to the 1977 report, except that this report did not contain a chapter
on public attitudes toward science and technoloev. The Boird apparently is developing a
more sophisticated approach to this subject and the data developed will appear In future
Science Indicators reports.

U.S. Comptroller General, Science Indicators Ithprovements Needed in Design, Con-
struction, and Interpretation. Washington, U.S. deneral Accounting Office, Sept. 25, 1070,
p. 70. (PAD-79-35.)

11 CS : 211 ; 16-17.Ii Press, Frank, -Science and Technology in the White House, 1977-1980 : Part I. Science,
v. 211, Jan. 9.1931 : 141.
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lems facing the. Nation and the worhl: population growth, health
care, food supply, energy demand, mineral resources, climate changes,
and environmental alteratim, and discussed how increased private
and Federal research efforts in science and technology could alleviate
specific aspects of these problems..

Annual report no. 7. 1976"Seience at the Bicentenniala Report
from the Research Community," 154 pages (NSB-76-1). The re-
portz .based on over 600 responses from Yndustrial and academic
scientists to a Board inquiry, assessed factors affecting, or likely to
decrease, the. effectiveness of research in the near future unless Ape-

xially addressed. No recommendations were included in the Board
report. However, greatest respondent concern focused' on the issues of
dependability of funding for research, Nitality of the research sys-
tem, freedom in research choices, and negative attitudes of the public
toward science and technology.

Annual report no. 8. 1978"Basic Research in the Mission Agen-
otosAgency Perspectives on the Conduct and Support of Basic Re-
search", 45 pages (NSB-78-1). The Board presented descriptions of
research programs within tlw, Federal Government and of selected
aspeeis of Federal support of basic research, as well as a compara-
tive and historical overview of basic research in the Federal agencies.
Agency research was discussed in terms of performer categories, re-
search fields, research management, kgislatuve impacts, and current
barriers to optimum support. The report highlighted: (1) the utility
of basic research to mission agencies, (2) the decline in Federal basic
research expenditures in constant dollars since 1908; (3) mission
agency concerns about basic research funding and management ; and
(4) the relative decline of industrially supported basic research.

4. Rehistatement of Requh,enumt to Prepare Annual Reports
The February 1977 Board minutes note that "It was,the consensus

of the Board that the necessary action should be taken to reinstate in
the NSF statute, the requirement for an annual report from the Board
to the President and the Congress." 12 This language was inchuded in
Public Law 95-99, the NSF fiscal year 1978 authorization Aet. But,
as noted above, the. purpose of the reinstated report was more, limited:
to report basically on science policy issues which more directly affect
NSF. Specifically, th e. new requirement reads: "Sueh policy reports
shall deal essentially, though not exclusively, with policy issues
or matters which :affect, the Foundation or with which tlw Board
in its official role as the policymaking body of the Foundation is
concerned."

The restornHon of the reporting requirement followed diseussions
between the full Board and Dr. Frank Press, the science adviser, on
March 18, 1977.13 During this meeting, Dr. Press told the Board that
pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1977, OSTP was shifting to
the Nationnl Academy of Sciences. via contract. responsibility for pre-
pariuw, the Five-year Outlook report required by Section 200 of Public
Law 1l-t-22. Ho wanted to explore with the Board the possibility of its
assistin,/, in preparing the OSTP statutory annual report to the Presi-
dent and the Congress, as requirN1 by ,Section 209 of Public Law 94-

12 CS : 187 : 6.
" CS : 188 : 4.

a
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282. He proposed that collaboration take the form of a combined report
from OSTP and the Board. Specifically :

Dr. Press suggested passible mechanisms, including a com-
bined annual report from the Board and OSTP. For instance,
a report could be developed with a major thrust with a
separate section being devoted to a specific message from
OSTP. The proposed tenth Board report on basic research by
the mission agencies was cited as an example of an appro-
priate report on which the two organizations could col-
laborate. In addition to the material being assembled by NSF,
OSTP could request each agency to respond to the specific
questions in Section 209. The responses could then be com-
bined 1)y NSF, reviewed by OSTP, and included as a separate
section of the Board repart or released as a separate docu-
ment. The Board report would thus maintain its identity but
would gain an additional impact by the OSTP addition."

It was suggested at the same meeting, however, Mat tbe Science In-
dicators report remain It separate series, since it had received a well-
deserved reputation in the science policy community."

Following this discussion the Chairman appointed an Ad Hoc NSB
Committee on NSB and OSTP Annual Reports to explore the possi-
bility of assisting the OSTP, or conibining forces with it, to prepare
one report.16

The subjects of the Board's reports initiated subsequent to adoption
of these criteria coincide with the statutory guidelines. (See Section 3,
above.) The twelfth report, generated by the work of the Committee on
Science and Society, will consist of case studies assessing the impact
of research upon the general welfare, including the issues. of medicine,
synthetic fibers, computers, semiconducters, pesticides, and seismie
methods.12 It is being prepared under contract by outside science
writers.1,8 The report is overdue."

The fourteenth Board report will deal with University/Industry
Cooperation in Science. The report writing committee is chaired by
Mr. Doan.2° A contract was awarded to New York University 21 for a
field study of university/industry relationships and may include an
historical study of such relationshipg in the development of chemistry
and chemical engineering. The report is due on March 31, 1982.22

C. PROCEDURES USED TO PRODUCE A REPORT

Before the Planning and Policy Committee began its long-ranffe
policy planning activities in the mid-1970s, NSB members were ash%
by the Director to suggest topics for Board reports or a Board report
committee was established to recommend topics. Since the mid-
1970s, the subject of Board reports seem to be spin-offs of topics

14 CS : 188 : 5.
14 Hem.
14Ibid., pp. 3-4.
1/ CS : 196 : 2.
14 CS : 213: 4. CS : 206 : 6.
Is interview.
" 212 : 4.
11 : 218 :

216: 4.
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discussed originally in connection with annual June lono-range plan-
ning activities. After the Board votes on a topic, the Cairman estab-
lishes a Board committee to prepare drafts, or oversee contractors or
consultantsawho prepare drafts. Generally, the annual report commit-tee is established two or three years before the report's publication
date. As a result, generally the Board has two or three report commit-
tees active at the same time. The Board report committee also is re-
sponsible for reviewing successive drafts and editing the report to its
satisfaction before delivering it to the full NSB, which must vote to
release the report for publication. Board minutes indicate that moreoften than not the full NSB has recommended changes in a draft evenafter the committee reported it out and has spent considerable time
reviewing, editing, and deciding whether to approve successive draft
chapters of annual reports.
I. ExaMples of How the Board Participates in Preparim AnnualReports

The Boaill has p ar;e'd a variety of roles with respect to the annual
reports- --ranging from selecting contractors to write various chapters,advising the staff on the kinds of analysis or data to be included, and
preparing recommendations fdr inclusion. In recent years, however,
the Board has not made noticeable efforts to write the annual reports
itself. k few excerpts from the minutes illustrate these kinds of inter-
action regarding the first Science Indicators report :

While guided by a Roard committee, the actual construc-tion of report, identifieation of useful material, choice of
format, analysis of the data employed, and preparation of the
text were all undertaken nd completed by the slaff. . . .23

Regarding the fourth Indicators report :

On the question of the inclusion otpersonnel projections in
the "Science and Engineering Personnel" chapter of Science
Indicators--1978. Board,Members had voted approximately
three to one. in favor of includingThe projections in the report.

. . Following a di,3ciission of specific objections made by
Dr. Mac Iiane as to the validity of projertionsind a detailetd
presentatimi by the NSF staff of the rationale used. . . . The
Board Imanimcmsly Itgreed that Sciince Indicators-1978
would contain a text discussion of the; range of projections
resultiwr from different models: further, the Board agreed
the "Appendix" should conthin a technical note on the
assumptions of the various project models, 24

With respect to the twelfth report, the NSB noted:
The Committee on Twelfth NSBReport is continuing to

work on revising chapters which have been reviewed by the
Board. A new chapter on computers and semiconductors lias
been received. At its May meeting the Committee will review
the new chapters on computers and semiconductors, and ori

sa 158 : 2.
" Cs :204 :3-4.
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radiation in medicine, and the revised draft papers on syn-
thetic fibers, and on pesticides and pest control.25

[The] Chairman reported that at its September meeting
the Committee held an extensive discussion with the science
writing team about the themes and tilrusts of the.report. The
schedule for the production of the fiest and second drafts was
altered to allow for more time for the science writers."

Regarding the fourteenth report on university/industry relation-
ships, the excerpts indicate the following kinds of Board involvement :

Identification of themes with report writing team :
The Committee on Fourteenth NSB Report will consider a

set of research questions to guide the collection of information .
on gaps and knowledge regarding the university/industry
relationship."

Limiting scope of report : identifying objectives :
[The] Chairman reported that . . . the Committee decided

to limit the scope of this report to research collaboration be-
tween universities and industry. He.noted that the Committee
believes there is fertile ground for this type of interaction
without Government intervention, and the Committee intends
to explore ways to encourage research collaboration through
this report."

. Outlining research needs imd the particulars of a request for a pro- e
posal for a contractor field survey :

The Committee . . . completed discussion and design of a
"Request for Proposal" (RFP) for a field ttudy of univer-
Sity/industry research rtlationships. This RFP will be issued
soon. At its May meeting the Committee planned to consider
a possible small historical study of university/industry re-
search:relationships in the development ,of chemistry and
chemical engineering.29

As another example of NSB impact on annual report writing ac-
tivities, the Board, apparently dissatisfied with the staff delays,-
appointed a "facilitator" at its October, 1980 Meeting to hasten com-
pletion and release of the Science IrdAators report for 1980 (despite
the fact that the Board report was being prepared under the full-time
'direction d the Science Indicators unit).
E. Examples of Significant Participation by Some NSB Members

The minutes also indicate that often individual NSB members
play significant roles in the formulation of annual reports. For in-
stance, Dr. Saunders Mac Lane often has been cited as having made
important contributions to the Science Indicators report series. The
notes of the cloSed session of meeting 198 report :

N 216 :8.
ss 210 :`11.
so 214 :9.
9.216.4.
11216:4.
N 219.
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[The] Chairman 'of the Committee on'the Ninth NSB re-
port. indicated that Dr. Mac Lane and the staff had spent con-
siderable time and effort on the manuscript jnce the. March
niZTting and had produced a much iaproved draft. Dr. Zum-
berge stated that he would like the record to show that Dr.
Mac Lane's personal attention to the-reoprt -had resulted in a
docitment that was improved in almost every way..

In a closed session of meeting 204, it was reported that :
[Reoarding Science IndicatOrs 19781 Dr. Macbane dis-

cusseehis position on the validity of projection statistics. His
memorandmn to the Board of February 12 on this subject is
an attachment to NSB--79--79.,1Iis objections were quite ex-
pligit and technical in nature and dealt in the main with the
rep6ft's projection methodology.32

Apparently Dr. MacLane also played a major role in .the decision
to broaden the data base of Science Indicators to include public
opinion survey data on sci6nce and teehnology and to improve the
quality of the questionnaire.'" The 1918 version of Science Indicators
(lid not inchule a survey of attitudes; however, the Foundation plans
to report the results of a survey in the 1980 version, using a question-
naire, presumably refined at Dr. MacLane's insistnce. In a related
activity, in 197fi Dr. MacLane reported to the Board on Iris attendance
at a symposium sponsored Icy the Social Science Research Council
critiquing ,','ciepte Indiodtom HIM Dr. MacLane also represented the
Board at several other meetings on this subjectone held at the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development in Paris
in September 19S0.
1. Use of Consultants and Ewternal Groups to Prepare Reports

Information provided by NSF staff indicates that, (hiring the early
1970s, the NSB preparNI reports itself, or with in-house NSF staff,
with the assistance of a ronsultant or guidanee from relevant advisory,
committee members. Itiow the procedures have shiftN1 to a policy
by which the Board (using Hu, support Fiervices of NSF staff) con-
t raets out for the preparation of reports, or as is the ease wii h Science-
Indicators, useg NSF stall to pmpare reports. The costS of pr4aring
suell reports have risen at about the rate of inflation. (See Table
1-1.) Preparation of the twelfth report, tentatively.entitled Science and
Society, has required the use of three kinds of rontraets: a coordinator
to assist in overseeing production of the report for the chairman of
the committee at his home institution, (*specially to help identify the
case studies to be inoluded; a e(msultant to examine the feasibility of
including the case studies and limiting them in number; and other
experts to write the ease studies to be included ill the report.35

81 CS :189 :6.
" ES : 204.
"CS: 189 :7.
" CS :198 :5.
" Interelew with NSF staff member.
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TABLE 14.=-NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD ANNUAL REPORT COSTS, JULY 16, 1980

Year Report Amount
Length

(pages)
Ton-

sultants
Con-

tractors

1969 Toward a Public Policy for Graduate Education in the Sciences, 5149,134 63 Yes

Graduate EducationParameters for Public Policy (NSB-62-2). 168 .-
1970 The Physical Sciences 11716: al 641 Yes

1971 Environmental ScienceChallenge for the Seventies Yes 8

Patterns and Perspective in Environmental Science (NSB-73-2)
1972 The Role of Engineers and Scientists in a National Policy for 157, 429 47 Yes

Technology.
1973 Science Indicators-1972 365, 046- 145

1974 Science and The Challenges Ahead ,-__ _ . _ . _______ 175, 000 56
-Yes1975 Science Indicators-1974 480, 000 242

1976 Science at the Bicentennial 190, 000 154

1977 Science Indicators-1976 576, 000 304 Yes

1978 Basic Research in the Mission Agencies 195, 000 405 Yes

1979 -Science Indicators-1978. . 1 550, 000 263 Yes Yes.

1980 The Twelfth NSB Report [Science and Society] 3 289,156 Yes Yes.

1981 Sdiences Indicators-1980 n. a. Yes Yes.

1982 Unversitylndustry Relationships 4 250, 000 Yes Yes.

1 Cost for Science Indicators-1978 reflect the omission of a public attitudes chapter from the report.

3 To date.
As of August 1980.

Note: all costs are estimated and include personnel, contracts, printing, and other expenses.

Source: I nformation provided by NSF; subsequent analysis prepared by CRS.

D. REACTIONS TO BOARD RE2ORTS

The gopic of appropriate timing and ,subjects for the Board's re-
ports still seems to be an unresolved issue. Utilization of such reports
is a critical factor in determining the future of the annual report
requirement. The reports are unique because they carry the weight
and stamp of the NSB. They also are unique to the extent _that they
deal with issues affecting NSF that might be too controversial for-the
directorates, especially STIA, and for the Director to handle. For
instance, it could be claimed that data in Science Indicators could be
used to support arguments for NSF investing more in particular
disciplines that now miglft be considered by some to be nnderfunded.

The actual use of NSF reports is still subject to evaluation. The
reports are hardly ever mentioned or invoked by the Board in its
policy discussions at Board meetings. Similarly the discussions of
Board committees which most appropriately would deal with the
topics of Board-reports do not appear to refer to these reports. Board
discussions indicate that some of the Board members have some res-
ervations about the utility of the reports in relation to the time
required-to write them. As a -result, the Board has continued to seek
to better define its annual report writing function and timing.

1. NSI? request to Modify Legislation to Make Report Requirement
Discretionary

In 1979, at meeting 206 the chairmen of the committees for the
eleventh and thirteenth Board reports meet with the Director to dis-
cuss the schedule and cycle fot Board 'reports. The Board reported
that it favored a reporting syStem for producing Science Indicators
reports in odd-numbered yeamand "reports .. . contain ring"' narra-
tive docnmentation of scientific progress" in even-numbered years.
The Director, however, favored a three-year cycle as opposed to a
biennial cycle for Science Indicators reports."

"C15:206:6-
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During the closed session of the 213th meeting in February 1980,
the Board adopted a resolution (80-22) to sesk OSTP and OMB
guidance regarding its goal of amending Section 4(j) of the NSF
Act to :

(1) Remove the requirement that the Board 'render annual
reports to the President for submission to the Congress;

(2) Direct the Board to render reports to the President for
submission to the Congress as it or the President determine
the need for such reports; and

(3) Direct the Board to submit Science Indicator reports
once every three years."

The Board wanted this language to be included in the draft of the
NSF authorization bill. Subsequently the Director and.NSF General
Counsel, apparently not wanting to divest the Foundation of 'any of
its authority, recommended language giving the Board, rather than
the President, authority to determine when a report should be made:

The Board shall render to the President, for submission to
the Congress every three years, beginning on Septembel 30,
1981, a report on indicators of the state of science in the
United States. In addition, the Board shall render to the
President, for submission to the Congress, other reports on
policy matters related to science, engineering, and science
education, as the Board or the President determines the need
for such reports."

The Senate version of the fiscal year 1981 authorization bill con-
tained language that would have required the submission of biennial
substantive reports, alternating with Scien,ce Indicators reports, but
the House version did not contain a comparable provision and, as a
result, the conferees declined to include the Senate provisions in the
bill as reported and passed.39

E. OBSERVATIONS

In view of the Board's own complaints about spending excessive
amounts of time writing reports, it seem prudent that any considera-
tion of future Board report requirements look also at the other report-
writing responsibilities placed upon NSF and the nature of the
Board's response to them, with a view toward ensuring that the Board's
time and attention are not misuSecl. Such discussions might consider
whether or not there is a natural complementarity or opportunity for
Gross-fertilization between the NSB Sci,ence Indicators report and the
two OSTP-reports that NSF is required to prepare (the annual one-
year review and the Five-year Outlook). Also it might be determined
whether the-Board should continue to be required to write separate
annual reports of .its own or whether the Board's responsibilities to
report to the.Congress might be satisfied better by preparing an intro-

n Memorandum to Members of the National Science Board. Preliminary Report on
February [1980] Board Meeting. Feb. 23, 1980, pp. 4-5. (NSB-80-103.)

3' CS : 213 : 11.
U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Conference. National Science Funndation Author-

ization and Equal Opportunities in Science and Technology. Conference Report to accom-
pany S. 568. Nov. 21, 1980. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print Off., 1980. p. 16. Report 110.

. 96-1474.
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ductory or overview statement for the OSTP-relatcd reports. Other
questions are relevant. For instance, a critical factor is whether or not
the uniqueness of NSB annual reports should be determined by the
nature of the Board's responsibility as the governing Board of the
NSF or whether their uniqueness should relate to the fact that the
NSB is a "national science board" in the broad sense of the concept.
The I3oard's uniqueness, if defined only in the first sense, naturally
would limit the Board's report-writing functions to deal exclusively
with issues of NSF policy, for instance, issues of the health of
acadeniic science or issues related to implementation of controversial
NSF policies which could not be adequately or impartially addressed
by the NSF Director or any policy research group within NSF.
Shouhl agreement be reached that the Board's responsibility is truly
"national" in scope, the Board's authority and report-writing responsi-
bilities could be interpreted to deal with broad issues of national
science policy, transcending the boundaries of the National Science
Foundation. However, the appropriateness of attributing a broader
scope to the NSB reports would depend in part on several other
factors, for example, whether or not the science adviser and the
OSTP wanted the NSB to play such a broader role and whether or
nothe public and other agencies were receptive to such a role
probably a tenuous possibility considering that the Foundation is an
independent \ikgency whose budget constitutes only one-thirtieth of
the total Fedei.al funding for research and development and whose
Director does Aot hold cabinet status. Attributing a brOader perspec-
tive to the B6ard's "national science policy" responsibilities also im-
plies that the Board should address issues of the use of science and
technology for national policymaking or problem-solving. How would
problems be chosen ? What resources does the Board have to study
them ? Who would be the targeted audience for such reports? Would
the Board be able to withstand the inevitable criticism or opposition
to its solutions? What effects would such criticism have. on NSF ?
Would the statute governing NSF need to be changed to give the
Board a broader report-writing role?

F. NEED FOR A COMPILATION OF NSB POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Consideration might also be given to the issue of requiring the NSB
to prepare an annual report or compilation of all NSB policies and
procedures recommended or authorized during the preceding year.
Appendix B to this report contains a compilation of all major NSB
policy and procedural decisions and statements made since 1968. Over
the last few years, various Board-related groups have recommended
that the Board or NSF staff collect and publish all substantive and
procedural policy Statements made by the Board in an effort to better
document Board-enunciated policies. Former NSF General Counsel
William Hoff made this recommendation in his 1976 report which re-
viewed Director and Board functions and relationships. The Board's
own PPC Subcommittee on External Mechanisms also made a similar
recommendation. These attempts have not met with success, however,
because NSF staff say that NSB policy statements take many different
forms. The present General Counsel recommended that the NSF "Pro-
gram Manager's Manual" (which in some respects reflects the adminis-
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trative interpretation of NSF policy statements) could serve as an ac-
curate public representation of NSB policy statements.

Recommemlations for collecting policy statements, including those
which are not given resolution numbers, .seem to warrant attention,
since now it is difficult to identify NSB policy statements and to deter-
mine actions taken by NSF and others to imPlement the policies
enunciated, The NSB might be encouraged to collect and publish an-
nually all types of policy statements and resolutions so that NSF staff,
Cougress, and otters can become fully informed about what policies
NSB adopts annually. According 'to former PPC Chairman William
Hubbard, the statute. governing the Board of Regents of the National
Library of Medicine may -serve as a useful precedent. That statute re-
quires the Secretary (of Health and Human Services) to make an an-
nual report to the Congress regarding the activities of the Board of
Regents, including ". . . a statement covering the recommendations
made by the Board and the disposition thereof."" Were such a com-
pilation to be required for the Board-of the National Science Founda-
tion, Congress might be, better able to oversee the work of the NSF.
Howeyer, there may be disadvantages to such a proposal. For exam-
ple, such a recommendation might engender undesirable, inflexibility
on Board procedures and discussion topics, and compromise the crea-
tivity of the Board as a whole and the contribution of individual
members.

'042 IISC 277(b).

^
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IX. NATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY-RELATEV'ACTIVITIES
OF THE NSB: 1969-1980

The passage of Public Law 90-407 .in 1968 amended the National
Science Foundation. Act of 1950 to specify that "The Board and the
Director shall recommend and encourage the pursuit of national poli-
cies for the promotion of basic research and education in the sciences."
While the formulation of such national policies was not intended to
be the Board's primary function, the enactment of Public Law 90-407
made it clear that Congress viewed NSB's national science policy
advisory role to be quite.impostant.1 This chapter will focus on the
Board's major activities related to its national science policy advisory
function during the period 1969 through 1980. Activities covered in-
clude the development of annual reports, Board interactions with the
President and with-White House and other executive branch repre-
sentatives involved in science policy development, the Board's science
advisory support role during parts of the Nixon and Ford Adminis-
trations, and the promulgation of certain Board resolutions touching

ion national science policy ssues.

, A. NSB ANNum, REPO=

Public Law 90-407 assigned to the Board the function of rendering
an annual report to the President for submission to the Congress on
the status and health of science and its various disciplines. This nkw
function provided the Board with the opportunity of addressing vtr-
ious national science policy issues in,a potentially influential forum.
(See chapter VIII for a summary of reports.) The national science
policy recommendations contained in the Board's 11 annual reports
have been one source of potential advisory inputs to the Executive
Branch's agenda for science and technology. The Board has recom-
mended in most of its topical annual reports, that increases be made in
Federal expenditures and incentives for research and development and
particularly for basic research. This may-have had some impact on
the formulation of national science policy under the Ford and Carter
Administrations, since annual Federal obligations (in constant dol-
lars) for basic research have increased Once 1975, reversing a down-
ward trend in effect since 1968.2

Statistical information and trend analyses presented in the Science
Indicators ',reports have provided Executive Branch policymaking,
bodies, such as the Office of Science and Technology Policy and the
Office of Management and Budget, with historical trend data useful
as a decisionmaking tool for science and technology. This has done
much to place the Board in a prominent position among advisory
bodies with input into nationaliscience policy decisions.3 Indeed, the

I See chapter II.
2 CZ National Science Board. Science Indicators 1978. Washington, HS. Govt. Print.

Off.. 1979. p. 88. ,f .

8 Interviews with Philip Smith, OSTP, and Dr. Iforman Hackerman, former Chairman.
N83. i
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1

Science Indicat408 report series was a Board-originated idea intended
partly to enable the Board to emerge as a prominent voice for the
articulation of national science policy.1 (See chapter VIII.)

B. NATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY AND THE SUPPORT OF U.S. SCIENCE
INFRASTRUCTURE, 1968-74

Among the Board actions immediately following the enactment of
Public Law 90-407 in 1968 was the reorganization of the Board's com-
mittee structure.5 The new committee structure included three "pol-
icy committees," one of which was the Long-Range Planning Com-
mittee. This committee was directed to devote its attention to long-
range science problems bearing on such considerations as :

National needs of the country and the role to be played by the
Federal Government ;

Any changes in the proposed role of the Foundation in the Fed-
eral Government encompassing substantive as well as organiza-
tional issues (e.g., the future organizational niche of the Foun-
dation)

Levels Of support for science and the forms that support should
take; and

Identification of national policy issues which the Board should
study and make pronouncements upon through annual reports
or otherwise.

The Board's committee structure was once again reorganized in 1971
to free the Board of routine matters so that it can devote more. time
to the consideration of major policy issues.' In the revised committee
structure there was established a Planning and Policy Committee as-

signed to:
Identify national science policy issues;
Designate those policy issues to be considered by the Board;
Consider all policy issues solieited by the Board, including

budgetary matters, and prepare draft documents for subsequent
Board discussion ;

Prepare draft "white papers" on principal issues of the day
under Board consideration ;

Articulate the goals for science, and science education within
the framework of the Nation's goals; and 4-4

Consider national needs and the proper roles of the. Federal
Government, in general, and the Foundation in particular.

The Long-Range Planning Committee and later the Planning and
Policy Committee werened national science policy functions.
However, the Board also used other mechanisms to identify such
issues. National issues were at times presented to the. Board via the
Director's staff, the, Executive Office of the President (including
OMB, OSTP, PSAC, and the. President's Science Advisor), external
events or publications, and suggestions from concerned members of

'Interview with an official of OSTP. Cf also NSB: ES : 133: 2-3. Nov. 19-20. 1970.
and ES : 138 : 15, Apr. 15-16, 1971 and testimony of Dr. It. W. Heyns. former NSB mem-
ber. in U.S. Concress House. Committee on Science and Technology. Subcommittee on
Domestic and International Scientific Planning and Analysis. Mengoring and EvalnatIng
the Revolts of Federally Sonnorted Research and Dayelonment : Science Output ',Indica-
torsPart I (Special Oversight Hearings). Hearings. 94th Congress, 2d session, May 19
and 26. 1978 Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. p. 10.

g 120: 3. 13-15.
*ES: 139: 11, and ES : 140: 16, 30-32.
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the scientific community. These extra-NSB avenues were particularly
important during the period in which NSF Director Dr. H. Guyford
Stever served as science advisor to Presidents Nixon and Ford. The
remainder of this chapter will discuss the activities of the Long-
Range and Planning and Policy committees, but the focus will be on
examples of the accomplishments of the full Board rather than on the
activities of these particular Board committees. For an in-depth re-
view of the activities of the Board's Policy and Planning Committee
see chapter VI.
I. Interaction Between NSB and President Nixon: Federal Science

Funding and Organization
Among examples of NSB input into national science policy decision-

making are those cases of direct communication between the Board
and the President on science and technology issues. On January 21,
1969, NSB Chairman Philip Handler transmitted to President Nixon
a Bbard statement entitled, "American Science and the National
Science Foundation : Statement by the National Science Board"
(Jan. 21, 1969). This statement addressed four major concerns of the
Board and set forth corresponding recommendations, summarized
below :

On Instability of Federal Support of Research and Grad-
uate Education : The implicit Federal policy of support for
academic science and graduate education should be made ex-
plicit, with a resumption of steady growth in Federal science
support of which NSF obligations should constitute one-
third within a few years. A supplemental appropriation for
NSF should be sought for the balance of fiscal years 1969,
along with increased expenditure levels for fiscal year 1969
and fiscal year 1970.

On Need for Rigorous, Rational Bases for Long-Range
Solut ions for Domestic Prthlems : The Administration should
support NSF in seeking Congressional authorizations and
appropriations to strengthen social science research and to'
develop academic multidisciplinary research institutes in
order to assist the resolution of pressing national problems.

On Need to Educate Scientists and Technicians in Un-
developed Nations : NSF should be designated, and funded
accordingly, as the prime Federal agency for improvement
of science and engineering education in developing nations.

Organization of the Federal Government for the Support
and Conduct of Fundamental Research : Currently under
NSB study ; recommendations to be made in 1969:

President Nixon responded to some of the Board's recommenda-
tions. NSF promptly received a $10 million increase in its expenditure
ceiling for fiscal year 1969, but mainly for the Administration-
inspired applied interdisciplinary research program which began in
December 1969 and which grew into the Research Applied to National
Needs (BANN) Program. President Nixon also agreed to meet with
the Board to discuss the concerns addressed in its statement.7

The fourth area of concern listed in the Board's January 1969
statement to the President was subsequently addressed by Congress

7 ES : 123 : 1-12.
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and the Office of the President. In July 1969, Dr. Handler, then NSB
Chairman, testified before a House subcommittee during hearings on
the centralization of Federal science aetivities.!' At about this time,
the President's Advisory .Council on Executive Organizations re-
quested the views of the Board on the organization of the Federal
scientific eiftrt." In response to that request a draft discussion paper,
entitled "Department of Research (or Science) and Graduate (or
Advanced) Education," was prepared by. the Board's Long-Range
Planning Committee. The paper proposed a new Cabinet-level depart-
ment consolidating the major scientific agencies with the respon-
sibility for science research or graduate education. In January 1970
the Board agreed to transmit a revised form of its proposal for the
establishment of a new Federal agency for the support of Federal
research, graduate and post-graduate education, and the early stages
of certain areas of applied research.'° In its letter to the President
accompanying its proposal, the Board recommended the centraliza-
tion of Federal science activities (but not to the exclusion of related
activities within mission agencies) as : "an appropriate ,means for
central articulation of national science policy; stabilization and
orderly growth of our research-performing educational institutions;
and a balanced, vigorous national research program, funded in its
own right and on its own merits, divorced from the vicissitudes of
separate appropriations to a multitude of Federal agencies." 11

The Board's recommendation was related to another matter it con-
sidered at that timethe ramifications of Section 203 of the Military
Procurement Authorization Act, Public Law 91-121 (the so-called
Mansfield A.mendment) .12 The Board considered and took exCeption to
the intthmfic philosophy of the Mansfield Amendment, emphasizing in
its letter to the President its support of "the pluralistic pattern of con-
duct and support of research in support of their missions by science-
using Federal agencies." 13

In March 1970 the Board again transmitted a letter to the Presi-
dent," petitioning for increased. NSF budgets for fiscal year 1971 in
the areas of graduate traineeships and research funding. The plans
were supported on the basis of national science policy considerations,
including the support of graduate science education as a means of
maintaining national research infrastructure, the geographic distribu-

911.5. Congress. House Committee on Science and Astronautics. Subcommittee on
Science, Research, and Development. Centralization of Federal Science Activities. Hearings,
91st Congress, 1st session, July 10, 22 -24, 28-31, Oct. 7, 9, 1969. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. OM. 1969. p. 192 ff.

9ES : 126: 3.
a ES : 129 : 2. 26-27.

ES : 129 : 26.1 983 Stat. 200. Section 203 required that "None of the funds authorized to be appro-
priated by this Act may he used to carry out any research project or study unless such
project or study has a direct and apparent relationship to a specific mission military func-
tion." This section was repealed during tile 2d session of the 91st Congress with tile en-
actment of Section 204 of Public Law 91-441 (84 Stat. 005), which reqnired that "None
of the funds authorized to be appropriated to the Department of Defensc by this or any
other Act may be used to finance any research project or study unless such project or study
has, ill tile opinion of the Secretary of Defense, a potential relationship to a military func-
tion or operation." The latter requirement Is still in effect. It is noteworthy that Section
205 of Public Law 91-441 Stated "that sense nf Congress that , . . a larger share of (in-
creased Government support of bask. scientific research] should be provided hereafter
through tile National Science Foltildathm."

NSB: ES : 129: 8-9; Jan. 18-19, 1970 (letter dated Jan. 22 , 1970). The Iloard
subsequently (a) adopted a resolution encouraging the Federal missial agencies to main-
tain strong haste researeh programs in areas that have the potential of contributing to
their missions over the long term (October 1974), and (b) devoted one of its annual re-
ports to the topic of basic research in the mission agencies (1978)

it Es 130 : 11-15, (letter dated March 27, 1970).
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tion of graduate education activity, and the balanced support of scien-
tific research (particularly as affected by the Mansfield Amendment).
2. NSB Initiation Of Science Indicators Report ,Series

At its 133rd meeting in November 1970, the Board considered its
future roles, responsibilities, and activities. For this purpose it re-
viewed a paper drafted by the Director and the staff at the request of
the Chairman which discussed Board operation and functions, and
agreed that :

As select representatives of scientific leaders in the Nation
[the Board] should : play a more significant role in formulat-
ing national science policy . . . and reconsider the nature of
the Board's annual report to the Congress. . . . The Director
agreed that, since the National Science Board is the only
group by statute representing the scientific and educational
communities at the policy-making level of theFederal Gov-
eminent, the Board should take more initiative in the formu-
lation of national science policy and in interacting with the
President's Science Adviser. 5

At this meeting the Board forinally agreed that it would undertake
the development of an annual report on the status and health of science
as proposed by NSB Vice Chairman., Dr. R. W. Heyns. This action
resulted in an effort leading to the ,Science Indicator series, beginning
with Science Indicators'1972 (issued 1973) (See chapter VIII).
3. NSB Policies for the Support of U.S. Academic Research

The Board again focused on Federal support of the U.S. academic
research infrastructure at its 135th meeting in January 1971. In a pol-
icy statement approved unanimously at that meeting, the Board spelled
out an NSF policy of revived attention, concern, and planning energy
regarding science education, manpower, facilities, and institutions.
(OMB had forced NSF to terminate its institutional support program
when RANN began.) The Board also committed itself to "lend
what weight it, has to the concept that Federaq support of institutions
of higher education on a major scale is critically necessary, and neces-
sary now." Finally, the Board policy statement declared that :

The National Science Board should have five-year and ten-
year goals. Whatever the year-to-year battles (with victories
and losses) with a given administration or a given staff of
Office of Management and Budget or a given set of Congres-
sional committees, it should :

(a) be continuously able to graph in specific ways those
year-to-year results against a longer stretch of objectives and
programs and

(b) allocate a regular part of its attention and energy to-
ward the accomplishment and attainment of its forward
vision several years ahead."

As a way to implement these policies, the Board considered the pos-
sibility of joint meetings between OMB staff and NSI3 which would
highlight the position of the scientific and,educational communities on
policy matters of mutual interest.11

a ES : 133 : 2-3.
14135 : 130, Jan. 21-22,1971.
" ES : 142: 11
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Science education policy was again considered in detail b7 the
Board at its 153rd meeting in February 1973.1.P At this meeting a
review of educational policy questions and policy resolutions proposed
by one Board member led to the consideration of four resolutions
proposed by the Board's Ad HoQ Committee on Science Education.
At its next meeting, the NSB adopted the proposed resolutions with
slight modifications as objectives for NSF's Science Education pro-
grams. The objeetives were : development of exceptionally high-
quality doctoral and postdoctoral programs, strengthened connection
between outstanding research and science education, focus on (a)
monitoring and increasing scientific literary, (b) educational improve-
ment through science and technology, (c) monitoring science man-
power needs, and (d) training which prepares scientists and engi-
neers to contribute to the solution of national problems, and reduction
of educational barriers to the recruitment and development of talent
in science and technology, particularly regarding science education
for wOmen and disadvantaged minorities.

Thb Board voted to endorse these policy recommendations, but later
th game meeting rescinded the vote, on the grounds that an insuffi-
cient number of members was present, science education needed to be
related to the total NSF mission, the issue of minorities and women
needed to be addressed, and the Board should give more attention
to the issues before adopting a.policy statement on them. (See chapter
XVII.)

Board efforts directed at U.S. science infrastructure problems con-
tinued in 1973 through the activities of Task Force 1 of the Board's
Planning and Policy Committee. In June 1973, Task Force 1 reported
to the full Board on its detailed consideration of demographic and
employment issues relating to research personnel." The Task Force's
recommendations, which the Board generally agreed with, focused on
the need for the Boar4icassume responsibility for the preparation
of a thorough report ientific manpower, reiterating one of the
themes of the policy objectives outlined by the Board in March 1973.

The Board's general directives in the area of science manpower
information were implemented, in part through the formation of an
ad hoc- Board subcommittee on the subject ahcl through the Board's
Science Indicater8 series begun in 1973. The topic of sciehce manpower .
was specifically addressed by the Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Manpower
in its special 1974 report, "Scientific and Technical Manpower Pro-
jections."

C. SCIENCE ADVICE DURING THE NIXON ADMINISTRATION, 1973-1974

Due to unique circumstances in effect during the period 1973 through
1976, the National Science Foundation was in a strong position to
influence the formulation of national science policy. These circum-
stances aroAe from a decision by Vresident Nixon early in his second
term to substantially change the White House science advisor! ap-
paratus. Early in January 1973, Dr. II. Guyford Stever, then Direc-
tor of NSF, wa.§ asked to attend a meeting with the Secretary of the

u ES : 153 : 1, 15-20.
19 157 : 17-22.
20 National Science Board. Planning and Polley Committee. Ad 17oe Snbcommittee on

Manpower. Scientific and Technical Manpower Projections, NSB-74-280. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. On., October 1974. 09 P.
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Treasury and Special Assistant to the President, and the Director of
OMB, concerning what NSF's new responsibilities might be in light
of an upcomina executive. reorganization. Dr. Stever was not asked
to invite the aher members of the National Science Board to this
meeting or to involve the Board in developing ideas in respqnse to
this ineeting.2' Shortly thereafter, on January 26, 1973, Pnesident
Nixon released Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973,. The reorganiza-
tim abolished the President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC)
(when the President accepted the resignations of PSAC members and
made no new appointments) and the Office of Science and Technology
(OST) and transferred all of OST's functions to the NSF Director,
effective July 1, 1973. It is alleged that the President's actions were
precipitated by his disagreement with th e public statements made by
some. PSAC menibers and by the general lack of rapport and com-
munication between the White House and th e. scientific advisors.

Prior to the release of Reorganization Plan NO. 1, on January 3,
1973, Dr. Edward E. David announced his resignation as Science Ad-
viser to President Nixon. When the President subsequently announced
his reorganization plan, he made it clear that he intended to appoint
Dr. Stever to the additional role of Science Adviser to the President.
On July 10, 1973, Dr. Stever was appointed as Science Adviser and
Chaiman of I lw Federal Council for Science and Technology. Dr.
Stever continued in these capacitieswhile simultaneously serving as
Director of NSFthrough most of President Ford'S' Administration.
1. Enhanred NSP) &knee Polley Role: th,c Natioml Science Policy

Subcommittee
The Board had access to the President's Science Advisers prior to

Reorganization Plan No. 1.22 But subsequent to the reorganization,
tho Board was placed in the peculiar situation of being responsible
for NSF policy at the same time that NSF's Director, serving as an
ex officio member of the Board, was responsible for delivering science
policy advice to the White House. The Director clearly had been given
the primary science policy role by President Nixon and, on July 2,
1973, Dr. Stever established a Science and Technology Policy Office
(STPO) within NSF to assist him in carrying out his new functions.
However, at about the time of Dr. Stever s appointment as Science
Adviser, the NSB Chairman, who was at that time Dr. lIeTbert E.
Carter, recommended that the, Board as a whole should develop a
method of providing greater impact on national science 13olicy matters
on which it had special concern or competence by designing a more "
effective procedure for identifying and considering such issues and
disseminating its views to the public.23 Th6 task of developing these
new procedures was assigned to the Board's Planning and Policy
Committee. At the Board's next meeting, the Chairman created as
part of the Planning and Policy Committee a National Science Policy
(NSP) Subcommittee, to be chaired by Dr. T. Marshall Hahn,,jr.,
with a charter to identify national science policy issues on which the
Board had some competence and to recommend the manner and nature

n Stever, H. Guyford. Science AdviceOut of and Back Into the WMte House. Tech-
nology in Society. v. 2 19R0 : 67. (Hereafter referred to as Science Advice.)

"Nee. for example. ns : 145: 24. Dr. David met with the Executive:Committee tn discuss
the flcal }ear 1973 budget and NSF's role in the support of research and education. See
al.() Stever. op. cit., p. 66.

:157 6.
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of related studies." During its first meeting, the NSP Subcommittee
developed the following initial list of subjects to be considered :

Role of the Board in reldtion to changes in the Federal'
science structure, especially as it relates to science policy
issues ; [to be discusSed with. the Director] ;
Optimum performer base ;
Policy for science education ; and
Federal role with respect to industrial innovation.25

STPO, in the meantime, had developed its own strategy and had
begun operations in accordance with a set of major responsibilities
which were reported as the following : 26

Provide advice, consultation, and recomendations on na-
tional civilian 'science and technology policy ;,

Develop technical options related to the solution of national
problems in the civilian area ;

Appraise the overall effectiveness of ongoing Federal and
national R&D efforts and recommend policy and program
action toward the achievement of national goals through
civilian science and technology ;

Serve as the focal point for coordinating Federal R&D
programs (STPO will provide staff support for the Federal
Council for Science and Technology and assist the Director
in the formulation and coordination of Council activities) ;

Interact with academic and industrial scientific communi-
ties on broad matters of science policy so as to further their
participation, in every appropriate way, in strengthening
science and technology in the 'United States ; and

Provide a.dvice and assistance in furthering IT.S. interna-
tional scionce.and technology objectives.

At that time, STPO also announced to the Board that it had ar-
ranged a meeting between the Director and representatives of the
scientific societies and another meeting between the Director and repre-
sentatives of industry and technical societies. The Director began to
report regularly such activities, as well as those he performed as
Science Adviser, to the Board at its monthly meetings.
2. Clarification. of NISB's Nob Science Policy Role

AS it had pliinned in October 1973, the Board, and the NSP Subcom-
mittee in particular, quickly sought to define its reSponsibilities in the
context of the Director's enlarged role in national science policy mat-
ters. At the. Board's November meeting, the Chairman of the NSP
Subcommittee presented a progress report on his recent conversations
with the Director during which certain agreements were reached con-
cerning .,how the Subcommittee could assist the Director as Science
Adviser. Specifically, it was agreed that (1) the Board would serve as
an early warning system to the Science Adviser to identify issues which
might emerge as national science policy questions. and (2) tte Sub-
committee would serve as a body available to the, Science Adviser for
informal and confidential consultation." At the. §ame meeting the
Board's Executive Committee, expressed.concern about the Director's

" 156 : 11-41.
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expanded responsibilities in light of h's science advisory activities and
urged Min to add senior scientific stall' to his immediate staff.2'
3. XSB Recommends Policies Regarding Federal Health Regulation

At its second meeting in February 1974 the NSP Subcommittee con-
'siaered, upon referral from the tioard, the report "Chemicals and
Health," prepared by STPO with substantial input from the Chemicals
and Health Panel of the President's Science Advisory Committee,29
After reviewing the report to identify possible areas of action for
recommendation to the Science Adviger and thd Foundation, the lTSP
Subcommittee proposed ,a series 'of recommendations which the full
Boaid adopted unanimously. The reCommendations were that :

The Science Adviser pursue policies which would result in
issuance of regulations by the various health-related regula-
tory agencies based on ad.equate knowledge and understand-
ing, emphasizing an appropriate balance of benefits and risks,
encouraging development of multiple options, and avoiding
unsound scientific approaches.
The Science Adviseibeek the estabLisliment of a require-

ment that the chief administrator of each health-related
regulatory agency have an Advisory Board of Review,
consisting of members from outsid6 the Government, that
would advise on each important regulatory decision.

The Science Adviser seek the establishment of a require-
ment that each health-related regulatory agency issue a
white paper to provide a technology assessment and an
analysis of probable benefits and risks in connection with
any proposed new regulation.

The Science Adviser continue to follow up with the health-
related regulatory agencies and seek a specific response to
each recommendation contained-in the report.

The National Science Foundation provide expanded edu-
cational and science information activities to generate
greater interest of the broad scientific community in health-
related problems and to increase public understanding Of
the need for adequate scientific base and benefit-risk analy-
sis in regulatory decisions.'°

Thesv reconunendations paralleled those set forth in the PSAC re-
a port and reflected the Board's approval of the policy recommendations

developed through the PSAC-STPO effort. At that time the NSP
Subcommittee also reported to the Board its plans to review several
reports prepared by the National Academy of Sciences on materials
In rvh and to otter to tlw Board recommendations for action by the
Science Adviser and the Foundation."

21ES
"National Science Foundation. Scirn,e and Technology Policy office. Chemicals and

Health : Re; ort f the Pnnel on rhendt als and Health of the Prehident's Selene,. Advirtory
Cotntnitt,e Washington. U.S. Govt. Print, Off., Sept. 1973. 211 p. Thi report waR thP
proluot of almost two YParm of PSAC &liberation and review by concerned ageneles. The
rep,rt directed ut th tnamrers i,t ho Federal health and safety regulat,,ry pparatu, of-
ferel 21 general reeonutenoatlons nnt detailet recommendations addre,sing. Inter ann.

hettPr Manor. In regulatory actions, (2) regulatory responsibility to stimulate produet
deve!opment rote..itent w ft ,afty. olti the r,I f hp National Institute of Environment-
al Health Selenees, t 4 researoh needs. (50 rgulatory precnution .. eneourngement of
product diversity. and (7) communicating the results and meaning Of recent scientific
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D. SCIENCE ADVICE AND SCIENCE POLICY ORGANIZATION DURING THE
FORD ADMINISTRATION, 1974-76

The Board's National Science Policy Subcommittee did not recon-
vene after its February 1974 meeting, but rather subsequently was
upgraded into a full Board committee, called the Committee on Na-
tiDnal Science Policy, chaired by Dr. Frank Press."
.1. Dr. Pre88 Meets With Preaident Ford

At the February 1974 meeting, Dr. Stever reported. to the Board on
a meeting he, had earlier with President Ford at which, among other
issues, the roles of NSF and the National Science Board were dis-
cussed. The President, Dr. Stever reported, raised the subject of
Science advice and various alternative mechanisms to strengthen that.
-adVice either through the Domestic Council, other White House orga-
nizational elements, or under the existing arrangement. Two months
later, Dr. Stever, as Science Adviser, "expressed a desire to keep in
closer contact with the Committee on National Science Policy tq
discuss informally major issues as they arise and thus to keep the
Board informed of developments." Dr. Press agreed to convene' the
NSP Compiittee soon and to "meet as often ft5 necessary to fulfill its
advisory role to Dr: Stever." 33
2. The Board Adviges on Science Policy Organization

On December 21, 1974, President Ford asked Vice President Nelson
Rockefeller to study whether the system of a White House Science
Adviser should be revived and, if so, in what form. The Vice. President
was requested to review all suggestions regarding science advisory
mechanisms and report back to the President around the end of Janu-
ary-."'a In light of the President's request, the NSB Chairman suggested
at the meeting in January 1975 that the Board consider its proper role .

in taking a position on the science advisory mechanism at the presi-
dential level.34 The Director pointed out that he was taking a neutral
position on alternative science advisory propOsals and that "as long
as he had the responsibility as the President's Science Adviser he would
fulfill the tasks to the best of his ability with the resources he had
available to him in the Foundation." "'

In executive session the Board discussed such issues ag: the need for
national -science policy advice to include 6onsideration of military
R&D, end the increased influence of OMB in Executive, branch science
policy dedisionmaking. He also cautiorwd that the Board niight not be
able to give national science.policy functions the time required :

Dr. Press stated that the National Sc,ience Board as now struc-
tured could not function as effectively and broadly as PSAC. He
noted that when he served on PSAC lie worked at hi's' numerous
important assignments approximately fen days a month and that

, he traveled 200,000 miles alone during his first year of service. A
major commitment of time and effort would.be required if the

al ES :152 :21A. ,
ES -11Sq :4.mu President Ford apparently 'already had dArlded that he wanted to reestablish the

White House rcience structure on somewhat the same lines it had followed before, hut he
wanted this re establishment tn be a matter of legislative action as opposed to a reorganiza-
tional directive from the President. This was expressed tp Dr. Ste,ver during a meeting he
had with.the Went on October 17. 1074. Vice President Rockefeller's consideration of
thIR 1.Rne was delayed severa: mbnths. See Stever, op, cit., P. 62-03.

" ES :109 :11-12.
88 Mkt., p. 11.
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.Board is to discharge a science policy role comparable to that of
PSAC. To fulgll this larger role would be Wfficult if at the same
time,the Board discharged its statutory duties as the policy mak-
ing body of the Foundation."

The Board concluded that the best possible science advice should be
introduced at the highest levels of the Federal Government and re-
quested that the new NSP Committee investigate the matter further.

The Chairman of the Board transmitted a letter to President Ford
on .Tanuary 2 t, 1075 requestinfr a meeting with him on behalf ot the
Board. Among other things, the letter mentioned that :

The Board is seeking ways .to enhance its contribution to the
support of the national programs aimed at the solution of the
major problems of today . . . the economy . . . and] other serious
challenges, some of which underlie and foster the economic prob-
lem. . . . Science and technology, by themselves, cannot solve any
of these complex technical-economic-social problems ; but as part
of a broader commitment and larger strategy, they can play a
pivotal role in helping to alleviate many of the problems."

The Chairman's defter to the President was followed on January 31
with a letter to the Vice President concerning the Board's position on
a science advisory mechanism for the White House. Initially prepared
by the NSP Committee, the letter endorsed no specific science advisory
organization, bgt recommended rather that the structure finally
selected be fully integrated into the essential stages of decisionmaking
bearing on national science policy :

[A] President's personal style in organizing and dealing with
his staff is more important than the specific structure of the science
advisory apparatgs in the White House.

. . . We believe that a science adviser can serve a President
best if he is directly involved in the early stages of problem defi,
nition and information gathering as well as the later stages of
analysis, the examination of options, and the recommendation of
possilale courses of action. . . .

Rather than detailing a particular structure, we suggest that
whatever science advisory apparatus is selected, the science ad-
viser (or advisers) should be an active participant in the deliber-
ations of the Domestic Council, the National Security Council,
and the Energy Council. The adviser's office should also be charged
to formulate science policy for the Executive Branch, to evaluate
agency R&D program, and to participate in decisions leading to
the allocation of resources for science and technology."

The draft of the letter to the Vice President had been submitted to all
Afembers and their comments elicited, but, due to time constraints, no
Board. interaction had been possib1e.39

Ai the Board's next meeting in February, both letters were discussed
and the NSP Committee was directed to prepare an, agenda for the
rco uestN1 mePting with the Rresident."

At the Board's February meeting the NSP Committee convened
for its second meeting, tluring which Dr;Stever was asked to discuss

p. 12.
31 ES :170, appendix B, Feb. 21, 1675.
" 170 :33-40.
" See ibid., p. 24. The majority of members' comment. had been taken into account in

tho 9: n 1 eopy and all but two Members had anreed to its dispatch.
Ibid., p. 23-24, 28-29.
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the, status of the Vice President's review of the science policy orga-
nization for the Ford Administratkm and present his views on the
matter." Dr. Stever reported that, he and his stair turned over a
considerable amount of information to the Vice President and that
an options paper had been prepared which he had not been involved
with because of his policy not to take a position on the matter. (

3. Board Consideration of Science Policy Legislation and Future
Agenda Item

At the February 1975 meeting, Dr. Stever also observed that a
question of growing importance was how to handle the growing pres-
sure on NSF to become heavily involved in R&D at the State and
local level, as proposed in Senator Edward Kennedy's bill, S. 32.
Senator Kennedy introduced S. 32 originally on January 25, 1971, as
the Conversion, Research, Education and Assistance Act, after hear-
ings in the 91st Congress on the general topic of problems involving
post-Viet Nam war economic conversion.42 After further hearings and
amendments, the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
reported S. 32, the National Science Policy and Priorities Act of 1972,
to the Senate on June 28, 1972, and it was passed by the enate on
August 17.

In September 1972, the Board had considered S. 32, as passed by the
Senate, and had reached a number of detailed, tentative conclusions
which were generally supportive of three of the bill's four titles relat-
ing to (I) science policy and priorities for civilian research and engi-
neering, (III) transition of technical manpower to civilian programs,
and (1V) protection of pension rights of scientists and engineers."
The PPC objected to title II, which would have created a Civil Science
System, since NSF was already implementing the Research Applied
to National Needs (RANN) program with objectives that were similar
to those of title II of S. 32." Of paricular concern to the Board were
those aspects of titles II and III of the bill that would significantly
enhance the applied science activities of NSF, which the Board viewed
as a secondary mission :

Whatever the future may bring, the Board and the Director
must remain ever mindful of the unique mission of the Founda-
tionthe strength and scope of the national effort in fundamental
scientific research and assirrance that there is always, in training,
a next generation of scientists being adequately prepared to accept
their roles in the scientific endeavor. For the Foundation, all else
must remain secondary."

The Board again considered S. 32 after its reintroduction in the 93rd
Congress along with a number of more or less similar bills. This time
the Board discussion focused on Title II of S. 32, the Civil Science
Systems Act. The Planning and Policy Committee had considered
Title II in detail and found it to be the most controversial in relation
to the Foundation because "it would greatly distort the Foundation
and would almost definitively overshadow and conflict with its basic

NSB/NSP-75--7, February 20, 1975.
" See U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation and

Committee on Human Resources. A Legislative History of the National Science and Tech-
nology Policy. Organization, and Priorities Act of 1976. Committee print, 93th Congress,
1st Flession. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., Apr. 1977. 824 p.

ES :147 :7-13. September 7-8, 1972.
PPC 6 and 7.

" 1113 :147 :12.
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mission." 46 The PPC recommended that the Foundation seek a modest
enhancement of its RANN program rather than assuming a lead role
in major development and demonstration projebts in the wide range
of areas proposed in title II. In a final policy determination, the PPC/
NSB position was as follows :Title I would have given NSF additional
scienpe policy responsibilities. The Board stated that thislhad already
been accomplished by the acceptance of Reorganization Plan No. 1 of
1973, which assigned science policy advisory functions to NSF. The
PPC stated that compliance with requirements for supporting demon-
stration projects would overshadow basic research. The PPC and NSB
reached a compromise fall-back positionthat RANN would selec-
tively support some projects to the "proof of concept" phase.

Title III, the Technical Manpower Transition Act, was opposed by
the PPC and the full Board on the grounds that the Federal Govern-
ment should use programs to increase jobs for unemployed scientists
rather than retraining them.41

Title IV dealt with the Protection of Pension Rights. NSB opposed
this title on the grounds that the job was the responsibility of the Sec-
retary of Labor. A slightly revised form of the Committee recommen-
dations was accepted by the Board as its position on S. 32.48

The February 1975 meeting of the NSP Committee conCluded with
a presentation by Dr. Press of the following potential future agenda
items for the committee :

How can scientists and engineers contribute to regional and
local needs, e.g., know-how for land-use planning, technological
assessment systems etc.? There will be increasing pressures on the
Foundation to develop and explore mechanisms to handle such
problems.

What are our national goals and how can science and technol-
ogy be used to achieve these goals?

How does oneb-Esk- utilize government response to a national
need that involves many fields and agencies, e.g., urban problems,
earthquake prediction ?

What kind of continued effort can be devised to keep abreast of
development in basic research support in government agencies
and exert subtle pressure when desirable? How can the Founda-
tion monitor, detect trends, and, help alter, if desirable, basic
research policies status of other agencies?

How can science and technology be utilized effectively in the
international arena (entire question of science and technology in
foreign affairs) ? How can we, be involved prior to commitments
being made, rather than after ?

In the past the. Board has met with important administrators
in Government. Should a Board committee be etablished to
develop issues and prepare Board strategy/agenda to utilize these
occasions for maximum benefit ?

Ts this a propitious time. to reexamine the relationship between
industry, universities, and the Federal Government as it affects
research performance in and for the Government ? This will be
a key element of the eighth Board report ; is that sufficient
forum ?

ta ES 153 10-13.
it 158 :12.
" I IA p. 13.
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Is the Board to get more deeply involved in policy matters and
still discharge its statutory obligations to NSF f Should the Board
change its mode of opeiutions,vis a vis program review I Should
NSB request change in legislation or make more use of`outside
consultants ?

Should the Board annually host an NSB working conference
of one or two days of about 100 people including representatives
of comparable bodies (Defense Science Board, Naval Research
Advisory Committee, National Academy of Sciences Council,
scientific and professional societies, etc) V These conferences
would concentrate on a single major national issue, would enlarge
perspectives ofthe Board, combine talents of many different
bodies ; and other advantages.

Should the Board reformulate its position on a Department of
Science ?

Should there be a National Science Board ? Has it outlived its
initial mandate ? Should it redefine its mission ? 49

At the request of the Chairman of the Board, the NSP Committee
at its meeting in March prepared an agenda for a meeting of the full
Board with the President.5 The agenda, which the Board agreed
upon at its meeting in March, stressed the contributions of science and
technology to the Nation and presented recommendations parallel to
those contained within the Board's annual report for 1974, Science
and the Challenge Ahead. The Board also agreed not to raise the
matter of White House science advisory mechanisms w.L*th the Presi-
dent even though this topic was under active considera in the
Executive Office. On March 21, the Board met with Presi nt Ford
and Vice President Rockefeller for one hour at the White House.51 The
Board's sixth annual report and accompanying presidential message
were released the same day. In his message the President urged careful
attention to the priorities for research recommended in the report.
4. NSB Response to the "Bauman Amendment" to the Fiscal Year

1976 NSF Authorization
At its fourth and fifth meetings in April and May 1975, the NSP

Committee devoted most of its time to drafting a National Science
Board policy position on the so-called "Bauman Amendment" to the
NSF authorization for fiscal year 1976 and on a related b1ll.52 Rep.
Robert Bauman had introduced H.R. 4723 on April 9, 1975 as an
amendment to the pending NSF authorization bill. Section 7 of this
bill required that full information on all NSF proposed grants be
furnished to the Congress and that awards for such grants be with-
held for 30 days while Congress studied the appropriateness of the
awards. H.R. 5796, introduced by Rep. C. E. Bennett on the same
day, proposed that no Federal agency make any type of research
grant until after a 30-day review period by appropriate committees
in both Houses. At:its meeting in May 1975, the Board unanimously
adopted a revised resolution prepared by the NSP Committee oppos-
ing Section 7 of H.R. 4723 and H.R. 5796. The resolution stressed
NSF's competence in .reviewing research proposals, and stated that:

NSB/NSP-75-7, Fob. 20, 1975.
N513/N8P-75-12, Mar. 5, 1975.
1,N:171:2. 19 21.

as NSB/NRP-85-15. NEM :ZS :134, May 1975. RH cbaptor V on the Programs Co
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The proposed legislation has the potential for producing serious
weakening of science which has been made strong over the last
25 years by [NSF] sponsorship of the highest quality and priority
research projects.. .. On its part the National Science Board will
continue to ensure that the management practices of the Founda-
tion operate tO identify and support the best and highest prior-
ity research in the country. The National Science Board strongly
urges the Congress to reject . . . the two bills [because they] pro-
pose to extend Congressional control in too great detail to be
either effective or efficient.53

The legislative proposals opposed in this Board resolution did not
become law.

5. FurtherConsideration of Science Policy Legielation and Related
Board Functiom

On May 22, 1975, President Ford met with the Vice President and
several key congressional leaders and announced his approval of the
Vice President's proposal to re-establish a science and technology of-
fice within the White House by legislation. The President decided in
favor of a director with a small staff, rather than a council, to head
the new office. This proposal was introduced by request by Senator
Moss on June 20, 1975, as S. 1987. The provisions of S. 1987 were sub-
sequently incorporated in Titles II and VI of S. 32.

The Board quickly became involved in considering the national
science policy proposals before the Congress in the summer of 1975.
The issue was discussed during meetings of Task Force 75A of the
Planning and Policy Committee held on June 18-20, 1975." The task
force unanimously adopted a resolution recommending that the Board
develop a public position on the Administration's bill for an Office of
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). The task force also sub-
mitted the following recommendations to the Board relating to the
Board's general ability to deal with national science policy issues :

1. The task force recommended that the Board should define a
wider, more active, national policy role for itself in light of the
four objectives : (a) Increasing scientific knowledge, (b) Dissemi-
nating.scientific knowledge, (c) Identifying and delineating al-
tePnative applications of science, and (d) Encouraging applica-
tions of science ; OR accept its present role and operational proce-
dures and stop studyinrr itself.

2. The task force decided, that thW seemed to be a number of
deficiencies in the way the Board operated at present including:
(a) Inadequate policy content to program reviews; (b) Devotion
of too much time to discussions of Programs Committee recom-
mendations ; (c) Inadequate input from scientists, professional
societies, citizens; and (d) No mechanism for identifying broad,
national policy issues or for responding to them; and that, IF
the Board wanted to improve these deficiencies AND adopt a wider 4,

role for itself, it should undertake a complete review of the re-
sources and changes necessary to accomplish these objectives."

The Board subsequently adopted a modified recommendation
regarding the Board's operation and responsibilities and decided that :

(1) Board activities should be moved toward policy concerns
and increased effectiveness of its oversight responsibilities;

Ion :175:15, 12.
114 ES : 175 : 24-27.
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(2) The Board should undertake a more active external role
on science policy issue, and strengthen its linkages with external
bodies; and

(3) The Board should undertake a study of possible mechan-
isms to increase the efficiency of its activities in order to accom-
plish the objectives in (1) and (2) above."

The Board also accepted the task force's recommendation that the
Board adopt a position on the Administration's OS I P proposal, as
incorporated in S. 1987 and S. 32. The Board Chairman requested that
the NSP Committee examine the relevant science and technology bills
and formulate a draft position.5"The Director, meanwhile, had been
involved with the President, the Vice President, and a number of
scientists in establishing task forces and making other preliminary
plans for the proposed OSTP."

Positions by the Board were later developed for various science and
technology policy bills and were forwarded to the chairmen of relevant
congressional committees by NSB Chairman Dr. Norman Hackerman.
For example, the Board sent a letter on October 2, 1975, to Rep. Olin
E. Teague regarding the national science policy bill (H.R. 9058) that
he had introduced on July 30. The letter supported the bill, but sug-
gested that its title I should "state explicitly the fact that basic re-
search underlies all advances in science and technology" and pointed
out that the Board did not believe that the bill's repeal of NSB's sta-
tutory annual reporting function would preclude the Board's report-
ing funCtion :

We feel that thw statutory [annual NSB] report requirement
[abolished by Title IV of H..R. 9058.1 has been useful in providing
a medium for formal communication on scientifiC prcigress and
problems to the President, the Congress, ana the public. however,
we would not interpret the repeal of this requirement to preclude
our submission of reports from time to time to the President and
the Congress on important scientific matters."

Another letter sent from the Board to Senator Harrison S. Williams,
Jr., on November 7, 1975, contained similar endorsements regarding
H.R. 10230 (introducted as a revision of I-LR. 9058 by Representative
Olin E. Teague on October 20, 1915) and favorably noted that Title I
of this bill explicitly recognized "the fundamental importance of basic
research." " H.R. 10230 passed the House on November 6

At its sixth and final meeting in November 1975, the NSF Committee
considered the status of the science policy bills, noting that "the lan-
guage which had been developed by tile Committee on National Science
Policy rind supported by the I3oard was in the hands of staff members
on the Senate side." "
6. The Board's Enhanced National Science Policy Role Ends

The Senate passed H.R. 10230, as amended, in lieu of S. 32 on
April 27, 1975. A compromise version of both bills was agreed to
and enacted on May 11 as P.L. 94-282, the National Science and

175 : 25.NSBINSP-75-15, Memolanclum to Members of CoMmittee on National Science Policy.
Aug. 18,1975.
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Technology Policy, Organization, and Priorities Act of 1976. Three
months later, Dr. Stever resigned as Director of NSF and was sworn
in as the first Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy.
In his new capacity as OSTP Director, Dr. Stever provided science
advice to the President (as stipulated by P.L. 94'282) during the
remaijider of the Ford Administration. P.L. 94-282 stipulated that the
Direpftor of OSTP, among other duties, advise the President, but did
not reate the post of Science Advisor to the President. Looking back
on the impact and limitations of his role as Science Adviser to the
President while operating from.NSF as a base during January 1973
through the summer of 1976, Dr. Stever has summarized the con-

straints on a science advisory mechanism located outside of the White
House: .

[W]e chose budgeting as the strongest line of attack to make
our influence felt....

While I believe that our work in the budget areas as exempli-
fied by our advice on energy policy matters and energy R&D
budgets to the Office of Management and Budget Was a successful
and worthwhile contribution, it dkt illustrate another one of the
often-quoted weaknesses of the science-advising mechanism out-
side of the White House. We were not regularly asked to submit
our position on all White House issue papers. Occasionally the
OMB or the Domestic Council or some other units of the White
House staff would ask for an independent submission, but for
the most part we had to find out, through the legwork of staff,
what the issues were, and if we felt strongly enough to submit
an independent view, we could do so. But the fact that we did
not have regular immediate contact with all White House events
definitely gave us a handicap."

Dr. Stever s comments on the importance of involvement in the
initial stages of policy development for an effective science advisory
role echo concerns raised in the letter sent by the full Board to the
President in early 1975." The Board's NSP Committee, which had
assisted Dr. Stever in carrying out his functions as Science Adviser
to Presidents Nixon and Ford through the close of 1975, did not meet
again after its sixth meeting in November 1975. During the Board's
annual consideration of National Science Board committees at its
May 1976 meeting, the NSB Chairman reduced the number of com-
mittees and recommended that ad hoc committees would be utilized
only when necessary for specific, short-range tasks." The Board
Chairman then discharged the NSP Committee alono, with five other
committees. Dr. Press, who had chaired the NSP ''Committee, had
served on the Board for over six years in May 1976 and his member-
ship expired at that time. On June 1, 1977, Dr. Press was sworn as
President Carter's Science Adviser and the second Director of OSTP.

It is interesting to note that a report on the respective roles of the
Board and Director requested by the Director in 1976 made the follow-
ing recommendation for implementing Board responsibilities in the
area of national science policy through a new Committee on National
Science Policy :

science Advice, op. cit. p. 69-70.
43 ES : 169 : 11-12, 170 : 38-40 : discussed earlier in thug chapter, section E. 2.
44 ES : 181 : 8.
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It is recommended that the Planning and Policy Committee be
reconstituted as the Committee on National Science Policy charged
solely with preparing recommendations to the Board for it to
carry out its portion of the Foundation's responsibility to ". . .

recommend and encourage the pursuit of national policies for the,
promotion of basic research and education in the sciences." (Sec.
3(d).) 65

The Board never carried out this recommendation. The report also
maintained that a crucial element in the usefulness of national science
policy recommendations lies in (1) the receptivity of the users and im-
plementers of such recommendations, (2) prior Board consultation
with potential users, and (3) a systematic follow-up to appraise the
extent to which a recommended policy is being implemented."

E. OTHER EXAMPLES OF NATIONAL SCIENCE PoucY POSITIONS TAKEN
BY THE BOARD, 1969-79

The Board has occasionally issued policy resolutions or has other-
wise expressed definitive positions on matters concerning science and
technology at a Federal or national level. Often, particularly after the
PPC began its LRP exercises in the summer of 1976, such policy
statements or resolutions were the result of extensive deliberations.
(See chapter VI.) Examples of national science policy-related posi-

.. tions adopted by the Board since 1969 and not addressed elsewhere in
this report are presented below.
1. Selective Service System (1969)

On May 19, 1969, the Chairman of the Board (Dr. Philip Handler)
sent a letter to the President conveying the support of the Board for
the President's proposal to refOrm the Selective Service^System." The
letter stated that, even though the draft was making profound inroads
on graduate enrollments, the Board "would not ask that graduate
students, largely derived from our middle class, white population,
be made yet a more privileged group." "Accordingly," the Board con-
cluded, we strongly support conversion to a random 'lottery' system
effective at age 19, in which all able-bodied young men participate."
2. Role of Professional Societies, Commercial Organizations,Universi-

ties, and Government Agencies in the Information, Transfer Proc-
ess (1971)

At its meeting in October 1971, the Board approved a statement
enunciating and clarifying existing relationships between the Founda-
tion and the several kinds of activity concerned with science informa-
tion." Six policies were stated addressing (1) the development of in-
formation resources through a variety of concerned organizations, (2)
temporary NSF support of certain essential publication activities, (3)
NSF endorsement of secondary information processing (that is, ab-
stracting and indexing) activities, (4) NSF recognition of a priniary
role for commercial firms in developing and marketing products and
services deriving from the machine-readable output of secondary proc-

- Hoff, William J. The National Science Foundation : Board and Director. A study pre-
pared for the National Science Foundation, May 28, 1976, p. 34. (NSI3-76-199, June 11.
1976.)

Ibid., p. 87-38.
e'r NSB-69-151), May 22, 1969.
" NSE-71-279, 142: 7-8.
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..essing (that is, retrievable computerized abstracting data bases) car-
ried out by non-profit activities, (5) NSF support of university-based
information systems with encouragement to use commercial services
when available, and (6) an NSF requirement that ail machine-readable
information resources generated through NSF support be made equi-
tably available at reasonable prices. These policies reflect the approach
already taken by NSF's (now-defunct) Office of Science Information
Service whicii NN ere found to be acceptable to onicials of the commercial
and university private-sector groups which they affect. NSF's infor-

- mation dissemination role lessened substantially by the summer of
1978.
S. National Science Foundation Patent Policy (1973)

In March 1073, the Board adopted an NSF patent policy after
earlier consideration by the Planning and Policy Committee." The
policy applies to all research grants, contracts, and other arrange-
ments entered into by the Foundation. Several provisions of this policy
have implications for scientific and technological activities at a na-
tional level. For example the patent policy provides the following:

A major objective of NSF's patent arrangements will be to en-
courage the use of inventions arising out of activities supported by
the Foundation..

The Government retains the right to grant NSF licenses, unless
the NSF grantee has taken effective steps within three years after
a patient issues to bring the invention to the point of practical
application.

NSF may enter into separate institutional agreements with
academic or other nonprofit organizations in certain circum-
stances. Such agreements will require that the institution use any
net royalty income retained by it for the support of education
or scientific research.

4. IV omen in Science (1975)
The Board adopted a resolution at its meeting in April 1975 in

response to the United Nations General Assembly proclamation
(December 18, 1972) of the year 1975 as the International Woman's
Year, and to the President's Proclamation (January 30, 1974) and
Executive Order (January 9, 1975) giving full support to the Inter-
national Woman's Year and establishing a National Commission
on its observance. In its resolution, the Board endorsed the promotion
of equality between men and women, urged that educational and
scientific communities make renewed efforts to increase and improve
the roles of women within these communities, and pledged the
following:

To assure the fair competition of women for NSF grants and
contracts ;

To increase the number of women on NSF advisory panels and
committees;

To enhance the public awareness of the current and changing
roles of women in science and technology ;

To improve understanding of motivational factors which
encourage the selection by women of science careers; and

in ES : 154 : 9 15-20.
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To encouracre, through direct example, equal hiring and promo-
tion of qualifie% women at all levels of employment."

5. Basic Engineering Research Program, of the Department of Energy
(1979)

The Board adopted a brief statement in February 1979 endorsing
the Department of Energy's .(DUE) intention to provide in its pro-
posed budget for fiscal year 1980 and beyond support for the Basic
Research in Engineering program in DOE's Office of Energy Re-
search, a program which was initiated in fiscal year 1979.71 The Board
encouraged the further development of DOE's Basic Research in En-
gineering program.

F. NSB INVOLVEMENT IN RECENT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY REPORTS

The National Science and Technology Policy, Organization, and
Priorities Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-282) established the Office of Science
and Technology Policy within the White House. The Act assigned to
OSTP, among other functions, the responsibilities to (1) periodically
survey the nat* and needs of national science and technology and
make recommendations to the President for review and transmission
to the Congress through an annual Science and Technology Report
and (2) prepare and annually revise a Five-Year Outlook report on
trends, opportunities, and constraints emerging with respect to sci-
ence and technology in the United States. The Act further required
that the OSTP Director work in close consultation and cooperittion
with the National Science Board, among a number of other Federal
agencies and councils:

The Board apparently has not spent much time on those respon-
sibilities. In March and April of 1977, the Board's Ad Hoc Commit-
tee on NSB and OSTP Annual Reports convened four times, during
which communication took place between the Committee and Dr.
Press, Director-designate of OSTP, regarding plans for preparing
OSTP's statutory report.72 During the March 1977 meeting, the sci-
ence adviser proposed that the NSF and the OSTP should cooperate
in producing policy reports and that the Board si ould help OSTP
prepare its statutory report.73 The Chairman appointed the Ad Hoc
Committee to evaluate these issues. Suhsequimtly, the chairman of
the Ad Hoc Committee reported to the Board that he had "discussed,
the reports with Dr. Press and had promised to send him a. document
outlining some of the opportunities and problems with regard to
soliciting information from the mission agencies from NSB experi-
ence in the preparation of its reports." 74

In the spring of 1977, President Carter's reorganization team ad-
dressed alternative administrative, and organizational arrangements
for the Executive Office of the President, including OSTP and its
new annual reporting function. Among the recommendations formu-
lated was a proposal to transfer to the National Science Board re-
sponsibility for the OSTP annual report to the President. The Board

NSB-75-183 ; 172 : 18, Apr. 21. 1975.
NSB/Res-79-22/B (as revised, Mar. 6, 1979) ; 204 : 14.
CS : 189 : 10.

'CS: 188: 5.
" Ibid.
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Chairman pointed out at the Board's June meeting that preparation
of such a report by the Board would require careful consideration be-cause it would involve technology in its broadest sense, an area
beyonnd the normal purview of the Beard." 75 The President's Reor-
ganization Plan No. 1 of 1977 ultimately transferred OSTP's re-
sponsibility for the preparation of the two science and technology
reports to the Director of NSF, effective February 24, 1978.76
1. Annual Science and Te4nology Report

The Director of NSF assigned responsibility for the preparation
of the first annual science and technology report to the Directorate
for Scientific, Technological, and International Affairs, which, ac-
cording to some observers, was created to assist OSTP.77 The Director
also reported to Board members that they would be requested to com-
ment on the first draft of the report." The final version of the annual
report, Science and Technology Report: 1978, was "revised to include
changes proposed by several Board Members and others," and was
then sent to the White Rouse for clearance for transmission to
Congres-;." Board membel.s were. again asked to comment ,A.1 the
second Annual Report on ;Science and Technology after STIA's draft
had lwen prepared." 'Flius, the Board has had only a minimal role
in the preparation of the annual science and technology reports.
2. Five-year Outlook Report

It was originally assumed that the NSB, along with the OSTP,
the NAS, and other agencies and peer reviewers would be asked to
comment on the five-year outlook report drafted by the STIA with
assistance from the National Aeademy of Sciences and possibly that
the report would be transmitted jointly by NSF and the OSTP via
the President to the Congress?".

After STIA's first draft of this report was prepared, the Founda-
tion convened an expert review panel, which criticized the draft
severely. Comments were also requested from Board members." The
Director also requested comments from Board members on his pro-
posed Director's statement to accompany the final version of the
Fire-Year Outlook Raport.83
3. NSB and Other Reviews of Reports

There has been considerable kgislative braneh review of these
reports. In general, the reports have been Criticized for reflecting a
narrow perspective, not the brottil perspective that should be re-
flected in a presidential report, and for omitting the lopg-range policy

" 191 3.
7° Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1977. July 15, 1977. amended on Sept. 14, 1977 (Federal

Register. vol. 420. Oct. 21. 1077 : 56101) effected by E.O. 12030, Federal Register, vol. 43,
F "4 197s

71 STIA Wit% created on July 10, 1975.
et)

72 197 : 7. Copier; of the draft report were distributed to Board membera two months Mter,
and at that time Board members were asked to comment within two weeks. (100 :7)

711200: 8.
F.C: 19-11 t 7.
mogee, Mary Ellen. Science and Technology Policy : Office of Science and Technology

Po,11-1 nod N.itio 'al S-1e..ce Fournistkin Relationships. /n U.S. Congress. Senate. Com-
mittee on Commerce. Science and Transportation. Subcommittee on Science. Technology,
and Space. Oversight of Science and Technology Piilky. 11earinge. Feb. and Apr. 1978.
Part 2. (Serial No. 95-77) w&phington U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978, p. 271.

so Ibid.
rC: 79-12: 11-21.
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guidance intended by Congress." The BArd's review of these two
tyrtes of NSF-prepared reports has been limited to individual com-
ments by interested Board members. Generally the.Board does not
make. or take a formal Board position on these reports. Dr. Mac-
Lane commented negatively about the quality of the NSFTrepared
drafts of both the annual science and technology report and the ive-
year Outlook rerSort during the eleventh Executive Committee meet-
ing in 1979 :

IITel stated that he was deeply concerned about the quality
of the. reports emanating from NSF. Speaking from a back-
ground of .Thuch experience with reports, he stated that he had
been increasingly discouraged about those NSF reports he, had
read recently. It was his opinion -that the First- AnnUal Report
on Science and Technology (summer 1978) was poor, and that
the draft of the Second Annual Report on Science and Tech-
nolo7 is also of inferior qUality. Then there is the massive first
draft, of the first Five-Year Outlook Report. It appears to be
a confused shambles, lie wondered why three successive reports
prepared by STIA should seem so unsatisfactory."

The Director had no, solution :
The. Director stated that it had been a heavy burden on STIA

to prepare these mandated reports with limited and changing
s:taff. Unfortiinately, not all the individuals were trained in the
areas in which they are being asked to work."

4. Scicare Education Report
f3y memorandum dated February 8, 1980, President. Carter directed

the Secretary of Education and the Director of NSF to review 11.5.
science and engineering education policies at the secondary and uni-
N=ersity levels to ensure that appropriate measures are being taken to
preserve TT.S. strength In that area. A report was requested with
reconunendations by July 1 (later ektended to August. 15), 1980. At.
the Board's February 1980 meeting, the Director informed the Board
that ti draft of the reqnested report would be available to the Board
for its consideration by May 1," At that meeting the Board also
accepted the Planning and Policy Committee's recommeadation to
discuss "The development of scientific careers" as one of the topicS at
the Board's June long-range planning meeting. The completed draft
report to the President. was sent to the Board and some 150 reviewers.
Comments from Board members and about 50 useful critiques subse-
quently were. received by the Director. According to the Director, all
of these .critiques "significantly contributed to the quality of the re-
port." through later modification of the report by NSF staff." The
report was released to the. public several months later."

uU.S., Comptroller General. The Office of Science and Technology Policy : Adaptation
to a PreIdent's Operating Style Mny Conflict With Congressionally 'Mandated Assign-
ment. (PAD-80-79.) Washington, U.S. General Accounting Office. Sept. 3, 1950. 154 p.
See :,11so U.S. Congreen. House. Committee on Selene', and Technology. Research and
Development In the Federel Budget. Hearings, April 1970, Rath Congreem, lqt Bowdon.
Washington. C.S. Govt. Print. Off.. 1979. 432 p.: and U,S. Congress. 11011.e. Committee
on Science and Technology. Subcommittee on Science. Research, and Technology. Review
of the Nattonal Science Foundation ()manly Apt. Hearings. Mny and September 1079.'99th
Coneresn. first session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979, 400 p.

11 EC: 79-11 : 19.
10 EC : 70-11 : 10.
sT 213 11.

217: 9.National Science Foundation. Science ind Enrineering Personnel. National Over-
view (NSF 80-319). Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980, 48 p.
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G. IMPLICATIONS FOR A NATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY ROLE IN THE,.1980S

The information presented in this chapter indicates that the Board's
"national science policy" responsibilities have been limited mainly
to issues 'regarding the governance, funding, and infrastructure for
research, especially basic research, that is, "policy for science" issues.
While the focus of the Board's concern has not been limited excluskely
to such issues as they relate to NSF, the Board has spent the most
time on such issues. This role is a distinct contrast to a broader
national science policy rolethat is, developing policies for the use,
of science and technology in policymaking, that is, science for policy",
issues. The, Board's basically unsuccessful experiences with such a
broader role during the, period when the NSF Director was also the
Science. Adviser raise many questions about the feasibility of the
Board embarking upon a broader policy mission in the 1980s.

Currently, Board officials hold different positions on this issue.
During 1980,-the NSB Chairman Branscomb told the Board that it
should take steps to improve the utility of the Board's long-range
planning meetings. Procedural work should be minimized in favor
of discussing long-range issues in depth. "Board members . . .
[should] try to focus on the major underlying issues thatIthe Board
frequently becomes 'involVed in, often without sufficient time to dis-
cuss indepth." Discussion groups should make specific recommenda-
tions for additional work which the Board might undertake and
mechanisms to accomplish tasks. Recommendations should also be ad-
dressed to the staff and to the science adviser. Previously, Dr. Brans-
comb had listed four strategie issueS with which he thought the Board
should concern itselrover the next five years: productivity, indus-
trial technology -and innovation; key fields at the cutting edge of
science ; the world scene; and rebuilding the Nation's technology. He
9.lso re-created the PPC National Science Policy Subcommittee, biter
fenamed the NSB and National Science and Technology Issues.

Shnilarly, in his last appearance before the Boatd, Dr. Frank
Press the President's seience adviser in a departure from the state- \
ment 1w had made several years earlier in which he concluded that
the Board could not, play an effective national science policS7 role,
recommended that the Board take on such a broad national role. Ac-
eording to the minutes of the October 1980 meeting:

Dr. Press encouraged the National Science Board to assume a
more active role in analyzing. discussing formulating recommen-
dations, issuing statements and white. papers on broad scientific
policy matters that the Nation faces. He invited the Board, fEr
example, to consider whether and where there are manpower
shortages, whether there is adequate support for economic revital-
ization; whether there is support of the basic sciences in the
country ; or whether to undertake a comparative study of scien-
tific policies in this country versus those in other countries. There
are numy questions like these which 'are extremely important-that
deserve the attention of a unique body like the National Science
Board. In fact, Dr. Press observed, that there is no other body
like the NSB in Washingtona body drawn from many scientific
disciplines and geographic areas charged in its Organic Act to
consider liroad scientific and technological questions. For the

2:3
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National Science Board to become fully involved in those kinds
of issues is right, it is timely, it has a charter to do sO, and Dr.
Press thought that it should so act.99,

In contrast, former Board Chairman Hackerman has said that he
does not believe that NSB should get too involved in national science
policymaking dealing with potentially controversial science and tech-
nology issues which would rob the Board of its apolitical style:

. . . There will be a need for PSAC, the National Science
Bdard, two or three of the agencies of that sort, in which the
scientifid community will have the chance to express opinions and
to provide fresh ideas.

This doesn't mean that the National Science Board will con-
tinue inaefinitely into the future. I suspect it has a- pretty good
standing. It is an unusual body in that 'it's not advisory, but
functional. Because it's unusual in that sense it comes under fire
a great deal. Yet it doesn't provide the kind of national science
policy advice that undoubtedly is needed.

So it may be that, again, a PSAC-like body will be convened
to provide that. And that's not all bad. If the Board got too close
into the policymaking

iactivity,
it could become even less apolit-

ical than it currently s. Its apolitical nature is pretty V'aluable

to it. . . . [By and large, it's been able to take stands on things
on which it should take stands. It has missed out on a few
things.] 91

It seems inevitable that in order to succeed in dealing with national
science policy, the NSB would have to choose to respond to OSTP
requests for assistance which the NSB has usually turned down; the
White House and the President's Science Adviser would have to seek
out NSB policy guidance deliberately and the Board would have to
agree to involve itself in controversial science policy decisions and
matters of scientific dispute, issues 'which students of the OST and
OSTP characterize as critical to the function of national science
policy-advising. It also might be necessary for a Board seeking to in-
fluence other agencies to consider the relatively smaller size, budget,
and influence of the Foundation when compared with other agencies
which support science and technology.

it 220 :20.Comments of Dr. Norman IIackerman at meeting at NSF Advisory Council, March
19S0 : 0-10.



X. ORGANIZATION OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUN-
DATION : THE REACTIVE ROLE OF THE BOARD

A. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

In contrast to other areas where it seems to play a major role, the
Board generally seems to play a reactive role in matters dealing with
NSF's organization and reorganization. This is due, in part, to a 1968
revision in NSF's authority, which curtailed-the NSB role in matters
of organization, requiring the Director only to consult with the Board
in such issues. This chapter examines the Board's role in several major
and minor reorganizations and in activity related to the initiation of
new programs. The Board has not initiated any of the major organiza-
tional changes in NSF. Some of these, for instance the creation of the
Research Applied to National Needs Program (RANNY, were initated
by OMB without consulting the Board. In some cases the Director has
presented the Board with faits accomplis, or with organizational
plans he drew up for Board approval. In three major instances NSB
clelayed or obstructed these plans because of 1) objections, especially to
adding applied science to NSF, and 2) to allow time for development
of support or consensus generation within the wider scientific commu-
nity. In one reorganization the creation of the Directorate for
Applied Science and Research Applications (ASRA) , the Board man-
aged to modify slightly the Director's proposed plans. In two cases,
creation of the Directorate for Engineering, and creation of the Engi-
neering and Applied Sciences Directorate, the Director's plans were
adopted virtually as presented to the Board. The Board has almost no
role to play in the initiation of new programswhich usually are man-
dated by the Congress, for instance most minority educational sup-
port programs. the 'Comprehensive Assistance to Undergraduate Sci-
ence program (CAUSE), the Science for Citizens program, and the
appropriate technology program. (See appendices L, N, 0, and P.)

The absenco of a preeminent Board role in matters of organization
iand reorganization s caused by several factors. Perhaps most relevant

is the fact that most of the programmatic changes that NSF makes are
imposed externallyby the Congress and by the Office of Management
and Budget. Of equal importance is the fact that most of these changes
deal with applied research and with science education. These areas fall
outside of the mainstream of NSF's traditional mission and are areas
which NSBwhose major objective is to maintain the strength of
basic research in major research performing academic institutions
has never seemed comfortable with and has sometimes opposed as new
program areas to be added to the Foundation's mission.

Some illustrations of, this pattern follow. First, indicative of the
permanence of the organization's traditional goal over time, data show
that, while the Foundation's budget has almost quintupled (in current
dollars) since 1970, basic research funding consistently has constituted
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about 90 percent of Vie agency's research expenditures. Thus, changes
in the NSF's mission occur within a limitod expenditure range, consti-
tuting on the average about ten percent of the agency's total research
budget. (See table 15.)

TABLE 15.NSF BASIC RESEARCH EXPENDITURES AS A PERCENT OF TON. RESEARCH EXPENDITURES

(Dollar amounts in millions]

Year

Total Basic
research research Percent of

expenditures expenditures total

1970
1975
1977
1979 (estimate)
1980 (estimate)

$275, 000
570, 000
688, 000
811, 000
901,000

$
$245, 000
486,000
624, 000
741, 000
128, 000

90
86
90
91
91

Source: Fieured data from data in U.S. National Science Foundation. Federal kinds for Research and Development
Fiscal years 1978, 1979, and 1980, Detailed Statistical Tables, vol. XXVII, passim.

Another measure can be used to estimate the effect of externally
initiated changes on NSF. The Programs Committee and then the full
Board 11,re required to approve all new program§ before delegating
authority to the Director to award funds. For the last six years the
Board has reported biennially on these delegations. An identification
of the origin of these programs was made by searching NSF budget
documents and legislative history materials. The data for the analysis
are portrayed in appendices L, M, and N and are summarized in table
15. A vari&-,y of other new program initiatives are made each year. A
listing of taese was obtained from several sources, and NSF budget
and legislative history materials were searched to identify program
origin. This data is arrayed in appendix 0 and is summarized in table
16. The data indicate overwhelmingly that most new NSF programs
are in the appiied and science education areas and that most of these
are initiated by Congress and the Administration, specifically OMB,
not by the NSF. On tbe other hand NSF tends to Initiate new pro-
grams that are basic in nature. Referring only to new programs re-
ported in the NSB delegations of authority to the Director for new
programs, there were 26 new programs, seven in basic research, of
which NSF initiated three. Congress initiated 15 of the 19 applied or
non-basic new programs. Of the other new identifiable programs that
did not require delegations of authority, 18 of the 53 were basic in na-
ture, and NSF initiated 11 of the 18. Of the 35 applied or non-basic
programs, NSF initiated only one.

TABLE 16.ORIGIN OF NEW PROGRAMS LISTED IN BIENNIAL REVIEWS OF DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO

DIRECTOR, 1968-80

Initiated by

AdminIstra-
Congress NSF tion/OMB Total/NSF

Basic 2 3 2 7/3

Applied or nonbaslc 15 2 2 18/2

23
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TABLE 17.ORIGIN OF OTHER NEW IDENTIFIABLE PROGRAM INITIATIVES FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN THE
BIENNIAL REVIEWS OF DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY TO DIRECTOR

Initiated by

Administra-
Congress NSF tIon/OMB Total/NSF

Basic 4 11 3 111d11

Applied or nonbasic 28 1 6

A second faCtor has contributed to the absence of a preeminent
Board role in organizational issues. This is a congressionally impoSed
move to curtail the Board's authority in this area in favor of the Direc-
tor. The original NSF Act, passed in 1950? mandated the creation of
se*veral divisions and gave the NSB authority to establish others. The
NSF Director had no apparent statutory authority to deal with mat-
ters of organization. The legislation specified.that :

SEC. 7. (a) Until otherwise provided by the Board there shall be
within the Foundation the following divisions:

(1) A Division of Medical Research ;
(2) A division of Mathematical, Physical, and Engineering

Sciences;
(3) A Division of Biological Sciences ; and
(4) A Division,of Scientific Personnel and Education, which

shall be concerned with programs of the Foundation relating to
the granting of scholarships and graduate fellowships in the
mathematical, physical, medical, biological, engineering, and
other sciences.

(b) There shall also be within the Foundation such other divi-
sions as the Board may, from time to time, deem necessary.

In the 1968 amendments, the Director was given preeminent
authority on inatters of organization, in consultation with the Board.
The new legislation reads :

There shall be within the Foundation such divisions as the
Director, in consultation with the Board, may from time to time
determine.

However, since 1968, the Board's role has been one mainly of reac-
tionotten acquiescence, but sometimes oppositionto fait8 accom-
plim from the Director's decisions or external events, including actions
of OMB. During this period the Board did not appear to give issues
of NSF's organization much. attention. None of its major continuing
(standing and task) committees has had any apparent respOnsibility
for organizational issues. The Board has established ad hoc commit-
tees to deal with organizational issuesbut usually only after the =
Director has announced a reorganization decision. The Board's basic
posture since 1968 has been basically one of attempting to main-
thin and increase NSF's responsibiilties for basic research in
universities.

Since late 1979, the Board appears to have taken a more active role
in discussions and decisions relating to reorganization of NSF. This
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may have occurred because the directorship of the NSF was vacant
when some of the major decisions needed to be made. Despite the
Board's recent interest in these issues, the OMB and the Director re-
main supreme in matters of organization. It appears as if the Board's
primary concern with maintaining and strengthening NSF's basic re-
search capabilities has mobably prevented the Board from taking the
lead in most organizational matters. However, such a posture is proba-
bly entirely consistent with expectations of how the Board should
spend itg time.

The next four sections describe in detail the Board's role in NSF's
four major reorganizations made since 1968. Appendix P lists some of
the other changes that the Director made with little apparent discus-
sion by the Board, as well as programmatic changes and reorganiza-
tions prompted by congressional and administrative action.

B. CREATION OF THE RANN PR(YIRAM

1. Program. Origin!
The Research Applied to National Needs (RANN) program owes

its origin in large part to the widely held assumption of the late 1960s
that federally supported research could help solve society's problems.
This was embodied statutorily in P.L. 90-407, July 18, 1968, which
amettded the National Science Foundation Act of 1950 : ". . . to initi-
ate and support scientific research, including applied research, at aca-
demic and other nonprofit institutions" and "when so directed by the
President, the Foundation is further authorized to support, through
other appropirate organizations, applied scientific research relevant to
national problems involving the public interest." (Section 3(c) )
Basically the Act gave the NSF authority to continue to support
promising research projects when they passed into the realm ofapplied
research and permitted it to support research at "other appropriate
organizations" (basically industritil research facilities) when the re-
search was relevant to national problems involving the public
interest?

Representative Emilio Q. Daddario, who was Chairman of the Sub-
committee on Science, Research, and Development of the House Com-
mittee on Science and Astronautics .when the legislation was passed
said that Congress did not intend "NSF to become directly involved in
applications activities, nor for applications to become a large item in
the NSF budget," 2 and "that Congress would .not have supported the
concept of research applications in NSF if it had thought that the . . .

program would detract from the Foundation's support of basic
research." s

The Interdisciplinary Research Revejant to Problems of Our Society
Program (IRRPOS), initiated in December 1969, was the Founda-
tion's first reaction to its new authority. The Board appears to have
played only a minor role in this program, which the staff originated
at the Director's request. The NSB apparently endorsed the staff-

2 Most of this discussion is based on : Mope:Mary Ellen. Reorganisation of the Research
Avlications Directorate in the National Science Foundation : The Directorate for Applied
Science and Research Applications, CRS white cover report. Mar. 16, 1978 : 36 p. (Mogee,
19'78.12 Mogee, op. cit., p. 4, citing. Emilio Q. Daddario. Remarks at the Fifth Meeting of the
NSF Science ADDlications Task Force, May 23, 1977.

Mem.
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prepared program outline.* Subsequently NSF allocated up to $6 mil-
lion for the new program out of the fiscal year 1970 funds and
requested $10 million fur the program in the fiscal year 1971.
2. OMB's Instructions to Create RAN N

Despite criticisms of the IRRPOS program, the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, reflecting the President's desire to deploy science
and technology. to soive societal problems 5 (another initiative of the
time was the New Technological Opportunities Program, NTOP),
directed the National Science Foundation in December 1970, to estab-
lish a successor program to IRRPOS, to be funded at over $50 million
to deal with research on specific societal problems.0 According to
Mogee, the Office of Management and Budget and the Office of Sci-
ence and Technology in the White House kept close control over the
funding:

A.ttached to the extra money for problem-oriented research was
a requirement by OMB that before the funds would be released,
program and management.plans would have to be developed with
the guidance of both OMB and OST.7

According to a history of NSF, A Minor Miracle, NSF Director
McElroy, who generally is reputed to have acted independently of the
Board, conferred often with OMB, the Science Adviser, and other
agency officials regarding the Administration's objectives for the new
program. The Director knew that the Administration wanted the new
applied research program to be "aggressively pursued" and to show
results quickly. He was also aware of the fact that the OMB attached
certain conditions to program initiation in NSF. OMB promised the
NSF Director $100 million over the agencys original budget request
with $50 million allocated for the new applied research program and
the other $50 million for NSF's effort to absorb basic research pro-
grams that had been supported in other Federal agencies, but termi-
nated pursnant to the Mansfield Amendment. According to the NSF
history, A Minor Miracle, OMB also insisted that, in return for the
funding for applied research, :NSF would have to :

Terminate all institutional support activities and abolish the Insti-
tutional Support Program (for education and development of institu-
tional capacity in science),
and that

With respect to cutbacks in science education, reduce or discontinue
all arrangements or the distribution of fellowships and similar
awards, and reduce and discontinue activities aimed at sharpening the
skills of science teachers.'

NSF Director McElroy followed the customary practice of bring-
ing this matter to the Board. But apparently he chose not to tell the
Board all that he knew about the proposed program. Mogee reports
that McElroy took the matter to the Board on December 17, 1970.
But :

Lomask, Milton : A Minor, Miracle : An Informal History of the National Science
Foundation. 1, ashington, I,S. Govt. Print. Off. 1976, p. 219.

5 Mogee, Mnry Ellen, Pohlic Polley and Organizational Change : The Creation of the
I:\NN Program in the National Science Foundation. M.A. Thesis, The George Washington
University, Washington, D.C., Dec. 22, 1972 : 64. (Mogee, 1972.)

p. 65.
Mogee, 1972. op. eit. p. 66.

h A Minor Miracle, op. cit., pp. 239-240.
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McElroy spoke before the NSB of a large amount of addi-
tional funds, not being very specific except to say that they
would be spent largely to support applied research. [Ills deputy.]
Bisplinghott presented a paper to the Board entitled "Applied
Research at the NSF." The National Science Board voted to
approve "the Director's general organizational and programplans
for expanding Foundation support in applied areas, as author-.
ized by the 1U68 amendments to the NSF act." The decision on
the exact amount to be allocated to the rew program was later
communicated by Dr. McElroy to the C,hairman of the Board
by phone"

Apparently there was little indication of the other changes required
by OMB. Writing in a Minor Miracle, Lomask said :

Whether McElroST can be said to have bypassed the National
Science Board on this one is a moot point. With the next meeting
of that body scheduled for December 17, he had to work fast. In
a memo for the Board, dated December 15, ha outlined his plans.
His major proposal was that most of NSF's existing problem-
oriented activities, including IRRPOS, be brought together under
a newly created and newly named directorate of the Foundation
to be headed by an Assistant Director equal in rank to the other
four Assistants then in office.

Aside from this concrete suggestion, the memo dealt for the
most part in generalities. Much of it consisted of arguments cal-
culated to quiet the fears of many Board members that an en-
largement of NSF's role in applied research would detract from
iteposition as the country's preeminent guardian of basic research.

One of McElroy's points was that most of the problem-oriented
work supported by the Foundation would involve a large amount
of basic science. His reasoning was that more often than not
those responsible for tackling a social problem would find that
some of the fundamental knowledge required for its solution was
not yet on hand. It followed, he reasoned, that "a determined as-
sault on an important area of applied research could form an um-
brella under which increased support of relevant basic research
would take place."

The Director took pains to point out that NSF had no inten-
tion of taking on projects that the Federal mission agencies were
in a position to purslle....

In his memo to the Board McElroy did not specify precisely
how much money he hoped to spend on the.new program. Later,
after the December 17th Board meeting, he would convey this
figure-481 millionto the NSB chairman by phone. He did note
in his memo that he thonght it 'not unreasonable to expect that
up to 25 percent of an expanded NSF budget could be devoted
to the new program." ...

If any Board members voiced objections to McElroy's ideas
during their December meeting, the record fails to show them. All
the minutes reveal is that the "Board approved the Director's gen-
eral organizational and program plans for expandihg Founda-
tion support in applied areas, as authorized by the 1968 amend-
ments to the NSF Act." 10

elfogee, 1972, op. eft., p. 67, eitIng interviews and 184: 2, Dec. 17, 1910.
Lomart, op. cit., p. 241-248.
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Thus. the National Science board's role regarding the initiation of
the RANN.program seems to have been confined to acquiescence in an
externally imposed decision. The Board did not play a major role in
drawing up plans for the new applied research effort or in suggesting
project options for the new Directorate.

Shortly after the Director informed the Board that additional funds
would be available for a new applied research effort, he forrned an ad
hoc task group to formulate plans for thiP new activity. During the
six weeks during which plans were drawn up and a name chosen, the
working group reported that it drew to a large extent on studies al-
ready written by such groups as the National Academy of Sciences
and the National Goals Commission, calling for better use of science
and technology for national objectives in defining the boundaries of
the program. Apparently the National Science Board was not asked to
contribute to this exercise. The ad hoc group presented its initial plans
in a report called the RANN Task Force Report. It also suggested the
name of the new activity and recommended that it be managed by a
new directorate."

The recommended program, called the Research Applied to Na-
tional Needs (R ANN) program, was created in February 1971 when
the Foundation brought into one Directorate the various problem-
focused research programs which it was funding, including IRRPOS,
the Weather Modification and Earthquake Engineering programs. the
Intergovernmental Science Program, and some other research funded
formerly unde`r the Scientific Research Project Support program."
Despite some concerns Congress approved the program and RANN
obligations totaled abOut $484 million from fiscal year 1971 to fiscal
year 1978, broken down as follows :

TABLE 18..HIST0RT OF RANN OBLIGATioNe
mama year : mations

1971 $34
1972 54
1973 70
1974 75
1975 84
1976 72
1977 68
1978 63

Source : Mogee, 1978, op. cit., p. 6.

3. NSB Reaction to RANN
Dr. Philip Handler testified on the RANN program before the

House Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development in late
March and early April 1971. Although he had been an NSB Chairman
and was then a member of the Board, he made it clear that he was
testifying as President of the National Academy of Sciences, not as
NSB Chairman. Dr. Handler opposed the NSF/OMB plan for RANN
on the grounds that it was the "beginning of dangerous new directions
for the NSF and for science itself." " In particular, he opposed
OMB's shift of NSF funds to problem-oriented research from pro-
grams of fellowships and traineeships, and from institutional sup-

uMogee, 1952. 6R-71.
"Mogee, 197R. Bid.. pp. 4-5.II Mogee, 1952, op. Cit., P. 81.
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port.14 According to Mogee, Handler testified that this move contra-
dicted NSB-enunciated policy. Specifically :

Handler suggested that the requested changes were not entirely
voluntary on NSF's part by recalling to the Subcommittee the
NSB report, Toward a Public Policy for ,Graduate Education in
the Sciences, of 1969. This report strongly supported institutional
and educational grants by the Federal Government for science.
This seeming contradiction in philosophy between the report and
the requested budget implied that the NSB might have been over-
ridden in its objections to the changes.18

The Subcommittee asked the current Board Chairman Dr. Carter
whether or not he supported the NSF request. He replied that the
Board did. Nevertheless it is generally acknowledged, as Mogee states,
that : ". . . It was suspected that the new program was partly forced
upon NSF by the administration. . . ." 18

The Board's only reaction to RANN was its opposition to the cuts
in the institutional programs that OMB was forcing upon NSF and
that the NSF Director seemed compelled to agree with." At its meet-
ing in January 1971, the Board, which had an Institutional Commit-
tee, attempted: to try to salvage the institutional support program 18

and issued a policy statement in support of it," Subsequently in
April the Board Chairman wrote a letter to the President asking for
more support for NSF programs in facilities, equipment, and science
education, all programs that suffered as a result of the establishment
of RANN.2° Apparently the NSF Advisory Committee for Institu,
tional Relations also wrote a letter of complaint, but to OMB Diree-
tor Shultz.

Despite these attempts (which undoubtedly came too late, and which
were no match for OMB), on January 28,1972, six days after Director
McElroy left NSF and two days before the new Director Dr. H. Guy-
ford Stever assumed his responsibilities; the Acting Director disestab-
lished the Institutional Programs Directorate.21
4. NSF Attempts To Improve RANN Program Quality

Although the Board played virtually no role in establishing the
RANN program, it did have some effect on the administrafion of the
program after it began. The Board's first reaction to RANN was to
treat it as an on-going activity; in February 1971 it stated : "Since
RANN is an expansion of IRRPOS and contains components of other
ongoing Foundation programs, RANN should not be considered a new

"1972 NSF Authorization fienrings. op. cit.. p. 698, as cited in Ibid., p. 82.
Mogee, 1972, op. ct., Pp. 82-83.

"On thin point, the author of A Minor Miraeic reported : "It would apnenr from Mc-
Elroy's correspondence Me thnt he was not happy at the prospect of closing out the
Foundation's institutional efforts. (According to an OMB staff member] . . . he voiced
no objections to doing so nt the December 13th conference (with OMB to discusa speci-
fics] n recollection thnt seems to bear out Dave Ryer's statement thnt one of McElroy's
attributes nil an administrator we's that 'he knew when to fightand when not to tight.'
By the end of the session, the Foundation had accepted all of OMB's conditions, and, ...
the NSF Director 'wan smiling when he left the room.'" (A Minor Miracle, op. cit.
p. 241.)

"ES :135:14.
"ES:139: 12-13.21 The Proarams supported by the Directorate had been transferred earlier to the Direc-

torate, for Admintstration and would be phased out on orders of OMB, which wan forcing
the Foundation to create the BANN program. (Mogee, 1972, op. cit., PP. 00. 03.)
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program." 22 The Board Chairman requested the Institutional Com-
mittee "to serve as a review group for the Board on all RANN pro-
posals. . . ," 23

Although the RANN program already had been implemented, the
Board decided to assess the f uture of the program and its implications
for academic institutions at its June 1971 LRP meeting. The PPC also
recommended that staff prepare guidelines for awards 'and that the
Programs Committee review all RANN awards until the program was
operating in a satisfactory manner. A few months later, staff presented
the Board with two papers on "RANN Guidelines" and on "RANN
Program Impact on National Science Policy." Board members raised
so many questions in the ensuing discussions that the Chairman re-
ferred the documents to the Planning and Policy Committee for refine-
ment prior to subsequent discussion at the October Board meeting."

The PPC members had "decided that there was more to the problem
[of the RANN documents] than an-editorial review of these documents
and that it would be more useful if the Committee prepared a list of
'concerns' of the Board members regarding RANN," which it did.
The PPC also discussed the newly created Committee on RANN Coor-
dination of the Federal Council for Science and Technology, designed
to communicate between NSF, the OST, OMB, and interested mission
agencies.25 In November 1971, after RANN had been operational for
nine months, the Chairman established an Ad Hoc Board Committee
on RANN policy to serve as an oversight committee, in a liaison ca-
pacity with the staff, and to supplement the Programs Committee,
which reviewed individual proposals, and the Planning and Policy

" iCommittee which refined the draft papers. This action, n effect, re-
versed the Board's earlier decisions since the Board now decided to
treat the RANN program like a new area, and delayed the processing
of proposals until a study group provided the Board with revised
regulations."

The Board later decided to monitor closely the RANN program,
specifically requiring that analyses should be made on progress of the
program, that peer review procedures should be refined, and that the
Programs Committee should continue to review each RANN award.25
in April 1972, as a follow-up to the work of the Ad Hoc Committee
on RANN Policy, the full NSB requested the Director to prepare
plans to establish a systematic anticipatory plan to review RANN
proposals, to establish a.peer proposal, review evaluation group, and
to periodically review the program." The Board did not delegate
complete authority to the Director to manage the program until
March 1973."

The RANN program continued to be controversial. GAO and other
groups studied the program in considerable depth and criticized such
weaknesses as the appropriateness of the RANN mission to the NSF,
the inability of NSF staff to manage applied and problem-oriented
programs, the overlap with the work of other Federal agencies, and

2' 136 : 10.
N Ibid
24 ES : 141 : 5.
21 ES : 142 : 6.
m ES : 141 : 5-6.
222143 : 3-4.
m 146 : 18.
IDES: 146: 3.
Is 150 : 4, 151 : ; 152 : 14, 154 : 0
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the effectiveness of RANN research utilization activities." A com-
mittee on social sciences at the National Academy of Sciences, estab-
lished at the request of NSF, criticized in particular RANN's social
sciences activities, stating that the lack of social sciehtists in RANN
program management positions precluded adequate NSF program
development and proposal review."

C. CREAnON OF THE APPLIED SCIENCE AND RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
DIRECTORATE

The next major reorganization that occurred in NSF consisted of
disestablishment of the R.ANN program and creation of a new Science
and Engineering Directorate, eventually to be known has Applied
Science and Research Applications (ASRA.) The major protagonist
in this reorganization was the new NSF Director, Richard A. Atkinson,
The Board's role, as in most NSF organizational matters, was one of
reacting to a decision recommended by others. But in this case, the
Board did act to delay the change and to convene an outside group
to advise the Director. The following exchange, regarding a prior
reorganization, is, in manyrespects, typical of the Board's frequent
lack of contribution to decisions of this nature. At the Executive Com-
mittee meeting in February 1975, the Director informed the Commit-
tee of a personnel and organizational problem, which was not de-
scribed, but which had arisen regarding a contemplated realignment ip
RANN of the Office of Intergovernmental Science and Research Utili-
zation, Office of Experimental R tnd D Incentives, and Office of Sys-
tems Integration and Analysis's-At that same meeting the PPC
Chairman, when reviewing the reorganization, complained that al-
though the PPC had no specific recommendations it "did suggest to
the Director that, when organizational changes Of potential signifi-
cance are contemplated, the plan might be brought to the Board for
information before final action." "
I. The Director's Plan to Link Applied Science and Engineering

in One Directorate : Ante 1978
Many motives have been attributed to Dr. Atkinson's move to cre-

ate a directorate which linked applied science and engineering, but
the basic one seems to have been to relate the Foundation's problem-
oriented and applied research activities to the basic research mission
of NSF. During the Executive Committee session of the June 1976
meeting, the Director distributed a memorandum" to the Board
giving considerable detail regarding "the proposed establishment of
a new directorate composed of the Division of Engineering and the
Directorate for Research Applications." In addition to announcing
his plans, the Director said during the June meeting ". . . it would

I

U.S. General Accounting Office. Opportunitle. for Improved Management of Research
Applied to National Needs (BANN) Program, National Science F'pundation. Nov. 5. 1975
(MWD-75-84) and U.S. General Accounting Accounting Office, National Science Founda-
tion Action, on Recommendation. of GAO Report 0Opportunitlea for Improved Manage-
ment of the Research Applied to National Needs (BANN) Program" Nov. 5, 1975, Mar. 15,
1977. (IIRD-77-54.)" U.S. National Academy of Sciences. Committee on the Social/Sciences in the National
Science Foundation. Social and Behavioral Science. Programs iin the National Science
Foundation. Final Report. Washington, U.S. National Academy o Sciences, ire.

NES : 170: 20-31." 170: 80-21.
NISD/EC-74-30.
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be highly desirable if the reorganization couM be effective by the
time the fiscal year 1978 budget is planned in the Fall." "
Z. Creation of Advi.sory Committee to Study the Plan

During the same meeting, the Executive Committee "endorsed the
general principle of the proposed merger,"vbut it also formed a small
group composed of Board and NSF staff members 0 "study the mat-
ter, to seek the views of the community, especially the engineering
societies and industrial engineers and to recommend action to the
Director and the Board in September." 37 The Acting Director con-
curred with this Board position, even though he had specified the
outlines of the change that he desired in June 1976. Apparentlyhe
felt that a. broadly constituted task force should be created 0 examine
options and very possibly to generate consensus for his decision. The
directorship was in flux. Director Stever had left in August 1976;
Dr. Atkinson was Acting Director until May 1977, when he was
named Director. In late 1976, Dr. Atkinson and the Board established
a task force4to review applied research and problem-focused research
M NSF. The participants in this decision coined a new term, "science
applications," to encompassboth applied research and problem-focused
research and named 11 task force called the Science Applications Task
Force in Detember 1976." No members of NSB were on the Task
Force, although, at the October 1976 meeting, the Acting Director dis-
tributed ,a draft charter and a list of posbible members, seeking re-
actions from the Board."

Dr. Atkinson outlined his reorganization plan at the Outset of the
group's work. In its final report the task force discussed six options
for reorganization. Although it did not recommend any one preferred
model, according to Mogee "its comments indicated [two] were the
leading contenders."'" Neither of these models contained all the ele-
ments Dr. Atkinson had preferred. The basic difference was that he
wanted the Foundation's engineering programs to be combined with
RANN to form a new directorate called "Engineering and Applied
Science." 41

3. Creation of ASRA Directorate
On August 17, 1977, Dr, Atkinson recommended the establishment

of a Science Applications Directorate. According to the Board min-
utes his recommendation closely paralleled the second of the two
ino(fel,: that the Task Force preferred.42 The organizational structure
ealled for a remodeled RANN with its activities coupled more closely
to the basic research directorates and to STIA. The engineering divi-
sion was not to be combined with RANN, but was to remain in the
basic research directorate for Mathematical and Physical Sciences and

"188: 9.
"Hem.

Mogee, 1978, op. cit.. p. 10.
as 135 :113. However, Dr. Joseph H. Pettit, who would later become a member of the

Board. *as a member' of the group. (Mogee 1978 op. cit., p. 80.)
"Moore, 197R, p. 10.
" Panne, 197R, op. cit.. citing U.S. National Science Foundation. Summary Minutes of

the Meeting on the Science A ppllentlona Tar,: Forre. p. 3.
" Apparently the task force preferred *a model which would have reorganized all of

NSF's function. Into three arens of hIsle seleneen. applied nelenren. nnd science npplientions.
I CS .11)2 :5 1 Mogee wrote that Atkinson's decision was based also on ''sugoestions from

nunittor (it either .emr,e4 (pnriler GAO Rthefem. Aenderny of Spienre. report', mzul
slonn involing the National Science Board, the Foundation's congressional leadership, rep-
resentatives of OMB and other executive agencies." (Mogee, 1978, op. cit., p. 17.)
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Engineering. During its September 1977 meeting, the National Science
Board received an mterim report from Dr. John R. Whinnery, the
head of the task. force. Then, with virtually no discussion, the NSB
approved the recomniendations that Dr. Atkinson had submitted. The
new Directorate was not created until leebruary 6, 1978, when the final
report of the Science Applications Task Force was released. The new
Directorate consisted of four divisions; most of the RANN program
activities were retained in the new 11)iredorate.43 -

The new directorate originally was to be called the Science and
Engineering. Applications Directorate; however, subsequently its
name was ch,anged to the Applied Scieiwo and Research Applications
Directorate (ASRA).

In a presentation before the Board hi September 1977, the Direc-
torate's head, the former deputy director of RANN, explained that
hoth basic and applied research would be supported. But the basic
goal of the directorate would be to "foster growth of fundamental
scientific understanding and capability in areas perceived as having
highest relevance, and to focus resources more directly on selected
problem areas which have a shorter term potential for payoff." NSF
would hope to fund an effort "to the point where it can be transferred
to another mission agency."44 The iiiimites indicate that thel Board
spent little time discussing the reorganization. One question was asked
regarding the propriety of NSF forcing the direction that basic re-
search would take. The staff indicated that this was a deliberate objec-
tive of the program. Then it was reported :

Dr. Ilackerman expressed the Board's appreciation to Dr. San-
derson for his presentation and stated that the Board would
be following with interest the activities of the reorganized
[Directorate].

D. CREATION OF THE ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCES lantscronATE
(EA S)

Two more major changes have occurred in the applied research
support area since 1978. Both signi fy development of an evolutionary
structure which strengthens engineering as a basic research discipline
and weakens the position of applied research in NSF, submerging it
back into research Directorates to almost the same position it had be-
fore RANN was created.
1. Objectives of Creating EAS

The first change occurred in July 1979 when the name and orga-
nizational structure of ASRA was changed to coincide almost per-
fectly with the organizational model 1 hat Dr. Atkinson had recom-
mended in 1976. That is, the Applied Science and Research Applica-
tions Directorate was merged with the Engineering Division to, form
the Directorate for Engineering and Applied Sciences. Dr. Jack San-
derson who had been the head of ASR A was named head of the new
directorate. The objective of the move, according to Dr. Sanderson,
was to improve the application of science and technology to solve
problems of social concern. He test Hied I hat this move recognized "a
unique role of NSF in fundamental engineering sciences,and in pro-

19711, p. 24, and Ca 122.
" 122: 11-12.
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viding the bridge between basic research and application." " He said
specifically

By combining these organizations, NSF is now better able to:
Strengthen the engineering programs of the Foundation by

givingThem a single, more visible place in the NSF organization;
Enhance NSF's program of applied and problem-focused re-

search by providing a broader base of science and engineering on
which to build; and

Recognize the key role of engineering in the transfer of science
into technology by placing the Foundation's major engineering,

. industry-related, and problem-oriented efforts in one organize,.
tion."

It appears that the NSB, as in the case of ASRA, plaYed little or no
role in this decision. The. first time that this reorganization was men-
tioned again (the Director had called for it in 1976) was during the
Executive Committee meeting of December 1978, when he told the
Committee that he was planning a reorganization which would have
renamed the ASRA Directorate as the Directorate for Engineering
and Applied Sciences. He indicated that the move would not" have
transferred the Engineering Division out of the Directorate for Math-
ematics, Physics, and Engineering to the new EAS, but instead would
Nave moved the support of astronomy, including National Research
Centers in astronomy, from the Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth,
and Ocean Sciences (AAEO) Directorate to a new directorate for
Mathematics Physics, and Astronomy, to which the materials re-
search la borAories also would be moved. Apparently the Director be-
lieved that the move would equalize the size of the directorates and
would have enlarged the base of support for each area."
B. Criticism of the Plan

The discussion by the members of the Board's Executive Committee
indicates that the cdntemplated move would be in line with the intent
of the Science Applications Task Force, but that it might mean that
in tirde an engineer might be named an Assistant Director of .a new
Directorate for Mathematics, Physics, and Astronomy (MPA), to sat-
isfy the engineers. This apparently was not acceptable to some basic
research scientists. Another objection was that "some members of the
materials community . . expressed displeasure with plans for the
amalgamation of the Materials Research Laboratory activity, much
of which it considers to be basic research, with the applied activity."

The minutes also indicate that "There ensued considerable discussion
of the plans with views being expresied both in favor and in opposi-
tion. Among others, it was argued that engineers might tend to domi-
nate the new directorate and overwhelm the applied program." "
Apparently the NST3 Chairman wanted the Director to discuss reorga-
nization plans at the January meeting," but the discussion was de-
lived due to the considerable pressure being applied from the scientific
community and from within the Foundation.

T.S. Congreen. House. Committee on Scinnce and Technology. Snhcommittee nn Science.
Renearcb. and Technology. 1981 National Science Foundation Authorization. Hearinge on
H.R. 6728, Feb. 1980. 96th Congress, 2nd Session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980.
p. 890.

of Ibid.. p. 37-898.
el EC: 78-11-7.
a MC: 78-11 : 6-7-8.

EC: 71-11 : I.Ma.
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In closed session the Board discussed the pros and cons of such a
consolidation. The following points were expressed, among others:

1..Concern that the focus .of the Congret on innovation and
applied research would erode basic research In engineering if it
were consolidated into an applied science area of the Foundation.

2. The assertion that the Directorate for MPE, because of the .
nature of NSF and its enabling legislation, the makeup of its con-
stituency, and the role it plays in the seientifie comimmity, lies at
the core of the Foundation's basic seinice authority and respon-
sibility, and that the Division of Engineering now clearly benefits
from its asSociat ion with MPE.

3. The impression that, because of the nature of Congressional
support for probkm-foeused research, it may be more stable by
association with a group which has stature in the applied science
area.- .

4. The assertion that many top quality engineering faculty
whose research tends to be more applied than basic no longer apply
te the Foundation for funds, but instead seek support for their
basic engineering research from other sources. It was hoped that
this group would ap.ain turn to NSF umkr the new directorate.

5. The belief that adm inistrative organizat ions are h Work
aceidents and are best derived from experienve and that the only
way to determine if an administ nit ive structure is appropriate is
by experience."

3. Director Ciro-ars EAR
In a demonstration of authority that would be seen again in 1980,,

the Direetor. who seemed quite aux ion-1 to make the eon temola ted
move, told the Board, after consulting with its nwinbers. that he would
go alwad with it sine(' matters of reorganization are totally within his
purview. The minutes report as follows:

Section 8 of the NSF Act states that "There Aiall be-within
the Foundation sneh Divisions as the Direetor. in eonsulation with
the Board, may from time to time detprinhw." Hence, the Direc-
tor did not ask for action by the Board On this matter. However,
it ww4 the general consensus of tbe discussion that the plan 'was
generally satisfactory to the Boan1.52

The reorganization, a compromise, was announeed on May 29,
All tlw funetions of the former ASIZN Directorate were eombined
witlt engineering to form the Enp.ineering and Applied Seienves Direc-
torate ( EAS). Materials Resear('h Laboratories were not movNl frmn
the T)ireetorate for 'Arathematies, Physics, and Engineering (MPE),
which was renanwd the Direetorafr for Mathematies and Physical
Sciences ( MPS).

E. CitE,VnGN OF A SEPARATE Dutr.erronATE 1.1111 ENGINEERING

1. lit pitimi
.*Tlw n vt
t

major change to ()your took place in 1980. Tt aceords enqi-
neering status as a separate directorate, and resubmerges applied
science hack into the seientifle research program.support directorates,
recreating for applied seience the kind of seeondary status accorded to

Ctit : 208 : 4-6
s's VS 206 5
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this area before the ereation of RANN, but giving engineering con-siderably enlmmpd status. Several motives have been attributed to the
move. Foremost is that th e. reorganization was made largely as a de-fensive reaction to thwart the proposal, introduced by Representative
George Brown as Chairman of the Subcommittee on Science. Research,
and Teelinology of the House Science and Technology Committee,
NSF's House authorizing eommittee, to create a National Technology
Foundation which would have assumed some of NSF's responsibilities,
Another equally compelling explanation is that the reorganization wasresponsive to an intense, lobbying effort being made by engineers en-couraging the, NSF to give more attention to engineering as a basic
seience so as to improve the environment for teaching anceresearch in
engineering departments, which apparently had become seriously
eroded due to the movement of engineering faculty to higher paying
industrial jobs."

In contrast to previous reorganizations-where it played only a small
role, the Board spent considerable time dealing with this reorganiza-
tion. The, Board's level of interest seemed caused a's much by the
saliency of the issue (or the perceived threat), as by the absence of
leadership in NSF, (NSF Director Atkinson resigned in June 1980,the new NSF Director was not confirmed until September, was not
sworn in until De(Tmlier. and did not assume his role, full time, until
the beginnino. of 1981.) There, was also a new Deputy Director, begin-
ning in July 1980. Despite the, amount of time the, Board spent on theisSue, its rola seemed to.be one mainly of securing support from the
seientifie, community for a decision that the NSF Director had al-
midy made. But since it look the Board about a year to agree to the
Director's decision, NSB aetion seemed somewhat obstructionist and
served to delay implementation of the Director's decision, whose basic
outline wa,s not ever changed.
3. The PrOpoRal to Create a National Technology Foundation

Representative George E. Brown, Jr. introduced the proposal to
ereate a National Technology Foundation (NTF) on March 25, 1980,
basically to coordinate and enlarge the fragmented Federal Govern-ment efforts relating to technological innovation and activities
intended to hasten productión of knowledge, neMed fOr technological
development. NTF would have been an independent agency with eight
ma in branehes for: (1) IMO business, (2) institutional and man-
power developnwnt, (3) teclmology policy and analysis, (4) inter-
governrnental terhnology, (5) engineering, ((s) national (problem-
formed) programs, (7) the National Bureau of Standards, and (8)
the Patent and Trademark Office and National Technical Informa-
tion Service. The agency wouhl have funds and program responAi-
bilit trarOerred, mainly, from t,he Department of Commerce and
fibe National Seitnce Foundation. NTF Would have had a substantial
budget : the bill contained authorizations for fiscal years 1981 of $500
million: 1982, $990 million and 1983, $875 million. Its governing
st motive was based on the T4SF model and would includii. a National
Tochnology Board, six to eio.lit of whose mernber would. overlap with
the membership of the National Science Board. Among the, programs

oreenherg. Daniel S. Engineering Neglected by the Washington Bureaucracy. ChicagoTri.iine, DPI.. (1. 11is0 12 and Reinhold. Robert. r., Science Agency Plans a Shift to
Engineering and Praetical Study. New York TIMPS, Nov. 21, 19SO:' Al. A24.
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that would be transferred from NSF would be all basic research in
engineering, constituting almost all of engineering and all applied
science."
1. The PISR Response.: Creation, of a Study Committee and Discussion

of the Director's Alternative 'Proposal to Create an Engineering
Directorate
The National Science Board was presented with a copy of the draft

legislation in January 1980.55 At the February 1980 meeting of the
Planning and Policy Committee, NSB member Pettit, who is an enoi-
neer, reported that the plan would be a serious mistake," and tat
NSF was already supporting some of the areas of "national concern"
listed in the preamble to the legislation. The chairman of the PPC
established a PPC Subcommittee on IsSues Asociated with the Pro-
posed NTF, composed of Dr. Pettit as chairman, Dr. Bisplinghoff, and
Dr. Branscomb to draft a statenient on issues associated with the pro,
posed foundation, that is, a description of areas already supported by
NSF, consequences of transferring functions from -NZ.iF, and so on,
so that the PPC could subsequently present recommendations to the
Board for action. Dr. Hubbard also noted that many of the issues of
concern transcended the NTF issue and also affected on-going NSF
programs and might warrant study from that perspective.

The Board Idded this ,iibject as a ton;e to the une long-range
planning meeting (Task Force 80C on "Issues Associated with the
Proposed National Technology Foundation", chaired by Dr. Pettit)
because of the broader issues involved. The task force reported that
NSF had responsibility to support engineering, that "science-driven"
applied research was clearly suitable for NSF sunport, and that NSF
should support "problem-driven" applied research ,if no other agency
supports it. It also stated that NSF Director Atkinson suggested that
NSF should respond to the NTF proposal by "creating an Engineering
Directorate to give clear visibility to engineering, and distributinir ap-
plied research throughout the=relevant disciplines withn NSF." 'Dur-
ing the full une B meeting, which discussed the report, the Direc-
tor made the following additional proposals :

NSF should increase its resources for engineering research ;
Applied research and problem-focused research in the current

Directorate, for EAS should be distributed throughout the Foun-
dation ;

The Lidustry-University Cooperative Research Program, which
is alreivdy distributed throughout the Foundation should continue
to have that character....

The Small Business Program ,and the Intergovernmental Sci-
ence Program have no unique, relationship to engineering re-
search; their transfer to the Directorate for STTA should be con-
si d erN1.57

The Director also proposed that consideration should be (-riven to
establishing a Social Sciences Directorate and an Office of r'Applied
Research that would monitor and coordinate the applied research pro-
grams of the various directorates.

Brown, Hon. George E.. Jr. National Tertmology FonmMtion Art of 1980. Extension
of remarks. Congre,slonal Record. daily ed.. Mar. 25, 1980: M486-E1489.

PPC meeting No. 64. Jan. 17, 1980.
" PPC maeting No. n5. Feb. 20, 1980.
51 217 : 17.
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1. ty Cm, hy Further ,NVIIly (Ind C ()its(' n8118 Mt ing
The Task Force endorsed the basic plan that the Director set

forth and decided to recommend to the full NSB that the Director
undertake a study to see how such changes could be made with the
intent that a plan be brought to the Executive Committee meeting in
July and to the full Beard in Angust.54 The Director wanted to com-
plete the reorganization before. submitting the fiscal year 1982 budget
to the Congress.

Both Dr. Brallsromb and Dr. Pettit prepared separate papers dis-
tributed at the Juno meeting which endorsed the notion of NSF sup-
purt for engineering research.59 But both Director Atkinson and
Depnty Director Pirnentel resio-ned effective at the end of June. The
new Deputy Direetor was forcA to serve as Acting Director until the
end of the year, when the new Director took the oath of office. This
temporary lack of leadership seems to have fostered indecision about
imphInenting the reorganization.

During August 1980, the Board Chairman reported that the June
meeting's discussion of enoineering and applied science resulted in
"some important ideas amrprinciples (apparently released as NSB-
79-80, distributed at the meeting.] which could be tested most effec-
tively by asking the Director to provide a proposal as to how these
objectives might best be organized and managed. The Board also re-
quested a statement of policy intent which could serve as a preface to
the discussion of implementation of these objectives." "" The Acting
Director presented a draft document which he said reflected the NSF
history and incorporated not only the June discussions, but changes
suggested by the PPC.""chis was entitled "Organizational Philos-
ophy and liationale," dated August 12. 1980.42 The Chairman asked
the Board members to continent on it. Basically the document reflected
the notion that it is difficult to differentiate basic from applied research
when determining policy and support mechanisms. More important is
the time element : the distinctions of short-term and long-term re-
search shonld be made on the basis of when applications can be antici-
pated. Engineering is as fundamental a science as other disciplines,
and it was so important as to warrant attention in a separate Direc-
torate, which supports both basic and applied research. Applied re-
search should be desegregated from the rest of NSF programs and
amalgamated into the other disciplinary directorates. But new peer
review and advisory committee mechanisms should be established to
deal with mulled research.'"

It was stated often in Board discussions that the "Organizationald T. t e 1 Tolil(woolly document and the NSF reoromnizn t ion
proposal were not "a response to the proposed National Technology
Foundation and should not be so construed." Dr. Pettit, for instance,
is reported as having remarked that "he believed it to be a partial re-

,1:..port of DI,111,,ion Group sO To,nps Atsneintnil with tht, Proposed National Teeh-nwoi.r- 1'0 .n ',non N1sn'l I Rvise0 attnehed to NSB ,11 259 2'7 01 end 2/7 17
-" 217 i 10 and Appendlx A of Testimony of Dr. Lewis M. Branscomt% Chairmin,

Natlowil Board. N.1 Urinal Science Foundation on H.R. 6916. Natlonal Teehnology
rwttolation Act of 11,50. before the Subeommittee on Seience. Researeh, and Teehnology,
committee on Selence and Teehnology. Sept. 8, 1980.

NSB-411 -225.
,0 2167 13.
"?01Q. 17.

NSB 80 415, and NS11-80-258 (a revised version of NSB -00-325) and walsh. ;Nth.
NAT FrHipr rhallenge from rongres. EnglriNrs, Seienee. v. 209, Sept. 26, 1980 : 1466.
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action to some issues raised in examining the possible effects of the
transfer of certain NSF activities to the proposed NTF, i.e., what was
appropriate about those activities within NSF and how such activities
would fare if they were transferred from NSF." " However, it ap-
pears that the Board's and Foundation's activities were intended, at
least in part, to mitigate the proposed effects of the bill.
' During early September 1980, the Subcommittee On Science, Re-
search, and Technology of the House Committee on Science and Tech-
nology held .hearings on the bill. Witnesses disagreed about the merits
of the proposal. According to a report in Science, engineering societies
enthusiastically supPorted an NTF. or a measurably larger role for
engineering in NSF :

Major engineering societies see NTF as one alternative in their
quest for greater federal recognition of the claims of engineering
research and training. The International Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers and American Association. of Engineer-
ing Societies, the largest professional grouping of engineers, have
adopted resolutions on the matter. The options put forward by the
engineers call for creation of an NTF, a major overhaul of NSF
with the effect indicated by a name change that includes engineer-
ing, or establishment of a free-standing engineering foumlatioll."

Dr. Lewis Branscomb, testifying for trie National Science Board
opposed the creation of NTF :

I agree with the bill's recognition of the importance of engi-
neering and applied research, but I do not, believe that the organi-
zational separation of these technical fields from mathematical,
physical, biological, and the social scienms is wise, or necessary.
I do believe, research and education suppOrt for our long-vinge
scientific and eirineering capabilities can be in an organization
separate from the agencies concerned with other research and
development activities involving industry, since the Office of Sci-
ence and Technology Policy is available to coordinate their activi-
ties as well as those of the mission agencies."

5. The Public Relations Role of the Board
Tho Board appears to have played a major public relations role in

subsequent, activities relating to the reorganization, especially with
reliect, to communicating with representatives of most, major scien-
tific disciplines to discuss pros and eons of the reorganization and to
lobby against creation of the NIT and in favor of restructurinp- of
NSF's organization and programs so that it would not lose any of' its
responsibilities. For instance during meeting 218, Dr. llogness, speak-
ing for the PPC, said that the Committee enthusiastically supported
creation of a separate engineering dire-torate and that "There was
also agreement that much, but not all, of the implied research currently
being supported by the. Foundation probably would remain in that
Directorate." But the PPC also stated that, some applied research
should he moved to other directorates and that sonie would interpret
this move as "an attempt. to &emphasize support of applied research,"

Walsh, John, NSF Under Challenge from Congress, Engineers, Science, v. 209, Sept. 26,
19g0 1499

"Testimony. op. eft , p. 4
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which was not, intended. The NSB minutes indicate that the Board
;iiggested ways to clarify this point. especially by changing review
procedures in some directorates.'" Dr. Pettit suggested creation of
an applications office at the. Director's level to monitor the applied
reToiFibilities across the,Folindation.n8 Subsequently the Acting Di-
'Teton recommended that the Board consider establishing an oversight
committee to monitor the balance, between basic and applied research
in the NSF, in part, to placate those elements of the community who
felt that, either basic or applied research would be disadvantaged if
npnlicil research were distributed throughout NSF."

During a meeting with the, NSB Executive Committee on July 18,
Congressnmn Brown, invited to present, his views to the Board, said
that the Foundation seemed to lack a capability to deal with apply-ing science and technology, to certain kinds of situations. In response,the Board Chairman said that "he believes the, Foundation needs todeal moro effectively than it has with the translation of basic knowl-edge into ultimate public benefits. He said that there is a bigker con-ceptual gap between activities in engineering and those in teAmologythan there is between engineering or fundamental research and ap-plied revarch."" The Board subsequently suggested several wordchanges in the, philosophy statement to deal With these, issuesfor in-
stance. replaeing the, phrases "difference between 'basic and applied' "
with "difference between 'short, and long term' ". Related to this, the.Vice Chairman suggested that an office. be established in NSF to deal
with national needs issues analyses and reports requested by Congressand OSTP. "Such Office might try to address the needs directly
through problem-focused research or consult with industrial, academ-ic, and government representatives...." 71

6, A dd1ti9nal Reorganization Proposed
Dur;ufg the next meeting, the, Deputy Director, who was servingas A-i.ting Director, proposed a restructuring of STIA 72 andanges in the support of some education programs. Some Board

nembers opposed those parts of the restructuring which would have
moved some of the science education programs, for example, Sciencefor Citizens and Ethics and Values in Science and Technology, from
the Science Education Directorate on the grounds that they would beweakered intellectually."
\ Also during this meeting, the Acting Director proposed an addi-tional reorganization to create a separate Directorate, for Social, Be-havioral and Neural Sciences, or a separate Directorate for Social
Scienc-s. During the discussion, Dr. Hackerman noted that "excessivetime should not be taken in considering a reorganization; and ... themore elements' that, enter into the consideration of a reorganization,the morn diffieult it, is to get them accepted; therefore, he recom-mended that the reorganizatio-% should concentrate only on the engi-neering matter.- Subsequently, after conferring with various scientific

21s 1s August 1940
&I 210 7 20.

219 15.
70 210 : 19.
71 210 : 21.
72 210 : 15.
" 219: 15-16
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groups, the Director-designee withdrew the proposal to create a sep-
arate Directorate for Social Sciences."
7. Continuing Board De lap

During the next few meetings, as the NSF Director firmed up the
reorganization plan, the Board dealt with the following issues:

personnel implications of the proposed reorganization on NSF
and whether or not the Board should seek additional authority for
more presidentially appointed assistant directors (to equalize the
balance of support) ; 76
meetings between the Board and NSF staff wih disciplinary
representatives to seek guidance or approval regarding aspects of
the reorganization. For instance, the Acting Director and some
Board members met with the Advisory Committee for Informa-
tion Science and Technology ; the Acting Director and a Board
member met with all NSF advisory committee chairmen at a meet-
ing held at the Foundation ; 76 trnd
discussions with members of the engineering profession which
revealed their misgivings that the reorganization would not go far
enough to support their demands and that engineers should be
supported in another agency.77

The Board continued to discuss the reorganization at the October
Board meeting during which the new Director-designee, Dr. John
Slaughter, was present. But it was apparent that the Acting Director
had not madc any final moves to reorganize because the Board had
not indicated complete approval and the fact that the new Director-
designee had not started work. The Board's major concern apparently
related to revising the Foundation's basic science and applied research
niission significantly to recognize its responsibility to support engi-
neering research on a massive scale.

The Acting Director's and the Direetor-designee's apparent exasper-
ation with the 13oard's inaction on the reorganization became evident
at the October meeting when the Chairman of the Board distributed to
the members a memorandum prepared by the NSF General Counsel
that indicated that while the Board clearly shares responsibility with
the Director for deciding the policy framework for action with respect
to the reorganization, no formal Board action is required on organiza-
tional matters." However, since the NSF Act, as amended in section 8,

" 219 : 15. But in anticipation of recommending this change, the Director's office held a
meeting to gauge the reactions of leaders of the social science disciplines, coordinated by
the SoMal Science Research Council (SSRC). Dr. Priedl. an anthropologist and one of the
few Nodal scientists on the NSB, attended the meeting with the SSIte and reported to the
Board that the social scientists seemed divided on the issue. While some supported the
reorganization, others said they opposed the Move since the disciplines would be too visible
and vulnerable to public criticism, and that applied science support might drive out basic
science support. (219 : 13 -14. /

At meeting 220. Dr. Langenberg reported to the Board that the neurosciences community
specifically oblected to the proposal on the grounds that the neoral sciences were more
closely related to the biological sciences area than the social sciences area, Therefore he
chawred his views, but said. nevertheless. that in 1981 he would pursue his recommendation
to create a separate Directorate or other mechanism to euirmrt the social sciences. (220 :
20-1170 At the November 1950 meeting, new Dfre..to,designee John Sieughter. who bad
been confirmed. but not sworn in, probably pending approval by the new President, said he
had decided that it did not appear to he in the Foundation's hest Interest to establish now a
Directorate for Social Sciences, esmeelall- if this meant separating the biological and
behavioral sciences." (221: 9. See also Walsh. John, NSF Bowls Engineering, Applied
Reseereb Science. v. 210. Dee. 15. 1980 : 1105 -1100.)

',ICS: 219 : 5.
" 219 : 11-12.
" 219 : 15.
" 220 : 20.
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states that. "There shall be within the Foundation such Divisions as the
Director, in consultation with the Board, may from time to thne deter-
mine," the Director-designee and the Actin

(r

Director sought at this
meetin once again to obtain advice from t e Board, in particular
the BP'oard's approval and clearly articu Itted commitment to
engineering.7° \ ,

,

During the November meeting the Board discussed the proposal fa
distributie applied research throughout the Foundation and noted that
Rep. Brown believed that the plan should be considered experimental
since the Foundation had successful experience in managing some inte-
grated applied research programs, should not permit these to suffer,
and might find similar arrangements appropriate for other areas of
applied research." The Board apparently agreed with this position.

In an effort to quell the Board's fears that applied research might
suffer, at the next meeting the Director-designee discussed options that
he was considering to ensure that applied research was appropriately
managed, such as establishing a mechanism within each directorate
to oversee interdisciplinary and problem-focused research. The Board
responded that the proposed office might function more effectively if
it reported to the Director or the Deputy Director.

During the November Board meeting the Director-designee an-
nounced the proposed reorganization and that he recommended that
the Acting Director initiate it." The next day, November 21, 1980, the
Foundation issued a press release announcing its "intention to estab-
lish a directorate for engineering and to change its method of man-
aging applied research." The details were the same as those the Direc-
tor-designee announced at the. Board meeting. The press release noted
that "the Foundation will assure that its ability to support inter-
diiplinary and problem-focused research is not compromised." ta2
On the critical issues of creating an engineering directorate and dis-
tributing applied research, the, plan was identical to the proposal that
Director Atkinson had drawn up earlier in the spring of 1980. How-
ever, apparently changes were, not to be'made in STIA or in Science
Education as requested, see table 19.''3

Ts 220 : 25-28.
4. 220 : 28.
"I 221 : R.
42 NSF Announces Intent to Reorganize, November 21, 1980. (NSFPR-80-101.)

As Interprt', , I mom the Revised :-t,iletu re, FY 192 Budget to Congress. Dec. 10. 1980.
During the November 1980 meting, Dr. Slaughter outlined the details of the
reorganDation

(1) PmtahlInb: a Directorate for Engineering,
(2) distribute responsibility for the support of applied research programs throughout

the Foundation. for both disciplinary and interdisciplinary research, by assigning the
appropriate Assistant Directors each with the responsibility for developing mechanisms
%%nere0 applied researen an he killpiJoriPli Within the framework of the respective Direc-
torates : jut

(3) restructure the Directorate for Biological, Behavioral, and Social Sciences, to
inelude :

(a I applied social science programs currently within the Directorate for Engineering
and Science :

I» information selence and tt chnology programs currently within the Directorate
for Sclentifie. Technologienl. and International Affairs ; and

le) the new Decision -ral Man.,g-ment Seiences Progrnm. (221 :R.)
The reorganization was effective March 8, 1981. (National Science Foumlation Reorgan-

ization Announce(l . Mar. 4, 1981. NSF PR 81-19.)
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Despite the persuasive campaign of the Director and the Board,
there,is still opposition to the reorganization, especially from some
academic scientists who apparently believe that engineering and ap-
plied research, which now receive about ten percent of the NSF budget,
will enlarge se1 that they will consume too much of the budget, dis-
advantaging the basic research disciplines. Also, some engineers con-
tinue to urge that engineering should be supported mainly by ion
agencies, such as the Departments of Defense and Energy "4 or
separate technology or engineering foundation.

In addition, it has been reported that Representative Brown's staff
believes that the NSF reorganization plan does not satisfy the intent
of the NTF bill. It was reported in Physics Today that a staff member
noted that "the NSF proposal does not really address the most im-
portant issues. The Brown bill would 'build up problem-focused ap-
plied research, he told us, whereas the NTF proposal would have the
opposite effect of breaking it up and distributing the pieces over the
entire foundation. "NSF digests anything that isn't basic research and
converts it, through its own metabolic processes, into basic research,"
he said.

" Reinhold. Robert. Doubts Greet TT.S. Plan to Aid Engineering, The New York Times,Nov. 25. intin : e2.
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XI. MEMBERSHIP OF THE', NATIONAL SCIENCE
BOARD

The following is a summary of the method of selection of National
Science Board members, followed by tut analysis of several character-
istics of the present and past membership of the Board.

A. SELECTION or BOMB) MEMBERS
-

As specified in section 4 of the National Science Foundation Act,
the Board consists of 24 part-time members appointed by the Presi-
dent, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and of the
Director ex officio. Board members serve six-year term appointments,
eight of which expire on May 10th of eaCh even year. Members reap-
pointed to serve a second six-year term become ineligible for appoint-
ment during the two-year period folloWing their second consecutive
term.

In making nominations to the National Science Board, the Board
and the Director of the National Science Foundation seek recom-
mendations on behalf of the President from the major scientific, engi-
neering, and educational societies and associations, as provided in sec-
tion 4 (c) of the Act. Letters soliciting recommendations are sent to
these organizations. A notice is also published in the Federal Regiger
and the NSF Bulletin. As a result of this process, the Board receives
many names, all of which are transmitted to the White House for the
President's consideration. During the search for nominees to replace
those members whose terms expired in May 1978, 31 societies and or-
ganizations were contacted, and over 400 names were received from
them and a variety of other sources. These recommendations came from
the scientific and educational communities, the Congress, NSF ad-
visory bodies and staff, and the general public.

The announcement and solicitation process begins in the spring pre-
ceding the year in which vacancies will occur. The Board receives and
reviews recommendations throughout the summer. For purposes of
this review process, the Board makes use of an Ad Hoc Committee on
National Science Board Nominees, which is given the responsibility
of considering and recommending to the Board, for submission to the
President, candidates to fill vacancies on the Board. Late in the year
all recotnmendations received from all sources are forwarded to the
White House for consideration together with th6 joint recommenda-
tions of the Board and the Director. These latter recommendations are
transmitted in the form of two lists of eight names each. The Presi-
dent customarily submits most of the Board's recommendations to the
Senate for confirmation.

In formulating its recommendations, the Board considers many fac-
tors, including those sneeified in the National Science Foundation Act
of 1950, as amended. Section 4(c) of the Act requires that the persons
nominated for appointment as members of the Board shall be :

(243)
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(1) eminent in the fields of the basic, medical, or social sciences,
engineering, agriculture, education, research management, or pub-
lic affairs ;

(2) selected solely on the basis of established records of dis-
tinguished service ; and

(3) so selected as to provide representation of the views of
scientific leaders in all areas of the Nation.

In addition, section 4(c) was amended in 1980 to require that, in
making nominations for Board membership, the President "shall give
due regard to equitable representation of scientists who are women or
who represent minority group."' This new requirement was formu-
lated by the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources to
g'assure that the National Science Board will continue to be a broadly
representative and balanced advisory body" in light of the commit-
tee's finding that "scientists with one or both of these backgrounds
are currentlSr severely underrepresented in the U.S. scientific person-
nel pool" and the committee's concern that "such underrepresentation
not be reflected in the Science Board." 2 Other factors considered by
the Board in arriving at its recommendations include balance among
professional fields, management capability, and representation of vari-
ous types and sizes .of industry, research organization, and educa-
tional institution. The Senate Committee on Human Resourcesstressed
the latter factor in reporting the National Science Foundation Au-
thorization Acts for fiscal years 1978 through 1980. In these reports
the committee urged the National Science Board to include in its
recommendations for new Board members the names of non-scientists
and pre-college science educators for the reason that "the expertise
of such persons could contribute significantly to the Board particu-
larly in matters affecting public understanding of science and science
education at the elementary and secondary school level." 3 The rec-
ommendations reported by the Senate Committee, however, do not
have the, force of law, as recently stressed by President Carter.'

In addition to the recommendations made via the Board, and the
joint recommendations of the Board and the Director, recommenda-
tions"Pare made directly to the President by Members of Congress
and by otther interested individuals and organizations. From this
array, the, President then makes a selection and submits his nomina-
tions to the Senate for confirmation by the usual nomination pro-
cedure.a Senate State delegations usually are polled before nomina-
tions are sent up to the Hill.

1 Public Law 96-516. Dec. 12, 1980.
2 1'.8. Congress. Senate. Committee on Labor and Human Resources. National Science

Foundation and Women in Science Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1981 and 1982 ;
report to accompany S. 568. Washington, I'.S. Govt. Print. OE., 1080. (96th Cong, 2d Seas,
Senate Report No 96 -713) p. 31.

2 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Human Resources. National Science Foundation
Authorization Act of 1978; report to accompany S. 855. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
off., 1977. (95th Cong.. 1st Sess., Senate Report No. 95-93) p. ; and U.S. Congress.
Senate. Committee on !Yuman Resources. National Science Foundation Authorization Act
for Fiscal Years 1979 and 1980 ; report to accompany S. 2549. Washington. U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1978.Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents. v. 16. Dec. 15, 1980, n. 2804 -5. Na-
tional Science Foundation Authorisation and Science and Technology Equal Opportunities
Aet Statement on nignine S. 568 into law. Dee. 12, 1980.

Information on the nomination of National Science Board members has been drawn
from testimony by Norman Hackermen, Chairman of the National Science Board, appear-
tryr in U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology. subcommittee on
Science. Research and Technology. Review of the National Science Foundation Organic Act.
Hearings. 96th Cong., 1st Senn., 'Washington. U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. pp. 6 -15.
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The membership of the National Science Board (as of February
1981), along with members' major affiliations during Board service
and terms of service, is presented in Table 20. The membership, affilia-
tions, and terms of service of the 99 former members of the Board are
presented in appendix Q. Table 20 and appendix R are summarized
chronologically in appendix Q. The present and former Chairmen
and Vice Chairmen of the Board are presented in table 20.

2 5 J
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TABLE 20

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

TERMS EXPIRE MAY 1982

DR. RAYMOND L. BISPLINGHOFF
VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH

AND DEVELQPMENT
TYCO LABORATORIES, INC.
EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

PDR. LLOYD M. COOKE
VICE CHAIRMAN, ECONOMICS
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL OF
NEW YORK CITY, INC.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK

*MR. HERBERT D. DOAN
(VICE CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
SCIENCE BOARD) CHAIRMAN
DOAN RESOURCES CORPORATION
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN

DR. JOHN R. HOGNESS
PRESIDENT
ASSOCIATION OF ACADEMIC

HEALTH CENTERS
WASHINGTON, D.C.

#REAPPOINTED FOR SECOND TERM
*MEMBER, fIECUTIVE COMMITTEE

4

9 r-
Aw s.)

DR. WILLIAM F. HUEG, JR.
PROFESSOR OF AGRO4DMY AND
DEPUTY VICE PRESIDENT
AND DEAN

INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE,
FORESTRY, AND HOME ECONOMICS

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

*DR. MARIAN E. KOSHLAND
PROFESSOR OF BACTERIOLOGY AND

IMMUNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA4T
BERKELEY

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

DR. JOSEPH M. PETTIT,
PRESIDENT
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

DR. ALEXANDER RICH
SEDGWICK PROFESSOR OF
BIOPHYSICS
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF'
TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
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TERMS EXPIRE MAY 1984

*DR. LEWIS M. BRANSCOMB
(CWRMAN, NATIONAL
SCIENCE BOARD)

VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
SCIENTIST

INTERNATIONACBUSINESS
MACHINES, INC.

ARMONK, NEW YORK

DR. EUGENE W. COTA-ROBLES
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY BOARD OF STUDIES'
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT

SANTA CRUZ
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

DR. ERNESTINE FRIEDL
DEAN OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
AND TRINITY COLLEGE, AND

PROFESSOR FO ANTHROPOLOGY
DUKE UNIVERSITY
DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA

DR. MICHAEL KASHA
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA

*MEMBER, EXECUTIVE
#SERVED PARTIAL TERM;
REAPPOINTED FOR FULL TERM.

DR. WALTER E. MASSEY
DIRECTOR
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
ARGONNE, ILLINOIS

DR, D#VID V. RAGONE
PRESIDENT
CASE WESTERN RESERVE
UNIVERSITY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

DR. EDWIN E. SALPETER
J.G. WHITE PROFESSOR OF
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

CORNELL UMVERSITY
ITHACA,NEW YORK

#DR, CHARLES P. SLICHTER
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND IN
,THE CENTER FOR ADVANCE
STUDY - UNIVERSITY 3F

ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
URBANA, ILLINOIS

)
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TERMS EXPIRE MAY 1986

OR. PETER T. FLAWN
PRESIDENT
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT
AUSTIN

AUSTIN, TEXAS

OR. MARY L. GOOD
VICE PRESIDENT AND

DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH
UOP, INC.
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

OR. PETER D. LAX
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
COURANT INSTITUTE

MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

OR. HOMER A. NEAL
DEAN OF RESARCH AND GRADUATE

DEVELOPMENT, AND PROFESSOR
OF PHYSICS

INDIANA UNIVERSIYT
BLOOMINGTON. INDIANA

#REAPPOINTED FOR SECOND TERM.

261

OR. MARY JANE OSBORN
PROFESSOR AND HEAD
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

FARMINGTON. CONNECTICUT

#DR. DONALD B. RICE, JR.
PRESIDENT
THE RAND CORPORATION
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA

OR. STUART A. RICE
FRANK P. NIXON DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE PROFESSOR OF
CHEMISTRY

THE JAMES FRANCK INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

(ONE VACANCY)
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TABLE 20

CHAIRMEN AND VICE
CHAIRMEN

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

Chairmen

Terms

NSB Chair-
Service man

James B. Conantt 1950-53 1950-51
Chester I. Barnardt . . 1950-56 1951-55
Detlev W. Bronkt 1950-64 1955-64
Eric A. Walker 1960-66 1964-66
Philip Handler 1962-74 1.966-70
H. E. Carter 1964-76 1970-74
Norman Hackerman . 1968-80 1974-80
Lewis M. Branscomb . 1979- 1980-

Vice Chairmen

Terms

NSB
Service

.

Vice
Chair-
man

Edwin B. Fred 1950-56 1950-53
Detlev W. Bronkt 1950-64 1953-55
Paul M. Gross , 1950-62 1955-62
Lee A. DuBridge 1950-54

1958-64. 1962-64
Philip Handler 1962-74 1964-66
Ralph W. Tyler 1962-68 1966-68
E. R. Piore 1961-72 1968-70
Roger W. Heyns 1967-76 1970-74
Russell D. O'Neal 1972-78 1974-78
Grover E. Murray 1968-80 1978-80
Herbert D. Doan 1976- 1980-

tDeceased

2 6
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B. VACANCIES

As is depicted in appendix R, there have been 16 major vacancies
on the National Science Board lasting approximately one year each,
with the exception of one vacancy which lasted approximately two
years during the period 1976-1978. Five of these major vacancies fol-
lowed the premature expiration of members' terms during the period
1958-68. Ten of these vacancies, however, were due to delays in the
appointment of Board members for normal terms of service. Of the
latter ten vacancies, eight occurred during the period 1978-1979, con-
stituting an unprecedented delay in the appointment (including one
reappointment) of an entire slate of eight Board members. One va-
cancy still existed as of February 1981, due to,the appointment of
Dr. John B. Sh !lighter as Director of NSF in 1'980. Dr. Slaughter
originally had 13een on the Board's list of nominees for Board member-
ship, but he was removed by the White House when the decision was
made to appoint him as NSF Director. As of February 1981, the NSB
had not named a replacement nominee for Board membership.

The Board agreed in 1978 that members whose terms have expired
should be invited to continue to serve as nonvoting consultants to the
Board until their successors have been duly appointed and for a total
of 12 months thereafter.° In addition, Board nominees, following
submission of their names to the Senate for confirmation, are appointed
as consultants to the Board and are invited to participate, without a
votys, in Board activities.7

C. PREMATURE EXPIRATION OF TERMS

The terms of service of 16 of the 95 non-ex officio former Board
members ended prematurely due to death or resignation during the
period 1950 through 1976. Eleven of these premature expirations, how-
ever, occurred during the period 1950 through 1963. During the last
decade, there has been only one such premature expiration.

D. REAPPOINTMENTS

There have been 38 cases in which a non-ex officio Board member
has been reappointed' to the Board during terms beginning during the
years 1952 through 1980. (In addition, one Board member whose, par-
tial term expired subsequently was appointed Director of the National
Science .Foundation.) Thus, almost one-third of the 118 present and
former non-ex officio members of the Board were or are reappointees.

Nineteen reappointments were made in the first decade, of the
Foundation's operations, ten in the, second decade, eight in the, third
decade, and one in 1980. The relatively large number of reappoint-
ments during the first decade of the Foundation's operations was
due largely to a desire for initial stability and continuity in the
National Science Board. As pointed out in Chapter II of this study,
the, eight members who were originally appointed to the Board for
two-year terms expiring in 1952 were all reappointed by President
Truman for full six-year terms. Two of these eight members subse-

'National Seience Board. Approvmt Minutes of the 200th Meeting of the National5,.11,11f.e Board, August 17-18.1978 intervh.w. -
'National Selenee Board. Compendium of NSI3 Rulers (NBB -78-450) November 1, 1978.

2 )
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quently were reappointed for a second six-year term. Six of the other
16 non-ex offimio members who finished the first two years of service
on the Board were also reappointed upon the expiration of their initial
terms. Subsequent to this initial period, reappointMents to the Board
have tended to decline in frequency. Only one reappointment has
been made during each of the three NSB terms beginning in 1976
and 1980, respectively.

Of the 38 reappointments to the National Science Board, 18 were.
amepted by members who bad previously served full six-year terms;
the remainder were accepted by members who had only served out
the remaining portions of term§ which bad ended prematurely. Of
the 13 Board members who were appointed to serve out the remaining
portions of terms which ended prematurely, only three were not
subsequently reappointed to serve on the Board in a regular or ex
officio capacity.
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TABLE 21

GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION Of NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD MEMBERS
(by residence at time of appointment)

TWO-YEAR INTERVAL BEGINNING MAY 10

NE

MW

NE

MW

1950-52 1952-54 1954-56 1956-58 1958-60 1960-62 1962-64 1964-66 1966-68

10 10 B 8 6 8 12 14 11

4 4 4 5 6 6 ' 7 6 7

7 7 9 7 7 7 4 3 4

1968-70 1970-72 1972-74 1974-76 1976-78 1978-80 1980-82
Total
ave.

ave.

70-80

9 9 10 9 7 8 7 9.1 8.2

5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5.1 4.4

6 5 5 4 5 5 6 5.7 5.0

5 6 6 a 9 7 5 5.0 7.0

'2



CHART 1

As of February 19AI

, GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF PRESENT AND FORMER NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD MEMBERS
By Residence at Time of Appointment

1111I II 11010.4÷
111111110 10

4,1111111610

4111,114111g114,
ALASKA - 0

TOTAL 123

Northeast - 42
South - 21
Midwest - 34
West - 26

Source; Compiled by CRS from NSB materials.

HAWAII - 0



CHART 2

As of February 1981

GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF PRESENT AND FORMER NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD MEMBERS
By Residence at Time of Membership but Subsequent to Appointment
(Number of Residents Through Transfer Subsequent to Appointment)

1 1,11111111 1
2

1 (1 S.i

I1X1)I o

12

(1) I Ado
,..t.,9.L.

rs.!
( )

N

)

111111'1111101r
TOTAL . 123

Northeast 53

South 21

Midwest 29
West 20

HAWAII 0

Source: Compiled by CRS from Mit materials. , 26e
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TABLE 22

STATES NOT REPRESENTED BY PRESENT OR FORMER
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD HEMBERS*

r^

TOTAL: 15

Alaska

Arkansas

Delaware

Hawaii

Idaho

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Maine

Mississippi

Montana

Nevada

North Dakota

Oklahoma

South Dakota

Not represented either by appointment or by residence during tenure on
Board.

260
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TABLE 23

REPRESENTATION OP WOMEN AND MINORITIES ON THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

TWO-YEAR INTERVAL BEGINNING MAY 10

Wan.

Min.

Wan.

Min.

1950-52 1,952-54 1954-56 1956-56 1956-60 1960-62 1962-64 1964-66 1966-68

2 2 2 1-2 1 1 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0-1

1966-70 1970-72 1972-74 1974-76 1976-78 1976-80 1980-82
total
ave.

ave.

70-60

2 0 1 2 3 3 4 .1.9 2.6

0 1 1 2 2 3 5 1.7 2.6

2
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E. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

Geographic representation among members of the National Science
Board is mandated under section 4 of the National Science Founda-
tion Act. The geographic representation of the 123 present and former
Board members according to residence during tenure on the Board as
of February 1981 is presented in appendix S and summarized in
chart .2.8 The geographic representation of Board members by
residence at the time of first appointment is summarized in chart 1.
Members of the Board represent 36 States by residence at the time of
appointment or by residence during tenure ; 29 states are represented
by residence at the time of appointment only.° The geographic
representation of Board members by residende at the time of appoint-
ment (corresponding to chart 1) 'is summariied chronologically and
by major geographic sector in table 21." The 15 States not repre-
sented by present or former Board members either by appointment or
by residence during tenure are listed in table 22.

Of the four regions defined in table 20, the States of the Northeast
generally have been overrepresented by Board members relative to
the States of the South, Midwest, and West, although a fairiy uniform
geographic distribution has existed among Board members since 1976.
Only once, during the period 1954 through 1956, did members from
the Midwest predominate on the.Board. Members from the West were
predominant on the Board only once, (luring the period 1976 through
1978. At no time have members from the South ever been predomi-
nant on the Board. On average, the South has been least represented
among Board members for NSB terms beginning in the years 1972
through 1980.

A. comparison of charts 1 and 2 shows the. extent of Board member
migration subsequent to appointment to the NSB, particularly migra-
tion from the West and Midwest to the Northeast. The migration of
newly appointed NSF directors into the Northeastspecifically, into
the Washington, D.C. areafrom other regions of the country ac-
counts for less than 20 percent of this trend. (See footnote 10 below.)

F. REPRESENTATION OF MINORITIES AND WOMEN

As pointed mit in chapter II of this study and in section A of this
chapter, the representation of women and minority groups in the selec-
tion of nominees for membership on the National Science Board has
been a consideration in the Board selection process since the first Board
was selected in 1950. The, 12 women who have served as Board mem-
bers are listed in appendix T. The nine minority members who have
served on the Board are listed in appendix U.

@In Chart 2, residence Is defined as State residence for more than 50% of a Boardmember'a tenure on the Board.
9 The Diatriet of Columbia is treated as a State in this discussion of the totals referredto
to in Table 21 end accompanying text Northeast refers to Connecticut. Delaware. the

ol4trict of Columbia, Maine, Maryland. Mniriachnnetts, New Hampshire. New Jersey. Nessvatic Pennsylvania, Rhode inland. and Vermont: Routh refers to Alabama. Arkansas,
Florida. fleo-Hil. Kentucky, rouiHana. Itrieataainni. North Carolnn, Oklahoma, South Caro-
lina. Tenne,wee, Texaa. and Virrtnia: Midwest refers to Illinois Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Noc*Izan. Minnenotn, Missouri. Nebraska, North Dakota. Ohio, South Dakota, and Wis-conein and West refers to Alaska. Arizona, California. Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming.

80-976 - 83 - 18

2 .1
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The representation of women and minorities (that is, blacks, and
one Hispanic) on the Board since 1950 is summarized in table 23 The
periods of least combined representation of minorities and women
on the Board were 1958 through 1962 and 1968 through 1974. During
the period 1958 through 1974, representation of blacks on the Board
averaged one. The greatest representation of minorities and women
on the Board has occurred most recently with the NSB term beginning
in May 1980. The Board now inclu(les four women, four Blacks (in-
cluding the NSF Director), and one Hispanic.

G. BACKGROUND OF BOARD MEMBERS

According to section 4 of the National Science Foundation Act, as
amended, nominees for Board membership "shall be eminent in the
fields of basic, medical, or social sciences, engineering, agriculture, edu-
cation, research management, or public affairs". The Act further speci-
fies that the selection of Board members shall be "solely on the basis
of established records of distinguished service," but there is no require-
ment that those selected must be representative of the various fields
enumerated in which nominees for Board membership must be eminent.

A summary of the background, experience, and major interests of
present and former National Science Board members is presented in
table 24. The academic disciplines of current Board members are listed
in table 25.

From table 24 it is readily apparent that approximately two-thirds
of the present and former Board members have had academic institu-
tions as their primary affiliation. Industrial affiliations have been the
second most prevalent association among Board members, represented
by apProximately one-fourth of the 24 current Board members.

27i
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TABLE 24

February 1981

BACKGROUND, EXPERIENCE, AND MAJOR INTERESTS OF PRESENT
AND FORMER NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD MEMBERS

Present Former Totals

Primary Affiliations (24) (98) (122)

University 16 63 79

College/Institute 0 10 10

Nonprofit/Private Foundation 3 8 11

Industry 4 12 16

Other 1 5 6

Academic Background

Biological/Medical Sciences 6 27 33

Education 1 4 5

Engineering 5 6 11

Mathematical/Physical Sciences 10 47 57

Social Sciences 2 12 14

Other 0 3 3

Interest/Experience

Academic/Administrative/Other

Primfry 6 47 53

Secondary 18 47 65

Edutation/Teaching/Research

Primary 14 36 50

Secondary 43 47

Industry/Applied Research i

Primary 4 16 20

Secondary 2 9 11

27,-,
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TABLE 25. Disciplines of present

Terms expire May 10, 1982 :
Bisplinghoff, Raymond L_ Engineering.
Cooke, Lloyd M Chemistry.
Doan, Ilerbert D Chemical engineering.
Hogoess, John R Medicine.
Hueg, William F., Jr Agronomy.
Koshland, Marian E Bacteriology, immunology.
Pettit, Joseph M Engineering.
Rich, Alexander Biophysical chemistry.

Terms expire May 10, 1984 :
Branscomb, Lewis M Physics.
Cota-Robles, Eugene H Biology.
Friedl, Ernestine Anthropology.
Kasha, Michael Chemistry.
Massey, Walter E Physics.
Ragone, David V Engineering.
Salpeter, Edwin E Astrophysics.
Slichter, Charles P Physics.

Terms expire May 10, 1980:
Fla wn, Peter T Geology.
Good, Mary L Chemistry.
Lax, Peter I) Mathematics.
Neal, Homer A Physics.
Osborn, Mary Jaue_ Microbiology.
Rice , Donald B., Jr Economics and management.
Rice, Stuart A Chemistry.
1 vacancy

The academic background of Board members has been concentrated
most heavily in the mathematical and physical sciences throughout
the history of the Foundation. Currently, 44 petcent of the members
of the Board have academic backgrbunds in the mathematical and
physical sciences. The biological and medical sciences constitute the
second most represented major group of academic backgrounds among
Board members, followed lthe social sciences, engineering, and edu-
cation. The experience and primary interests of current Board mem-
bers have focused more on the areas of teaching, research, and, to a
lesser extent, industry than have those of former Board members.

H. PARTICIPATION IN RELATED ORGANIZATIONS

Of the appointed members serving on the National Science Board
between 1970 and 1980, approximately half served on from one to
four other science-related Federal board.s, councils, or advisory bodies
during their tenure on the NSB. The average number of these organi--
zations served on by the latter group has decreased from approxi-
mately two to one during the period 1970 through 1980. The moat
prevalent, among organizations on which Board members served be-
tween 1970 and 1980 lias been the National Academy of Sciences;
others represented include groups advisory to the President, the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, the Public Health Service, the Navy, the
Department of Defense, and the Department of State. Many Board
members also served on Federal boards, councils, or advisory bodies
or were employed by the Federal Government prior to their appoint-
ment to the Board. In aildition, most Board members have, been mem-
bers of several scientific, engineering, or educational professional
organizations during their tenure on the Board. During the period

rational Science Board members

270
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1970 through 19H0, Board members generally were members of threetn live such organizations."
Some examples will demonstrate bow broadly the network Of "inter-

locking Federal directorates" 'involving Board members has ex-
tended. Dr. Detlev W. Bronk served on the National Science Board
during the period 1950 through 1964, ,and was NSB Chairman from
1955 through 1964. During his tenure on the Board, Dr. I3ronk's pri-
mary occupation was as president of the Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research. Also during this period, Dr. Bronk served as a
merreer of the President's Science Advisory Committee to the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Atomic Energy
Commission's Advisory Committee on Biology and Medicine, the
National Advisory Health Council, the President's Commission on
.Civilian National Honors,fthe National Commission on the Devel-
opment of Scientists and tngineers, the National Selective Service
Science Advisory Group, and the Science Advisory Group of the
Office of Defense Management. In 1950, Dr. 13ronk also served as
the president of the National Academy of Sciences. Outside of the
Federal Government and NAS, Dr. Bronk once served as the presi-
dent of the Ameriean Association for the Advancement of Selene
(1952) and was a member of more than 18 professional and scientific
associations.

Dr. PhiEn Handler was an NSB member from 1962 to 1974, and.
wu; NSB Chairman from 1966 to 1970. Onrinff Dr. Handler's tenure
on tlw Board, his primary occupation included serving as chairman
of Duke University's Biwhenustry Department, as a dirvetor of
Squibb-Beeelinut, mo.. ind beginnin,rin 1969. as president of tlw Na-
tional Academy of Sciences. Whi ly on the NSB. Dr. Handler also
served as chairman of the National institutes of Health-Atomic En-
ergy Commission Committee on Radiation and Aping; he also served
as a member of the National Advisory Conneil on Research Facilities
and Resources and of thy President's 'Science Advisory Committee: he
was chairman of the Survey of Life Sciences Section of the National
Acidemy of.Sciences. on thy board of trustees of Rockefelbsr Univer-
sity, a meinber of the academic governing hoard of Ifebrew'University
in Israel, and a member of tlw council of the Smitiv;onian Tiwtitution.

Dr. Saunders Mac Lane served on the Board from 1974 to 1980.
durhur which tinw be was employed as a iiistinguisbed professor of
mathematics nt the University of Chica.uo. While on tlw Board, Dr.
:1fa Lane also srved as vice president of the National Academy of
Selenco-1, a position which inclnded the chairmaraip of the commit-
tee which approves NAS reports fnr publication.

These examples show that NST3 memberA ean have extensive con-
tact,4 and relationships with various Federal agencies, commissions.
boards, and other bodies in addition to their often numerous profes-
sional and pfivate imiustry affiliations. Criticism has arisen regarding
the PCtent of the network of Federal eontaets among Board members,
particularly 'to the effert that snch contacts and affiliations might
tend to lead to "inbred" or overly homogeneous Board positions on
science policy issnes. But the extent of Board member affiliations with
other Federal bodies has been defended by Board members and. others

It Extroirtg from WhO Whn In AmprIrn, 1954-19ct1 : and prrimnal hIngraphIps nhtnIned
Ph, TIxemitIvr Sperrtnry. National FleIoner rInnrd.
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on a number of gnmnds." One defense is that, because Boanl mem-
bers are highly distinguished professionals, and because appointment
to Federal panels, commissions, and the like is considered to be indi-
cative of distinction, it is natural that many NSB members would tend
to be appointees to other prestigious Federal advisory bodies. Other
responses to criticism of extenSive Federal ties among NSB members
refer to advantages in effective Board operations to be gained through
greater knowledge of Federal activities that such ties bring, and to the
effectiveness of NSB miles for the identification and control of in-
stances when members have conflicts of interest regarding matters
considered by the Board.

I. MEMBERSHIP OF NSB COMMITTEESt

The structure of the committees of the National Science Board has
changed over_the years, but several generalizations can be made about
the membersW of these committees.

There has been an Executive Committee of the Board since. 1950,
although this committee did not become statutorily required until
1968. The Board Chairman and Vice Chairman by custom are elected
to membership on the Executive Committee." Although the require-
ment for geographic representation among the elected and ex officio
Executive Committee members was dropped in 1962, there has not
been any lasting geographic concentration within this committee since
that time. A woman, was first elected to serve on the Executive Com-
mittee in 1977/1'wo n)inority representatives have served on the Exec-
utive Com ttee of the Board: Dr. L. M. Cooke and Dr. John B.
Slaughter, dlo became NSF Director in December 1980.

With r spect to the other committees of the Board, the NSB Chair- t
man am Vice Chairman are ex officio members of all such commit-
tees.l* T e NSB Chairman assigns Board members to committees
otlwr than the Executive Committee. and also assigns the positions of
Chairman and Vice Chairman within such committees." The com-
mittee chairpersons' are ex officio members of any subcommittees of the
parent Committees." Executive Committee members often have been
the chairman of the other standing and ad hoc committees of the
Board. Wi.thin t h e last decade, t wo blacks and three women lin ve served
as chairpersons of standing committees of the Board. Drs. Cooke and
Massey served as chairman of the Planning and Policy Committee;
Drs. Harrison and Friedl chaired the Programs Committee, and Dr.
Ko-thland chairs the. Budget Committee.

12 interviews with onrrent and former NSA members and NSF staff.
Compendium of NSA Rules (NM:1-78-450).

" Ibid.
is Ibid.
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XII. NSB RELATIONSHIP TO ADVISORY COMMITTEES

A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with NSF advisory committees, which ate dis-
tinct from the NSB committees discussed at length in the preced-
ing chapters. NSF's advisory committees, cothposed of leading, pri-
marily academic researchers in specific scientific areas supported
by NSF, are analogous, in the words of the NSB, "to 'visiting com-
mittees 'with the basic responsibility.for critically reviewing the
Foundation's efforts in its 1 They provide advice and recom-
mendations to the Assistant Directors and division-level program
managers regarding research in the disciplinary areas . encom-
passed. Thus they play a far more important role then the Nation-
al Science Board in developing program tiriorities for specific areas
of science that NSF supports. For the major part of NSF's history,
from 19.50 until January 1978, the National Science Board played
the critical role of nominating members of the advisory committees
and receiving yearly reports (both oral and written) from the chair-
persons of the advisory committees. But the NSB reiationship to
the advisory committees gradually has moderated. In January
1978, the Board relinquished to the Director responsibility for
naming (and even approving the Director's selection of) advisory
committee members so that today, advisory committees 'are named
by and are wholly responsible to the NSF Director. In current prac-
tice, NSB members may:, choose to attend advisory committee meet-
ings and report on impoitant policy issues discussed; but the.Board
attendance rate has beet1 very low.

Br. FUNCTIONS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEES

According to an internal NSF memorandum, the functions and
structure of most advisory committees are similar, and can be rep-
resented by the follo*ing framework of the Advisory Committee
for Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth, and Ocean Sciences.2 The
responsibilities of each advisory committee are, in general:

To review individual programs and overall program balance
and furnish recommendations to [the Assistant Director].

To establish a procedure that will provide carefully struc-
tured advice that each Division can use in developing and an-
nually updating its long-range plans. This will require that the
Committee create effective mechanisms to gather and assess
information both from Government sources and the scientific

' Excerpt from the Approved Minutec of the 101 Apting of the National Science Board, Sept .

iv 1 tuti.-i Subject Advisory Committees. Dr ffaworth's Reorganization Plan.
NSF' Memorandum of February It 197A, entitled "Status Report on NSF Advisory Commit-

tees.- by W..1 Snider, Assistant to the General Counsel

i2B31
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26.1

vommunity in order to develop a balanced view of scientific
needs and opportunities.

To advise the [Assistant Director on the manpower struc-
., ture. in the areas of interest to the Division and recommend

mechanisms fbr forecasting future trends, periodicially updat-
ing the fbrecasts, and advising on the probable impact on the
national research capability and scientific potential.

To establish procedures for determining special needs of the
res-earch community, sucli as equipment needs, special facili-
ties and infbrmation systems,innd make appropriate recom-
mendations to [the Assistant Director].

To extend special advice, as requested, to the Director'and
Deputy Director of NSF. The Committee also may be requested
to undertake special studies from time tome.

To submit an annual summary of activities to [the Assistant
Director]. The Division Director, with the approval of the [As-
sistant Director] will make the report aVailable to the public
under the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act.3

*The advisory committees usually consist of 12 members, who
serve fbr terms of three years. Committees normally meet two
times a 'ear. Typically the advisory committees do not review pro-
posals fOr award, but may serve as liaison to ad hoc panels estab-
lished fbr such purposes.4

C. HISTORY OF"FHE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NSB AND THE ADVISORY
CommyrEEs

Public Law 81-507, the NSF enabling legislation, specified the
creation of Divisions organized along disciplinary lines and re-
quired each Division to create a committee/which "shall make rec-
ommendations to, and advise and consult with, the Board and Di-
rector witli respect to matters relating to the programs of its divi-
sion." 5 In those early days, the NSB had the authority to appoint
advisory committee (called divisional committee) members' and the
advisory committee "rules of procedure were subject to restrictions
imposed by the NSB.- P.L. 81-507 did not require NSB members to
be members, of divisional committees. But, the NSB interacted
cic3ely ,with the divisional committees since it adopted a policy
which required that, at least two NSB members were to be mem-
bers of each committee. NSB rules also required committees to
report on specific programmatic matters, develop tentatOe budgets,
and identify proposed new programs.

The NSB relationship to advisory committees was loosened some-
what starting in 1951 when the Board eliminated the requirement
fbr NSB representation on divisional committees and charged each
committee with the responsibility of advising and making recom-
mendations to the Assistant Director in charge of the Division. Re-
organization Plan No. 2 of 1962, which went into effect on June 8,.
1962, eliminated the dual reporting functions of the committees by

NSF Office of the Asi.astant Director or Astronomical. Atmiispheric. Earth, and Ocean Sci-
ences Al) AAEO Circular No I Subject Advisory Committee StructureAAEO. Dec. 1. 1i7i. 2

Ibid , p 2
NSF Memorandum to members of ay. National Science Eoard. Subject: NSF Advisory Com-

mittees Mar 144. 197'1 NSE 7144:e, p. I. The cited statute is Section '4 of P.L. 81-507.
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terminating the responsibility of the divisional committees to
advise and consult with the Board. Thereafter the advisory commit-
tees became responsible to the Director.

By 1965, as NSF had grown from four to eight divisions, the Di-
rector reported that Committees were not necessarily required for
separate divisions, and that he should be allowed to organize other
advisory committees as necessary for particular functions. This
goal was achieved with the adoption of Reorganization Plan No. 5
of 1965, which abolished the statutory requirement for divisional
conlmittees and allowed the Director to create an advisory commit-'
tee structure of his own choosing.6 Thereafter the Director recon-
stituted the original eight divisional committees into six advisory
committees, one each for: Biological and Medical Sciences; Engi-
rwering; Mathematical and Physical Sciences; Social Sciences; Sci-
ence Education; and Institutional Relations. (0/D 65-19, Sept. 24;
1965. The specific charge fbr each was to:

critically review . . . the Foundation's efforts in its
field, and provid[e] . . . advice and comment concerning
proposed new plans for the Foundation as they affected its
area of interest. Each committee was directed to report to
the appropriate Associate Director, and to present an
annual report to the Director. The Chairman and Vice-
Chairman of each committee was to be invited to meet
with the Board once a year to review their activities.7

As a result, typically the chairman of each advisory committee
and of the Science Infbrmation Council (also created pursuant to
statute) annually presented an oral report to the Board. Sometimes
Pilch annual report was printed in the minutes of the NSB meet-
ings. In addition, beginning in 1969, the Board staff began to pre-
pare and distribute to NSB members summaries of the recommen-
dations of each of the annual reports, in order to facilitate the.
Board's consideration of the recommendations.8

NSB members still shared control with the Director over the ap-
pointment of members of the advisory committees since, in prac-
tice, the Director consulted with the Board before making such ap-
pointments. However, in September 1966, the Chairman of the
Board "stated it would be more expeditious if those appointments
could be taken up with -the appropriate Board committee rather
than the full Board, and the Board unanimously accepted that sug-
gestion." 9

Section 16 of P.L. 90-407, contained language to reaffirm the
changes made in the 1962 and the 1966 divisional committee
system. These changes subsequently were codified in NSF Circular
68, which stated that "The Director has the authority to establish
advisory committees with broad areas of responsibility to advise
and consult with the Foundation whenever appropriate." The Cir-
cular established nine advisory committees reporting directly to

[bid . p
' NSB 71 -85. Op cit.. p. 3.
8 NSB. Memor.mdum to Members of the National Science Board, Subject: Recommendations

of Annual Reports of Foundation Advisory Committees and Science Information Ccuncil. April
:3, 1969 IN5B-69-83.1

Board minutes lox: 5, from NSB 74-85, op. nit., p. 4.



the Assistant Directors, to provide advice, counsel, and critical
review of the major Foundation missions. The Director retained au-
thcoity to appoint the committee members. However, the Circular
stated that "in practice" the Director would consult with Board
Committees, as appropriate, in making his selections.1°

In 1972 during the incumbency of Dr. McElroy, the recently es-
tablished NSF Management Council and Executive Council, which
he created in order to strengthen his management of NSF (see ap-
pendix Pi, completed a study which recommended major changes
intended to streamline and enhance utilization of the NSF advisory
committee system.'.' These chnges involved abolishing each of the
four advisory committees which had been established under the Re-
search Directorates and creating, in their place, one combined Ad-
visory Committee for Research authorized to create subcommittees
which would encompass the terms of reference of each of the abol-
ished committees. The ostensible objective of the reorganization
was to permit NSB to enhance utilization of the committees and to
streamline the committees' functions. However, several develop-
nwnts that occurred since 1972 raise doubts as to whether these ob-
jectives were achieved. Events subsequent to 1972, in fact, seem to
have widened the distance between the Board and the advisory
committees.

The Board's erosion of power to appoint the members of the advi-
sory committees seems to have begun around the time when re-
sponsibility for naming advisory committee members was removed
from the full Board and given to the Board committees. The Pro-
grams Committee of' the Board retained sor4 control over coordi-
nating the nomination function, but in Jwitt ly 1978 the Board re-
ported that since the Foundation's policHor seeking Board nomi-
nations was inconsistent, henceforth the Board would cease making
formal recomendations for membership of advisory committees:

Dr. Shields * * * reported that the Programs Commit-
tee had reviewed -the proposed appointments to the Adviso-
ry Committee for Science Education and the Advisory
Committee for Minority Programs in Science Educa-
tion * * *. In this discussion it was observed that the
Foundation did not follow a consistent policy in the selec-
tion of advisory committee members. In somd cases the
Board is consulted; in others, the Board's views are not
sought.

The Committee decided not to make a formal recommenda-
tion to the Board with respect to these advisory committees.

The Board Chairman noted that all these committees are ad-
visory to the Director and that the nominationsvare forwarded
to the Board for information.'2

On several occasions the Board has expressed policies regarding
the composition of membership of the advisory committees. Howev-
er, NSB guidance regarding membership seems to have shifted. For

(1-

." According to a NSF Circular, "those respon;ibihties remained essentially unchanged" in
several subsequent circulars. As for example in Circular 109, July 31, 1972, which supplemented
the policies of Circular 68.

I' tiSB 74 -K.). op cit., p 5. referring to a report by the Office of the Director, 0/D 72-79,
Minutes of Closed Session of NSB Meeting 195, p. CS: 195:7.
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instance, in 1970 the Board reported that "* * * an effort be made
to lower the average age group, to include more women and people
from industry and to consider geographic distribution." '" Eight
years later, in 1978, the Board -minutes note that the Programs
Committee " * * * proposed that future committees include a
larger representation of science-oriented individuals. The Director
agrehl that the staff would take this recommendation into account
in making future appointments.' " The Board typically has
viewed the criteria 'of geographic distribution'and equitable repre-
sentation of other factors--either for its own membership or in the
award of NSF fundsas secondary to excellence in science. (See
chapter VI on the Planning and Policy Committee.) Thus the crite-
ria enunciated in 1978 may have differed from the intept of the cri-
teria enunciated in 1970. *

.

In May 1970, the Board proposed that the presentation of adviso-
ry committee annual reports be staggered throughout the year,
rather than being concentrated in January and March, to permit
the Board to give them greater attention.' 5 A few years later, sev-
eral members concluded that the advisory committees probably
would never be essential to NSB, since they were advisory to the
NSF Director (as contrasted'with the former divisional committees
which were required to report directly to the NSB).'6 The practice
whereby NSB staff prepared summaries of the major recommenda-
tions contained in the annual reports of the advisory committees
was limited, beginning in 1973, when only highlights of these
annual reports, rather than the full reports, began to be presented
to the Board." In 178, the NSB Chairman discontinued the prac-
tice of inviting advisory committee chairmen to report annually to
the NSB on the activities of the cpmmittees under their jurisdic-
tion on the grounds of ". . . an ever increasing level of Board activ-
ities and the consequent lack of time available for the reports.

I ft
. .

Low RATES OF NSB ATTENDANCE AT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MEETINGS

In addition to receiving the reports of the advisory committees,
NSB members have been assigned continuously to attcmd advisory
committee meetings. One measure of the relationship between the
Board and the advisory committees consists of the rate of attend-
ance at meetings of advisory committees and their subcommittees.
In a 1978 memorandum, NSF reported that the Foundation had 26
advisory groups, with 583 members, and 50 additional subcommit-
tees (with members'hip expected to total 700). The NSF fiscal year
1979 annual report listed as advisory groups with potential for
NSB interaction, some 25 advisory committees or groups, oneadvi-
sory council, and 47 subcommittees. During the fiscal year 1979,

I. f,
' PI.- 7

ES
FS I I

' for ini-tance. meeting 162
NSB Mwnorandurn to the File i3ubjuct Animal Presentations of NSF Advisory Committee

'hairrneri h National Science Board Apr. II:. 1974
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NSB members attended meetings of only 8 of these 7:3 bodies, and
four other NSF sponsored meetings. (See Table 26).

TABLE 26 NSB ATTENDANCE AT ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND SELECTED OTHER MEETINGS, FISCAL
YEAR 1979

HumDer 1)!
Humber al

Nal meri.bersurIThe
me«brys

Prndrry, Me
meetinpt,)

At.; ,dry (.0r,,1 2 2

Myr a.rf ccr,rnitlee !()r Applicn1Soierc,? rd Research Application Policy.
Adory 1_4)niin:th>p for Stinnce Educati,n

, 1 2

2

Ati .,ri C:irnrni!iel ft:r Irifor MAW Si.erce and l'Ktinology 2 1

Arti,isorio ;Ann-intl.., t,4 Internation31 Pridrann, 1 1

Ad.isori (eortirnittr for SCIenCe andiSoni.ty 2 4

Polio Research and Ana lysr, and Science Resourcns Studies Sdkommittee 1 1

Adyispry Committee on Millimeter Wave Faciiitir, of Advisory Committee for ktronomy 1 1

F.iwring and Applied Science Small Busmess Conference on R & D 2 3

riirn Fxrhange ant,rence 1 1

N.iliinit l:Prif.r tio Airrysprifiriu Research lnnuai report 1 1

Annual pr.spritation ,,r, ,r)!nt onpanngraphic institutions and deep sea drilling 1 2

, H ,..mbet it b=r,(1.?,1 1Jr.ng fiscal ye3r 1979

.r

Appendix V identifies, insofar as reported at the Board meetings,
the interactions between the Board and advisory committees since
mid-1975. It mirrors the limited pattern of interactions evidenced
in 1979.

In June 1972 OMB issued Executive Order 11671, "Committee
Management", which opened up all meetings of Federal advisory
bodies. According to an NSB memorandum, "This has resulted in a
minimal attendance by the public at Foundation advisory commit-
tee meetings. [But] the effect of this Order has changed the nature
of the meetings rather considerably." The memorandum noted that
NSB attendarite at advisory committee meetings had been taken in
the past. Some advisory committee members 'resentment was ap-
parent since "* * * some groups * * * felt Board participation in-
hibited free discussion between the Committee and Foundation
staff." As a result, perhaps, "* * * reports of policy items consid-
'ered at committee meetings have of late rarely been presented,"
and the Board seldom took action on the recommendations present-
ed by the advisory committees.' 9

The fact that the Board's attendance at advisory committee
meetings does not seem to have been one of its major perceived
functions was noted in the memorandUm:

' Mkr!lw,i11,1,.an rtrdi 13ard Liaison with Advisory Conanittoos to Chairman National
SCIP[11.. BoArri trrn Exf.cutit*, Secroary. Feb 12,
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The Board has always agreed, even during the divisional
committee period, that it was desirable to have Board
interaction with the major advisory committees, but there
has never been a successful, sustained effort to do so. This
has been due in part to the following factors: 1. work load of
Board members, 2. lack of interest of Board members, 3.
differing nature of the advisory committees, with a wide
range of effectiveness, and 4. lack of timely notification of
meetings to the Board."

E. CURRENT NSB POLICY REGARDING ADVISORY COMMITTEES

The current NSB policy regarding advisory committee meetings
requires Board members who have attended advisory committee
meetings to make a written report to the Chairman and short oral
presentations to the full Board regarding important items. The
policy also requires advisory committees to notify the NSB of forth-
coming meetings so that NSB members might volunteer to attend
them. Typically one or two members have chosen to attend one or
two meetings and subsequently present short reports to the full
Board.

As noted above, one of the most important functions of advisory
committees is to assist the NSF program manager or division direc-
tor by helping set priorities for programs and designing those pro-
grams. An abstract of an 18-page report on the May 18, 1979 meet-
ing of the Advisory Committee for the Division of International
Programs, prepared by Dr. Dorothy Zinberg, chairman of the com-
mittee, indicates the breadth and importance of issues typically dis-
cussed:

The topic of the open meeting was the role of NSF in in-
ternational science from the perspectives of those involved
in budgeting and policymaking. Representatives from the
Department of State, the Office of Management and
Budget, the National Science Board and the NSF Directhr
discussed important objectives for international science ac-
tivities. The Advisory Committee questioned all invited
speakers on their views and relation to [the Division]. The
Committee will utilize this background information in its
first annual report to the Director recommending prior-
ities and objectives [for the Division]. The Directorate will
use the Advisory Committee's views as input from the U.S.
scientific community for guidance on international pro-
grams.2'

01, The Advisory Committee discussed: the relation of NSF interna-
tional science programs to the Department of State, an OMB
review of international science issues, an overvieW of policy for
NSF international science programs, criteria for NSF programs
with less developed countries, National Academy of Sciences pro-
grams, and a three-year budget analysis.

2" Idem.
" Abstract lof Advisory Committee Meeting]. Division of International Programs, May 18,

1979

2 b 4.
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Despite the details discussed in most advisory committee meet-
ing, most of the NSB reports to the full Board, at least as indicated
in the open and closed session minutes, are descriptive and do not
seem to contain any notable policy dilemmas or actions requiring
NSB approval. For instance:

Dr. Pettit reported that the Advisory Committee for
Policy Research and Analysis * * * and Science Resources
Studies * ' was engaged in oversight of the granting of
awards * He found the process very educational. 22

Similarly:
Dr. Salpeter reported that the Subcommittee [on Milli-

meter-wave Facilities of the Advisory committee for As-
tronomy] was considering two possible changes relative to
the proposed 25-millimeter telescope. One had to do with
design, i.e., using an unorthodox design rather than a
parabolic dish. The other consideration was a different lo-
cation rather than the one originally chosen on Mauna
Kea * As a result of its discussions, the Subcommittee
agreed to abide with the original plan * *.23

Another function served by advisory committee meetings is the
opportunity given to NSF staff to interact at the program-formula-
tion stage with expert outside advisors (a possibility which is not
present in Board deliberations, since Board program reviews are ex
post facto, and program approval functions of the Board and Pro-
grams Committee are generally done after the staff has firmed up
a program, when possibility for change is small). None of the Board
procedures permit the kind of interaction with program-level offi-
cials afforded by the advisory committee procedures. For instance
in attendance at the meeting of the advisory committee for the Di-
vision of International Programs, mentioned above, were eight ad-
visory committee members, 36 NSF staff members, one NSB
member (the chairman of the PPC Subcommittee on International
Science), an OMB official, the Assistant Secretary of State for
Oceans and International Scientific and Environmental Affairs,
and one outside observer.

During late 1980 a Board member, Dr. Massey, chairman of the
PPC, met with the NSF advisory committee chairmen to discuss
the proposed reorganization of NSF. He reported that they also dis-
cussed the role of NSF advisory committees, especially how they
should interact with the Board and the Board's responsibility for
long-range planning. Dr. Massey stated that the advisory commit-
tee chairmen expressed a need for improved communications with
the Board. It also was noted that the Acting Director would consid-
er designing mechanisms to improve this situation. The partici-
pants also discussed coordination among NSF advisory committees
and stated that advisory committee meetings in which there was
Board representation were valuable.

210-1: 17
";109 13
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Several factors seem to compel a reassessment of the relationship
between the Board and advisory committees, with a view toward
improving communications between these groups. One is the advi-
sory committee chairmen's expressed needs to meet with the Boardmore; another is the benefit that would accrue to the Board's
budget decisions by closer Board attention to the priority-setting,
planning, and budget-related exercises of the advisory committees.
Closer interaction with the advisory committees also would open
up the Board's perspective to a wider representation from the sci-
entific communities not represented on the Board, but represented
on the advisory committees. On the other hand, such cooperationmight cause two problems. One is the potential of even greater
Board involvement in NSF priority-setting and "micromanage-
ment" activities, for which it already has been criticized. Another
is the potential that the advisory committees 'value to Ole Director
would be jeopardized because advisory committee discuSsions might
not be as candid as they would be in the absence of out'side observ-ers.



XIII. RELATIONSHIP OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD TO
THE NSF ADVISORY COUNCIL

A. INTRODUCTION

In addition to the disciplinary advisory committees which serve
. primarily to advise NSF program managers regarding research op-
portunities and needs, the National Science Foundation has, from
time to time, established other kinds of advisory groups to serve a
variety of purposesincluding representation of constituency
groupsand in some respects to complement the functions of the
National Science Board. Relevant for this inquiry are questions of
redundancy and the possible need for more cross-fertilization be-
tween the Advisory Council and the National Science Board.

B. ORIGIN OF THE ADVISORY COUNCIL

I. Adutsory Committee for Research
In 1972 the National Science Foundation established the Adviso-

ry Committee for Research on an experimental basis to provide
advice and counsel to the Director on `r,ffearch activities and po-
tential in the United States," and "to rovide input on problems
related to the administration of research support." The Commit-
tee had been created to replace the five separate divisional adviso-
ry committees that had been established previously to advise the
Director basically on the "problems related to the administration
of research."

The Committee was created to provide advice on issues of man-
agement and "sociology of science," issues mid-way between the'
specific research interests of disciplinary advisory committees and
the broad policy concerns of the National Science Board. The Advi-
sory Committee for Research conducted its work by means of task
groups, which prepared reports on the following topics:2

1. Faculty Sun mer Salaries (Majority and Minority Reports)
October 1973.

2. Evaluation of the Peer Review SystemOctober 1973.
3, (a) Cooperative Programs with IndustryOctober 1973.
(b) Research InitiationOctober 1973.
4. Long Range PlanningEquipment--October 1974.
5. Impact of NSF Research Support ProgramsHow Can It Be

Measured?April 1974.
6. Zost Grant EvaluationApril 1974.

' An information regarding the Advisory Committee for Research is adapted from a se1f-evalu-
ation the group made shortly before the Director replaced the Committee. The report is: Natiiom
al Scion:e Foundation Advisory Committee for Research. Task Group No. 11 R.port. Reyiew
and Evaluation of ACR Committee Operation. Oct. 2:3, 1975, typescript, nonpaginated. and from
"Advisory Committee for Research. presentation by NSF staff member Creutz. Chairman of the
Advisory Committee for Research to the National Science Board, April 1977.

1S9:27. May 13, 1977.

1273)
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7. Criteria for Allocation of NSF Resources Between Individual
Research Projects and Major Research Facilities in Certain
FieldsOctober 1974.

8. Coupling University and Industrial Research (Fostering Inter-
action Among Research Organizations)October 1974.

9. Evaluation and Support of Multidisciplinary ProposalsOcto-
ber 1974.

10. The Social Sciences as a Research Area in the National Inter;
estNovember 1975.

11. Review and Evaluation of Committee OperationNovember
1975.

12. Evaluation of a Post Grant Evaluation ExperimentSeptem-
ber 1976.

13. (a) Larger but Fewer Research GrantsNovember 1975.
(b) Research EquipmentNovember 1975.
14. (a) Grant Policy ManualApril 1977.
(b) Equipment AccountabilityApril 1977.
15. Support for Research Activity by Undergraduate Teaching

FacultyApril 1977.
16. Faculty SalariesApril 1977.
17. Formula GrantsApril 1977.
In October 1975 the Committee undertook a self-evaluation, ap-

parently to meet its members' concerns that: it did not have the
resources to do its work; it did not meet long enough to fulfill ob-
jectives; its work had little impact on the staff, Director, or Board;
other advisory groups had more power; and the Advisory Commit-
tee's purpose was unclear. The Chairman of the Advisory Commit-
tee for Research enunciated some of these concerns in a presenta-
tion to the Board. He indicated that the Committee's impact was
subtle, its tasks should be narrowly focused, and its activity would
be a waste unless decisionmakers sought its advice:

The special task group .which evaluated the Committee's
operation reminded the Foundation that advisers are busy
people who are willing to Asist the Foundation only if
their advice is seriously considered when offered. Both the
Foundation and the advisers benefit from thoughtful use
of their time, but the tasks chosen must be tailored to the
limited time that can be devoted to them. Studies of broad
or global issues tend to be frustrating and unfruitful, while
the most successful contribution to the Foundation and its
advisory coMmittees is that which is sufficiently narrow in
focus to enable the committee to come to grips with the
issues in the limited time available.3

The October 1975 report recommended five steps to improve the
Committee's functioning.

2. Legislative Language Encouraging Formation of an Advisory
Council with Public Members

Shortly thereafter the Deputy Director of NSF reported to the
NSB that the Advisory Committee for Research would be replaced

2 S
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by a new .NSF Advisory Council.4 The NSF staff appears to have
fbrmulated plans fbr the Advisory Council as a response to a pend-
ing legislative proposal, introduced by Senatory Kennedy, Chair-
man of the Senate Subcommittee which reported out NSF's author-
ization legislation. Senator _Kennedy had been interested in widen-
ing the membership of the National Science Board to include mo-re
women, minorities, and public members, which the NSB generally
opposed. The Advisory Council, which is required to have'public
members, has been described as a compromise between the two po-
sitions to avoid sacrificing quality.5 As a result, the creation of the
Advisory Council seems to have been a direct response to the lan-
guage of the fiscal year 1976 Senate authorization report which di-
rected NSF to prepare a comprehensive report to "facilitate the
participation of members of the public in the formulation, develop-
ment and conduct of the Foundation's programs, policies, and pri-
orities." The report added that the NSF should Make these changes
by means of administrative action or, if not, legislation would be
introduced to meet the congressional committee's goals.6

The Senate report instructed NSF to "ensure that the Council
fulfills its purpose and that it does not duplicate the policy and ad-
visory responsibility of the National Science Board, the Council
should be composed of 24 members, and must include at least six
individuals who are not scientists. The report required
" * * that the Council must furnish advice to the Board and the
Director on broad policy matters relating to the activities of the
Foundation, particularly science research and education policy, and
that it must promote public understanding and access to informa-
tion concerning the activities of the Foundation." 7 A current NSF
brochure describes the Council's functions as "to operate at the
agency level in order to provide a perspective from outside the
Foundation on issues that transcend matters of concern to an indi-
vidual discipline or program area, and that relate to the Founda-
tion's interaction with the scientific community, with the Congress,
and with the public." 8

.1, Membership of the Advisory Council.
When he announced to the Board that he would create this

('ouncil, the Director stated that he would seek Board guidance, es-
pecially from the Programs Committee, in regard to membership.6
But, according to the charter of the Advisory Council, the Director
names the Council, and members are responsible only to him. Dr.
Donald N. Langenberg, who would become NSF Deputy Director in
19S(), was named its first chairman. Originally, appointments were
for three-year terms with eight members rotating off the Council
each 'year. Later, appointments were for one year with members

' ES 1'41
lntervaW

" 1 Conin-ess Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. Natiomd Science Filunda-
' OW Authorization :VI. I Sc nate Report NO !II 111 May 9. 1975. 9-1th Cong., 1st Sess.
Washington, I s; Gov't Print iii , 197h, p

S Cmigre,s StgLitv. Conunitt.e on Libor and Puhln Welfare National Science Founda-
tion Authorization Act 1977. Senate 91th ( 'imgress, d Sess. Report 91 to.r., May I 1, 197g. Wash-
Ington. t S Orm Print Off, 197i: :i9 p

"The National Science Foundation Advisory Council. Nov. 1 79, p. 2. 1NSF-79-50.1
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customarily being reappointed for two additional one-year terms.
Among former Coiincil members is Emilio Q. Daddario, former
Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Science, Research, and
Development, ilpich reported the 1968 legislation which expanded
NSF's functions and, later, first Director of the congressional Office

of Technongy Assessment.

4. Functions of the Advisory Council

The full Council generally meets twice annually, in the fall for
the assignment of tasks and in the spring to report. The Director
selects a steering committee to assist the chairperson and Founda-
tion support staff in planning Council activity and related matters
not requiring the formation of a separate task group." The steer-
ing committee and the task groups meet in plenary session twice a
year, and an additional one to three times per year for working ses-
sions. The Direclor must approve the -meeting agendas and task
group assignments in advance

'n the manner of the Board, the Council has divided itself into
task groups to study and prepare reports on important issues cut-
ting across the fields of science and the Foundation's responsibil-
ities. The Council creates four task groups, each year. They function
to prepare a report for the Directoi. The Director customarily
sends the report to the Board for consideration. The topics studied
thus far are:

1. Continuing viability of universities as centers for basic re-
search;

2. Interaction between NSF and the public (done partially in
response to the fiscal year 1976 Authorization Act requiring
the NSF to establish a multifacted Science For Citizens Pro-
gram);

3. Implications of business participation in NSF support of
basic research;

4. Expanded scientific cooperation with Western Europe;
5. Equipment needs and utilization;
6. NSF resource allocation process among fields of science;
7. Accountability in research;
8. Alternative support mechanisms for academic research;
9. Multinational projects;
10. Funding "Blue Sky" proposals;
11. Research opportunities in alternate academic institu-

tions; and
12. How to make scientific expertise available to groups re-

sponsible for settiag public policy.
In November 1980 Dr. Langenberg, the Acting Director, and Dr.

Slaughter, the Director-designate, selected new tasks from among
those recommended by the Council's steering committee." The
new tasks were: "NSF and technology transfer; continuing educa-
tion for engineers and computer professionals in universities and/

"NatMnal Science Foundation. Charter of the National Science Foundation Advisory Coun-
cil Amended. Jan 17. 1977. non-paginated.

220 10. 2
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or industry; the role of NSF in science education of the general
public; and the role of rotators in the NSF." 12

C. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE BOARD AND THE ADVISORY COUNCIL

The only formal link between the Board and the Council is the
requirement in the charter of the NSF Advisory Council which

IX specifies that "the Director will appoint members to the Council in
consultation with the National Science Board," a consultative proc-
ess that generally involves pro forma NSB Programs Committee
approval of the Director's proposed nominees." Board minutes in-
dicate, however, that a few Board members generally attend each
Advisory Council meeting and that they or the Director later make
short reports to the Board about the Advisory Council meeting or
reports. For instance, Drs. Friedl, Hackerman, and Murray attend-
ed part of the May 1940 Advisory Council meeting. The Board was
told that:

Dr. Friedl reported that the Council's major activity was
to discuss the interim reports of its four task forces. Dr.
IIackerman met with the Advisory Council to express his
views on present and future issues confronting the Foun-
dation 14 -

From time to time, the Board has referred to the Advisory Coun-
cil's reports, but there is no indication that these have been critical
to the Board's work. For instance, during an NSB Executive Com-
mittee meeting in 1977, it was reported that the Deputy Director
"suggested that the Chairman of Task Group No. 3 (concerned with
the implications of business participation in NSF support of basic
research) should coordinate the work of his Group with that of the
NSB Ad Hoc Committee on the Support of Basic Researh in Indus-
try." 15

It is difficult to determine whether or not these reports have had
an effect on the Board's deliberations. As NSB member Dr. Eugene
Cota-Robles pointed out in his report to NSB Chairman Branscomb
on the November 19240 Advisory Council meeting when discussing
the new topics that task groups would work bn, 'the new task
groups were in general given assignments on problems that fre-
quently come to the Board." 16 One recent instance of similarity in
assignments, for instance, is between the issues studied by the NSB
Committee on the Role of Basic Research of the PPC and the Advi-
sory Council Task Group No. 11, on "Research Opportunities in Al-
ternate Academic Institutions". In his report to the Chairman, Dr.
Cota-Robles also remarked that "* * * the discussions [of the task
forces] forced me to reexamine and reconsider my positions on [the
four topics of the task forces] vis-a-vis NSF and NSB policy." 17 Du-
plication of effort between the two groups may not be an issue, but
the question can be raised about whether or not policymaking for

Letter from NSB member Dr Eugene If. Coto-Robles, University of California at Santa
Cruz to Dr. Lewis M. Branscomb, Chairman of the NSB. Nov. 12. 19s0.

"194. 4.
14 214: 15.

EC: 77-10: 3.
'6 Letter, Coto-Robles to Branscomb, op. cit.
17 Letter. op. cit.
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NSF would be enhanced if more NSB members participated in the
deliberations of the Advisory Council. Another questio1i is whether
the National Science Board is making sufficient use of the opportu-
nities provided by Advisory Council deliberations and reports.



XIV. THE COMMITTEE ON AUDIT AND OVERSIGHT

A. INTRODUCTION

The NSB exercises oversight authority by means of several mech-
anisms already discussed.' The Board's oversight authority is exer-
cised also through the Committee on Audit and Oversight, whose
major functions are to ensurethat the Action Review Boards in
each directorate use approrfriate review procedures and to assist in
developing and in overseeing the quality and effectiveness of NSF
pre-award selection processes and post-award evaluation proce-
dures. The committee is a successor to two previous committees
which had similar functions, the Ad Hoc Committee on Action
Review Boards and the Ad Hoc Committee on Audit and Oversight.

The Committee is small, consisting of four members on the aver-
age. It meets for a short time, about 1 to 1.5 hours per meeting.
Staff members of NSF provide the Committee members with con-
siderable background materials to aid them iu conducting their
work, such as data on award approval processes, information on
the work of the Action Review Boards (ARB) successive drafts of
procedures governing Action Review Boards in the various 'director-
ates, staff reports dealing with oversight and evaluation, and sec-
ondary materials, such as journal articles dealing with evaluation
of research_ and development.

The work of the committee typifies the process followed by an
NSB committee, the necessary reliance on NSF staff support, and
the actual effectiveness of a committee oriented to improving NSF
administrative practices. In actuality, the NSF staff designs and
implements changes in procedures and practice. However, the
Board has acted to force staff to design new procedures when the
Board has perceived problems, and then to ensure quality and con-
sistency in the procedures developed by the staff.

13. A PREDECESSOR COMMITTEE ON ACTION REVIEW BOARDS

The first predecessor committee, the Committee on Action
Review Boards, was authorized by a resolution of the NSB, adopted
on February 20, 1976, to oversee the Action Review Boards which
the 'Director had created in each directorate in the aftermath of
the uproar surrounding improper administration of the ,NSF's
review and award procedures in the Science Education Directorate
following the MACOS situation. Normally Assistant Directors are

See Chapter V on the Programs Committee arid (*hapter XII on the Relationship to Advisory
Committer-,

Statement of Dr II Gaylord Stever In 17.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and
Technology Suhcommittee im Science. Research. and Technology. 1977 Natiimal Science Foun-
dation Authorization Ifearings. ith Congress. 2nd session, Wasthington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off .

,See iliapter XVII on SelenCe education.,
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delegated authority to approve all awards which do not require
NSB approval. The Review Boards were entrusted with seeing that
awards were reviewed properly, that the pros and cons of an award
were expressed in the peer review process, and that all awards
needing NSB approval were properly transmitted to the Board.3

At the same time that he created the Action Review Boards, the
Director created a Director's Action Review Board (DARB) to
review and make recommendations regarding approvals and decli-
nations recommended by program managers for awards requiring
NSB approval, before those awards are sent to the Board. The per-
manent members of the DARB are the Deputy Director (chairman),
the General Counsel, the Assistant Director for Administration,
and the Special Assistant to the Director.4

Among the Action Review Board, Committee's first activities was
receiving reports from two AssiStaht Directors regarding their op-
erations and Action Review Board procedures. The committee also
considered whether individual members should attend a few meet-
ings of the Action Review Boards, and whether it would be feasible
to hear from all six directorates at each Board meeting.5 Subse-
quently the Committee reported that it "found it impractical and
unnecessary to meet with the Assistant Directors at each regular
meeting." " The Board revised the Committee's charter, limiting it
to:

* * * hold an initial comprehensive meeting with the
Assistant Director in each granting directorate, attend as
observers representative Action Review Board meetings,
stand ready to hear reports of progress and problems at
each regular meeting of the Board, and call for such addi-
tional data as may be required.7

The Board also instructed the committee to "* * * report to the
Board its judgment as to the effectiveness of the Action Review
Boards * * *.'

In order to carry out its mandate, the ad hoc committee con-
vened oversight meetings with three Action Review Boards and.,
then, in October 1.976 it endorsed recommendations that staff had
prepared to standardize and streamline procedures, disbanded the

NSF Circular No. 76, which deals with the review and approval of NSF awards summarized
the membership and functions of the Action Review Boards as follows:

"Action Review Board. Each Directorate's Action Review Board is chaired by the Assistant
Director or Deputy Assistant Director and includes program staff and representatives from the
Office tit' Oovernnwnt and Public Programs, and the Division of Grants and Contracts.

"ABB review generally focuses on conformance to established NSF policies, objectives, and
procedures. Proposals, awards, or declinations are examined for (1) ('ompleteness of documenta-
tion; 12) Appropriate processing; (2) Conflicts of interelt; (4) Appropriateness of titles and sum-
marie,;; 151 Thoroughness of panel and'or ad hoc review; 16) Adequacy of program officer's ra-
tionale: 7) Reconciliation of divergent reviews; 18) Instmices where the proposal has been so sub-
stantially revised as a result of the initial review process as to merit further external review; (9)
Institutional arrangements; 11M Unusual financial arrangements; and ( 1) Other appropriate ad-
ministrative. logistic, or managerial problems."

(NSF ('ircular No. 76, Revision No. I. Grants and Contracts. Subject: Review and Approval of
NSF Awards. Oct 1, 1977, pp. 1-2.)

' NSF Circular No. 76, op cit., pp. 2-3, and Staff Memorandum, Organization, Subject: Direc-
tor's Action Review Board, Feb 27, 1976. (O'D 76-13.)

ES Iso:
"Memorandum from Dr. Campbell, Chairman, Ad Hoc Committe: on Action Review Boards,

to Dr. Norman Ifackerman, Chairman, National Science Board, on "Recommendations of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Action Review Boards," Sept. 1976.

Idem.

2 4
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committee, and proposed that a new ad hoc committee hie convtned
in a year to review the fUnctioning of ARBs. The recommendations
adopted by the Ad Hoc Committee on Action Review Boards were
as follows:

1. Each Directorate should issue defiditive guidelines which pre-
cisely describe the functions, the procedures, and the authority of
the Action Review Board (ARB) insofar as that Directorate is con-
cerned.

2.`'' Recognizing that Directorates have special needs and proce-
dures, each Directorate should summarize the following proposed
ARB practices and submit them to the Director of NSF for his spe-
cific approval.

(a) What actions are required to be reviewed;
(13) At what levels of funding;
(c) Guidance regarding situations where peer review is not

required or may be ihappropriate;
(d) Description of the review to be afforded block grants vis-

a-vis the review of individual awards;
(e) Delineation of any situations where representatives of the

Division of Grants and Contracts or the Office of General
Counsel do not review recommended awards.

:3. Each Directorate should keep records listing awards reviewed
at each ARB meeting, with notations of significant problems en-
countered so that individual actions can be identified for clarifica-
tion to both program and administrative staff.

4. Representatives of the Division of' Grants and Contracts and
the Office of Government and Public Programs should rotate as-
signments to ARB's on a schedule that would permit them to
become familiar with the individual program activities but would
still allow them to maintain the ability to review matters in an ob-
jective manner. The General Counsel should consider the assign-
ment of his representatives to achieve similar goals.

5. The Director should continue to emphasize to the full staff
that the Grants and Contracts Officer has the responsibility for as-
suring that any award recommended is in the best fnterest of the
agency and, if such an award is made, that it is consistent with ap-
plicable policy, regulations, directives, circulars, and fund certifica-
tions. In view of the Grants and Contracts Officer's ultimate re-
sponsibility for all awards, he may decline to make such awards as
he deems inappropriate after discussing the proposed actions with
the appropriate Assistant Director or his designee. If questions of
appropriateness remain, the Director of the Division of Grants and
Contracts may refer the matter to the Director's Action Review
Board for advice and comment.

6. It is important for senior management personnel of NSF to
continue to lead and encourage the full and complete cooperation
of all the individuals involved in the functioning of Action Review
Boards, given their vital mission in NSF.

7, Directorates are encouraged to simplify and reduce the
amount of documentation that is required by the ARB's. Proce-
dures which would minimize the impact on the workload, such as
the random sampling of recommended awards and declinations,
should be experimentally employed with the approval of the Direc-
tor.
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8. An important fu-nction of the ARB's has been to assure that
peer review comments are adequately summarized and appropri-
ately reflected in the recomniended disposition of the Proposal.
This constructive support of the peer review process should be con-
tinued.8

C. CREATION OF OFFICE OF AUDIT AND OVERSIGHT AND COMMITTEE ON
AUDIT AND OVERSIGHT

The Ad Hoc Committee on Action Review Boards was reconsti-
tuted in May 1977 td review the continuing requirements for
Action Review Boards. In September 1977, the Director told the
NSB Executive Comniittee that he planned to establish an Office of
Audit and Oversight and that the existing audit committee_ should
be renamed the Ad Hoc Committee on Audit and Oversight." The
new office of Audit and Oversight was to be responsible for:

, 1. Post hoc sampling of proposal actions arid po4st-award as-
sessment of evaluation, documentation, and adherence to
stated procedures.

2. Assessment of overall system performance and recommen-
dations for Unproved and simplified procedures.

3. Investigation of charges of improper actions by NSF staff
'and monitoring of the decision/reconsideration system.

4. Financial audits.
5. Monitoring and coordination of procedures for scientific

oversight undertaken by 'disciplinary advisory"panels.
6. Evaluation and program.audits."

The new committee began to hold meetings in the spring of 1978.
It had two principal tasks in addition to helping to establish the
directions for the Office of Audit and Oversight. First, recognizing
that Action Review Board procedures varied from Directorate to
Directorate, it decided to assess such procedures to ensure that
ARBs were used effectively and provided for essential pre-award
quality control. Apparently some NSF staff members were using
the ARB process only for proposals which would be presented to
the NSB.12 The second task of the committee involved post-re-
search evaluation. The Committee agreed to:

(a) Obtain and examine the procedures employed by each di-
rectorate to maintain a high level of technical quality in all
awards; and

(b) Examine procedures by which the Foundation monitors
the integrity and.propriety of the use of funds by principal in-
vestigators, from both the fiscal and the technical stand-
points.' 3

The committee has functioned primarily as a quality control
device. While it does not write procedures for ARBs, it typically
evaluates the quality of ARB procedures in each directorate at
least once a year, with the objective of providing a "reliability

1<E31-32,
9 190: Di.
" EC: 77-9:2-3.

Memorandum of Discussion. Fourth nweting. Ad Hoc Committee on Audit and Oversight,
National Science Board. une 15. 197s. NSB 'C-78-36. August :3. 197S. IC-7S-26:2.)

C-7S;36.3.
13 Ibid
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check on the staff in a non-threatenihg way." 14 Minutes of corn-
mittee Meetings indicate that its assessments of the ARB proce-
dures seem to have compelled the NSF staff to improve thern.

The committee also engaged three other related activities:
It has assessed and approved modifications in ARB procedures in

some directorates, since ARBs returned up to one-third of the pro-
posals in these directorates, in. effect calling into question the over-
sight procedures used.'5

It has evaluated NSF's proeedures to reconsider declined propos-
als by evaluating a sample of file folders of declined proposals,
which potential principal investigators had challenged. The typical
rate of declinations/reconsiderations was 40 per year at the Assist-
ant pirector level and six to seven per year at the DepUty Director
level." The Committee reported that it found existing procedures
to be satisfactory.'7

It has received a status report from th'e new Office of Audit and '
Oversight. The Office had evaluated a sarnple of 750 award jacketS
with the intention of identifying problems in review procedures
and recommending ways to improve them and standardize proce-
dures. It found such problems as: stdff review only when external
peer review also was required, ,incornplete files of previous con-
tracts between'PIs and NSF, sorne lack of.uniforrnity in assembling
of award file proposal jackets; excessive encourageMent of with-
drawals to avoid declination; actual or appafent conflicts of inter-
est in peer reviewers; and selection of awards On the basis of crite-
ria not specified in program announcements. The Office prescribed
ways to overcome each .of these problems, with the result that the
Ad Hoc Committee reported that it "* * * is of the opinion that
NSF now has in place an effectiv system to provide oversight of
the audit and quality control of the grants and contracts proc-
ess."8

The cornrnittee also discussed the processes that the staff ha'd de-
veloped to design`procedures to do post-research evaluation and to
measure the quality of output of NSF-supported research in complir
ance with a directive in a Senate Appropriations Committee report
which required NSF to establish a post-research evaluation mecha-,
nisrn to measure the value of NSF's investments in research."
Most of the work done in support of this recurring recommenda-
tion has been conducted by the.NSF staff, with the Board playing
only a small role.

In November 1978 the NSB raised the status of the cornmittee
from an ad hoc to a task domrnittee on the ground of the continu-
ing nature of its assignments.2° In 1980 Dr. Branscomb raised its
status to that of a standing committee.

'4 Minutes of Eleventh Meeting. *
" tAAEO, BBS, and MPE) 200: 13 and minutes of the fifth committee meeting.
" Pursuant to Circular 108.
17 200: 13 and minutes of the sixth meeting of the Committee.
" 200: 14 and minutes of the sixth meeting of the committee.
in The requirement was first included in U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Appropriations.

Subcommittee on HUD-Independent Agencies. HUD and Independent Agencies Appropriations
for fiscal year 1979. Report to accotnpany H.R. 12936. Senate Report No, 95-1060, 95th Cong., 2d
Sess., Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978.

2n 202: 6.



XV. NSB COMMITTEE ON THE ROLE OF NSF IN BASIC
RESEARCH

A. INTRODUCTION

The National Science Board's role relating to developing grant
and contract mechanisms has been limited primarily to giving
advice to the Director regarding the *stance of a problem and
then, after staff study, concurring with or perhaps refining mecha-
nisms developed by the staff and the Director. The Board has dealt
with most procurement issues in two committeesboth of which
were terminated in late 1980. These were the Committee on the
Role of NSF in Basic Research, which dealt primarily with procure-
ment issues related to universities, and the Committee on Big and
Little Sciencb, which was established to ensure the development of
criteria and policies to provide an appropriate balance between
support for individual project awards and large-scale program and
project awards.

The activites of each of these committees will be addressed sepa-
ratelythe Committee on the Role of NSF in Basic Research in
this chapter and the Committee on Big and Little Science in the
next chapter.

B. CREATION OF THE COMMITUE

The Committee on the Role of NSF in Basic Research was cre-
ated in 1974 at the recommendation of Long-range Task Force 74-
C. Its function was to consider policies for maintaining the quality
of basic research in universities. As of January 1980, its specific
functions were to:

Monitor NSF's role in support of basic research in the natu-
ral and social sciences

Examine factors affecting the quality of basic research being
performed and identify problem areas and adverse trends, and

Formulate mechanisms for Board consideration which will
contribute to the general health of basic research.'

As is typical of other NSB committees, the NSF staff have played
a major role in preparing most of the background and analytical
studies necessary for the work of the committee. However, since
one of the Board's major continuing goals has been to sustain the
infrastructure of scienceespecially for the conduct of quality
basic research in academic settingsthis committee has played
more 'of a role than other,committees in initiating inquiries and in
guiding NSF staff support. For instance, the committee's inquiry
into the quality of basic research in universitiTs led to a major staff
study on the topic; it initiated efforts to alert heads of Federal

' Memorandum: NSS Committee Structure and Membership, Jan. 23, 1980. NSB-S0-45, p. 5.
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agencies about the need to maintain adequate levels of support for
basic research in mission agencies; it conceived the concept of cre-
ating departmental research centers (later modified by NSF staff);
and it played a crucial role in starting inquiries into the problems
of. young investigators in universities. These efforts will be de-
scribed next. The committee has not addressed all of the important
procurement policies with which NSB has dealt. Some of these
other policies are 'described also.

C. STUDY OF FACTORS AFFECTING THE CONDUCT OF BASIC RESEARCH
IN UNIYERSITIEs

One of the committee's first concerns was to discuss the relative
importance of factors which affect the conduct of basic research in
universities and means to overcome problems wilich reduced the ef-
fectiveness of university research programs and. limited faculties'
ability to undertake basic research in new fields,2 The.committee
concluded that the ability of universities to conduct research was
constrained by a projected "flattening" of undergraduate enroll-
ment and the decreasing number of opportunities for-young faculty
members. The Committee observed that "if universities are to con-
tinue tp be the Nation's resource fo,r basic research, there.must be
a decoupling of research and enrollment and it will be necessary to
have a clear policy and an effective mechanism for maintaining a
satisfactory level of graduate enrollment or providing alternative
means of research support." 3

The committee was particularly concerned with the vitality of
faculty "(including the decreasing opportunities for new, young fac-
ulty, the abrupt and cyclical versus continuous replacement of
senior faculty, and the increasing age of the faculty.)' 4 Therefore,
in May 1975 it requested, and the Board approved,, a resolution
(NSB 757178) requiring the NSF Director to undertake a study of
the factors affecting the conduct of research in a sample of re:
search-producing university departments in seven disciplines. The
Committee assisted in designing the questionnaire used, in the
study and served as the principal advisory group to its exebutive
secretary, who was the study director.5 The study generated infor-
mation on faculty-related changes,which occurred during the early
1970s; the use of research faculty, postdoctorals and graduate stu-.
dents; the use of national laboratory facilities: and the availability
of capital equipment. It showed that fewer graduate students were
being supported than previously; there was an intrease in older,
tenured faculty; and there was a need for more "research, contin(i-
ation and stability."

I). NEED FOR MORE BASIC RESEARCH IN MISSION AGENCIES

The committee was concerned also with the issue of increasing
specificity and control of research. In 1974 the Board had sent let-

-*Details 01 the Cominittee activities to mid.197f; are taken from Summary Report of the Dis.
cussion of the NSII Committee on Role of NSli in Bi&ic Reseirch, Oct. 1l717-1-April 19711. NSW
'BR 7li -19. Aug. 12, 1971; lIdmited Distribution .

,
' lba,I., pp 1 2
4 (bid , p. 2
' Ibid , p 1.

'' ES 17* 1; -7. ES 1*1. 5. -Factors Affecting the Condugt of Research in Universities.-,.-
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ters to the mission agencies, urging them to' recogni2e* the impor-
tance of basic research, in their areas of interest.7 The aforemen-
tioned survey indicated that the more research-productive schools
were concerned with this issue. The committee concluded: "The de-
crease in funding for ,basic research relative to that available for
specific mission-oriented research programs, the increasing specific-
ity and narrewing of agency missions, and the _increasing emphasis
on relevance, when cOmbined with the dependence on Federal
funds for university research.' place strong pressure sin faculty to
undertake more applied research."8, The Board subsequently issued
an annual report on the subject entitled, Basic Research in the
Mission Agencies (see chapter VIH), and'a policy statement to en-
courage mission agencie% to support basic research relevant to
their fuhction. (See Appendix B.) Also in early 1977,, after the
Board ..read a press release which indicated that the Department of
h,nergy would not supprt basic research, it adopted a resolution
requesting the Dircror to work with the President's science advi-
sor and With the Administration to seek appropriate language fa-
the Department of' Energy to conduct basic research,°'(Subsequeat-
ly, in March 197), after the Department of Energy had been estab-
lished. 'the. Director proposed and the. Board endorsed a statement
commending that agency for its program in support of basic Qngi-
neeripg rese-arch .described as "iMportant to the success of many
ene4fy technologies and complernentary to the broadly basedengi-
neering research program of the -NSF.."'° (See Appendix B.)

E. POLICY SOLUTIONS SUGGESTED.

The Committee considered several types of suppont and programs
to reverse declines in basic research conduct and cutbacks' in facul-,
ty employment in universities:"'
I. Departmental Research Centers

Its principal recommendation, that '.`the Foundation estahlish a
number of Departmental 'Research Centers in a variety of diSci-
plines * * * 12 emanated from deliberations of its Subcommittee
on Institutional. Arrangements for Research and from discussions
of the NSB Summ'er Task Force 75-B that dealt with the topic of
Alternative Institutional Arrangements for Basic and Applied Re-
search.'" The committee intended that the program sypport
proven perfbrmers on a sustaining basis and that it could '* * *

further build those strot?g, and proven research groups by providing

I.etter !run Dr !Lieberman to Agency Heads, Oct 22, 1971. (Ibid.. p. 24.)
!hid p

.%; 1%9 II
2114 (N4I3 U. 79 22 Ar

" Among the s(autions discussed. but not recommended, wer e. devehipment of research urn-
versitWs "in which research would he .-wparated from education. especially undergraduate edu-
e,itrin. awl the selection of national research centers, the equivalent of unversity departments,
*within the university, for support-; cratimi of senWr research scientists grants, or a program of
natiohal scientOs awards, iltertiatiye post-university reemployment for scientists With a plan to

urave early retiretnent. support for prwloctoral students in research: revking.NSE funding
law...Mires to provide !ewer, but linger grants: thwelopment of an award system which would
permit yatinrier rese:irehers to compete hir funds with peopW at the same lvel of rxperWnce;

increw-ing non Federal sources of research support to universities. (NSI3 13R-76-i9. op. cid

SR
p

BR 71; 19, ap eit p
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them with research funds on a competitive but sustaining basis.
Such a program wotild encourage' increased local initiative, permit
the departments to respond more rapidly to new research oPportu-
nities, simplify research administration, and allow the departments
to fully develop their research potentials." 1 4 As conceived, the pro-

-0posal would haveprovided about $40 rillion annu'ally to 150 uni-
versity departments: $250,000 per year to ten departments in each
of 15 disciplines. These long-term grants would be for fbur years
with a possible renewal for an additional year. It was proposed that
support for such a program total approximately five percent of
NSF's total budget.' The Board devoted about an hour to discuss-
ing problems which might arise with the program, including vul-
nerability to charges of "elitism," (2) probable lack of equitable geo-

'graphical distribution, (3) low status of., institutional or block
grants, (4) lack of obvious priority, and (5) adverse budgetary
impact on existing programs. The minutes rePort that the Board
decided that "conceptually there is no problem with the thrust and
intent of the Committee's ,proposal, but putting together a viable
DRC 1Departmental Research Centers] program will be a chal-
lenge." The committee was asked to reformulate the program for
the Board's consideration.'"

2. Group Research Grants
At the September 1977 meeting, the committee reported to. the

Board that, as a result of the discussion and in cooperation with
fou members of the NSPstaff,17 it developed a new mechanism
called "group research grants." One reason was that the term "de-
partment" in the original plan was considered to be "unduly limit-
ing."" Group research grants would "combine into one administra-
tive mechanism several [research] projects which ordinarily would
be viable if supported separately. A single scientist would assume
primary responsibility for the administration of the project and the
negotiations with the supporting agency.IThe awards] are intended
to support the research of groups or scientists who themselves
judge that the effectiveness of their research would be enhanced by
group funding.""

The full Board discussed in detail four resolutions and back-
-ground materials dealing with the proposal. There was some con-
cern about the relationship between funds which go to a group and
funds which go to a department, and about having a small number
of' highly visible awards. It also was decided that the "activity was
not a new program as such, but rather an administrative mecha-
nism for a designated purposethat it would clarify present l'\1"F
procedures which already permit the making of gyants to any
group of investigators who submit a proposal." The Board voted to
approve the guidelines for the program.2"

N511 liH '71; 19, II , p
. p 1-f

i
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F. EXAMINATION OF th'IIER ISSUES: THE.PROBLEM OF YOUNG
INVESTIGATORS

The topic of young investigators in universities received consider-
able attention under the impetus of NSB member Rich who pre-
pared several papers fbr the committee on-the subject. StafT back-
ground materials supplemented this work. The committee subse-
quently adopted a resolution for a program to support a small
group of young postdoctoralsabout 500 young investigators who
are the upper ten percent of the postuoctoral population, for up to
three year!4, with a salary of about :!,12,000 per year augumented by
a i.4300 stipend for materials and supplies:2' A few months later, in
November 1979, the committee announced that it would assess
what other agencies were doing to respond to the problem of young
investigators. such as the Research Career Development AwArds
program of the National Institutes of Health which was credited
with dithinishing the problem of finding research support for young
investigators in the biomedical research area.22

During the September 1979 meeting, the committee.received and
discussed the reports of the National Academy of Sciences and of
several NSF staff groups which Were assessing The problem of
young investigators and fitculty.2" Long-range task group 79--A dis-
cussed the problem and developed two alternatives to deal with
young investigators and with departments overstaffed with tenured
positions. The alternatives were to:

Provide grants to young investigators, not yet at an institu-
tion, to cover 50 percent of their salary support for four years,
competitively renewable once; and

To provide grants for young investigators with tenure track'
positions, to be equivalent to full salary for a maximum of four
years, competitively renewable once. As a condition of the
award, the institution would agree to add a new assistant pro-
fessor on a tenure track appointment and would agree to
retain this individual for the duration of the award."

The staff refined lese ideas and presented the committee with a
plan for a prototype program for research excellence that would
provide awards to some 60 scientists.2'' The program was adopted
after subsequent refinement by the Budget and Programs oornmit-
tN.s;.

G. Siviri OF How OSHA. REouLATioNs AFFEerr BASIC RESEARCH

In March 1979, the Board adopted a :-;tatement responding to reg-
ulations that the Occupational SafKy and Health Administration
proposed On the use Of toxic chemicals. The NSB statement under-
scored that the proposed regulations were intended to govern in-
dustry and not university research and teaching laboratories:The
Board also stressed the need for an exemption for research' and
teaching li,horatories pending the completion of a National Acade-

f:t
,

J414 , '1'1 1;
4 1 I ri tr),,r STItillf71 /1
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my of Sciences study on laboratory safety. The committee contin- -
ued to discuss the issue during 1980.26

H. RELATED ISSUES THAT THE CommirrEE ON THE ROLE OF NSF IN
BASIC RESEARCH DID NOT DEAL WITH

The Board has addressed several other procurement issues with-
out benefit of discussion by the Committee on the Role of NSF in
Basic 'Research.
1. Creativity Extensions of Awards

The House Committee on Science and Technology requested the
NSF in 1979 to develop new ideas for funding and organization of
NSF research support. NSB task group 79-C presented several op-
tions, the preferred one being an award mechanism to be called
"creativity, extensions."27 This would award funds on the basis of
quality of research in the preceding two years, rather than on the
basis of a proposal review. The Board refined the staff plan (to re-
quire reporting to the Board as well as the Director), but then said
that it did not believe its approval was required since the program
was not new, but rather, implied a change in administrative proce-
dures.26

2. OMB Circular A-21
Although some Board members objected to OMB Circular A-21,

the Board reacted slowly, as detailed below, illustrating not only
the difficulties the Board confronts ir dealing with controversial
issues, but also the Board's relative lack of independence from
OMB, vis-a-vis the Director, on issues critical to science funding.

In March 1979, presidential science adviser Press, during a short
presentation on the budget and the President's science policies, told
the Board about the OMB's issuance of a revised Circular A-21 on
"Cost Principles for Educational Institutions," dated February 26,
1979. Dr. Press said that "the views of the educational community
had been respected in the final drafting of * * * this circular."26
But in January 1980, almost a year later, several NSB members
discussed with the Board the communications that they had re-
ceived from researchers and academics objecting especially to revi-
sions made to Circular A-21 regarding computing indirect costs.
Drs. Massey and Mac Lane stated particularly that the_method rec-
ommended to compute indirect costs would reduce the amount of
money that' goes directly into research, especially for fields which
have high equipment utilization. The Director responded that" NSF
does not have an official role in preparing the guidelines, only an
advisory role. But " * * * several. years of discussion among many
interested parties preceded the recent changes in this Circular."3°

2" 214: S.
2' They were: creativity extensions (awards liased on recent history of research productivity,

rather than proposal review; continued experimentation with the ':master grant" concept, ex-
amination of block grants; five-to-seven year grants; examination of a pldn, called "the Pimental
process," to support 'for another two to three years a small percent of three-year proposals of
exceptional quality; variation in peer review procedures; and five-year rolling grants. (Quick
memorandum of minutes of 'the NSB meeting of June 1979.i

28 20$:
29 CS: 205: 4.

212: 14.
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During the next Board meeting in February, Dr. MacLane led a
discussion of the issue, based in part on a memorandum that he
prepared. Among the topics of discussion were:

Concern with the new requirement for accounting for 100 per-
cent of faculty time (since the distinctions between teaching and re-
search often were artificial); and

The belief that changes to OMB Circular A-21 were made by
business officers of umiversities who have a different perspective
from faculty members and that OMB gave more weight to business
off _ers 'views than researchers 'views.

Despite these problems, the Director stated that he did not be-
lieve that the Board should come to a decision on the Circular
without further study. He suggested that the Board might utilize a
special commission to study the issue, but "he cautioned * * * that
this would be a major undertaking which would have to be agreed
to by OMB before it was started."31 Later the Director agreed to
the Committee on Basic Research studying this issue. Dr. MacLane
continued to press the issue and during the April Board meeting he
drafted a resolution, with which the Board seemed to agree, that
stated that while accountability was required, " * * * the proposed
fbrm of accountability required by A-21 was impracticable; hence,
viable alternatives for suitable accountability need to be consid-
ered."32 The Board did not issue a resolution; it heard a presenta-
tion by Dr. Cornelius J. Pings, director of the National Commission
on Research, which studied this issue. In May 1980 (coincidentally
the beginning of the tenure of new Board Chairman Branscomb),
the Board finally adopted a statement on OMB Circular A-21. Its
contents were incorporated into a letter that the Board Chairman
transmitted to the Director of 0MB.33 The Board's position was
that:

* * * the provisions [of OMB Circulai- A-211 * * * rep-
resent the "procurement" approach rather than the "as-
sistance" approach more suited to be supported by NSF
grants.

* * * The Board suggests that the rules as to compensa-
tion for personal services in the new circular * * * be
temporarily suspended, so that during the suspension dif-
ferent institutions can propose and use various alterna-
tives, as a test. The Board also suggests that the ultimate
rules * * * might well allow more such flexibility for in-
stitutions. Also fot purposes of personal services on direct
cost, there should be a provision for simple certification by
the investigator that he had devoted at least the fraction
of time or effort charted to the grant. In the case of indi-
rect cost, it should be possible to limit the accounting re-
quired tb the personal services of interest to the Govern-
ment * *, *. This would leave to the institution _the ac-
counting for "major functions" * * *. Moreover, the Board
suggests the possible use of alternative proposals in the

1! 2131 8-9.
215: 1.1.

3' 211i: '24. The resolution is NSW Res. 80-50.

3 i I
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recent report, Accountability: Restoring the Quality of the
Partnership, from the National Commission on Research.34

About three months later the Director told the Board that OMB
was rethinking its position on the Circular and was determining
the feasibility of using the statistical sampling for reporting under
A-21, rather than requiring comprehensive reporting by all univer-
sities.35

34 216: 31.
35 219: 4, ift is possible that the Reagan Administration may seek to terminate the reporting

requirements of OMB Circular A-21 in an effort to cut back on the "paperwork" burden afflict-
ing universities.)
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XVI. AD HOC COMMrfTEE ON BIG AND LaTLE SCIENCE

The Board created the A7d.Hoc Committee on Big and Little Sci-
ence in response to dh external eventcongressional questions
about whether NSF, -especially the ,Board, had established policies
to determine the aPpropriate distribution between awards for "big"
and "little" science. The issue which provoked congressional atten-
tion was an NSF budget request for funding to commence the
Ocean Margin Drilling program (OMD), expected to .have a ten-
year life span and,to cost over a half billion dollars. OSTP desig-
nated NSF as the ,lead agency on this project. In March 1978, the
NSF requested $4.2 million for the fiscal year 1979 authorization to
plan the project and carry out geophysical site surveys, but in
March 1978, the House Committee on Science and Technology re-
ported that it would allow only "The Committee stated
that the project had nt5t been adequately justified, and therefore
'expenditures * * * should be limited. * * *" If further cautioned
that future ocean drilling programs should be considered in an
overall framework of "big science" and "little science," that prior-
ities for "big science" had not been well-developed, that the Board
had not given adequate attention to the OMD program, and that
support for "small science" should not suffer. As a partial re-
sponse, the Board created the Ad Hoc Committee on Big and Little
Science,' whose position essentially was that such criteria should
not be established and flexibility should be maintained.

Subsequently the Committee enlarged its focus to deal basically
with oversight and refinement of new kinds of procurement mecha-
nisms that the Director established. The Committee functioned pri-
marily to refine the concepts after they were developed by NSF
staff to ensure that they accorded with implied or enunciated
Board policy. [This occurred with respect to some of the major ini-
tiatives discussed in this chapter: the policy statement on "big"
and "little" science, policies for small awards, and the "master
grant" concept.)

A. CREATION OF THE COMMITTEE IN RESPONSE TO CONGRESSIONAL
CONCERN

As noted above, in its report on the NSF authorization bill for
the fiscal year 1979. dated March 20, 1978, the House Committee
on Science and Technology criticized NSF for sacking a "unified

' Another response consisted of Subsequent rigorous Board oversight of the planning and ini-
tial implementation phase of the program prior to delegating authority to the Director to award
funds for it The Board's oversight was conducted first via the Programs Committee and then by
an Ad Hoc Board committee created for that purpose. The Board's role has been limited 4sicM-
ly to ensuring that other agencies involved in supporting the program would fulfill their cOm-
mitments, and that funding for OMD would not damage other NSF core support responsibilities.
The Board and the NSF staff relied on an external advisory committee for advice on the scien-
tific aspects of the program. Despite these moves, the Congress has not authorized funding at
the requested levels.
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policy .or "integrated measures" of the exteri,t to which NSF or sci-
entific efforts generally are devoted to "big" Or "little" science. The
Committee defintA "big scierice projects as thnse which use large
and expensive sequipMent and "little" science projects as those
"that can be done by one or a very few scientists and do not re-
quire thi: use of expensive scientific equipment."2 The Committee
fhulted NSF fon having "inadequate procedures for authorizing in-
ternally the initiation of new big science undertakings" and for not
requiring coagressional authorization". for them. Faulting.in partic-
ular the NSF decisionmaking process on the OMD .project, the
Committee continued:

There iS no indication that the National Science
Board * * * has authorized the project. There is no re-
quest for Congresslonal approval of the project itself.
There is no discussion of what other "big science" projects
will have to be forsaken if the deep sea drilling project
goes ahead; the "next generation telescope" might be such
a project.1

The House authorizing committee told NSF to develop measures
of the cost of "big". and "little" science projects, using dollar costs
for "equipment, operation, research work, and scientist-mtin-years,
as well as a measure of' the values of rest4lts from such sciende,
such as major innovations per dollar or citations per dollar result-
ing f'rom such support.'" It suggested that tongress require NSF to
request specific authorizations for each new "big" science project
and that careful analysis be undertaken to ensure that funding for
"little" science projects, which-are not as politically visible as "big"
science projects, do not suffer. The committee also limited funding
for fiscal year 1979 to SI million for the deep sea drilling project
and limited all expenditures for "big" ,.science projects until the
NSF established (1) policies and monitoring systems for its support
of "big" science projects, "little" science projects, and the balance
between the two, and (2) formal procedures for determining which
"big" science projects the scientific cpmmunity would like to under-
take with NSF support, and for establishing priorities among those
projects suggested.5

The NSB Planning and Policy and BUdget Committees dis-cussed
this report,.at the September,1978 meeting and recommended the
establishment of an ad hoc Board committee, includidg representa-
tives from 'the Programs Committee, the Committee on the Budget,
and the Planning and Policy Committee, to consider a response to
the House committee as well as to define issues in terms of brosder
NSF.Rolicy. The Board created this committee pursuant to its adbp-
tion of' NSB Resolution 78:9(!i [The committee was terminated in
1980, shortly after Dr. BransComb became NSB Chairman and reor-
ganized the committee structure.)

t s; Congress. House. Cmninittee on Science and Technology. Authorizing Appropriations to
tile National ticierwe Fmindation Report to accompany H.R. 11400. Mar. 20, 197s, House Report
No. 95-993 95th Congress:2nd ession. Washington, U 5. Govt. Print. Off. 197s. p. U.

." Ibid. p 16.
Ibid.. pp Fi-11;

' Ibid.. p. 15
201- 1; I
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13. FUNTIUNS

1. Review of Draft Statement on "Big' and "Little'' Sciencic-
The first task of the Ad Hoc Committee on Big and Little Science

was to review a draft statement, prepared by NSF staff, giving the
definitions of "big" science, policies regarding the balance between
"big" and "little' science, and procedures for establishing priorities
among "big" science projects. The Committee discussed the docu-
ment during October and November and concluded that (despite
congressional intent) the Board should not develop guidelines for
distinguishing between "big" and "little" science, that such a de-
termination should be left to the discretion of the Directorates and
the Director, but that the NSF staff-prepared document "be uti-
lized in informal discussions with the staff of the House Committee
on Science and Technology and the Office of Management and
Budget * * * [and] that this document be assigned simultaneously
to the Planning and Policy Committee for consideration before it is
.formally brought to the Board with final recommendations for
action."7

The Board approved the draft document at its January 1979
'meeting. It dealt with definitions, policy guidelines, and procedures
for planning and review. It did not specify that a fixed percentage
of funding should go to "big" science projects. Instead, it called for
flexibility, and said that "big" science _projects which could not be
accommodated with a directorate's budget should be recommended
as special presidential initiatives or add-ons to the budget. It also'
established procedure's which required more NSB review of "big"'
science projects, mandated that the Board consider them in budget-
related long-range planning meetings (to look at the impacts on re-

.lated fields of science and on the scientific community), and estab-
lished the policy that program plans should include firm estirnates
of costs.8 The Board sent the material to the House committee,
which is reported to have calfed the statement "quite reasonable,"
but also stated that

The Foundation should also study whether sinall grants
can be made efficiently and effectively. The Committee re-
minds the Foundation that it wishes to be fully and cur-
rently informed on "big science" projects that are being
contemplated.' (See Appendix B.

J. Policies fili,Small Awards -
In response, the Ad Hoc Committee continued discussing proce-

dures and policies and asked the NSF staff to provide data on the
support of "little" science.'" The Ad Hoc Committee also consid-
ered ,policies governing the award of grants smaller.than the NSF
average, for example, grants of a'few hundred or a few thousand

NSB Res 7" 11:;, referring to the document 202. 16- 17.
Mmut, of Ad Hu, Committee oti Big tmd !Attie Science. Meeting Mar 1, 1979 and "Big-

";!4rp.f. Pdi. Ind Procedures Statement, adopted by the'NSB at its 29rd meeting. January
1" 19. 1979

" I ;-; Congress House 'ornrnittee on Science and Technology Authorizing Appropriations to
the National Siaence Foundation Report to accompany H.R 2729, Mar 21, 1979. House Report
No !ft; 61, 96th Cling It sess. Washingttm, I'S Govt. Print, Oft. 19Th p.

,V1 Hoc t':mgmtt et. on Big ;Ind Little Science. Third Meeting.
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dollars. In this connection, the NSF Astronomy Division asked the
Ad Hoc Comitnittee for its views about policies for regranting au-
thority to permit a prof'essional association to make small grants to
individuals from a "block grant of $25,000." Specifically it asked
the committee to consider the policies embodied in a proposal re-
ceived in December '1978 from the American Astronomical Society,
requesting $25,000 to establish a committee of society members to
solicit and award some 30 grants of $300 to $1,000 for travel, com-
puter time, and so on. The Committee reacted initially by saying
that, while this might be a good idea since more good researchers
are becoming associated with small schools, the award of such
funds could compromise effective accountability procedures, since
NSF staff might surrender too much responsibility for making deci-
sions.11

After considering an NSF staff background paper, the committee
agreed to fund the program, as a one-year experiment, subject to
close monitoring, and suggested that second-year funding should be
considered if the society could raise matching funds from one or
more private foundations. The committee cautioned that the ex-
periment should not be considered as a precedent or basis for justi-
fying similar activities in the future, since much larger policy
issues would need tO be resolved if NSF wanted to adopt a policy of
allowing redistribution of awardsthe so-called "mini-grant"
mechanism.' 2

.1. Oversight of "Master Grant" Experiment Initiated by 'the NSF
Staff

In September 1979, the Ad Hoc Committee on Big and Little Sci-
ence heard a briefing on funding mechanisms, which dealt primar-
ily with the progress and future of the "Master Grant" experiment
that NSF was conducting. This experiment was described as part of
the Administration's efforts to reduce the complexity *of grant in-
struments in relation to OMB Circular A-110 and the Federal
Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977. The master grant
process would award a single master grant to a university depart-
ment for administrative purposes; however, under it funding would
go to several different projects and principal investigators. The use
of the master grant would minimize some of the burdensome ac-
counting problems of time and resource allocation required for sep-
arate awards.' 3

According to an IVSF administrator, the experiment would im-
prove post-award administration in the following three ways since
it would:

(1) Provide the' university a greater degree of flexibility in
the management of its own affairs by delegating to it more au-
thority and responsibility with respect to grants administra-
tion; (2) improve the accountability in the use of pUblic funds;
and (3) reduce the detailed reporting required by the Federal
Government of colleges and universities."

I Ad Hoe Committee an Big and Little Science. minutes of third meeting. Mar. 15, 1979.
" Ad Hoc Committee on Big and Little Science. minutes of fourth meeting, May 17, 1979.
13 209: 12.
'4 212: 11.
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The committee was told that the experiment was being conduct-
ed at nine institutions and was "favorable to date." The staff re-
ported that it might undertake a university-wide experiment begin-
ning at the University of Florida. The NSB cOmmittee endorsed the
procedure and stated that it favored amending NSF politgies to in-
clude the master grant concept as normal NSF policy, but first that
staff would have to clarify reporting processes to ensure account-
ability.' 5

The Assistant Director for Administration briefed the full Board
on the status and use of the master grants a few months later at
the 212th meeting. In addition to describing its purposes, he noted
that the experiment currently was limited to awards made by the
Division of Chemistry through chemistry departments at nine uni-
versities. The Association of American Universities was instrufnen-
tal in developing plans for the experiment and participated in the
selection process. He said that he "concluded that a six-month
review of the experiment at four of the institutions revealed that
by and large all parties concerned 'have found it satisfactory thus
far.

Apparently this was the first time that staff explained the
"master grant" experiment to the full Board, &though it had been
underway for over six months. The Board minutes indicate that
"The Director noted he brought this to the Board's attention be-
cause it is a major change in the way NSF conducts its business
with the academic community and is therefore something about
which the Board should be informed."6 However, the Board was
not asked to approve the program formally.

4. Industry/Unirersity Funding: Board and Staff Modify White
House Funding Policy

During its sixth meeting, the committee considered the issue of
tax incentives, that is, whether there were any possibilities for a
U.S. tax code change so that investment credit might be used to
the advantage of university equipment leasing. The initial discus-
sion revealed that there.are many specific complications and prob-
lems. The committee also considered the issue of research equip-
ment more broadly, in terms of NThether changes or new financing
measures (for example, treatment of depreciation) might amelio-
rate cost burdens."'

In October 1979 the head of the NSE Office of Planning and Re-
soarces Management presented the ad hdc committee with a staff
report on a university/industry cooperative program. He reported
that the activity grew from eight awards in 1970 to 57 awards in
19s0 (totaling about $10 million). The committee was told that engi-
neering awards dominate, that no viable proposals were presented
in biological and behavioral sciences. Experience indicated that
"industry has not had difficulty relating to the concept and that
patent questions and apprehensions are resolvable." The staff was
considering two guideline changes: (1) to raise the minimum indus-
try match to 25 percent for huge companies, while keeping it at

2119 12 Minutes of sixth rm,eting of Ad floc Committee on Big imd Little Science,
11

MInute, ,Ixth nwetmg ot Ad Hoc Committee in Big nd Little Science.
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ten percent for small companies, and (2) setting the internal match
between program and special funds at a flat rate of 50 percent
rather than the current practice of 75 percent special fund share
for proposals greater than $100,000. "The sense of the committee
was that the shift to [a] 25 percent external match was in the right
direction and that in the future it might well be scaled toward 50
percent." 9

It appears as if the committee's activity had a direct impact on
subsequent decisions made by the Director and the President's sci-
ence adviser (or if not, that the Board, Director, and science adviser
already were thinking alike). At the February 1980 meeting, the
Director announced that the amount of cost-sharing in the indus-
try/university cooperative research program would vary according
to company size and R and D budget. Thus, the Board was asked to
inform the respective scientific communities that while small busi-
nesses would be required to share at least ten percent of any cost,
lasyge companies having a significant research arid development
budget would be expected to provide 100 percent of their companies
'cost of the project.'9 During the March 1980 .Board meeting, the
Committee reported to the Board that it was concerned with the
Administration's requirement, enunciated by the science adviser,
that called for some industry participation to be 100 percent corpo-
rate-funded. It invited Dr. Press to discuss this issue.29

The resulting Memorandum of Discussion gives details of the de-
cision:

The committee 'felt that the Science Ndviser's position
reflected a misunderstanding of both the purpose of the ac-
tivity and the nature of the supported work (basic re-
search) and that a 100 percent funding policy would be
detrimental. A more reasonable approach would be a fund-
ing scale entailing 50 percent for the top twenty research
corporations, 25 percent for others, and 10 percent for
small business.21

At the Ap4il 1980 meeting, the Chairman told.to the Board that
the issue concerning the percentage of industry funding for the
University/Industry Cooperative Research program had been nego-
tiated with the science adviser. "The result is a sliding scale based
on corporate size," an outcome the Board and NSF staff pre-
ferred.22

5. Stall Study on High-Risk Research by Young Investigators
During its tenth meeting, the committee heard a report of the rel

sults of a literature survey undertaken by an NSF staff member of
high-risk research undertaken by young faculty members. It
showed that recent studies of the young scientists problem had not
identified conservatism in research. The staff member also relayed
the gist of his discussions with the NSF Advisory Council task force

MUM t I ;everith meetiag of Ad Hoc Committee on Big and Little Science, October Di,
1979

213' 11
214- 9-10. MinuteA of Tenth Meeting, Ad Hoc Committee on Big and Little Science. Mar 20,

19,40
Minute: of 'renth Meeting. op cit., p. 1.
215
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which was considering hinovative research proposals in general, to
the effect that the group would probably report a negative finding
in this matter. The committee requested a written summary and a
proposal for a possible modest field survey and other inquiries
which might develop information in different disciplines and sub-
disciplines concerning the proplem to be presented at the April
meeting.

6. Equipment Costs
The issue of equipment 'costs was raised at the April 1980 Com-

mittee meeting. During the meeting, it was reported that the Com-
mittee on the Budget informally requested assistance from the Ad
Hoc Committee in strengthening NSF's ability to plan and to pro-
gram for major equipment.23 The staff presented the Committee
with a short discussion paper, but the Coinmittee reported to the
Board that "* * * existing management systems, particularly the
Long-Range Planning documents and the procedures mandated by
thei Board's big science policy, seemed adequate to the task. What

.szeNed to be required was more emphasis on capital equipment
within this framework." However, the Committee also noted that
whether and how to retrofit big science management policies to on-
going programs was a task which remained to be confronted.

, 31 o



XVII. THE BOARD'S ROLE IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

A. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

During thg latter part of the 1950s and the decade of the 1960s,
NSF established a number of support programs in science educa-
tion at the undergraduate, college, and graduate levels, as well as
at the institutional level (to improve facilities and capabilities of
U.S. universities and colleges to prepare scientists). As a result, in
the fiscal year 1970, NSF obligations for science education activi-
ties totaled over $120 million; obligations fox institutional support
programs totaled about $45 million. In all, obligation4 for these sci-
ence education activities comprised about 36 percent of total NSF
obligations.' It is generally acknowledged that, during the 1950s.
and the 1960s, the NSB played a major role in enunciating these
program priorities for NSF and other government-wide policies for
science education-related activities.

Although total NSF obligations more than doubled (in current
dollars) during the 1970s, the Foundation's responsibilities forsci-
ence education decreased dramatically during the, decade. During
the fiscal year 1979, NSF obligations for science education totaled
about $80 million, or nine percent of total NSF obligations. Cuts
were made especially in undergraduate instructional programs,
and the institutional support program had been abolished.2 Th
main reason for the cutback in insitutional programs appears to be
the decision that OMB imposed on NSF to terminate the institu-
tional program when it allocated to NSF large amounts of research
funding for applied' research in the early 1970s. The cutbacks in
other science education efforts may have been due, in large meas-
ure, to the Board's disinterest in or deliberate de-emphasis of sci-
ence education as a paramount NSF responsibility.

During the period 1968 through 1980, the Board appears to have ,
taken a secondary role in matters of science educationespecially
pre-college science education and programs not having a direct re-
lationship to scientific research. It often deferred on important
issues to the NSF Advisory Committee for Science Educationi
group which seems to have preceded the Board in policym.aking for

' In addition to the institutional support, programs funded during the fiscal year 1970 were:
Student Development: Science Education for Students, Undergraduate Education for Students,
Graduate Fellowships and Traineeships, Other FellowshipsPostdoctoral, and Advanced Sci-
ence Education Programs; Instructional Personnel Development: Institutes, College Teacher
Program, Science Faculty Fellowships, and Advanced Science Education Programs, and Instruc-
tional Program Development: Course Content Improvement, Cooperative College School Pro-
gram, Science Curriculum Improvement, College Science Improvement Program, Senior Foreign
Scientists Fellowships, and Advanced Science Education Program. (U.S. National Science.Foun-
dation, National Science Foundation Annual Report, 1970. Twentieth Annual Report for the
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1970. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print, Off., 1971. pp. 121-122. (NSF 71-
lii

' U.S. National Science Foundation. National Science Foundation Annual Report 1979.
Twenty-Ninth Annual Report for Fiscal Year 1979. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off, 1980. pp.
135-137.
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education and has often publicly encouraged the Board to play a
larger role in this area. In the last twelve years the Board has not
had a cOntinuing committee in science education and, perhaps as a
result, has tended to react after tl}e fact to educational policy Sup-
port issue's whenconfronted mlith problems in NSF's science educa-
tion activities or with curs kr science education. The most consist-
ent policy on science education artictilated by the Board is that
NSF's core responsibility in science education should be to train
science professionals and to augment the conduct of basic research
in universities, which means program support primarily at the doc-
toral and post-doctoral levels. This is evidenced in NSB actions and
policy statements. For instance, during a May 1980 presentation to
'the NSF Advisory Council, Board Chairman Hackerman said:

There has been a decline in the Foundation's responsi-
bility in science education. Since the Department of Educa-
tion is so new, the decline should not be ascribed to its ini-
tiation. I believe it hAs to do more with the perception of
what can and can't be done in science education by a sci-
entifically oriented Foundation.

* * I don't think the Foundation and the Board are
comfortable With pre-13th grade science, with elementary
and secondaiy school science'education. Yet the principle
that education by educationalists is not appropriate in the
world of science, is one that I think continues to persist
and is one of the reasons there is such a dichotomy in our
thinking about science education.

In the near future, the presence of the Department of
Education will make some difference in this area, because

" if it's an aggressive departmejit and goes about its business
in the way I.think it probably will, .the question of wheth-
er NSF should focus On the college and university level,
perhaps even postdoctoral, may well be resolved. That de-
partment should support elementary and secondary school
science education. At the graduate level, science training
and science education are synonymous_ *

In 1972 the Congress amended the NSF organic act to give NSF's
science education function equal status with the agency's scientific
research activities. (Sec. 8 of P.L. 92-372.) Since then the Congress
consistently has raised NSF's science education support budget, es-
pecially for, pre-college science education, above the amount re-
quested by the Foundation. The Board has not mirrored this level
of concern. Recently when authorizing the fiscal year 1981 budget,
the House and Senate agreed to raise the NSF request for science
education from $75.7 million to ;$91.2 million, specifying program
priorities within the total figure.' The legislation also authorized
NSF to expand programs for the support of minorities and women

, ,conanints by Dr. Norman Ilackerman. at meeting of NSF Advisory Council, N4$ 19s0. pp.

.1T.S Ceingress Conunittee of Conference.. National Science Fouridation Authorization and
Equal Opportunities in Science arid Technoleigy. Contiq-ence Report to accompany S. 5Q4, Nov.
21 lIsa House Report No, !IC- 1112s. !nith Cong., 2nd Sess., Washington, DS. (hivt. Print. Off..
19011, p 12.
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in science, directing that education activities receive more atten-
tion.

Tly. Board's apparent lack of attention 'to science education
during the 1970s maY reflect a practical solution to resolving the
dileMma of maintaining a delicate balance between policy gover-
nance and attention .to adrniniStrative detail, that constantly con-
fronts the Board and is endemic to the activities of most governing
boards. On the other hand, such de-emphasis mar be deliberate
policy choice. Regardless, as noted in 'this chapter the Board's de-
emphasis of science education has Caused both the Science Educa-
tion. Assistant Directors and the Science Edutation Advisory Com-
mittee chairmen to encOurage the Board to play a larger role in
this area, especially to justify NSF's science education responsibil-
ities in the face of OMB cuts. At the same time, some congressional
committees have charged that the Board should include more pre-
college science educators as Board members. (See chapter XIII on
membership of the Board.) Highlights of NSB involvement in sci-
ence education are presented next.

B. EARLY POLICIES STRESS AbCTORAL AND PCST-DOCTORAL TRAINING

In 1971 OMB forced the Foundation to cut its institutional sup-
port program as a condition for receiving additional funding to
begin the Research Applied to National Needs, Programa pro-
gram initiated after consultation with the Board but without re-
ceiving its formal approval. During the next several meetings, the
Board tried to define its role in science responsibilities for science
education, in order, possibly, to thwart externally imposed changes.
(See chapter X.

The Board focused on Federal support of U.S. academic science
'during its January 1971 meeting., In a policy statement approved
unanimciusly during that meeting, the Board stressed that NSF
should revive its attention to planning for science education; man-
power, facilities, and institutions. The Board also stated that it
committed itself to "lend what weight it has to the concept that
Federal support of institutions of higher education on a majoescale
is critically necessary * * *." (See appendix B.)

The Board's next addressed to a major issue of science education
came during its June 1972 long-range planning meeting. It issued a
statement that the Foundation has three basic roles in education:
to improve the quality of professional scientists, to improve the sci-
entific literacy of nonprofessionals, and to improve the quality of
general education. It also identified eight new kinds of science edu-
cation efforts which it said the NSB Ad Hoc Committee on Science
Education should consider as its main charge. It stressed that a
basic obstacle to these plans is that, while OMB seeks innovative
new efforts, OMB does not support sustaining grants. The June
1972 Task Force therefore reported that "OMB may have unrealis-
tic expectations of what science and technology can contribute to
improve quality and decrease the cost of education in the near
term.-5

' ES. 1 1:;- 11
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In the NSF Authorization Act of 1973 (PL. 92-372), the Congress
amended the NSF organic act in order to overcome "any possible
ambiguity in * * * interpretation" of the NSF's science education
responsibilities.6 It also stated that it wanted to '!* * * make clear
the intention to emphasize the authority of the NSF to support pro-
grams in science education independently of their immediate ef-
fects on scientific research potential," 7 that is, to require support
of science education programs not necessarily linked only to,doctor-
al and postdoctoral science education.'It amended section 3(a)(1) of
the NSF organic act by " * * * inserting 'and science education
programs at all levels 'after scientific research potential, and by
striking out 'scientific activities 'and inserting in lieu thereof 'sci-
entific and educational activities.' "6

A few months later, in February 1973, the Board was presented
with several reports outlining NSF objectives for science education.
According to the minutes, "these reports are not in agreement on
all issues." " The reports were: a report of an NSB Ad Hoc Commit-
tee on Science Education; 1970 and 1972 reports of the NSF Advisor
ry Committee for Science Education; a draft working paper pre-
pared by a joint task force of the Office of Science and Technology
and the Eoundation; and a background document on the education
programs staff prepared fbr the NSF fiscal year 1974 budget. The
reports differed significantly on three major issues, with major dis-
agreetnents most apparent between the positions of the Board and
NSF staff.'" The three issues were: "Is there a problem of scarcity
and, if so, what are the priorities?" "What should be the manage-
ment philosophy in making a connection between quality research
and responsibility for science education?" "To what extent do the
probleins a women and ethnic minorities in science require explic-
it acknowledgement and action?" " The Board stressed support at
the doctoral and postdoctoral levels, linked the quality of research-
to education while calling for decentralized accountability, and
avoided the issue of minorities and women. But some NSB mem-
bers, esiwcially Dr. Harrison, called for a statement of explicit NSB
involvement in all areas a science education and urged the Board
to give more attention to pre-college science education and science
education fbr non-scientists, as opposed to stressing doctoral and
postdoct9ra1 training." The Board voted to endorse several explicit
Imlicy recommendations, but later that same meeting rescinded the
vote on the grounds that an insufficient number of members were

Semite. Minanitmee n Labor irid Public Welfare. Notional Science Founda-
ti,n .ieutil,nzatiou Act ot 1I7 To accianpariv 1 enat(' Report No. !):2--91x, 212d Cong.. 2d

P S Coat Print Off , 197L p. 17.
!-+ ( ,t4 Minimittce Conference. Authorizing Appropriations for Activities of the Nil-

fi,nal Science. F.indat,n T,. ac,.ompany H R 1 llus House Rerrt No 92-126:i. 92d Cong.. 2d
, Wa,tnnitton, S fiovt Print off , 2972. p 7.
The new language reads:

-'Vh. F rultn ithorized and .fitected to initiate and support basic scientific re.
seamb ifif! pn.grams to strengthen scientific research potential and science education programs
it all level, in the mathematical. physical. medical, biological, engineering, social, and other sci-

PTICP IIV making. contracts or other arrangenients I including grants. loans, and other forms of
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present; science education activities needed to be considered as part
of the total NSF mission, not alone; the issue of minorities and
women should be addressed; and more consideration should be
given to the issues before the Board formulated a position on them.

At the next meeting the Planning and Policy Committee decided
that the Board should formulate the objectives to be attained and,
then, develop programs and activities to implement these princi-
ples. The PPC proposed four principles, which the Board subse-
quently accepted." They were:

1. Science education programs should stress high quality doc-
toral and postdoctoral programs to produce the best basic and
applied research talent in the country,

2. The connection between research and education of scien-
tists should be strengthened,

3. The Foundation should increase scientific literacy, im-
prove education via science and technology, monitor manpow-
er, and provide training, and

4. Particular effort shall be made to resolve the special prob-
lems involved in science education for women and disadvan-
taged minorities."
The NSF Director objected to public release of these objec-
tives on the grounds that they were premature. Neverthe-
less, it seems that these principles guided NSB's philos-
ophy for science education. The PPC also recommended,
and the Board Chairman agreed, to appoint a permanent
committee or subcommittee on education.15 This was not
done, however.

C. NSB ACTIVITIES RELATED TO MACOS

The Board's next major activity in science education occurred
during the aftermath of the MACOS situation. As a result of this
episode the Board was asked to play a larger role in science educa-
tion activities, to formulate clearer policy statements regarding the
role of NSF in science education, and to improve its bversight pro-
cedures and recommendations for improvement of NSF manage-
ment and oversight strategies. (See chapter XIV on Audit and
Oversight.) These issues will be summarized next.

MACOS is the abbreviation for a fifth-grade social studies cur-
riculum entitled "Man: A Course of Study," which had been devel-
oped with NSF support. The curriculum materials were intended to
demonstrate why and how humans act differently from animals.
The course concentrated on the study of the culture of a primitive
Eskimo tribe, the Netsiliks. It showed that, in order to survive in a
hostile polar climate, the group had to adopt practices which might
be considered inhumane or unacceptable in other societies (painful
slaughtering techniques and different forms of family life and
sexual behavior which often espoused values unacceptable to some
Americans). In 1975, serious objections were raised about MACOS
on the grounds that it was entirely inappropriate for the Federal
Government to support the development of materials which might

ES: 154: 10.
"ES: 154: 21, Mar. 16, 1973.
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be offensive for use at the pre-college level, and that the Federal
Government was inappropriately promoting the adoption of
MACOS and probably other federally sponsored curricula through
NSF. It also was widely held and subsequently acknowledged by
NSF staff in congressional hearings that NSF program managers
did not use proper procedures in selecting awardeesspecifically
that they overlooked unfavorable peer review comments that they
had received. NSF staff also acknowledged that evaluations of this
program were faulty. These objections were voiced in congressional
forums, including special investigations by committees and the
General Accounting Office and in authorization and appropriations
hearings for 1976.'6

These actions led ultimately to introduction of an amendment to
the NSF House authorization bill which would have required that
the Foundation submit all proposed grant actions to the Congress
for consideration for 30 days, during which the Congress could dis
approve the intended award. The amendment was not enacted.
However, the NSF appropriations act for fiscal year 1976 eliminat-
ed funds for curriculum development implementation programs at
NSF.1 7

The Director responded to the congressional concerns by creating
an internal NSF curriculum review group, which included Board
members, to report to the NSF Advisory Committee for Science
8ducation. The Director also asked the Board to enunciate its
policy position on the issues by responding to certain questions
raised about the program in a letter written to the Director by
Rep. Olin Teague, Chairman of the House Committee on Science
and Technology, who was trying to resolve the matter.18 The
Board's position, in summary, was that:

It had not read the materials therefore could not express a
position on the scientific value or truthfulness of the material;

Local, not Federal officials, should decide if the material is
appropriate for fifth graders. The Board reaffirmed the then
current policy that an appropriate disclaimer appear promi-
nently on all curricular materials. The Board also agreed that
the Foundation should not intrude into this process by sending
a cautionary notice to all school districts in the country;

The Director and the proposed NSF curriculum review group
should investigate whether proper contracting procedures were
followed in developing the implementation plan and whether
NSF generally goes too far in its pre-college science education
implementation activities;

The Board should reconsider whether NSF has adequate
evaluation procedures for pre-college science course develop-
ment activities.1 9

For a discussion on the consequences, see: U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Labor and
Public. Welfare. Special Subcommittee on the National Science Foundation. National Science
Foundation Authorization Legislation, 1976. Hearings on S. 3202, 94th Congress, 'Aid session.
March 1976. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. pp. 67-68.

' US Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology. Subcommittee on Science, Re-
search. and Technology. The National Science Foundation and Pre-College Science Education:
19.-M-1975. Report prepared by the Science Policy Research Division, Congressional Research
Service. Library of Congress, 'Committee print VVashington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. p. 6,
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The NSF curriculum review group reported to the House Science
and Technology Committee, the NSF Director, and the NSF Sci-
ence Education Advisory Committee, the latter of which then re-
ported its findings to the Board. With respect to procedural
changes, the group recommended generally that NSF strengthen
the development of the competitive basis of, and review processes
for, pre-college science education awards and for examination of
completed programs, and that grantees be made to comply with the
existing NSF disclaimer provisions." The Advisory Committee also
made several policy recommendations to the Board. The Board
Chairman appointed a five-member NSF Ad Hoc Committee on Sci-
ence Curriculum Review to study these recommendations and to
report proposed action to the Board in June.21

As a result of the Ad Hoc Committee's deliberations and subse-
quent Board refinement of policy recommendations, the Board
adopted and sent three policy, statements to Chairman Teague.
They stated essentially: (1) that pluralism was required in educa-
tion but that NSF has a responsibility to fund the development of
curriculum materials and to create conditions allowing choices to
be made about dissemination, but that it shbuld develop adminis-
trative procedures that avoid the appearance of coercion; (2) on cur-
riculum development, NSF has 'a responsibility to help develop sci-
entifically sound curricula for the pre-college level, and for both
future scientists and technologists, as well as for students Who will
not go on in science; and (3) on implementation of science curricu-
la, that the Foundation has a responsibility to assist in developing
sound curricula development aliernatives, but should undertake a
review to ensure that the materials have educational value and ac-
curate scientific content, and that the Foundation provides oppor-
tunities for input in the curricula review process by representatives
of the scientific, educational, child development, commercial pub-
lishing, and informed public communities.22

The Board also undertook several additional actions. It improved
the rigor of oversight for all on-going and future curNicu1um devel-
opment activities in February 1976 when it adopted a resolution to
require the Director to conduct a de novo review of all active proj-
ects in curriculum development and also requested the Director to
submit for Board approval all recommendations for additional
funding of on-going curricula development projects and for the ini-
tiation of new curricula development projects.23 At the request of
the Director, the Board agreed to appoint an Ad Hoc Board com-
mittee to work with the Foundation staff to monitor the perform-
ance of the Action Review Boards. (See chapter XIV.) Also, at the
request of the Director, the Board unanimously agreed to appoint
an Ad Hoc Board committee to monitor for the Board the Founda-
tion's response to the report of the Subcommittee on Science, Re-
search, and Technology of the House Committee on Science and
Technology on the subject of the NSF awards prOcedures, which re-
sulted from hearings that the* Subcommittee held in the summer of

2" ES: 173: 6
21 ES: 173: 6.
22 Discussed in ES: 174: 7-8, 11-14 and The National Science Foundation and Pre-College Sci-

ence Education. " op. cit; pp. 201-202.
ES: 179: 1.
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1975.24 Subsequently, the NSB decided to open peer review process-
es by providing the unsigned verbatim comments of proposal re-
viewers to grant applicants upon request, a decision first endorsed
by the Planning and Policy Committee. The NSF staff opposed this
policy at first, on the grounds that it would undermine the peer
review process and create undue work burdens. (See chapter VI.)

A congressional study evaluating the MACOS episode looked at
the Board's role in it and concluded that NSB policymaking was
too shortsighted since the Board did not reexamine its policies on
curriculum review And allowed NSF to mount efforts in curriculum
implementation without announcing detailed policy guidelines. It
also concluded that the Board did not pay enough attention to pre-
college programs and that it was not effective as a policymaking
body in the area of science education.25

D. OTHER ACTIVITIES

1. Congressionally Mandated Resource Center for Science and Engi-
neering

From time to time other science education matters came to the
Board's attention, but were considered as "meeting report items"
or were dealt with under the rubric of basic research. For instance,
NSB member Reynolds reported to the Board at the September
1977 meeting on the NSF Advisory Committee for Minority Pro-
grams in Science Education. The Board was told that "the Commit-
tee discussed the establishment of the congressionally mandated
Resource Center for Science and Engineering, how to involve mi-
norities in civic enterprises, and how to maintain the interest of
sixth and seventh grade minority students in science and engineer-
ing. The consensus was that there should be greater emphasis on
pre-college, even pre-high school, programs for minorities in science
and engineering.' 26
2. New Programs and Site Visits

From time to time, Board members have reported on their par-
ticipation in program planning and oversight activities related to
science education. For instance, in October 1975, the Programs
Committee report included the following items:

The Programs Committee reviewed and recommended Board
approval of proposals and guidelines for the new Research Ini-
tiation and Support (RIAS) program. The Committee suggested
that [members] when they attend advisory committee meetings
* * * review with the staff the final guidelines for both RIAS
and the Comprehensive Assistance to Undergraduate Science
Education Program (CAUSE).

* * * The Committee also discussed the possibility of difficul-
ties with Ginn and Company if publication of minicourses
which are nearly ready to publish under the Individualized Sci-
ence Instructional System must be delayed. * * *27

4 ES. 179: 2.
"The National Science Foundation and Precollege Science Education, op. cit., pp. 10-11.
.193: 19.
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Board reports often include discussion of site visits to resource
centers mandated by Congress. For instance, Dr. Cota-Robles re-
ported at the December 1979 meeting on a site visit to the Atlanta
University Resource Center.

E. BOARD ACTIVITIES RELATED TO CREATION OF A DEPARTMETf OF
EDUCATION

The next major Board activity relating to science education was
the matter of creation of the Department of Education. Early in
1978, the Board discussed the Administration's plans to create the
Department of Education. According to the minutes, "Dr. Shields
voiced his concern that the Foundation's Directorate for Science
Education would be included in such a reorganization. He stated
that he hoped the Board would express its concern about the future
of science education and adopt the position that it continue to
remain [in NSF]." The Board, agreed and subsequelltly arranged ,a
series of meetings with appropriate officials to discuss the Founda-
tion's role in the support of science education.28 Then, on January
16, 1978, the President's Reorganization Project sent a memoran-
dum to the NSF Assistant Director for Education asking for the
Foundation's views on the possible impact on NSF of a proposed
Department of Education. The Board did not issue a policy state-
ment at this time.28

'Later the Foundation learned that the Office of Management
and Budget wanted tile bulk of NSF curricula projects transferred
to the Department of Education. This was reflected in the state-
ment made by Jarnes T. McIntyre, Jr., Director of OMB, when he
appeared before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs to
present the Administration's position on S. 911, the proposed De-
partment of Education bill:

Certain Science Education programs in the National Sci-
ence Foundation. Although we do not advocate the trans-
fer of the entire Science Education Directorate from the
National Science Foundation, we think that a Department
of Education responsible for improving educational quality
should directly involve science education programs de-
signed to upgrade school and college curricula. However,
we think that the graduate training and scholarship pro-
grams, which recruit and prepare scientists for the Na-
tion's scientific research effort, should remain in NSF, as
well as some smaller education programs directed -at im-
proving communications 'between the scientific and nons-
cientific communities.30

The Board was told that the planned OMB transfer would in-
volve NSF science education funding totaling $65 million in the
fiscal year 1979, along with an estimated 40 NSF personnel." This
was cut to $27.8 juillion in an amendment offered by Rep. Don
Fuqua, Chairman of the House Science and Technology Committee,

CS:
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and to $24.4 million in an amendment offered in the Senate by
Edward M. Kennedy, Chairman of the NSF Subcommittee of the
Committee on Labor' and Public Welfare.32 The NSB tecok a posi-
tive stance son the issue of maintaining in NSF only those educa-
tion programs heavily dependent' on science or research, when con-
fronted with the creation of the Department of Education. It rec-
ommended the fi-ansfer of some primary, secondary, and collegiate
programs, which the NSF Director apparently opposed.33 _

During the April 1977 meeting, the Director reported to the
Board that he had sent a letter to the President, dated April 10,
restating his and the Board's position on the proposed Department
of Education.34 Apparently the Foundation got its way. Public Law
96-88, the DepartMent of Education Organization Act of 1979, re-
quired NSF to trabsfer only two small programs as of April 1, 1980:
(1) the Minority Institutions Science Iniprovement Program, budg-
eted at $5 million, and the Pre-College Teacher Development (K-4)
Program, budgeted at $1.5 million.35 However, the NSF lost its in-
cumbent Assistant Director for Science Ed.ucation, who transferred
to the new Department as the presidentially appointed Assistant
Secretary for Educational Research and Improvement.

F. EXPLICIT CRITIdISM BY SCIENCE EDUCATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE

In January 1980 the Chairman of the NSF Advisory Committee
for Science Education, appeared before the Board. He began his
presentation by stating that the Advisory Committee viewed the
Department of Education Act "as an opportunity to reexamine the
role of science education within the Foundation and to bring to the
Board's attention the need for this reexamination." He noted that
this act, for the first time to his knowledge, clearly defined the
areas of responsibility of NSF's Directorate for Science Education.
He also stated that he hoped this presentation would heighten the
concern of Board members in areas of science education where
needs exist which currently are not being met." 3 6 In addition to
his oral briefing, he distributed at the meeting an Advisory Com-
mittee prepared document, Science Education in the 1980s. He also
presented the Board with three recommendations from the Adviso-

1:? 216: 10.
('S: 196:17 After it received a letter from the director of the education study of the Presi-

dent's Reorganization Project advising that the NSF should not retain responsibility for all Fed-
eral science education programs, the Pa' reexamined a statement it had prepared on the issue
of science education iNSB 77-2191 and concluded that no changes were recommended. The full
NSB adopted the statement. (PPC meeting 49, Jan. 19,1978, PPC 49: 2, CS: 196.1

The NSF Director and the NSB Chairman urged the PPC to take d.more positive stance re-
:iirding NSF's responsibilities for science education, insisting that NSF should 'cetain responsi-
bility for all such programs except continuing reviews of core curricula which other agencies
can do. The Board objected and prepared a position statement which the Chairman ahd Director
could use as a basis for a joint letter to OMB and others. It read in part:

"To reiterate, where the educational process is directly dependent upon the research environ-
ment or where the scientific subject matter so dominates the educational effort that it is de-
pendent upon the subject matter specialist, it is our judgment that the National Science Foun-
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ry Committee, all of which called for increasing NSB and NSF sup-
port for science education. The Board Chairman assigned them to
the committees as indicated:

The. NSF should accord a higher priority for science educa-
tion and significantly increase its funding in substantial incre-
ments over the next four or five years. This new level of fund-
ing should be achieved without sacrific9 of support to other es-
sential Foundation activities. (Assigned to the NSB Committee
on the Budget to be considered in the budget development ac-
tivities.)3

The NSB should initiate joint studies with the Advisory
Committee for Science Education to relate more effectively sci-
ence education programs to overall Foundation objectives and
national needs. (Assigned to the PPC for report to the Board at
the May 1980 meeting.)38

Following these proposed studies, the NSB should generate a
special major report on science education. (Assigned to the
Planning and Policy Committee for report at the May 190
meeting.)3 9

In June 1980, long-iange planning task force 80-B discussed a
background report prepared by NSF staff on "the development and
maintenance of scientific careers," then prepared its own report
and recommendations on the topic." Of the Board report's several
recommendations, one was "that the Foundation reaffirm its prior-
ity to science education." Another was that the Board should pre-
pare a white paper "to define the scope, depth of commitment, posi-
tion, and priorities" that the Board and NSF should give to science
education. The task force also recommended that NSB establish a
task force on science and engineering education to prepare the
paper, and that the Board communicate with appropriate State and
local educational entities to describe the Board's concerns with the
present state of pre-college science education, and that it collect in-
formation from scientific societies regarding educational activities
of its members. Subsequently, the PPC appointed,a Subcommittee
on Science Education to, among other things, prepare the white
paper.41 Later the Board Chairman expressed concern that the
proposed white paper "did not cover graduate and postdoctoral edu-
cation in science explicitly but seemed to. concentrate instead on
the secondary level.' His concern seemed to be provoked by Board
discussion of the report, Science and Engineering Education: Report
to the President for the 1980s and Beyond, which was prepared
jointly by the National Science Foundation and the Department of
Education and released in October 1980. In response to his ques-
tion, the Board Chairman "was assured by the vice-chairman of the
PPC that the scope of the committee's work would cover the Foun-
dation's commitment to * * * graduate education."42

37 215: 6.
3 8 Idem.
3 9 Idem.
4° NSB-80-230.
41 217: 18, 26, 37; 218:9.
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G. CRITIQUE BY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION

Shortly before his departure from NSF to the Department of
Education, Dr. James Rutherford, Assistant Director for Science
Education, made a presentation to the Board in which he stressed
that he "did not think the Foundation could any longer afford to
pay slight attention to science education." He also "* * * noted his
hope that [the proposed] cutback for science education would focus
Board attention on science education with the same intensity that
it has exhibited on such programs as OMD [Ocean Margin Drill-
ing], the Mathematical Science Research Institute, and the Insti-
tute for Theoretical Physics."43 He suggested several policy op-
tions:

Maintenance of the same kind of- policy for support of sci-
ence education: "This would mean, in all probability, a con-
tinuation of the flat, weakly oscillating budget curve which .SE
[Science Education Directorate] has seen for the past ten
years,"

"the Board could decide in fiscal years 1982 and 1983 to in-
crease the budget for SE to $150 million even if it would haire
to be done at the sacrifice of basic research budgets for those
years, * * * in order to ensure that twenty-five years from now
the Nation will continue. to have high calibre researchers
* *

"NSF could decide to withdraw from science education,"
meaning a phase out of the Directorate for SE and the transfer
of remaining programs to research divisions. "It would admit
the realities of NSF support for SE and would allow the Foun-
dation tp concentrate on the support of basic and selected ap-
plied research," and

The Foundation could accept modest SE budgets in the
future ($75 to $100 million.) "* * * If this is the option * * *

the Foundation should try to do something important for SE,
e.g. reduce the number of programs from twenty-one to per-
haps twelve, concentrate on fellowships and postdoctorals,
career development programs, student summer programs, and
undergraduate research participation * * 44

CS: 214: 8.
44 CS: 214: 8.
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XVIII. ACTIVITIES RELATED TO SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

NSF and NSB activities related to science for citizens and science
and society were, for the most part, thrust upon an apparentlSr
skeptical and reluctant Foundation by congressional action origi-
nating primarily in the work of thd Senate Subcommittee on the
National science Foundation, of the Senate Committee on Human
Resources. For. instance, in 1975, the National Science Foundation
Authorization Act, 1976, Public Law 94-86, Aug. 9, 1975, directed
the Foundation

To prepare a comprehensive plan [to be submittdd to the
authorizing committees within six months] for the estab-
lishment and conduct of a "Science for Citizens Program."
Such program shall be designed

"(1) to improve public understanding of public policy
issues involving science and techndlogy;

"(2) to facilitate the participation of experienced scien-
tists and engineers as well as graduate and undergraduate
students in public activities, including community and citi-
zens group activities, aimed at the resolution of public
policy issues having significant scientific and technical as-
pects;

"(3) to enable nonprofit citizens public interest groups to
acquire necessary technical expertise to assist them in
dealing with the scientific and technical aspects of public
policy issues; and

"(4) to provide grants and contracts to academic and
other nonprofit organizations for the conduct of applied re-
search designed to improve the effectiveness of the pro-
grams [conducted under the three preceding paragraphs]."

It also directed the NSF "to prepare a comprehensive plan to fa-
cilitate the participation of members of the public in the formula-
tion, development, and conduct of the National Science Founda-
tion's programs, plans and other findings * * *" 1

The Board dealt almost exclusively with the second and third re-
quirements regarding involving the public in NSF decisionmak-
ing.2 Its first reaction to this requirement took the form of defer-
ring to the NSF staff, which held a series of meetings in seven
cities during December 1975 to obtains views on the design and
content of a responsive program. The staff developed nine program
options, but apparently disagreed on which was preferable.3

Sec. 3 anil Sec. 4 of Public Law 94-86, Aug. 9,1975.
2 The Senate subcommittee (in Senate Report No. 94-11D encouraged the NSB also to name

more public members to the Board. The Board was not enthusiastic about this idea and, instead,
the idea of creating an Advisory Council to the Director was promoted, to be comprised of public
members and scientistsan idea which the Senate subcommittee later endorsed. (See chaper
XIII.)

ES: 178: 11.
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Subsequently the staff developed a plan for NSF to begin, on an
experimental basis, a series of NSB regional forums, whose aim
would be to (1) increase scientific, professional, and citizen input to
NSF program planning; and (2) to expand the information base to
assist the Board in exercising its policymaking role. It was pro-
posed that six forums be held over the next two years, possibly in
cities where Federal regional offices are located. The NSF Office of
Government and Public Programs would be responsible, directly or
through a contractor, for planning and organizing the meetings.4

NSB participated in these forums in two ways: (1) by helping to
set the agenda by designing a set of questions or policy issues that
each forum might address, to supplement the topics identified by
local planning groups, and (2) by having about four or five Board
and/or former Board members at the meetings themselves.5 Six
forum meetings were held. Among the issues discussed were: the
environment, energy, water, food, and social concerns. Generally
the issues treated were developed on the basis of regional concern.
The PPC also developed a plan to assess the utility of the meetings
and recommerided that, in the future, the Board should have a
greater opporNnity to plan the meetings it holds. A subsequent
staff report dealt with the findings, merit, and future. of these
meetings." The Board apparently endorsed the findings of the
report and cited some of them in congressional hearings:

Nearly 200 individual suggestions or ideas emerged at these
first meetings, and they are included in the report. Some 'of the
suggestions relate to current NSF programs, some would re-
quire new NSF programs or a change in policy, and the re-
mainder appear to be more appropriate for other Federal agen-
cies.

* * * We have heard useful suggestions for new or expanded
programs to increase the participation of Blacks, Chicanos, and
other minorities, women, and the handicapped in science land
engineering. * * *

From our experience to date, several conclusions may be
drawn about citizen participation in science policy formulation.
Firgt, some part of the public does want to speak out on sci-
ence-related issues. The forums provide a mechanism by which
they can be heard, and their views conveyed to several parts of
the Federal Government. Second, the public represented by the
participants, from a variety of backgrounds and interests, is so-
phisticated in its knowledge of regional problems and their re-
lationship to science. Third, forum participants feel that the
public should be involved in setting priorities in problem-relat-
ed scientific research and in science education. They are in-
clined to leave basic research priorities to the scientific com-
munity. Finally, participants have generally positive feelings
about science and scientific research, The whole experience in-

ES 1,01
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dicates a continuing need for scientists to communicate clearly
and effectively with \various publics.7

The report also raised the question about whether the forums
were worthwhile in the sense of whether or not the people who at-
tended them were sufficiently knowledgeable about science to have
meaningful views and to express them. The Board examined the
objectives, costs, and accomplishments of the seminars beginning
with a PPC-designed evaluation that began in May 1977.8 As for
recommendations, the PZC told the Board that it should hold only
one forum annually in the future. Its rationale was that the forum
audiences did not represent all of NSF's "publics," just NSF sup-
porters, and the staff time involved was too costly.8 The Board
adopted this recommendation and also a resolution which recom-
mended that NSF play a more significant role in the future dealing
with pre-forum planning and activity." At this time, the PPC also
recommended that the staff begin a concept-development study to
plan for an annual meeting focusing on timely and appropriate
policy of concern to the Board and the broader scientific communi-
ty.11

Long-range planning task force 77-C addressed the question of
the role of NSF and 1\TSB in interactions of science and society.
This resulted eventually in a decision for NSB to* prepare an
annual report on this topic. [The report was due in 1980, but has
not been putrished yet.) Subsequently, the Board created a task
Committee on Science and Society, charged by the NSB Chairman
to: (1) review the Foundation's public information mechanism and
processes; (2) consider whether the Foundation has available to it a
systematic, regularized means of determining perceptions and
needs; and (3) describe and assess the involvement of the nonscien-
tific public in NSF programs.12

Seetion 5d of the NSF fiscal year 1977 authorization act required
the Foundation to submit to the Congress a report of the NSF Sci-
ence for Citizens Advisory Committee, containing an analysis of
the Science for Citizens Program, established pursuant to Public
Law 94-86, discussed above. The Director provided the Board with
copies of the report.in October 1977.13 The NSB task Committee on
Science and Society studied these proposals and offered its own rec-
ommendations tfi the Board for consideration.14 The committee's
tasks in late 1977 and 1978 also included: review of the Founda-
tion's public,information activities for the staff 15 in order to help
identify more projects and infoi-mation which might be released to
the public 16 and examination of "whether the Foundation has
available to it a systematic, regularized means of determining the

U S Congress Senate Committee on Human Res(mrves Subcommittee on Health and Scien-
tific Hestarch National Scwnce Foundation Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1979 /Ind 19s0
and the Wmnen in Scieme and Technology Equal Opportunities Act. Hearings. 1.15th rimgress,
Second Session. Apr 197... Washington, U.S (lovernment Print. Off 197S. pp.

1,1.1. 13 mid PPC meeting Is
20 ,NSf3 Hes 7s 7

Pr. 21
" PA. 17
" 191
'4 Idem.

191: 17
" 19:, 22.
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perceptions and needs of existing and potential constituencies and
of making appropriate recommendations." The committee report-
ed that it was "anxious to focus its attention on what it considered
its most important assignment, i.e., those issues that relate to the
long-range interrelationship between science and society." 18 Fur-
ther, the committee catalogued and.assessed the involvement of the
nonscience public in NSF programs."

During meeting 201, the Committee told the Board that its
charge was "too narrow and * * -* that it should have broad over-
sight and policy interpretation responsibilities for all programs
concerning 'science and society, including those in ASRA and Sci-
ence Education." 20 Apparently there was some feeling, however,
about whether the Committee should be continued at all.21 The
Committee subsequently discussed the report of the NSF Advisory
Council's Task Group 2, Interaction Between.the National Science
Foundation and the Public 22 and then, in April 1979, changed its
status to that of a Subcommittee of the Planning and Policy Com,
mittee in an effort to ensure that its "deliberations can have ri
more direct impact on the policies of the Board." 23

In January 1.980, the PPC Subcommittee on Science and Sot.
prepared a draft sthtement, later endorsed by the PPC and the full
Board, to recommend that regional forums not be used in the
future as a major vehicle to obtain public opinion. The policy state-
ment indicated that the Board was concerned about the implica-
tions of mixing objectives. The Board reported that the public who
attended the meetings viewed them as serving two purposes: to
present public views on science priorities and to present public
views about using science and technology to solve social problems.
According to the Board, the second was not appropriate, although
the public seemed to prtfer it. Thus, instead of regional forums, the
Subcommittee on Science and Society recommended experimenta-
tion with other means to gauge public opinion and to share con-
cerns over the direction of NSF programs, policies, and priorities.24
During the next year and one-half, the PPC Subcommittee contin-
ued its deliberations about which other forms of public interaction
might be useful. It intended to submit recommendations to the full
Board in the summer of 1981.25 Some officials believe that NSF is
complying with P.L. 94-86 by virtue of its creation of the NSF Ad-
visory Council. (See chapter XIII.)

1!16
196. 2-1.

1, Di" 16.
2'11. 17.
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APPENDIX A

AGENDA AND ACTIVITIES OF A TYPICAL NATIONAL
SCIENCE BOARD MEETING

An NSB meeting typically includes the following activities :

1. Regular Report Activities
a. Approval of the minutes of tf;e previous meeting (which are

prepared by the Board staff).
b. Reviews of the status of Board reports.
c. Identification and discussion bf professional activities, meetings,

attendance and other important governmental and non-governmental
activities of NSB members and high-level NSF officials (done as an
honor and also in part, probably, to disclose information.for the reCord
to prevent conflicts of interest from arising). ,For instance, during
meeting 207, it was reported that NSB member, Dr. Jewel Plummer
Cobb, had been appointed by the Secretary of State :

As a public member of the United States Delegation to the
United Nations Conference on Seience and Technology for De-
velopment. The Chairman of the Delegation is The Very Reve-
rend Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., Member of the National
Science Board from 1954 to 1966. The Conference will be held in
Vienna in Auguet 1979.2

At the 210th nieeting it was also reported that :
At the invifation of Mr. Doan, Dr. Pimentel, NSF Deputy Di-

rector Dr. Hackerman, Dr. Richard S. Nicholson, Director, bivi-
sion of Chemistry, Directorate for Mathematical and Physical
Sciences (MPS), and Dr. Jack T. Sanderson, Assistant Director
for Engineering and Applied Science (EAS), attended a confer-
ence on October 15-17, sponsored by the Dow Chemical Cornpany:'
The subject of the Conference was "A:dvances in Chemical Science
and Technology." The other :350 participants were invited from
industry and academia. The Chairman stated that the meeting
wa.s very valuable, in that it provided an opportunity for con-
siderable exchanae among the participants.

Mr. Doan state% that the idea is to prornote industry:university
cooperation, with an aim toward industry funding universitrre-
search to a greater extent than it is currently.

Mr. Doan represented the Board, on behalf of the ,Ohairman,
at the annual nieeting of the Association of Graduate Schools
which was held at the University of Washington on Ootober 7-9.
The relationship between universities, the Federal Government,
and industry served as the theme of the meeting.2

1%87: 8.
210 8-4.
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d. Discussion or adoption of resolutions of honor, such -as naming
new scientific discoveries or topographic features for scientists or
politically reknown individuals.3
2. Reportby NSF Director

Each meeting also includes an extensive report by the Director of
NSF, which typically contains:

a. A presentation of a list of all grants and contracts awarded since
the previous meeting and on all proposals received, withdrawn, or
declined.

b. Details on organizational changes that occurred within NSF and
on NSF senior staff assignments, often *down to division or section
level. For irptance, during meeting 217, the Director presented the
Board with the following information :

Effective April 27 the Division of Atmospheric Sciences, Di-
rectorate for Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth, and Ocean
Sciences (AAE0), was reorganized to create two new sections ;
(1) the Grants Programs Section which includes the programs
of the disesthblished Atmospheric Research and Climate Dy-
namics Research Sections ; and (2) the Centers and Facilities Pro-
grams Section which includes management of the National Center
for Atmospheric Research, the National Scientific Balloon Facil-
ity, and other facilities which fall under the purview of the Di-
vision. Dr. Eugene W. Bierly, Division Director, is Acting Head
of both sections. . . .

Effective May 4 Dr. Walter L. Gillespie was appointed Acting
Assistant Director for Science Education. Dr. Gillespie has most
recently served as Deputy Asistant Director for Science Educa-
tion.*

The Director's report also includes:
c. Review and discussion, if warranted, of a summary prepared by

the Congressional Liaison Branch reporting on congressional actions
relevant to NSF and other agencies which support research that oc-
curred since the last meeting. For instance, during the May 1980 meet-
ing the Board spent time discussing the following legislative issues :
(1) status and interpretation of H.R. Res. 513 on "Defining policies
of the United States with respect to scientific and technical exchanges
with the Soviet Union," and (2) discussion of the Board Chairman's
preparation of a letter to Congressman Don Fuqua commenting on
H.R. 7178, proposed legislation on multiyear R and D authorizations.

d. Status report on OMB and legislative action on the three budgets
(three consecutive annual budgets) which the Foundation is develop-
ing at any one period of time, including an overview of congressiOnal
directives to N,SF in authorization and appropriations reports.

e. Review of status of activities the Director is undertaking in re-
sponse to congressional and executive direction. For instance, during
the May 1980 meeting, the Board discussed the Director's responsibili-
ties and the status of the annual reports and the five-year reports (a
responsibility given tl OSTP pursuant to P.L. 94-282, but transfer:red
to NSF by executive order), a science and engineering education study

sleor instanee, Board minuten indicate that nt the 21tith nwetinc in May 19130. the
Rom] noted : "At the nggention of Dr. Frank C. Edmondson. Professor of Astronomy,
IndlAnt, T7n1renit ty nn nsterold hen iIPPn named "Baboquivarl" in honor of the Pngago
Indian Tribe. 'Reboquiya,' t tl.e hieheet and mont sacred mountain on the Pnnegn Indian
Reservation, on which Milr's Kitt Peak National Observatory is located."( 216 : 41
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that NSF \vas preparing for the White House, the status of pending
U.S.-China scieutific agreements, and NSF staff efforts and visits
toward this end.

The 214th meeting included a report by the Director on the status
of NSF compliance with Administration guidelines regarding cutbacks
in tr.S.-17.S,S.R. activities.5 During the it1,2Otir meeting, the'Director
asked the NSF General Counsel to report to the Board on NSF regula-
tions on the rights of tbe handicapped. The General Counsel noted that
the draft regulations previously approved by the. NSB prior to issuance
in the Federal Register in 11)78 had been revised taking into account
comments receiVed.6 NSF was seeking to inchide provisions' which
addressed the rights of handicapped persons in federally funded scien-
tific' facilities. Comments were requested from NSB.

The Director's report ofhm also includes reports on official visits
which the Deputy Director, or other senior Federal science, officials
have made to other countries. For instance :

The Director reported that he and Dr. Philip Handler, Preth-
(lent, NAS, represented tlw 'United States at a meeting in Bonn,
Germany, on September 14-17. Participating in the, meeting were
representatives from organizations interested in the promotion
of scientific research from England, France, Germany, and the
Netherlands.T

The Director accompanied Dr. Frank Press and a number of
representatives from other Federal scientific agencies on a trip to
Latin America to visit Barbados. Brazil, Peru, and Venezuela!'

Tlw Director'ti report also includes information relating to NSF
meetings with inemhers of the scientific community. status reports
on inqilemen tat ion of policies relating to the support' of NSF-funded
researchers, and background information on the progress of Federal
efforts toward resolving a particular policy issue, for instance diseus-
sion.of public eriticisni of highly visible NSF-funded activities, such
as the educational television program NOVA. A few excerpts of min-
utes reporting on these and other items are included next :

NOVA
The Deputy Director reported that there has been some con-

cern expressed regarding the objectivity of the newest NOVA
mlease, "A Plague on Our Children." However, he did report
that tlwre has been agreement between the producers of NOVA
(11-GBII in Boston) and NSF on a review process through an
advisory panel which will assure that tlw three principal criteria
are a1herN1 to: (1) balance, (2) objectivity, and (3) accuracy.

Physies Support
The Director has called a meeting on November 13, 1979, with

some 15 physicists. who are drawn from various areas of physics,
to discuss the Foundation's support of physics. All Board Mem-
bers who are physicists have been invited to participate.

Rate of Pay for Principal lnve8tigator8
The Deputy Director reported that with the expiration of the

appropriation act for fiscal year 1979 the limit on the rate of
s 214 : 6.
s 220.

208
" 210 : 8.
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pay of principal investigators supported under NSF grants and
amendments has been removed. Appropriate future adjustments
will be made, where necessary, via contact between program offi-
cers and individuals where (here is an issue. The Board Chair-
man noted that this expiration is not retroactive to funding with
fiscal year 1979 ,funds (NSB-79-398distributed at the
meeting) .9

Rotator Conflicts of Interest
The 'Acting Director reported on the status of the review of

procedures fo avoid conflicts of interest, especially by rotators.
The Foundation's response to the draft General Accounting Of-
fice (GAO) report, "The National Science Foundation Needs to
Resolve Conflict of Intjoest Problems Associated with Grants to
Short-Term Employees," includes strong support for the rotator
program, agreement that NSF needs a strong conflicts of interest
program, and notes the actions already taken by the NSF Acting
Director (0/1) 80-27 dated August 14, 1980). O/D 80-27 con-
tained proposed actions, which have now been implemented, to
strengthen Foundation policies and procedures as they relate
to the handling of proposals and awards involving prospective
employees or former employees of the Foundaton (distributed to
the Board at its 218th Meeting via NAST-80-337). One action was
the establishment of a staff task grou:p to examine policies and
procedures to ensure that the appropriate mechanism is in place
to avoid conflict of interest problems, particularly for rotating
program personnel. The Acting Director noted that this task
group will report its findings and recommendations soon.1°

The Director also reports to the Board on changes in administrative
procedures affecting NSF employees and their working conditions. For
instance, the following NSF policy regarding a "flexitime experiment"
was reported at meeting 209 in 1979 : 11

The Director called on Mr. Thomas Ubois, Assistant Director
for Administration, to comment on the Foundation's plans for
flexitime. Mr. Ubois stated that about a year ago special legislation
was enacted that authorized agencies to participate on a voluntary
basis in it three-year experiment designed to measure the effects of
alternatives to the traditional work schedule. He stated further
that the Foundation has agreed to participate and that the flexi-
time experiment will begin at NSF in.early October.

3. Presentation., by Other Ageney Officials
Sometimes other agency officials make presentations to the Board

regarding support for science and technology programs. For instance,
the May 1980 meeting included a presentation by the Honorable
Shirley M. Hufstedler, Secretary of Education, and a subsequent 'dis-
cussion with Board members about implementing programs to deal
with science education activities transferred from NSF tothe Depart-
ment, of Education when it was created. During the September 1977
meeting, the Board heard a presentation by Patsy Mink, Assistant
Secretary of State for Oceans and International Environmental and
State.12 the U.S. Coordinator for the United Nations Conference on

210 : 8.
1* 220 : t
11 209 : .
1,193 : 23.
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Scientific Affairs on mutual interests of NSF and the Department of
Science and Technology for Development, Jean Wilkowski, met with
the Board during. the March 1978 meeting to discuss progress on
plans for the conference held in Vienna in 1979.13
4. Re port.v on Board-Related Activitiea

The typical NSB meeting also includes the following kinds of
agen(la items that deal with NSB-related activities:

a. E recut; re Branch Activities.Discussion of relevant proposed
OMB actions which would affect NSE operations, such as the dis-
cussion at the May 1980 meeting of the Board's proposed reaction
to OMB regarding its disagreement with OMB Circular A-21, which

, had already been issued relating to time and effort reporting required
to audit activities conducted with federally awarded research funds;h. NSB Committee Reports.Detailed reports of the status of
activitie,s of NSB committees, made by the chairperson of eachcommittee;

e. Attendance at Meetings.Reports by the NSB members, or NSFofficials if no NSB member was in attendance on NSB attendance at
meetings of the NSF Advisory Council, (which serves at the pleasure
of the NSF Director) and of the NSF advisory committees. Except
for National Research Centers site visits which the full Board attends
(usually during the June long-range planning meetings), most site
visits are usually attended at the level of one or two members per
meeting. See table A.1, beginning on the following page, for details
on attendance at visits and other meetings from mid-1975 to mid-1980.Members who attend such meetings generally provide the Board
Chairman with written reports. The brief statements given at the
NSB meeting generally are descriptive and reflect the informational
and honorary nature of many visits. A few examples of descriptions
as they appeared in NSI3 minutes are given next :

Dedication Ceremony, for Very Large ArraySocorro,
New MexicoOetober 10Dr. Branscomb, Dr. C ota-
Roblea, and Dr. Rich

The Board Chairman stated that it was a distinct pleasure to
participate in this ceremony. He noted that the Very Large Array
is not the, world's largest radiotelescope from the standpoint of
total antenna area ; but if one considers its resolving power (which
is cine-tenth of an arc second in certain configurations) and its
spectral and configuration flexibilities, it is the world's premier
astronomical instrument. It is an enormous tribute to Dr. David
S. Heeschen, Director of the National Radio Astronomy Observa-
tory from 1902 to 1978, and now Emeritus Director, and the many
other individuals who conceived and formulated it over a period
of time, especially inasmuch as it was accomplished within three
percent of its, original budget despite inflation. Dr. Branscomb
stated this instrument will produce some exciting science and
is an accomplishment of which the United States can be veryproud.

Dr. Cota-Robles stated that it was a great experience for hinr,
particularly the fine presentations made during the dedication
by Dr. Frank Press and Dr. Carl B. Heiles,'Professor of, Astron-
omy, University of California, Berkeley."

IR 196 : 24.
220,: 15-10.
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TABLE A.1. Site Visits and Other Trips Reported at NSB Meetings
as Planned or Held by the Members of the National Science Board,

by Date and Number of Attendees, June 1975-May 1980

First Reported
as Planned at

. Meetin Number Name of Site Vieit

174 Thie meeting wa. held at the Univ.
of California at San Diego and the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
June 18-20, 1975.

175 Received a report from Drs. Beckerman 2

end Cooke on an Alaskan trip

Number of NSB
Nuber of Members Who Attended
NSB Member. If Known (Meeting
Planning to Number at Which Vi.it

Attend Was Reported)

Full NSIS

175 Received a report from Dr. Harri.on on

an oceanographic trip

Site viait to Woods Hole Oceenographic
Institution, Sept. 1975

Site visit to Glower Challenger, VA
Nov. 1975

Site visit U. Kitt Peak National
Ob.ervatory, Nov., 14-15, 1975

Site visit to National Astronomy and
Ionosphere Center, Jan. 1976

Site vieit to Cerro-Tololo Inter-American
Obeervatory, Jan. 1976

Site visit to International Institute for
Applied Sy.tems Analy.ia, (Conference),
Vienna, Austrie, May 1976

Site visit. to Clark Lake Radio Observatory,
California; Very Large Array, N.H. March-

May 1976

182 This meeting was held at the National Full SSB

Radio Astronomy Observatory-Green
Bank, Beet Virginia, June 16-18, 1976.

Site vieit to Woods Hale Oceanographic
Institution for Dedication of R/V
Ocean., August 3, 1976

Site Visit to Dedicate R/V Become, New-
port, Orekon

Site visit to Greenland regarding
glacier re...arch, August 6-9, 1976

185 Site vieits to Materials Research
Laboratories:

Univ. of Pennsylvania, Oct. 5-6, 1976

1 (Mtg. 175)

1 (Mtg. 177)

1 (Mtg. 177)

2 (Mtg. 179)

2 (Mtg. 179)

2 (Mtg. 181)

2 (Mtg. 181)

1 (Mtg. 183)

1 (Mtg. 183)

1 (Mtg. 183)

Note: If no number appears in column, the number of member. is the same a. the

number planning to attend.
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Cornell Univ., Oct. 11-12, 1976 1

Northwestern Univ., Oct. 21-22, 1976 1

116 Srown Univ., Oct. 111..19, 1976

187 Report on Antarctic Site Visit& 3 (Mtg. 117)
Dec. 31, 1976 to Jan. IS, 1,77

Annual Review of National eeeee rch Centers:

1117 National Center for Atmospheric eeeee rch, 1 (Mtg. 187)
Nov. ID, 1976

117 National Radio Astronomy Observatory, 1 (Mtg. 190)
Apr, 2501977

187 National Astronolay and Ionosphere 2 (Mtg. 190)
Observatory, Apr. 25, 1977

187 Kitt Peak National Observatory and Cerro 3 (Mtg. 190)
Tololo Inter-American Observatory,
May 6, 1977

189 Site visits to Materials Research
Laboratories,

189 Univ. of Massachusetts, May 10-11, 1977

189 Carnegie-Mellon Univ., May 26-27, 1977 N.A.

189 Annual Review of National Research
Centers

189 National Center for Atmospheric Research,
Mar, 28-29, 1977

189 International Phase of Ocean Drilling,
Mar. 31-Apr. 1, 1977)

191 This meeting was held at the New Mexico Full MSS
Institute of Mining and Technology,
Juno 23,-29, 1977. It included site
visit to the Very Large Array.

192 Annual Review of National Centers:

192 National Center for Atmospheric Research, 1

June 21, 1977

192 I Sacramento Peak Observatory, June 24-25, 4

1977

192 Langmuir Laboratory for Atmspheric
Research, June 24, 1977

192 Kitt Peak National Observatory,
June 28, 1977

192 NSF Polar Programs in Greenland, July
25-29, 1977

\

192 Site visits to Materials Research
Laboratories:

192 ' Purdue Univ., Oct. 3-4, 1977

192 Univ. of Illinois:, Oct. 17-18, 1977

192 Stanford Univ., Oct. 20-21, 1977

5
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1 (Mtg. 169)
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193

193

Users' Meetings

Univ. of Wisconsin Synchrotron
Radiation Center, Oct. 24-25, 1877 N.A.

193 Stanford Univ. Synchrotron Radiation N.A.
Project, Oct. 17-14, 1977

,194 Status Report on Management, Operation, N.A.
and Maintenance of Sacramento Peak
Obaervatory

Site visit to Antarctica, Dec. 12-17, 1977 1 (Mtg. 185)

Site visit to Antarctica, Jan. 6-12, 1971 4 (Mtg. 195)

196 Annual Review of National R h Centers

at NSF

196 Deep Sea Drilling Project, Apr. 3, 1978 1 (Mtg. 197)

196 :WC Peak Natio:Tel Observatory , Cerro 1 3 (Mtg. 198)

Tololo Inter-American Observatory
and of

Sacramento Peak Observatory, held t 2

NSF, May 2, 1978

196 National Radio Astronomy Observatory N.A. 1 (Mts. 188)
8

196 National Astronomy and Ionosphere 1 (Mtg. 201)

Center, held at NSF, June 19, 1978

Site visit to Cerro Tololo Inter-American 1 (Mtg. 197)

Observatory, Chile, Apr. 14, 19, 1978

'Review of International Phase of Ocean 1 (Mtg. 197)

Drilling Program, held at NSF, Apr.

13-14, 1978

191 NSF Small Business Conference on Federal 2

ft h and Development, May 22-23,
1978

198 SSRC Review of Science Indicators, 1976, 1

May 12-13, 1978

198 Annual Review of National R h Centers

198 National Center for Atmospheric 2

R h Briefing and Site Visit,

Nov. 28, 1978
a.

Site visit cancelled,
sleeting he/d at j

NSF, 2, (Mtg. 203)

199 Meeting held at National Center for Full NS*

Ateospheric R h, Boulder,
Colorado, June 14-16, 1978

Site visit to Alaaka: Univ. of Alaska,
Naval Arctic R h Laboratory,
Toolick Lake Field Station, Valdez

1 (Mtg. 201)

Terminal of the Alpe:eke Pipeline and
the Arctic Environmental and Data
Center, Aug. 19-26, 1978

202 Curriculum exchange conference for 2

Minority Institutions, Jan, 19-20, 1979

Site visit to Antarctica, Dec. 1978 and
Jan. 1979

331
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205

206

Annual preaentation of Joint Oceanographic 2

Inetitutione, Inc./Deep Sea Drilling
Project, Apr. 2, 1979

Samuel levies of National aaaaa rch Centers
et NSF

Cancelled

206 Kitt Peak National Observatory, Cerro- 2 (Mtg: 207)
Tololo Inter-American Observatory,
Sacramento Peak Observatory, Hay 1, 1979

206 National Radio Astronomy and Ionosphere 1 2 (Mtg. 207)

National Radio Aatronomy Observatory at 2 (Mtg. 206)
NSF, May 1979

201 Site visits to Materials Research
Laboratories:

201 Univ. of Chicago. Sept. 20-21, 1979 1 (Mtg. 210)

201 Coraell Univ., Oat. 4-5, 1979 1 Cancelled

201 Northwestern Univ., Sept. 24-25, 1979 1 (mtg. 210)

207 Kitt Peak National Observatory Briefins Full NOB
and site visit, Aries's:a, June 20-22,
1979

208 Engineering and Applied Science Small
Business Conference on & and 0:

208 Salton, Sept. 6-7, 1979 2

208 Dallas, Sept. 13-14 1979

Site visit to Antarctica, Nov. 28-30, 1479 3'(Mtg. 2123
Site visit to Closer Explorer and Closter 3 (Mtg. 2091
Challen er, Tirraig Reach, CalifOTWG7
Aug. 10, 1979

Dedication of Canadt-France-Levaii 3 (Mtg. 209)
Telescope, in NeWaii

Site visit to Univ. of Pennsylvania 1 (Mtg. 210)
Material. Research Laboratory, Sept.
27-28, 1979

Site visit to Srown Usiveraity Material. 1 (Mtg. 210)
Research Laboratory, Oct. 2-3, 1979

Site visit to Atlanta University Resource 1 (Mts. 211)
Center, Nov. 1-3, 1979

212 Seminar on Distinctions getween Basic
and Applied Research, Dec. S, 1979

4

212 Proposed Ocean Margin Drilling Program
with academic representatives. Dec.

N.A.

10, 1979

213 Iris:fin: on Proposed Ocean Margin 2

Drilling Progrem, Feb. 14, 1980

213 Dedicatioo of Electron Storage ling
at Cornell Univ., Mars 25, 1960

213 Annual presentation of Natiooal Center
for Atmospheric Research et NSF, Apr.

1

14, 19110

ft.
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213

213

Annual presentations of Cerro-Tololo
Inter-American Observatory, Kitt Peak
Nationel Observatory, and Sacramento
Peak Observatory, at NSF, Aprl 28, 1960

Annual presentation of National Astronomy
and Ionosphere Center at NSF, May 5, N.A.

1960

213 Annual presentation of National Radio
Astronomy Canter et NSF, Hey 6, 1960

215 SSRC SympOsium on Science Indicators, 3

1976, May 16, 1910

215 Second International Institute for Applied 1 2 (Mts. 217)

Systems Analysie Conference, May 19-22,

1910

215 Site visit at Atlanta Resource Center,
Mar. 29, 1980

215 OECD Meeting on Science and Technology 2

Indicators, Sept. 15-16, 1980

215 Dedication of Very-large Array, New 5

Mexico, Oct. 10, 1910

215 Annual Review of National Centers

215 National Center for Atmospheric N.A. 2 (Mtg. 215

Researth, Apr, 14, 1980

215 Cerro-Tololo Inter-American Obser-
vatory, Sacramento Peak Observa-
tory, Apr. 26, 1960

2

216 Antarctic Development Squadron Six Change
of Command Ceremony, California, May
30, 1960

216 NSF Delegation Site Visit of German
Fraunhofer-Gesellechaft Institute, June
9-14, 1960, West Germany

Annual Review of National Astronomy mid 1 (Mtg. 216)

Ionosphere Center at NSF, May 5, 1980

3 3 6
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NSF Delegation Site Visit to Fraunhofer-Gesellsehaft In-
stitutes (FGI)IV est Germany

Dr. Ragone site visited the FGI with Dr. Jack T. Sanderson,
Assistant Director for Engineering and Applied Science and Dr.
Bodo Bartocha, Director, Division of International irograms,
STIA. Dr. Ragone reported that the FGIs include approximately
28 institutes, with a combined budgef of over 200 million Deutsche
marks. They are similar to the Max Planck Institutes except that
they are devoted to applied research. Dr. Ragone stated that they
visited five of the institutes: (a) Non-Destructive TestingInsti-
tute in Saarbrucken; (b) Information and Data Processing in
Karlsruhe (c) Production Techniques and Automation in Stutt-
gart ; (d) Applied Solid State Physics in Freiburg; and (e) Solid
State Electronics and Technology in Munich.

Dr. Ragone stated that the visiting group's overall impression
was that the FGIs were vigorous. They observed that few of the
investigators were over 35 years of age. He noted that the FGIs
have a high turnover rate, about 10% per year. The FGI labora-
tories are generally well equipped and have fine technical support.

In particular, it was agreed by both NSF and FGI that some
Fraunhofer personnel should attend the next NSF review panel
on productivity which would be held in October of this year. He
also noted that the FGIs would like to invite participation by the
'United States at a meeting that will be held subsequently on
Solid State Electronics and Technology. Dr. Ragone encouraged
participation in this meeting."

d. SiteVisits and Annual Reviews of National Research Centers and
Materials. Research Laboratories.This section of the Board meeting
also normally includes reports by NSB members who attended annual
reviews of NSF Research centers or of the Materials Research Lab-
oratories (MRIs) at NSF or at the site ithelf. These reports are made
to facilitate the Board's oversight, responsibilities. The reports pre-
sented at. NSB meetings are superficial. The written reports that
members give to the Board probably contain more details. It is the
Board's practice that the information is transmitted to the Programs
Committee, which reviews awards to the centers. For instance, the
following was reported in the May 1980 NSB meeting on an annual
review at NSF of the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center :

Dr. Cooke reported a major theme of the discussion was the
increased oosts of providing adequate services required by the
users. He noted that the discussion on recent developments and
observations in the chemistry of space was particularly interest-
ing. The problem of frayed cables was algo discussed and the
critical need to be aware of safety factors. A large portion of the
discussion was taken up by the operational problems that the
facility is experiencing."

Other examples follow :

1-5217 : 10-11.
11213: 19-20.
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Site Visit to Atlanta University Resource CenterNovember
1-8

Dr. Cota-Robles reported that the Atlanta University Resource
Center has been in operation since July 1,1978. The site visit team
examined its performance using a set of six well-defined questions.
The activities of the center are organized into a community com-
ponent, a r'60-ional institutional component, and an Atlanta Uni-
versity Center component. He stated that in his opinion the cen-
ter clearly meets the formal guidelines set down by NSF for such
centers and, further, that the community and the Atlanta Uni-

r versity components are well on their way to becoming outstanding
examples of such activities. He noted that the regional com-
ponent is the most difficult to organize because of its physical
distance from the other institutions, as well as educational and
stylistic differences between institutions.

Dr. Cota-Robles stated that the Atlanta Resource Center has
developed an unusually effective communications system which
has encouraged a widespread understanding and appreciation
of the goals of the center throughout Atlanta."

Reports on Site Visits to Materials Research Laboratories
(MRLs)

Stanford UniversitySeptember 25-26Dr. Neal.Dr. Neal
reported that the aggregate materials research program at
Stanford University is one of the Nation's largest such untver-
sity programs in the United States. The composition of the site
visit team seemed to represent well the interests of universities,
industry, and national laboratories. Team members appeared to
be well qualified to assess the quality and direction of the pro-
grams in the Stanford MRL. Dr. Neal noted that the MRL man-
agement sees a serious need for more support for instrumentation.

It believes that many of the most able students attend Stanford,
that there exists an obligation to provide them with training using
modern equipment., and that this is not now being done. There
was also concern about the effects of OMB Circular No. A-21 on
the ability of the center to continue to support its graduate stu-
dents, who presently number 33. Dr. Neal concluded that overall
the program appears to be a vigorous one. (Dr. Neal's written re-
port was mailed to the Board on October 24 via NSB-80-450.)

b. Harvard UniversityOctober 3-4Dr. Rich. (October 4
onl?/).Dr. Rich reported that the MRL group at Harvard is
small, but they emphasized to him the extent to which central
facilities played a crucial role in bringing users together who
otherwise would not normally get together. In his assessment.
despite its modest size the quality of the group is high, and it
appears to be a successful operation. In response to n. Board
member's question as to whether or not the research at the Har-
vard MRL was genuinely dependent upon the existence of the

" 211 13-14.
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central facilities or if it eould be done without funding via a
block grant, Dr. Rich stated, that he fdt the block grant was
absolutely essential for suecess of the activity."

e. Programs Committee Actions.This section of each NSB meet-
ing also inclmles a presentation by the Programs Committee of award
artions which iequire full Board approval. In the open Board session
approval is sought only for awards whieh are interagency transfers of
funds (Wei the given dollar limits, additions to already funded awards,
guidelines for new programs, and delegations of approval authority
to the Director for new programs. (All other award.approvals are
liandIN1 in the closed s(ssion of the meeting.) The open session also
includ s reports from the Director on awards information items.

f. Puldie Program Reriews.--The Board meetings also include pub-
lic presentations by NSF staff of program reviews (subsequent to a
closed and apparently more candid presentation made to the Director's
staff). Questions. holVever. could be raised about the effectiveness of
tlwse revimys for purposes of program oversight. These presentations
are made irregularly ; customarily they are the second part of a pro-'
gram review process initiated for purposes of the Director's oversight.
Tlw first part eonsists of a detailed, in-depth, and critical review of the,
prograw behind closed doors; the seeond part, the program review
before NSB, apparently is not as critical and, according to some offi-
eials. is intended to he more of a "show and tell" presentation to in-
form Beiard members about the achievements made by researchers who
have received program funding. Issues of management, administra-
tion, planning, and evaluation, which formed the, core of the review
before the Director, apparently are not included in the review made
before the .,NSB. A list of program reviews is ineluded as table A-2.

g. jfelflhfrs' Initiated Business.----Time is alloelled at most meetings
for issues that individual Board members believe require NST3 atten-
timi. One reeent Nvimple (if these ,kinds of discussions follows. It (kals
with the impact of a California court case on agricultural research
priorities:

California Court Case
The Chairman called attention to an article from the Febru-

ary 6 Los Angeles Times concerning the, refusal of an Alameda
County Superior Court Jiulge to dismiss a lawsuit challenging the
University of California's farm mechanization research policy
and aceusing University officials of a conflict of interest.

The judge ruled that the, suit's allegations were sufficient to be
brought to trial, rejecting a move by University lawyers to have
the ease dismissed. If the suit's claims are found to be valid, the
judge said. the University could be re9uired to ". . . restructure
the methods and criteria by which agricultural research projects
are chosen." The Chairman stated that this case may be of im-
portance in the future public support of research."

11 220 : 1&-17.
213 I 10-20.
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TABLE A-2.-PROGRAM REVIEWS PRESENTED TO DIRECTOR AND SUBSEQUENTLY TO THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
BOARD

Subject

Date of review to
the office of NSF
Director

Date of presenta-
tion to full NSB

Interdisciplinary research relevant to problems of society Made, but exact date
(IRRPOS). unknown,

Oceanography do Nov. 19, 1970
Chern4stry do Sept. 19, 1973
Intergovernmental science and research utilization do do
Mathematical sciences Oct, 18, 1973
Chemistry Sept. 19, 1974
Mathematical sciences Oct. 18, 1974
Research applied to national needs (environment and social - Jan. 16, 1975

sciences).
Msterials research Mar. 19, 1975.....
Graduate education Mar. 20, 1975
Precollege education Mar. 21, 1975
Polar programs May 15, 1975
Oceanography do .
Social sciences. Sept. 18, 1975
intergovernmental science and research utilization Sept 19, 1975 . ---
Science Resources studies do _
Undergraduate education . Nov. 21, 1975- __ .._ --
Environmental biology . Jan. 16, 1976 .
Physics Mar. 19, 1976
Social sciences May 20, 1976 ...-
Antarctic programs Sept, 15, 1976
Special review on international science._ Sept. 16, 1976
Chemistry Oct. 14, 1976
Materials research Oct. 15, 1976 ....... -
Science information_ May 3, 1976 Nov. 18, 1976
Behavioral and neural sciences Oct 19, 1976 Feb 3, 1977
Computer sciences Nov. 16, 1976 Mar. 16, 1978
Exploratory research and systems analysis Nov. 23, 1976 Apr. 21, 1977
Scienco education Dec. 14, 1976. Feb. I, 1977
Science and society Feb. 10, 1977 Mar. 17, 1977
Government and public programs Mey 17, 1977 Nov. 17. 1977
Astronomical sciences July I, 1977 May 18, 1978
Atmospheric sciences April 4, 1978_ April 20, 1978
Integrated basic research and applied research May 17, 1978 August 17, 1978
Science education January 10, 1979.-: January 18, 1979._
Physiology, cellular, and molecular biology January 25, 1979_ May 17, 1979
Deep sea drilling March 15, 1979
Chemical and rgocess engineering July 9, 1979 August 16, 1979
Policy research and analysis April 12, 1979 September 20, 1979._ 4

Arctic research August 3, 1979 October 18, 1979___
Information science and technology May 24, 1979 November 15, 1979_
Electrical, computer, and systems engineering October 20, 1979.- January 17, 1980_
Ocean sciences February 5, 1980.. March 20, 1980
Mathematical sciences... March 7, 1980 May 15, 1980
Electrical computer and systems engineering August 1980

Source resources studies October 1980
Ocean margin dri ling ___ November 1980

h. Effectft of the Government in the Suncchine Act on NSI1 Meet-
ing8.-The passage of the Government in the Sunshine Act has had
a significant impact on NSB meetings, public attendance at meet-
ings,.and availability to the public of minutes ot meetings. Between
meetings, the NSB office staff sends Board members copies of rele-
vant drafts or final documents or data which are intended for discus-
sion at the forthcoming meeting. Also, the NSB staff prepares a docu-
ment, called a "Board Book," prior to each meeting, which includes
a precise s,tätement of items which will be discussed at the forthcoming
meeting. Prior to passage of the Government in the Sunshine Act,
NSB meetings were, for all intents and purposes, closed to the public.
Since passage of the Act. meetings have been opened somewhat. but
many of the major Board decisions are made in closed sessions. Prior
to NSB meetings Board background materials generally are not made
available to the public. After meetings are held. most Board back-
ground material, with the exception of information concerning pro-
posed awards and draft statements, generally are made available to the
public. Since enactment of the law, the Board must determine which
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aspects of the next. Board meeting will be open-to the public, and make
tbe appropriate public announcement in the Federal Register. :The
Board also has determined that all NSB committee and subcommittee
meetings will be closed to the public to enhance the deliberative process.
The Board has also instituted.the practice of holding executive session
closed meetings. The closed sessions of the Board meetings include
three major categories of activity :

1. Discussion and action on proposed awards requiring
NSB approval (NSF Circulars No. 76 and 107), properly
closed under 5 ITSC § 552b (c) (4), (6), and (9) (B). An open
meeting on those portions would be likely to disclose personal
information and constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of
privacy ; would also prematurely disclose the position of NSF
on tbe, proposals in question before final negotiations and any
determination by the Director to make the awards, and so
would be likely to frustrate significantly the, implementation
of the proposed Foundation action; and might. also disclose
trade secrets and privileged or confidential information ob-
tiined from the persons submitting the proposals in question.

2. Consideration of items on which recommendations ,are
made to the President ( for possible submission to the Con-
gress), premature disclosure of which could frustrate imple-
mentation ; properly closed under 5 ITSC § 5521) (c) (9) ( B).
These include:

a. Proposed NSF budget requests (see OMB Circular A-10
an(I NSF Circular No. 22). Open deliberation and formula-
tion of proposed budget requests would be likely to disclose
their content prematurely before they can be consideied by
the Administration and the President and submitted to the
Congress and so would be likely to frustrate significantly the
proposed Board aetion.

b. Proposed future annual reports from NSB to the Presi-
dent for submission to tbe Congress. Ope,n deliberation on and
consideration of proposed reports would be likely to disclose
prematurely, the intended content of the reports before they
can be considered by the Administration and made to the
Congress and so would be likely to frustrate significantly tbe
proposed Board action.

c. Proposed changes in legislation of direct .concern to
NS B /NSF.

3. Discussion concerning specific individuals, which could
re-ult in invasion of personal privacy, properly closed under

T-SC § 552b(c) (6), includes:
a. possible NSB Members;

possible NSB officers;
c. possible NSF staff.
An open nweting on any of tbese'subjects would be likely to

result in disclosure of personal information that would con-
stitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.
General policy discussions, including most of the long-range
(non-budgetary) planning, belong in open session under
Government in the Sunshine Act (GIS)."

Information provided by NM
3
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APPENDIX B.

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD POLICY STATEMENTS AND
RESOLUTIONS
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GENERAL DLEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY NSB-73-170

RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS II9TH MEETING ON JULY 19-20, 1ä68 AS AMENDED
AT ITS 123RD MEETING ON FEBRUARY 13-1 , 1969

Authorization to the Director and the Executive Committee
the National Science Board to Review, Approve, and

Take Final Action on Contracts, Grants, or other Arrangements

The Board unanimously RESOLVED, that, in accordance with the
provisions of Section 5(e) of the National Science Foundation
Act, as amended; the Director of the National Science Foundation
may make a contract, grant, or other arrangement, pursuant to

.

Section 11(c) of the Act, as amended, without the prier approval
of the Board, wherever such an award involves a total commitment
of less than $2,000,000 or less than S500,000 in any one year,
and the award is made pursuant to an established program of the
Foundation;

RESOLVED, further, that pursuant to Section 4(b) of the Act
We Executive Committee of the National Science Board shall
act for the Board in those rare instances, including the
approval of grants, contracts or other arrangements, where
immediate decision is required between Board meetings, and
where the necessary action is not encompassed within the
authority of the Director;

RESOLVEDfurther, that this reSolution supersedes and replaces
the resolution of the Board of September 11, 1964, on this
subject (NSB-64-171), which shall henceforth be of no force or
effect.

The Board unanimously AGREED that each resolution of the Board
approving the commitment by the Director of a specific amount
of funds by contract, grant or other arrangement shall, unless
it specifically states otherwise, be deemed"to include approval
for the Director, at his discretion, to amend the instrument to
commit additional sums, not to exceed 10 per cent of the amount
specified, or to change the expiratiori date of the instrument.

NAVONAL SCaNCF.. FOUNDATION
OZ.7.- OF TEFF. DIRECTO?.

D.C. 20530

sTAI: 11E240RAND:CM

0/D 70-20

GRANTS AND CONTRACTS June 22, 1970

Subject: Implementation of NSB Resolution of July 20, 1968
estaplisaing the authority ox the Director to
approve grants, contracts and other arrangements

Pursuant to Section 5(e) of the NSF Act, as amended in 19683
the National Science Board, on July 20, 1968, adopted a.Resolu-
tion as follows:

,
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"RESOLVED, that, in accordancwwith the provisions'
of section 5(e) of the NSF Act, as amended, the

.: Director of the Foundation may make a contract, .......

grant, or other arrangemenX, pursuant to section
11(c) of the NSF Act, as ambnded, without the prior
approval of the Board, wherever such an award
involves a total commitment of less than $2,000,000
or less than $500,000, in any oni year, and the
award is made P ursuant to an established program of .
the Foundation;

"RESOLVED, further, that the Executive Committee
of the National Science Board shall act for.the
Board in those rare instances, including the apprOval,
of grants, contracts or other arrangements, where
immediate decision is required between Beard meetings,
and where the necessai-yaction is not encompassed
within the, authority of the Dtrector; ..."

A. Guidelines -
.

.

The following guidelines should be followed-to efisure that
the spirit of that resolution is met:

. .

(1) No prpss release or other public.announcement of a new
program should be made until the now program has been nOeci
Sically approved by the Board. Mb final action should. be taken

on grants, contracts or other arrangements relating to a
neW program until the Board has given its specific approval
to the action or has approved the Program and authorized
;he application to it of the Director's general authority
to approve such transactions.

(2) If a grant, contract or other arrangement can be reason
ably expected to exceed $2 million over a pdriod of time,
taking into account, at the time the initial grant or con
tract is made, any expected renewal or extension of such
grant or contract, Board approval of the initial grant or
contract should be obtained before any award is made. In
the past I have, on occasion, had to seek Board approval
of a grant or contract renewal as the total funding of the
project over a period of years was about to exceed $2 mil
lion:4'This procedure subverts the spirit, if not the,let
ter, of section 5(e) and the Resolution of July 20, 190
and should be avoided.

(3) Finally, in keeping with the spirit of the Act and the
Resolution, any grant, contract or other arrangement which
Spproaches, but falls just short of, $500,000 in any one
year, or $2,000,000 in total should generally be submitted
to the Board for approval. Of course, judgment and dis
cret:on will have to be exercised in such matters.

Form of Resolutions

Ia this connection the Board Office has received a unmber
of inquiries recently regarding the proper format of reso
lutions for Board action. Given beloW are sample resolu
tions to be used in presenting proposals or prograMs to
the Board for approval:

3 4 4
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1.. Single Proposal
--

. -

'RESOLVED, that the Board approves
the making by the DireqSor at his
discretion of a grant or a contract
to (institution) for . --..
" . - Title "
in an amount not to exceed $

' under the direction of Dr.(4-------
'--for a period of year(s).

2. Several Proposals

RESOLVED, that the Board approves the
making by the Director at his disdtetion
of the following grants or contracts on
the terms set forth below:

r

Amount notOrganization Investigator Title Duration to Exceed

3. New Programs

x yr-

.
As indicated above, no press release or other

-

ptblic announcement of a new program shall be
issued until the program has been specifically
approved by the Board. 'A program should be

.

submitted to the Board for approval along with _
proposed guidelines. The followiag resolution
may be used in such instances:

RESOLVED,- that the Board approves the
Program, the general guidelines for its manage
ment as submitted to the Board, and authorizes._
the initiation of the program by solicitation
of proposals.

,

Initial grants must then be Submitted to the Board for
approval irrespettive of the amounts involved. When it
is bslieved that asufficient nuMber of proposals have
been approved by the Board to define the general parameter
of the program then the Board may be requested to authorize
the application of tha Director'b general authorization to
approve grants to the new program. The following resolution
.nay be used at this stage:

.

".
-..

.

RESOLVED, that the Board, having'approved the -
general guidelines for the . Program,
and the general nature of.the proposals submitted
to the Board, hereby authorizes the application
to this Program of the genaraJ authority of the
Director, under the Board's esolution of July 20,
3.908, to take final action ón grants, contracts,
or other arrangements without the prior approval

.of the Board.

In the event you are uncertain regarding the appropriate
language for a resolution, please contact the General
Couns=_A's Office or the Board Office for guidance prior
to submitting for the Director's signature a memorandum
cal-ling for Board aci:iun. ,

W. D. EcElroys,
Director
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DELEGATION OF AUTHoRITY TO EX/MtTIVE COMMITTEr

Tha General Counsc'l called a ttentior to the problem ra-
obligating fiscal ycar 1974 funds pr.:or ,to July 1, 1974.-
in view of limited Board meetia:> acr; schedulad fo.e.
April and June. He pro:,esed that t:le dnlagation oZ
athority to the E,:ecutive Cor.::ittc,'.: to approee grants
a%1 contracts be bropdened to parmIt its considuration
of urgent proposals between re%ular metings (as
ect forth in NS8-74-17--dist:ibuted at the meet;ng).

Afer a brief discussion during which it was requAte
th:t any such action in this regard be reconsidared if
and when annual funding restrictionG are lifted, the
Board acted as follows:

The National Science Board unanimously
AXENDSO the second paragraph of the
resolution approved by the,Boarl on
July 20, 19.38, delzga'zirg certain
authority to the Director and to the
Executive Cowaittee to read as follows:

RESOLVA:,, further, that :7:rsuant
to Section 4(b) of the Act the
Executive Committee of th:: National
Science Board may act for the Board
between meetings of the Board in
approving grants, contracts, or
other 41rangement5 where such
approv21 is required by the Act .

or othur rules of the Board,
and it may act for the Board
betweenmeetings of the Board
on other matters in those rare
instances where immediate decision
is required between Board meetings,
and where the necessary action is
-not encompassed within the authority
of the Director.

In 'taking the above action it was understood that:
(a) any member of the Executive Committee may request
that any proposal be referred to the entire Board for
approval; (b) the Chairman of the Programs Committee
will participate with the Executive Committee in Such
proposal review; (c) the Executive Committee will
inform the Board at its next meeting of all approvals
made on behalf of the Board pursuant to this delegation
of authority; and (d) this delegation will bc reconsidelod
if the annual funding restriction is lifted.

The Board also discussed briefly a possible change in

the statutory dollar limits on its delegation.to the
Director to approve grants and contracts. The staff is
to prepare a study of the matter and make recormandationS
to the Board.

ES:162:10
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RELEGATION OF AUTHORITY FOR GRANT AN%
CONTRACT APPROVAL DELEGATION .

The General Counsel raised the subject of broadening the delegation of
authority to the Executive Committee for grant and contract approval in
view of the restrictions placed on the Foundation through the annual
expenditure of its funts and the increased workloa4 because of larger
budgets. The Committee instructed the General Counsel to prepare a
resolution for Board consideration for this purpose. The General
Counsel reported that a suggestion had been made in Executive Couhcil
that legislation be sought raising the present statutory limits on the
delegation of authority to the Director to approve prants, contracts, or
other arrangements. The staff can make a study of the volume of large
grants and contracts and recommend to the Committee a reasonable but
'helpful dollar limit. If an increase seems to be necessary and desir-
able, legislative changes in the amount of the delepation can be recom-
mended. In this connection it might be desirable to consider other
steps which would result in more general program review by the Board.

ES:163:15

DF1EGATION OF AUTHORrrY

On recommendation of the Executive Committee the Board
authorized the Director to seek congressional action to
remove the statutory dollar limitation on its power to
delegate project approval authority to the Director with
the untrstanding that the Board will continue to review
progran5 and individual projects.within them when it con-
siders such review to be desirable. Copies of a staff
study furnishing background information on the number of
peoposed action5, r:tatutorily rquired to go to the Board
for appeoval si'lv_e fiscal year IDG9 and projected through
fiscal year 1975 were distributd at the meeting (NSB-74-91).

ES:163:11

NSB-74-95

RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 119TH MEETING ON JULY 19-20, 1968, AS AMENDED
AT ITS 123RD MEETING ON FEBRUARY 13-14, 1969 AND ITS
162ND MEETING ON FEBRUARY 21-22, 1974

Authorization to the Director and the Executive Committee
of the National Science Board to Review, Approve, and Take
Final Action on Contracts, Grants, or Other Arrangements

. .

The Board unanimously RESOLVED, that, in accordance with the'. '

provisions of Section 5(e) of the National Science Foundation
. .

Act, as amended, the Director of the National Science Foundation
may make a contract, grant, or other arrangement, pursuant to

,

Section 11(c) of the Act, as amended, without the prior approial
of the Board, wherever such an award involves a total comhitment
of less than $2,000,WO or less than $500,000 in any one year, :
and the award is made pursuant to an established program of the
Foundation; .

-847
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RESOLVED, further, that pursuant to Section 4(bY of the Act
the Executive Committee of the 'National Science Board may
Act for the Board between meetings of the Board in approving
grants, contracts, or other arrangements where such approval
is required by the Act or other rules of the Board, and it

may act tor the Board between meetings of the Board on other .
matters in those rare instances where immediate decision is
required between Board meetings, and where the necessary
action is not encompassed within the authority of the Director;

RESOLVED, further, that this resolution supersedes and replaces
the resolution of the Board of September 11, 1964, on this
subject (NSB-64-171), which shall henceforth be of no force or

effect.

The Board unanimously AGREED that each resolatiOn of the Boird
approving the commitment by the Director of a specific amount -

of funds by contract, grant or otherarrangesent shall,-unless
it specifically states otherwise, be deemed to include approval
for the Director, at hid discretion, to amend the instrument to
commit additional sums, not to exceed 10 per cent of the amount
specified, or to change.the expiration date of the instrument.:

NSB-77 -245

RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

AT ITS 189TH MEETING ON APRIL 21-22, 1977

Authorization to the Director and the Executive Committee

of the National Science Board to Review, Approve, and

Take Final Action on Grants, Contracts, or Other

Arrangements

The Board unanimously RESOLVED that:

(1) The Director of the National Science Foundation, without
the prior approval of the National Science Board, may make a
grant, contract, or other arrangement whenever such an award
involves a total commitment of less than $2,000,000 or less
than $500,000 in any one year and the award is made within
an established program of the Foundation previously approved
by the Board.

(2) Each standard grant, continuing grant, cooperative
agreement, contract, or other arrangement (as defined in
staff memorandum 0/13 76-42, dated August 2, 1976) is to be
considered separately and as a whole in determining whether
the commitments involved exceed the $2,000,000 cumulative
limit or the $500,000 annual limit. But, if simultaneous
or successive awards are to be made foethe same principal
investigator based on only a single complete peer review or

a single procurement, the simultaneous or successive awards
shall be considered to constitute a single award in
determining Ter.:tether either limit is exceeded. Such successive
awards based on a single complete peer review or a single
pxocurement are to be considered as involving a total commitment
of more than $2,000,000 as soon as program staff anticipates

that the total ultimately committed is likely to exceed

$2,00,0,000.
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(3) Tbe Executive Committee of the Natio/al Science Board
may approve grants, contracts, or other rrangements where
Board approval is required, or otherwise' ct 'for the Board
in those rare instances when immediate de lsion is required
between Board meetings and when the necessity action is not
within the authority of the Director. \ .

. ..

(4) When the National Science Board approves the commitment by
the Director of a specific amount of funds by grant, contract,
or other arrangement, unless the Board specifically states
otherwise, the Director may at his discretion subsequently amend
the instrument to commit additional sums, not to exceed 10 percent
of the amount specified, or to change the expiration date of
the instrument.

. '
.

. ..r.
,

. . -(5) This resolution supersedes and replaces the resolutions of
the Board on this subject adopted in July 1968 and amended in
February 1969 and February 1974.

.,..

AMPilIMENU, Li) SF. ALT

The General Counsel presented a proposed bill to amend
the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended
(N8D/EC-74-13--distributed at the meeting).

Sections 3, 4, and 5 of the proposed bill regarding the
Board were suggested by the Board Chairman. Proposed
Sections 2 (Trust Fund) and 6 (delegation to the Director)
were previously presented to the Committee in principle
and approved by the Board. Proposed Section 7 is partly
technical editing of the NSF Act and partly a Tydings
type amendment to provide that appropriations will be
available for obligation for two years instead of one
year. This portion .)f Section 7 was suggested by the
Minority Staff Director of the Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare. Proposed Section 8, which moves the
Science Information Service into the basic Act, was also
suggested by him in order to clean up the body of
statutes on education rather than to improve the NSF Act.
Actually it dwis both.

Tha General Counsel stated that the proposed statutory
Lhanges will be placed in priority order.

Tne Executive Committee recommended that the Director
present the statutory changes outlined in the proposed
bill to the Office of Management and Deldget and the
appropriate congressional committees.21

Major prOposed amendments are;
delegation of authority to the Directorto approve grants and contracts;
two-year obligational authority; Board

Members and officers to serve until successors are appointed or elected;
Board elections to be held in odd-numbered

years; removal of deadline
for submission of Board's annual report.

ITAn additional amendment was proposed following the meeting,
which would provide that Board Members remain in office
until their successors are sworn in as Members. The Board
Chairman endorsed this additional amendment.
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BIENKM, REVIEW OF DELEGATIONS OFAMORITY

At the Twenty-sixth Annual (181st) Meeting, May 20-21, 1976,
the Chairman proposed that the Board review on a
biennial basis its current delegations or authority to
the Director and the Exe&tive Committee and, further,
requested the General Counsel to prepare such memoranda
for Board consideration.

The Chairman had earlier asked the Programs Committee to
consider the 1978 list of delegations (NSB-78-317--Members'
Books, Tab G), prepared by the General Counsel.

Following consideration, Dr. Shields, Chairman, reported
that the Programs Committee recommended the continuation
of all existing delegations of authority to the Executive
Committee and the Director. The Board then acted as
follows:

NSB/Res-78-58 The Board unanimously AFFIRMED
the outstanding delegations of
authority to the Director and
the Executive Committee as
set forth in Attachments 1,
2, and 3 of NSB-78-217; further,
the National Science Board
AFFIRMED the application to the
programs set forth in ikttachment
4 of NSB-78-217 of the Director's
general authority to take final
action on grants, contracts, or
other arrangements pursuant to
the Resolution of April 21-22,
1976.

198:19
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION NSB-76-165
WASHINGTON. D C 20550

May 19, 1976

MEMORANDUM TO MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD :
,Subject: Biennial Business -- Review of delegations of authority from the

Board to the Director and/ot the Executive Committee
The Chairman has suggested that the Board review biennially the delegations
of authcrity it has made to the Director and to the Executive Committee. The
followin: delegations of authority are outstanding:

The Director
The Resolution of July 19-20, 1968, as amended on February 11414, 1969,
authorizing the Director to review, approve, and take final action on c-mtracts,
grants or other arrangements under established programs (Attachment 1). It
was understood that all programs existing on the date of passage of the Resolu-
tion were considered "established programs."

The Resolution of September 20-21, 1973, delegating to the Director authority
under ection 14(b) of the NSF Act to approve the holding by the Deputy Director
or an.y Assistant Director of any office in, or action in any capacity for, any
other Federal agency with which the Foundation makes any grant, contract or
other arrangement (AttaChment 2).

The Executive Committee

The Resolution approved by the Board on July 19-20, 1968, as amended
February 21-22, 1974, delegating authority to the Executive Committee to act
for the Board between meetings in approving grants, contracts or other arrange-
ments and authority to act between meetings "on other matters in those rare
instances where immediate decision is required between Board meetings, and
where the necessary action is not encompassed within the aulhority of the
Director." (Attachment 3)

The Resolution or November 21-22, 1968, delegating to the Executive Committee
the function of approving final decisions of the Director imposing sanctions upon
primary and secondary chools pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 (Attachment 4).

The Resolution of September 20-21, 1973, delegating to the Executive Committee
the authority under ection 14(b) of the NSF Act to approve the holding by'the
Director, the Deputy Director, or any Assistant Director or any office in, or
action in any capacity for, any organization, agency, or institution with which
the Foundation makes any grant, contract or other arrangement.
(Attachment 2)

Two pointu should be noted with respect to the Resolution of July 19-20, .1968:

First, while the Resolution is not techically a delegation of the Board's
authority to the Director, it has the general characteristics of a delegation,
and because of this and the importance which the Resolution has with respect
to the operations of the Foundation, it has been included in this memorandum
and treated as a delegation.
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Second, with respect to the Board's Resolutions since July 19-20, 1968,
approving application to specific Foundation programs of the general authority
of the July 1968 Resolution, the program Directorates were asked by the Office
of the General Counsel to supply a list of 1) all outstanding programs which
were in existence on July 20, 1968 (or which can trace their ancestry to
programa in existence on that date), and 2) all outstanding programs to which
the general authority a the Resolution has been applied since July 20, 1968.
Such programs appear as Attachments 5 and 6, respectively.

In examining the various programs it was discovered that extension of the
Board of the general authority of the July 20, 1968,-Resolution to three
programs which have been in existence for some time, the Solar Eclipse
Program (AAEO), the Global Atmospheric Research Program (AAEO), and
the Scientists and Engineers in Economic Development Program (STIA)
could not be found. To correct this situation, it is recommended that the
Board approve application to these programs of the genera1 authority of the
Reolution.

after review and distcussion of the attached delegations, the Board approves,
I recommend that the following Resolution be adopted:

The Board unanimously AFFIRMED the application to the programs
set forth in Attachments 5 and 6/7 of NSB 76-165 of the Director's
general authority to take final actions on grants, contracts, or other
arrangements pursuant to the Resolution of l'uly 19-20, 1968, as
amended.

Further, the Board unanimously AUTHORIZED the application
to 1) the Global Atmospheric Research Program, 2) the Solar
Eclipse Prograna, and 3) the Scientists and Engineers in Economic
Development program of the Director's general authority to take
final action on grants, contracts, or other arrangements,
pursuant to the Resolution of July 19-20, 1968, as a.mended.

'H. Guyford Stever
Director

Attachments
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tiSi;-73-1.7()

RESOLIffUR. APPROVED BY Er. "ATICNAI. SCJENCV
AT ITS 119TH MEETING O JITA 19-20, 190,:

AS AMENDED AT ITS 123ED EEETIY(; Oi FEBRUARY f:t-I4. IDE!)

Authorization to the Director and the Executive Com:aittoe
of the Nktional Science licuriFT-

To Reviei7-7157rove, and, ra-k-F Pighf-fation on
Contracts, Grants, or OfEFF-71riangemenl8

The Board unanimously RESOLVED, that, in accordance with th
provisions of Section 5(e) of the National Science Foundation
Act, as amended, the Director of the National Science Foundation
may make a contract, grant, or other arrangement, pursuant to
Section 11(c) of the Act. as amended, without the prior apprma]
of the Board, wherever such an award involves a total commitment
of less than $2,000,000 or less than S500,000 in any one year,
and the award is made pursuant to an established program of the
Foundation;

RESOLVED, further, that pursuant to Section 4(b) of the Act
the Executive Committeo of the Na:ional Science Board shall
act for the Board in those rare instances, including the
approval of grants, contracts or other arrangements, where
immediate decision is required between Board meetings. and
where the neceSsary action is not encompassed within tho
authority of the Director;

RESOLVED, furthpr, that this resolution supersedes and replaces
the resolution of the Board of September 11, 1964, pn this
subject (NS2-64-l7l), which shall henceforth be of no force or
effect.

The Board unanimously AGREED that each resolution of the Bo;trd
approving the commitment by the Director of a specific amount
of funds by contract, grant or other arrangement shall, unl4
it specifically states otherwise, be deemed to include approval
for the Director, at his discretion, to amend the instrument to

, commit additional sums, not to exceed 10 per cent of the amount
specified, or to change the expiration date ar.the insfrument.

4,-

ArrAtfitnewr I
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Attachment Z Page 101'2

2. Affiliations of Presidentially Appointed Staff

The General Counsel reminded the Board of its statutory

o41.!4ation to approve certain outside affiliations of
the Director, Deputy Director, and Assistant Directors.

itstributed a current list (NSB-73-224) for the
Bm,:d's consideration with two additions; D. Creutz--
Ch..!rman, Program Submission Review Subpanel on Multi-

Dietional Research, Atomic Energy Commission; and ,

Dr ,,:gger,--Chairman, Program Sdbmission Review Subpancl

on nolar 4nergy Research, Atomic Energy Commission.

The National Science Board CONSIDERED
and unanimously APPROVED the outside
affiliations of the Director, the
Deputy Director, and the Assistant
Directors as reported to the Board
by the Director in NSB-73-22. as
amended above, pursuant.to the
requirements of Section 14(b) of
the National Science Foundation
Act of 1950, as amended.

TO avoid undue delay in acting on future invitations to

tto. staff to serve in external advisory capacit19s, the

?ral Counsel proposed and the Board agreed to the

.f.,Z1wing resolutions (as sot forth in NSB-73-23S--

diztributed at the meeting):

The National Science Board unanimously
DELEGATED to thu Chnirman. of the Board
its authorit) under Section 14(b) of
the National Scl.ence Foundation Act or
1950, as amended. to approve the holding
by the Direor ofany office in. or
action in ary capacity for, any other
Foderal ageney with uhien the FoUndation
makes any grant. contract, or other
arrangement:

Further, the Board unanimously DELEGATED
to the Director its authority under
Section 14(b) of the Act to approve the
holding by the Deputy Director or any
Assistant Directer of any office int or
action in any capacity for, any other
Federal agency with which the Foundation
makes any grant, contract:or other
arrangement under this Act;

Further. the Board unanimously DELEGATED
to the Executive Committee its"nuthority
under Section 14(b) of the Act to approve
the holding by the Director, the Deputy
Director, or any Assistant Director, of
any office in, or action in any capacity
for, any ogganization, agency. or insti-
tution with which the Foundation makes
any grant, contract, or other arrangement
under this Act, provided, however. thnt
the Director as a member of the Executive
Committee shall not vote upon any matter
regarding himself; and

Finally, the Board unanimously REQUESTED
that all such approvals granted under
the above resolutions shall be reported
et the mut meeting of the Board.

351
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Attas: Im-netit. 3
Page 1 of I

d. Delegation of Authority to Executive Committee

In view of the present annual funding restrictions, the
Board acted as follows on the recommendation of the
General Counsel:

The Natiolial Science Board unanimously
AMENDED t!-.e second paragraph of the
resolution approved by the Board on
July 20, 1908, delegating certain
authority to the Director and to the
Executive Committee to read as follows:

RESOLVED, further, that pursuant to
Section 4(p) of the Act the Executive
ComTittee of the National Science Board
may'het for the Board between meetings
of the Board in approving grants,
contracts, or other arrangements where
such approval is required by the Act or
other rules of the Board, and it may act
foe the Board between meetings of the
Board on other matters in those rare
instances where immediate decision is
required between Board meetings, and where
the necessary action is not encompassed
within the authority of the Director.

In takipa the above action it vas understood that:
(1) any member of the Executive Committee may request
that any proposal be referred to the entire Board for
approval; (2) the Chairman of the Prol;rams Committee
will participate'with the Executive Comnittee in such
progosal review; (3) the Executive Cormittee will infat.m
the Board at its next meeting of all approvals made on
behalf of the Board pursuant to this delegation of
authority; and (4) this delegation will'be reconsidera:
if the anntlal funding restrictiOn is lifted.

Attachment 4 Page I of I

d: Civil Rights

The Board considered determinations reilrdin:: nougompl.a:sce
with Title VI sof the Civil Rights Act of 1S64 (NSB-CC-S0--

. Members' Books, Tab C) and tool: the following daion:

The National Science Board unanimously
APPROVED and ACOPTLD as I:he final decision
of the Nationa; Science Foundation the
initial decisiUm of the hearing officer
finding noncompliance with Title VI of
the Civil Riglits Act of 1S64 in the case
of the South Panola Consolidated School
District and the State Department of
Education of Mississippi.

121:3

Further, The Board unanimously DELEGATZD
to.the Executive Committee ito function
of approving final decisions of the
blrector which icpose sanctions upon
primary and secondary sthools pursuant
t O Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as such function is described in
t he regulations of the-Foundation (45
crR 611.10 (a)).
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Attachment 5 Page 1 of 2

The following are current programs which were in existence or
which can trace their ancestry to a program which was in existence, at
the time of the July 19-20, 1968 Resolution;

Scienti4c Research Projects (MPE, BBS, AAEO)
* Behavioral Sciences
* Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth and Ocean Sciences
* Biological Sciences
* Chemistry
* Computer Research
* Materiels Research
* Mathematics
* Physics
4 Social Sciences
* Enginee.ring
Doctoral Disertation R h (MPE, BBS, AAEO)

Engineering R h Initiation Grants (MPE)

International Travel Grants (all Directorates)

Ocean Sediment Coring Program (AAEO)

Oceanograpl}ic Facilities and Support (AAEO)

U.S. Antarctic Research Program (AAEO)

Science Information Activity (STIA) [originally, Science Information
Service Program]

International Cooperative Scientific Activities (STIA)

Special Foreign Currency Programs (partial) (STIA)

Studies of Science Resources Program (STIA) [This program traces
origin to activities a the Office of Economic and Manpower Studies
in existence at the time of the July 1968 Resolution.]

Public Understanding of Science (SE)

Improvement of Pre-College Inst. (SE)

* Instructional Improvement
* Pre-Service Teacher Education
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Attachment 5 Page 2 of 2
Undergraduate Instructional Scientific Equipment (SE)

Science Faculty Resources Development (SE)

* Faculty Research Participation
* College Faculty Short Courses
* Faculty Oriented Improvement

Fellowships (St)

* Graduate
* National Needs

Traineeships (SE)

* National Needs
* Minority Institutions

Student-Oriented Programs (SE)

* High School Student Training
* Undergraduate Research Participation

Pre-C011ege Materials Development (SE)
Testing and Evaluation

Technological Innovation in Education (SE)

Alternatives in Higher Education (SE)

357
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Attachment 6

Programs Approved Since July 19-20, 196 8 Resolution:

Programs as Approved by NSB Present Program Title

Page I of 2

- Climate Dynamics Program
Oct. 1975,, 176:4

Same (AAEO)

International Decade of Ocean
Exploration, April 1971, 13 8:10 Same (AAEO)

Arctic Research Programs Same (AAEO)
Mar. 1971, 137:9

Research Applied to National
Needs (RANN)

* Energy Research and Technology

See Attachment 7 for derivation
from original NSB-approved
programs

Nov. 1972, 151:4 °

* Earthquake Engineering (Disasters
and Natural Hazards) Nov. 1972, 151:4

* Fire ResearCh, Nov. 1972, 151:4

* Weather Modification, Oct. 1972, 150:4

* Trace Contaminants, Jan. 1973, 152:14

* Regional Environmental Systems
Jan. 1973, 152:14

* Social Data and Community Structure
Feb. 1973, 153:13-14

* Human Resources and Services
Feb. 1973, 153:13.14

* Municipal Systems, Operations, and
Services, Feb. 1973, 153:13=14

* Urban Technology, Feb. 1973, 153:13-14

RANN continued

Technological Opportunities
Mar. 1973, 154:9

:t Exploratory Research tc Problem
Assessment, Mar. 1973, 154:9

* Intergovernmental Science
May 1970, 131:17

A
Special Foreign Currency Program
for Scientific k Technological
Information, April 1971, 13 8:9

35S

See Attachment 7 for
derivation from original
NSB-approved programs

Subelement of Special
Foreign Currency
Activity (STIA)
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Attachment 6

Special Foreign Currency Program for
Research, Science Education, and
Related Activities, May 1971, 139:8-9

College.Science Improvement Program
(So-called Predominantly Black
Colleges) April 1971, 138:6

Student-Originated Studies
January 1971, 135:17

Comprehensive Assistance to
Undergraduate Science Eddcation
(CAUSE) Program, Sept 1975, 175:16

Research Initiation and Support (R1AS)
Program, Oct. 1975, 176:9-10

35.9

Page 2 of Z

111

Minority Institutions Science
Improvement (SE)

Same (SE)

Same (SE)

Same (SE)
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ATTACIIMENT 7
DERIVATIOU OF. FY 1977 Pa041RAMS

WOM HSEI-AMIOVIU-PkuMc-

ORIG1UAL t63-APPRO7ZO PROGRAMS FY 1977 PROWLS

Energy Research & TeChnolog4,.". 12.:clOrce Systems

........--Fter.e.table Resources

Technological Opportunitres Non-Renewable Resources

Regional Environmental Systems
Trace Contaminants
Weather Modification
Disasters and Natural Hazards

-4440

Municipal SystemS & Services
Urban TechnOlngy
Technological Opportunities
Social Data & Community Structure
Human Resources 3. Services

Exploratod P?search and Problem
Assessment

Regional Environmental Management
Chemical Threats to Environment
Weather Modification
Earthquake Engineering
Societal Response to Natural Hazards

Public Sector Productivity
Private Sector Productivity
Public Policy

Exploratory Research and
Technology Assessment

Intergovernmental Science Intergwernmental Prograam
Exp. R&D Incentives Industrial Programs

9

3 6 u
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REVISED DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY PROCEDURE

Programs CommitteeForty-seventh Heeting--April 20-21

Dr Harrison, Chairman, reported that the Committee
discussed proposed ac ions for presentation to
the Board, improving the efficiency of operation
the validity of oversight of the Committee, and NS
award approval criteria.

On the recommendation of the Committee (NSB/PC-77-12--
distributed at the Board meeting), the Board approved
a revised general delegation of authority to the
Director and the Executive Committee regarding review,
approval, and final action on grants, contracts, or
other arrangements, as follows:

The Board unanimously RESOLVED that:

(1) The Director o'f the National
Science Foundation, without the
prior approval of the National
Science Board, may make a grant,
contract, or other arrangement
whenever such an award involves
a total commitment of less than
$2,000,000 or less than $500,000
in any,one year and the award is
made within an established program
of the Foundation previously,
approved by the Board.

A
(2) Each standard grant, continuing
grant, cooperative agreement, contract,
or other arrangement Os defined in
staff memorandum 0/D 76-42, dated
August 2, 1976) is to be-consideied
separately and as a whole in 6
determining whether the commitments
involved exceed the $2,000,000
cumulative limit or the $500,000
annual limit. But, if simultaneous
or successive awards are to be made
for the sate principal investigator
based on only a single complete peer
review or a sfngle procurement,
the simultaneous or successive
awards shall be considered to
constitute a si6gle award in
determining whether either limit is
exceeded. Such successive awards
based on a single cOmplete peer
review or a single procurement are
to be considered as involving a
total commitment of more than
$2,000,003 as soon as program staff
anticipats that the total ultimately
committed is likely to exceed
$2,000,000.

(3) The Executive Committee of the
National Science Board may approve
grants, contracts, or other arrange-
merts where Board approval is

361
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required, or otherwise act for the
Board in those rare tnstances when
immediate decision is required between
Board meetings and when the necessary
action is not within the authority
of the Director.

(4) When the National Science Board
approves the commitment by the Director
of a specific amount of funds by grant,
contract, or other arrangement, unless
tht Board specifically states otherwise,
the Director may at his discretion
subsequently amend the instrument 'to
commit additional sums, not to exceed
10 percent of the amount specified, or
to change the expiration date of the
instrument.

(5) 'This resolution supersedes and
replaces the resolutions of the Board
on this subject adopted in July 1968
and amended in February 1969 and
February 1974.

189:20-21

NSB-78-217.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION f

NMSHINGTON OC 20550

nsf
May 11, 1978

OFFICCOITUt
DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM TO.MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECt: Biennial Review of Delegations of Authority -

to Director and/or Executive Committee .

In May 1976 the Board reviewed and approved all current
delegatione of authority it had made to the Director and
the Executive Committee. The Chairman suggested that this
review be biennial and made at the Annual meeting in the
even-numbered years.

The following delegations of authority are in effect:

Director

Resolution of April 21-22, 1977, authorizing
the Director to review, approve, and take final

action on contracts, grants, or other
arrangements under established programs
(Attachment 1).

Resolution of September 20-21, 1973, delegsting
to the Director authority under sectidn of

the NSF Act to approve the holding by the 1.1s puty

Director or any Assistant Director of any
in, or action in any capacity for, any oth,sr
Federal with which the Foundation makes an/
grant, contract, or other arrangement; and
subsequent reporting to the Board at its nArrt
meeting. (Attachment 2).

3 t;
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Executive Committee

Resolution of April 21-22, 1977, delegatinZ
authority to the Executive Committee to ae, for
the Board between meetings in approving gr*flt5 .
contracts or other arrangeents, and authof.ty
to act for the Board n. . . in those ra'e
instances when immediate decision is requi'ed
between Board meetings and when the necessx-rF
action is not within the authority of the
Director." (Attachment 1)

Resolution of November 21-22, 1968, delegating
to the Executive Committee the funotion of
imposing sanctions upon priary and secondary
schoOls pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (Attachment 3).

Resolution.of Sptber 20-21, 1973, delegating
to the Exeoutive Committee the authority under
Section 14(b) of the NSF Act to approve the
holding by the Director, the Deputy Director, or
any Assistant Director of any offic in, or
action in any capacity for, any organization,
agency, or institution with which the Foundation
makel.any grant, contract, or other arrangement;
and lUbsequent reporting to the Board at its
next meeting. (Attachment 2).

With respect to the Resolution of April 21-22, 1977, you
should note that while the Resolution is not technically a
delegation of the Board's authority to the Director, it has
the general characteristics of a delegation, and, because
of this and the importance which the Reso1ution has with
respect to the operations of the Foundation, it has been
included in this memorandum and treated as a delegation.

In May 1976, the Board approved a-list of programs covered
by the Director's general authority tb review, approve; and
take final action on grants, contracts and other arrange-
ments. (NSB 76-165). Program directorates and offices
were asked by OGC to update this list to delete programs no
longer in existence and to add programs,approved by the
Board since the 1976 Resolution and programs that have
changed in name but can trace back to the programs covered
by the May 1976 Resolution. This updated Iist appears as
Attachment 4.

If after review and discussion of the attached delegations,
the Board approves, I recommend that the following
resolution be adopted:

The National Science Board AFFIRMS the
outstanding delegations of authority to the
Director and the Executive Committed as set
forth in attachents 1, 2, and 3 of ASB-78-217.

Resolution of Noveber 21-22, 1968, delegating
to the Executive Committee the function of
imposing sanctions upon primAry and secondary
schools pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (Attachment 3).

Resolution of Septeber 20-21, 1973, delegating
to the Executive Committee the authority under
Section 14(b) of the NSF Act to approve the
holding by the Director, the Deputy Director, or
any/Osistant Director of any office in, or
action in any capacity for, any organization,
agency, or institutiOn with which the Foundation
makes any grant, contract, or other arrangement;
and subsequent reporting to the Board at its
next meeting. (Attachment 2).

80-976 0 - 83 - 214 3 63
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'With respect to the Resolution of April 21-22, 1977, you
should note that while the Resolttion is not technically a
delegation of the Board's authority to the Director, it has
the general characteristics of a delegation, and, because
of this and the importance which the Resolution has with
respect to the operations of the Foundation, it has been
included in this memorandum and treated ds a delegation.

In May 1976, the Board approved a.list of programs covered
by the Director's general authority to review, approve, and
take final action on grants, contracts and other arrange-
ments. (NSB 76-165). Program directorates and offices
were asked by OGC to update this list to delete programs no
longer in existence and to add programs approved by the
Board since the 1976 Resolution and programs that have
changed in name but can trace back to the programs covered
by the May 1976 Resolution. This updated list appears as
Attachment 4.

If after' review and diicussion of the attached delegations,
the Board approves, I recommend that the following
resolution be adopted:

The National Science.Board AFFIRMS the
outstanding delegations of authority to the
Director and the Executive Committee as set
forth in attachments 1, 2, and 3 of NSB-78-217.

Further, the National Science Board also AFFIRMS
the application to the programs set forth' in
Attachment 4 of NSB-78-217 of the Director's
general authority to take final action on
grants, contracts, or other anrangements
pursuant to the Resolution of April oe'
21-22, 1977.

Richard C. Atkinson
Director

Attachments
Attachment 1: Resolution of April 21-22, 1977
Attachment 2: Resolution of September 21-22, 1973
Attachment 3: Resolution of November 21-22, 1968

'Attachment 4: List of current NSF Programs

a

Attachment 1

NSB-77-245

RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 189TH MEETING,ON APRIL 21-22, 1977

Authorization to the Directot and the Executive Committee
of the National Science Board

To Review, Approve, and Take Final Action on
Grants, Contracts, or other Arrangements

The Board unanimously RESOLVED that:

(1) The Director of the National Science Fodndation, without
the prior approval of the National Science Board, may make a
grant, contract, or other arrangement whenever such an award
involves a total commitment'of less than $2,000,000 or less
than $500,000 in any ona year and the award is made within
an established program of the Foundation previously approved
by the Board.

3 6 4
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(2) Each standard grant, continuing grant, cooperative
agreement, contract, or other arrangement (as defined in
staff memorandum 0/D 76-42, dated August 2, 1976) is to be
considered separately and as a whole in determining whether
the commitments involved exceed the $2,000,000 cumulative
limit or the $500,000 annual limit. ButA if simultaneous
or suedessive awards are to be made for_the same principal
investigator based on only a single complete peer review or
&single procurement, the simultaneous or successive awards
shall be considered to constitute a single award in
determiaing whether either limit is exceeded. Such successive
awards based on a single complete peer review or a single
procurement are to be considered as involving a total commitment
of more than 52,000,000 as soon as program staff anticipates
that the total ultimately committed is likely to exceed
$2,000,000.

(2) The Executive Committee of the National Science Board
may approve grants, contracts, or other arrangements where
Board approval is required, or otherwise act for the Board
in those rare instances when immediate decision is required
between Board meetings and when the necessary action is not
within the authority of the Director.

(4) When the National Science Board approves the commitment by
the Director of a specific amount of funds by grant, contract,
or other arrangement, unless the Board specifically states
otherwise, the Director may at his discretion subsequently amend
the instrument to commit additional sums, not to exceed 10 percent
of the amount specified, or to change the expiration date of
the instrument.

(5) This resolution supersedes and replaces the resolutions of
the Board on this subject adopted in July 1968 and amended in
February 1969 and February 1974.

Hay 37, 1977

Attachment 2

To avoid undue delay in acting on future invitations to
the staff to serve in external advisory capacities, the
General Counsel proposed and the Board agreed to the
following resolutions (as set forth,in NSB-73-238--
distributed at the meeting): 1

1
T Bohe National Science ard nanimOusly
DELEGATED to the Chairman o the Board
its authority under Section°14(b) of
the National Science Foundation Act of
1950, as amended, to approve the
by the Director of any office in, or .

action is any capacity for, any other
Federal agency with which the Foundation
makes any grant, contract, or other
arrangement;

Further, the Board unanimously DELEGATED
to the Director its authority under
Section 14(b) of the Act to approve the
holding by the Deputy Director or any
Assistant Director of pny office in,.or
action in any capacity for, any other
Federal agency with which the Foundation
makes any grant, contract, or other
arrangement under this Act;

365
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YUrthor, the Board unanimously DELEGPMEEr.
to the Executive Committee its authority
under Section 14(b) of the Act to approve
the holding by the Director, the Deputy
Director, or any Assistant Director, of
any office in or action in any capacity
for, any organization, agency, or insti-
tution with whiCh the Foundation makes
any grant, contract, or other arrangement
under this Act, provided, however, that
the Director as a member of the Executive
Committee shall not vote upon any matter
regarding himself; and

Finally, the Board unanimously REQUESTED :

that all such approwas granted under
the above resolutioneshall be rePorted
at the next meeting of the Board.

ES:158:4-5

Excerpt from the Minutes of the Execuve
Session of the September 1973 Ms Meeting

, Attachment 3

d. Civil Rights

Thep Board'considered determinations regarding noncompliance
With Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (NSB-68-300--
Wembers° Books, Tab C) and.took the following nctidn:

.

Furthet, The Board unanimously DELEGATED
to.the Executive Committee its function
of approving final decisions of the
Director which impose sanctions upon
primary and secondary schools pursuant
to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as such function isdescribed in
the regulations of the Foundation (45
CFR 611.10 (e)).

121:3-4

Excerpt fromethe 'Minutes of the November
1968 MSS Meeting

Attachment 4

The following list includes current programs which
existed or can trace their ancestry tb a program which
existed at the time of the Hay 1976 Resolution. It also
includes programs approved after May 1976 (the month and
year of approval are given in parenthesis following the
title).

1. All Directorates: International Travel Grants

366
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2. Basic Research Directorates: (MPE, EBS, AAEO)

- Scientific Research Project Support

Mathematics
Computer Research
Physics
Chemistry
Material Research -
Engineering -

Astronosioal, Atsosphoric, Earth and Ocean Sciences
Biological Sciences
Behavioral Sciences
Social Sciences

- Doctoral Dissertation Research (MPE, BBS, AAEO)

- Climate Dynamics Program (AAEO)

- Engineering Roselrch Initiation Grants (MPE)

- International Decade of Ocean Exploration (LAEO)

- Ocean Sediment Coring Program (AAEO)

- Global Atmosphere Research Program (AAEO)

- Oceanographic Facilities and Support (AAEO)

- Weather Modification (AAEO) (Transferred from
RANWASRA in 1977)

- ArctiC Research Programs (AAEO)

- U.S. Antarctic Research Program (AAEO)

3. STIA Directorate:

- Science Information Activity

- International Cooperative Scientific Activities

- Scientists and Engineers in Economic Development

- Special Foreign Currency Programs

- Policy Research and Analysis Program
(Technology Assessment PrograM transferred from
RANN/ASRA in 1977)

- Studies of Science Resources Program

4. Science Education Directorate:

- Fellowships and Trainoeships
*Graduate Fellowsbips
*Minority Graduate Fellowship; (Jan. 1978)
*Minority Inst. Grad. Traineeships
*National Needs Postdoc. Fellowships 0
National Needs Grad. Traineeships

- Student-Oriented Programs
*Secondary School Student Training
*Student-Oriented Studies
*Undergraduate Research Participation

- Faculty Improvement
*Pro-College Teacher Development (Nov. 1876)
*College Faculty Short Courses
*Science Faculty Professional Development

- Minorities and Women in Science

L 3 6 7
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- Comprehensive Assistance to Undergraduate Science

Education

Updergraduate Instructional Improvement
'Instructional Scientific Equipment
'Local Course Improvement

- Minority Institutions Science Improvement

- Rasouree Center for Science and Engineering
(Nov. 1977)

- Research Initiation And Support (No funding in FT
1976)

- Information DiSsemination for Science Education

- Research in Science Education (Nov. 1976)

- Development in Science Education

- Public Understanding.of Science

- Ethics and Values in Science and Technology

- Solenoe for Citizens (Feb. 1977)

5. ASRA Directorate:

- Community Water Management

.- Chemical Threats to Man and .the Environment

- Earthquake Hazards Mitigation

- Alternative Biological SOurces of Materials

- Applied Physical, Mathematical, and Biological
Sciences and Engineering

- Applied Social and Behavioral Sciences

- Problem Analysis

- Intergovernmental Program

- Industrial Program

- Integrated Basic Research 4

3
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON DC 20550

-
Bay 8, 1980

R.Th.
VIIINCSOR

NSB-80-198

MEMORANDUM TO MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Biennial Review of Delegations of Authority to
Director and/or &scut-TVs Ccalimittee

In May 1976 and again in Nay 197$ the National Science
Board reviewed and aperoved all current delegations of
authority it had made to the Director and the Executive
Committee pursuant to Section 4(b) of the National Science
Foundation Act Of 1,50, as amended. The Chairman suggested
that this review be biennial and made at the annual meeting
in the even-numbered years.

The.following delegations of authority are in effect:

Director

Authorizing the Director to review, Approve, and
take final action on contracts, grants, or other
arrangements under established programs whenever
such award involves a total commitment of less
than $2,000,000 or less than $500,000 in any one
year. (Attachment 1)

Authorizing\the Director, following Board approval
of an award _tar a specified amount, to inc eeeee
the amount o4 the award by no more than 10 percent
or to change'the expiration date of the award.
(Attachment 1)

Authorizing the Director to approve the holding
by the Deputy Director or any Assistant Director
of any office in, or acting in any capacity for,
any other Federal agency with which the Tounda-
tion makes any grant, contract, or other arrange-
ment, as required by Section 14(b) of the NSF
Act, and subsequent reporting to the Board at
its next meeting. (Attachment 2)

Executive Committee

Authorizing the Executive Committee to act for
the Board between meetings (1) in approving
grants, contracts or other arrangements where
Board approval is nec aaaaa y, and (2) °...in
those rare instances when immediate decision is
required between Board meetings and when the
necessary action is not within the authority
of the Director.* (Attachment 1)

Authorizing the Executive Committee under Section
14(b) of the NSF Act to approve the holding by
the Director, the Deputy Director, or any Assist-
ant Director of any office in, or acting inkany
capacity for, any organization, agency, or Tnsti-
tution with which the Foundation makes any grant,
contract, or other arrangement; and subsequent
reporting to the RoBrd at its next meeting.
(Attachment 2)
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Authorizing the Executive Committee eo approve
final decisions of the Director that impose sanc-
tions upon primary and secondary schools pursuant
to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
(Attachment 3)

The resolution included in Attachmeni 1 is not technical-
ly a delegation of the Board's authority to the Directors
but'it has the general characteristics of a delegation.
Because of this and the importance of the resolution to
tft operations of the Foundation, it has been included
in this memorandum and treated as a delegation.

In May 1976 and May 1978 the Board approved a list of
programs covered by the Director's general au.thority to
review, approve, and take final action on yrants, contracts
and other arrangements. ,(See MSB 76-165 and NSB 70-217.)
Program directorates and:offices were asked by the Office
of the Gineral Counsel to update this list to delete pro-
grams no longer in existence and to add programs approved
by the Board since the 1978 resolution and programs that
have changed in name but can be traced back to the pro-
grams covered by the May 1978 resolution. This updated
list appears as Attachment 4.

If after review and discussion of the attached delegations
the Board approves, I recommend that the following resolu-
tion be adopted:

The National Science Board AFFIRMS the outstand-
ing delegations of authority to the 'Director and
the Execupive Committee as set forth in Attach-%
ments 1, 2, and 3
National Science Board
tion to the programs
NSB-80-166 of the

of NSH-80-166; further, the
also AFFIRMS the applica-

listed in Attachment 4 of
Directorts general authority

on grants, contracts, or
under the resolution of April

to take final action
other Arrangements
21-22, 1977.

(t?.11-4.4
Richard C. Atkinson

Director

Attachments:
Attachment 1, Resolution of April 21-22, 1977'.
Attachment 2, Reso'ution of September 21-22, 1973
Attachment 3, Resolution of November 21-22, 1968
Attachment 4, List of current NSF Programs
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Attachment 1

NSB-77-245

RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 189TH MEETING ON APRIL 21-22, 1977

Authorization to the Director And the Executive Committee
of the National Science Board

To Review, Approve. and Take Final Action on
Grants, Contracts, or Other Arrangements

The Board mnanimously RESOLVED that:

(1) The Director of the National Science Foundation, without
the prior approval of the National Science Board, may make A
grant, contract, or other arrangement whenever sue% an award
involves a total commitment of less than $2,000,000 or less
than $500,000 in any one year and the award is made within
'an estaerished program of the Foundation previously aPproved
by theedard.

(2) Each standard grant, continuing grant, cooperative
agreement, contract, or other arrangement (as defined in
etaff memorandum 0/0 76-42, dated August 2, 1976) is to be
considered separately and as a whole in determining whether
the commitments involved exceed the $2,000,000 cumulative
limit or the $500,000 annual limit. But, if simultaneous
or successive awards are to be made for the same principal
investigator based on only a single complete.peer reView or
a single procurement, the simultaneous or successive awards
shall be considered to constitute i single award in
determining whether either limit is exceeded. Such successive
a%ards based on a,pingle complete peer review or a single
procurement are to be considered as involving a total commitment
of more than $2,000,000 as soon as program staff anticipates
that the total ultimately committed is likely to exceed
$2,000,000.

(3) The Executive Committee of the National Science Board
'may approve grants, contracts, or other arrangements where
Board approval is required, oi otherwise act for the Board
in those rare instances when immediate decision is required
between Board meetings and when the necessary action is not
within the authority of the Director.

(4) Men the National Science Board approves the commitment by
the Director of a specific amount of funds by grant, contract,
or gther arrangement, unless the Board specifically states
otherwise, the Director may at his discretion subsequently amend I

the instrument to commit additional sums, not to exceed 30 percenii
of the amount specified, or to chane the expiration date of
the instrument.

(5) This resolution supersedes and replaces the resolutions of
the Eeard on this subject adopted in July 106S and amnded in
February 1f1G9 and February 1074.

May 17, 1Pir

At tachment 2

To avoid undue delay in acting on future invitations to
the staff to serve in external advisory capacities, the
General Counsel proposed and the Board agreed to the
following resolutions (as set forth in NSB-73-238--
distributed at the meeting):
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The National Science Board unanimously
DELEGATED tck the Chairman of the Board
its authority under Section 14(b)
the National Science Foundation Act of
1950, as amended, to approve the holding
by ,the Director of any office in, or
action in any capacity for, any other
Federal agency with which the Foundation
makes any grant, contract, or other
arrangement;

Further, the Board unanimously DELEGATED
to the Director its authority under
Section 14(b) of the Act to approve the
holding by 'the Deputy Director or any
Assistant Director of any office in, or
action in any capacity for, any other
Federal agency with which the Foundation
makes any grant, contracto.or other
arrangement under this Act;

Further, the Board unanimously DELEGATED
to the Executive Committee its.authority
under Section 14(b) of the Act to approve
the holding by the Director, the Deputy
Director, or any Assistantjarector, of
any office in, or action in any capacity
for, am organization, agency, or insti-
tution with which the Foundation makes
any grant, contract, or other arrangement
under'this Act, provided, however, that
the Director as a member of the Executive
Committee shall not vote upon any matter
regarding himself; and

Finally, the Board unanimously REQUESTED
that all such approvals granted under
the above resolutions shall be reported
at the next meeting of the Board.

ES:150:4-5

Excerpt from tile Minutes of the Executive
Sessico of the September 1973. ESE Weting

Attachment 3

d. Civil Rights

The Board considered determinations regarding noncompliance
with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (NSB-68-300--
Members4 Books, Tab C) and.took toe following action:

FUrther, The Board unanimously DELEGATED
to.tht Executive Committee its function
of approving final decisions of the
Director which imPose sanctions upon
primary and secondary schools pursuant
to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as such function is described in
the regulations of the Foundation (45
CFR 611.10 (e)).

121:3-4

Excerpt from the Minutes of tho November

196a MSB.reeting

372
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Attachment 4

The following list includes current programs which existed or
can trace their ancestry to a program which existed at the time
of the May 1978 Resolution. It also includes programs approved
after May 1978 (the month and year of approval are given in
parenthesis following the title).

1. Directorate for Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth and Ocean
Sciences

- Astronomical, Atmospheric, Earth and Ocean Science scien-
tifit research project support

- Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement

- Climate Dynamics Program

- Deep Sea Drilling Program

- Global Atmosphere Research Program

- Oceanographic Facilities and Support

- Arctic Research Programs

- U.S. Antarctic Research Program

2. Directorate for Biological, Behavioral, and Social Sciences

- Scientific Research Project Support fors

* Biological Sciences
Behavioral Sciences

* Social and Economic Sciences

- Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement

3. Directorate for Mathematical and Physical Sciences

- Scientific Research Project Support for:

Mathematics
Computer Research
Physics

* Chemistry
Material Research

- Research Initiation Grants (DMR)

- Mathematical Sciences Research Fellowship Program
(approved by NSB in Nov. 1978 on a two-year trial basis;
authorization expires in Nov. 1980)

- Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement (current
policy precludes awards)

4. Directorate for Engineering and Applied Science

- Scientific Research Project Support for Engineering

- Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement (current
policy precludes awards in engineering)

- Research Initiation Grants (Engineering)

3 73



- Earthquake Hazards Mitigation

_ Alternative Biological Sources of Materials

- Applied Physical, Mathematical, and Biological
and Engineering

- Applied Social and Behavioral Sciences

Sciences

ReseaCoh Initiation Grants (Applied Social and Behavioral
Sciences) (September 1979)

- Problem Analysis

- Intergovernmental Program

- Small'Business Innovation and Industrial Technology
(derived from ASRA Industrial Program)

Integrated Basic Research

Human Nutrition Program (Nov. 1978)
a

Science and Technology Aid to the Handicapped (Nov. 1978)

- Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research
(Jan. 1978)

Appropriate Technology (Jan. 1980)

S. Directorate for Scientific, Technological, and International
Affairs

- Information Science a Technology Programs

- International Cooperative Scientific Activities

- Science in Developing Countries

- Special Foreign Currency Programs

- InternatiOnal Travel Support

- Policy Research,and Analysis Program

Studies of Science Resources Program

6. Directorate for Science Education

- Fellowships and Traineeships

* Graduate Fellowships
* Minority Graduate Fellowships
* Minority Institutions ,Graduate Traineeships
* Postdoctoral Fellowships

- Student-Oriented Programs

* Secondary School Student Training
* Student-Originated Studies
* Undergraduate Research Participation

- Faculty Improvement

* Pre-College Teacher DeveloOment
* College Faculty Short Courses
* Science Faculty Professional Development

- Minorities and Women in Science

- Physically Handicepped in Science (March 1979)

3 7
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Comprehensive Assistance to Undergraduate Science Educe-
.tion

- Undergraduate Instructional Improvement

Instructional Scientific Equipment
Local Course Improvement

- Minority Institutions Science Improvement

- Resource Centers for Science and Engineering

Information Dissemination for Science Education

- Research in Science Education

- Development in Science EducatiOn

- Public Understanding of Science

- Ethics nd Values in Science and TechnolOgy

Science for Citizens

- Public Service Science Centers (Jan. 1980)

7. 'Crosz Directorate/Special Projects

- Industry/University Cooperative Research

- Research Inttiation in Minority Institutions

I.

375
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NSB PROCEDURES

PARTICIPATION OF NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD MEMBERS
IN NSF PROJECTS

Resolution Adopted by the National Science Board
at its Fifty-fifth Meeting_ on September 16-17,
1958, as Amended at its Sixty-seventh MeetinfLon
September 8,9, 1960, and at its Ninety-fifthMeeting
on June 18-19, 1964

The National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended, pro4ides
that the National Science Board shall be composed of persons who
"(1) shall be eminent in the fields of the basic sciences, medical
science, engineering, agriculture, education or public affairs;
(2) shall be selected solely on the basis of established records
of distinguished service; and (3) shall be so selected as to pro
vide representation of the view of scientific leaders in all areas
of the Nation." The interests of science require a maximum contri
bution from the leaders in each field. Therefore, Board Members
should not disqualify themselves from participation in projects
supported by the Natidnal Science Foundatioa merely because of Board
membership.

However, Board Memhers should be alert to avoid any action which
::ould,possibly be interpreted as a use of Board membership to further
their own interests or those of an institution with which they are.
affiliated.

The.application of these tso basic principles may be illustrated by
the followlng examples:

(1) A Board Member should not submit an application for Founda
tion funds on behalf of himself or an institution which employs

or with which he is affiliated, nor should he participate
in any way in support of such an application. All negotiations
between an institution and.the Foundation should be carried on by
persons who are not Board Members.

(2) A Board Member should refrain fromiany negotiations with the
Foundation; therefore, one Should not be named as a "Principal
Investi,gator" since, bi Foundation regulations, a "Principal In
vestigator" must sign a proposal coming from an institution.
A'prOposal should clearly inditate the nature of the participatibu
of.the Board Member in'the project but a person, other than the
Board Member, who is familiar with the scientific aspects of the
project, should be named "Principal Investigator."

(.9)A Board Member may take part in projects under;:aken with
support freorthe Foundationebut should not personally receive
any remuneration out of Foundation funds for his servicer to

a project where the proposal specified his participation or
was submitted in tke knowledge of his intended participation,
or to a project supported through an instiiution'with which
he has an academic, administrative or policy responsfbility.

(4) A Board Member should leave the room during the discussion
and determination of a proposal Trom an institution with which

he is affiliated.

The considerations and procedures set forth above also govern, where
applicable, relations between the Foundation and former Board Members '
for one year following termination of their services on the Board.

APPENDIX A
NSB-64-133
(Revis(!d)

41.
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MEMORANLUM TO MEMBERS OF THg NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
(from the Director)

MATTERS RELATING TO THE HOLDING AND CONDUCT
OF THE OFFICE OF MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
BOARD, INCLUDING CONFLICTS-OF-INTEREST AND POLITICAL
ACTIVITIES

From time to time the Board has adopted Resolutions and this
Office has issued memoranda dealing with various subjects
relating to the holding and conduct of the office to which
Board Members have been appointed.

NSB-68-77
March 20, 1968

This memorandum is intended to bring these several matters
together in one up-to-date document. It is hoped that it will
serve as a general compendium which will be of use to Members
from the time of their first appointment and thereafter, in-
cluding a one-year period after their having ceased to hold
office. The sctions on political Activities will be especially
pertinent in this year of a national election.

Conflicts-of-Interest and Related Matters

A. Federal Codflicts-of-Interest Statutes

B. Dual Federal Compensation and Employment

C. Participation in Foundation Projects

D. ExecutiveOrder on Conflicts-of-Interest and the
Filing of Financial Statements

E. Public Statements

II. Political Activities and Related Matters

A. Hatch Act -- Political Activities

/ B. Other Statutes Concerning Political Activities

C. Endorsement of Candidates and Political
Contributions

III. Appendix: Statutes and Board Resolutions

I. Conflicts of Interest ahd Related Matters

A. Federal Conflicts7of-Intercst Statutes (Bribery,
Graft, knd Conflicts of Intere47

Theke statutes are fojild at 18 U.S.C. 201-218 (see Appendix).
Membership on the Board may be considered al; constituting one
a."spectal government employee" under this statute, i.e.,
they serve for not to exceed 130 days during any period of
365 days..

A summary of the mo;t significant provisions from the point
of view of Board Members follows':

Title 18, 0.S.C., Section 203 prohibits govern-
ment employees from receiving compensation for services
rendered for others before a Federal department or
agepcy in connection with matters in which the United
States is a party or is interested. Section 203
applies to a "special government employee" only'in
relation to (1) a particular matter in which such
employee has participated personally or substantially

377
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in his governmental capacity or (2) which is pending
in the agency in which he is serving. If he serves
in the particular agency no more than sixty days
during the preceding three hundred and sixty-five days,
he is not barred with respect to pending matters.
Furthermore, if the Director of the Foundation certi-
fies in wrkting in the federal Register that the
national interest requires it, a special government
employee may legalliract as agent or.attorney for
another Person in the performance of work under a
grant 0y, or a contract with, the United States.

Title 18, U.S.C., Section 205 prohibits an
ollicer or employee of the United States from acting
as agent or attorney for prosecuting any claim again,t
the United States, whether for compensation or nol,
and from receiving any gratuity or any interest in
any such claim in consideration of its prosecution.
Section 205 also precludes an ofticer or employee ol
the Governmfrom acting as agent or attorney for
anyone bein7e a department, agency or court in connec-
tion with any particular matter in which the United
States is a party or has a direct or substantial
interest. The exceptions for special government
employees cited above in connection with Section,203
also apply to Section 205. As in the case of Section
203., certification as to the national interest re-
quirements in the case of particular special govern-
ment employees may also be made by the Director under
this section.

Title 18, U.S.C., 4ecti,n 207 permanently bars
a former government employee, including a special
government employee, Zrom acting as agent for anyone
in connection with any matter in which the United
States is a party and in which he participated per-
sonally and substantially in his governmental capacity.
A former employee is also barred for one year from
appearing as agent or attorney in connection with
matters which were in the area cf his official re-
sponsibility when employed by the Government. The
restrictions of Section 207 can be waived in connec-
tion with a former employee with outstanding scien-
tific or technological qualifiCations if the Director
certifies in writing in,the Federal Register that
such waiver is imhthe national interest.

Title 18, U.S.C., Section 208 bars7'an officer
or eMployee of the Government, including a special
government employee, from participating as such in
any ma.tter in which, to his knowledge, he, his
spouse, minor child, partner, or organization in
which he serves as an employee osofficerc has a
financial interest. The bar also extends to a
matter in which arrorganization with whom he is
negotiating.cr has an arrangement concerning employ-
Indira has a financial interest. The Direceor of the
Foundation may grant a particular employee an exemp-
tren from the effects of this section if the outside
financial interestt in a matter Rre deemed not sob-
stanial enough to have an effect on the integrity
of his services,'

Title,18, U.S.C., 'Section 209 bars an officer
or emploke of the Government, other than special
government empleyees or portions Serving the.Govern-
ment without compensation', from 'receiving, and
anYone from paying him, any salary or.supplementation
thereof from a private source as Compensation for his
services as an officer or employee of the Government.
An officer or employee covered hy.this section, however.
may continue his participation in a bona fide pension
plan or otheremployee welfare or benefit plan main-
tabled by former employer; he may also accept con-
tributions, awnrds'orwether expenses under,the terms
ol the Government'EMplOyees Training Act.

.t 375
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B. Dual Federal Compensation aod Employment

5 U.S.C. 5533 provides that, in general, civilian personnel shall
not be entitled to receive basic compensation from more than one
government civilian position (office) for more than aa aggregate
of forty hours of work in any one calendar week.

This provision does not apply to "compensation on a when-actually
employed basis received from more than one consultant or expert
position if such compensation is not ieceived for the same hours
of the same day."

However, a Board Member who, is a retired officer of any regular
component of the uniformed services might be liable to have hiS
retirement pay reduced through serving in a civiliad'federal
office. If such a situation should arise, the particular facts.
hhould be considered.

C. Participation of National Science Board Members
in NSF ProJects

The National Science Board ht its ninety-fifth meeting on June
18-19,41964, adopted the following Resolution:

"The National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as
amended, provides that the National Science Board
hhall be composed of persons who .(1) shall be
eminent in the fields of the ilasic sciences,
medical science, engineering, agriculture, educa-
tion or public affairs; (2) shall be selected
solely on the basis of established records of
distinguished service; and (3) shall be so selected
as7Ao provide representation of the view of
scientific leaders in all Areas of the Ration.'
The interests of science require a maximum contri-
bution from the leaders in each field. Thereforc,
Hoard Members should n5t disqualify themselves
from participation in projects supported by the
National Science Foundation merely because ol
Board membership.

"However, Hoard Members should be alert lc') avokd
any artkon which coold possibly be interpreted as
a use of Hoard membership to further their own
rnkcco,as or those of an institution with which
they are affiliated.

The application of these .two basic principles may
be illustrated by the following examples:

"(1) A Board'Medier ahould not an apPlica_
tion for Foundation lunis ou behall of himself
or an institution which employ: him, of with "
which he is affiliated. nor,should he particapate
in any way in support'of such an application.
All negotiations betwpen an institution and the
Foundation should be carried'on by persons who
are not Hoard Members.

"(2) A Hoard Member should refrain fFom any .

negotiations with the Foundation; therefore,
one should not be named as a "Principal Investi-
gator' since, by Foundation regulations, a
'Principal Investigator'.must sign a proposal
coming from an institution. A Proposal should
clearly indicate the nature.uf the participation
f the Board Memher in the project but a person,
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other thnn the Board Member, who is familiar
with the scientific aspects of the project,
should be named 'Principal Investigator.'

"(3) A Board Member may take part in projects
undertaken with support from the Foundation
but should not personally receive any remuneraT
tion but of Foundation funds for his services
to a project where the proposal specified his
participation or was submitted in the knowledge
of his ntended participation, or to a project
supported through an instituion with which
he has an academic, administrative or policy

"(4) A Board Member should leave'the rodin diming
the discussion npd determination ol *a proposal
from an institution with wIlleh..he is afill4ated.

"the constdevalious and procedures set forth' above nIsy
,,A%ern, where applicable, relations' hetween l'Fsends4.

tom and former Board Members for one year following
termination of their services on the Board."

P Executive Order on Conflicts-of-Interest and the '

Viiing of Flnancial Statements

That wit of Executive Order 11222, issued May 8, 1965,
'(30,F.S. 6469) which covers special Government Employees reads
as follows;

"Sec. 302. A consultant, ddviser, or other
special Government employee must refrain from mny
use of his public office which is motivated by, or
gives the appearance of being motivated by, the
desire for private gain for himself or other per-
sons, including particularly those with whom he has
family, business, or financial ties.

"Sec. 303. A consultant, ath%ser, or other
,special Government employee shall not use any inside
information obtained as a result of his government
serviceefor private personal gain, either by direct

action on his part or by counsel, recommendations or
suggestions to others, including particularly those

with whom he hos family, business, or financial ties

"Sec. 304_ An adviser, consultaht, or other
special Government emp1pyee shah, not use his posi-
tion in any w*y tocoerce, or give the appearance
_of coercing, another person to prbvide any finan-
cial benefit to him or persons with whom he has
family, business, or financial ties.

"Sec. 305. An'idviseY,
special Government employee
solicit from persons having
anything of value es a gift,
for htmserf or persons with
bit...A/less, or financiil ties.
government or in connection
government.

consultant, or other
shall not receive or
business with his agency
gratuity, loan or favor
whom he has family,
while employed by the
with his work with the

"Sec. 306. Each.agency shall, at the time of
emp,loyment of a copsultant, adviser, or other
special Government employee require him to.supply
it with a statement of all other employment. The
statement shall list the names of ali the corpora-
Eions, companies, firma,. State or local government
organizations, reAearch organizations and educa-
tional or"other institutionavin which he is serving
as employee, officei., member, owner, director,'

.- '45+11
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trustee, adviser, or consultant. In addition, it
shall list such other financial information as the
appointing department or agency shall decide is
relevant in the light of the duties the appointee
is to perform. The appointee may, but need not, be
required to reveal precise amounts of investments.
The statement shall be kept current throughout the
period during which the employee is on the Govern-
ment rolls."

In my opinion this Order applies to Members of the Board, who
are to be considered "special Government mployees." In view
of the nature of the Board's responsibilities, it is of great
importance tor members to file statements of employment with
the Board Secretary. However, you will note that the third
sentence in Section 30C refers to such finaiscial information
as the appointing department or agency shall decide is rele-
vant. Since Board Members are Presidential appointees they
are covered by a regulation issued by the President dated
June 17. 1966 (31 F.R. 8556) which states that Members of
Boards seed file financial statements with the Chairmen of
the CIVII Service Commission only when so requested by the
Counsel to the President. Sinc no such:request has been
made, rinancial statements, technically, are not required.
Nevertheless, the spirit of the Executive Order could be
fully satisfied and possible criticism avoided by voluntarily
filing 'inch statements with the Secretary of the Board. In
this eolieeetion It should be noted that at its 95th Meeting,
June Is tS, 1964, the Board decided that the filing of finan-
cial, st sssents with the Board Secretary should be left to
the ds..,-siion of the individual Board Members, who will
assnse personal responsibility for avoiding any possible
cotalisl of 'interest and for otherwise adhering to the
provisisss of the President's Memorandum of May 2, 1963,
/Shish his been superseded by Executive Order 112227 and
the applicable statutes.

(s) is essIsyee or individual to whom subsection (a) o/ this
section 'spites retains the right to vote as he chooses and
io ..sorr -. his opinion on political subjects and candidates.
ts n,sc ..324(a), (n))."

Thu sseils ,ion of Board Members from this statute is based
opon .hu f.,11,,wtna provision:

-0) ll,ste t ion (a) (2) of this section does not
applt to--

Cs an employee appointed by the President, by
A di %IASI the advice and consent of the Senate,
%So determines policies to be pursued by thelnted States in its relations with foreign
p-wers or in the nationwide administration of
Fuderal

7324(d)(3)).

ne slsisls penalty for 'violation of the Hatch Act is removaliron offjce.

E. Public Statements

(1) It Is important that Board Members be mindful of their
responsibility as members of the Executive Branch of the
Government, in making public statements relating to the
Foundation and recognize that such statements may affect
policies established by the President and relationships
between the Executive and Legislative Branches of the
Government.

'SP
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(2) Since Board Members, individually, may be regarded by
the public as representing the Foundation, statements con-
cerning the Foundation should, as far as possible, repre-
sent Foundation policy as agreed upon. Where a statement
not reflecting Foundation policy is made, care should be
taken to clearly identify it as individual opinion not
neeessarily reflecting any official position.

(3) Matters such as a proposed budgot, recommended legis-
lation, approval of grants, or other pending activities in
which carrying into effect decisions of the Board requires
further action by the Director or some other part or branch
of the tiovernment must, of necessity, be held in confidence
pending public release.

(4) Coott.s of public statements, printed articles, and
the like in which Board Members comment on matters concern-
int the .e.tivities of the Foundation should be lurnished to
the. Exettive Secretary whenever practicable for circula-
tiol ant.,..4 the Board and staff and for reference purposes.

U. Pol'tical Activities and Related Matters

from tt.o- to time inquiries are received from Board Members
as to whether a particular form of political action is per-
mt!-stble under Federal law, The purpose of this section is
to s( t iorth the general laws and regulations governing
polttxal activities of Board Members. As the laws on this
suhject have been the subject of insufficient litigation to
establx.th definite rulings in many particular cases, it is
rorommeaded that, if any particular situation arises, specific
advice be sought from the General Counsel or a private lawyer.

A. Hatch Act Political Activities

Board Members are, in y opinion, exempt from the provisions
of the Hatch Act (5 U.S.C. 7321-7327) which provides the
major restriction on political activities of Federal officers
and employees. The basic prohibition of the Hatch Act is as
follows:

"(a) An employee in an Executive agency or an individual
cmployed by the government of the District of Columbia may
not -

(1) UNV hxs official authority or influence for the
purposv of interfering with or affecting the result
of an election; or

(2) take an active part in political anagement or
In political campaigns.

"For the palpose of thls subsection, the phrase "an active
pa.-t in political management or in political campaigns" means
those acts of political management or political campaigning
which were prohibited on the part of employees in the compe-
titive service before July 19, 1940, by determinations of
the Civil Service Commission under the rules prescribed by
ihe President.

B. Other Statutes Concerning Political Activity to
Which Board Members are Subject

(1) Holding State or Local Office

Since Board Members are not subject to the Hatch Act re-
strictions on political activity, the only restriction im-
posed by Federal statute or Executive Order on their holding
a State or local sdfice is one which provides that the appro-
priate Federal agency must determine in advance that the hold-
ing of the office by part-tIme officer will hot interfere
with the regular and efficient discharge of his Federal duties.

, (21 Federal Register 10365) .e
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(2) Political Solicitation, Coercion or Discrimination

A number of criminal statutes preclude Federal officers and
employees, including members of the National Science Board,
from participation in certain political activities. The most
significant of these are: 1111 U.S.C. 602, 603, 604, and 607
which prohibit the soliciting or receiving of political con-
tributions from other Federal employees or from any persdn
on Federal relief, or in a Federal building, or delivering a
political contribution to another Federal employee.

Other statutes prohibit the use of official authority to
interfere with or coerce the vote or political activity of
any person or body, or to interfere with or affect the nomina-
tion or election of any Federal officer (18 U.S.C. 594, 595,
598) and prohibit affecting the employment status of any
Federal employee on account of political contributions, or
affecting the employment of any person on Federal relief on
account of race, creed, color or political activity. (18 U.S.C.
61(c), 601, 606)

(3) Purchase or Sale of Public Office

Solicitation, payment or receipt of money for procurement
of a Federal office, or promise of Federal office as a re-ward for political activity, are prohibited. (18 U.S.C. 210,211, 600)

Commenta on Particular Questions: Endorsement of
Candidates and Political Contributions

The following comments may be of general interest:

(1) May a Board Member publicly endorse th- candidacy of
a person running for office, as by placing the Member's name
on the letterhead of a political group promoting the candidacy?

Since the Hatch.Act is not applicable to Board Members, there
is no reason why any provisions of that Act should interfere
with Members participating il or managing a political campaign.
However, as nei.ted above, 18 U.S.C. 602,which prohibitS all
Federal officers and employees from directly or indirectly
soliciting any political contribution from another Federal
officer or employee, reads as follows:

'Whoever, being a Senator or Representative in,
or Delegate ,or Resident Commissioner to, or a candidate
for Congress, or individual elected as, Senator, Repre-
sentative, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner, or An
officer or employee of the United States or any depart-
ment or agency thereof, or a person receiving any salary
or compensation for services from money derived from
the Treasury of the United States, directly or in-
directly solicits, receives, or is in any manner con-
cerned in soliciting or receiving, any assessment,
subscription, or contribution for any political purpose
whatever, from any other such officer, empleyee, or
person, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or im-
prisoned not more than.three years or both."

Benet. a Board Member's name should not appear on any fund-
raising request, either directly or am ri member of a com-
mittee, where the request might reasonably be expected to
renult in a Federal employee, or othee person described in
the sta:utc, being requested te contribute for a particular
candidacy or political action.

In view ol the above, if A Board Member wishes to4oin an
organization such as the "Scientists and Engineers Ipr "
I would advise that he state in his acceptance lettee4Eit--
his nami is not to bv used In any way to Solicit funds' frrom
Federal officers in employees, from any.person on Federal
retie', trom any pers.e. rcs.eiving any salary or compention

r efo servics from mincy derived trod the Treasury of th
United States, or from anyone in a building or room occuliied
for-Govelnment purposes.
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(2) May a Board Member make contribUtion to a Congress-
man seskissre-election?

IS U.S.C.111r07 provides as follows:
.1k

"Making Political Contributions.
Whoever, being an officer, clerk, or other

person in the service of the United States or any
department or &policy thereof, directly or indirectly
gives or kaiser over to amy other officer, clerk,
or person in'the service of the Uaited States, or,
to any Senator or Member of or Delegate to Congress,
or Resident Ceimismioner, any money or other valuable
thing on accouat of or to be applied to the promotion
of any political object, shall be fined not more
than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than three years,
or both." June 25, 114, ch.445, 12 Stat. 722.

While the lamguage of this section might be construed to
proscribe any contributioa of money lo any person or Com-
mittee promoting a Congressman'm candidacy, it has generally
been considered properA within the Rxecutive Branch, for
government employees to coatribute to "regularly constituted
political organizations." Thum Pamphlet 20 of the U. S.
Civil Service Commimmiom, dated November 1041, contains a
summary of lays governimg political activity of government
employees. While the' pamphlet disclaims any authority beyond
that of furnishing legal reference, at,.page 12 it states that:

"EMployeem may make voluntary contributions to
a regularly constituted political organization for
its general expenditures, subject to the limitation
laid dome in Section 00$, Title 1$, U.S. Cede. . . ."

The Commission has held that voluntary contributions' may be
nade at any time, even subsequent to a general election, so
long as they are made to a regularly constituted political
organization for itm general expenditures.

, there is also carried on page 12 the following
disclaimer:

"In addition, certain sections of'the Criminal
Code place restrictions-on contributions by Federal
employees. . . . Theme sections of the Criminal Cede
are within the jurisdiction of the Department of
Justice, and the law provides ee ee e penalties for
violations." aactioa 807 10 one of those sections
referred to7

William J. Moff
General Counsel

AMNpIX

(These applicable documents are available on request.)

1. 18 U.S.C. 101-313

2. Public Law 33-443

I. Resolution adopted by the National Science Board at its 95th
Meeting, June 18-19, 1964.

4. President's Memorandum of May 2, 1963.
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ATTENDANCE OF THE PUBLIC AT OPEN BOARD MEETINGS

Excerpt from the Executive Session Minutes of the 144th
of the National Science BoardJanuary 20-21, 1972

OiSCUtision and Action Items

The Chairman Presented a statement prepared by the -

General Counsel and approved by the Executive Committee
outlining the suture policy of the National Science
Board on outside attendance at open 'Board meetings'
(NSB-72-4). The staterient requires all-individuals and
representatives of organizations requesting to attend
and/or participate in any metifig lit -the Board-to ;hake
such a request in writing to be referrecr`to the Director
for recommendation,prior to forwarding to the Board for
action. The statement also provides for immediate
adjournment of the Board, subject to recall by the Chair-
man, if uninvited and unauthorized persons attempt to
observe, participate in, or disrupt its meetings.

'-

The Board unanimously APPAOVED
the statement outlining policy
of the National Science Board
on outside ettendance at open
Board meetings (attached as
Appendix A only to record copy
of these minutes in the Board
Office).

The Chairman said he would welcome suggestiong'.-trom
Board Members regarding groups who should be invited to
meet -with the Board from time to time..

ES:144:4-5
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STANDING COMMITTEES

The Ad Hoc NoMinating Committee for Board Officers,
after deliberating on the important role of the
Executive Committee, 'the responsibilities of the
Programs and Planning and Policy Committees,
recommended that the chairmen of these two standing
committees be invited to attend meetings of the
Executive Ipmmittee to assure complete communication
among Oese important bodies of the Board.

The Board unanimously ACCEPTED
the recommendation of the Ad Hoc
Nominating Committee for Board
Officers and URGED the Chairmen
of the Programs and Planning and
Policy Committees to attend all
Executivce Committee meetings.

I. l-aking this action, the Boardagreed that the Executive
Committee should continue to serve as in the past in an
aavisory capacity for the Board and should not assume
larger policy responsibilities for the Board.

The Chairman reminded the Board that all Members are
welcome at all times to attend meetings of the Executive
Committee.

The Chairman reported.that the DZecutive Committee
recommended the continuation of the three Board standing
committees--Budget, Programs, and Planning and Policy--
with their present assigned missions and membership.
The Board concurred in this recommendation.

The 7-,:lbership of the r,4rams and Planni= and Policy
Comees will be rec., idred at the Sr-p!..vber Board
meeting after the appoit! .ent of new Boara nembers.

The Chairman expressed t4e nope that the Planning and
Policy Committee in the future would address itself to
a greater degree to policy issues, especially those
pertaining to long range plans.

Members were requested to indicate on which of the two
principal standing committees they would like to serve.
To utilize more effectively the limited time and
diversified talents of the Board, the Chairman reported
that the Executive Committee recommended revamping the
present three-day Board meeting sdhedule as follows:

Wednesday-4:00-8:00 p.m., including dinner--
Executive Committee

Thursday-9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.--NSB Executive
Session

Thursday afternoon andkineningstanding and ad
aoc committees

Friday-9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.--NSB Open Session.

The Committee also proposed that Thursday evening social
functions not he regular events but be held from time to
time, especially for occasions such as attendance of new
Board Members or advisory committee visitors. The Board
accepted the above proposals, to become effective in
September.

ES:147:2-3

e'
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CMFLICTS OF %we
Upon the recommendation of the General Counsel, it was
agreed that the Board should consider proposals individ-
ually and that during discussions and votes'any Board.
Member associated with a recipient institution or
organization should absent himself from the meeting and
refrain from voting. It was pointed out, however, that
a Board Member holding a nonadministrative position with
a university was ohly very remotely connected to an
organization in which the university might hold member-
ship and consequently if inconvenient need not always
absent himself but, in no event, should he participate
in the discussion or vote.

ES:148:28

USE OF FORMAL RESOLUTIONS

The Director encouraged the Board, when it felt strongly on any subject,
to adopt formal resolutions to convey clearly its directions to the staff.

ES:152:7

NSB CONGRESSIONAL STATEMENTS

The G2ner;t1 Counsel circuli,td NSB/EC-72-251Aistributed
at the Meeting) and a Nemorandum for Mr: Wilfred H.
Romael (Assistant Director for Legislative Reference,
OMB) from Mr. Dwight A. Ink (Assistant Director, OMB)
regarding clearance of congressional staApments by
Board Members. The Genexal Counsel reported that OMB
views the National Science-Board as subject to its
Circular A-19 requiring that Board Members testimony
on pending legislation' (other than appropriation
requests) be submitted to OMB. The Committee agreed
that, after this matter is reported to the Board, the
General Counsel should confirm this understanding on
behalf of the Board with OMB and that Board Members
would be guided accordingly.

ES:154:12
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD [REGARDING
THE PUBLIC'S ATTENDANCE AT BOARD MEETINGS]

APPENDIX A

NSB-72-4
LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

Januiry 5, 1972

IT IS THE SENSE OF THE BOARD, That all individuals and
representatives of organizations requesting to attend and/Or
participate in any meeting of the National Science Board shall
make'such a request,in writing setting forth in as great detail'
as possible the nature and purpose of the request, the subject
matter to.be discussed, and all other relevant facts. Such
persons shall first be referred to.the Director (or a person
delegated by him for such purposes).who shall thereafter keport
to the BoArd, or its EXecutive Committee, all suCh requests
together with his recommendations, if any, as to whether,such
a requested appearance should be invited, and on what terWs.
In making his recommendations, the Director shall be guided by
the following: .

(1) The Board will not discuss topics of a .specific
nature, dealing with specific persons, institutions,
applications, grants or contracts, or other matters
of such nature;

- .

(2) The subject matter of any meeting with the Board
shall be limited to matters of general application
and mutual importance to the Board and the scien
tific community in general;

(3) The subject matter must be of such a nature so that
its discussion'would'issist the Board in carrying
out its duties and responsibilities under the
NatiOnal Science Foundation Act of 1950,_as amended-

IT IS THE FURTHER SENSE OF THE BOARD, That the Board shall
immediately adjourn, subject to recall by the Chairman,. if .
uninvited and unauthorized persons attempt to observe, parti
cipate in, or disrupt its meetings.

PROPOSAL EVALUATION BY BOARD MEMBERS

The Director read a letter from Dr. Charpie dated May 11 calling
attention Co recent requests to him from NSF staff members to review
proposals. The Committee agreed with the Director.and Dr. Charpie
that such referrals to Board Members are inappropriate. The Director
read a draft memorandum to staff members requesting them not to make
such requests of Board Members in the future unless the Director
specifically approves such a referral based on exceptional circumstances.

ES:156:16
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June 7, 1973
O/D 71-15

USE OF NSB MEMBERS AS PROPOSAL REVIEWERS

_

It has come to my attention that some Members of the National
' Science Board'have been requested by program directors sto
'review proposals pending inthe National Science Foundation.
I believe this practice to be unwise since it may limit
MeMbers of the-Board from commenting or participating in a
discussion on the proposal's merits should itcome before the .

Board. Moreover, whether a proposal comas before the Board
or not, / believe that MeMbers of the National Science Board
should not be requested to comment on or review proposals
before the Foundation since their individual opinions could
be given, or appear to'be given, special weight because of
0:air membership on the Board--whereas responsibility rests
with the Board as an institution.

Consequently, no proposals should hereafter be sent to
Members of the National Science Board for comment or review -

without the specific approval of the Director. Approval will
be given only upon a clear showing of special extraordinary
circumstances.

Distribution F

N. Guy o d Stever
Director
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APpENDIX B

RESOLUTION REGARDING CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
AND NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD MEMBER AFFILIATIONS,

National Science Board unanimously RESOLVED that:

1. The following and comparable relationships constitute
affiliations of such,closeness that 2 Board Member should
leave the room during discussion 2nd determination of a
matter involving 2n institution or organization with which
such a relationship exists:

a. A financial interest 2n organization such as
receipt of compensation for services as 2 full-time
or part-time employee of the institution ,or organization
itself; as a memher of a policy-making or advisomy body
thereof, or as 2 consultant or continuing lecturer.
Compensation would include not only receipt of salary,
fees, grants, or honoraria, but also other things,
benefits, or services of monetary value.

b: Nonfinancial interests:

(1) Being 2n officer or 2 member of the hoard
of directors, regents, or trustees, or a similar
policy-making body of 2n institution, association,
or other organization though serving without com-
pensation or even reimbursement for expenses;

(2) Holding 2n appointment as adjunct professor,
or 2 similar appOintment conferring official status
in 2n organization eVen though unpaid by that
organization;

(3) Membership on a committee or other subordinate
opeeating or advisory group would also constctute
2 close affiliation with respect to any matter
which fell within the jurisdiction of that
committee or group.

2. Intermediate situations in which a Board Member need
not leave the room but should be recorded as not voting
include membership on 2 .committee or other subordinate
operating or advisory body of 2n organization where the
matter before the Board was not related to the jurisdiction
of the committee; for example, membership on a university
visiting committee to 2 particular department when the
matter before the Board invo1vu3 the university but has .

no relation to the partiCular department.

3. Board Members should feel free to participate in
decisions affecting.institutions with which the following

and comparable relationships exist:

a. Receipt of travel expenses only for nonrepetitive
particip?tion in symposia or panel discussions;

b. Membership on the faculty of 2 university which
is 2 member of 2 consortium participating in the
management of a national center or lhboratory, such

as the Associated Universities, Incorporated, or the

Northeast Radio Observatory Corporation, provided

that the Board Member has noconnection with the

center and is not 2 member of 2 policy-making body

of the uniliersity; and

c. Serving as Consultant or member of an advisory
hody to another Government agency.

September 20, 1973
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NSB MEMBERS AS CONGRESSIONAL WITNESSES

Programs Committee--Twentyrsecond Meeting--
February 21 and 22

Racherman, Chair:lan, reporsd thrA iha C,A7mit.tee:
la) reviewed and re,cortmencled ap:,roval b7 the Boar.1 at
this meeting of 12 p7-cliosals and actions nnd copsidered
the Research ManagementiImprovemnt and Eperimental
Incentives Programs (as reported in det:J1 in the Open
Session Vinutes); (b) c!isuss rc praeedures after
approving'a plogram (once a Progi*am is approved, whet;-a.
the Board has the right to act he:.ond tht diseus:Aop of
individual proposals and projects therezqder) and
(c) discussed the role of Board Members :.pperg zs,
congressional witnesses (if asi:ed Board positioit,
should repoit his understanding of the formal 2ostur ofthe,Board as accurately as possible; if nshed lor pareoaal
views, Member could so state, making it clear that he isspeakin:: as an individual).

)

ES:162:5

NSB CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

The General Counsel reviewed present procedures relating to Board
Members' activities designed to avoid any conflicts of interest in
the heading and conducting of their offices. The General Counsel
supplementedthe 1968 Board document (NSB-68-77) with specific
guidance concerning obstinence of Board Members from discussions
and decisions on matters involving institutions or organizations
with which they have some type of affiliation (NSB-685226--Members'
Books, Tab C):

After a briefdiscussion, the Bo'ard acted as follows:

The Board unanimously ADOPTED the
supplemental resolution to NSB-68-77
establishing guidelines for Board
Members' actions attached as Appendix B.

Members were requested to keep the Board Office fully informed of the
. precise nature of all current affiliations and

changes thereto.

f

.391
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APPESOIX

REGARI:1%6 COWLICTS OF INTfRSST
AND N.,:iIONAL SCIENCH WARn 71:VW.]: AFFILIATICW

The National Science Board unaniuously RESOLV7D

1. The following and comparable relationships constitute
affiliations of'such closeness that 2 Board Member should
leave the room during discussionand determination of a
matter involving an institution or organization with which
such a relationship exists:

A financial interest in an organization such'as
receipt of compensation for services as a full-time
or part-time employee of the institution or organization
itself, as a member of a policy-making or advisory body
thereof, or as a consultant or continuing /ecturer.
Compensation would include not only receipt of salary,
fees, grants, or honoraria,'but also other things,
benef4s, or services of monetary value.

b. Nonfinancial interests:

(1) Being an officer or a member of the board
of directors, regents, or trustees, or a similar
policy-making body of an ilstitution, association,
or other organization though serving without com-
pensation-or even reimbursement for expenses;

(2) Holding an appointment as adjunct professor,
or a similat appointment conferring official status
in an organization even though unpaid by that,
orghnization;

(3) Membership on a committee or other subordinate
operating or advisory group would also constitute
a close affiliation with respect to any matter
which fell within the jurisdiction of tht
committee or group.

2. Intermediate situations in which a Board Member need
not leave the room but should be recorded as not voting
include membership on a committee or other subordinate
operating or advisory body of an organization whe're the

matter before the Board was not related to the jurisdiction
of the committee; for example. membership on a university
visiting committee to a particular department when the
matter before the Board involves the university but has

no relation to the partiCular department.

3. Bearcl Meobers should frt', to part: .i.Ixte in
decisio, affetiot, ixstii vIt!. .hieo rcllowiog
and comparable relationship,, exist:

a. Receipt of travel expen,is only for vonrepetitive
participation in symposia. or ponel discusr:ions:

b. Membership on the faculty of a university which
is a member of A consortium partiCipating in the
management of a national center or,laboratory, such
as the Associated Uhiversities, Incorporated, or the
Northeast Radio Observatory Corporation, provided
that.the Board Member has no connection with the
center and is not a member of a policy-making body
of the university; and

C. Serving afS Consultant or member of an advisory
body to another Government agency...

r

September 20, 1973
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BOARD REljaIONSHIP TO,OVISORY COMMITTEES

On Itommandatic,n of the Executive Co.1 :ittee, the Board will
contitme its ,,ri?,,:nt relation:hip rith advisory groups. Board .

!.!erh.?rs ere again encouraged to attend tho:i.e LUvisory committee
meetings for .:.111yh they hay( b-on assign'ed

ES:163:5

The Committee discussed how the Board might participate
more fully and at an earlier stage in the consideration
of and take more formal actions,on major issues. A
mechanism now exists through the Planning and Policy
Committee to identify for the Board such items of interest.

It was agreed that the Board through the Planning and
Policy Zommittee should be more sensitive to identifying
important issues and that the Board should act in'an
appropriate manner depending Oa the nature of tbq
activity and the issue. Boa:d input of program ideas
should be separated from the budget cycle. The Board
Chairman will direct the Policy Agenda Subcommittee to
be more alert to bringing to the Board for discussion
items of current or potential importance-and urgency.
The Director thould continue to bring to the Board major
program issues needing Board consideration.

ES:163:16

ATMTMENTS TO NSF ACT,

The General Counsel presented a proposed bill to amend
the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended
(NSB/EC-74-13--distriboted at the meeting).

Sections 3, 4, and 5 of the proposed bill regarding the
Board Pere suggested by the Board Chairman. Proposed
Sections 2 (Trust Fund) and 6 (delegation to the Director)
were previously presented to the Committee in pkinciple
and approved by the Board. Proposed Section 7 is partly
technical editing of the NSF Act and partly a Tydings
type amendment to provide that appropriations will be
available for obligation for two years instead of one
year. This portion of Section 7 was suggested by the
Minority Staff Director of the Sehate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare. Proposed Section 8, which moves the
Science Information Service into the basic Act, was also
suggested by him in order to clean up the body of
statutes on education rather than to improve the NSF Act.
Actually it does both.

The General Counsel stated that the pidoposed statutory
changes will be placed in priority order.

The Executive Committee recommended that the Director
present the statutory changes outlined in the proposed
bill to the Office of Management and Bodget and the
appropriate congressional committees-11

1/ An additional amendment was proposed following the meeting
which would provide that Board'Members remain in office
until theit successors are sworn in as Members. The.Board
Chairman endorsed thin additional amendment.

4
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

The Gen0401 Counsel called to the Board's attention his
memorandum (NSB-75-71) summarizing the Freedom of
Information Act amendments and the recently published NSF
regulations implementing them. Following the Board's
review of this material, the General Counsel requested
Board approval in NSB-75-103 (distributed at the meeting).

The Board took the following actiap:

The National Science Board, having
REVIEWED the National Science
Foundation Freedom of Information
Act Regulations as published in the
March 21, 1975, Federal Register
(40 F.R. FOUND tee'm to
be in accordatce with previously
established National Science Board
pietVIts.

Dr. Cobb abstained from voting on the above resolution.
1

Office of the General Counsel:,

Memorandum to Members of the National Science Board

CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS AND NMI MEMBER AFFILIATIe",

172:9

NSB-73-226
September 11, 1973

(Limited Distributioh)

At the l'ibth meeting of the Natjunal Science Board (May 1973) the
Chairman requested the General. Counsel to update his March 20,
1968, Memorandum to the Board, entitled "Matters relating to the
Holding and Conduct of the Office of Member of the National Science
Board, int hitting CorS(Li ts of Interests and Political Actipities '
(NSB-(8-77).

!have ii iffully reviewed the laws and regulations relating to
contlit t.. i interest and find tliat they have not changed. Conse-
quently, I believe that the Memorandum of March. 20, 1968
continues acturately to reflect the relevant laws and regulation.
A copy is attached for your review.

llouever upon review of the rules governing participation of NSB
member in the dist ussion and decision of matters inyolving
instituti fifs or organizations with which they are affiliated, it
appear,. that certain portions might be supplemented to provide
specific guidance concerning abstinence by Board' members from

" such dis.-ussions and decisions. Section 1.C. of Mr. Hoff's (968
Memorandum sets forth a' Resolution which was adopted by the
Board at it,: 95th meeting on June 18-19, 1964. That Resolution
states:

Board members YhMaci be alert to avoid any
action which vould iffeotibly be interpreted as us'e of
Board membership to further their own interests or
those of an institutiou with which they ate affiliated.

:391
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"(1)/i Board member should not suirnit an applirmion
for Foundation funds on behalf of himself or an inshtu-
tion which employs him or with which he i affiliated
nor should tie participate in any way in upport of such
an application.

"(4) A Board member should leave the room during the
discusion and determination aka proposal from an
institution with which he is affiliated."

Of course, a Board member ehould not submit an application for
Foundation fund* on behalf of any one nor engage in any negotiations
with the Foundation. With repect to participation in decisions Of
the Board, which obviously may include support of an application,
the key is interpretation of the word "affiliated". 11 is clear that
some affiliations with an institution or organization are at most
tenuous or transient. It should be posible to distinguish between
those "affiliations" whictrinvolve real or apparent conflicts of
interest under the laws and regulations on conflicts of interests
and those which are so remote as to exert no influence on the Board
member involved. It may also be possible to define intermediate
circumstances in which actual influence would not exist although the
appearance of possible influence might be present. Here a Board
member might participate in discussion but refrain from voting.
Suggested.for your consideration I. the following resolution, which
interprets the word "affiliated" and seta forth guidelines ae to
when a Board member stiould absent himself during discussion and
decision of matters.

RESOLVED That, (1) The following and comparable relation-
hips constitute affiliation of such cloenes that Board member
should leave the room dukng discusion and determination of a
matter inVolviog an intitVtion or organization wRh which uch a
relationship exits:

(a) A financial interest in an organization ituch as receipt of
com.pensation for ervices a a full-time or part-time employee
of the institution or organization itself, as a member of a policy
making or arlviory body thereof, or a a consultant or lecturer.

Compensation Would include not o-ly ,-eceipt of salary. fees, grants
or honoraria, but also other things, benefits or servicen of rnone-
tary value.

(b) Non-financial interests: (i) Being an officer or a member
of the Board of Director, Regents or Trustees, or a similar
policy-making body of an intitution, asoctation or other organiza-
tion though serving without compensation or even reimbursement
for expenses. (ii) Holding an appointrnent as adjunct professor, or
a similar appointment conferring official statu in an organization
even though unpaid by that organization. (iii) Membership on a
committee or other ubordinate operating or advisory group would
also constitute a cloe affiliation with respect to any matter wMch
fell within the jurisdiction of that committee or group.

(2) Intermediate ituations in which a Board member need
not leave the room but shouki be recorded as not voting include
membership on a committee or other subordinate operating or
advisory body of an organization where the matter before the Board
was not related to the juriediFtion of the committee, for example,membership on a univerity viiting comrnittee to a particular
department when the matter before the Board iavolve the universitybut has no relation to the particular department.
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(3) Board member should feel free to participate in decisions
affecting institutions with which thc following and comparable
relationships exist (a) receipt of travel expense onlyfor non-
repetitive participation in symposia or panel dicusions,
(b) membership on the faculty of a university which.is a member
of a consortium participating in the management of a national
center or lalstrratory such as,AUI or NEROC provided that the
Board member has no connection with the center and is not a
member of a policy-rnaking body of the university, and (c) serving
as consult'ant or member of an advisory body to another govern-
rnent agency.

Charles F. Brown
General Counsel

NSB OPERATION AND RESPONSIBILITY

Regarding its operation and res'ponsibilities, the Board
accepted the recommendations of Task Force 75-A and decided
that:

(1) Board activities should be moved more towards
policy concerns and increased effectiveness
of its oversight responsibilities;

(2) The Board should undertake a more active external
role on science policy issues and strengthen its
linkagy with external bodies; and

(3) The Board should undertake a study of possible
mechanisms to increase the efficiency of its
,activities in order to accomplish the objectives
4in (1) nd (2)* above.

175:24
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APPENDIX C

REPORT OF TASK FORCE 76-A ON NSB/NSF
LONG-RANGE PLANNING AS APPROVED BY THE
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD AT ITS 182ND MEETING
JUNE 18, 1976

s Issue 76-A

Task Force 76-A addressed the question: How should the policy
formulation obligation of the National Science Board be linked
with the long-range planning procedures of the National Science
Foundation?

Summary of Actions and Recommendations of Task Force 76-A

1. The Task Force considered to be a good idea a staff
suggestion for au annual Planning Environment Document (PED).
The Task Force recommends six action items to the Board:

a. The Board should establish and annually update a
Planning Environment Document.

b. The Board should restructure its June meeting to
allow for thorough review of the PED and adoption of
policy/information guideline§ based on this.review for
action on the fall long,range planning estimates (LRPE)
as well as other special analyses.

c. The Planning and Policy CCmmittee should take
respunsibility for working with the staff in preparing
and presenting the PED at the June Board meeting.

d. The Committee on Budget should consider reexaMining
priority considerations, based on the results of the June
Board meeting, with immediate priorities integrated into
the summer and fall budget preparation and with deferred
program priorities integrated into the fall preparation
of the LRPE.

e. An opportunity should be provided during the June
Board meeting rOT the Planning and Policy Committee and
the Committee on Budget to meet jointly to review the
results of the Board discussion of and actions/guidelines
on the PED.

f. The Programs Committee should consider scheduling
its reviews to provide timelk' Information on the statds
of irograms for input to the discussion of the PED at
the June Board meeting.

2._ In order to provide further guidance to the staff, a more
detailed presentation .of the structure and type of information
to be inLluded in the PED will be developed as an addendum to
this report.

More deliberate involiement and interaction are desirable'
bei'ween the staff and the Planning and Policy Committee in the
preparation of the PED. Such exchanges might be facilitated
by a spring retreat involving staff and member§ of the Planning
and Policy Committee.

4. With regard to the resbonsibifity of the National Science
Board for formulating and implementing policy, the Task.Force
recommends that:

a. The directorates provide the Planning and Policy
Committee with a list of the significant policies under
which they operate, indicating those having clear NSB
guidance and those for which they would like NSB
clarification and policy guidance;
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b. Tbese lists be reviewed by the Planning and Poligy
Committee ana, where further guidance is required,
submitted to the Board with.recommendations fer action;

c. The Planning and Policy' Committee be charged with
_eveloping a list of broader policy concerns; such as
tbose identified in "The National Science Foundation--
Board and Director" (NSB-76-199, xrepared by Mr. William J.

Hoff, former NSF General Counsel), for possible NSB comment

and action;

d. The results of these activities and NSB actions be
appropriately listed and indexed in a Policy Compendium
for periodic 'review and updating by the National Science
Board.

' 182:21-22 ,

RESEAR6H BY NSB ManWRS

Ad Hoc Committee on NSB Research Support
(NSB-77-113--Members' Books, Tab N)

Tbe Board Chairman introduced Dr. Harvey Picker
(Member of the Board from 1965 to 1970 and Chairitan,
Ad Hoc Committee on NSB Research Support) and two
members of the Committee, Dr. Thieme (Board Member
from 1964 te 1976) and Mr. William J. Hoff (NSF
General Counsel from 1953 to 1973). The report of
this Committee (NSB-77-113) contained an amendment

to the'resoltition adopted by the Board at its
Fifty-fifth Meeting on September 16-17, 1.958, as
amended at its Sixty-seventh Meeting on
September 8-9, 1960, and its Ninety-fiftH Meeting
on June 1R-19, 1964 (N50-64-133, Revised).

The Committee agreed that it is 'in the national
' interest to permit eminent scientisip.4to continue
to make contributions'to scientific knowledge by
acting as principal investigators of research
projects, anc4 at the same time, to utilize their
knowledge and judgment while serving as Members of
tHe National Science Board. The Committee regarded
it as an undesirable waste of a valuable human
qesource to require that such persons be removed
either from leading research investigations or from
assisting the Nation to formulate policies in
regard to science.

The Committee therefore recommended that the
resolution contained in NSB-64-133, Revised be
modified to permit Board Members to be principal
investigators of projects funded by the National
Science Foundation under a selection system such as
described below.

The Committee recognized that the method used to
approve proposals for Board Members must, in so
far as possible, meet two criteria:

(a) The approval process amst be such that the

decision to fund or reject the project shall be

made by those of scientific
capability who will

judge it in relation to other similar NSF,

projects, but who are under no direct or

indirect influence of the scientist as a

Member.of the Board. The process must be

subject to especially careful scrutiny so that

the Board, the sdientist, and the public are

protected.
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(b) The approval process should be as similar
as possible to that used for any other
application for funding.

After discussing d wide variety of suggestions, the
Committee recommended the following p'ocedure:

(a) Applications to NSF in which a Board Member
is to be the principal investigator shall

- minimize the role ot the staff of the Foundation
in its processing.

(b) There shall, be no verbal discussion ef the,
proposal between the Board Member and the NSF

- staff either before or after submission of, the
proposal. Correspondence to clarify technical
details should be permitted and filed. -

(c) Upon receipt of the proposal, the
appropriate person on the staff would
automatically submit it to the pertinent
advisory panel for consideration. Requests
for clarification and all replies should be in
writ.ing. All discussions would be on the
public record.

If Ahere be no advisbry panel the normal
evaluation by mail procedure would be used.'
The reviewers would be asked to determine
whether in their opinion the funding level is
appropriate. Again those queriied would vote
to /und or not fluid the propo401.

(d) The staff may nost fund any proposal
submitted by a Board Member as principal
Anvestigator unless the appropriate panel has
approved, nor may the Board Member/staff member
discuss the project with the panelists other
than to answer queries that are technically
required. The program officer may also at his
discretion fund the projectat a lower,level
than approved by the panel, or he may turn the
proposal down if he believes the requested
funding level is too high. Further, he must
put his reasons for action in'writing.

(e) Before a Board Member may actually receive
a grant as a principal investigator he shall
sign a disclaimer (such as the amended versicn
distributed at the Board meeting of the discl;.imer
attached 4s Appendix E to NSB-77-113) stating that
he shall not obtain any personal remuneration from
NSF funds for his services., that he has not dis-
cussed directly or indirectly with NSF staff the
proposal, and that he has not in any way
utilized his position as a Board Member to
influence the decision to fund the proposal.

(f) A board or committee appointed by the
National Science Board shall review annually
all grants made by the Foundation in the past
year to principal investigators who are Members
of the Board. The members of the Board Approval
Review Board (BABB) shall not be Board Members
or staff members. They shall,serve overlapping
terms, one third of the membership being open
for appointment or reappointment each year.
The review of grants made by BARB shall be made
public. Its purpose shall be to ascertain that
all aspects of the review approval procedure
have been scrupulously followed in such a way
as to prevent any reasonable doubt that the
resultant grant was-made without undue
influence and that it meets all appropriate
criteria. 399
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It was recommended that the foregoing procedures be
used not only for an original grant but for any
modification (other than pne that is patently
trivial) to the grant. It should also be used for
grants held by a Member prior to his or her
,appointment to the National Science Board.

The Committee recommended that the foregoing
procedures be utilized not only during a Board
Member's term of office but also for one, year
after eXpiration of the term.

Following discussion it was moved and seconded that
the Board accept and implement the report.of the Ad
Hoc Committee on NSB Research Support.

The motion was rejected.

Dr. Atkinson; Dr. Cooke, Mr: Doan, Dr. Hueg,
Dr. O'Neal, Dr. Rice, and Dr. Slichter voted in
favor of the motion.

Dr. Bisplinghoff, Dr. Campbell, Dr. Koshland,
Dr. Mac Lane, Dean Meckling, Dr. Murray,
Dr. Nierenberg, Dr. Reynolds, Dr. Rich, and
Dr. Zumberge voted against adoption of the report.

Dr. Hogness was not present during the voting.

The 'Board Chairman discharged with appreciation the
Ad Hoc Committee composed of Dr. Picker, Chairman,
Dr. Hahn, Dr. O'Neal, Dr. Thieme, Mr. Herz, and
Mr. Hoff. .

4Ou
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RELEASE OF INFORMATJON UNDER
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

IN

NSB-78-266
June 12, 1978

Under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), all documents and
correspondence of the Board and its committees may be requested.
The following information summarizes FOIA requirements as they
apply to the Board.

A. Scope of Requests
"Documents" include all documents, numbered, unnumbered, final,
dratITT7ivileged and "limited distribution," that are sent to
or come before the Board or 4ts committees in open or closed
session. "Correspondence" includes letters, memoranda, and any
other written communications between:

NSB Members and - NSB and/or other NSB Members
- NSB staff, including executive secretaries
of NSB committees

- NSF staff'
- all other persons, organizations, etc.,
when concerned with NsB business;

NSB staff and - NSB and/or Members
- all other persons, organizatfons, etc.

NSF staff and - NSB and/or Members
- all other persons, organizations, etc.,
when concerned with NSB business.

The Government in the Sunshine regulations of'6e Board require
that a transcript or recording be made of each closed.portion
of a Board meeting or of an Executive Committee meeting when
acting on behalf of the Board. These transcripts or recordings
are subject to the same FOIA requirements as documehts.

B. Exemptions
It is possible to withhold any portion of a document which falls
under one of the exemptions listed below, but note the statement,
"The Government should not withhold documents unless it is
Important to the public interest to do so, even if there is some
arguable legal basis for the withholding."1/ The exemptions
most commonly applicable to NSB/NSF documents are: 2/

ftemption 2--information relating _solely to internal
personnel rules and Oiactices;

Exemption 4--information received in confidence--
research proposals prior to award;

Exemption 5--inter- and intra-agency documents if
not available, by law, to a private
party in litigation with NSF. Examples
include records involving the deliberative
policymaking proceas of the Foundation
such as future budgets or draft position
papers; or proposed grants, contracts,
or task orders on which the Board has
acted but the award is not yet completed.
Purely factual information, however,
must always be z,leased even if other
parts of the documents are withheld;

Exemption 6--to protect the rights of privacy of
individuals against "unwarranted" invasion.

C. Appeals
When a decision is made to withhold a document, letter, or
other record, there may be an appeal. Also, with time, some
iaformation withheld earlier inevitably becomes available
b..,causa of its character, such as documentation and discussion
of proposed grants, contracts, or task orders after award;
consideration of plans or proposed budgets, an4 documents
containing information relevant to a particular decision,
including early draft statements of that decision, position,
resolution, etc.

1/Source: Letter to Heads of All Federal Departments and
Agencies, Re: Freedom of Information Act, from Attorney
General Griffin B. Bell (May 1977).

2 Source: NSF Circular No. 120 (Rev. 1), subject, Compliance
with Requirements of the Freedom of Infprmation Act (FOIA).

4 01
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D. Time Frame
The law and NSP regulations require that information requested
under FOIA be provided within 10 working days. A 10 day extension
may be taken if the material is voluminous or coordination with
other agencies or personnel outside Waghington is required.

The Office of the General Counsel is always consulted in handling
FOIA requests.

When a letter to or from Or of direct concern to a Member is
released, a copy and notice of its release will be furnished
to that Member following rel ase.

Norman Hackerman
Chairman

.cc: Executive Secretaries of NSB Committees

N5B-70-266:1-2

ETHICS IN 4WERN1ENT ACT

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
weVRINGTON. C 2,50

Janudry 22, 1979

The Honorable Jimmy Carter
The President
The tihite House
Washington, D. C. 20500

My dear Mr. President:

We are writing to bring to your attention potentially
unfortunate effects of the Ethics in Govia.nment Act of 1.970,
on the relationship between the Yederal Government and
academic, scientific, and technological comunities.
WatIonal science aoard SLrengly supports tbe objective of
that Act. However, theiBoard is seriously concerned that
its public disclosure provisions will be a se-rious dety_font
in recruiting scientists, educators, and engineers tc
as officials of or advisers to the Executive Branch.

A5 you know, this Act requires the Federal Government to
dinclone upon request financial and employment details of
Pre:..idnLial appointees and their immediate=familioo. Such
di1onres might well encourage financial solicitetoni,
at the minimum, and the possibilities of kidnap, extortion,
or other threats to these persons and their ramille-
Po%t-employment restrictions aro another aepect of the P.ct
which will have an adverse effect on the uneful exchange Of
taleat between the Government and the scientific and
technolcgical communities.

402
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As a result of these two provisions, many individuals of
high quality with unique skills might now be unwilling to
servei This would lessen the optimal use of science and
technology to improve the quality of life of our citizens.

So that the Federal Government can continue to benefit
maximally from the wealth of talent in the academic and
scientific codmunities, we believe it is in yoUr best
interest, Mr. President, to seek a liberal interpretation
or some Congressional reexamination and relaxation of the
public disclosure provisions in the Ethics in Government
A,st. Such action would be particularly appropriate tor
Presidential appointees who serve a relatively small numt,cr
of days annually and often at considerable personal
sacrifice.

A number of Members of the National Science Board have
expressed serious concern about the possible side effects
o,f this Act. One Beard nominee may withdraw his nane from
tronsideration. 2ther potential Presidential appointees hathis Board or to other similar bodiesmay also find it
unduly invasive and,may therefOre decline to serve.
Applying the full fOrce of this Act to persons who wish
to share their specialized talents with the Federal
Government on an intermittent basis is most unfortdriate.

In the case of the National Science Board the present
clearance procedures.are quite adequate to meet the intent
of the Ethics in Government Act to "preserve and promote
the integrity of public officials and institutions." MO
objections are raised to the disclosure of financial data
to duly constituted bodies responsible for ascertaining
conflicts, but Members of the Board object.to the msnivr,
and indiscriminate public exposure of theie personal finances.

Bhereas our particular concern is for those who serire
parttime, this hot obviously also has serious ramifications
in the overall effort of the Federal Government for attracting
quality scientists and engineers to fulltime service.

We would appreciate an early opportunity to discuss this
subject with you or someone you might designate to e;;plore
whether there are steps that can be taken to ensure that
the highest quality of scie;jtific advice will continue to
be available to the Government at all times.

Respectfully yours,

Norman Beckerman
Chairman

Ec: 79-10.10.
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FUNDING FOR NSB SUPPORT SERVICES
AT MEMBERS HOME INSTITUTIONS

Proposed Regulations Exempting Board Members
from Certain Financial Conflict of Interests

The General Counsel explained the existence of technical
difficulties associated with the conflict of interests laws
when support services are required for Board Members performin
major Board or Foundation functions at their home institutions
Mr. Herz proposed a blanket waiver to amend .the regulations
on standards of Conduct for Employees and publieaing the
amended regulation in.the FederaVRegister for public
comment (NSB-78-389--Membery Books, Tab M).

After much discussion and severitl editorial changes to the
amendment, the Board acted as follows:

NSB/Res-78-120 The Board unanimously APPROVED
the publication in.the Federal
Register for Public comiiiiNE57
February 1, 1979, of a proposed
amendment to NSF regulations on
standards of conduct for employees
adding a general exemption from the
operation of Section 208(a) of
Title 18, U.S. Code, fo; certain
financial interests arising from
contracts to provide minor support
services to Board Members in
connection with their performande
of Board functions.

202:29

NSS-78-407

GOVERNMENT IN THE SUNSHINE ACT REGULATIONS OF
THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD (EXCERPT FROM THE
FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL. 42, O. 51, WEDNES)AY

MARCH 16, 1977)

The following mgulations implement the policy of the
United States and of the National Science Board (NSH) to
give the public open access to the decisionmaking of the
board to the fullest extent that is practicable, consistent
with the rights ot individuals, and consistent with the
ability oi the boarG and the Federal Goceernment generally
to carry out their responsibilities. It will be the
general rule of the Board that every portion. of every
meeting of the National Science Board will be open to public
observation. Certain exceptions to this rule will be made
to protect the rights of citizens and the functioning of
the boaro dnd the Foundation. The following regulations
identify the conditions under which meetings may be closed
under tnese exceptions and under which certain other
information may be withheld. They also prescribe proce-
dures for closing meetings, for handling the transcripts
or recordings of closed meetings, and for making public
announcements of boaro meetings and meeting changes.

4 0:1
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Sec.
514.1 General rUle.
614.2 Grounds for closing meetings.
b14.3 Materials relating to closed portions of beetings.
614.4 Opening of transcript or recording. i

51.4.5 public announcement.
614.6 Meeting changes.-- .

614.7 Record vote.
614.f Application to Board Executive Committee.

Authority: Government in the Sunshine Act, sec. 552b of
Title 5, United States Code: 90 Stat. 1241.

S614.1 General rule. Except as otherwise provided in
these regulations, every portion of every meeting ofthe
National Science Board will be open to publit observi-tion.

t.

S614.2 Grounds for closing meetings.
(a) The National Science Board may by record vote

close any portion of any meeting if it properly determines
that an open meeting:

(1) Is likely to disclose matters that (i) are
specifically authorized under criteria established by-
frecutive Order to be kept secret in the interests of
national defense or foreign policy and ,(ii) are in Tact
properly classified pursuant to.the Executive Order;

(2) Is likely to relate solely to the internal
personnel rules and practices of the.National Science
Foundation;

(3) Is likely to disclose matters specifically
exempted from disclosure by statute (other than 5 USC 552):
PRW/IDED, That the statute (i) requires in such a manner
as to leave no discretion on the issue that the matters
be withheld from the public, or (ii) establishes parti
cular criteria for withholding or refers to particular
types of matters to be Withheld.

(4) /s likely to disclose trade secrets and
commercial or financial information obtained from a
person and privileged or confidential;

(5) Is likely to involve accusing any person of
a crime, or formally censuring, any person;

(6) /s likely to disclose personal InformaLion
where the disclosure would constitute a clearly unwar
rante3 invasion of personal privacy;

(7) /s likely to disclose investigatory law
.

enforcement records, or information which, if written,
would be contained in such records, but only to the
extent provided in 5 USC 552b(c)(7);

(8) /s likely to disclose information contained
in or related to examination, operating or conditibn
reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an
agency responsiole for the regulation or supervision of
financial institutions;

(9) /s likely to disclose information, the
premature disclosure of which would:

(i) In the case of information received from
an agency which regulates currencies, securities, commodities,
or financial institutions, ge likely to (i) lead to signifi
cant financial speculation in currencies, securities, or
commodities, or (ri) significantly endanger the stability
of any financial institution; or

(ii) Be likely to significantly frustrate
implementation of a proposed Foundation action, unless the
Foundation has already disclosed to the public the content
or nature of its proposed action or is roquired by law to
make such disclosure on its own initiative before taking
final action; or

SI
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(10) Is likely to spedifically concern the
Foundation's participation in a civil action oi proceed-
ing, an action in a foreign court or international tri-
bunal, or an arbitration.

(b) Anyone who believes his interests may be directly
affected by a portion of a meeting may request that the
Board close it to the public for any reason referred to
in paragraphs (a)(5), (6), or (7) of.this section. The
request should be addressed to the National Science Board,
National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550.
It will be circulated to Members of the Board if received
at least three full days'before the meeting, and on motion
of any Member the Board will determine by record vote
whetner to close the affected portion of the meeting.

S614.3 Materials relating to closed portions of meetings.
If a portion or portions of any meeting of the National
Science Board are closed to the public under 5614.2:

(a) The General Counsel of the National Science
Foundation shall publicly certify that, in his opinion,
that portion or portions may properly be closed to the
public. The certificate shall state-the exemptions
under 5 USC 5520(c) that make the closings proper.

(b) The presiding officer of the meeting (usually the
Cnairnan of the Board) shall furnish a statement setting
torch the time and place of the meeting and the persons
pre:.ent..

(c) The board shall make a complete transcript or
electronic recording adequate to record fully the Oro-
ceedings of each portion of the meeting that is closed
to the public.

(d) The National Science Board Office shall maintain
the General Counsel's certificate, the presiding officer's
statement, ana the transcript or recording of the meeting
for at least two years 'after the meeting and at least one
year aftee the Board completes consideration of any pro-
posal, report, resolution, or similar matter discussed
in any closed portion of the meeting.

S614.4 OPening of transcript or recording.

(a) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the
transcript or electronic recording of every portion of
every meeting closed to the public will promptly be made
available on request to any member of the public in an
easily accessible place. The National Science Board Office
will furnish to any member c5f the public on,request copies

of tne transcript or of a transcription Of the recording
disclosing the identity of each speaker, and will charge
for tne copies or transcriptions no more than the actual
cost of duplicdtion or transcription.

The Board will, however, withhold the transcript or
recording of the discussion of any agenda item if the
Chairman of the Board or a Board Member designated by him
aetermines that the discussion contains information which
should be witnheld under the same standards as apply for
closing meetings under S614.2.

(c) The Board will release any transcript or recording
withheld under this paragraph (b) when the Chairman of the
Board or any person designated by him determines that the
grounds for withholding it no longer apply.

4 6
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er (d) A request under paragraph (a) of this section
should oe directed in writing to the Executive Secretary,
National Science Board, should clearly state what is
requested, and should contain a promise to pay the costs
of any duplication or transcription requested.

6614.5 Public announcement.

(a) Except as provided 'in paragraphs (c) and,(d) of
this section, the National Science Board will make a public
announcement of each Board meeting at least one week before
the meeting takes place.

The announcement will cover:

meeting;
(1) The time, place, and subject matter of the

(2) What portions of the meeting, if any, are
to be closed to the 13 ublic; and

(3) The name and telephone number of the official
designated to respond to requests for information on the
meeting.

. .

(b) Each such announcement will be promptly posted on
public notice boards at the National Science Foundation
and made available to journals of general scientifit
interest. Immediately following the issuance of such an
announcement, it will be submitted for publication in the
Federal Register.

(c) The announcement may be We less than a Week
oefore the meeting it announces or after the meeting only
if:

(1) the Board by record vote determines that
agency business requires the meeting to be called on such
short or after-the-fact notice; and

(2) an announcement is made at the earliest
practicable time.

(d) All or any portion o the announcement of any
meeting may be omitteg if the Board by record vote determines
that the announcement would disclose information which
should be withheld under the same standards as apply for
closing meetings under 6614.2.

6614.6 Meeting changes.

(al. The time or place,of a meeting of the National
Science Board that has been publicly announced as provided
in S614.5 may subsequently be changed, but any such change'
will be publicly announced at the earliest practicable
time.

(o) The subject matter of any portion of any meeting
of the Board that has been publicly announced as provided
in S614.5 or the determination whether any portion of any
meetirg so publicly announced will be open or closed may
subsequently be changed, but only when:

(1) The Board determines by record vote that
agency business SG requires anethat no earlier announce-
ment of the change was possible; and

(2) The Board publicly announces the change and
the vote of each Member on the change at the earliest
practicable time.

s614.7 Record vote.

407
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(a) For purposes of this part a yoke of the National
Science Board is a 'record vote' if:

(1) It carries by a majority ot all those holding
office as hoard Membe'rs at the time of the vote;

(2) NO proxies are counted toward the necessary
majority: and

(3) The individual vote of each Member present
and voting is recorded.

(b) Within one day of any such record vote or any
attempted record vote that fails to achieve the .necessary
majority under paragraph (a)(1) of this sectiqn, the Board
Office wili make publicly available a written record showing
the vote of each Member on the question.

(c) Within one day of any record vote Linder which any
portion or portions of a BOard meeting are to be closed to
the public, the BOard Office will make available a full
written explanation of the Board's action and a list of
all persons expected to.attend the meeting, showing their
affiliations.

5614.8 Application to Board Executive Committee.

All the provisions of this part applicable to the
dational Science Board shall apply equally to the Executive
Committee of the Board wheneyer the Executive Committee
is meeting pursuant to 4ps authority to act on behalf
of the Board.

7( *

These regulations were published in proposed form in 41 FR
54951, on December 16, 1976. Comments.received have been
carefully considered. The principal points raised and the
Foundation's response follow:

1. Comment: The Board should be required to decide by
majority vote whether a document considered at a board
meeling,shall be kept secret.

Response: The Foundation's currentAY etfectiye Freedom
of Information Act regulations (45 cm Part 612) cover the
availability of documents, including documents considered
at Board meetings. Meaningful detailed consideration by
the full National Science Board of what parts of what
documents may be and should be withheld would be imprac,tical
and a poor use of its limited time.

2. Comment: The regulations should permit requests from
the public for reconsideration of decisions to close
meetings.

Response: Inclusion of a formal provision iS not
required by law and appears unnecessary. The.staff of
the Board will consider any such requests and bring them
to.the attention of the Chairman.

3. Comment: Any decision not to release a1,1 or'parts of
the transcript of.a closed meeting should be taken in the
same manner as a decision to close all or parts of the
meeting--by record vote of ;he Board.

Response: Such a requirement:is conspicuously,absent
in 5 USC 552b(f)(2). Section 614.4(c) of the Board's
regulations,.which provides for release by the Chairman
or his designee, should speed and simplify the release of
intornation, since the Board meets as a whole only at "A

intervals of a month or more.

4. Comment: Bugget deliberations of the Board are not per
se excempt under'the Act.,

Response: The regulations do not make budget deliber
atiods per se.exempt. The Board will generally follow
Administration guidance on interpretation of the Act in
determining what budget deliberations to conduct in closed
session.

406
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5. Comment: The preamble to the NSB regulations indicates
that there will,be cases in which Board recommendations to
the President will be considered in closed session to pre-
vent premature disclosure. Agency recommendations to the
President are not ipso fact9 within exemption 9B.

Response: The proposed regulations do not require
recommenoations to the President to be considered in
closed session. However, the Board may find in individual
cases that deliberations on some such recommendations are
within the exemption. This is cpnsistent with its legis-
lative history.

a

6. Comment: section 614.2(a) should be amended to require,
besides a finding that the-jsubject matter falls within a
specific exemption, a findrhg that the public interest
mandates a closed meeting.

Response: Proposed 5614..2(a) states that the Board
may close portions of meetings if it proptrly determines

.

that the subjects under discussion fall within one of the
, exemptions. In other words, the secti.ian is permisslve,

not mandatory. In deciding whether or not to close any
discussion the Board will nstorally be guided by the public
interest provision of the Act.

7, Comment: section 1114.2(a)(9)(i), whith-reflects
elemption 9A of the Act, is not available to the hoard
and anould be deleted from the regulations.

Responset The Board may conceivably receive'informa-
tion from a gbvernment agency within the scope of 9A.
The provision which would allow the Board to consider any
such information in closed session might be used in uch
a rarecircumstance, but not otherwise.

R. comment; section 614.3(a) should be amended to make
clear that the General Counsel's certificate must be
presented before aemeeting may be closed.

Response: The Act says only that 'for every meeting
closed' the General Counsel shall certify. It does not
say when he shall certify. The certificate normally will
ndnetneless be executed before'any meeting of the Board
is closed. Instances may arise in which the certificate
will not be reduced to written ford before the closed
meeting, however, even though the Board's resolution to
close will be made with advice from the General Counsel.
This might occur, for example, when items that cannot be
postponed are added to a closed-meeting agenda at the
last minute. Thus, S614.3 is consistent with the text
of,the Act.and provides appropriate flexibility for special
circumstances.

9. Comment: Section 614.4(a) should be amended to make
the transcript or recording of a closed meeting publicly
available on the Board's own Initiative, whether or not a
public request for it is aale.

ReSponse: The Act does not require that the transcript
.be rade available before a requett is made. The Board has
been conducting its meeting under the Act for several months,
during which no request for a transcript or recording has
yet been made. Preparation of a transcript or recording
for release, with accompanying decisions on what will and
will not be withheld, is costly. The Board's experience
thus far indicates that anticipatory expenditure of the
taxpayers' money for this purpose would be unjustified.
Should the frequency of requests for transcripts materially
increase, however, the Board will reconsider this matter.

10. Comment: section 614.5(b) should be amended to provide
for the posting on public notice boards of meeting announce-
ments and relate,: information.

Response. This has been done.

Ha-78-407:1-8
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COMPENSATION FOR BOARD MEMBERS

NSB was notified that P.L. 95-99 authorized compeneation for NSB members
at the GS-18 level. Members would be paid at the daily rate for GS-18s.
In additinn members are authorized travel funds in accordance with Sec.

5703 of Title V of the U.S. Code.

192:4-5

FUNDING FOR NSB SUPPORT SERVICES AT
MEMBERS' HOME INSTITUTIONS

Voposed Regulations Exempting Board
Members from Certain Financial Conflict of Interests

The General Counsel introduced the proposed regulations on
support servichs for Board Members which had been published
in November in the Federal Register. These regulations
will ena,,le Board Members to apply to the Chairman for

financial assistance from the Foundation on handling Board
business at their home institutions.

Since nu inquiries or recommendations were received, the
General Counscl proposed that the Board adopt these regulations.

The Board then acted as follows:

N5F/Res-79-27 The Board unanimously ADOPTED
the regulations on support services
for Board Members that were
published in the Federal Register
on November 29, 1978 (NSB-79-90--
Member-.' 13,)oks, Tab D).

4 1 u
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; NSB-79-450
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

WASHINGTON. V C 1050 (ReVisea)

it/S6

December 6, 1979

MEMORANDUM TO MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Policy Concernicg NSB Committee Meetings

From time to time, questions arise as to whether MB
Committee meetings are open to the public. The current
policy with regard to meetings of the Board itself and
its Executive Committee is as follows:

1. It is the policy'of the National Science Board
(NSB) to give the public open access to the
decisionmaking of the Board to the fullest extent
that is practicable, consistent with the rights
of individuals, and consistent.with the ability
of the Board generally to carry out its responsi-
bilities. It is the general rule of the Board
that every meeting of the National Science Board
will be open to public observation. Certain
exceptions to this rule are made to protect the
rights of citizens and the functioning of the
Board and the Feundation. The Government in the
Sunshine (GIS) regulations of the National Science
Board (45CFR S614) identify the conditions under
which meetings may be closed.

2. All provisions of the VGB GIS regulations
applicable to the Board apply equally to the
Executive Committee of the Board whenever the
Executive Committee is meeting pursuant.to its
authority to act on behalf of the Board (S614.8).

It is proposed that the Board adopt the following paragraphs
concerning other committee meetings as NSB policy.

3. It is the policy of the National Science Board .
that meetings of the Executive Committee when
not meeting pursuant to its authority to act on
behalf.of. the Board, and all other IISB committees,
shall not be open to public observation in order to
preserve the deliberative processes and to permit
the members vf the committees to express frank,
uninhibited, and perhaps personal opinions in a
setting where no final decisions or ultimate
responsibilities lie. Such final decisions are
the responsibility of the Board.

4. Board committee chairmen may, on occasion, after
consultation with the Board Chairman, invite
experts to meet with Board committees to discuss
items of special interest to the committees.

These policies concerning public observation of Board and
committee meetings are in compliance with the Government
in the Sunshine Act.

80-976 0 - 83'- 27

Norman Nackerman
Chairman
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APPENDIX C

SB -BO -72

POLICY STATEMENT ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
BOARD AT ITS 212TH MEETING ON JANUARY 17-1B, 1930
ON PUBLIC ATTENDANCE AND PARTICIPATION AT BOARD

' AND BOARD COMMITTEE MEETINGS

It is the policy of the National Science Board (NSB) to give the
public Open access to the decisionmaking of the Board to the
fullest extent that is practicable, consistent with the rights
of individuals, and consistent with the ability of the Board
generally to carry out its responsibilities. It is the general
rule of the Board that every meeting of the National Science
Board will be open to public observation. Certain exceptions
to this rule are made to protect the rights of citizens and
the functioning of the Board and the Foundation. The Government
in the Sunshine (GIS) regulations of the National Science Board
(45CFR 5614) identify the conditions under which meetings may be
closed.

All provisions of the NSB GIp regulations applicable to the Board
apply equally to the Executive Committee of the Board whenever the
Executive Committee is Meeting pursuant to its authority'to act on
behalf of the Board (56148).

It is the policy of the National Science Board that meetings of
the Executive Committee when not meeting pursuant to its authority
to act on beha/f of the Board, and all other NSB committees, shall
not be open to public observation in order to preserve the deliber-
ative processes and to permit the members of the committees to
express frank, uninhibited, and perhaps personal opinions in a
setting where no final decisions oi ultimate responsibilities lie.
Such final decisions are the responsibility of the Board.

Board committee chairmen may, on occasion, after consultation with
the Board Chairman, invite experts to meet with Board committees
to discuss items of special interest to the committees.

These policies concerning public observation of Board and committee
meetings are in compliance with the Government in the Sunshine Act.

212:34

APPENDIX F

NSB/G-75-14
(Limited

Distribution)

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS AT THE MEETINGS OF TASK
FORCE 75-A JUNE 18-20, IRS

Issue: How should the National Science Board conceive of a study of itself

and how should such a study be conducted?

(Propositions]

1. Task Force 75-C prepared the beginnings o' a broad outline for:

Thinking about the overall objectives of the National
Science Board and its relationship to more specific
lctivities and functions which are or might be carried
out by the Beard and the Foundation;

'

41-2
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b. Examining the organizational structure practices of the
Board and assessing its effectiyeness responding to
these multiple qbjectives.

2. The task force unanimously agreed.on the
following definition of

objectives for the Board: improve human welfare through:

a.

b.

d.

d.

Increasing sciedtific knowledge,
Disseminating scientific knowledge,
Identifying and delineating alternative applications of science, and
Encouraging applications of science.

3. e task force discussed the Administration's
bill to create an Office of

Sclence and rechnology Policy (OSTP) in the White House and:

a. Pointed to this as one example ot a broader set of science
and technology issues affecting the Nation which the Board
seemed unequipped to,deal with or respond to, collectively;

b. Considered Le need for some institutionalized mechanism
which would regularly alert the Board to issues of this
sort and assist it in developing an informed, colleCtive
position on them;

C. Unanimously adopted a resolution recommending that the Board
develop and express a policy position on the Administration's
bill for OSTP.

4, - task force discussed, in light of the broad objective6
iously adopted, various "input", and "output" deficiencies

current Board organization and procedures including:

Less than adequate means for communicating with the
scientific community, soliciting views on- scientific

3.

add, policy matters;

Absence of mechanisms for identifYing nationsl
scientific policy issues and delineating broad
policy positions for the Board;

Continuing inability of the Board to delegate
administrative matters to subcommittees and to rely
more on their recommendations instead of reconsidering
everything;

Experimenting 'with waysto get the Board to do its
"homework," e.g.:

(1) Send shorter papers and encourage Members to
prepare their.comments in advance, of meetings,

(2) Schedule conference calls to discuss issues, and
(3) Circulate minutes, Board comments prior to meetings.

The task force considered some alternatives whih might,
potentially, improve some of these deficiencies including:

a. Staffing patterns for the Boird:

(1) Alternative 1--Continue present arrangements
with the Foundation providing staff on 2n "as
needed" basis.

(2) Alternative 2--Appoint p full-tithe Board staff
with a full-time executive director.

(3) Alternative 3--Assign pach Board Member a
full-time staff person.

(4) Alternative 4--Have a small core of full-tium
staff and an executive,director with the
Foundation assigning additional staff on
selected issues, e.g., Board reports, on an
"aS needed" basis.

Recommending changes in the NSF Ac14 which would
permit more delegation, especially on approval of
awards, to Board subcommittees;

413
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f

r. Tha task force decided that it should develop its own

4:.
ideas and positions further before involving an outside

F
consultant in the process.

Ito commendations
to the Board

404

Organizing workstops and getting greater assistance
from scientific societies and associations in
establishing scientific priorities and allocating
resources across disciplines.

I

The task force recommended that the Board should define
a wider, more active, national policy role for itself in
light of the four objectives:

2. Increasing scientific knowledge,
b. Disseminating scientific knowledge,
c. Identifying and delineating alternative applications

of science, and
f d. Encouraging applications of science;

OR

accept its present role and operational procedures and
stop studying itself.

The task force decided that there seemed .to be a number
of deficiencies in the way the Board operated at present
including:

a. Inadequate policy content to program reviews;

b. Devotion of,too much time to discussions of Programs
Committee recommendations;

c. Inadequate input from scientists, professional
societies, citizens; and

d. No mechanism for identifying broad, national policy
issues or for responding,to them;

and that, IF the Board wanted to improve these deficiencies
AND adopt a wider role for itself, it should undertake a
COriplete review of the resources and changes necessary to
accomplish these objectives.

1. The task force recommended that the Board develop a
public position on the Administration's bill for an
Offiee of Science and Technology Policy.

L. Vaughn Blankenship
Executive Secretary

Task Force 75-A

August 6, 1975

Approved by Task Force Chairman
on July 25, 1975

4 4
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PUBLICATION OF STRENGTHENING
ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS"

Programs Committee

Thirty-seventh MeetingMarch 17-18--Dr. Reynolds,
Chairman, stated that the Committee had considered
the report of its Subcommittee on Environmental
Programs (chaired by Dr. Gates) entitled
Strengthening Environmental Programs and recommended
that it be issued, subject to such editorial changes
as are deemed necessary, as a Category II report.
This category of report is that of a report of a
committee of the Board to the Board on which complete
consensus is not expected; the report is to stimulate
interest and discussion. Dr. Gates briefly summarized

, the report and its recommendations on four major
areas: lake systems, urban hydrology, role of Gulf
of Mexico in relation to climate, and drought. His
principal concern is that the Board take seriousfy
the recommendations contained in the report in
planning future programs and budget estimates. He
offered to assist in preparing this document for
publication.

The Board Chairman asked that the Committee on
Budget take note of the recommendations in the report
in its future planning.

The Board unanimousli ACCEPTED
the recommendation of the
Programs Committee that
Strengthening Environmental
Programs be published ws a
Category II document,___:

180:30

415
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POLICY RELATING TO RESEARCH FUNDING AND AWARD MECHANISMS

RESEARCH FUNDING POLICY

S.tatement Adopted by the National Science Board on Nay 17, 1968,
Concernins the Proposed Denial of National Science Foundation'
Benefits to Persons Disobeyins University or College Regulations

,On NO 8, 1968, the Nouse of Representatives passed H.R. 17023, the
Independent Offices and Department of Rousing and Urban Development
Appropriation Bill faT fiscal year 1969, with an amendment, relating
to the National Science Foundation, as follows:

". . no part.of this appropriation shall be available
for or paid out to the benefit of any individual who
at any time after the effective date of this Act, wil-
fully refuses to obey a lawful regulation of the univer,
sity or college which he is attending or at which he is
employed."

The National Science Board shares the concern of many Americans
with tho growing disorder.and use of disruptive tactics on
academic campuses. The reestablishment of confidence and of
mutual trust among students, faculty, administrators and the
public generally is critically needed.

Although student and faculty involvement in international, na-
tional, local and campus problems is entirely commendable and
there can be no question of the rights of freedom of speech and
of assembly in these regards, no educational institution or
other segment of society can function in disorder, nor should
their decisions be made under the threat of force.

However, we believe that the proposed mechanism, which was born
nut of anxiety and national concern for an acute problem, is in
%iolation of traditional principles, is unlikely to achieve the
Gosired result, and may well create new and serious problems.

The proposed legislation would be extremely difficult to im-
plement with fairness and justice add would impose a large and
inappropriate responsibility on a Federal agency charged with
support of scientific research and science education. FUrther,
even if the practical difficulties.could be oiercome, it-is
doubtful whether the legislation would hav the desired effect.
Indeed, it is likely that a student or faculty organization
concerned with disciplinary action, or' the officers of academic
administration, might be reluctant to act in the knowledge that
their decisions would'not only be enforced by the Ihstitution's
own penalties but would automatically ntail the loss of
present or future eligibility for sUpport from Fedral funds.
The proposed penalty for student violations is inequitable: it
is harsh and uniform for all infractions without regard to,the
severity of the offense, it falls only upon those students who
are or might-be supported by Fdera 2. funds, and it would be
most damaging to those students from the economically disad-
vantaged sector of our society. Similar considerations apply
to the penalty proposed for violations by faculty and staff
members whose activities are supported by the National Science
Foundation.

-

The National Science Board is opposed to use of the power to
deny or rescind Federal grants, loans and fellowships as a means
of augmenting the penalties flowing from violation of the internal
regulations of educational institutions or other public and
private organizations. Penalties for infractions of whatever
character should be imposed only throuiE the operation ox pro-
cesses specifically designed for the purEose and with due regard
for all our traditional safeguardS against false accusation or
arbitrary procedure.

4-1'6
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
OFFICE or THE DIRECTOR
Washington, D.C. 20550

STAFF MEMORANDUM
November 19, 1969

GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 0/0 69-36

Subject: Categories of Proposal Declinations

It has become increasingly evident that the Foundation needs
more detailed information about the reasons for declination
decisions and must be able to compile the data rapidly from
a central source. The following outlines a mechanism for
meeting these 'needs. Withdrawal actions are not affected.

1. Declination Categories. Effective Decem'ner 1, 1960,
declination actions will be subdivided into two
broad Categories defined as follows:

a. DeclinationsFunds Limitation. This category
±nciuses ail proposals deserving of suppqrt
which are.declined due to limitations in
available funds. If program funding levels,
were increased sufficiently, proposals in
tnis category would warrant support du to
their quality, merit, and appropriateness.

b. Declinations--Other. This category includes
all proposals aeciind for any reason other
than limitations in funds. Reasons for
declination in this category may includ
among others, lack of merit in the substance
of the proposal, lack of adequate research
facilities, inappropriate support from local
administration, tc.

2. Responsibility. Program Directors ar responsible
for identifying the appropriate category for each
proposal recommended for declination. The decision
made at the Division level Or equivalnt will enter
th data system at the time the declination letter
is ignd. The Data Management Systems Office will
record the information in the NSF master file and

1 1 7
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- 2 -

produce the required statistical reports. Assistant
Directors have tho responsibility to roview iho
statistica on declination categories from their
Programs and take actions necessary to assure consis-
tency and reeolve procedural questions which may
arise.

3. Procedures. Until input forms are revised to include
a block for declination categories, the following
procedures will apply. The terms "No-FUnd" And
"Other" should be used as shorthand designations
for ttie declination categories. In Offices and
Divisions using AD/R system forms, the category
,should be recorded on the status cards (Forms 24)
used to input the declination decision to the data
center. In all other Offices and Divisions the
category should be noted in the "Remarks" block
of the Form 68 along with the item number for
"Declination Date". Example: Item 31 - No-Fund.

4. Effect on Proposal Processing. The idontification
of declination categories is for the purpose of
developing summary statistical analyses. Within
the context of the Freedom of Public Information
Act of 1967 the information on individual proposal
declination categories placed in the central data
system is privileged and for internal use only,
This Uemorandum in np way changes the criteria
:or review of proposals or decision-making. Nor
is thoi*e any change in the information to be
supplied in declination letters or supplementary
communications at this time.

5. Implementation. The declination category will be
recorded by Programs on all documents submitted
after November 30. In order to compile the infor-
mation for proposals declined between July 2 and
November 30, DUS will supply computer listings to
each Program for annotation and input.

W. D. McElroy
Director

AMENDMENT OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

In order to provide the same flexibility with respect
to aking amendments to grants, contracte and other
arrangements vhich have been specifically approved by
the Board, as existed under delegations from the Board
prior to the July 1968 amendment to the National Science
Foundation Act, the Board took the following action:

The Board unanimously AGUID that
each resolution of the Board .

approving the commitment by tit.
Director of a specific amount of

funds by contract, grant or other
arrangement shall, unless it
specifically states otherwise, be
deemed to include approval for the
Director, at his discretion, to
amend the instrument to commit
additional eons, not to exceed
10 per ceat of the amount
specified, or to change the
expiration date of the instrument.

418
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GRADUATE STIPENDS

Supplementation of Graduate Fellowship and
Traineeship Stipends

The Board unanimously APPROVED the
following changes in the guidelines
for supplementation of stipends of
Foundation Graduate Fellows and
full-time Trainees:

(1) The basic stipend of NSF Graduate
Fellows and Trainees in their first year
of graduate'residence at an institution--
regardless of level of graduate study--
may be augmented from institutional
funds (see (3) below) by not more than
$1,000 for a tenure of a full calendar
year or $750 for a tenure of nine months.
Prior approval from the Foundation must
be obtained for any exception to thf_s
limitation.

(2) NSF Fellows and Trainees who a:e
in the second or subsequent years
graduate residence at the same
institution may have their stipends
supplemented from institutional
funds, in cases of hardship and/or
for services, in such amounts as are
in aCcordance with the supplementation
policies of the fellowship or
traineeship institution.

(3) In the context of these guidelines,
funds that the institution hao obtained
from external (including Federal) sources
may be considered as institutional funds.
When appropriate, NSF program grants
may be used for supplementation in an
amount not to exceed $1,000 per year
for any Federally assisted fellow or
trainee.

130:9

COST SHARING POLICY (NM3-70-161distributed at
the meeting)

Mr. Bolton presented the Director's plan to modify the Foundation's
policy with respect to the cost sharing required of educational

,

institutions under research grants.

The Board unanimously APPROVED changing
the Foundation's policy with regard to
cost sharing on research projects by (a)
discontinuing the mandatory faculty
salary matching requirement, and (b)
permitting an "averaging" cost sharing
procedure as an optional accounting
mechanism for cost sharing on a project-
by-project basis, provided each.project
has at least "token" sharing.

419 131:19
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CRITERIA PIUMI

The Board approved an amended version of
the paper, "Oeiteria for the Selection
of Research Projects by the National Science
Foundation" (copy attached as Appendix C) and
suggested methods for its dissemination, The
Hoard warmly thanked Dr. Brooks and Mr. Gruner
for drafting this document..

167:5 .

CRITERIA
crOR THE SELECTION
07 RESEARCH PROJECTS

BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

AS APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
.AT ITS 167T11 74EETING

ocTonEn 17-18, 1971

17'1:4ARY

The Nnitonal Science Foundntion administer .ieveral'different
pregr.tals of research support corresponefine to several legis-
latively assigned objectives. To the M2N11:0M docec possible,
these activities.nre designed to utilize and enhance existing
scientific research potential and institutions. Purposeful
adjusements are mage when indicated.

In the selection of ind4vidua1 projects a number of widely.
understood and acknowledged criteria are considered. In

different programs, the different criteria must be assigned
different weights, according to the objectives being pursued.
Also these criteria relate in differeAt ways to the distinctive
charactkistics of different types.of research-performing
organizations.
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INTRODUCTION

Policy,Context

Public support of scientific researcR, specifically including
basic research, is an accepted feature of United States public
yourEy. Such support has two recognized major objectives..

To foster and maintain basic research as an
investment taard future opportunities, as
insurance against unforeseeable future dangers,
and as s vital element of culture;

To bring about prompt, effective performance of
applied research and problem-oriented basic research--
insofar as specific needs for these can be foreseen
in the light of current understanding.

The National Science Foundation

It is not possible to make the distinction between basic and
applied research a sharp one, and the Foundation is one of
several Federal agencies that support research of both kinds.
The Foundation, however, IS unique in itp mission to foster
basic research per se.and in its responsibility for future
scientific rese-5TEW7EapabilitY. Thus the National Science
Foundation Act of 1960, as amended, authorizes "programs to
strengthen scientific research potential" as well as
"seholarshiv and graduate The.Aet authorizes
F,tipport both of basic and 01 applied research andin
combination with Presidential directiveuse of on unrestricted
1.fige of performers.

Agon.71 Objectives and Methods

The Foscdation thus has been charged :.ith !vancing 5evo.-,7
different but interrelated 'major objective,:

Accomplishment of basic res4arch;

Accomplishment of'applied research in selected areas;

Long-term maintenance and strengthening of potential
to accomplish both basic and applied research in the
future,"

This rang. of objectives has been reflected in the development
of several different program formats for NSF support of
research. But despite the approximate correspondence of
programs tp objectives, it remAins true that research support
actions are often taken with more than a single end in view.
Thus the Foundation's method of pursuing any one objective
may be modified or restricted by consideration of the others.

Functions Performed

Where research support is concerned, functions performed by
the Foundation inelude:

Allocation of resources to fields of science, to
classes of scientific activity, or to areas of
application;

Selection of individual projdcts to be supported;

Direct establishment or adjustment of institutional
structures or capabilities.

421
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CRITERIA

Allocation of yesources to fields of science'ind to areas of
application is not further discussed in this notice, but many
of the criteria for individual project selection require only

' slight modification'for use at the higher levels of aggregation.
Criterta'for the creation or modification of institutional
structures are dealt with in n separate section.

The following is an enumeration of criteria employed in the
selection of research projects. To simplify later discussion,
they grouped in four categorles.

Ctte.'t A

CriteiLl relating to cortent performane.o ' reseai.ch--the
teehOcal adequacy of tiv performer and of Ls in,ititutiorm7
base:

1. The scientist's training, past performince record,
and estimated potential for future accomplishment;

2. The scientist's demonstrated awareness of previous
and alternative approaches to his problem;

3. Probable adequacy of available or obtainable
instrumentation and technical support.

Cate ory B

Criteria relating to the internal atructure of science itself:

Ai. Probability that the research will lead to important
discoveries or valid, significant conceptual
generalizations within its field of science or
(in the most favorable cases) extending to other
fields as well;

5. Probability that tie research will lead to
significant improvements or innovations of
investigative method--again with possible
extension to other fields of science.

.i

Category C

Criteria relating to utility or relevance;

6. Probability that the research cin serve as the basis
for new invention or improved technology;

7. Probable contribution of the research to technology
assesSment--i.o., to estimating and predicting the
direct and indirect, intended and unintended effects
of existing or proposed technologies;

S. Identific
,

ation of an immediate programmatic context
and user of the anticipated research results.

Catem9.112

Ceiteria relatibg to future and lon-term scientific potential
of th(7, Luited St

9. Probable influen4CPS the res4arA vol.aft the
capabilities, intere,;ts, and eareer4 of partici-
pating graduate Sludnts, postdnACtral usgwciateS.
or other junior ...e4carchers;
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a

10. Probability that the research will lead to radial.;0-
and diffusion, not only of technical results, but '

also of standards of workmanship aad a tradition of
excellence in the field;

ll. Anticipated effect upon the institutional structure
of U.S. science.

Because none Of these considerations is susceptible lo precise
.quantification, or even in most, cases to unambiguous rank
ordering, it would be more accurately descriptive to speak not
of "criteria" but rather of "factors considered." Moreover,
very different relative weights must be attached to the
different factors in the case of different agency objectives
or programs, as is explained in a'later section.

Discussion

The first three criteria--those relating to competent execution-- ,

are given first consideration in e,ery program. Every NSF-
supported project is expected at''the least to produce some
valid new information or relationships. The best way to ensure
this is to -insist.upon competent scientists and adequate

.

facilities. All other considerations which follow, then, are
predicated upon the assumption that these first three criteria
are universally applied and that competent performance will
be the normal expectation.

,Criteria 4 aria 5those relating to the internal structure of
science-summarize succinctly what the scientific community
understands by the phrase "intrinsic scientific merit."

Criteria 6 and 7--those relating to utility or relevance--
cannot be madc entirely distinct from the preceding two,
since that science judged best by internal standards has
almost invariably turned opt in the long run to bc the most
useful. Valid gcnvalizations and powerful Methods of
observation anT,measurement usually lead to new invention,
improved technology, and more confident assessment.
Conversely, applied investigations designed to support
invention technology, and assessment tend to succeed in
these purposes to the,extcnt that they do uncover valid
generalizations or improved mcthods. Thus differences

the t u c,i t.rituri.:1 are mainly Onv-; of
motivational ocificity and herion. Ilevarch is

t,ing th-
In Is specific --usually term. GI
alt.,.formulated , conceptrN oxpoct t '-

piov- diagnostic of alrendy-re-0;,1. ' problem.

Thiti specific relationship of applied rch fo a particol.tr
systems concept and plan of development is made still more
explicit in criterion 8.

Criteria 9, 10, add 11--those relating to long-term scientific
potentialaddress not so much the content of the research as
the circumstances under which it is performed. They include,
of.course, the quality of training of scientists, bet extend
beyond this to the processes of scientific communication and
publication, the evolution of traciaponal scientific
disciplines, the spawning of new "interdisciplinary"
disciplines, the manner in which scientific careers are
developed, the organizational structures and settings in
which all this goes on, and in general how the scientific
tradition and the living corps of scientific capability of
our Nation are maintained. While these criteria are seldom
dominant in project selection or program development, they
are always considered. The policy of the Foundation is not
tb undertake for short-term reasons any action which would
kJeriously jeopardize the long-range science pot,etial of the
Station.

4, I
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APPLICATION TO SPECIFIC PROGRAMS

As has been described, the first three criteria are vigorously
applied in all Foundation programs, and the last three also
are always kept in view. More specialized emphases characterize
individual programs, as follows:

Scientific Research Project Support

In this core program the emphasis is overwhelmingly upon the
criteria.of intrinsic scientific merit (4 and 5). Consideration
is also given to the utility criteria (6 and 7)--not on a
project-by-project basis but rather as considerations influ-
encing the general level of effort to be applied to entire
fields aqd subfields of science. Considerable difect weight
is also given to criteria 9, 10, and 11 (those relating to
future and long-term potential). Projects Wre selected and
administered not,only to preserve but to enhance the essential
character of proven successful institutions. Thus it is
Foundaton policy to c.nconraw, such in,,Litutional and
organi;,3tional features as:

in . .arvh h :rt(d4;.*. -ander .

researc): cesult I the .41audard
literature;

Widest possible acct,ss to unique facilities for intoi-.:ed
and competent scientisti;

.
Emphasis upon originality, elegance, a,nd economy of method
in university research; and

Maintenance of vigorous iqformal communication through
symposia, workshops, scientific meetings, etc.

Energy-Related General Research is administered as a 'specialized
augmentation Of Scientific Research Project Support. Here the
utility criteria (6 and 7) play a major role--being dedisive
in selection of scientific areas eligible.for participation.
Within the eligible areas, individual Projects compete on the
basis of scientific merit. Criteria 9, 10, and 11 here play
a role which is less direct and more passive than for the
core Scientific Research Project Support Program.

National and Special Research Programs

The relative weight of the differenf criterit for these
programs is essentially the same as for the Scientific
Research Project Support discussed above. Hue, because
there are for the most part large-scale coordinated efforts,
often including a logistic component and requiring special
planning and management, somewhat greater consideration is
required for organizational and institutional factors
(criterion 11)--as is further discussed in a later section.

Research Applied to National Needs

Here, criteria of utility (6, 7, and 8) play a dominant role.
Criteria of scientific merit and long-range future potential,
of course, are also considered. The utility criteria 6, 7,
and in post cases 8, are applied to individual grants on a
project-by-project basis. To help potential investigators
meet these criteria and to ensure programmatic coherence, the
Research Applications Directorate issues from time td time:

Divisional program brochures;

Guiddlinos for preparatior of unsolicited proposals;

"Program Solicitations;" and occasionally,

"Requests for Proposals."

424
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for supp0-' "veoarned -;iL,ted to
est:,H1 cocurninicatir, it% petential !. of their

,At an early st,._ 2f negotiatifw,.

Crit,fi4 for Actions Whi:11 Create or ,:od,C; Inst:tutional aw;
-16-rda'ni4ational Structere's

Actions of this type occur frequently in the support of
National Research Centers and under the National and Special
Research Programs. The v.pplicable criteria reflect greater
intervention and responsibility on the part of the Government
and decisions at a higher level of aggregation. They include:

Criteria of Need

Evidence of a real scientific need and an opportunity to
attack important problems in a way, or on a scale, not
otherwise feasible or available.

Eviaence that the program objectives can better be
achieved through the organization of a new structure
than through use of an existing one.

Criteria of Long-Range Potential

Formulation of a mission well enough and broadly enough .
defined to hold out prospects of high scientific
productivity over an extended period.

Evidence that a significant number of first-class
scientists (as judged by their peers) believe deeply in
the proposed activity and are willing to commit their
personal scientific careers to it.

Evidence that the new structure and its programs will
strengthen rather than detract from related work
performed in other settings.

RELATIONSHIP TO SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF
RESEARCH-PERFORMING ORGANIZATIONS

NSF policy is to use and reinforce provon strengthr of U.S.
scientific institutions. These institutions include
organizations of different types, such as:

Univeritics and colleges;
-

. Industrial rescarch laboratorios and in-housc laboratories
of Federal igencies;

ters" and !-.Anrally , -arch
cento:.,,

Vendoi's of R&D services.

the Foundation seeks to avoid inadvertently.changing the
characteristics of proven organizations--eithcr through
individual actions, or as the cumulative result of many
actions. Purposeful changes may occasionally be encouraged
for specific reasons. Some relevant characteristics of the
different types of organization include the following:

Universities and colleges (academic institutions proper)
lave as their two principal missions teaching and the
development and propagation of new knowledge and
understanding. As applied to these organizations,
therefore, criteria 9 and 10 may be regarded as,
criteria of "mission relevance."
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Academic organizations, traditionally, are deeply
committed to considerations of intrinsic scientific
merit (criteria 4 and 5) in developing and selecting
their own research programs. This is largely a con-
sequence of peer evaluation and peer pressure exerted
upon the individual scientist.

Organization along disciplinary lines is a prominent
feature of academic reseccch tradition. This is an
indispensable virtue insofar as it guarantees compre-
hensive peer evaluation of scientific research results,
but it presents some limitations for problem-oriented
research. It should be borne in mind that new
disciplines emerge from time to time and that the focus'
of established disciplines evolves continually.

Academic environments aLso tend to place extreme value
upon originality, methodological elegance, and upon the
initiative and scientific judgment of the individual
investigator. This characteristic again presents some
limitations for problem-oriented resoarch.

researcil laboratories and Federal agencies'
in-Iiôu1ab&rtoi-ies generally have as their. mission
Yhe generaleof ne,.% knowledge and understanding in
areas jndged to be of immediate or potential concern
ard lice in carrying out the commercial activities of
th parent company or the mission of the agency.

"N.kciooal Centers" a%d fcderally -eese:irch centy.-

h.T:;e as ffiliir mist;Jua-TR t;eneratio FierTWZITa-Ce-,..-!
un,;:rstanding judged to be needcd o, ! .ilrable in the

public interest. These organizatio" !re gc:nerally

e!itablished to provide specialized re.r.arch environment.i
not readily obtainable in organization-,i of the other

types.

Vendors of R&D services include many of the "not-for-profit"
R&D organizations iailso a number of--usually more
specialized--R4D companies. These organizations, in
addition to maintaining some level of independent
research, are unique in the extent to which they under-
take contract research on topics and problems designated

by outside purchasers. Collectively they constitute a
reservoir of general purpose research capability for

hire.

Discussion

Different factors tend to determine the scope and complexion

of the research programs in the different types of organizations.
Thus universities tend to be complement limited. For them the

primary management decision is how many professional staff

(faculty) to employ and Which part'cular ones. Subsequently,

these individuals determine program content. Industrial and

missiein agency in-hause laboratories are "mission determined."
That is, activity is weighed and selected according to mission

requirements, Finally, R&D vendors are, at least to some
extent, capability and market limited. Foundation pplicy is

to recognize and, generally, to avoid disturbing these

characteristic differences.

167:29-38

4 26
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INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

Task Force AInstitutional Science Support (1974)

The Committee considered again Lhe recommendations-
adopted by Task Force A at the June Board meeting
(Appendix C, June Executive Seszio4 Minutescopies
distributed at the meeting). The three recommenda-
tions related to institutional support programs
were: (1) programs to foster university,industry
education programs at the graduate level; (2) programs
'to provide scientific equipment; and (3) targeted
fellowship program.

(1) University-industry education programs--
Dr. Cooke pointed out that it was intended
that these programs would make it possible for
more uniVersity-trained persons, both Masters
and Ph.D.'s, to pursue careers outside
universities.

The Board unanimously APPROVED
the development by the Director
of university-industry educa-
tional programs at the graduate
level along the 6idelines
proposed at the June Board
meeting.

(2) Scientific equipmentAfter considerable
discussion of the relative advantages and dis-
advantages of oost sharing/matching funds for
the purchase of equipment as a form of insti-
tutional support, the Board requested the
Committee to consider further this matter by
the following action:

The Board unanimously TABLED for
a future meeting consideration of
the recommendation of the Planning
and Policy Committee regarding a
special program for the purchase
of scientific'equipment;

Further, the Board unanimously?,
ENDORSED the emphasis placed uribn
the need for equipment in the
Scientific Research Project Support
program by the Director through the
inclusion of increased funds in the
fiscal year 1976 budget request.

(3) The targeted fellowships program was aimed
at developing an additional graduate fellowship
program which would incorporate some aspects of
the Committee's desire to include more women
and minorities. During the discussion the
Board amended the recommendations as proposed
by the Committee and agreed on the following
provisions and objectives: (a) fellowships to
be awarded on the basis of merit (achievement
and aptitude); (b) amount of fellowships to be
based on need, including the concept of "prestige
only" awards; (c) fellowships to be carried to
institution of recipient's choice; (d) a
significant support grant to the department
selected by each fellowship recipient, to
provide "cost of education" supPort, including
equipment needs, as a means of ensuring sus-
tained strength of selected departments;
(e) a significant support grant to the under-
graduate institution producing each fellowship
recipient, as a moans of providing strong

80-976 0 - 83 - 28
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sources of well prepared and strongly
motivated graduate students; and (f) an
additional significant grant to the under
graduate institution producing each woman or
minority fellowship recipient, as a means of
encouraging the production and effective
counseling of such'individuals, and to be used
for special counseling and other curricular
and special pregrams. These guidelines are
intended to aid the staff in developing this

program,

The Board unanimously APPROVED
the establishment of a targeted
graduate fellowship program with
the provisions and objectives as
set forth above.

ES:168:8-9

BASIC RESEARCH AT PROFIT -HAXING INSTITUT/ONS

Planning and Policy Committee--Twenty-fourth
Heeting--January 18

Dr. Cooke, Chairman, reported that the Committee discussed a number of
items and reached consensus as follows:

Basic Research Support

The Committee continued its consideration of policy regarding
basic research support by NSF and profit-making organizations.
The Committee reviewed the practices of Scientific Research
Project Support vhich restrict awards to profit-making insti-
tutions to exceptional cases as set forth in paragraph (3)
on page 4 of "Grants for Scientific Research" (NSF 73-12):

(3) Private Profit Organizations: Industrial
organizations are infrequent recipients of awards
from the Scientific Research Project Support Pro-
gram. However, in exceptional cases, unsolicited
proposals for basic research will be considered
from industrial organizations where: (a) the

project is of special concern from a national
point of view and shows promise of solving an
important scientific problem; (b) unique resources
are available in industry for the vork; or (c) the
project proposed is outstandingly meritorious.

Upon the recommendation of the Committee, the Board acted is follows:.

The Board unanimouely REENDORSED the policy regarding
avards to profit-making organizations as set forth
in paragraph (3) on page 4 of "Grants for Scientific
Research" (NSF 73-12) quoted above.

426
,

ES:169:13
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PEER REVIEW SYSTEM

The Chairman asked the Board to consider the Director's response
to a letter dated May 15 from Representative John B. Conlan
(R.-Ariz.) which had been delivered earlier 1411 the dayl! (copies
of this letter, Mr. Conlan's letters of May 1, 7, and 12 to
the Director, and the Director's letter of May 12 to M. Conlan
were distributed at the meeting).

The Board endorsed the Directdr's previous action in denying
a request for the full text of a reviewer's cosments on an
education project, based on the long-standing practice of
confidentiality of comments. The Chairman read portions of
previous Board discussions regarding the confidential nature
of reviewers' comments, and it was decided that a resolution
reaffirming this position should be considered. Such a
resolution was drafted, introduced, and after discussion
acted upon as follows:

The National Science Board
CONSIDERED the policy extending
over the National Science
Foundation's history of pre-
serving the confidentiality of
comments on grant proposals and
the identity of the reviewers
mak: .1t such comments. 10 Board
Nown that, in additic, to its
awareness of this polici. the
Board had specifically vecognized
the policy at its Eightieth
Meeting on October 20. 1962,
and its 146th Meeting ea April 20,
1972. The Board also RVFERRED to
the several National Science
Foundation publications of an
administrative nature referring
to the same policy. ThP Board
unanimously REAFFIRMED that policy.

"I-/ The Director's reply of May 16 to Mr. Conlan was sent to
the Board on May 19 (NSB-75-183).

ES:173:15

CONGRESSIONAL EVIEW OF GRANTS

Committee on National Science Policy
--Triom page ES173:14

A revised resolutio6 concerning congressional review of
proposed grants was distributed and discussed, after
which the Board acted as follows!

The Board unanimously ADOPTED
the resolution attached as
Appendix B opposing H.R. 5796
and Section 7 of H.R. 4723,
as passed by the House of
Representatives.

ES:I73:15

The Board reconvened in Executive Session briefly from which the
following action is reported. The Board reaffirmed its long
established policy on the confidentiality of the peer review
process by adopting the following resolution:

4 29
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The National Science Board
CONSIDERED the policy
extending over the National
Science Foundation's history
of preserving the confidentiality
of comments on grant proposals
and the identity of the reviewers
making such comments. The Board
NOTED that; in addition to its
awareness of this policy, the
Board had spynifically recog-
nized the policy at its Eightieth
Meeting on October 20, 1962, and
its 146th Meeting on April 20,
1972. The Board nlno REFERRED
to the several National Science
Foundation publications of an
administrative nature referring
to the same policy. The Board
unanimously REAFFIRMED that
policy.

CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW OF GRANTS

173122

APPENDIX A

RESOLUTION UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY THE gATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS TMENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL (173RD) MEETING

May 16, 1975

The National Science Board opposes H.R. 5796 and Section 7 of
H.R. 4723, as passed, that would require proposed grants to be
available for 30 days of Congressional review prior to final
award.

The proposed legislation has the potential for producing
serious weakening of science which has been made strong over
the last 25 years by National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsor-
ship of the highest quality and priority research projects.
Review of scientific proposals with a goal that the best be
selected requires utilization of highly qualified and technical
experts able to understand the proposed experiments, the
achlevability of goals, and the competence of researchers to
undertake the prOposed investigations. The evaluation and
selection process involves .an examination of more than 24,000
proposals involving some 1,000,000 pages of technical material
each yar. The identification of the proposals to be supported
has been performed effectively by a competitive system which
includes peer review and involves several thousand distinguisbed
experts in the country combined with the studied judgment of the
liar professional staff. Of the hundreds of thousands of grants
awarded by the NSF over the aaaaa , only a small fraction has
been questioned by Members of the Congress and others.

ALs National Science Board in its role as a policy-making body
,elcomes the.continued oversight of Foundation programs by the
Congress. On its part the National Science Board will continue
to ensure that the management practices of the Foundation
operate to identify and support the best and highest priority
resoarah in the country.

The National Science Board strongly urges the Congress to reject
Nat. 5796 and Section 7 of '0.11. 4723, as passed, in its further
cOnsideration of the Foundation's fiscal year 1976 authorization.
It is our opinion that the two bills propose to extend Congressional

-. control in ioo great a detail to b either effective or fficient.

4 3 o
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APPENDIX B

NSB -75-182

RESOLUTION UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL (173RD) MEETING

May 16, 1975

The National Science Board cogsidered the policy
extending over the National nience Foundation's
history of preserving the con:identiality of
comments on grant proposals and the identity of
the reviewers making such comments. The Board
noted that, in addition to its awareness of this
policy, the Board had specifically recognized the
policy at its 80th Mooting on Octolmer 20, 1962, and
its 146th Meeting on April 20, 1972. The Board '

also referred to the several National Science
Foundation publications of an administrative
nature referring to the same policy. The Board
unanimously reaffirmed that policy.

RESOLUTION ON PEER REVIEW INFORMATION

The Board ADOPTED the resolution on peer
review information proposed by Task Force
75-C ea amended by the Board (attached as
Appendix D).

Dr. Cobb abatained from voting on the above resolution.

174:9

APPENDIX D

NSB-75-225

RESOLUTION ON PEER REVIEW INFORMATION
ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 174TH MEETING ON JUNE 20, 1975

The National Science Board has examined the use of peer review
in the National Science Foundation decision process on grant
awards and declinations. The Board intends the peer review
process to aid the effective evaluation of proposals with the
fairest possible treatment of each individual proposal and the
hroadest possible participation of qualified scientists and
other appropriate persons. The Board intends that the review
process be conducted with as much openness and information to
proposers as possible consistent with the effective adminis-
tration of the decision process. To these ends the National
Science Board RESOLVED that:

1. The Foundation will publish annually list of all
reviewers used by each division and office.

431
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2. Program officers should seek broadly-representative.
participation of qualified individuals as reviewers.

3. Verbatim copies of reviews requested by the Foundation

after January 1, 1976, not including the identity of

the reviewer,-will-be nada
available to the principal

investigator/project director upon request. The

question of including the identity of the reviewer

will be considered further by the National Scienc

Board.

4. The Foundation, upon
request,,will inform the

principal investigator/project
director of the

reasons for its decision on th proposal.

411 reviews requested prior to January 1, 1976, will continue

to be governed by earlier
policies, since those reviews will

have been solicited with a
commitment on the part of the

Foundation to the confidentiality
established by that earlier

policy.

The National Science Board
believes this new policy will.serve

to improve the information
exchange with the scientific

community and allow it to understand better the reasons

behind Foundation decision..

17414

DECLINATIONS OF PROPOSALS

The Director called the Board's attention to NSB-70-ll
(distributed ut the meeting), "Reconsideration of
Deelinaiion% of Proposals" with an attachment of a
ProPesvd NSF eiroular outlining procedures for requests
Cor reconsid.,ratlon of actions on proposals. The
Wroe:or stat:.'l that the Foundation has been subjected
to ctitieis:, beeause of the aboence of formal procedures
vAler,!oi a rrl:.,lpal investigator whose proposal has been
Jecliaed ear review by higher authority. It has
ho,am,, anpuri,,r that u more forval procedure for dealing
with sucn r,:iews is desirable,A,

ir-W6TEInt Notice No. 01 to Presidents of Universities and
Colleges and Heads of Other NSF Grantee Organizations,
"Reconsideration of Proposals Declined by NSF," was issued
by.thn Director on anuary 27.

ES:178:10

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON PEER REVIEW SURVEY - -SIXTH MEETING--
NOVEMBER 17

Dr. Mac Lane, Chairman, stated that the Committee
discussed the status of its Survey on peer review.
A final draft of the report is expected before the
end of November. Since this report is to be jointly
issued by the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and
Technology (chaired by Representative James W.
SymingtonD.-Mo.) of the House Committee on Science
and Technology and the Board and must be so issued
before a new Congress assembles, the Committee

3 2
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recommended that the Executive Committee take final
responsibility for its clearance.

The Board unanimously AUTHORIZED
the Executive Committee to approve
the issuance of the joint report
on peer review survey by the Board
and the Subcommittee on Science.
Research. and Technology.

The Ad HOC COMMittee commented on a draft ;to.!rnal
article which summarized the results of the surveys.
Some editorial changes to the article were suggested.
and Dr. Sanderson wr.s asked to incorporate the changes
into the final version.

186:13

NSB-77-150

March 30, 1977

POLICY REGARDING PEER REVIEW
ENDORSED BY THE

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD'
AT ITS lanic MEETING ON MARCH 17-18, 1977

-Responsibility for all award decisions rests with the National
Science Board or other Foundation official(s) to whom such
authority has been formally delegated. NSF program officers
have the reSponsibility to select those proposals recommendedfor funding. In fulfilling these responsibilities, peer reviewis one of the most important aources of information and adviceabout proposal quality. The policy regarding peer review
described here is intended to make the 1W4T1 decision process -as fair, effective, open, and efficient as,possible, recognizing
that in some cases there may be conflicts among these objectives.
It includes earlier decisions made by the Board on this subject
and provides additional guidance, particularly in documenting
and reporting on the peer review process'and its use.

I. It is pie policy of the National Science Foundation that the
evaluation of all formal proposals for NSF funding includes
external4peer review with the following exceptions:

A. Proposals submitted in respense to formal solicitations
that ye governed by the Federal Procurement Regulations,

B. Proposal's to provide goodS or services normally obtained
through purchase orders or requisitions.

C. Other proposals for which peer review has been waived br
the Director or his designee. A report on the use of
this category of exception must be included in the
Director's periodic report to the Board on the award
decision process. Some classes of proposals may be
excepted categorically, such as travel grintS,
committed renewals, etc.

D. Proposals which are withdrawn prior to decision.

II. Peer review generally takes the form of ad hoc or mail
reviews; reviews by an assembled panel of peers; or a
combination of the two. Each.program shall ielect one
primary method for peer review which will represent the
minimum review received by proposals in that program.
This primary method of peer review can be supplemented
with additional revieWS, site visits, etc., as needed
for individual proposals or activities.

4 33.
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After approval by the Director or his designee, the
primary method of peer review in each program, including
the eValuation criteria revieters are requested to consider
in reviewing proposals, shall be suitably announced.

III. The peer review process is intended to aid in the effective
evaluation of proposals and to assist in assuring that each
proposal receives full and fair consideration. Selection
of reviewers shall be made in accordance with criteria
established to accomplish this objective. Factors to be
considered in the selection of reviewers include an
appropriate representation ot relevant skills, viewpoints,
and backgrounds needed to evaluate each proposal. To the
extent practical, reviewers should be selected to obtain
wide representation sf reviewers in terms of geographic

distribution, type of institution represeated, race and
sex of reviewers, etc. -

IV. Principal investigators shall be informed bY fhe Foundation
of the availability upon request of: (A) verbatim, unsigned
copies of all peer reviews; (B) the criteria established tor
the review; and (C) a summary of the Foundation's reasons
for its decision on the proposal.

V. In no case is a review to be associated with an individual
panel member, a reviewer (panel or ad hoc), or subgroup of

an entire panel, except as required by law. Names of
ad hoc reviewers are confidential and are not to be
released except es required by law or as provided in

VI. below.

VI. Tbe Director shall provide the Board no less than annually

a report on the Foundation's use of peer review. This

report shall include:

4. A published list, by Division, of all reviewers used
during the precedinveu. .

B. Information on the waiver of peer review for proposals

under Section 1.C.

C. Statistical analyses of the use, of peer review.

D. Recommendations for change or further consideration

of the Foundation's policies on peer review_

E. Such other information as the Director may feel

appropriate.

434
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Criteria for the
Selection of

Research Projects
by the

National Science
Foundation

w,

As approved by
the National Science Board

at its 167th Meeting
Oetober 17-18, 1974, and

amended at its 192nd Meeting,
August 19, 1977, and its 203rd Meeting,

January 18, 1979
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SUMMARY

The National Science Foundation (NSF) ad-
ministers sevillfal different programs of ic,earch
support corresponding to severa), legislatively
assigned ubjectives. Tu the maximum degree
possible. these at twines ore designed to utilize
and enhance existing scientific research poten-
tial and instoutiuns. Purpuseful adjustments
are made when indicated

In the sdecoon of individual prukt ts a num-
ber uf widely understuud and acknowledged
criteria are cunsidered In different Nograms.
the different criteria Must be assigned different
weights. according to the ubjectives being pur-
sued Alsu these criteria relate in different ways
tu the distinctive charactenstits of dif ferent
types uf research-perfurnung urgamcamins

4 r;

INTRODUCTION

Polics C ontext

Public support ot scientific research. spec ifi-
calls including basic research. it an -accepted
!ramie f Id niied States public policy. Stu II
support Ws two recognized major ubjet lives

To luster and maintain basic researc hi 1%

an investment toward future opportuni-
ties. JS insurance against unfuresreable
future dangers, and as a vital elsment uf
culture.

To bring abuut prompt. ef fec tive perfurm-
ante uf applied research and prublem-
oriented basic researc h-insofar as specific
needs fur these van be fureseen in the light
of current understanding.

The Natiunal Sc knee Foundation

It is nut possible tu make the distinctiun be.
t wren basic and applied research a sharp une,
and the Fuundatiun is une uf several Federal
agenci9 that s-upports research of both kinds.
The Foundation, huwever. is unique in its mis-
sion tu fuster basic research per se and in its
responsibility fur future scientific research
capability. Thus the Natiunal Science Fuunda
non At t of 1950. as 4 mended, authorizes.' pro-
grams to strengthen scientific research poten-
tial.' es well as -scholarships and graduate
fellowships.- The Act authorizes support buth
of basic and of applied research and-in cum-
binatiun with Presidential directive-use uf an
unrestricted range uf perfurmers.

1
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Agency Objectives and Methods

The Foundation thus has been charged with
advancing several dif ferent but interrelated
major objectives

Accomplishment of basic research.

Accomplishment of applied research in
selec ted,areas,

Long.term maintenance and strengthening
of potential In accomplish both basic and
apPlieil research in the future.

This range of objectives has been reflected
in the development cif several different program
tot mats for NSF support of research. But des-
pite the approximate correspondence of pro-
gyms to objectives, it remains true that research
suji.port actions are of ten taken with more than
a single end in view Thus. the Foundation's
method of pursuing any one objective may be
modified or restricted by consideration of the
others

F unc t ions Performed

Where research support is concerned. func-
tions performed by the Foundation include:

Allocation of resources to fields of science.
to classes of scivntif is activity. or to areas
of applications,

Selection of individual projects to be sup
ported.

Does t establishment or adjustment of in-
stitutional structures or capabtlities.

2

CRITERIA

Allocation of resources to fields of science
and to areas of application is not further dis
cussed in this notice. but many of the criteria
for individual project selection require only
slight modification.for use at the higher levels
of aggregation. Criteria for the creation or
guodilis ation of institutional structures are
dealt with in a separate section.

The following is an enumeration of criterja
employed in the selection of research projects.
To simplify later discussion, they are grouped
in four categories.

Category A

Criterja relating to creative performance of
research the technical ability of the performer
and adequacy of the institutional base:

I. Potential fur future accomplishment by
the scientist, based on the recent record

- of performance,experience, and traimng.

2. Demonstrated awareness by thescientist
of previous and alternative approaches
to the problem;

3. Adequacy of available or obtainable in.
wrunientation, preparatory data, and
technical support for the scientist.

Category I

Criteria relating to the internal structure of
science itself

4. Probability that the research will lead to
important discoveries or significant con

43'1'
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eeptual generalizations within its field
of silent e and., in most favorable races.
extending to other fields as well,

5 6rot.bility that the restart *Will lead to
significant improvements or innovations
in investigative methods within its own
field And possibly in other twills of sclenee

Category C

Criteria relating to utility or relevant e to na-
tional °bin tives,

u. Probability that the researeh can serve as
the basis feu new inventions or improved
technology.

11%

7 Probability that the research will con-
tribute substantially to te(hnology as.
sessmenti e to assessing or peed:, ung
the direct and indirect intended'and un-
intended. ef frets of existing or proposed
tee hnologies.

8 Identification of an irpmediate program-
MAU, rontext for, and user(s) of. the an
tie 'paled Ft:W.111h results.

it Prqbability that the research will assist in
solving societal problems. in improving
the knowledge base for national policies
requiring science and tee linology, or in
furthering the interests of international
cooperation in se lent c

ategory D

C ram( relating to future and long-term se I-
entihe potential or the United Slates

10 Probability that the researeh will post.
tivdy influenee the capabilities, interests,
and careers of participating graduate
tudenht, postdoc lora! aSSOCIate5, Ur other
Junior research workers,

11 Probability that the research will contrib-
ute to a tradition of exe ellence in the

12. Amu ipated viler ted upon the institu-
tional structure of U science,

13 Piobabiity that funds allot ated for the
research will ahl the effort to avoid undue
ont entration in any region tif the Nation.

Bet ause none of these t onsiderations is sus
ceptible iii prec we m)u,intilmm awn, or even in
most eases to unambiguous rank ordering, it
would be more at curately descriptive to speak
not or .e riteria but rather f at. tors eon.
...Jelin! Moreover. very different relative
weights must be attar lied to the different fac
tors in the ease of different agency °hien lives
or piograms. as e½ explained in a later see liOn

Discussion

The hist t nteriathose relating liii Tea-
cNt11111011 -ate eonsidered ire every [no-

gram Ertl y NSF suppm led reseal., h peons t
expet ted lii produe v some valid new infoi ma.
thin in relationships The best way to ensure
the½ is to 111,1,1 upon rompetent scientists and
adequate I at limes The mmtnsider,rtmmrns whit h
hillow then are pectinated upon the assump-
tion that these firt three criteria are met and

4 5
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that competent performance will be the mini,
mum expectation.

Criteria 4 and 5those relating to the inter
nal structure of sciencesummarize succinctly
what the scientific community understands by
the phrase intrinsic scientific merit

Criteria o and 7those relating to utility or
relevanceqt many cases may be considered
to be met by ,Criteria 4 and 5. since science
ludged best by internal standards usually turns
out to be the most useful. Research is-properly
termed -applied when the results can be used
in a very specific context, often defined in
terms of some already formulated systems con-
cept. or when they prove diagnostic of some
already retognized problem The specific rela-
tionship of applied research to, particular sys-
tems concept and plan of development is made
still more explicit in Criterion 6. Criterion 9
sugmsts the importance of basic and applied
research to the attainment of goals in public

y

1. men, 10, 11. 12. and 13those relating to
long-term scientific potentialaddress not so
mut h the content of the research as the circum-
stances under which it is performed. They in-
elude :he quality of training for scientists, but
extend beyond to the processes of scientific
communication and publication, the evolution
of scientific disciplines, the encouragement of
interdisciplinary cooperation, the manner in
which scientific careers are developed, the or-
ganizational struc tures and settings in which
all this goes on, and in general how the scientific
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tradition of our Nation and the capabilities of
our scientists and engineers are maintained.
While these factins are seldom dominant in
prowe t selea lion or program development they
are always considered.

GUIDELINES FOR APPLICATION
TO SPECIFIC TYPES

OF PROGRAMS

-While the first three criteria are vigorously
applied in all research programs and the last
four are always kept in mind, the nnportance
of the remaining criteria vanes as a lune tionot
program emphasis Tu illustrate

Basic Research

In these programs the lotus is strongly on
potential performance (Criteria 1, 2. and 3) and
intrinsic seientific merit (Criteria 4 and 5) Some
consideration is given to utility (Criteria ft and
7), not on a project-by- prowe I basis, but rather
m determining levels of effort to be applied to
entire fields and subbelds of science. Consid-
eration also is given to broadening geographic
distribution of rescare Ii eapability. as well as to
preserving and enhancing the positive ehiarat-
crisIs s of proven suceessful institutions. In

the case of large-stale coordinated basic re
scare h efforts, often including logistic um-
ponents and requiring special planning and
management. somewhat greater consideration
is given to organizational and institutional in-
fluent es-of the project (Criterion 12).

6 7



Applied Research

For programs of this variety. utility and rel.
evance to national objectives are of paramount
importance (Criterta 6 to 5). These criteria are
considered during assessment of every pro-
posal with particular stress on improving tech-
nology . technology assessment, and policy
analysis (Criteria o and 7). Scientific merit and
long-term scientdic potential, the factor5 of
greatest importance to basic research. are never
neglected when assessing applied mearci, pro-
posals. The distinction, in fact, between applied
and basic- research becomes blurred'in many in-. ..
slant es The so-called -open window- projects
(smaller scale unsolicited applied research pro-
tests that offer new approaches to problems
defined by the investigators) are examples in
this borderline area, as are many eniMeering
and NM al seiences projeets. Correspondingly,
the balance among i riteria changes to accom-
modate this sort of situation.

Research Applieations

In these user-focused programs (as distinct
from applied researc h whit is problem-
(m used). the t tear identification of utility and
users matters most (C. riterion 81 Other criteria
dealing with tetbnology Improvement and relaz
hon to national obits lives also ret ewe strong
attention (Criteria 4. 6. and 7). As usual sewn-
it m merit is it concern. but with different
values attai hed, since applications work may
proceed predominantly. or totally from already

omplished basic and applied research

430

Policy Research

CoMpetent performance,and scientific merit
,are essenual components of these types of pro-
grams. Lmphasis is, however, also plat ed on
relevance to national objectives and useful-
nes. (Criterie o, 7, and 9).

"Education Research Programs

Relevance to national objectives, improving
the quality of life, and solving societal prob-
lems are fundamental considerations in the re-
search programs that Focus directly on theedu-
cational processes of the country (Criteria 6. 7,
and 5).

SPECIAL GUIDELINES FOR
ORGANIZATION AND RESEARCH

Ais)MINISTRATION

In certain instances, such as initiation of Na-
tional Research Centers and other large-scale
coordinated research efforts, additional guide-
lines must be applied. These guidelines, given
below, reflect needs for greaterintervention and
responsibilily on the part of the Government
and decisions at higher levels of aggregation.

Criterion of Need

Evident e should exist, if s'new administra-
tive structure is propOsed, that it is needed to
mildrecs scientific problems in a manner or on a
stale not possible with existing structures.

Criterion of LonpRange Potential

Lvidente should exist of a mission with such

8 9
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potential for high scientifk productivity over
an extended time period that a signifIcant num-
ber of ext client scientists are willing to commit
their tareers to it.

RELATIONSHIPTO SOME
CHARACTERISTICS OF

RESEARCH-PERFORMING
ORGANIZATIONS

NSF- point y is to use and reinforce proven
.11engths of U.S. st nentific institutions, These
institutions int lode organizations of different
types . sot li as

Universities and colleges.

hiclustiial research laboratories or organi-
zations and in house laboratories of Fed-
eral agencies.

National Centers and other federally
---- I unqed researt h- centers.

Vendors of RAO services.

T Foil njalion seeks to avoid inadvertently
hanging the i haracteristits of proven organi-

zationseither through individual actions, or
as the cumulative result of many actions. Pur-
poseful th.Ingesillay ottasionally be em our-
aged tor Twilit reacotts Some relevant charac-
teristits ol the dd. li i ent types of organization

1 aulude the following

Universities and tolleges tacadenrc insti-
tutions proper) have as theft two print 'pal
inissains frot hing and the development and
propagation id new knowledge and under-
standing As applied to these orgdmlations,

10
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therefore, Criteria 9 and to may be regarded
As criteria of "mission releVance.

At ademic organizations, traditionally,
are deeply committed to considerations of in-
trinsk scientific merit (Criteria 4 and 5) in devel-
oping and selecting their own research pro-
grams. This is largely a consequence of peer
evaluation and peer pressure exerted upon the
individual st 'enlist.

Organization along disciplinary lines is a
prominent Wilke of acadetnic research tradi-
tion. This an indispensable virtue insofar as
it guarantees comprehensive peer evaluation of
scientif it research results. but it presents some
limitations for problem-oriented research. It
should Fie borne in mind that new disciplines
emerge from time to time and that the focus of
established disciplines evolves continually.

At adenik environments also tend to place
extreme value upon originality. methodological
eleganze. and upon the initiative and scientific
lodgment of the, individual investigator. This
charat teristic again presents some limitations
for problem-oriented research.

Industrial research laboratories or orga-
nizations and Federal agencies in-house labo-
ratories generally have AS their mission the
generation of new knowledge and understand
ing in areas judged to be of immediate or poten-
tial tont ern and use in carrying out the com-
inert ial ,IC livities of the parent company or the
mission of the agency.

National Centers and federally funded

4 4 it
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research enters have AS their mission the ?ien-
eration of new knowledge anibunderstand)ng
fudged. to be needed or desirable in the public
interest. These organizations are generally
established to provide specialized re.eari'h en-
vironments not readily obtainable in organiza-
turns of the other types

Vendors of R&D servires include many
of the not-for-profit R&D organizations and
also number of usually More vt,er taitted
K&D companies. Thexeorgamtations, in addi-
tom to main raining some level of ithieperident
research. are unique in the extent to which
t.1.,ey undertake contract researi h on tothis and
problems designated by outside purchasers.
Collectively they constitute a reservoir of gen-
eral purpose-research capability.

Discussion

Dif f erent lac tors tend to determine the seope
and iomplexion of the research programs iii
the different types of organizations I hus. uni-
versities tend to he complement Imhted For .
them, the pnmary management decision is how
nhlty professional staff (faculty) to employ
anti whit h particular ones Subsequently. these
individuals determine program t ontent. indtic-
trial and nussron agency in house laboratories
are nusslon deternImed That is. activity is
sseglied and selei led at iutling to mission te-
tuntments I molly, Red vendors re, at leasT
to some extent. capability and tnarket limited
Fthindahon pvitt V is to ret ttome apil. generally,
rum a.iid disturbing these u harm tenstic dif
fermi vs

12
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PROPOSED GROUP RESEARCH SRAM

Dt. Slichter reported that the Committee on Role of NSF in Basic
Research proposed an activity to be known as "Group Research
Grants" (NSB-77-369--Nembers. Books, Tab E) to replace the
present CC-hie-rent: Arca Grants. This new administrative mechanism
was an outgrowth nf the Board's discussion of the proposed
Departmental Research Centers program at its meeting gn
November 19, 1976. 1/

Dr. Slichter gtatcd that the term Group Research, Grants describes
a research project which would combine into one administrative
mechanism several projects which ordinarily would be viable if
supported separately. A gingle scientist would assume primary
responsibility for the administration of the project and the
negotiations with the supporting agency. Dr. Slichter emphasized
that Group Research Mrants are intended to support the research
of grouss of scientistrawho themselves judTe that the
effectivsness of their research would be snhanced by group
f,ir.diag.= NSF would, through the use of the usual review

appl/ the same standards and criteria to the
individual parts of a group proposal as apply to single
in...estigator proposals. Only those parts of a group grant
that meet NSF standards would be funded. The group awards
wculd b.. in direct competition with individual project grants.

.Dr. Slichter indicated/that the proposed Group Research Grants
will be responsve to bertain issues raised by the proposed
plan for support of Departmental Research Centers. These
included the erosion of quality of some of the best scientific
rroearch groups, problems in the support of young investigators,
upgrading and replacing old equipment, need fer technical
and support staff, and support for new initiatives. He
mentioced also that the term "department" in the original
plan was considered by the Committee to be unduly limiting.

Dr. Slichter continued by describing two problems the
Covrittee felt might be encountered with Group Research
7.rants. These were (a) how to relate funds which might
go to a research group under the Group Research Grants
with other funds the departments might have from project
ararts, and (b) the issue raised by having a small number

Isrge grants of hiahly visible character. Another
concern was that the group mechanism miaht lead to lower
w4ur.d standards since investigators froM all disciplines
csJld ccnzeivably compete for funding in an operation
a-:minintratively separate from the current NSF procedures
fcr m.".king quality den.sions. Both the prcject description
an:! the policy statement proposed for Group Research Giants
trulude wordrqintended to thwart this.

Dr. Slichter reviewed in some detail background inforifation
on the Committee's development of the present proposal and
acknowledged the close cooperatior of NSF staff, particularly
Dr. Marcel Eardon, Dr. Fregeau, Mr. Claud Kellett, and
Lt. M. Kent Vilson, in the preparation .of the following
material presented to the Board ,(Members, Books, Tab E):

"I. Group Research Grants"--A description of the
proposal and an explanation of the criteria to be
used in making the awards (NSB-77-365).

General Policy for Administration of Group Research
Grants"--A statement of the policy proposed for the
administration of Group Research Grants (NSB-77-366).

"II.

"III. Resolution t .proving the Group Research Grant
Concept and the Policy of Adainistration"
(NSB-77-367--Revised).

"IV., Resolution Endorsing Group Research Grants
to Maintain Excellence in Science"
(NSB-77-368--Revised).

recorded in the minutes of that mer.;cg (N5B-76-440,
Appendix B),

443
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RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 195th MEETING ON JANUARY 19-20, 1978,

on the Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research

The National Science Board APPROVED

the Experimental Program to Stimulate

Competitive Research and the general

guidelines for its management as

submitted to the Board in NSB-78-12,

except that the proposal on page 3

to rank order the eighteen states by

their cumulative performance on.indices

is not to be regarded as essential to

these guidelines, and AUTHORIZED the

initiation of the Program.

'January 31, 1978
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Dr. Slichter distributed at the meeting the revised versions of
Resolutions III and IV which the Committee developtd as a
result of suggestions made by the Progr s Committeb at its'
meeting with Dr. Slichter on September 1 and the Committee's
own deliberations at.its meeting on Septei%er 15.

A general discussion of the proposed activi followed including
a question as to whether the Materials Resea h Laboratories
(rWs) would be affected if the Coherent Are Grant were
replaced. The response was that MRL'S are undef separate
policy guidance approved by the Board and would ',not be
affected.

Another query was whether there was a need for Group Research
Grants, since the Foundation's present procedures permit the
making of grants to any group of investigators who submit a
proposal. Dr. Slichter responded that this new mechanism
would provide a sebntantial clarification of the Foundation'r
willin,Iness to receive group proposals from the community.
It was further decided that the activity was not a new program
as such, but rather an administrative mechanirm for a
Oes'gnated purpone.

In the dIscusnion of the resolutions, the Committee agreed to
withdrlw Renolution IV on the Director's suggestion that he

ack the new assistant directors to review the Foundation's
activitides bo ensure that the level of support of the best
graupn is adequate for their effective functioning. The
Director agreed to report back to the Board at an early date.

With minor editorial changes in the revised Resolution III, the
took the following action en the resolution Proposed

on August 30 in NS8-77:30 (Revised):

The Board APPROVED the category
of multiple investigator
support entitled Group Research
Grants as described in
NSB-93-365, the general
guidelines for its management
as submitted to the Board in
NEB-77-365, and the announcement
o tnt-Foundation's willingness
to consider prop.onals of this
type.

De.ln %eckling abntained from voting on thc above resoluti n.

UslIc.ing the vote on Group Research Grants, the Chairman exprensed
the appreciation of the,Board to Dr. Slichter and the Committee
on 1,1c of EGF in Basic Research for its work in developing
the prposal for group support.

193:10-13
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PROPOSED MMUS IN "CRITERIA DOCUHENT"--GIUDELINES
FOR SELECTION OF PROJECTS

The Board discussed the recommendations of the PPC on the revisions
to Criteria for the Selection of Research Projects by the
National Science Foundation as contained in Section 6 (NSB-28-498,
Members Books, Tab L) and the following changes to Criteria 1
and XIII:

a. Under Category A--Criteria relating to creative
performanc., of research--the technical ability of
the performer and adequacy of the institutional base:

I. Potential for future accomplishment by the
scientist, based on the recent record of
performance, experience, apd training.

b. Under Category D--Criteria relating to future and
long-term scientific potential of the United States:

XIII. Probability that funds allocated for the
research will aid the effort to avoid
undue concentration in any region of
the Nation.

The Board then acted as follows:

LIPLE:79-5 The Board unanimously ACCEPTED the
recommended changes to the Criteria
for the Selection of Research Projects
by the National Science Foundation.

203:24

CREATIVITT EXTENSIONS OF AWARDS

(A. i recommendation of Di!-,cussion (Iroop 79-C,

Ae,
!--,!nding Dechanison," the !Aaff ha';

an 1.Jechaninn entitled "Creativity
i,roce.dure to stinulaLe innovative

Th C.I.ny Diiretmr reportyd that he had received numu

on ra:osunetive plans for this plan. The

roy;,,..stions have ben included to the exient possibly

it thY revised document distributed to the Board

(PqP7-.1.7.2.93)-

'lle 11.s, would authorize a program
officer, at the end

cl t. second year of a three-year contiveing grant, to

extend a grant an additional two years beyond the

-%piralion of ttn1 original continuing grant without tbe

snbm,,:niod'of a formal proposal or additional peer

re-iew..
Thy extenion would be based on especially

rencarch accomplished during the preceding two

, t i,(1,1,!,iON it war reemPend,O Inr nt.ji
11,1.0loo that thir plan bn extended to include

fl
investiv.eors who 11..0 three successive grantn

,A
gr,nts arDulAinq Lo throe years. It was also

that this arrais;eren1 will not be sufficient to

.zincl the potentially creative
propw.als which do not

reidily fit into the confines of a particular field.

Ti,, plan wan air,ndvd, at the
suggestion of the Executivn

cette.i whioh reviewed it at its'meeting on

f,ocjost 2, to include a,..ong other
itehs the stipulation

tlipt As,.istnt Directors shall
report annually to the

Directed,- and the Board on the extent of use of creativity

ior;:l. in iliWii7dYiectorates.

Ei,CP Lhe pli.n is a change.in administrative proceduren,

it did not require Board approval.

208:10
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON D C 20550

NS8 80-140

March 26, 1980

orrictoryme
OMCCIMM

MEMORANDUM TO: MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

Subject: Changes in Peer Review Procedures since June 1975

In compiling information for COSPUP on how the Foundation's peer review

procedures have changed in the past five years, it occured to me that you

would be interested in seeing the changes in this summary form.

Richard C. Atkinson
Director

Enclosure

P.C. 6...4
VIC

wak A.41-
.

Itja' AttAXAA-. C"L Amm.J.% . clAd

3
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Sumeiary of Changes to NSF Peer Review Procedures since June 1975

In chronological order, the important changes which have been
made in peer review procedures since June 1975 are as follows:

1. Expeditious Proposal Processing: Policy requiring review
and decision on all proposals within nine months of,receipt was
established by 0/D 75-51 on November 17, 1975. Exemptions may be
made by the cognizahbAssistant Director for sufficient cause.
This policy is now stated in Circular 138 (October 1. 1977).

2. Reconsideration: P. formal process for reconsideration of
declined proposals was established in January 1976. It provides
for a three-stage procedure involving explanations by the
responsible program officer. reconsideration by the cognizant
Assistant Director, and, at the request of the principal
investigator and the President or Chief Executive Officer of the
applicant institution, a further reconsideration by the Deputy
Diredtor. This policy Mils first promulgated in Important Notice
61, and is currently stated in Important Notice 76 and Circular
127 (Revision 1, October 2, 1979).

3. Verbatim, anonymous reviews: In early 1076, NSF
established 1ohe policy of providing principal investigators, on
request, with verbatim copies of all peer reviews of their
proposals. These copies arc provided without identifying the
reviewer or the reviewer's institution. They are furnished only
to the principal investigators, not to administrators or other
persons. Circurar 132 (Revision 1, February 9, 1979) states this
policy, which was originally promuLgated by 0/D 76-10. dated
February 13. 1976.

4 Guidelines to Prozram Officers: Specific guidelines for
managing the peer review process, which implement criteria
adopted by the National Science Board, were provided to program

' officers in 0/D 76-11 on Februaey 15, 1976. They are currently
stated in Circular 132 (Revision 1, February 9. 1979).

5. External Program Oversight: In April 1977, following
extensive discussion with the National Science Board, the
Foundation initiated external oversight of programs. The policy
requires that each program b. reviewed at least once every three
years, using existing advisory committees supplemented as
necessary by experts. A sample of proposal and grant files is
selected, and an assessment made of the adequacy of the reviews.
the appropriateness of the reviewers selected, the adequacy of
the documentation and justification of the decision to fund or
decline, and the overall scientific quality of the projects
supported. Circular 147 (January 17. 1979) currently states this
policy, which was first established by 0/D 77-17 (April 27.
1977).

6. Office of Audit and Oversight: The establishment of the
Office off Audit and Oversight was announced on September 16,
1977. by 0/0 77-41. In addition to general audit
responsibilities, this offiee is charged with ensuring that peer
review procedures are properly followed throughout the
Foundation.

7. Conflict of Interest: Specific guidante on the handling
of conflict of interest by NSF staff and by peer reviewers is
contlined in Circular 139 (January 9. 1978). The policy requires
that program officers and peer reviewers dealing with proposals
indinate that they have no academic affiliation or financial
interests which might bias or appear to bias their decisions, or
identify such connections if any exist.

8. ExemWtions from Peer Review: Certain proposals are
appropriately peer reviewed by special procedures or exempted
from peer review entirely. Specific policy concerning such cases
was established by 0/0 78-9 on February 22. 1978. It is
currently stated in Circular 132 (Revision 1, February 9. 1979).

"v
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9. Recent Scientific Accomplishments of the principal
Investigator:_ Policy stated Sept. 1, 1978 in 0/D 78-23 now
requires peer reviewers to consider both the scientific quality
and importance of the proposed research, and also the capability
and creativity of the principal investigator as evidenced by
recent accomplishments. Both factors are to be considered by the
peer reviewer and by the program officer in reaching a decision.
Other evidence of capability is examined in the case of younger
scientists. The policy is currently stated in Circular 132
(Revision 1, dated Feb. 9, 1979).

10. Fifteen Page Limit: ginte 1978, the Foundation has
required that research proposals not exceed 15 pages except in
special lircumstances. This policy seeks to reduce the paperwork
burden on both proposers and reviewers. It is stated in Grants
for Scientific Research (NSF 78-41A, August 1978), and was
officially announced by 0/D 78-23 on Sept. 1, 1978. Circular 132
(Revision 1, February 9, 1979) is the current reference.

11. Multiple Grants to a PrincipP1 /nvestigator: The
requirement that ach proposal jacket contain a listing of all
other Foundation proposals or awards with which a principal
investigator is involved was established by 0/D 78-28 in October
11, 1978. This information allows the program officer to assess
the possible effect of other NSF commitments on n proposed
project,

12. Creativity Extensions: A recent change ' policy,
implemented on a trial basis, allows program officers to extend
existing threeyear continuing grants two years without
additional peer review when there is evidence of outstanding
creativity. Ho more than ten percent of existing threeyear
grants in any program may be so extended. The purpose is to
allow thn most effective scientists ndditional freedom to tackle
adventurous "high risk" research questions. This pdlicy is
stated in 0/D 79-36, issued December 6, 1979,

411-
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COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT PROCESS

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT PROCESS (NSII -73 -237 - -

distributed at the seetinia

Dr. Hackerman reported that the Programs Committee
considered and recommended the approval of suggested
changes in procedure for obtaining Board Approval of

awards resulting from the competitive procurement
process. Of the approximately 50 contracts expected

to be uwarded In fiscal yonr 1974 under the cowpetitive
selection procedures prescribed in the Federal
Procurrment Regulations, it is estimated that len would
require Board approval as required bytthe NSF Act of
1950, as amended. To avoid undue delay and tp follow
standard contractor selection procedures in the award
of such contracts, the staff made the following
recommendations;

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) below,
all proposed Requests for Proposals (RFPs) or
other solicitations, where the awards are expected
to require Board approval, will be submitted to
the Board for review of the work and estimated cost
prior to their release to proposers.

If the RFP or other solicitation is approved by the
Board, such approval will constitute Board approtal
to the Director or his designee to enter int9 the
contract or other arrangements resulting'from the
approved solicitation. All such awards will be
specifically identified for the Board at the ncxt
(sleeting following the award.

(2) In exceptional cases, where time is of the
essence, RFP's or other solicitations, which would
bc subject to the provisions of paragraph (1)
above, may be issued prior to Board review subject
to the approval of the Director or his designee and
provided that the RFP or solicitation be submitted
'to the Board for review prior to award and the
provisions of paEarraph (1) above otherwise are
followed.

Dr. Hackerman reported that the possibility of a conflict
of interest problem arising regarding premature release of RFP
information had been considered by the Programs Committee.
It therefore recommended Board approval of the proposed
resolution with the addition of a reporting requirement.
rt was also proposed that the Board reevaluate this
procedure after a year of operation; (I) to reexamine
time pressures; (2) to determine whether any protests
or General Accounting Office investigations had occurred;
(3) to determine whether the procedure was expeditious;
(4) finally, to review the criteria used by the Foundation
for the RFP procedure. With those caveats, the Programs
Commitlee recommended Board approval of the resolution.

With respect to programs previously
approved by the Board, the Board
unanimously AGREED to consider for
approval projects as described in
Requests for Proposals or other
solicitations prior to selection of
awardees.; further, the Board APPOVED
the making by the Director of a grant,
contract, or other arrangement to an
awardee(s) selected in accordance
with the laws and regulations governing
competitive procurement.

The above resolution was approved with the Understanding
:tat; (1) such RFP's or other solicitations will be made
7ublic without delay after the approval of the Hoard; and
'2) the procedures approved bi- this resolution will be
reviewed after a year of operation under this authority.

15s: 1648
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ACCOUNTABILITY IN FUNDING
OMB CIRCULAR NO. A-21

Dr. Massey noted that several people have contacted him con-
'cerning the effects of the recent revisions to OMB Circular
Ao. A-21 with respect to the changes in computing indirect
costs. He noted that, in fields which have high equipment
utilizatiom, the current conputation of indirect costs has
the effect of reducing the amdunt of money that goes directly
into research. Dr. Mac Lane stated that he has received
similar complaints fron a number of scientists. He noted
that it is his understanding that the previous version of
%No. A-21 based overhead on salaries and wages, while the
present version bases overhead on adjusted total cost.

The Director stated that NSF does not hnve an official role
in the preparation of these guidelines, but does have an

. advisory role. He noted that several years of discussion
among many interested part'.es preceded the recent changes
in this circular.

212:14

imB cIRCULAR Bo. A-21

The Chairman informed the Board that pr. mac Lane had requested
the_ the Board discuss at this meeting the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-21 (Revised). The Chairman
referred the Board to a memorandum from Dr. Mac Lane entitled
"OMR Regulations on Time Records for Faculty Members" (14SB-80-61
dated February 11--Members' Books, Tab C).

Dr. Mac Lane led the discussion by stating that his concern
is with the new requirenent for accounting for 100 percent

,of faculty tine. This requirement applies to all individuals
at colleges, universities, and nonprofit organizatSons engaged
in Government sponsored projects. The revised OMB regulation
allows two different systems to effect this accountability,
hoth of whieh involve a 100 percent requirement. Dr. Mac Lane
stated tbat in his opinion this 'requirement creates.problems
for the educational institutions, the principal one being that
the 100 percent accountability then covers many unigersity
activities not supported by the Government, and thus are in-
appropriate for inclusion in the report to the Government.
In the opinion of many, including himself, making a percentage
accounting of time devoted to each researcH and teaching
activity is fundamentally meaningless because these activities.
in universities overlap in an intricate fashion that cannot
be acsounted for by any percentage. Finally, this sort of
accounting procedure is all inclunive and is not connected to
the individual project involved. Dr. Mac Lane stated that
for those reason3 (which are elaborated on in his memorandum)
he believes the acccduntlng procedures required by the current
vernion of A-2I are unfortunate. 'Since they affect the
rewarch funded by NSF, Dr. Mac Lane recommended that there
he renewed consideration of thin issue and that a new plan
he prepared to meet the needs of accountability yet to avoid
abuses, without requiring percentage-of-time accounting for
academic staff. Possi4y the OMB should be requested to re-
con'ilder itn ponition.

The Chairman stated that rr.imunber of people had written
hir concerning this imsue.*,He gave a brief summary of the
backdround on the revision of A-21, noting that it was under
conuideration for several years before publication of the
prenent version. An earlier version of A-21 was anathema to
the university community; it has since been altered at least
to tne extent that there has been a rearrangement of the
indirect cost allocations which distributes them on modified
total direct costi instead of concentrating them on wages and
5alarie5, as had been the case in earlier versions of the
circular. The result has been that those grants which are
people-intensive will carry a higher indirect cost rate than
these whicH are equipment-intensive. He noted that, while
thin in a different issue, he believes it was settled to the
natinfietion of most of the academic community.
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Dr. Hueg commented that there is no question that this
accountability requirement has caused distress on the part
of researchers. At the University of Minnesota there was a
great deal of discussion in the Senate Research Committee
about the revision of A-21, but no alternative was suggested.
In his opinion efie final decisions on the changes to A-21
were made by the business officers who may have a different
perspective than faculty members. It would be difficult to
effect any major change in A-21 now.

Dr. Mac Lane remarked that Dr. Hueg had identified a key
aspectr.i.e., that the present version of' A-21 is the result
of extensive negotiations between OMB and primarily the
business officers at the universities. It is not clear that ,

the interests of all parties were represented in these nego-
tiations. Some academic scientists believe that these
reporting requirements, developed without full consultation,
deprive them of their traditional independence and will
hamper innovative research.

Dr. Hubbard commented that he was supportive of Dr. Mac Lane's
concerns, but felt that there was a broader and more fundamental

issue to.be addressed. Thle issue is how one is to be account-
able when support of salary is received from several institutions,

each of which has a different defined purpose. In his opinibn
multiple source funding of faculty salaries will be useful
and appropriate. How one accounts to several institutions that
provide that disparate support will continue to be an issue.
Dr. Huhbard stated that there is a need to recognize this is a
legitimate long-standing issue that needs to be resolved. He
noted that the revision of A-21 is simply that; it should not
be looked upon as either the origin of the concern or the
beginning and end of the response to it.

The Director stated that, in response to this discussion of
issues concerning A-21, he did not feel any decisions could be
made immediately. Preferably, the university community would
have coordinated a response before the regulation was formulated.
He did state, however, that this might be a subject where a
special commission, as provided fOr, in the Organic Act, might be

appropriate. He cautioned, however, that this would be a major
undertaking which would have to be agreed to by OMB before it

was started.

Dr. Mac Lane stated that there is a possible input from the'

National Commission on Research. Individuals at the Commission
have stated to him their intention to issue a'report with

recommendations on accountability. It had been suggested that
Dr. Cornelius Pings, Director of the Commission (Vice-President
for Research, California Institute of Technology), might at
some appropriate tifie present some of the findinqs and recom-
mendations of the report to the Board. The Director noted
that D. Pings has communicated with some of the NSF staff and

has discussed these matters with the Congress. The Direcor
would be agreeable to having the Committee on Role of NSF in
Basic Research consider this issue.

Dr. Cota-Robles stated for the Board's inforhation that the
Univesity of California has prepared a position paper on
accountability which it presented to OMB with the endorsement
of the American Association of Universities.

The Chairman concluded the discussion by rtating that he would
take this subject and the issues presented under advisement
and would suggest to the Board later any action that might he
taken to address these issues.
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oF MANAC,FMENT AND BITCH (u)111) CIRCULAR NO. A-2I (Revised)

The Board Chairman informed the Board that Dr. Mac Lane had requested
an oi_Tortunity to discuss further OMB Circular No. A-21 and call
attention to his memorandum on this subject (NSB-80-161--Members'

Tab D).

Dr. Mac Lane led the discussion by providing a background summary
of :ione of the problemS associated with ORB Circular No. A-21
(Fevined) ,:hich were discussed by the Board at its February
ueoting. He informed the Board that since that meeting he had
conducted inVestigations on A-21 by consulting with NSF staff,
Dr. Frank Press, several officials in other Government agencies,
members of the National Commission on Research (NCR), and members
of the faculty and administration at several universities. He
referred the Board to his memorandum which explained the problems
associated with A-21 and which k1so contained two'proposals for
their solution from NCR's report: Accountability: Restoring
the Quality of the Partnership. A discussion ensued in which it
was agreed that appropriate accountabilitja.for the use of Government
funds to support scientific research was requisite and proper,
but that the proposed form of accountability required by ,A-21
was impracticable; hence, viable alternatives for suitable
accountability need to be considered.

hr. Mac Lane stated that he had drafted a proposed rqsolution on
A-2I which he distributed to the Board for its consideration. He
noted that the thrust of the resolution was for the Board to
request OMB and other Federal agencies concerned to reconsider
the la-avinions of 1721 and provide other options for suitable
accoustability. The Board discussed the proposed resolution and
agreed that the problem could not be resolved without offering
specific alternative means of accountability. It was agreed that
A-21 would be discussed further at the May meeting.

MANA,EMENT AND BUD6ET CIRCULAR NO. A-2I
sitiveld fr,m_kage_2161l11

The Acting Board Chairman called
on Dr. Mac Lane to present hisedited proposed statement (distributed at the meeting). The Boardbriefly discussed the language in the statement which contained

the principal recommendation that the rules as to compensation forpersonal services be temporarily suspended to allow for considerationof various alterhatives.
The Board also discussed the most effectivemeans to transmit the Board's views on this subject to the pertinent,dficials. Following this discussion the Board acted as follows:

Ns13/Res-80-50 The Board unanimously ACCEPTED the
proposed statement as its position
on OMB Circular No. A-21 and AGREED
that this statement would be incor-
porated into a letter to be trans-
mitted to the Director of OMB by the
board Chairman on behalf of the Board. 1/

216:24

1! A letter dat.d May 16.from
Dr. Branscomb to The Honorable James T.ter,r4., Jr., nirertor,

OMB, was delivered on May 21, and is attached asA.,:asdix O.
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APPINDIX D
(Attached to
ssa-ao-T)

NATRYNAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON. D C. Imo

May 16, 1980

Honorable James T. McIntyre, Jr.
Director
Office of Management and Budget
Executive Office building
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Mr. McIntyre:

The National Science Board is aa a ** that the need for improved
accountability for public funds expended in educational insti-
tutions has resulted in an effort over several years to revise
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-21.
Many representatives Of educational institutions have been
given the opportunity tO express their views. Given the
accounting and administrative cooplexities of this issue, the
National Science Foundation and the board have not been heavily
engaged in a study of it.

Recognizing that the new procedures ars slated to go into effect
in the very near future, the Board would not wish to inject
itself into this issue had we not become in recent months
of a widespread concern On the part of faculty investigators
that the new procedures will have unanticipated negative effects
on the environment believed necessary for productive r aaaaa ch.

Accordingly, the National Science Board has asked me to convey its
suggestions concerning the revised OMB Circular No. A-21 "Principles
for Determining Costs Applicable to Grants, Contracts, and( Other
Agreements with Educational Institutions." Some of these principles
can have major effects on the support of scientific r aaaaa ch, and
hence are bf direct COL ,trn to the National Science Board. This
is particularly the case with the Section J-6 of Circular No. A-21
dealing with 'Compensation for personal services" by the method of
"monitored workload" or "personnel activity reports." Either of
these methods requires 1001 accounting.of the work (or activity)
of faculty members and other scientists in universities. Many
scientists, though happy to account for their use of Government
funds, regard such nunerical accounting as counterproductive
because of the intricate way in which teaching, r eeeee ch, and
administration interlock in tile University setting. Many scien-
tists tell us they believe that such accounting will produce con-
flicts and misunderstandings and may in sOme cases discourage the
independenCe required for research.

OMB interpretation of th circular indicates that these rules
would include accountin for teaiching loads (such as changes
.in the number or level f courses taught): most university
teachers would conside that this is not a suitable concern of
the government. Becaus of these opinions, the Board concludes
that this particular version of accounting floc pkrsonal services
may be unwise, and that it could diminish the effectivenesh with
which government funds are used tb support research. The National
Science Board, therefore, respectfully requests that OMB and the
other agencies concerned reconsider these provisions of Circular
No. A-21.

The Hoard suggests that the provisions at present represent the
"procurement" approach, rather than the "assistance".approach
more suited to the hto be supported by national Science
Foundation grants.

As initial steps, the Board suggests that the rules as to compen-
sation'for personal services in the new Circular No. A-21 be
temporarily suspended, so that during the suspension different
institutions can propose and use various alternatives, as a test.
The Board also suggests that the ultimate rules as modified might
well allow more such flexibility for instituEions. Also?, for
purposes of personal services on direct cost, there should be a
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provision fOr simple certilication by the investigator that he had
devoted at least the fraction of time or efgort charged to the
grant. In the ease of indirect cost, if should 1,41 possible to
limit the accounfing required to those personal services of
interest to the government (that is, those now listed under the
fndirect cost categori s *General Administration" and *Depart-
mental Adminibtration*). This would leave to the institution
the accounting for *major functions* (A-21 terminology) such as
Instruction and Departmental eeeee rch. Moreover, the board
suggests the possible use of alternative propopals* in the recent
report, Accountability: Restoring the Quality of the Partnershlp
from the National Commission on Research.

The Board appreciates your consideration of its views. If we
caw assist in the satisfactory solution of the problem that may
be encountered, wie Would be pleasedto give, the matter further
attention.

Sincerely yours,

L. q't my44.1..4

Lewis M. BrInscomb
Chairman

cc: Dr. Richard C. Atk1ni4onl Director, NSF
Dr. Frank Press, Science and Technology
Adviser to the President

*Recommendations 4 and 5 in that report.
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH INDUSTRY

AWARDS FOR PROFIT-MAKING ORGANIZATIONS

Planning and Po14K Committee

TWenty-fourth Meeting--January 16--Dr. Cooke,
Chairman, reported that the Committee recommended
Board reendorsement of the present NSF policy
regarding Scientific Research Project Support
which restricts awards to profit-making institutions
to exceptional cases as set forth in paragraph (3) on
page 4 of "Grants for Scientific Research"
(NSF 73-12):

(3) Private Profit Organizations: Industrial
organizations are infrequent recipients of
awards from the Scientific Research Project
Support/Program. However, in exceptional
cases, unsolicited proposals for basic
research will be considered from industrial
organizations where: (a) the project 1is of
special concern from a national point of view
and shows promise of solving an important
scientific problem; (b) unique resources are
available in industry for the work; or (c) the
project proposed is outstandingly meritorious.

Upon the recommendation of thq Committee, the Board
acted as follows:

The Board unanimously REENDORSED
the policy regarding awards to
profit-making organizations as
set forth in paragraph () on
page 4 of "Grants for Scia.ntiiic
Research" (NS? 73-12) quo':ed above.

ES:169:6A
ES:169:14

The Board ACCEPTED the recommendation
of the Planning and Policy Committee
not,,to include in the fi,pal NSF report
on funding patterns rpcnmmendation 4
on page 8 of NSB-76-396 to "Allow
researchers in industry to compete on
an equal basis with other researchers
for basic research funds."

456 186:4
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NSB-78-53

RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
4-1 ITS 195TH MEETING ON JANUARY 19-20, 1978, ON
UNIVERSITY-INDUSTR COOPERATIVE RESEARCH

The National. Science. Board unaniMously

APPROVED in principle the plan to expand

ho funding,by the National Science

Foundation of cooperative university-

industry research projects and the

actions propoeed in NSB-78-11.

January 3/.

PROPOSED LANGUAGE CHANGE REGARDING NSF SUPPORT
OF BASIC RESEARCH IN INDUSTRY

k,
Dr. Reynolds, Chairman, reported that the Planning and Policy
Committee (PPC) had noted the recommendationk.of its Sub7
committee on NSF Support of Basic Research in Industry
(NSB/PPC-77-111, November 7, 1977) that NSF policy for ,

supporting basic research in industry should remain unchanged
and that new ihdustry-university coupling programs should be
created and supported by NSF as a constructive approach to
encouraging increased basic research by industry.

The PPC had also discussed the proposed revision to the policy
statement clarifying the Foundation's position on the support
of research in industry, as stated on page 3 of the Grants for
Scientific Research (NSB-78-8--Members Books, Tab L). The PPC
observed that a slighEIT-IEFi general policy statement would be
desirable since this policy would appear in a number of Foundation
publications. It also made a slight substantive change to the
statement proposed in NSB-78-8. Both changes were reflected in
a revised policy statement contained in NSB-28-42 which was
distributed at the meeting.

In the brief discussion which followed, it was agreed that a
more positive statement of,the Foundation's position would be
desirable. The Board then took the following action:

NSB/ReS -78 -6 The National Science Board unanimously
'DECIDED that the Foundation's policy
on the support of basic research by
private profit organizations should
be modified as indicated by the following

language, which should be substantially
reflected in National Science Foundation
policy documents:

The National Science Foundation
welcomes unsolicited proposals
from commercial firms. But it
also wants to avoid substituting
Federal support for normal
commeroial investment in research
or compromising the vitality of
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research in educational ,

institutions, where.reSearch
makes a special added contribution
to science education. Thus,
unsolicited proposals for scientific:
research project support from
commercial firms may be funded
where: (a) the project is of
special concern from a national
point of view; (b) special
resources are available in
industry for the work; or (c)
the project proposed is especially
meritorious.

The National Science Foundation
is also particularly interested
in supporting research projects
that couple the research resources
and perspectives of industry with
fhe research resources and
perspectives of universities.
It therefore especially welcomes
proposals for cooperative research
projects involving both universities
and industry.

195:16-17

PROPOSED CHANCES IN "CRITERIA DOCUNENT"--

CUIDELINES FOR SELECT/ON OF PROJECTS

The Board discussed the
recommendations of the PPC on the revisions

co Criteria for the Selection of Research Projects by the

National Science Foundation as
contained in Section 6 (NSB-71-498,

4embers' Books, Tab G) and the
following changes to Criteria 1

4

and XIII:

a. Unde'r Category A--Criteria relating to creative

performance of research--the technical ability of

the performer and adequacy of the institutional base:

I. Potential for future accomplishment by the

scientist, based on the recent record of

performance, experience, and training.

b. Under Category D--Criteria
relating to future and

long-term scientific potential of the United States:

XIII. Probability that funds allocated for the

research will aid the effort to avoid

undue concentrAtion in any region of

the N'tion.

The Board then acted as follows:

NSB/Res-79-5 The Board unanimously ACCEPTED the
recommended changes to the Criteria
for the Selection of Research Projects

by the National Science Foundation.

203:24
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YOUNG INVESTIGATORS

YOUNG INVESTIGATORS POSTDOGTORAL PROGRAM

Dr. M. Kent Vilsoo presented the staff's recommendations
iegarding the implementation of the new Young Inveatiga-
tor% Postdoctoral Program as contained in N311-7C-386
(distributed at the meeting).

At its May meeting the Board had authorized the initiation
of this 1'rO,J13111 and had requested the staff LA bring to
tDi Programs Committee and the Board for specific approval
a detailed i:".plementation plan and the Program Announcement
p.ior to ieiseance.

Tne staff in NtlI1-70-386 proposed two options:

f:ption 1: To implemont the Program immediately
y antbuneing that postdoctoral applications

will be accepted by individual programs to
compete with research proposan throughout the
year.

OtLion 2: Tb implement the Program immAiately
By anFiiiinciuq an annual competition for a targeted
number of fellowship^ (100 to 300) by division.

Dr. Wilson reported that the staff was concerned about
whether or not providing only a stipend and a small
amount oi researeh support would alkow the young inves-
tigator^ the research freedom which is the goal of this
Program, and whether the postdoCtoral fellowships would
be concentrated in a relatively small number of institu-
tions, For there reasons the staff recommended initiating
the Program in Ltages and preferred implementing Option 1
at this time, but reserving the right to go to Option 2,
if oppropriate, later.

Dr. Rich pointed out that the freedom for a young postdoc-
torol to choose the investigator with whom he wishes to
do research is an important factor. Further, these young
scientists will be coming from all ports of the
country and from a large nufaber of disciplines to
go whete exciting science is being don.a. He waS
concerned that Option 1 would not sot up a distinct
pceJdoceoral program, bsr that the proposals received
would he considered in direct comp:tit:on with research
propmiuls from experienced researefe:rs and would thus
be less likely to be supported. lie felt strongly that
there shonld he a Leporate aroonncament to the public
Ltating the objectives of the Program and enumerating
the discipline which are to he cmph%sized.

After considerable discusbion on the ylvant.wjes and
dilodvantajo; of implementipl Options 1 end 2 within
a given timo frame, and aftPr several amendm^nts, the
Board adopted the following resolutin:

NSII/Pes-7C-95 The Board unalimously ACRLFD
that Dlitioo 1 of the Young
Iqvestigators Potdoctoral
Program be inple'eented sn
th-tt aw:rdee-. ma:, receive
:rupport as af
in ot the
taSic researeh direetorates
as possibloA
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ter Stich support he separate
from that for Other research
ploposola within each division;
and that. there LI' a review of
the Young investigators Post-
doctoial Prograi, at an appoo-
priate time with consideration
of impl menting Option 2 at
that

It wah the seroe o the Board that the ahove action would
permit this Frograu, to be developed with the usual review
of criteria and procedures in each resarch area initiating
the activity, first by the Programa Committee and then
hy the Cohre, ani that the Progrer should he implemenf-ed
af, soon az feasible: Funds for the postdomtorals will CGTC
froy the eivans implementing the Progra.v,

201:10-11
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POLICIES FOR RESEARCH
(Other Than Funding)

FOUNNaION POLICY maATING TO PRIVACY MM
BEHAVIORAL MMEkRCH

Th Director presented his memorandum (NSB-67-107--Members'
Books, Tab W) recommnding that greater efforts be made
(1) to identify possible dangers in which invasions of
priVacy or other abuses may arise in psychological test-
ing and behavioral research in advance of the actual
conduct of the research and (2) to adopt such remedies
as are necessary. Attached to the Director's memorandum
Was a statement prepared by Mr. Charles Maechling, Jr.,
Deputy General Counsel--Special Projects, reviewing some
of the legal and policy aspects involved in the conduct
of research connected with human subjects and describing
administrative and other action already taken to safe-
guard rights of privacy.

The Board unanimously AUTHORIZED
the Foundation to (1) make known
to grantees engaged in biomedical,
social and behavioral research its
concern over the rights of privacy
of persons individually or collec-
tively involved in such research,
and (2) as necessary, satisfy itself
that grantees are taking appropriate
measures for securing the subject's
informed consent, maintaining tho
confidentiality of gata and other-
wise safeguarding W Ts right to
nrivacv. 4r

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

11230

WSB-67-107

May 8, 1967

MEMORANDUM TO THE MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

Subject: Privacy and Behavioral Research

I wculd like to call your attention to the Report entitled,
"Privacy and Behavioral Research", issued in February, 1967
by the Office of Science and Technology and distributed to
you at the March meeting of the Board. The Report was
prepared by a distinguished panel drawn from outside the
Government.

The Report examines a number of situations in which invasions
of privacy or other abuses may arise in the context of psycho-logical testing and behavioral research! / an persuaded by
the Report that greater efforts must be made to identify such
possible dangers in advance of the actual conduce of research
and to adopt such remedies as are necessary.

/n addition, the attached paper prepared by our Office of
General Counsel reviews some of the legal and policy aspects
involved in the conduct of research involving human subjects
and describes administrative and other action already taken
to safeguard rights of privacy.

Besides encouraging institutions to be continually aware of
the problem, it4a,our belief that where Federal funds are
involved the granting agency should assure itself that gran-
tees adhere as closely as possible to the principles laid
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down in the Report. I do not, however, consider that this
requires the imposition of any stringent administrative con-
trols at this time. The Foundation supports relatively
little research involving human subjects, we have had no
indications that rights of privacy are being infringed in
such research, and our present.safeguards seem adequate.
Consequently, I would recommend that the Board adopt a reso-
lution authorizing the Foundation to (a) make known to gran-
tees engaged in biomedical, social and behavioral research
its concern over the rights of privacy of persons individually
or collectively involved in such research, and (b) as neces-
sary, satisfy ourselves that grantees are taking appropriate
easures for securing the subject's informed consent, maintain-
ing the confidentiality of data, and otherwise safeguarding -

bis right to privacy.

Attachment

Leland J. aworth s

Director

PRIVACY AND BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH

Legal and Policy Aspects

Attachment
NSB-87-107
may 8, 1967

In considering what action, if any, should be taken to
implemdnethe PSAC Report on Privacpand Behavioral Research,
it may be useful to recapitulate brisefly the background and
concerns which led to its issuance.

The most significant factor underlying public concern
in recent years over infringements and violations of personal
rights of privacy has been a vast expansion in the scope 'and
technique of methods for exercising surveillance over human
subjects. Of the three principal methodsphysical surveil-
lance, data surveillance, and psychological surveillance--the
first tw.o have aroused the widest concern and been the subject
of the most publicized surveys and investigations. These
aspects of the privacy problem are of no direct relevance to
the National Science Foundation or to the research and educa-
tional activities which the Foundation supports. ' They are
nevertheless important because thv publicity which they have
generated and the legal and policy safeguards which they have
stimulated have carried over and been extended to the field
of social and behavioral research.

Coincidental with this rise of Public concern has been
a rapid evolution and strengthening of the legal concept of
privacya right barely discernible in common law, not cov-
ered in the Constitution, and until recently confused and
overshadowed by property considerations (i.e., subject to
the test of ascertainable financial damage). As now arti-
culated, this concept is defined as the right of an indivi-
du4l not to'have his private, personal affairs laid bare to
the world. As in the case of all other rights, the right of
privacy is not absolute. Its force and effect is subject to
and modified by a whole series of otber rights inherent in
our societye.g., freedom of the press, disclosure require-
ments for school and job, etc.

When personality tests, questionnaires, certain kinds of
drugs, secondary data (e.g., court, school and hospital re-
cords) and other research techniques are employed in research
in a mannr designed to reveal more about a persoe than he
has knowingly consented to, tbere is Strong presumption
that his right of privacy has been infringed. The same
likelihood exists when data and records accumulated for one
legitimate social purpose are diverted to another use, or
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when a subject's identity is'revealed to a wider public than
originally intended. In extreme cases such an infringement
may constitute a violation of law or create grounds for other
legal or administrative action. In less extreme cases it may
run counter to accepted ethical standards or to governmental
policy.

Only a small proportion of biomedical, social, or behav-
ioral research gives rise to situations which might threaten'
individual privacy. It is probably only the vast numerical
increase in research surveys, questionnaires and studies that
has elevated problems of occasional indiscretion or abuse of
confidence to the plane of national discussion. Nevertheless,
there has recently been enough public concern over the issu
to provoke a vide-ranging series of studies and investigations,
some instituted by public bodies and some by private groups.
Three Congressional committees have held hearings on invasion
of privacy, the most noteworthy being thellubcommittee of the
House Committee on Government Operations chaired by Represent-
ative Cornelius Gallagher in the 89th Congress (1965-66).
Several state legislatures have conducted hearings and investi-
gations, in some cased leading to legislation. From 1962 to
1965 the Bar Association of the City of New York conducted a
scholarly review of the field under a grant from the Carnegie
Corporation. The Research and Technical Programs Subcommittee
of the House Committee on Government Operations (Rep. Reuss)
has again reviewed the matter in one section of the four-vol-
ume report issued in April, 1967 on social research in Federal
domestic programs. Three academic associations--the American
Psychological Association, the Association of Applied Anthro-
pologists, and the AAUPhave recently adopted codes of ethi-
cal standards to govern pSychological testing in social and
lmhavioral research,supplementing similar codes of medical
groups, some of long standing.

The reports, articles and other literature emanating
from these surveys and deliberations have generally tried to
strike a balance between the need to protect the rights of
individuals and the need of the scientific and academic com-
munities for freedom to conduct research untrammelled by gov-
ernmental interference or other artificial restraints. Never-
theless, some of the recent findings have ben disquieting,
if only in their revelations of careless treatment of personal
data and deceptive practices in ohtaining consnt. There is
also evidence of poor communication'betweon the public and
the scientific community, with some disposition on the part
of the latter to underestimate the degree of public concern
and to discount its motives.

In the area of law and governmental policy the following
developments are noteworthy as indicators of a trend toward
a more careful regard for personal privacy:

- An increasing tendency on the part of state and federal
courts (including especially the U.S. Supreme Court) to
take a restrictive view of techniques for physical and
data surveillance for purposes of law enforcement.

- Recent Congressional activity in the privacy field--
e.g., proppsed anti-wiretapping legislation, bills to
protect the rights of government employees, etc.

- A growing numhr of state tatutes aimed at physical
surveillance but sometimes covering rights of privacy
in general--e.g., "anti-eavesdropping" statutes in
thirteen states, privileged statue for psychologist-
client communications in eighteen states, etc.

- Greater Executive Branch concern over the effectiveness
of a numbr of Federal statutes and regulations of long
standing which cover information ohtained from or con-
cerning individuals--e.g., those governing relase of
census data or tax information; those prohibiting re-
lease of certain financial or proprietary data obtained
from the public; and the statute requiring Budget Bureau ,

approval of questionnaires to ten or more persons.
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- Administrative action by the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare to define the terms and conditions under
which biomedical, social, and behavioral research can be
conducted by its contractors and grantees.

- Issuance of the PSAC Report of February, 1967 on Privacy
and Behavioral Research.

Of the above,-only the last two directly relate to behav-
ioral research. Hut tbe scope of some of these statutes and
court decisions cast?a ahadow over the whole field. .

To date, administrative measures to regulate the manner
in which research on human subjects im'conducted by institu-
tional grantees has been limited to tbe action taken by the
Department of Health, Wducation and Welfare. Here two dif-
ferent methods are employed. The Office of Education itself
screens queetionnaAres and testing devices used by contrac-
tors,and grantees in OZ programs. Tbe Public Health Service,

acting on behalf of the National institutes of Health, dele-
gates this function to the research institution--but requires
certification that certain safeguards have been adopted to
assure the voluntary nature ca the subject's participation,
the maintenance Of "confidentiality", and the protection of

findings from misuse. To accomplish this, PHS requests the
grantee institutton to set up an administrative mechanism
to monitor the research, and insists that before the incep-
tion of each project a committee of the investigator's asso-
ciates, none of whom hap vested interest in the specific pro-
ject involved, must satisfy themselves that the subject's

rights are protected.

Thus, although both law and policy on the subject are
fee from certain, two criteria have emerged for the conduct

of research involving human subjects: (a) a requirement
that the subject give hAs informed consent to attempts to
elicit information about his EgiTiVior, actions and personal
history; (b) a requirement that the personal data obtained
be treated in a way that will insure "confidentiality." The

articulation of these principles is relatively simple, how-

ever, compared to their application. Each case requires
individual treatment and a practical accommodation of con-
flicting interests. For example, "confidentiality" may
necessitate coding of identity and destruction of data

after use in cases where the subject's anonymity has been
disclosed or compromised; it may also impose strict liMits

on the extent to which data collected for one purpose can be
disclosed or used for anothet,

Two points should be made in conclusion. First, law and

policy on the rights of privacy are in a state of transition
and will continue so for 2S long 2S surveillance techniques

and data analyses are employed as research tools. Second,

legal and policy principles applicable to biomedical and
social and behavioral research will continue to be influenced,

and in some cases determined,by statutory and judicial devel-

opments in the whole field of privacy.

Charles Haechling, Jr.
Deputy General Counsel

.
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mNHATMAL SLUM

Dr. Handler expressed his displeasure a: tn,, Foundation's
entrance into the nonlethal weapons area an:: the fact
that the Board was not informed of such ac:ion. In his
view support of such activity as the conference
and related research on nonlethal weapons more appro-
priate for theeDepartment of Justice, shicn does have
funds available for research of direct inttncst to its
mission. Dr. Haluller Strongly urged that 'Lt. the.future

such policy and sensitive proposals be subnitted to the
Board for approval.

The Director explained the role of the FautUation in the
scpport of the conference and the subset,:lst: report to
C.F, Foundation by the Security Planning C::;.oration,
"Nonlethal Weapons for Law Enforcement--?.s.iarch Needs
and Priorities," which had received rets: ::ress
attention. He further veported that Sc.nan:r Edward M.
Kennedy (D.-Mass.) had requested the Ftt:1].:ion to
provide support in this area.

The Board reiteratbd its under5tanding ta.'t of the
general delegation of authority to th. _tql;: that unusual

or sensitive proposals regardless of amount be
submitted to the Board for approval ant "7.1.. r'ants and
contracts "of special interest" be the Board.'
The Director agreed to check the xevt,,, amiroval
mechanism to ensure that these requei,t- VAng
fulfilled.

Es:147:4

NSF POLLO FOR IlESEAECN AND EDUCATION

Institutional Committee \

The Board discussed 1 length a d7aft paper presented by
Dr. Morison from the nstitutional Committee setting
forth the policy of the Hoard on the support of research
and scientific education.

The Board unanimously ACCEPTED the
statement of policy proposed by
the Institutional Committee attached
as Appendix C.

The discussion also indicated that the Board should have,
and find ways to recapture, degree of influence over
funding decisions which is comrensurate with its respon-
sibilities under the law for the health and welfare of
science and its position as putatively representative of
"the scientific community."

Since the Institutional Development Programs represent a
considerable investment of U.S. tax dollars and are nOW
being terminated at the request of OMB, Dr. Handler
recommended thaf a detailed assessment of their effective-
ness be made at the first appropriate opportunity. Dr.
Levin indicated that such a review could not be made until
a greater portion of available funds had in fact been
expended (some $10.0 million are still available), but that
the staff had such a review very much in mind and had in
fact already taken prefiminaiy'steps to plan for it at
those institutions where support hps been terminated.

ES:135:7
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APPENDIX F

POLICY AS APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY
BY THE NATION4 SC/ENCE BOARD

AT ITS 135TH MEETING
January 21-22, 1971

1. Policy--Revival of attention, concern, and planning energy to
(a) science education
(b) scientific manpower
(0) scientific equipment and facilities
(d) institutions

in addition to continued emphasis on scientific remearch,.
basic and applied.

2. policy--Revival o,4 attention, concern, and planning energy
/o distribute Fedliiral funds through echanisms and programs
that enable institutions to provide a healthy atmosphere
for individual teaching, research, and study and for appro-
priate relationships to the community.

3. PolicyGiven the dangerous fiscal situation of private end
public colleges and universities, the National Science Board
should lend what weight it has to the concept that Federal
support of institutidhs of higher education on a major scale .
is critically necessary, and necessary now.

4. Dolicy--The National Science Board should have five-year and
ten-year goals. Whatever the year-to-year battles (with
victories and losses) with, a given administration or 2 given
staff of Office of Management and Budget or a given set of

Congressional committees, it should:
(a),, be continuously able to graph in Specific

'ways those year-to-year results againstca
longer stretch of objectives and programs;
ant

(b) allocate a regulax part of its attention
and energy toward the accomplishment and
attainment of its forward vision several
years ahead.

135:30

MANPOWER AND FRRER gAsE

la,k Forco I

ihe Commirtee rib mmended and the Board accepted the proposal of
r!uk Force l to undertake a critiesl comparative study of existing
prol.,tions and to prepare a report on scientific sofResttons as to
the nature of the study and report and'propnsed that it be prepared
by an ad hor subcommittee under the aegis of the Planning and Policy
,ommittee. The subcommittee would he authorized to contract portions

the studs with competent outside groups (e.o.. "1, Brookings
Tb..titution) as spprotriare.

Tr %ubeommitte would be reqh(ted to pr,pare a
report for p,olicari., under th,. of tho
Doard annlyr.ing available studies of 5eientif1c and
technical manpow.r supply and demand and the sssump-
tionsi"undorlying them, including an ind,opendent

s
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comparison and assessment. In addition an internal
report would also be prepared analyzing forseeable
changes (e.g., pending legislation), and the effects
they might have on manpower supply and demand. A
principal goal of this entire effort will be tb
Improve the basis and manner of support and uti-liza-
cion of scientific and technical manpower.

Toe Board Chairman announced that Dr. O'Neal had
agreed to serve as Chairman of the Ad Hoc Subeommittee
on Manpower Report and appointed as members the following:
Dr Brooks, Dr Campbell, Dr. Dicke, Dr. Hahn, and
Mr, Heckling.

Task Force 2

The two major recommendations of Task Force 2 have
twee implemented. The revised "Criteria" paper was
ubnitted to the Board for consideration at this

aed the Board is engaging in a review of
the distribution of funds among the various
disciplineS.

falikFc:AlP

Th- Bear'd accepted the Committee's recomeeedllic.es
:-ree'.rding the report of Task Force 3.as falloo,.,
4/w adopt the draft documeet -Maintaining the Health of

S(1,.tlie While Broadening the Perfolmer Base of
V.tienal Scienee Foundation Programs" (pages :72-33 of

f. ecutive Session Minutes of the June 197:1 Board
tine) as an interim uorking document 'of the

Peenf,eton te fetuve mndifiealior:

(2) a:eoint an ad hoc ,,es'ommittee to the
lone r...1ge impaet of clia:eee in Foiindat,w, eolicy
regariog tiv. types 01 ...eariAl

ii. : will
support, and ('5) transmit the eciiscd stattint of
research performer participation in the education
program (pages 34-35 of the Executive Session Minutes
of the June 1973 Board eeeting) tc the newly nominated
Assistant Director for Education for comment: subject
'to his approval, the Board agreed to adopt the statement
as Foundation policy.

ES:158:a

APPENDIX H

D0 DISCUSSION OF ,;-1PORT OF TASK Ff4et

Dr. Reynolds, Chairman, presented the report of Task Force 3
to the full Board. Issue III deals with the balance between
academic and other research performers. Dr. Reynolds explained
the reasons for reexamining the Board's position on Issue III
and noted that it is the same as last year's Issue 5 which the
Board merged with last year's Issue 1 covering the health of
science (attached to June 1972 Executive Session minutes--
NSB-72-182).

Dr. Reynolds explained the problems that were inherent in the
term "2 more open door policy" and indicated the reasons why
the task force was recommending modification of the Board's
preliwinary posttion on last year's Issues 1 and 5. He also
reviewed the task force's views on cost sharing and indicated
that the task force felt that the present procedures followed
by the Foundatibn on cost sharing were satisfactory. Some
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Members of the Board expressed concern about the deg

1

ee of
protective language covering university participatio in NSF
programs, particularly'Scientific Research Project S pport.
Dr. Reynolds explained that it was the consensus of the task
force that the limited resources of the Foundation were not
adquate to provide for full industry participation in the
ba .c researph programs of the Foundation without endangering
U. scientific strength as represented by the research
programs of academic institutions.

The Board generally agreed with the recommendations of the
task force on the understanding that they would be subjected
to a detailed review by the Planning and Policy Committee.

Syl McNinch, Jr.

August 16, 1973

APPENDIX I
Jlly 13, 197.'

REPORT D., ASK FORCE 3

P.lanc.e between aca,l,mic and otheis r ,01 perforrs.irr Wut criteria and strategies should
Foundation use in reaching an appropria,e mix with
respect ,.t.o academic and other institutional clients?

1. Reasons for Reexamining Issue

2. Experience of Foundation over past twelve months
in attempting to implement National Science Board policy
covering "a more open door policy" with respect to the
kinds of institutional performers used by the Foundation.

b. Expressions of interest on part of congressional
committees and Office of Management and Budget staff
concerning NSF/industry interface.

c. Increasing interest on pert of industry to
participate in NSF programs, particularly small research
and development (R&D) firms, e.g., dialogue between
Dr. Harvey Brooks and Dr. Arthur S. Obermayer on post
sharing requirements for small R&D firms and othe
industry participation related matters.

2. Context

Issue III is the same as last year's Issue 5 con ered by
the Board. At the June 1972 Board meeting, J.ie 5 was merged
with Issue 1 covering the health of scien (Issue:3 1 and 5 are
attached to the Executive Session minute6'...--NSB-72-182.)

The purpose of the task force was to review Issue III and
related material in the light of the Foundation's experience
over the past several months to (a) determine What progress
had been made toward implementing the Board policy, (b) identify
the constraints or problems encountered, and (c) recommend
changes or modifications in actions taken or planned concerning
matters related to Issue III.

Throughout this report, the term "open door policy" is interpreted
by the task force to mean broadening the performer base. This
interpretation is incorporated into one of the task force
recommendations.

3. Approach

The task force (a) reviewed the Board policy statement covering
"a more open door policy," (b) examined all back-up data in the
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Olinniruz do.umeof fY41-7)-17I--"Planning Issues and
Background Information"), (,) heard a presentation by
Mr. Bolton on actions taken and plannediby the Foundation
to implement the guard policY. and (d) discussed the
different views and developed a number of recommended
motions.

me tick r i chairman posad a number of questions during
thc i.scussi,ns that helped focus comments and suggestions Om
the issue. These included:

a. Are th4re any inputs from the staff or any source
tele would indicate that Issues 1 q6d 5 have led to any
pr,gram management or policy problems for the Foundation?

b. is there a need to address Issue III separately
fmat last year's Issues 1 and 5 in order to clarify the
Board position on broader performer participetion?

.. Does the Beard really mean "open door policy" or
something less?

Task Force Actions and Recommendations

a. Issues 1 and 5 on maintaining the health of academic
scienceond broadening the performer hese ("open door
policy") are generally sound. However,, for purPoses of
clarity, certain word or phrase changes are necessary,
and piragraph 3 uf the statement requires major modifications.

The task force believed that the mix of performers should
be broldened. The strategy for achieving this should be'
such that univernity research will not be dmmaged in the
process, The task force recognized the present bias in
the system but believed lhat the high quality of academic
4, ler,e in of such importance to overall scientific

strength that no action should be taken that would endanger
Ir.

The task force believed /hat the principal criteria for
rea.11lng an appropriate mix should be th quality of the
proposed work end the demonstrated capabilities of the
proposers.

The task force recommended that the Board adopt the
attached revised policy statement with regard to main-
taining the health of academic science while broadening
the performer base of Foundation programs.

h. The task force reviewed the individual policy
statements on broadened participation covering major
Foundation programs prepared by various major orgspiza-
Lionel units of the Foundation, and approved by the
Director on June 13, 1973 (included in NIB 23-177).
The results of this review are as follows:

(1) The statements on RANN (page 111-16), Experimental
PhD Incentives (page 111-19), International Decade of
Ocean Exploration (page 111-24), Computer Applications
in Research and Computer Impact on Society (page 111-26),
and Science Information (nese 111-27) ere satisfactory,),
and no change was recommended.

(2) A minor change is required on the statesmnt on
the National ROD A nt Program (page II1-22):
in the second sentence on page 111-23 delete
"Universities" and substitute "Each organization."

(3) The task force took exception to the statement
on Science Education (page 111-31), because it seemed
to be internally inconsistent. The first page made a
strong case for broadened participation. This is

40:
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countered by the "Program Statemene on Industry
ParticipatIon" which is so strongly biased as to
exclude other than university performers. Consequently,
the task force recommended that the "Program Statement
on Industry Participation" on page 111-26 together with
the statement on page 111-31 under the heading "Advantage
of Industry Participation" be used in lieu of the
present lquguage covering industry participation in,
science education (revised version attached). The
task force believed that the revised version will
clarify the NSF position on "broadening the performers"
in science education. The revised statement also
provides protection for academic performers,

(4) The Scientific Research Project Support (SRPS)
statement (page 111-29) does not promote that part of the
Board policy which at "a more open door policy"
with respect to perfo rs. However, the task force

' believed that the statement is condistent with the
intent of the Board policy statemenevbecause it pro-
vides for a course of action that will help ensure
the health of academic science. Based on NSF staff
input and discussion, the tank force believed that
the Foundation's resources are too limited to make
"opening ,the doors" to industrial performers practical
in Ore case of SRPS without seriously reducing the
level of support available for academic performers.

c. The task force believed that the term "open door"
1, used in the current Board policy statement is mis-
leading and recommended that this term be changed to
"hruader participation."

st Stsar

Another matter given vcaisiderable attention by the tusk force
WA, e,,,r sharing. Mr...Boltcn reported on current NSF practites
regarding, ,.har Sop., surnmar i fed as follows;

a. Cost xharing is required on unsolicited proposals,
regardless of the type of perforrwr.

roSt sharing is not required on solicited proposals,
11"11,-;, ot tb' t ,pe ot performer.

o. In cases wl..re it can be determined that there is no
trutualit... of interemr tor an industrial performer on a
partlrular ired prhposal, the Director ot the
Iscindation can make 4n administrative decision as to
vai./inr kr nor cost shariru; is required.

fire ta...x. ton,. expressed its appreciation for the presentation
H. Mr. Bolton and for the assistanue provided bv Mr. NeNinch

and other N,F taft members.

P..:157:27:11

Ar t ti time, .!)

LONG RANGE PLANNINC AND POLICY ISSUESCONSIDERATION
BY BGARD OF TASK FORCE REPORTS AND PLANNING AND POLICY
coMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

hr. Crooke, Chairman, reported that the Planning and Policy
rkkmmittee had considered the final reports of the task forces
established for consideration of long-range policy issue, at the
June Board meeting and presented :he Committee's recommendations.

1. Task Force AInstitutional Science Support

Iask Force A renommended the establishment of three types
of institutional support programs. (a) programs to foster
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university-industry work-study programs at the graduate
level; (la) programs to purchase scientific equipment;
and (e) programs to provide targeted fellowships, to be
based on need, including cost-of-education allowances
and additional funds for counseling and related services.

The Planning and Policy Committee recommended that the
Board approve, with minor alterations, the Task Force's
recommendations as set forth above and covered in detail
in the Executive Session Minutes of the June Board meeting
(pages ES:165:14-16).

The Board unanimously APPROVED
the above recommendations and
REQUESTED the Director to imple-
ment them as amended by the .

Planning and Policy Committee
for-priority consideration for
inclusion in the fiscal year
1977 budget estimate's and to
the extent possible in fiscal
Year 1976.

2. Tasi: Force B--Lraic Research in nission Agencies

Tt; Force B conbidured actious which could be taken to
ensure that mission agencies maintain strong basic research
programs in accordance with announced policies of the
Administration. Task Force B recommended and the Planning
and ?olicy Committee concurred that programs required tO
achieve a strong and broad base of support for basic
research should be deVelbped through discussions between
the Director, OMB, and responsible departmental and agency
officialS. Further, the Board should play a more active
role in these efforts.

Following a brief diScussion the Board accepted in princiPle
the recommendations of the Planning and Policy Committee
as contained in the report of Task Force B from the June
Board meeting (pages E3:166:17-28). The wording of the
proposed revised.resolution of the Task Force (distributed
at the Board meeting) would be further revised by the
Committee and the Director.

3. Task Force C--Future Role of the National Science
Foundation

Task Force C gave primary consideration to Board policies
in regard to the future role of the Feundation in four
areas: (a) international science agrelments; (b) science
education; (c) eyaluation of national programs and large
facilities; and fd) support of basic research'in universities.
Secondary but high priority was assigned to four other areas:
(a) poteatially important but presently neglected research
areas; (b) advantages and disadvantages of NSF involvement
in the dual role of basic and applied researeh: relative
balance between problem-oriented versus "untargeted"
research; (c) role of the NSF in improving the capabilities
of the social sciences; and (d) role of NSF in stimulating
industrial research and development efforts.

The Planning and Policy Committee considered the
recommendations of Task Force C and decided to recommend
that the Board give first priority to the consideration
of the Foundatioh's role in support of basic research at
academic institutions and examine the relevancy and
interrelationship of the following issue: What should
be the role of the National Science Foundation in support
ef basic research in the natural and social scioluas in
colleges and universities? The Committee ferthce .

recommended that the Chairman appoint a t,,sk fey', to
study this matte/ and recommend Board aetion.

ES:166:11-12
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ch ti

---Tga Force B considered actions which could be taken to
ensurv that mission agencies maintain strong basic research
programs in accordance wlth announced policies or the
'Administration, Task Force q recommended and tbe Planning
and Policy Committee concurred that programs required to
achieve a strong and broad base of support for basic
research should be developed through discussions between
the Director, OMB, and responsible departmental and agency
officials. Further, the Board should play a more active
role in these efforts.

Fo:tlowing a brief discussion the Board accepted in princjple
the recommendations of the Planning and Policy Committee
as contained in the report of TaSk Force B from tho June
Board meeting (pages ES:16r7-28). The wording of the
proposed revised resolutiO of the Task Force (distributed
at the Board meeting) would be further revised by the
Committee and the Director.

StA,Y ar ,:pootT Am) RFC(r!-EMPAILOBIS OFYASK 1,mcw.

BASIt' %,_,F.w.0L.1. iv Mi%slcn ArenGit,F

1. G e.,,ra1 0.m.lect
_ .

A premJ,t, of the Tali!: force was that misnion agencies
.01ouli maintain strong basic i'esemrch programs in accordant

'Aith announced policies of the Administration. The Task
Force devoted its attention to possible actions that mighk
taken to ensure that Federal basic research programs are
strengthened.

In addressing the issue, the Task Force was guided by
responsibilities specifically assigned to the National
Science Foundation and the National Science Board by the
NSF Act, as amended, especially Section 3(a)(5) and
Section 3(d), which state:

SEC.3.(a) The Foundation is authorized and dfrected--

(5) to evaluate the status and needs of the
various sciences as evidenced by programs, projects,
and studies undertaken by agencies of thc Federal
Governnent, by individuals, and by pub14c and private
reseaech groups, employing by grant or .:ontract such
consultfng services as it may deem necessary for the
purpose of such evaluations; and to take into consid-
eration the results of such evaluations in correlating
the research and educational programs undertaken or
supported by the Foundation with programs, projects,
and studies undertaken by agencies of the Federal
Government, by individuals, and by public and private
research groups;

(d) The Board anCl\the Pirector shall recommend and
4

encourage the pursuit of nabional policies for the
promotion of basic research and education in the
sciences.

4 7
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2. The Problem

In recent years, mission agencies have shifted much of their
support of research to those projects which have a high
potential for mission application in the near term. Informal
contacts with branch chiefs and other program managers
involved in research programa in the Departnent of Defense
(DOD), for example, indicate that informal guidelines given
them tend to limIt their eupport of research to projects that
have a payoff in terms of mission objectives 1:',ithin *
time frame. Thie guidance is further reducing the level
of long term basic research funded by DOD.

The "Federal Funds for Science" report aeries and other
statistical analyses of Federal support for research do not
reveal the actual naturekrof basic research programs being
carried out by the ission agencies. There are also indica-
tions that research that is identified as "basic research" by
some ission ageacjes would not be considered to be basic
research by generally accepted standards of the scientific
conmunity. Consequently, thee* is no effective nechanian at
the Federal level to determine the nature of the total
Federal basic research effort.

3. APPro..51

The Task Force reviewed historical and statistical data
compiled by the NSF staff needed for the study and analysis
of the issue.

These data included:

a. A review of the "Mansfield Amendment" and its
subsequent impact on NSF.

b. Oat& on basic research support trends in other
Federal agencies.

c. Data showing the increasing NSF role in Federal
support of basic research.

d. Summary funding data on the dropout problem.

In oddition, the Task Force developed short list of questions,
which were sent to Federal agencies currently conducting major
10(11:rch programa. The survey questions were designed to
ob n information on:

a. The agency's operating cimiinitinn of basic research.

b. The agency's guidelines on the target ratio of basic
research to the total research and davelopsent program of
the agency.

c. The relative importance assigned to various science
disciplines by the agency in terms of its mission
responsibility.

d. The various types of institutional perforners
involved in the agency's program and percentage of the
agency's program carried out by each type, i.e.,
industries, universities, Federal laboratories, etc.

A brief summary of the findings of this survey is included in
Attachment 1 to this report. Significant highlights of the
survey results are listed below:

a. There is a very wide latitude for interpretation by
research sanagers in thexarious agencies of what does
and does not constitute basic research for reporting
purposes. There is no effective mechanism at the
Federal level for ensuring that basic research programs
are in fact basic, as viewed by the scientific community.
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b. The mission agencies surveyed do not have guidelines
on a desired ratio of basic research to their total
programs, nor do they set any target levels for basic
research support.

4. Task Force Discussion and Views

a. The Task Force believes that it is not desirable
for NSF to become the sole or dominant agency responsible
for the support of basic research in all areas on
Federal-wide basis. NSF currently provides about 16
percent of the total Federal support for basic, research,
and this percent cannot be greatly increased in the near
term. Overall, the mission agency Federal total for
basic research is and has beet severely constrained
since about fiscal year 1968. A general improvement in
Federal-wide support of basic research can only be
achieved through an overall strengthening of basic
research efforts. The Task Force believes that NSF
should play an increasingly active role in encouraging
mission agencies to strengthen their basic research
pr,grams ifnd in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses
,f rhe total Federal basic research sffort.

h. it is the view of the Task Force that no written
icfinition or description of basic research or statis-
tical reporting data are likely to reveal the true
nature of a particular agency's operating philosophy or
pr.gram fur basic research.

Ail agencies have not complied fully with the
President's Special Message on Science and Technology
ot March 16, 1972, that all Federal agencies are to
,irr, our strong programs of basic research in areas
related to their missions.

A number of major agencies, such as the Department of
Houning and IIham bevelopment (HUD) and in the Department
ot Transportation (DOT), do not have basic research
programs, even though snch programs could contribute
significantly to the accomplishment of their mission
objectives over the long term.. There are also differences
Among the agencies as to what constitutes basic research.
another f,,ctor is that some members of the Congress con-
tinue to Insist that DOD fund only that research that can
be readily identified with a defense mission in the near
tvrm.

d. Th.. Task Force noted that, while many mission
age, les have strong programs of basic research and
r000gnize their value, some agencies with major domestic

vu,h as DOT and HUD, do not invest in basic

rewIrch.

EST:orient, has shown that scientific understanding that
rCrles 4,It of basic research greatly improves prediction
capability. It also leads to improvements in technology,
in.luding methods ut detection and measurement, and
ge'iOtrally enhances our capability for adaptive response
!;in.0 basic research programs can provide agencies with
an imProved capability to deal with changing conditions
and cinumstances which impact on their missions, the
T1,6 Force believes that NSF should encourage lission
agencies to unprtake basic research efforts. A possible

approach could be for the Foundation to provide informa-
thn to mission agencies on areas Of basic research which
KV, good ptqenrial to benefit their objectives over the
long term with a view to the initiation by the mission
agency of bdaie research suppose efforts.

c. The C.undation has assumed the support of a number
ii malor programs formerly funded by otherogencies,
principally DOD. The Materials Research Laboratories

and the National Magnet Laboratory are examples. Theme

actions were taken by NSF without benefit of a standing

7,1
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NSF position on the assumption of these expanded manage-
ment and funding responsibilities. The Task Force
believes that taking on these responsibilities. in some
instances, may provide an incentive to mission agencies
for fdrther cutbacks in their support of basic research.

Therefore, each new request to NSF for such support should
be reviewed in terms at Its likely consequences to the mis-
sion agency's support program for basic research. The National
S.-icier Board should, In the view of the Task Force, develop a
policy statement on the NSF posture to be taken with regard
to potential "pickups" of mission agency "dropouts."

I. Currently, there in no easy way to evaluate or even
take a look at the Federal-wide basic research effort in
any comprehensive manner. For example, there is no
complete simplified "map" of the interrelationship of
NSF basic research activities with those of other agencies.
Baste research is usually a small component of an overall
agencv program or project. There is no recognized Federal
basic research program perse. Budget cutting decisions
are usually aimed at programs or projects, and the resulting
impact on U.S. Science efforts is rarely if ever accurately
assessed until resource projects are terminated for lack
of funds. The basic research portions of mIsslon agencies'
oudgets are particularly vulnerable, since they are rarely
separately identified and are often used as the adjustment
out in any squeeze-down resulting from a budget cut. The
Task Force believes that NSF must tete the lead in bringing
intormatinn together on the nature and magnitude of overall
Federal basic research programs to determine its balance,

strengths.and weaknesses, etc.

Task Force Recommendations

a. That pt"grams required to achieve a strong and broad
base 0 sapport for basic research be worked out through
discussttms between the NSF Director and the leaders of
the other Involved ageneles. The National Science Board
should play an active rule in these efforts. It is also
important that the Foundation and the Board be able to
arti,,,late what constitutes basic renearch and eo
describe way% in which sound basic research programs can
benefit mission agencies. The brief survey of mission
agency basic research, made by the Task Force, should be
followed up with a series of separate discussions between
the NSF Director and selected mission agency heads or
appropriate top management officers. The purposes of
these discuesions would be:

(i) To express Board, Foundation, and Administration
views and concerns for the need to maintain a strong
national basic research posture.

(0 To talk candidly about the exact nature of the
mission agency's basic research programs.

(3) To offer suggestions on research areas that
might be of )arowing importance to the agency.

(4) To offer NSF assistance to the agency in
initiating a basic research program, where appropriate.

h. That the NSA, through discussion (Recommendation
and interaction with the Office of Manngement and Budget
(OMB) make an effort to determine the degree of incon-
sistency that exists among the agencies in carrying out
the President's stated policy that all agencies should
have strong basic research support programs. Interviews,
participation in OMB reviews, and examination of ONO special
analyst% data are all possible sources of data on this.

c. That the NSF undertake to assist Federal agencies
in starting banic research programs where none now exists
and where their long term benefits can be demonstrated.
(DOT and HUD are possible examples.)

d; That the NSF develop information on the
interrelationship of Its basic research program with
the basic research activities of other Federal agencies.
Interviews, data gathering by the Division of Science
Resources Studien, and OMB data are possible sources and

475
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mechanisms for obtaining this information. Also, the

National Science Board should be involved in the

evaluation:of these data and in recommending areas
that require Strengthening.

e. That the National Sdience Board develop a general
policy statement on the postura of NSF on picking up

major projects or programs being dropped by other

agencies due to mission relevarzy considerations.

6. Proposed Resolution

To implement the recommendations, the Task Force proposes that

the National Science Board adopt the following resolution:

Whereas the National Science Foundation Act of 1950 (as
amended) authorizes and directs the Foundation "to
evaluate the status and needs of the various Sciences as

videnced by programs, projects, and studies undertaken

by agencies of the Federal Govrnment" and specifies that

the Board and the Director "shall recommend and encourage

the pursuit of national policies for the promotion of

basic research and education in the sciences," it is ,

RESOLVED that:

The Director, himself, shall hold a series of diseussions

with the secretaries.and/or other appropriate senior

officials Of selected mission agencies of the Federal

Government for the purposes of (a) expressing the

views and concerns of the Administration and the

\ational ruundatiun with regard to the
4,ed to maintain strong natione4 tonic reseahc4
posture: and (b) determining the IRrict nature and scop.e)
of the minSion naeneics' ongoing 000 planncd basic
research programs, offering suggcSWIons'and advice oft
research arcas Abet might be of growing importanzelto
the MStion agencies for inhtiating or modifying ;Insly
research programs where appropriate. The Board she)].
play an active supporting role in these efforts.

The Foundation, through discussions with the
mission agencies of the Federal Government and
through interactions with the Office of Management
and Budget, shall undertake to ascertain the status
of applicable mission agencies' programs of basic

research.

The Foundation shall undertake to assist other Federal
agencies, as appropriate, in initiating basic research
programs where none now exists and where.the poten'tial

for long term benefits to the agency's missions from

such programs can be most reasonable.

The Fo.,ndation shall develop information on the
interrelationships of NSF basic research programs with
the basic research activitfes of other Ynderal agencies
for use in evaluating the status and needs of the various
sciences, in correlating the basic research programs
undertaken and supported by the Foundation with related
programs undertaken by other agencies of the Federal
Government, and in recommending to applicable agencies,
to the Administration, and to the Board those areas that

require strengthening.

The Board shall develop and promulgate a general policy
statement pertaining to Foundation assumption of manage
ment and/or support responsibilities for major program
activities or projects for which support has been
terminated or significantly reduced by other Federal

agencies due to considerations of mission relevancy or

budgetary priorities.

Attach:.Onr
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Syl McNinch
Executive Secretary
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July 25, 1974
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BASIC RESEARCH IN MISSION AGENCIES

Report of Task Force B

.dr. Cooke then reported that the Committee had
devoted the majority of its meeting to finalizing
the resolution of Task Force B, drafted at the June
Board meeting ani,considered by the Committee at the
September Board ueeting, on the support of basic
research by misston agencies. Following the September
meeting the Director and the General Counsel offered
several language changes to express more accurately
the Director's role in any negotiation with other
departments and agencies. The Committee, after
considering these and other proposed changes,
presented a revised text for the Board's action and
transmission to aPpropriate officials in the
Executive and Legislative Branches.

The Board discussed the intent and impact of this
resolution, acknowledging that it called for the
Board us well as the Director to take certain steps
to encourage mission agencies to maintain strong
basic research programs and to ensure that the best
possible programs are developed, carried out, and
supported. In this discussion the proposed resolu-
tion was further altered to clarify the Board's
intent. The Chairman pointed out that the new Board
ComAittee on Role of NSF in Basic Research will as
its initial assignment consider odiat further action
the Board should take in clarifying and strengthening
tho role of the Foundation in the support of basic
rcs.ygr,;:h in universities.

The E,-,,21 enaainwesly ADCdT..D
the unleaded resolution of Tnsk
Force B (final text attached n3
Appendix D),

ES:167:10-11

PROMOTION OF BASIC RESEARCH IN MISSION AGENCIES

Resolution Adopted by the National Science Board
at is 167th Meeting on October 18, 1974 (NSB-74-332/7

Whereas, iirctMn 3(d) of the National Science Foundation Act of 1951)as amended staln that, "The
Board and the Director shell recommend and encourage the pursuit of national policks for the promo-
tion of basic research and education in the sciences.% and

Whereas, Section 3(aX5) of the Act authorizes and directs the National Science Foundatio n to evaluate
the status and needs of the various s'aenen isevidenced by programs, projects, and s t udics undena ken
by agencies of the Federal Government, by individuals, and by public and private research groups,
employing by grant orcont met such consulting servicesa3 if may deem necessary for the purpose of suc h
evaluations, and to take into considerat ion the results of such evaluations in correlating thert11.11 rc h and

educational programs undertaken or supported by the Foundation with programs. projects, and studies
undertaken ,by agencies of the Federal Government. by individuals, and by public eod private research
groups. and

Whereas. the national welfare requires add it has been a longstanding matter of national polky that mis-
skin agencies punue strong programs of basic research appropriate for their missions: and

Wheren in recent years some Federal agencies have significantly reduced theirefforts in basic research
relevant to their minions; and

Wherea s. shifts in othcr agencies' sOpport of basic research affect the National Science Foundation's
capabilk to fulfill one of its mks to ensure the adequacy of the Nation's research effort:

4 77
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Therefore, be it RESOLVED, That.

The National Science Board encourages mission agencies of the Federal Government to maintain
strong basic research programs in areas that have the potential of contributing to their mission ob-

jectives over the long term;

-The National Science Foundation shall develop information on the interrelationships of NSF
basic research programs with the basic research activities of other Fedendagencies for use in
evaluating the status and needs of the various sciences, in correlating the basic research programs
undertaken and supported by the Foundation with related programs undertaken by otheragencies

of the Federal Government, and in recommending to applicable agencies, to the Administration,
and to the National Scienceloard those areas that require strengtheeinp

To assist the National Seiente Foundation in coordinating and correlating its basic research

programs with those of otheragtncies, the-National Science hoardshall develop and promulgate a

general policy statement pertaining to Foundation assumption ofmanagement and/or support
responsibilities for major program activities or projects for which support has been terminated or

significantly reduced by other Federal agencies due to considerations of mission relevancy er

budgetary priorities:

The Director of the National Science Foundation is urged to hold series of discussions with the
secretaries and/or other appropriate senior officials of selected mission agencies of the Federal

Government for the purposesofdiscussing the need formission agencies te maintain strong basic
research proarams appropriate to their missions and the benefits that are likely to accrue from
such programs over the long term. These discussions should also focus on the natureand scope of

current and planned mission agency basic research efforts and on the areas of research that are

likely to be ofsignificance to Mission agency programs. These discussions should be carried out

with view to strengthening the overall Federal basic research posture and to identifying areas of

need in the various science field%

The Director of the National Science Foundation is urged to take an =berate in promoting basic
researth within the Executive Branch, including assisting other Federal agencies as ap pro priate in

initiating basic research programs wherenone now exists and where the potential for long term
benefits to the apencies' missions from such programs is greatest:and through d iscussions with the

mission aaencies and the Office of Management and Budget ascertain the status of Federal

programs of basic research.

ES: 167:32

STATUS OF SCIENCE

Task Force 77-A

Dt. Bisplinghoff reported on the recommendations of Task

Force 77-A in the absence of Dr. Koshland, Chairman.
The Task Force considered the status of science materials
prepared by NSF staff to summarize its perception of
the status of scientific fields. The Task Force generally
approved of the effort and found informative the
assumptions involved in NSF's most recent long-range

planning. Annual preparation of similar revieits
as background Material for future June Board Meetings

was recommended.

For staff guidance the Task Force provided a list of
policy issues for special attention and/or improvement
in future reviews, such as (1) institutional issues--
ability of universities to maintain research capabilities,
shared research facilities, interinstitutional cooperation,
among government, industry, and universities; (2) NSF
role in industrial basic research; (3) NSF role in
assisting state and local governments in research needs;
and (4) management of NSF at the two billion dollar level.

The Task Force also ieentified several areas as
possibilities tor consideration as issues at the
June 1978 meeting.

Dr. Bisplinghoff stated that the Task Force would prepare
a final report to the Board on its recommendations in
the near future. The Board Chairman requested that these
recommendations be provided to the Board via the Planning
and Policy COmMittee.

4Th
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STATtS OF SCIENCE

Report of Task Force 77-A

APPENr.rx_.

June 24, 1% 7

Task Fdrc, A considered the raterial prodsced to review the
status of science as perceived by NSF staff. The Task Force
1,n-rally appratted of the effort and found the information
.ta ce useful to the Board in providing a coherent overview.
of th, asaumptlons underlying NSF long-range planning.

1. It in recorrended.that the status of science
section be produced annually as background material
for 'June Board meetings.

2. It is further recommended that information in
future reviews be improved according to the
instruction; listed in Attachment I.

3. It ic alsn recommonded that the production and
uue of thiu review be coordinatea by NSF staff
to complement and fit into the schedule of
long-range planning and budgeting of the Foundation.

The E'rosnV of the status o. science reviews is to provide
t! ..-.tual background of assurptions surrounding the
las -rmge tsidgt planning of the Foundation. Gmorally,
the smstantive material on the directions of the fields of'
nclose should erphasize She excitement of research, current

;-'ential, in these fields.

1. 1p doi.11 so., it should also emphasize reasons of
t:.,.lino;,1 in ca_rtain spmcial research opportunitieS;
and the facilities, inntrumentation, or special
fondin1 ,fforts required to encourage the pursuit
of these.

2. It shodld also estimate and emphasize the flexibility
in budgetary planning to be responsive to new
directions in the fields of science (as thase may
arise, perceived from within the scientific
csmnity).

3. Where current and potential developments in a field
can be seen as having extrinsic importance outside
the field, 'biach importaot relationships should be
noted.

In reiewing the status of science material this June, the T 'k

Force also identified several -important 'ssoe areas which sh-41d
bo Considered for review by the Board next June. Attachment 11
lists these areas, along with the issues carrie over from
this lant year. '

It is recommended that these issues be connidered by the.
Planning and Policy Committee as possible candidate is5ues
for the next planning environment review in 1977-1978. 3:27

Attach -ent I

RFFoRT oF TASK FORCE 77-A

Irsrovenent and Additions to Statun of Science Reviews Urdases
a5 Appendices fo; Future June neeting5

. (Trend data wherever possi6le inntead of tables)

1. Gene1 pdrpese ip summaries (and appendices to summaries)
is to identify the excitement of current research as wsll
an future science opportunities..

a. Expand discussion of research opportunities.'
Include key material from advisory oversight committee
reports.

4 7
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2. Improve discusstonof facilities-and in'strumentation needs.

3. Show Materials Research Laboratories and similar laboratory
and centemsuppott as separate from general project support
by locitiM, level of support and specialization, number
of Bei.'s of support provided, and present length of

4. Show young investigator suOporl as separate from support
pro,id,d Pnrahlihed investigators.

S. Artvz.aate inflationary impacts, where possible!

IT7rcJ d.,sc,ription of'other Federal agencies' directions
and level; of support in each field, where possible.

7. Ad,i industrial directions and levels of support in each
field, where possible.

8. Improve time trends on career data on Ph.D.'s (enrollment,
production, employment, tenure, and movement).

9. Articulate present and potentially exciting relations
between disciplines or fields.

10. Improve the information about fund flexibiliiy.

11. Include international context descriptions, where mihsing.
Write-ups should include cooperative as well as competitive
relationships.

12. An exampin or case study per division is desirable where
excitement or issues can be thus expressed or illustrated.

13. In addition to the above improvements, it is re.:ommended that
a science policy environment review be prepared which includes
more than the Federal institutional context. It should include:

a.
b.

C.

Substantive policy areas (e.g., energy policy),
State and local governments.
Industrial policy.

Attachment II

REPORT_OF Lfir,stcFpRC E 7 7 -A

Puture Policy._ Issues

X. InsritutionaLissues

A. Examine the ability of universities to maintain research
capabilities.

1. Reduction of'paperwork by grantees (accountability
impeding innovation).

7. Overhead costs.

3. Manpower problems and a/ternative strategies
(e.g., institutes, leaves; career change).

4. Interactions between.other sources Of-support
and functions (e.g., industrial support,
educational support, state support, etc.).

5. Focus support on a limited number of universities.

B. Shared research facilities.

1. Where do these exist and future opportunities?

4bu.
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2. Preservation and con:,alidation of older collections.

3. Management problem:, of participation and renewal.

C. Inter-institutional cooperation among government,
, industry and Universities.

II. M8F role in industrial basic research (incentives and
disincentives).

III. NSF role in assisting state and local governments' research
needs.

IV. Alanagement of NSF at two billion dollar level.

V. Further crosscut studies, e.g., renewable resources'.

VI. Appropriate roles of NSF in international science.

193:28-29

NSF DEcISION-MAKINC CRITERIA

Task Force 77-8

Dr. Hubbard, Chairman, reported that, within the
decision-making framework of ZBB, the Task Force
6eveloped specific criteria for decision units to be
presented to the Board after review by NSF advisory
committees and the staff. He stated that he would
subsequently transmit to the Diiector a memorandum
of Task Force considerations of criteria and headings
for decision-making units. 1/

The Task Force recommended that the Board have the
opportunity to.review the Director's proposed ZBB budget
request prior to submission to OMB.

The Task Force proposed the following priorities as
planning issues for 1977-1978: (1) status of science,
(2) renewable resources, and (3) strategic program planning.

Dr. Hubbard further reported that Task Force /7-B suggested
that the time available at the June meetings for Task Force
meetings be expanded and that the dates for the June
meetings be set as soon as possible so all Board Members
could attend. Task Force 77-8 also requested that the
Task Forces and the issues to be considered be designated
at an early date to avoid comPacting the wor.k of the
Task qorces into the early spring.

Task Force 77-I3 will submit later a final report to the
Board on its deliberations. This report will be submitted
ia the Planning and Policy Committee.

Dr. Reynolds indicated that the policy issues set forth by the
T."dc Fsrces would be identified and considered at the September
me"iirg of the Planning and Policy Committee.

191:21-22

1/ Transmitted to the Director on July 1 by Dr. Kruytbosch.

6.

4 Si
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REPORT oF TASK FORCE 77-3

Pattern. of Decision-Makin for Science

APPENDIX C

June 1977

The maior points listed below were made during the deliberations

of Task Force 77-0. They were seen as general observations and
suggestions pertaining to the impending implementation of the Zero
Base Budgeting (ZBB) format for budgetary decision-making.

1. The original concern of Task Force 77-B was to study the
degree to which scientific priorities are being set from
outside the scientific community.

2. A set of case studies of decision-making in NSF was
developed to illastrate a range of instances of priorities
deriving from inside (bottom up) and outside (top down)
the scientific community.

3. The Task Force chose to set its discussion in the context
of the ZBB decision format. It utilized the case materials
to examine how the variety of influences in the total play
of decision-making fits the framework of ZBB.

4. For purposes of discussion the decision units involving the
programs, divisions, and directorates are defined as

"bottom up". The ranking criteria used by the Director
are considered to be "top doyn".

5. It is suggested that the ranking criteria for these decision
units should be developed and made specific for review and

comment by the Directorate Advisory Committees. The
objective is to obtain review and advice in support of

developing valid ranking criteria from the Advisory
Committees.

6. The committees of the Board (Executive, Programs, and Budget)

should include in the ordinary conduct of their business,
Board policy concerns related to the establishment of
objectives and description of ranking criteria. The NSB
as a whole, therefore, does not need to establish any new
mechanism for the implementation of EBB.

7. The Executive Committee should set forth for the Board the
ranking criteria that have been used so that they can be

endorsed by the Board.

B. The set of ranking criteria used by the Director should be
comprehensive so as to represent all of the various mandates
and demands upon NSF.

9. The long list of specific criteria that will be developed
should be substmed under a small number of.comprehensive
headings. The Task Force discussed several such headings,
but concluded that a more extensive search by staff was

necessary.

10. The Board should review the Director's proposed ZBB

budget to the Office of Management and Budget.

11. The Task Force understands that not all of its suggestions
will beable to be implemedted this year due to severe
time constraints.

12. In conclusion, it was the view of the Task Force that the

many criteria that properly influence the allocation
of resources to science will be clearly revealed through

the process of Zero Base Uudgeting.

193:30-31
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PUBLICATION P010401114,

Planning and Policy CommitteeFortY-fifth MeetingAugust 18

Dr. Reynolds, Chairman, reported that the Committee
discussed policy issues involved in the P ublication
of the scientific and personal papers of scien`ists
as referred to the Committee by the Board Chairman
at the request of the Programs Committee in the July
Executive Committee meeting. Dr. Reynolds proposed a
resolution (distributed at the meeting) on which the
Board acted as follows:

The Board APPROVED the policy
that long-term proposals for
NSF funding of the editorial
development of a scientisers
papers should consist of
modules of five-year duration
so that these can be consbdered
itdependently.

192:11

POLICY COMPENDIUM/PERFORMANCE AUDIT

Committee on Mechanisms for Improved 'Policy Formulation

and External Communications--Eleventh MeetingAugust 18

Dr. Hubbard, Chairman, stated that the Committee received
a report (NSB/CM-77-20) from the Assistant Director for
Scientific, Technological, and International Affairs which
sets forth the general administrative policies and
practices followed by NSF in supporting policy research
activities. The Committee perceived this report to be
a complete and satisfactory statement of the special
interpretations necessaey for the conduct of policy-
related research in the Foundation. The Committee did
not bring the report to the Board for action sirme
the procedures all fall within established NSF guidelines.

The Committee also discussed the conduct of research by
NSF scientific staff. The Committee noted that it has
long been NSF policy that the opportunity for research
should be available to permanent staff. The one- and
two-year rotational staff have posed some questions as to
how this opportunity for regearch should apply to them.
The Committee, after discussion, adopted the position that
it recognizes the merit of and encburages the opportunities
for research participation by,professional scientific staff
of the Foundation, and recommends a policy which endorses
research participation by these staff members. The
Committee offered this view in the hope that the Foundation
would work out an acceptable device for implementing
research opportunities for rotational staff.

Er. Hubbard reported on the Committee's progress with its
consideration of a Policy Compendium. This is an attempt
by the sta-ff to develop a compendium of the policies
under which the Foundation conducts its bUsiness. The
Committee has considered several possibilities:

(1) Rewrite existing policy statements in uniform
style,: (Deemed not feasible with present
NSe-staff.)

(2) Prepare a simple inventory of existing policies.
(This has been done in part by the staff.)

(3) Develop a functional index (as opposed t-
chronological 'Sequence).

4 8 3
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(Cc...el.:lea Lee,

Plans for the functional index are now underway. NSF (AmnemAgo
Q42UPO^ O. I-- %

Dr. Hubbard reported on the Committee's deliberations on oc.0'"11
the Director's proposed program evaluation and oversight
plan. He stated that performance audits fall into two
categories: one is the degree of correlation between
asscrted procedures and observed operations; and the second
is the measurement of the fulfillment of goals. The
Committee endorsed the Director's recent proposal to
establish a formal performance audit function in his office.
Dr. Hubbard proposed a resolution to this effect from the

Committee, upon which the Board took the following action:

The Board unanimously ENDORSED
the Director's plan to
establish a performance audit
function.

192:15-16

POLICY AND RESEARCH FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Plannina and Policy Cosaittee (PPC)--Fifty-eecond Heetini--
April 20101e:e1uding PPC SubcommIttee on International
Science ActivitiesThird Hieetink-April 20)

DC. Bisplinghoff, in the absence of the Chairman, Dr. Reynolds,
reported that on April 20 the PPC discussed the proposed
regulations for the protection of human subjects and
the rights of the handicapped, the application of the Freedom

of Information Act (FOIA) and the Government in the Sunshine

Aot (GIST) to multi-year planning and multi-year budgeting,

and the 1978 Planning Environment Review (PER) document.

On the protection of human subjects, the Committee recommended

that the Board approve the draft regulations proposed by

tne staff in NSB-78-152 (Members' Books--Tab C).

After brief comments by the Director, the Board took the

follewing action:

N5a/r.e3-78-45 The Board unanimously AGREED
that research involving human
subjects supported by the National
Science Foundation shall be
conducted in a manner that
adequately protects the rights
and welfare of the subjects;
further, that the policies of
the National Science Poundation
on research involving human
Subjects shall conform as closely
as possible with those of the
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare and shall impose
en recipients of National
Scierc.e Foundation awards a

A of different or
additional requirements and
paperwork.

.P7 requested by the Board Chairman, PPC also considered the
dr?.ft regalations on the rights of the handicapped (Nsn-78-179--
di;tributcd at the meeting). These proposed regulations are
being publiahed in the Federal Register for comment. Board

eeTeers were invited to subett their comments also. It was

'tne opinion of the PPC that the regulations of the Department
of Aealth, Education, and Welfare on this Matter had been

carefully prepared anq that any proposed changes or deviations

from those regulations should be ca:efully considered by NSF.

The Commtttee will review the final draft of these regulations

in late summer and make its reconmendation to the Board at

that time.
197:8-9
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BIG SCIENCE/LITTLE SCIENCE'

Upon the recommendation of the Ad Hoc Committee,
and in orper to meet the timetable of the
Congress, the Hoard acted as follows:

4
NSVRes-70-113 ' The Board unanimously APPROVED the

suuestion of the Ad Hoc CoMmittee
on Big and Little Science that the
draft policies and procedures
document for big and little science
(NSB-78-428, Appendix B) be utilized
in informal discussions with the
staff of the House Committee on
Science and Technology and the
Office of Management and Budget;
further, that this docuMent be
assigned simultaneously to the
Planning and Policy Committee for
consideration before it is formally
brought to the Board with final
recommendations for action.

4202:17

BIG SCIENCEiLITTLE SCIENCE

1.:SB/Res-79-2/A The Board unanimously ACCEPTED tha
re,*ised statement on "ftoposed 'Big
Sc,ence' Policies and rfocedures"
for the restricted purpOse of
responding to thereguefrt of the
House Committee on Science and
Technology in House Report No. 95-993
(final copy attached as Appendix'D).

The Ad Hoc Committee on Big and Little Science will
continue its work on the Fc:!ndation's policy for big and
little science.

203:13 .

NSH/Res-79-2/B
APPENDIX 0

gP_g=il-JK

Jinuary 19,'1979

"BIG SCIENCE" POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
STATEMENT UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY THE

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 203RD MEETING ON JANUARY 19-19, 1979

A. DEFINITIONS

1. "Big science" projects, as viewed by the National
Science Foundation (NSF), are those having all of
the following characteristics:

4 s 5
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a. Large-scale commitment of financial resdurces;

b: Investment of capital in facilities and 4

mijor equipment; ,L

C. A duration of several years or more; and

d. Continuing expenditures'for maintenance,
replacement, operating costs, and research
budgets.

Size'in this case is both absolute (cost and complexity
of the effort) and relative (share of resources devoted
to a particular field and share of the Foundation's
overall resources).

2. With regard to funding implications, "big science'
projects can be viewed as two types:

a: Those that can be accommodated within 4

anticipated reasonable budget levels for a
field of science supported by NSF, or within
anticipated overall NSF budget levels; and,

b. Those very exceptional projects that because
of their cost, complexity, andjor the
involvement of other Federal agencies cannot
reasonably be supported within anticipated
overall NSF budget levels and thus should
be'proposed to the President and the Congress
for consideration over and above the NSF
budget.

B. POLICY FRAMEWORK

1. Balance between "big science' and 'little science"
in any one field should be ccillsidered in the first
-instance by divisions and advisory groups Cognizant
in that field, but balance across the Foundation
is the responsibility of the National Science
Board (NSB) and the Director..

2. The program plans and cost estimates for each
proposed 'big science" project should be reviewed
by the cognizant advisory groups, NSF staff,
Director, and the National Science Board as
early in the planning and budgeting cycle as
possible, Le., for any given budget year, in
the long-range planning meetings leading up to
the budget formulation for that year.

3. Whenever possible, funding of a proposed 'big
science' project will be accommodated within the
budget fot a given discipline (based on reasonable
out-year projections).

4. No specific percentage of the projected budget for
a discipline should be established as a limit or
control on 'big science" projects; instead, the
balance of 'big ecience" and °little science," as
well as the degree of 'flexibility" within a
discipline resulting from long-term commitments,
should be reviewed periodically by the cognizant
advisory groups, NSF staff, the Director, and the
National Science Board, particularly whennew 'big
science' projects are proposed.

5. When the Director and the National Science Board
determine that funding of a new 'big science"
project cannot be accommodated witOin the anticipated
budget for a given discipline, the project will be
considered for funding (a) within anticipated overall
NSF budget levels, or (b) as a special item over and
above anticipatid NSF budgets. Some of the factors

to be considered are: the overall size and duration
of the pcoject, its relation to activities of other
nations dad agencies, including their ability to
assist in the funding, the degree of 'flexibility'
in anticipated NSF budgets, and Presidential and
Congresstonal policies.

486
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6, No specific percentage of the Foundation's budget
should be establishea'as a limit or control, on the
overall number of "big science" projects. Instead,
the balance of,"big science and "little science
'across the Foundation, as well as the degree of
"flexibility" in the budget resulting from all
long-term commitmentS, should be reviewed by the
Director and the National.Science Board each year
in connection with long-range planning.

7. All "big.,science projects proposed to start in any
given budget should be reviewedoat the same time, and
the National Science Board should establish priorities
based on prior review by, and recommendations of, the
Director. The phasing of projects over several budget
years will be an explicit consiftration.

B. The plans an& estimates for any given "big science"
project should also be reviewed by the Director and
the National Science Board again in connection
with the budget formwlation stage of the cycle,
and, after the budget has been appropriated, again
through the Director's Action Review Board and the
National Science Board approval cycle.

C. PROCEDURES

1. Mr the anngal long-range planning. cycle, Directorates
proposing new_"big science" projects should submit a
project develOpment plan (following a format to be
designed) that briefly describess

a. The scientific needs for the project,
including criticality, impact on tile
field and neighboring fields, comparison
with principal alternatives, probability
of success, and .the size of the Scientific
community involved;

b. The viewl of the aporopriate advisory
group concerning:

(1) the priority of the project;

(2) its effect on the balance and
concentration of "big science/
°little science within the field
under varying resource assumptions
(including essentially level budgetd);
and'

('3) the opportunities that would be
foregone by undertaking or not
undertaking it;

c. Estimates of all initial and out-year costs,
including those for facilities, management
and operation, maintenance, associated
equipment and implied grant support levels;
and the basis for the cost estimates and
the estimate of project lifetime;

d. Principal mainagement, procurement and
legal consIderations, such as competition,
timing, appropriate legal instrument,

N.

management and organizational structure;

e. Origin and periodicity of management and
.fiscal reports, and timipg ana other
considerations for evaluating the project;
and

f. Identification of principal phases'br
milestones, including the point at which
the project as a whole, or phases thereof,
will be concluded.
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2. Once thc program development plans have teen approved
by the Dinector and the National Science Board, the
plans mill be Updated whenever a significant shift
in the terms or funding of the project is contemplated,
and in any event the plans will be updated at least
once a'year in connection with the spring review df
the Foundation's multi-year plans and estimates.

3. The approved.program development plar will be
used as the common basis for responses to the
Congress, the Office of Management and Budget,
the Office of Science and Technology Policy, and
other external parties.

203:31-34

NSF AND SUPPORT OF RESEARCH AND SCIENCE
wZDUCATION IN THE 1980!

Final Report of Task Force 78-A

Dr. Hubbard presentepl the final report of Task Force 78-A
resulting from the June 1978 long-range planning meeting
(MSB-78461--Members' Bookr, Tab I.), on which the Board

NSB/Re5-78-119 The Board unanimously ACCEPTED
the final report of Task Force
78-A on'.NSF and Support of
Research and Science Education
in the 1880's. (attached as
Appendix 8), which it had
approved in principle at its
199th Meeting in June 1978.

202:29

APPENDIX B
(Attaches to
NSB-78-490)

NSB.,.78-493

REPORT OF TASK FORCE 78-A

NSF and Support of Research and Science Education
in the 1980s

as adopted by the National Science Board at its
202nd Meeting on November 16-17, 1978

AGENCY MISSION

The fundamental purpose of the National Science Foundation is

to benefit the general welfare by fostering creativity in the

pursuit of basic scientific understanding.

This fundamental purpose is Enabled by support of:

'1. Basic research in ple physical, mathematical,
biological, social, and other scitncee and
in engineering;

2. science education and training to develop new
scientific talent;

3. Applied research that links and develops knowledge

in ways that enhance its usefufness;

4 8
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4. Selected activities to improve the understanding
of science and its use-by all students and by
the public:

5. Research resources (facilities) and institutional
forms required in the conduct of research.

NGENCY GOALS

The goals of the National Science Foundation are to:

1. SUPPORT RESEARCH on (a) fundamental laws of nature,
(b) man and his natural and .social environment, and
(c) technology-oriented sbiences.

- Provide SUPPORT to the highest quality researchers
in areas with significant potential for advancing
scientific understanding.

- Provide RESEARCH RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT demanded
in the conduct of science.

- Foster EDUCATION AND TRAINING to maintain U.S.
sclentific leadership in future generatioris.

2. ENHANCE RETURNS FROM NATIONAL INVESTMENT IN BASIC
RESEARCB.

- Encourage development in those areas of science
r

with EXCEPTIONAL PROMISE for contributing to
resolution of significant problemdl.

- Foster greater COOPERATZON within national and
international communities.

3. IDENTIFY AND RECOMMEND NATIONAL POLICIES DESIGNED
TO ENHANCE THE HEALTH AND VIGOR OF THE NATION'S
SCIENTIFIC ENTERPRISE.

.1
- Provide INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS regarding

national Science,and Technplogy capabilities.

- Recommend POLICIES designed to maintain a strong
national research capacity.

4. MAINTAIN AND IMPROVG AGENCY EFFECTIVENESS AND
RESPONSIVENESS.

- Encouraac EQUAL'OPPORTUNM for participation
in science.

- Foster greater PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING of science
and the impact of science on'public policy
issues.

- Improve AGENCY MANAGEMENT and ACCOUNTABILITY.

202:35-36
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NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD.
WASHINC,Tr. C 20350

February 12, 1979

TO : Director
o

FROM : Chairman, National Science Board/
SUBJECT: NSP Mission and Goals

At,the JUne-1978 long-range planning meeting of the National
Science Board, Task Force 78-A on "ISF and Support of Research
and Science Edacation in the 1980s examined objectives and
strategies by which the National Science Foundation could best
upport scientific r h and science education. It reviewed
those factors expec ed to influence the conduct and support of
science and science education in the 1980's and prepared a,
Statement of NSF responsibiliEies as an executive agency of
the Government in terms understandable to the general public
and to those responsible for the allocation of public funds.
This was done with a view to esablishing a coherent set of
agency objectives and strategies for use in formulating the
NSF budget.

The ;Anal report of Task Force 78-A was unanimously approved
by the Board at its 202nd Meeting in November 1978, and the
statement is now available for distribution. Inasmuch as this
statement elaborates the fundamental purpoose of the National
Science Founclation and articulates its'goals, it is desirable
to have it available to all those responsible for policy,
planning, and budget activities in the. Foundation.

Attachment

Normamc Beckerman

LONG-RANGE PLANNING/STATUS OF SCIENCE REVIEWS

Task Force 78-C

Dr. Bisplinghoff, Chairman, presented the report of
Task Force 78-C which included a commendation to the
staff on the Status of Science document and suggested
that the staff:

(1) Properly qualify the Status of Science
document to indicate its restrictive nature
and its use for internal planning purposes
only;

(2)' Make certain improvements'in the.document,
including the incorporation of a Science
EdUcation section; and

(3) Continue and expand the analysis of NSF
commitments, as presented on page C-5 of
Volume III.

The Task Force also offered two, recommendation's for the
Board's consideration:

(1) That the Board and staff review the present
procedures fOr.coisideriog major budget items
having open-ended large commitments with the view
of early warning and better control of such
long-term financial commitments; and '

4 9 0
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(2) That the Board encourage the authors of the
Ispecial papers in Volume r, among whom are
Shapley and Phillips, Manners and Nason,
Kidd, .and Mosher, tp publish their papers in
the open literature, such as Science, with
appropriate reference to NSNNSF.

At the conclusion of Dr. Bisplinghoff's presentation, and
at the request of the Board Chairman, the Board took
the following action:

NSB/Res-78-73 The Board unanimously AGREED
to receive the reporttof Task
Force 78-C.

The Boar4 then acted on recommendation (1) as follows:

NSB/Res-78-74 The Board unanimously APPROVED
the recommendation of Task
Force 78-C that a review be
carried out of the present
procedures within the National
Science Foundation for considering
major budget items having .

open-ended large commitments
with the view of early warning
and better control of such
long-term financial commitments.

Board action on recommendation (2) was as follows:

NSB/Res-78-75 The Board unanimously APPROVED
the recommendation of Task
Force 78-C that the National
Sciefice Board encourage the
authors of the special papers
in Volume I of ihe Planning
Environment Review document,
among whom are Mr. Willis S.0Shapley

, and Mr. Don I. Phillips, Mr. George E.
mannews, Jr., and Mr. Howard K.
Mason.; Mr. Charles V. Kidd, and The
Honorable Charles A. Mosher, to
publish their papers in the open
literature, such as Science,
with appropriate refecence tO
the National Sciznce Board and
the National Science Foundation.

The final report.of Task Force 78-C is attached as Appendix C.

Report of

Task Force 78-C

NM Long Range Planning Meeting

june 14-16. 1978

Item Reviewed: I. Status of Science Reviews

II. Flexibility Analysis

III. Status'of'Science Education Review

199:16-17

APPENDIX c
(Attached to
N88-78-294)

NU-78-329
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Status of Science Reviews (Volume II)

1. Staff should be complimented on Status of Science Reviews, and
for achieving a higher degree of perfection upon already con-
siderable refinement.

2. setter external labeling is required to show the restrictive
nature of-the documentpreferably on the cover.

In genera). the Committee wishes to ensure that the document
is qualified so as to make perfectly clear to tbe reader that
the dotument is restrictive in character applying onlj to NSF
programs as an internal planning document.

3. New thrusts and should be guelified as referring
only, for example, to chemistry as it is embraced by the Division
of Chemistry in NS and as they are perceived by°the NSF staff.
In addition, it should be pointed out that Chemistry is also
funded by other Divisions such as Materials, etc. Ibirilar com-
ments may be made about other Divisions and we ask the staff to

, reexamine the whole document with this in mind.

4. The Task Force would like to see the manpower section illustrate,
what fraction 'NSF is contributing`to total faculty suppoq.

5. The Task Force recommends that the papers in Volume I be published
in the open literature by their authors.

Flexibility Analysis (Volume III)

Degree of Freedom AnalysisNSF Program Dynamics

1. This kind of analysis is considered important by the Committee
and should be pursued and perfected.

2. A greater analysis in depth of major items should be made tn
terms of:

Construction costs
b Operating costs
c Costs of supporting users

3. More thought should be given to the use that will be made of
the flexibility analylis as a management tool. The data that
should be compir depends to a considerable extent on the
management deci ons that are to be made.

The committee believes that there are three levels of aggregation
of flexibility analyses:

National level
(b NSF wide or board level
(c Division or discipline level

5. Table on pg. C-5 gives a rough picture of the state of affairs
as they exist at the present time. The Committee wishes to
emphasize the importance of trends in these data. If possible,
it is hoped that it will be possible tomork backwards in time
to develop trends.

6. In the Table on pg. C-5 under New Starts, it would be desirable
to indicate what fraction invOlves new investigatort,

7. In the Table on pg. C-5, it would be desirable to include trends
in success ratios.

8. An.estimate of continuing gl'ant commitments in future years would
be desirable.

9. The Committee suggests that the staff look at the possibility
of differentiating trends in externally mandated ittms from
interpally mandated.
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10. The Committee would like to see an estimate of what NSF resources,
are required to automate and obtain analysis and trends on flexibility.

, 11. Task Group C recommends that a neview be carried out of Board
and staff procedures for approving major items and making open -
ended cosmdtments. We understand that NSF staff is commencing
a review. Board should follow their activities and develop its
procedures to work in concert. For example. the Board would
like to have early warning of significant major items and track
them through their development.

Task Force C--Materials for Status of Science Education

I. Description of the research community in research on science
learning. Strategies for building upon this base.

2. ' Sharpen up distinction between description of NSF's science
education role and the whole systole of science--aiWation.

3. Some attention to the role of other federal agencies in science
education and points of coordination (NIE, SIN).

4. Attention to measures of outputs of science education.

5. Attention to data relevant to the role of NSF programs
in producing "elite" scientists, versus the role of increasing
science literacy among broad population groups.

6. Develop data on each Science Education program along the lines
sketched out for the 5 programs. (Vol. III pp. C -SE -14-18).

Include for each programmaterial on:

Purposes
Target group characteristics

Performer characteristics including participation
rates in prop6sals and awards
Percent of target group reached and/or other impact
data.

Prepared by Dr. Fred Betz
and Dr. Carlos Kroytbosch

Approved by Dr. Bisplinghoff.
Chairmen. Task Force 78-C

July 26, 1978

199:26-28

APPENDIX.%

Excerpt from closed session minutes
of the 204th meeting on February 16, 1979,

on the Basic Engineering Research Program of, the
Departmegt of Energy

The Director reported onla recent briefing by the
Director oE Energy R h, Department of Energy
(DOE) at which DOE's proposed incR in the area
oE basic engineering research for fiscal year 1980
was discussed. The Director proposed,a statement

4 93
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commending DOE for its progras in support of basic
engineering research important to the success of
many energy technoloOes and complementary to the

broadly based engineering h program of the

NSF.

The Board took the following action on the proposed

statement:

NSB/Res-79-22/A The Board APPROVED the statement
which is attached to these Minutes
...(NSB-79-87) commending the
DepaitTaerTh= Energy for the
further developeent and support
of its Basic Engineering Research
Program.

pr. Cooke abstained from voting on the above resolution.

NSB-79-87
(Revised)

NSB/Res-79-22/0

hf STATEMENT BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD ADOPTED
AT ITS 204TH MEETING ON FEBRUARY 15-16, 1975:

ON THE BASIC ENGINEERING RESEARCH P4OGRA4 OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

The National Science Board has encouraged mission agencies
of the Federal Government to maintain strong basic research
programs in areas that have the potential of contributing
to their mission objectives over the long run. The Board
most recently expressed this position in a resolution adoptod
at its 167th Meeting on October 18, 1974 (NSB-74-332).

The Board has been informed that the Department of Energy
is proposing in the fiscal year 1980 budget and beyond to
continue to support the Basic Research in Engineering
Program in its Office of Energy Research. This program,
initiated in fiscal year 1979, is recognized as applicable
and important to the success of many energy technologies
and is complementary to the broadly based engineering
research programs of the National Science Foundation.

In light of the above, the National Science Board encourages
the Department of Energy In the further development and
support of its Basic Research in tngineering Program.

March 5, 1979

204:13-14

SIC AND LITTLE SCIENCE

AA Hoc Committee on Sig and Little Science--

Fourth Heetine--May 17

Mr. Doan, Chairman, reported that the Ad HOC
Committee continued its discussion of big science
in the hope of developing some information on the

flexibility of NSF's ranting procedures in terms
of big science long-term funding and committed
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block grants. The Ad Hoc Committee referred to
the Board a policy question on regfanting authority
to provide fel making small grants to individuals
at a rate of $300 to $1000 each for travel expenses,
page charges, etc., from a "block" grant of $25,000.

After a brief discussion of the policy issue involved,
the Board took the following action:

NSB/Res-79-45 The Board unanimously AGREED to
receive the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Big and Little Science
regarding the proposal from the American
Astronomical Society aqd to reserve
action on the report until there
has peen adequate review of the
proposal.

206;15

PREVENTING CONFLICTS OF INTEREST IN NSF SUPPORTED AcTIvITIES

The Director stated that in the Foundation's FY 1979 and
FY 1980 appropriation Senator Proxmire, Chairman, Senate
Committee on Appropriations, directed NSF to require principal
investigators to disclose consulting relationships that
could create conflict of inerest situations. The Director
referred to a memorandum from him to the Board (NSB-80-154--
Members Books, Tab B) which explained the Foundation's
partial response thus far to the Senator's request and
recommended additional action by the Foundation, by way of
a proposed draft Important Notice which was attached to
NSB-80-154. This document was subsequently revfsed and
redistributed via NSB-80-184. The revised document contained
a draft Important FIZ7ii-IT,E1-ch would be submitted to the
Federal Register and disseminated to the scientific community
for comment. The issuance of the Important Notice would
depend on the response from the Federal Register announcement,
including the response from the scientific community. The
Director also proposed in NSB-80-184 that the Board adopt a
policystatement on this subject by adopting a resolution
contained therein.

At t:he Director's request Dr. Mac Lane drafted an alternative
resolution for the Board's consideration (NSB-80-185--,
distributed at the meeting). A lengthy discussion ensued
regarding the language to be contained in the proposed
Boarflpolicy statement, primarily to ensure that the meaning
of "conflict of interest" would be clearly defined and thus
understood by all parties concerned. It was determined
that a Board policy statement, accompanied by a Background
Statement, would be An appropriate response to the Congress
on this issue, rather than publication of the proposed
Important Notice in the Federal Register.

P
Following discussion of and revisions to the proposed

, Board policy statement, .the Board took the following action:

NSB/Res-80-39/A The Board unanimously ADOPTED a
Policy Statement on Conflicts of
Interest in NSF-Supported Activities
which is attached to these minutes,
along with a Background Statement,
as Appendix B.

215:8
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APPENDIX B
(Attached to
NSB-80-192)

USB/Res-80-39/B

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD POLICY STATEMENT ON
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST IN NSF-SUPPORTED ACTIVITIES

UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED AT ITs 215TH MEETING ON APRIL 17-18, 1980

;

Many research workers with National Science Foundation (NSF)
grants or contracts also participate in consulting and entre-
preneurial ventures. Those activities can encourage transfer of
basic knowledge to applications, develop vital linkages between
universities and industries, and help researchers maintain a
breadth of knowledge in their fields.

Such activities are, therefore, generally encouraged. However,
abuses may arise when conflicts of interest lead to distorting
the research work outside the context of the proposal, to diverting
material, facilities, or effort for,private gain, or to withholding
from general availability the final results of NSF-sponsored
research.

To prevent such abuses the National Science Foundation has stated
policies and procedures and further urges institutions which may
receive NSF grants to establish their own.

The best protection of the public interest, however, is sensitivity
on the part of the principal investigator to the possible appearance
of abuse. When in doubt, the principal investigator should report
the circumstances to the institutiou and to the National Science
Foundation.

BACKGROUND

The National Science Board has considered various specific mechanisms
to provide for disclosure of possible conflicts of interest in
every National Science Foundation grant or contract. In our
judgment, no such provision will succeed in really disclosing
the rare cases of real abuse, and every such provision is likely
to be confuding. The situation is very different in different
fields of science and in different universities.

In examining possible conflicts of interest, principal investigators
should be especially aware of overlapping financial interests which
might (or might seem to) divert public funds to private interest,
and of instances where consulting aerangements might (or might seem
to) influence the direction or the interpretation of the research
outside the context of the original NSF grant or contract.

It is thus our view that any explicit regulation or record of
potential or actual conflict of interest should be administered
directly by the inStitution concerned.

Many universities and colleges have adopted the basic principles
enunciated in 1964 by the Council of the American Association of
University Professors and the American Council on Education in a
joint statement "On Preventing Conflicts of Interest in Government-
Sponsored Research at Universities.° This statement identified
potential conflict situations to be recognized by universities
engaged in Government-sponsored work and enumerated the
responsibilities of the universities to act to avoid such problems.
The statement recognized, n brief:

496
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The Government and institutions of higher educatton, as
the contracting parties, have an obligation to see that-
adequate standards and procedures are developed and applied;
to inform one another of their respective requirements; and
to assure that all individuals participating in their
respective behalfs are informed of and apply the standards
and procedures that are so developed.

A statement of *Principles to Govern College and University
Compensation Policies for Faculty Engaged in Sponsored Research,"
was prepared in April 197S by a task force sponsored jointly by
the Association of American Universities, the American Council on
Education, and the National Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges and endorsed by them later in 1978. Specific
ally, the 1978 statement recommended that each institution establish
and disseminate policy on consulting that request. faculty engaged
in sponsored research to inform and confer with appropriate insti
tutional officers on the nature and extent of consulting that could
impair or conflict with the individual's responsibilities to
granting agencies, with the expectation that universities and
college officers will provide granting agencies proper notice.

1

4 9 7
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SAFETY OF RESEARCH

RECOKCULOM DNA RESEARCH

The Chairman called attention to the proposed revision of
the guidelines on recombinant DNA research developed by the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), which had been mailed
to the Board on November 2 (NSB-77-441). He noted that in
August 1976,thg Board had adopted as policy for the Foundation
the applicable portions of the original NIH guidelines
of June 1976, as published in the Federal Register on
July 6, 1976.

. Dr. Rich stated that he was drafting a resolution for
consideration by the Board later in the day proposing a Board
position on the revised guidelines.

Dr. Rich distributed a dlaft resolution proposing that
the Foundation endorse the process by which the NIH
updated the guidelines on the conduct of recombinant DNA
research and the activity carried out by NIH to publicize
the proposed revisions.

In the brief discussipn which followed, it was noted that
. the proposed resolutionyas consistent with the August 1976

action of the Board at whith time it was stated that the
guidelines were in constant evolution as new understanding
is developed.

The Board unanimously ADOPTED
the proposed position on the
revised draft guidelines on
recombinafit DNA research, as
set forth in Appendix B.

APPENDIX B
NSB-77-464

November 17, 1917

RESOLUTION ADOPTED HY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD AT ITS
ONE-HUNDRED AND NINETY-FOURTH. MEETING ON NOVEMBER 17-18, 1977

The National Science Board unanimously requested that the Director
Of the National Science Foundation convey to the Director of the
National Institutes of Health its endoresment of the process used
to update the guidelines for the conduct of recombinant DNA research.
The original guidelines were developed on the basis of scientific
information available approximately two years ago. The proposed
revisions have been developed on the basis of new information
accumulated during the intervening period, in particular, those
concerning the biology of organisms containing recombinant DNA
molecules and the effectiveness of biological and physical containmeni
Reassessment will undoubtedly be.needed again in the future as new 1

knowledge becomes available, as cited in the earlier resolution of

the Hoard.

The Board also endorsed the activity carried out by the National
Institutes of Health in widely publicizing the proposed revisions
in such a way as to ensure full parti,cipation of scientific,
industrial, agricultural, environmental, and other concerned public
groups in the process.

The National Science Board poke forward to continuing cooperation
with the National Institutes of Health in this area of mutual
concern.

".194:449s' 194:29 .
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TOXIC CHEMICALS

Dr. Pimentel brought to the Board's attention the fact that
regulations were being prescribed by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) for the handling
of toxic chemicals in working spaces which could include
academic research and teaching laboratories. It was
agreed that these regulations could have adverse effects on
such laboratories and may be too restrictive in these aaaaa
where hundreds of chemicals are used daily by knowledgeable
people. At the request of the Director of NSF, NAS has
undertaken an investigation into appropriate r aaaaa ch
laboratory Precautions. Following a brief discussion,
the Board took the following action:

NSB/Res-79-26/A The Board unanimously APPROVED a
resolutiOn, attached as Appendix Ai
recommending a temporary exemption
of academic research and teaching
laboratories from the proposed
regulations by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
covering toxic chemicals.

205:6

APPENDIX A

NSB:797130

STATEMENT 8Y THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
- UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED AT ITS 205TH MEETING
ON MARCH 15-16, 1979, ON PROPOSED REGULATIONS

BY TaE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
OH TOXIC CaEMICALS

Regarding the proposed regulations by the Occupational
safety and Health Administration (Title 29 CFR Part 1990 -
Identification, Classification, and Regulation of Certain
Toxic Substances) devised for the control and monitoring
of toxic chemicals primarily with industrial settings in mind:

Several thousand colleges andruniversities in the country
use these substances under circumstances very different from
those for which the regulations were intended. Dispersed
.groups 'of students and faculty in a multitude of disciplines
sUch as chemistry, biology, physics, medicine, dentistry,
home ec000mics, geology, and agriculture under disparate
conditions may be involved from time to time.

In view of the belief that safety considerations imposed
gy these proposed regulations may not be effective or
appropriate for research apd teaching laboratories, and

In view of the potentially adverse impacts, including large
costs, on research and teaching laboratories of implementing
tnese proposed regulations,

Therefore, the National Science Board recommends that a
temporary exemption frog these proposed regulations be
granted to research and teaching laboratories pending completion
of the study by the National Academy of Sciences now underway
relating to additional appropriate safety conditions for .

these laboratories. -

March 15, 1979

*205:17
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NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20550 NSE-79-171

April 24, 1979

MEMORANDUM TO MEMBERS AND CCNSULTANTS OF TUE UATIONAL
SCIENCE BOARD

Subject: Proposed OSHA Regulations on Toxic Chemicals

The Board at its 205th meeting on March 15-16, 1919 adopted a
statement setting forth its position on the proPosed regula
tions of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) on the control and monitoring of toxic chemicals.

On April 11 the Director wrote to the Secretary of Labor
regarding the Foundation's position on this subject and
transmitted a copy of the Board's statement. Attached is
a copy of that letter (the attachments are available upon
request from the Board Office).

Attachment

)75111.4.1601.fliay---
Vernice Anderson

Executive Secretary

PK 1 1 1979

Honorable F. Ray Marshall
Secretary of Labor
Uashington, D.C. 20210

Dear Hr. Secretary:

In my lotto of December 19, 1973, to Eula Bingham (copy attac)'.ed as
Tab A), I urged that the final version of proposed 29 CFR Part 1390,
sUentificetion, Classification. and Regulation of Certain Toxic
Substances." exempt research an4 teaching leboratories. I remain
firmly convinced that applying standards to laboratories based on the
raadels in the proposed regulations will hive an extremely adverse impact
on scientific research in this country. Indeed, I believe. thcconsequences
of the istuance of the regulations in their present fore will be even more

' serious than I recognized at the time of my prior letter. On the other hand,
it is the impression of many persons who attended a resting on January 9,
197S. between Eula 9ingham: 5r. Handler of the Uational A2ademy of Sziences;

Pimentel, the Deputy Director of 16F; and others that OW remains
uncertlin whether it will be able to grant an exemption.

I. the Hationel Science Board, the governing body of NSF appointed
by the President, has also considered the suitability of the proposed
standerds. Their deliberations lid to a unanimous resolution recommending
a suspension of applicition of these standards to research and teaching
laboratories pending the outcome of further study now in progress of this
issue (see 7.3b 0). It seers that there is a general consensus that these

_
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standards would>have minieml beneficial effects on .safety in these settings
tut would seriously impede research progress and teaching effectiveness.
hence. it would be most unfortunate if the OSHA decision preceded receipt
of the results of a National Acadeey of Sciences stpdy which is just
becinninq. The purpose of this study is to establiih a sound basis for
comprehensive safety standards foi the handling of chemicals in the research
and teaching laboratory setting.

believe the record will suoport the type of temporizing action that
ve propose. At Tz.h C. we have included copies of documonts found in the
record of the oroceeding aod other pertinent correspondence submitted to
MA during the rule-making parind which we believe cannot he ignored and
W4c3 provide a basis for suspension of the application of the regulations
as to usage of toxic substances in laboratories. The Zepartment of Labor's
own regulatory analysis indicates that the issue Was raised and had to be
addressed (sae Tab D where pp. 66 and 67 are reproduced). Furthermore.
Item CM, prepared by Glen E. Schweitzer at Cornell University, contains
acne factual information on the likely iopact these regulations would have
on the cooduct of scientific research. particularly with respect to the
Proliblo discontinuance of some lines of research.

nailed / urge you to adopt the recommendation of the National Science
board and suspeed the application of any standards issued under the
procedures of proposed 26 CFR Part 1990. The requirebents, that would be
involved mould not be effective but they would be so costlyas to require
meow laboratories to discontinue experimentation involving the use.of
substances subject to the standards. This would obstruct and distort
scientific research in this countrY end In the lone run will pose another
kind of danger to the public.health and to the economic and technical
vitality of our nation. At Tab E we have included language to amend
the proposed regulation that we believe represents a reasonable approach
and that will accommodate the'various concerns thatit have been expressed.

This important matter deserves your personal attentioa to avoid a major
disagreement between OSHA 4n4 the research community.

Sincerely yours.

Richard C. Atkinson

slichard C. Atkinson

Director

Copy to: &Ile Dinghao/DSWA
To* Hall/OSHA
Prover C. Wrenn/011A
Frank Press/OSTP
Eve Katz/MU
William SpindelPAS
Phillip Mandler/NAS
Dooald Fredrickson/N14
Skeldom Steimbeck/ACE

bcc: Dr. Hackfteen/OSi
Dr. Pimentel/00
Dr. Hichblson/CHEN
Dr. Clark/MS
Dr. Krumhansl/MPE
Dr. Wilson/PAN
Mr. Lasken/DGC

OGC:4Elasken:00:Gaimentel:Jeu
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (OSHA) REGULATIONS

The Board Chairman referred to a memorandumto the Board from

pr. Rich (NSD-00-101--distributed at the meeting) prOposing
that the Board establish an ad hoc committee with external

meMbers to keep the Board informed.of studies and developments
relative to OSHA regulations concel-ning the use of toxic

chemicals in academic and industrial research laboratories

and in educational teaching laboratories. The Chairman then

called on Dr. Rich to introduce his proposal.

Dr. Rich stated that OUSA will be issuing regulations that
will significantly modify the conduct of research in labora-

tories. OSHA has requested comments from external sources
on the substances to be regulated and the manner in which

this will be accomplished. The issue has three components:
(1) legal aspects; (2) "chemical apsects"--identifying the
chemicals in question and their use; and (3) the aspect Of

careinoactnesis--what studies have been done and the degree
of carcinogenicity of different compounds as they are used.

Dr. Rich noted that ongoing studies are being generated by
NAS and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) on the OSHA
regulations. He did not recommend that the Board conguet
a study but rather that it establish a group that will
survey the present activities of the Federal Government and

inform the Board. He suggested that the Board might wish
later to issue a statement with recommendations, perhaps
supporting the recommendations of NIH.

A discussion took place regarding Dr. Rich's proposal. The

Board was clearly in agreement,that it should actively',

participate in a timely way in expressing views on the OSHA
regulations. It was noted that the Board issued a state-
merit on this subject at its 205th Mbeting on March 15-16,

1979 (NSB-79-130). The Director transmitted the Board's
statement to the Secretary of Labor on April 11, 1979.

11,:, General Counsel informed the Board that the Foundation

h7c; been following this issue. Further NIH has established
an interagency task force, of which OSHA is an observer, to
clOp guidelines COr the protection of.empioyees from ex-

ure to carcinogens used in NIH laboratvories. NIH expDcts

tit its task fori'e will eventually develop guidelines that
will assist OSHA in applying regulations to specific carcinogens

fonj in other research laboratories. The NIH activity, which
bee'n ongoing for some time, initially addressed standards

Co, NTH lahor.ilories only, but that once established they

might be extended to other facilities. He then recommended
thlt the Board assist in the-development of t,he NIH guidelines
tb,t_are presently in draft form.

Following this discussion the BOard Chairman assigned the Com-

mittee on hole of NSF' in Basic Research the task of determining

what is needed in the way of external or NSF staff assistance

in order for the Board to keep informed of studies and develop-

ments, and thus to eniihle the Board to advise OSHA en its re-
gulations regarding the use of toxic chemicals. He requested

the ComMittee to bring its recommendations o the Board at

the next meeting.

The General Counsel stated that he would provide this Committee

with the draft NTH guidelines and would brief the Committee

on actions to date.

,
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GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

PLANNING AND POLICY COMMITTEEFORTIETH MEETING--
JANUARY 28

Dr. Reynolds, Chairman, reported on the status of
three items which were discussed: (a) geographical,
distribution, (b) indirect costs, and (c) the
Planning Environment Review, as follows:

(4)_ Geographical Distribution

In Rouse Report 94-99, March 1975, the Committee
on Science and Technology expressed concern
about an apparent concentration of NSF research
funds in a relatively small number of states
and institutions. The National Science
Foundation Act of 1950 requires that awards
are to be made so as to avoid undue
concentration of research and education and
to strengthen research capabilities throughout
the Nation. The Nouse COmmittee requested that
the Foundation and the Board (i)'review their
policies regarding the application and
implementation of these requirements, (ii)
submit a report to the Board on how these
requirements are being applied to the award
selection process, and (iii) submit the results
of the review to the Committee on Science and
Technology as soon as the report has,been
'completed.

The Committee reviewed a draft of the position
paper on geographical distribution (NSB/PPC-77-5);
revisions are now being made in the draft by the
staff.

Dr. Reynolds, at the request of the Board
Chairman, reported on the following conclusions
of the draft report, not all of which were
agreed to:

(i)r\Federal research and development
fundi in general, and NSF in particular,
are awarded on the basis of perceived
scientific Competence. TO the 'extent
that geographic concentration exists,
it is the unintended consequence of a
policy to place money where the best
performers ari located.

(ii) In the case of research and
development conducted in universities
and colleges, the bet performing
scientists, engineers, and academic
institutions are geographically concentrated
as a result of a series of geographic,
economic and social, and political
factors which are slow to change
significantly.

(iii) The present distribution of NSF
project support for basic research
reflects a number of judgments and
tradeoffs. Any substantial policy
change to tilt it more in the direction
of strictly geographic considerations
would not significantly alleviate the

5 0 3
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present conditions leading to concentration
and would reduce the Foundation's ability
to fund the highest quality research at ,
a time when Federal funding of basic ;

iesearch has been declining in'constant
dollars.

(iv) The present concentration of research
support n a relatively mall number o/
institutions and states is of concern to
the Board. This situation can only be
alleviated through a commitment by the
Congress and the Administration to a
sizeable, long-terT institutiohal
support program targeted at strengthening
academic'science departments and
universities on a geographically
dispersed.basis. Such a program would
need to be coordihated clbsely with .
state,and untverstty officials.

The Committee agreed that the statement in
conclusion (ii), that geographic, economic
and Social, and political factOrs are slow
to change significantly, is incorrect, since
the factors involved are changing more rapidly
than are the institutions.

The Committee:concluded that the-term "undue"
is vague and suggested that it be defined in
terms of the societal objectives of NSF or
the societal.objectives that motiyate the
Federal Government tO support science.
Conclusion (iv) was not accepted by the
Planning and Policy Committee which remanded
it to the staff for revision.

Dr. Reynolds indicated that the revised drift
would be submitted to the Board at its
March meettng4

5 0
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PATENT POLICY

MUM POLICY

Dr. Cooke, Acting Chairman, reporied that the Planning
and Policy Committee hid considered carefully the updated
patent policy proposed by the Director to be followed by
the Foundation regarding rights tb inventions made under
ill: during the course of NSF awards (as outlined in
NSB-.73-62--Members' Books, Tab C). The Committee recom-
menqed two changes in the Director's proposed statement:
substitution of new paragraph 5(b) (distributed at the
meeting) and a change in paragraph 6 as Vllows:

Institutional agreements will also require
that the institution use any net.royalty
income retained by it from such inventions
for the support of Itolwotoe Ailsoisrow

eduCation or scientific research.

a

The General Counsel indicated that such a change in
oaragraph 6 might open the Foundation to congressional
criticism that the Foundation is not aking the necessary
precautioni to guard iully the public's interest in
-Alventions made with NSF support. After the Board xoted
seven yeas and iight pays to accept the original language
of the statement, the Board acted as follows:

The Bo d ADOPTED the statement
of pate t policy as set forth
in NSB- 3-62, witk amendments
propose y the Planning and
Policy ommittee (final text
attache4 as Appendix B).

Three Board Members abstained from voting on the above
resolution; no negative votes were cast.

_1

NAT. ONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
PATENT POLICY

1. Coverkge
4

This policy applies &4;) all grants, contracts, and other
arrangements entere4 into by the National Science Foundation.
The term "award" shmll be taken to include any and all of
these arrangement., iand the term "grantee" shall include
contractors and other recipients of other awarde.

ES:154 :7-8
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2. Award's Not Subject to Patent Provisions

Foundation awards which are not made for the purpose of
supporting experiiental or r eeeee ch work, or which do not
contain a significant element of any such activity, need not
be subject to proviiions dealing with the rights to
inventions made thereunder. (Some examples of such awards
include facilities and equipment grants, institutional grsntp,

ummer institutes, travel and conferenpe (rants, etc.)

3. Awards Subject to Patent Provisions
...-

Foundation awards which are made for the purpose of supporting
experimental or research work or whicti contain a significant
element of any such activity will contain appropriate
provisions dealing with rights to inventions made thereunder.
(Some examples of such awards include ecietaific research
project suppOrt grants, student originated studies, other
research awards, eta.) Suitable provision shall also be ade
to govern disposition of inventions ade by subcontractors
wherever such a 'clause appears in the primary award. All
patent provisions-and all determinations of disposition of
rights in inventions shall comply with paragraph 7 below.

4. Patent Provisions

a.' The foundation will use a deferred determination
provision in every award relating to experimental or
reseapch activities except where: (1) the award is
subject to an institutional agreement entered into by
the Foundation pursuant to paragraph 6 below; (2) the
Foundation has agreed pursuant to a request, and after
negotiation, that rights to inventions be determined at
the time of the award, as provided in paragraph b
below; (3) the award is for an NSF fellowship or
traineeship, as provided in paragraph c below; or
(4) the contract is for operation of a national.center,
as provided in paragraph d below.

b. Where the purpose of the grant is to build upon
existing knowledge and the work called for in the
grant is in a field in whish the grantee has acquired
technical competence and a Commercial position, and the

grantee asks that'rights to inventions be determined
at the time of the award, the Foundation will negotiate
special patent provisions which may grant fights to the

grantee greater than a revocable nonexclusive license.

Such special previsions ay else, be negotiated at the
time of Award with academic or other nonprofit institu-

tions having a demonstrable capability for effective

patent madigesent. In these negotiations the Foundation
will take into conmideration Sectiog 12(a) of the NSF
Act antl,the President's Statement of Government Patent
PalicyAt including particularly fonsideration of such
factors as the nature and purpose of,the project, the
position of the grantee in the subject technical field,

and the contributfons to tho project vork made by the

grantee. Such provisions may require the grantee to
license such inventions in accordance with the provisions
of paragraph 5(b) and/or furnish necessart technical
data and other rights in.accordance with paragraph 8.

c. Foundation awards for graduate fellowships and
traineeships will require only that the Government
receive a royalty-free license with arch-in rights
under any patents resulting from the individual's work

during the period of NSF euppoit.

d. Title'to inl:rentions made at NSF-supported national
research centers shall normally vest in the Government.

1/ Issued by President Nixon on August 23, 1971.

so
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5. Deferred Determination of Right.

a. When the Fbundation provides for deferring the
determination of yighte in inventions until uch time
as an invention hat been identified and reported, it
will mak its determinations on the heels of
consideration of uch factor. as (1) the nature and
purpose of the project, (2) the commercial position of
the inventing organization in the eubject technical
field, (3) the contribution of the grantee to the cost
of the invention, (4) the need for Government control
of the invention, (5) the intentioe and capability of
the inventing organization ffectively to bring the
invention to the point of practical application, ither
'by itself or through an invention or patent management
organization, and (6) the degree of domination by and
extent of availability of background patents controlled
by the )vantee.

b. In cases where title to an Invention le left with
a grantee which itself le not expected to fievelop and
use the invention, the Foundation will require the

, licensing of uch invedtion on a nonexclusive basis to
all qualified applicant.: Frovided,that an exclusive
license may be granted if the grantee determine, that
an exclusive license le necessary as an incentive for
development of the invention or Where market conditions
art such as to require licenming on an xclusive basis..
Any such exclusive license will normally be for a
limited period of time lens than the life of the patent
such as three years from the first commercial use or
sale or eight years from the inception of the license
agreement, whichever first occurs. ,Thereafter,
additional licensee will be made available nonexclusively
unless the original period le extended with apprdlial of
the Foundation.

c. Where the grantee dote not wish to retain title,
to the intention and neither NSF nor any other Government
agency wishes to take title, the invention may be left
with the individual inventor on terms which are reasonable
in the circumstances, on a showing that he wishes to
and has the ability to bring the invention to the
marketplace by hie own efforts or the Oforte of licensees,
or if more appropriate it may be dedicated to the public
by publication.

4

6. Institutional Agreeeente

The Foundation may enter into separate institutional agreements
with academic or other nonprofit organizations which are
capable of aggressively promoting the use of inventibns and
have competent patent counsel available and an active ongoing
program of patent management. Such agreements may provide
that all inventions made under NSF awards belong to the
grantee subject to the rights epecifted.in paragraph 7 below,
and the limitations on licensing specified in paragraph 5(b).
Institutional agreements will also require that the institution
use any net royalty income retained by it iron such inventions
for the support of education or scientific r eeeee ch. These
agreements will provide that individual awards or categories
of awards may be excluded from the coverage of the agreement
at the time of award when special treatment of possible
inventions appears appropriate to NSF.

7. Minimum Gov eeeee nt Rights

In all cases where an award is subject to patent provisions
and the grantee or any other partyjne been allowed to retain
principal rights in invention*, whether-at the time of award
or after the invention le identified, at a minimum, the
Foundation shall reserve the following rights:

80-976 0 - 83 - 33 50 7
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a. License Rights

(1) nonexclualve, nontransferable:paid-up
license undr the invention's in favor of the
Federal Government and state and domestic
nuoicipal ibvernments, unless it is determined
that it eould not be in the public interact to
acquire the licenes for the state and domestic
municipal governments;

(2) The right to sublicense any foreign,governmiet
pursuant to any xisting or future treaty
or agreement if it is determined it eould be in,
the national interest to acquire this right; and

(3) The principal or xclusive rights to the
invention in any country in which the grantee does
not lect to secure a patent.

b, 'lards-in" Rights

(1) Th right to require the granting of
nonexclusive or xclusive licenses to responsible
applicants on terms that are reasonable in the
circumstances, unless tht grantee has taken
effective steps within three-years aftr a patent
-issues on the invention to bring the invention to
the point of practical application or can 'show
cause ehy he should retain the principal'Or
exclusive rights for a further period of time.

(2) The right to require the granting of
nonexclusive or exclusive licenses to responsible
,aPPlicante on terms that are reasonable in the
circunstances (a) to the extent that the invention
is required for public use by governnental
regulations, or (b) as may be necessary to fulfill
health or safety needs, or (c) for other public
purposes stipulated in the grant.

8. Availability to the Public of Research Results

A major objective of the Foundation's patent policy .is to
encourage the use of inventions arising out of activities
supported by the FOundation. It le important ehere a grant
is for r eee a e ch toassure that any useful product or process
developed or improved under the grant 10 made available to

the, public on reasonable terms. Industrial or comnercial
organizations may be permitted to retain title to inventions
as provided for in Section 1 of the President's Statement;

either at the time of contracting, or of determining
disposition, las an organization may be requested to furnish
to responsible applicants technical data and any othr rights
which it is able to provide, to the extent necessary to make

the product or practice the Process concerned, where such
organization is not in a.positial to, does not desire to, or
otherwise will not make available to the public the products

or the advantages of using processes developed or improved

under the grant.

154:14-18
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AWARDS

APPENDIX. C

COMMENDATION TO DR. THOMAS D. OWEN

The National Science Board notes with regret that on
July 14, 1974, Dr. Thomas B. Owen resigned'from his
post.gs Assistant Director for National and International
Programs of the National Science Foundation. Dr. Owen
joined the Foundation staff in June 1970 to head the
newly formed Directorate of National and International
Programs.

During his tenure he molded the Directorate into an
organization which now provides services to science on
national and international scales, in subjectareas
almost as diverse as the whole of science. Having assumed
the responsibility for the operation of the Foundation's
existing large programs such as the Natiotial Center for
Atmospheric Research and the Kitt Peak and Cerro
Tololo observatories, this Directorate went on to develop
a number of new multi-institutional, world renowned
programs which include the International Decade of Ocean
Exploration, the Very Large Array radio telescope, and the
upgrading of the world's largest radio telebcdpe in
Arecibo, Puerto Rico.

Through its Office of Polar Programs the Directorate
assumed complete management responsibility for the
entire United States program in Antarctica, and also
effected a major extension of research on the environment
and resources of the Alaskan Arctic.

With'keen insight Dr. Owen brought a sense of continuity
and organization to a Direct( ate which is characterized
by the diversity of its respoosibilities. His highly
developed management skills have enabled him to gauge
the appropriate level of management oversight over large
programs in order to provide maximum research freedom
for participatirg scientists, while achieving the
overall program objectives.

The Board expresses its deep appreciation for these and
other services which Dr. Owen'has rendered to the
Foundation and wishes him well in his new role at American
University.

September 20, 1974

5 0
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ALAN T. WATERMAN AWARD

The Board discussdd the relative merits of the above
proposals and their various contbinations, and finally
decided that the fellowship award and the medal should
be combined As follows:

In recognition of the distinguished
'service of the Foundation's first
Director,.the Board unanimously
AUTHORIZED Dr. Stever to create a
program of Alan T. Waterman distinguished
awards for scientific research or advanced
scientific study for up to three individuals
under 40 years of age with support up to
$50,000 annually for three years and the-
award of an Alan T. Waterman medal.

The Director agreed to seek congressional and OAB approval
to this plan, hoping that a public announcement could be made

at the May 15 anniversary dinner.

ES:172:10

ALAN T. WATERMAN AWARD

It was proposed that an award committee be appointed consisting of 12

appointed members and three ex officio members (Board Chairman, Director,

and President of National Academy of Sciences). Following a brief dis-

cussion of this award as tribute to the first Director of the Foundation

in its 25th year, the Board acted as follows:

The Board unanimously AUTHORIZED the
inauguration of.the Alan T. Waterman
Award as provided for in P.L. 94-86,
and further-AUTHORIZED the Chairman
and the Director to appoint an Alan
T. Waterman Award Committee and to
make appropriate administrative
arrangements for its support.

175:21
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MUTAT OF ALAN T. MkTEMON AWARD COMMITTEE

The Board Chairman referred the Board to the 1980 report of the
Alan T. Waterman Award Committee (NSB-80-160--Members Books,
Tab C) submitted to him by Dr: John T. Wilson, Chairman, in a'
letter dated March 27, 1980. The report contained two recommenda-
tions for Board action:

a. that the statement in the solicitation letter concerning
the age requirement be expanded, as follows: ". . .must
be 35 years of age or younger, or not more than 5 years
beyond receipt of the Ph.D. degree, by December 31 of the
year in which nominated"; and

b. that the Foundation initiate steps to increase the number
of awards from one to three of equal stature,and in dif-
ferent disciplines.

The Board considered the report and the recommendations therein
and acted on the first recommendation as follows:

NSB/Res-80-40 The Board unanimously ACCEPTED the
recommendation contained in the 1980
report bf the Alan T. Waterman Award
Committee that the age requirement be
expanded as follows: ". . .must be
35 years of age or youngeril or not
more than 5 years beyond receipt of
the Ph.D. degree, by December 31 of
the year in which nominated."

With respect to the second recommendation it was noted that congres-
sional legislation would be required to increase the .number of
awards. In addition, although the Board recognized the difficulty
involved in selecting only one awardee from the many qualified
candidates, especially from varying disciplines, it was the
sense of the Board that the number of awards should not be increased
as such action would detract from the special nature of a single

, award.

Also, in the course of the discussion it was recommended, and the
Board agreed, that the requirement in the draft soliciation letter
for six copies of each nomination be deleted.

51 1.
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VANNEVAR BUSH AWARD

At rhe January meeting the Board considered a recommendation
by the Executive Committee to accept the Director's recommen-
dation to establish a Vannevar Bush Award. Following dis-
cussion at that meeting, a motion was passed to table .the
proposed Award to allow the Board time to consider it. The .

Chairman informed.the Board that Dr. Zaaberge had written.
him on February 4 to reiterate his support for.the concept
of the Vannevar Bush Award and to request thatconsideration-
of the Award be reopened at this meeting. The Chairman ,

referred the Board to the Director's memorandum of January 17
containing a proposal for the establishment by the Board of
a Vannevar Bush Award and also to Dr. Zumberge's letter to

him dated February 4 (NSB-80-33--Members' Books, Tab 8).
Following a brief discussion the Board acted as follows on
the resolution proposed in NSB-80-33:

NSB/Res-80-19 The National Science Board AUTHORIZED
the establishment of a National Science
Board °Vannevar Bush Award" to be cow.
ferred from time to time on a person
who has made an outstanding contribution
to science and technology through public
service to the Nation; further, the Board
AUTHORIZED the Chairman, National Science
Board, in consultation with the DireCtor
to make appropriate administrative arrange-
ments for the support of the Vannevar Bush
Award, to expend the necessary funds tO
design and strike a medal, and to appoint
an appropriate body to bring recommenda-
tions,to the Board at its March 1980 1./.
meeting for the first Vannevar Bush Award
to be conferred in May 1980.

213:7
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BOARD POSITIONS ON LEGISLATION

APPLIED RESEARCR

The Director informed the Board of his plans to implement P.L. 90-407
which authorizes a broadening of the Foundation's responsibility to
support applied research. Under Section,3(c) of the amended NSF Act,
"...the Foundation is authorized to initiate and support scientific
research, including applied research, at academic and other non-profit
institutions." The Foundation proposes to announce soon to the
educational and scientific communities through an "Important Notice"
its plans in this regard.

The Board unanimously CONCURRED in the Director'.
plans to proceed with the support of applied
research on a limited basis as outlined to the
Board at this msei4ng.

120:7

BOARD POSITION ON S. 32

Dr. Cooke presented for Board consideration a proposed Board position on S. 32.
In the Committee's discussions it recognized that.S. 32 ha. become a generic
name for a number of more or les. similar bills (including H.R. 32) which contain
different detailed provisions; hence, a well defined position on the title. of
S. 32 would provide an adequate Board position on any of the related bill..

The Committee diecussion focumed on Title II of S. 32--
The Civil Science Systems Act--as being the oat controversial in relation to
the Foundation.

In addressing each title:

Title I: The Science Policy Act--The principle of Title I has already
been initiated by the President'. proposed Reorganization Plan No. 1
of 1973 which, in fact, assigns the science policy remponsibilities
of Title I to the Director of the National Science Foundation.

The primary objection to Title I in the 1972 hearing. was based on the
existence of OST and the conflict between the role ammigned to the
Foundation.by Title I and the role of OST. . . .Since the Executive
reorganization proposed the abolishment of OST, that problem is re-

\ solved. The basic position of the Board then should be even stronger
than that presented in last year's testimony when ". . . the Board
approved the intention of Title I to strengthen the role of the
National Science Foundation in the development of national science
policy." Although the details of the implementation of Reorganization
Plan No. 1 of 1973 are not yei complete, the Committee recommended that
the Board assume a pomitive, confident position, supporting the Director
in the role proposed by the Plan.

Title II: The Civil Science System. Act--The Board should oppose this
Title in its prement"form. A. it is now written, it asks the Foundation
to undertake too large a teak, in terms of both size and scope. It la
unreasonable to ask any one agency to take a lead role in ajor develop-
ment and demonsfration projects in the wide range of areas proposed in
this Title; and the likelihood of succes. in jech a broad.undertaking
is mmall.

If the Foundation were to undertake the task, it would greatly distort
the Foundation and would almost definitely overshadow and conflict with
its basic mi.sion. Administratively, it would amsign NSF responmibilities
in activitie. of existing Federal agencies and would make NSF in part
responsible to the congressional committees with overmight for these
agencies.

51 3
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The Committee recognized the Board's concern for effective utilization
of science and technology in meeting the needs of the civilian sector
but felt that a more desirable approach is strengthened programs within
the agency of primary responsibility.

The Committee recommended as "fallback" position the following:

The Foundatidn's BANN Program selectively supports research,
including systems research, in number of problem areas

through the proofofconcept phase. In elected areas this

activity could be strengthened andqparried through the
demonstration and evaluation stages again using the BANN criteria
for selecting a limited number of projects in particularly

appropriate areas. However, . . the Board would be concerned

with the possible effects the operation of such development and
demonstration projects might have on other NSF programs.

If the trend towards a more centralized locus of responsibility
for civilian science is desirable, then a better approach might
be the odest expansion of RANN in the manner described above as
a test of the approach and a first tep toward. centralization.
(This is basically the position of the Board as tated in the 1972

hearings.)

Title III: The Techalcal Manpower Transition Act--Title lit should be

opposed by the Board. In addition to being on uncertain ground in terms
of need, unemployment among scientists and engineers was never as high
aa among the general population and has been declInIngtdurine the past

year. Support of this Title would conflict directly with the board's
position on the need for expanded educational opportunities and en
couragement for students to select scientific careers. The Board Ifp

preciatea the loss, both personal and to the Nation, which unemploy
ment among scientists and engineers represents but believes that pro
grams designed to advance science and its utilization are a more
appropriate solution than programs which are primarily addressed to
job creation or retraining via technology.

Title IV: The Protection of Pension Rights of Scientists and Engineers--
Title IV is supported in concept by the Board but is not an appropriate
responsibility for the Foundation to undertake. The pension rights bf

all workers (not solely cientists, engineers, and related workers)

should be protected. An app0Priate solution to this problem for
scientists and engineers shodld be found as a part of the larger solu
tion developed by a more appropriate igency, such.as the Department of
Labor.

In the discussion which followed, it was the consensus of the Board that it
was in general agreement with the recommendations outlined by the Planning
and Polley Committee. The Board proposed that a more positive position
be taken on Title II, specifically that thp last two paragraphs be proposed
as an alternative to the present language of Title II of the bill. It was

also suggested that Board Members be modestly constructive and positive on
S. 32 type bills: in any public statements. It was agreed that those posi
tive aspects of the Board's position should be stressed. In addition to

those mentioned above, these included:

1. The Foundation has access to a large community upon which
it can draw easily which has not been utilized adquately to
date.

2. The Foundation could assist in the solution of many kinds
of problema--some of high technology, others of low technology.

3. There are thone activities which relate to small business,
,muny of which ire incapable of mounting research programs in
any reasonable degree. In many instances NSF could assist by
providing appropriate links to the scientific community nearby.
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Among the items on the negative side were:

1. Very large systems are beyond the current capabilities of NSF.

2. It is the total budget that counts. If the "cheapmoney
drfves out the "hard" money, in the long term the national
interest will not be well served. It is this aspect which
gives the Board very serious concern.

The Agting Committee Chairman accepted the amendments to the Committee's re-
commendations, after which the board acted as follows:

The board unanimously ACCEPTED
the amended recommendation} of
the Planning and Policy Committee
as the Board's position on. S. 32.

The Board Chairman requested the Acting Committee Chairman to work with the
taff in converting the amended recommendations and the sense of the Board ,

discussion into a formal policy paper for use in testimony before congres-
sional committees on S. 32. The Board Chairman suggested that other Members
be guided accordingly if asked to appear on behalf of the Board.

ES:153:10-13.

BAUMAN AMENDMENT

Fifth Meeting--May 14--1x. Press, Chairman, reported
that the Committee discussed implications of amend-*
ments to the House-passed version of the NSF
authorization bill.

The Committee proposed a resolution stating the Board's
position on H.R. 5796, introduced by Representative
Charles E. Bennett (D.-Fla.), and Section 7 of
H.R. 4723 (the House authorization bill) which had been
proposed by Representative Robert E. Bauman (R.-Md.).
After discussion and amendment, the Board passed the\
resolution in the form attached as Appendix A.

173:6

51 5
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roti

MUITI -YEAR FUNDING FOR R&D

Nonorable Don Fuqua
Chairman, Committee on
'Science and Technology

V. S. Rouse of Representatives
Nasbington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

APPENDIX A ---
(Attached to
NOB -80 -241)

May 9, 1980

/t is a pleasure to comment on H. Id 717$, proposed legislation
to provide additional information for the Congress' use as
a basis for implementing multi-year eeeeee ch and development
authotisations. I would liketo limit my remarks to the impact
of the proposed bill on the National Science..Foundation.

As I indicated to you in my letter of October 1$, 1979, the
National Science Board considered biennial authorisation for
the National Science Foundation in 1977 and adopted a resolution
encouraging the Foundation to seek a two-year authorisation,
with adequate provision for budget and program flexibility. On
September 20, 1979, the Soard discUssed N. R. 4490, an earlier
version of the current bill. The Board limited its considera-
tion to biennial authorisation for the Foundation and took the
following position:

The National Science Board supports the concept of
a two-year authorisation for National Science
Foundation programs, containing adeqbate provisions
for program flexibility, particularly in the second
budget Year.

During discussion, the potential stabilising value of such
authorisation'in planning for eeeee rch was noted, as were
potential difficulties likely to arise from inflation and from
the unpredictability of new or changed program direction and

emphasis.

/n my judgment, N. R. 717$ is in keeping with the views of the
Board insofar as its impact on the National Science Foundation

is concerned.ft

With regard to the changes proposed in H, R. 717$ regarding
reports that have become the responsibility of the msr, there
are no problems with the shift to a four-year reporting cycle
even if'for a five-year Outlook report. It is our under-
standing that,the intervening two-year update of that report
would be an update on a substantially smaller scale than'the
report itself, an idea with which we concur. W. have no
problem with repeal of the requirement for an annual Science
age Technology Repost, and we Understand that this would not
preclude submission of reports from time to tie,.

There are quit, naturally Bony problems in trying to move the
highly complicated budgetary procedures from one-year to a
multi-year cycle. Nevertheless, an effort in this direction

seems highly desikable. I commend you for your efforts in
trying to move in this direction.

Sincerel

516

Norma ckerman
Chairman

ef-4.

216:26-27
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APPENDIX A

RgSOLUTION UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY THE gATIONAL sCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAh (173RD) MEETING

hey 16, 1975

The National Science Board opposes H.R. 5796 and Section 7 of
H.R. 4723, as passd, tbat would require proposed grants to be
available for 30 days 6T Congressional review prior to final
nward.

The proposed legitlation has the potential for producing
serious weakening of science which has been made strong over
the last 25 years by National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsor-
ship of the highest quality and priority raaaaa ch projicts.
Review of scientific proposals with a goal that the best be
seleCted'requires utilization of highly qualified and tezhnical
experts able to understand the proposed experiments, the
achievahility of goals, and the competence of raaaaa chers to
undertake the proposed investigations. The valuation snd
selection process involves an examination of more than 24,000
proposals involving some 1,000,000 pages of technical material
each year. The identification of the proposals to be supported
ban been perforied effectively by a competit}ve system which
includes peer review and involves aaaaaa l'thousand distinguished
exports in the countrf combined with the studied judgmeat of the
*SP professional staff. Of the hundreds of thousands of grants
awarded hy the NSF over the years, only a small fraction has
been questioned hy Members of the Congress and others. .

The National Science Board in its role as a policy-making body
welcpses the continued oversight of Foundation programs by the
Congress. On its part the National Science Board will continue
to ensure that the management practices of the Foundation
operate to identify and support the best and highest priority
researCh in the country.

The National Science Beard strongly urges the Congress to reject
N.M. 5796 and Section 7 of H.R. 4723, as passed, in its further
chnsideration of the Foundation's fiscal year 1976 authorization.
It is our opinion that the two hills propose to extend Congrissional
control in too great a detail to he either effective or efficient.

173:24

TWO-YEAR AUTHORIZATION

Excerpt from the Approved'Hinutes of the NSB Meeting,
April 25, 1977 (NSB-77-156)

Committee on Budget--Tventy-Fourth Haeting--Mareh 17
,

Dean Heckling, Chairman, reported that the Committee discussed
the markup by the Subcommittee on Science. Research, and Tech-
nology and the subsequent markup by the House Committee,on
Science and Technology of the NSF budget estimates for fiscal
year 1978. The Committee also discussed the proposed budget
recommendations for fiscal year 1979 and the possibility of
a two-year authofization and agreed on A resolution for pres-
entation to the Board, which was adopted as follows.

The National Science Board unanimously ENCOURAGED
the Foundation to seek two-year authorization
with ndequate provision for program flexibility and
speglal hearings on issues of special interest to
the Congress

Dr. Sanderson, in responding to questions on the matter of
flexibility, stated that the Foundation presently has
teprograeming authority for.up to 10 percent of the budget
end, in addition, can reprogram beyond 10 percent if 30
days notice is given to the Congress.

188;20

51 7
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NSF STAFFiNG

AFFILIATIONS OF PRESIDENTIALLY APPOINTED STAFF

The General Counsel, reminded the Board of it% statutory obligation to approve .

certain out/gide affiliations of the Director, Depbty Director, and Assistant

Directors. He distribu.ted a current list (NSB-73-229 for the Board's

consideration with two additions: Dr. Creutc--Chalrman, Program Subsission

Review Subpanel'on Nulti-Directional. R h, Atomic Energy Commission; and

Dr. EggersChairman, Program Submission Review Subpanel on Solar Energy Re- '

search, Atomic Energy Commiesion.
T

The Natiorial Science Board CONSIDERED and unanimously
APPROVED the outside ffiliationa of the Director,
the Deputy Director, and the Assistant Directors as
reported to the'Board by the Director in NSB-73-214,
as amended above, pursuant to the requirements of

Section 14(b) of the National Science Foundation Act
of 1950, as amended.

To avoid undue delay in eating, on future inviistions to'ihe staff to serve In

external advisory capacities: the' General Counsel proposed and the Board

agreed to the following resolutions (sa set forth in NSB-71-231--distributed

at the meeting);

The National Science Board unanimously DELEGATED to the
Chairman of the Board its authority under Section 11(b)

of the National Science Foundation of 1950, as...ended,

to approve the holding by the Director of any office

in or action in any capacity for any other Federal agency

with which the Foundation akea any grant., contract, or

other arrangement;

Further, the Board unanimously DELEGATED to the Director
its authority under Section 14(b) of the Act to approve

the holding by the Deputy Director or any Assistant
Director of any office in, or action in any capacity
for, any other Federal agency with which the Foundation
makes any grant, tontract or other arrangedent under

this Act;

Further, the Board $nanisously DELEGATED to the Executive

Committee its authority under Section 14(b) of the Act

to approve the holding by the Director, the Deputy

Direetor; or any Assistant Director,,of any office.in, or
action in any capacity for, any organisation, agency, or

institution with which the Foundation makes any grant,
cnntract, or.other arrangement under this Act, provided,

however, that the Director a. member of the Executive:

Committee shall not vote upo9,any,matter regarding himself; and

Finally, the Board unanimously REQUESTED that all such
approvals granted under the above resolutions shall be
reported at the next meeting of the Board.

1521:45.
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EXCEPTED MABORITY

Section 14(a) of the NSF Act of 1950, as amended, provides
that the Director may appoint technical and professional
personnel ,anp establish their compensation, in accordance
with policies prescribed by the Board, without regard to
the udual Civil Service Commission (CSC) competitive
service rules and regulations. The Board in a number of
previous instances has approved guidelines to the Director
for use of this "excepted authority."

The Director and Nr. Taylor informed the Board of recent
negotiations with CSC regarding the Foundation's adminis-
tration of its excepted appointment authority (NSB-74.246--
distributed at the meeting). The central issue of these
negotiations was a CSC concern that NSF'# use of the
excepted authority did not adequately reflect appointment
based on merit principles, particularly for the so-called
backup or support positions required by staff offices.

Tho Executive Committee had reviewfd this proposed
revised policy which had been agrebd to by CSC and recom-
mended the Board's approval of it. After discussion, theBoard acted as follows:

The Board, in accordance with Section
14(a) of the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950, as amended,
unanimously PRESCRIBED the following ir
policy to guide the Director in the
apppintment of personnel in accord-
ance with the provisions of Title 5,
United States Codegoverning
appointments in the competitive
service, and the provisions of Chapter
51 and sub-Chapter III of Chapter 53
bf such Title relating to classifica-
tion and the General Schedule pay
rates ahd the appointment of personnel

..twithout regard to such provisions when
he deems such action to be necessary
for the discharge of the responsibilities
of the Fbundation:

"Polici. Set forth below is NSF policy governing the useof Competitive and EXcepted Appointment Authority:

(I) Appointments to positions in the NSF will
normally be made in accordance with the
provisions of Title 5, United States Code, and
applicable CSC laws and regulationS except
as provided in (2) below.

(2) The Excepted Authority to appoint technical
and professiónal person,e1 necessary'for the
discharge of the Foundation's responsibilities
will be used only in the follpwing circumstances:

(2) Appointments of personnel to top managementpositions. These positions include
Assistant Directors, Deputy Assistant
Directors, and persOns holding equivalentpositions. All zilch appointments stall be
subject to the approval of the Director.

5 -1 9
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(b) Appointments to positions which clearly
require specialized'abilities based on
scientific or engineering training and/or

experience. All such appointments must
be approved by the Director or Deputy
Director.

(c) Appointments of prbfessional staff to the
National Science Board (limited by law to
's total of five),.

(d) Appointments in special circumstances
with concurrence of the CSC."

A review will be made by NSF'of all positions to'determine
whether existing excepted appointments are in conformance
with the above policy. Excepted appointme,ts which
cannot be ;egularized to conform with this policy will
continue as interim exceptions during the period of
incumbent employment. All new appointments will be made
in accordance with this policy.

Mr. Taylor will render a nrogress report to the Board next
fall.

167:3-5

EXcErTED AUTROX/IY

The Committee also discussed excepted appointment,authority

and proposed a resolution which after a slight alteratinn

was adopted by the B:ard as follows:

In order to clarify and reaffirm
National Sciente Board policy, the

'Hoard unanimously REVISED Section

2(b) of its resolution of October 18,

1974, regarding excepted appointment
authority to read as follows:
"Appointments to positions which

require specialized scientific,

engineering, legal, or'managerisl
training and/or experience necessary

for the discharge of the legislatively

mandate: responsibilities of the

Foundation. All such appointments
must be approved by the Director."

163:29

APPENDIX A

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION POLICY GOVERNING THE USE OF

COMPETITIVE AND EXCEPTED APPOINTMENT AUTHORITY
ns Approved by'the National Science board at its 187th Me ing

on October 17-18, 1974, as Amended at its 183td Meetin
August 20, 1976, and 194th Meeting on November 17-18, 1977..

Set forth below is the National Science Foundation policy governing

the use of Competitive and Excepted Appointment Authority:

I.
Appointments to positions in the National Solancp
Foundation will normally be ade in accordance with
the provisions of Title 5, United States Code, and.
applicable Civil Service Commission (CSC) laws and
regulations except as provided in 2 below.

52 u
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2. The Excepted Authority to appoint technical and
professional personnel necessary for the discharge
of the Foundation's responsibilities will be used
only.in the following ctrcumstances:

a. Appointments of personnel to top management
positions. These positions include Assistant
Directors, Deputy Assistant Directors, and
persons holding equivalent positions. All such
appointments shall be subject to the approval
of the Director.

b. Appointments to positions which require
specialized scientific, en eering, legal,
or managerial training and/or xperience
necessary for the discharge of the
legislatively mandated responsibilities
of the Foundation.

c. Appointment of professional staff to the
National Science Board (limited by law to
a total of five).

d. Appointments in special circumstances with
the concurrence of the CSC.

3. All appointments listed in section 2 b through d above
must be approved by either the Director or the Deputy
Director.

194:31

APPENDIX
Ri7/1185/E

ROTATOR POLICY

Resolution Adopted by the Natimal Science,
Board at its 200th Meeting August 17-18, 1978

Whereas, the National Science Foundation has, for many years,
augmented the permanent staff of professional and technical
employees with highly skilled employees on leave of absence
from universities, colleges, laboratories, and other ielated
agencies, institutions, and organizations; and

Whereas the National Science Foundation and the parent
organization of the participant derive mutual benefit from
the rotational assignment of such individuals; and

Whereas, the infusion of rotator personnel through appropriate
assignments strenthens the relationships between the National
Science Foundation and the organizations and activities with
which it conducts its business; and

Whereas, the* National Science Foundation rotator program provides
the National Science Foundation with professional or technical
personnel who are current in academic, research, scientific,
engineerang, legal, or managerial matters; and provides the
individuals with experience and participation in a national

' program of Feeeral assistance;

Therefore, be it RESOLVED, That: the National Science Board
reaffirmed its support of the use of rotator personnel on
leave of absence from their parent organization, agency, or
institution, to perform duties necessary for the discharge
of the responsibtlities of the National Science Foundation.

The number of rotator personnel employed by the National
Science Foundation should not be restricted, but should be
in numbers great enough to assist in the accomplishment of
the National Science Foundation mission and objectives. The
number and types of rotator personnel should provide for
representation of appropriate disciplines, skills, and
knowledges to insure that the National Science Foundation
base'of expertise receives continual replenishment from the
academic research, professional. and technical communities.

August 17, 1973

200:23
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MINORITIES AND WOMEN
1455.75-163

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS InsinMEETING ON APRIL 21, 1975

Whereas, the year 1975 was proclarned as International Women's Year by the G antral Assembly
of the United Nations on December IS, 1972;

And whereas. the President of the United States has by Proclamation on January 30, 1974, and
Executive Order on January 9, 1975, given full support of International Women s Year and ea .
tablehed a National Commiseion on the obseevance therie

Therefore, be it RESOLVED, That

The National Science Board RECORDS its full and unquafified support of this effort

In particular, the Board ENDORSES the following *save., set forth in the United Nations
resolution, as having especial relevance to the scientific and technical community:

To promote equality between men and women.

To ensure the full integration of women in the total development effort, especially by
emphasizing women'aresponelbfity and important role ineconcenic, social,andcuhural
development at the national, regional, and internabonal levele....

J Further, the National Science Board URGES the participation of the educational and scientific
communities in fel:Jawed efforts to increase and improve the roles of women within these com-
munities. Specifically, the Board INVITES assistance in the encouragement of women to pursue
careers in science and technology and in the elimination of inequities thatstill ringer INS barriers to

their full participation in these careens

Through this resolution the Board PLEDGES its continuing efforts and those of the National
Science Foundation (NSF) toweled the following spec& goals:

To assure the fair competition of women for NSF grants and contracts;

To increase the number of women on NSF advisory panels and committees:

To enhance public awareness of the current and changing roles of women in science and
technolow,

. To improve understanding of motivational facMrs which encourage the selection by
women ol science careers;
To encourage, ttwough direct example, equal hiring and promotion of quartfied women
at all levels of envloymant.

a

EXCERPT FROM MINUTES OF THE TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL (181ST)
MEETING OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE EOARD--MAY 20-21, 1976

Committee On Minorities and Women in Scienee

Fifth and Sixth NeetingsrApril 15 and Nay 19--
Dr. Nierenberg, in the absence of Dr. Cobb. Chairperson,
informed the Board that the Committee discuSsed future

plans for minorities and women,in science' and
formulated a. resolution which he presented to the
Board and Which was acted upon as follows:

Th. Board AUTHORIZED the' Directorate
for Science Education to devei0p
programa and alternative approaches
designeh to meet the folldwing
objectives and to present them to the
Board along with budget estimates for
the support of these program* at
appropriate levels:
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(a) Post-baccalaureat4training7-to develop.and
support a iraduate education program in sdience
that is directed to increasing substantially the
participation of students tram disadvantaged
backgrounds through research and training beyond
the baccalaureate degree in Ph.D. -granting-
institutions%

(b) Undergraduate assistance --to develop programs
, designed to assist in the undergraduate

preparation of talented individuals who, due to
/socioeconomic factors, are'financially orotherwise
disadvantaged. This effort is eeeee tial for
correcting the current underrepresentation of this
group in the science and technology work-force.

(c) Precollegiate assistance --to develop programs
at the precollegiate level that are designed to
attract and retain disadvantaged students into
scientific careers.

Mr. Meckling abstained from voting on the'above resolution.

COMMITTEE ON MINORITIES AND WOMEN INOCIENCE - -
ELEVENTH MEETING - -APRIL 21

Dr. Cobb, Chairman, presented resolution (NSB -27 -195 - -

diitrituted at the Board meeting) wbich the/Board approVed
as follows:

Being the sense of the National Science
Board that the progrAms instituted by the
Director of the National Science Foundation
to increase participation by minorities and
women in the functions of the National Science
Foundation should be supported and continued,
the Board unapiHously strongly APPROVED of
these activities and REQUESTED tile Director
to continue to examine and improve the National
Science Foundation's practices regarding the
hiring, promotion, and participation of min-
orities and woolen in the functions, includ-
ing the management of the Foundation, and to
report regularly on these matters to the
National Science Board.

5' 2 3
t

80-976 0 - 83 - 34
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MANPOWER

The proposed alternative has been reviewed extensively within
the Foundation and by the Ad Hoc Committee on Manpower and the
Economy. It satinZies the minimum science and engineering man-
power information requirements. As stipulated by OMB, the
anticipated operating costs of the system are considerably
smaller than equivalent costs for the National Register. The
system is more representative of the total science and engi-
neering community than the Register.

The Board unanimously APPROVED the
development and implementation of an
alternative system to the National
Register of Scientific and Technical
Personnel involving a doctorate
rostr, augmentation of the post-
censal survey, and surveys of new
nondoctorate entrants into the
labor force, as set forth in
N58-71-279.

142: 8-9.
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MUICMAL RIGISTEROF SCIENTIFIC AND
-TutmacKLrmummin

'dm staff, having cgmpleted its study, recommended that (a) the
emergency locator aspect. Of.the Register be abandgned. and (b)
the Register bo operated on a 25 percent sampling basis with moreintensive .follow-up of respondents. About five percent of the
5:ample would be changed at ach successive registration with
maintenance of a base sample of fire percent to permit long-range longitudinal studies.

The Board unanimously appg0FRO the
proposed cfianges in the operation of
the National Register of Scientific
and Technical Personnel.

132;20

NATIONAL REGISTER ALTERNATIVES

AGENDA ITEM 6: NATIONAL RRGIBTER ALTEMATIVEB

Dr. Falk stated that the President's Budget for fiscal year
1972 recommended the discontinuance of the National Register
of Scientific and Technical Personnel and the development of
alternative mechanisms for obtaining required information on
scientints and engineers. He presented for Board approval
recommendations regarding an alternative system to the
National Register, as contained in a draft report (1M-71-279--
Members' Books, Tab l). A preliminary vernion of this-Thpc
has been transmitted upon request to OMB. Before the end of
the year the Foundation must submit a final version of the
report to the House Committee on Science and Astronautics.

The prOnosed alternatives consist of three separate mechanisms:
a comprehensive doctorate roster, based on the existing efforts
cir the National Research Council; continuous, periodic augmen-
tation of the 1972 postcensal survey, which is already in its
final stages; and surveys of new nondoctorate entrants in
Science and engineering, based on surveys of the American
Council on Education. This combination of collections per-
mits detailed, periodic coverage of do6torates, as well as
relatively adequate coverage of the total science and engi-
neering population and the critical new entrants. Implemen-
tation of th s recommendation requires continuous support of
certain mini um activities, i.e., continued maintenance of
the doctorat roster; selection and regular surveys of a
sample from tie basic 1970 Census large enough to provide
data with a g ven reliability; and periodic follOw-up
surveys of new eNtrants.

Since the proposed approach is based on existing systems,
dpvelopment of the new mechanisms can take place in fiscal
years 1972-1973. Actual collections will also commence in
this period. Estimated costs for development and operation
will total $450,000 in fiscal year 1972 and $575,000 in
fiscal year 1973.

52 5
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SCIENCE AND SOCIETY/P1MLIC INTERACTION

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN NSF PLANNING, POLICIES AM PROGRAMS

Nr. Snow summarized NSB-75-352 (distributed
at the meeqng).

reminded the Board of the congressional mandate to submit

a "Punlic participation plan" on or about December 9 and of

,he Board's brief.discuesion of the plan at the October meeting.

The staff has continued its consideration of this matter and has

'.'repared a draft response which contains background informat

on: (1) present procedures; (2) plans for restructuring
advisory committees; (3) proposed initintion of a small stu

,ontract to focus on the ways in which nonscience groups

Participate in NSF Planning (with a view to strengthening this

interaction, if possible); and (4) an experimental undertaking

to acquire advipe and opinion via large regional forums under

'5B auspices held in various parts of the country with emphasis

Placed upon attendance by nonscience groups
and elements of the

,dentific community not extensively involved
with NSF planning.

Board reaction was elicited ;so the NSB regional forum proposal.

.10 Board discussed its present activities involving contact with
.,0 scientific and academic public, e.g., peer review survey,
.1ghth Board report letters, Science for Citi',ens forums. It was
.roposed that the NSB regional forums be focused on a topic important
o the Board's policy-making, specifically that the Board reports
,,uld provide an excellent platform. Following further discussion,

Board acted as follows:

The Board ENDORSED the intent of the
commitment of the National Science Board
to the proposed NSB regional forums and
AUTHORIZED the Executive Committee to monitor
the development of plans for the forums.

ES:177:13-14

NSB REGIONAL FORUMS-- PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Dr. Sanderson presented the staff's proposal for
implementation of the Foundation's commitment to a
series of NSB regional forums, with one to be held
prior to June 30, 1976. The aim of such forums would
be to; (1) increase scientific, professional, and
citizen input to NSF program planning; (2) expand the
information base to assist the Board in exercising its
policy-making role. It was proposed that six such
forums be held over the next two years, possibly in
cities where Federal Regional Offices are located. The
Office of Government and Public Programs would be
responsible, directly or through a contractor, for the
overall management Of these events.including the planning
and organization of the meetings. The planning and conduct
of the meetings as well as the evaluation of results of the
series of forums was estimated to be about $450,000.

There was some discussion of the subject matter to be
covered, the audience to be served, and the general
purposes of the forums. The Board then acted as follows:

The Board unanimously CONCLUDED ihat the first forum
should be held before July 1, 1976, on an experimental
basis and that it should be held at a site to be
selected based on staff review, not in Washington, D.C.

NJ"

5 6
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INTERACTION WITWTHE PUBLIC

Final Reports of Task Forces

Task Forge 77C

The Task Force submitted a report (frnal copy Ettached
as Appendix D) to the Board containing two recommendations:
(1) the appointment of 'nonscience or publidoard:
Members with specific criteria to be followed in
submitting such nominations for appointment: and
(2) the establishment of a Board committee to see'e
as a focal point for considering the interactions
between scie:Ice and society. The Task Force also
recommended Priority agenda items for the new committee.
These,items concern the Foundation's public information
operation, current Foundation interactions with
the nonscience public, and the perceptions/needs
of existing and potential constituencies of NSF.
The recommendations are focused on broad policy issues.
(Consideration of how these recommendations might
be implemented was not discussed.)

There was considerable discussion of the intent and
result of the first recommendation regarding Board
membership. Some Members felt that it would be
highly desirable for the Board to take the initiative
in seeking out and recommending the appointment
of public Members. Others felt such action should
be left to external bodies and that the Board should
concern itself with maintaining the highest possible
scientific level for the Board. Still others considered
that the proposed action further restricted the
appointment of persons, since Section 4 of the NSF
Act states that:

(c) The persons nominated for appointment
as members of the Board (1) shall be

eMinent in the fields of the basic,
medical, or social sciences, engineering,
agriculture, education, research management
or public affairs; (2) shall be selected
solely on the basis of established records
of distinguished service, and (3) shall
be so selected as to providezepresentation
of the views of scientific leaders in all
areas of the Nation.

At the conclusion of the discussion, the Board Chairman celled
for separate votes on the two recommendations of the
Task Force.

With a minor change, the Board
ADOPTED the first recommendation
of the report of Task Force
77-C that:

"1. The National Science Boare
welcome the appointment of
'nonscience or public.' Members
to the Board based, on the.following
criteria: the nominees should be
persons eminent and knowledgeable
in public affairs, who have not
been practicing scientists, but
who have demonstrated involvement
or interect in Science and technology."

Dr. Mac Lane voted against the above resolution.
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With respect to the the second recommendation, Dr. Hubbard
reminded the Board that one of the charges to the Committee
on Mechanisms for Improved Policy Formulation and External
Communications, of which he is the Chairman, is to formu-
late mechanisms which will allow the Board to undertake a

"more active external role'in science policy formulation and
'to strengthen the Board's external linkages. The Committee
has deferred the consideration in this item since it felt
other charges should be given priority.

Following further discussion, the Board acted as follows:

The Board ADOPTED the second
recommendation of the report
of Task Force 77-C that:

"2. The National Science Board establish a
Board committee on science and society to
monitor and make recommendations with respect
to Foundation programs and activities, exist-
ing and proposed, as they relate to the inter-
face between science 'and society. Pursuant to
this recommendation, the following three items
are considered primary:

"a. A review of the Foundation's public
information mechanisms and processes
oriented to the general public
regarding developments in science.

"b. A consideration of whether the
Foundation has available to it a
systematic, regularized means of
determining the percepti.ons and
needs of existing and potential
constituencies, and to make
appropriate recommendations.

"c. A cataloging, description, and
assessment of the involvement of
nonscience publicg-in.NSF's programs
and activities, both formal and
informal."

.191:18-20

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

Report of Tgsk Force 77-C

Historically, the primary constituency of the National Science
Foundation has been, and continues to be, academic and other
scientists and engineers, because these are the principal
performers of research and science education. However, the
Foundation has had a variety of interactions with other
constituencies, and the Task Force recognizes the need for
even broader involvement with society and its various publics.
Therefore, the Task Force recommends that:

5 9.C.'S.tk.
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1. The National Science Board welcome the appointment
of "nonscience or public" Members to the Board
based on the following criteria: the nominees
should be persons eminent and knowledgeable in
public affairs, who have not been practicing
scientists, but who have demonstrated involvement
or interest in pcience and technology.

2. The National Science Board establish a Board committee
on science and society to monitor and make
recommendations with respect to Foundation programs
and activitiei, existing and proposed, as they,
relate to the interface between science and society.
Pursuant to this recommendation, the following three

43 items are considered primacy:

a. A review of the Foundation's public information
mechanisms and pcoc sssss oriented to the
general public regarding developments in science.

,b. A.consideration of whether the Foundation has
available to it a systematic, regularised
means of determining-the perceptions and needs
of existing and potential constituencies, and
to make appropriate recommendetions.

c. A cataloging, description, and a sssss sent of
the involvement of nonscience publics in MBF's
programs and activities, both formal and informal.

June 24, lP77

191:27

REGIONAL FORUMS

Planning and Policy Committee--Forty-Ninth Meeting
January 19. 1978

Dr. Reynolds, Chairman, Committee on Planning and Policy, stated that the
Committee had discussed with the staff draft documents and preparations
for the Board long-range planning meeting in June. The Committee decided
to accept the invitation of its Chairman to meet at Louisiana State Uni-
versity on February 24 to develop the discussion issues for June.

With respect to the NSB forums, the Committee adopted the following
resolution:

NS9/Res-78-7 RESOLVED, that the National Science
Board, in building upon the experience
of the NSB Regional Forums, should
continue to sponsor at least one
forum annually in secure policy and/
or programmatic input from t,he broader
public; such a forum activity should
include various and appropriate pre-
forum planning meetings and activities.

195:20
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REGIONAL FORUM ACTIVITIES

Dr. Hubbard requested Dr. Cota-Robles to inform the Board of the proposed state-
ment on NSB Regional Forums (PPCISS-80-22--distributed at the meeting) sub-
mitted by the PPC Subcommittee on Science and Society and endorsed by the PPC.
Dr. Cote-Robles stated that the Subcommittee believed that, although the regional
forums were valuable and useful, it did not recommend that they be continued as
a major vehicle in the future. Instead, the Subcommittee-recommended experi-
mentation with other means to guage opinions and to share concerns over the
directions of NSF programs, policies, and priorities. Cdntinuation of the
experimental mods will allow for comparisons of the various mean, at a later
date. OA the PPC Chairman's recommendation that the Board accept this pro-
posed statement on NS8 Regional Forums, the Board took the following action:

NSB/Res-80-2 The Board unanimously ADOPTED the proposed
National Science Board Statement on the
Regional Forum Activity (PPC/SS-80-2) at-
tached to these minutes as Appendix B.

212:16

APPENDIX B

nsa-no-71

STATEMENT ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 212TH MEETING ON JANUARY 17-18, 1980

REGIONAL FORUM ACTIVITIES

The National Science Board (NSB) conducted a series of six regional
forums in response to language in the fiscal yeas 1976 authorization
act (Pub4c Law 94-16). The langsege,Ba that act directed the
Foundation to:

. . .facilitate the participation of Members orthe
public in the formulation, development, Ind conduct of
the National Science Foundation's programs, policies, and
priorities. .

The effort culminated with a final staff report on the forums
that has been provided to each forum participant, as well as to
several governmental organizations including theaFelderal Coordinating
Council on Science, Engineering, and Technology and the Office
of Technology Assessment.

Several observations can be made. First, the forum mechanism
allowed the NOB to hear the views and ideas of an extremely'
involved and articulate segment of the public. 1/ Further, 'when
focused upon specific issues or policies facing the NSB, the
Board found general support for several current National Science
Foundation (NSF) policy and programmatic directions.

In spite Of these positive observations, several questions remain.
The National Science Board continues to ask the question "Who
are the members of the public that the Board should be hearing?"
as well as "Which segment of the public has the Board reached
and is it that segment that should be reached?" The National
Opinion Research Center (NORC) provides some assurances, e.g.,
that, while it is difficult to reach "the public," the forums
did reach an informed and attentive portion of the American

1/The National Opinion Research Center, under contract to NSF
to survey the participants and analyze their responses,
described the NOB forum abtendees as members of an attentive
stratum of American Society." The NORC report ill inCluded in
the final staff report (NSB.79-22).

53 0
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public. Although this public was reached ffectively, questibns
remained about the amount of informetion needed by participants
to participate fully. Was the information provided the appropriate
type of information, and was it enough information to allow
participants to make their most useful cpntribution in thie
participatory process? Concerns are not diminished when there
are discussions among distinguished scientists--here and abroad--
over what is basic, fundamental h that adds to the stockpile
of human knowledge, and the relationship of that knowledge to
the solutions to particular problems. The Board is forced to
conclude that the meehing of broader, public concerns and efforts
at problem-solving with basic, fundamental scientific ***** rch--
while possible--is at best a vry difficult task.

This leads to the conclusion that, while the National Science
Board did receive valuable and sincere ideas as input from an
attentive segment of the public, the Board should continue to
experiment with other means to gauge opinions and to shar concerns
over the directions of the NSF's programs, policis, andpriorities.
Continuation of the expdrimental mode will allow for comparisons
of the various moans at a later date.

The National Science Board gratefully acknowledges the sincerity
and interest of all who participated in'this necessary but
experimental effort to secure public involvement in science
policy formulation.

January 17 , 1910

212:33

APPENDIX C

NSB-80-72

POLICY STATEMENT ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 212TH MEETING ON JANUARY 17-18, 1980

ON PUBLIC ATTENDANCE AND PARTICIPATION AT BOARD
AND BOARD COMMITTEE MEETINGS

It is the policy of the National Science Board (NSB) to give the
public open access to the decisionmaking of the Board to the
fullest extent that is practicable, consistent with the rights
of individuals, and consistent with the ability of the Board
generally to carry out its responsibilities. It is the general
rule of the Board that every meeting of the National Science
Board will be open to public observation. Certain exceptions
to this rule are made to protect the rights of citizens and
the functioning of the Board and the Foundation. The Government
in the Sunshine (GIS) regulations of the National Science Board
(45CFR 5614) identify the conditions under which meetings may be
closed.

All provisions of the NSB GIS regulations applicable to the Board
apply tqually to the Executive Committee of the Board whenever the
Executive Committee is meeting pursuant to its authority to act on
behalf of the Board (5614.8).

It is the policy of the National Science Board that meetings of
the Executive Committee when not meeting pursuant to its authority
to act on behalf of the Board, and all, other NSB committees, shall
not be open to public observation in order to preserve the deliber-
ative processes and to permit the members of the committees to
express frank, uninhibited, and perhaps personal opinions in a
setting where no final decisions or ultimate responsibilities lie.
Such final decisions are the responsibility of the Board.

Board committee chairmen may, on occasion, after consultation with
the Board Chairman, invite xperts to meet with Board committees
to discuss items of special interest to the committees.

These policies concerning public observation of Board and committee
meetings are in compliance with the Government in the Sunshine Act.

January 17, 1980

212:34
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INFORMATION TRANSFER POLICY

ROLE OF SROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES.
COMMERCIIAL ORGANIZATIONS, UNIVERSITIES,

AND

GOVERMENT AGENCIES IN TER INFORMATION TRANSFER PROCESS

Dr. Open also presented for Board review and approval a
statement of-Foundation policy for science information as
outlined in NS8-71-263 (Members' BoOks, Tab II). This paper,

acceptee by the Executive Council, enunciatel and clarifies
existing relationships between the Foundation and the several
kinds of activities concerned with science information. The .

recommended policies reflect tht approach being taken by the
Office of Science Information Service and are accep ble to '

representatives of the private-sector groups which it ffects.

The recommended policies follow:

a. The Foundation will continue to encourage the
development of information resources essential to the
national need for scientific and technical information
as appropriate through professional societies, nonprofit
institutions, commercial organizations,'and universities.

b. The Foundation VIll provide temporary assistance
only to those primary_publieltion activities which are
'judged to be essential to the scientific community,
which will not be undertaken by commercial enterprises
without Foundation subvention,'and which are capable of
reaching a self-supporting status within a short period
of time.

c. The Foundation will continue to endorse the efforts
of professional societies and related nonprofit organi-

zations as the primary instrumentalities for secondary
preeessing, and will encourage them to utilize the capa-
bilities of commercial organizations in developing new
and improved techniques and systems for such processing.

d. The Foundation recognizes that commbrcial
organizations are primary instrumentalities for the
development and marketing of products and services
deriving from the machine-readable output of secondary
pfncessing carried out by npnprofit activities.

e. The Foundation will continue to support the
development of information resources and services at

universities for the academic community, but will
encourage universities to utilize commercial user
services where these are available. -

f. In recognition of the role of each of the
organizations involved in the information-transfer
process, the Foundation will require that all machine-
rdadable products and services created by any of these
organizations with Foundation support be made available
to the others on an equitable basis at a reasonable
price related tethe cost of production.

Dr. Hackerman reported that the Programs'Committee after
careful review recommended approval of the proposed policy.

The Board unanimously APPROVED the
policies recommended in 8(58-71-263
as a statement of Foundation policy.

142: 7*S.
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OCEANOGRAPHY PROGRAMS
APPENDIX C
NH-78-338

Nil/1(es-78-93/B

STATOXENT ON FWD= SCIENTIFIC DEEP
SEA, DRILLING PROGRAM AS UNANImouSLY ADOPTED
BY THEIWTIONAL SCIENCE BOARD AT ITS 200TH
MEETING ON AUGUST 17-18, 1978

The.idea of deeper penetration of_ selected parts of the
ocean floor by geophysical and geo1o9ical methods during
the 1980s is a logical extension of the Deep Sea Drilling
Project,(DSDP) and the International Program of Ocean
Drilling (IPOD). This concept embodies not only the
principle of furthering the understanding of the physical
and chemical proc sssss consequent to the theory of plate
tectonics but also has a direct bearing On the origin of
ore deposits and the possible Occurrence of daeper
hxdrocarbons and the techniques for their diecovery and
eiftaction. Moreover, the National Science Foundation is
the logical lead agency for this endeavor.

Because the scope of this activity involves the development
of new technological.capabilities in ocean drilling
techniques, and the scale of funding is on the order of
three-fourths of a 4illion dollars over a ten-year period,
the Igational Science Board believes that the success of the
venture will require careful planning to develop specific
goals and a timetable for their attainment. The Board
believet that this process requires the involvement of a
wide spectrum of scientists and engineers representative

/ of the disciplines involved, including those from other
participating Federal agencies and the international
scientific and technological community, and that the time
required to develop an initial evaluation of the

'feasibility of attaining the goals embodied in the concept
may require one to two years. For these reasons, the
National Science Board believes that a prudent approach
would be to expend greater effort in resolving the many
scientific, technological, and organizational issues than
would be possible if the program were to begin in fiscal
year 1980. Although this would delay the initiation of the
program for a minimum of one year, it greatly increases the
probability that a more carefully planned and potentially
successful program will result.

Not inconsequential to the board's position is the
fact that the budgetary implications of this program
have not been totally resolved and reflected in the
National Science Foundation's long-range planning.
To endorse this,program without a clear understanding
of the fiscal impact on the Foundation's budget over
the next decade would be inappropriate at this time.

'herefore, the National Science Board:

1. Agrees that the extension oE the scientific knowledge
of the lithosphere with special reference to selected
parts o( the oceanic crust and continental margins as
proposed in the reports of the Ad Hoc A'dvisory Group
:or Future Scientific Ocean Drilaing (FUSOD-May 2, 1978)
And the Ocean Seiences Board of the National Research
Council 1/, is a meritorious one;

2. Believes that there.is a reasonable possibility that .

a program of this scale'and scope could add significantly
to the knowledge of the origin of mineral resources asso-
ciated with oceanic and crustal processes;

3. Recommends, therefore, that to assure an orderly process
in the planning, funding, and xecution of this program,
another year or more, if needed, of planning and discussions
should be allowed, which process should involve the widest
possible spectrum of scientists, engineerS, and others
who can contribute to the scientific, technological, fiscal,
and managerial aspects of the program;
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4. Agrees to consider funding this planning effort and will

be receptive topresentations from the
planning group from

Ulm to time in order to be kept abreast of the direction

in which the group is headed; and

5. Finally, believes that an xtension of the work of the

GLOMAR CHALLENGER for a two-year period is a reasonable

proposition in anticipation of a possible future second

phase of ocean drilling and geophysical exploration, but

that the funding of this work should not be interpreted by
the scientific community as a precursor of the endorsement,

approval, or funding of title second phase.

CS:200:16-17

1/ Continental Margins:
Geological and Geophysical Research

Reeds and Problems--in press.

APPENDIX C
(Attached to
NSA-79-326)

NSB-79-32B

STATEMENT'ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
BOARD AT /TS 20,TH MEETING ON AUGUST 16-17, 1979.

Ocean Margin Drilling: 4, frogram for the 1960a

A program of ocean margin drilling during the 1980's is a
logical extension of thellignly successful. Deep Sea Drilling
Project (DSDP), now in the International Phase of Ocean
Drilling (IPOD). The program is ah attractive convergence
of scientific goals, resource eXploration, and technological
development.

The first detailed presentation of the new program was in a
document, published.in July 1977,'entitled "The Future of
Scientific Ocean Drilling" (rusbD). since then considerably
more planning has culminated in the proposed Ocean Margin Drilling
(OMD) Program. The objectives of FUSOD/OMD focus on an increased
understanding of the physical and chdmical processes that shape
the earth. Tne investigations ha've a direct bearing On the
origin of ore deposits and the possible occurence of hydro-
carbons in the deeper waters. Although some additional drilling
ip planned in the deep oceans, the OMD Progiam will pay parti-
cular attention tO the ocean Margins as the last major unex-
plored unit of the earth's crust, The margins 'are critical
to understianding the accietion and evolution of the continents
and oceanlloasins. The resource potential of the outer ,

continental margin is also largely unknown for oil and gas
and other minerals.

The proposed OMD Program is both difficult and expensive.
It will involve the development and application of new
technological capabilities. It will cost more than halea
billion dollars during the proposed ten-year life of the
program. Tnus, when the plans were first presented to the
National Science Board in 1977, theBoard requested the
Hational Science Foundation (NSF) to undertaka an in-depth
study and reviow by a broadfy xperienced group of scientists
and engineers from the earth and ocebn sciences, including
representative; from other participating Federal agencies,
industry, and the international community.

LTne consequent studies were completed and reviewed by the
Committee on Post-IFOD Science, more'familiarly called the
"Blue (gibbon Panel.* This Committee, chaired by Dr. H. Guyford,
Stever, included nationally known scientists, ngineers,
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and other public figures. They reviewed all the previorts
etudies and evaluated the proposed program in terms of
scientific importance, potential practical applications,
technical feasibility, and national priority. The Committee
concluded that the proposed OMD Program . . is very
important to both science and resource exploration, and that
it should be given high priority consideration for approval
in the NSF budget for FY,1981." The Committee noted also
that ". . . the combined science and resource exploration justify
the cost." The Committee repoit, "The Merits and Potential
of a Proposed Ocean Drilling Program For the 1980s," was
submitted to the Director of NSF on July llf 1979.

The National Science Board, especially through its Programs
Committee and more recently through its Ad Hoc Committee on
Deep Sea and Ocean Margin Drilling Programs, has maintained
a knowledge of the various studies. The National Science Board
believes that significant-progress has been ade in evaluating
and planning for the proposed program and that it can be of
great and substantive scientific importance. In addition, the
ORD Program will aid in the development and application of deep
water technology and will be an important qep in the early
evaluation of continental morgins as a source of hydrocarbons and
other mineral accumulations. If the successes of the present
DSDP are used as a model, the OMD Program offers new oppor-
tunities for extensive and profitable collaboration between
NSF, other Federal agencies, industry, and foreign countries.

The National Science Board recognizes and reiterates the high
potential of the Ocean Margin Drilling Program and strongly
supports its implementation.

The National Science Board notes that, although the Administration
intends to assign NSF the lead agency, and manageSent responsi-
bilities for the Ocean Margin Drilling Program, it is anticipated
that tne funding will De derived from multiple sources. Those
sources, -which are now being explored, include other Federal
agencies, industry, and foreign countries. The Board endorses
continued development of the OMD Program wittrthe assumption
that NSF budgeted funds devoted to ocean drilling will approximate
their present level. The NSB recommends that any additional-
Federal funds needed,to,support OMD should be provided as an
add-on to the Foundation's budget..

It is recommended also tnat support for the Ocean Margin Drilling
Program be endorsed as a separate line item in the budget of
the National Science Foundation.

208:22-23

OCEAN MARGIN DRILLING PROGRAMS

h. Ad Hoc Committee on Deep Sea and Ocean MarginDrilling ProgramsEighth
Meeting -77tirTraber 15

Dr. Bisplinghoff, Chairman,
reported that since theiliSt

Board meeting there has been a great deal of activity
regarding the proposed OMD Program. Me stated th therogramas it MAX envisioned earlier, called for theearly conversion,of the MAHAR EXPLORER, and its se fordrilling beginning in 1983 with a shift,to a rise system_ -

_ .
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when it becomes available in 1984. This plan involved a
high start-up cost, approximately $48 million in fiscal
year 1981, which was difficult for both Government and

industry to fund. Because of these fundift problems,
during the past month the OMD Program has been modified
to stretch out the activity so as to require about
$20 million in 1981. This revised program involves little
or no riserless drilling for GLOMAR EXPLORER, and a hiatus
in drilling from 1982 (whn GLOMAR CHALLENGE* operations
cease) until 1984 (whn GLOMAR EXPLORER operations
commence). The new plan assumes that a total of $20 million
will be budgeted for ORD in fiscal year 19111, 410 million
provided by NSF and $10 illion to be contributed by the

petroleum industry. The NSF would include $10 illion in
its 1,81 budget request under a nw line item of Ocean
Margin Drilling.

As a result of this more modest entry into OMD, i.e..
$20 million instead of $48 million, there will be a
stretching out of the program as well as some omissions.
Perhaps the most important omission will be the dropping
of riserless drilling, creating a longer hiatus in drilling.
This revised program may have l.aa.r support in the scin-
tific community because of this longer hiatus. The revised

program will be discussed later this month by the Executive
Committee of JOIDES. Dr. Bisplinghoff stated that he had
been informed that Dr. Press will also discuss the program
with representatives from the various interested NSF advisory
groups and the academic community to assess the revised
planned research effort. /

Dr. Bisplingboff noted he and Dx. Hackerman had attended
a meeting convened by Dr. Press with representatives of
the petroleum industry and Government on November 7 from
which there was a mixed ssssss ment of industry's future
role. However, Dr. Bisplinghoff stated that he was per-
sonally optimistic ihat industry will join in the program.
Their representatives are now considering this matter and
expect to-reach a decision on their parti9ipation and-
funding by December 15.

Dr. Bisplinghoff stated that during the next month there
will be fast moving eventi with decisions that will either
terminate the program or allow it to proceed. There appear
to be three possibilities: (1) industry would join the
activity and the OMB will agree to an add-on for NSFt which
would be consistent with the Board's previous understanding
of and concurrence with the OMD Program; (2) industry would
decide not to participate at all or at least express a lack
of enthusiasm, which would result in industry raising less,
than its share, providing for either a greatly modified
program or terminating planninsg for it, decision which
would have to be Made by Dr. Atkinson and Dr. Press; or (3)
industry would agree to contribute 810 illion, OMB would
'endorse the program, assign NSF the lead agency responsibility,
and direct NSF to take the $10 million out of the 1981 budget
request without additional funding. He noted the third
possibility presents the most difficult decision to NSF.

Dr. Bisplinghoff stated finally that the Ad pc Committee
on Deep Sea and Ocean Margin Drilling Progrmms recognizes
the extreme difficulty of the funding problem for NSF, but'
that the Committee continues to believe in the importance
and the potential value of the OMD Program. oThe Ad Hoc
Committee recommends that every avenue be pursued by the
Administration to undertake this timely program, for the

17f6rs meetriii-was subaequently scheduled for December 10.
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following reasons: (1) the OHD Program is the logical c0n-
1-.inuation of the drilling performed by GLOMAR CHALLENGER
under NSF direction and funding, and it represents the
next step in the exploration of the earth's crust, of which
71 percent lies beneath the surface of the sea; (2) the OMD
orogram offers an excellent opportunity for closer collabor-
ation between Government and industry on a cost-sharing
basis without infringing on the basic principles of the free
enterprise system; and (3) the OHD Program is in the national
interest, given the deteriorating reserves 4nd the consequent
price escalation of the world's supply of hydrocarbons, espe-
cially crude oil, and given the fact that oil and gas will
be in increasing demand in the United States and elsewherefr the next 25 to 50 years.

Following Dr. Bisplinghoff's report a lengthy discussion
ensued regarding the possible funding mechanisms for the
proposed OHD Program, the science expected therefrom, and
the nature of the activity as is presently contemplated
under the revised plan. The possible infringement on other
NSF programs with limited resources, including the so-called
core support h programs, was diicussed. The nature
and value of the scientific understanding to be gained
from OMD, as compared to other research requiring funding,
was also considered at length.

It was noted that the full Board does not plan to meet again
until January 1980 and ttiat major decisions regarding the
proposed OHD Program might have to be made in December. The
Chairman called the Board's attention to its general delega-
tion of authority to the Executive Committee to ". approve
grants . . . and . . . act for the Board betWeen meetings of
the Board on other matters in those rare instances where
immediate decision is required between Board meetings, and'
where the nee sssss y action is not encompassed within the
authority of the Director. He also recalled the Board's
action endorsing the proposed OHD Program at its August
1979 meeting (NSB-79-328). Mtez further discussion the
Board then decided to delegate specific authority tO the
the Executive'Committee to act on its behalf during the
next two months: . 4

NSB/Res-79-108 The Board'AUTHORI2ED the Executive
Committee to provide advice.to the
Director on the proposed Ocean Margin

Drilling Program as events develop
between the November and the next
Board meeting.

The Board concluded the lengthy discussion on the proposed
OMD Program by taking the following action:

NSB/Res-79-109/A The Board ADOPTED the.statement attached
as Appendix C as the sense of its discus-
sion on the proposed Ocean Margin Drilling
Program.

211: 9-12.
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APPENDIX C

NSE/Res-79-109/E
(Attached to
NSE-79-466)

NSE-79-451

STATEMENT AMTED AS THE SENSE OF THE BOARD AT

ITS 211TH MEETING ON NOVENTIER 15-16, 1979

Ocean Marain Drillion

The National Science Board has several times considered
a Program of Ocean Margin Drilling (OMD) which would
be a logical successor to the highly successful Deep
sea Drilling Project. Such a Program would have
important scientific goals and would provide new
scientific knowledge which may permit latit assessment
of the resources of the continental margins.

At its 208th Meeting in August 1979 the National Science
Board passed a resolution (NSB-79-328) endorsing the
objectives of the proposed,OMD Program and strongly
supporting its implementation. At the same time it
nOted that such a large effort could not be undertaken
within existing science budgets without seriously
distorting other important scientific efforts. It
'therefore recommended that funds in the National Science
Foundation budget allocated to ocean drilling continue
to approximate their present level and that additional
funds be sought from Federal and other sources to
support the additional/costs of the proposed OMD Program.

Since August intensive efforts to seek such support
have continued, and a decision as to whether an OMD
Program will be included in the President's Budget
for Fiscal Year 1981 is expected soon. The National
Science Board reviewed these efforts at its 211th
Meeting in November 1979 and reitetated its stand on
the Ocean Margin Drilling Program as expressed in
the resolution (NSB-79-328) adopted in August 1979.

Attachment:
NSB-79-328

536
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PROGRAMS- -INSTRUMENTATION

RESOLUTION APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE WARD
AT ITS 195th MEETING ON JANUARY 19-20, 1976
ON THEREGIONAL INSTRUMENTATION FACILITIES PROGRAM

The National Science Board unanimously

APPROVED the Regional: Instrumentation

Facilities Program and the.general

guidelines fqr its management as

submitted to the Board in N8B-78-10

and AUTHORIZED the initiation of the

Program in an amount not tb exceed

$3,200,000 in fiscal year 1978 and

the 3nsuanee by the Director of a .

Projc:et Announcement as set forth in

N30-78-10.

January 31, i978

80-976 0 - 83 - 35
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

TASK FORCE 76-6

Dr. Hahn, Chairman, presented the draft report of
Task Force 76-B on international science (copies
distributed at the meeting). It was noted that
this document for the most part records and
endorses the present activities of the Foundation.

Following a brief discussion and clarification of
the intent of the Task Force's recommendations,

The Board unanimously APPROVED the
draft report of Task Force 76-B.

A final copy of the report is attached as Appendix B.,

182214

APPENDIX I

REPORT OF TASK FORCE 76-I ON INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE AS APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

AT ITS 182ND MEETING JUNE 18, 1976

Issue 76-B

Task Force 76-B addressed the question: How can science/NSB/NSF
play a greater.role in serving the foreign policy interests of

the United States, while maintaining domestic obligations and

the National Science Foundation's commitment to scientific

quality?

SumMAry of Actions and Recommendations of Task Force 76-B

In order to focus more sharply on the issue, it was agreed that

science and tedhnology activities having an impaZton
international relationshipis could be placed into the following

two categories:

Category I--Science initiated by U.S. scientists solely

in terms of the scientific interest and significance of

the work, with no other factors involved in initiation.

Category II--Scientific and technological activities

initiated by U.S. foreign policy considerations.

It was recognized that science
activities in Category I can

impact heavily on international
relationships and can develop

into Category II-type activities. It was further recognized

that additional policies are desirable with respect to the

manner in which such Category I activities should be conducted

to maximize beneficial impact on international relationships.

However, other than transmitting
these observations to the

Board, the Task Force focused its considerations on Category II.

The Task Force recommends that
the following three basic policy

questions relating to Category II scientific and technological

activities be considered by the National Science Board:

1. What should be the posture of the NSF in seeking to

influence the selection of the types of science and

technology activities initiated by foreign policy

considerations?

a. What additional mechanisms,
if any, should NSF

develop for the identification,
delineation, design,

and assessment of probable impact of such activities?

5 4
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b. How can NSF most êtfectively influence y

deciaion-making regarding the t pes 0I such
activities initiated?

2. What should be the posture of NSF n seeking its
involvement in science and technology ac ivities initiated
for foreign policy considerations?

3. What mechanisms should NSF develop foi,,undertaking
science and technology activities initiated by foreign
policy considerations?

Reoognizing that effective international cooperation
must take into account the interests, resources, and
institutional structures of the participating nations:

a. What additional mechanisms, if any, should NSF
develop for the design of such activities?

b. What mechanisms, if any, should RSF develop for
program management (including solicitation of .

proposals, review and selection of projects, and
selection ol performers)?

c. What additional Mechanisms, if soy, should be
developed for funding such -projectsand for
identifying properly Ow sources and allocation
of funds?

d. 'What additional mechanisms, if any, should NSF
develop for evaluation purposes both of program
anagement and of public impacts?

The Task Force further recommends that the National Science
Board consider the follOWing three responses to these questions:

1. The National Science Foundation should seek to
influence the selection of the types of science and
technology activities initiated by foreign'policy
considerations and to advise the U.S. Department.of
State cohcerniirviable options available and the
probable impact of such options.

, 2. The National Science Foundatten should encourage its
further involvement in science aud technelogy wmtivities
of the type identified jointly by the Foundatio4 and the
U.S. Depirtment of State as having potential for beneficial
impact on science and international relationships.

3. The Directorate for Scientific, TechnologJoal, and
International Affairs should be requested to study and
to recommend to the National Science Board posaible
mechanisms for more effectively influencing the
selection of the types of science and technology
activities initiated by foreign policy considerations,
for identifying such activities having potential for
beneficial impact, and for'involving the Foundation
further in such activities.

182:18-20
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EXCERPT PION OPEN SESSION MINUTES 169TH MEETINU. JANUARY 16-17 1975

NSB-75-36 , REVISED

(b) International Progrnms CNSB-74-314--
Members' Books, Tab J)--

"Special Foreign Currency Science Information
Program"--Board approval was requested for -
those contracts which have exceeded or may .

exceed $2 million in obligations during
fiscal years 1975 through 1977. The Program
is financed from two sources: (i) NSF
special foreign currency appropriations, and
(ii) P.L. 83-480 transfers from other Federal
agencies. The Foundation's special foreign
currency appropriation for fiscal year 1975 .

amounts to a dollir equivalent of $4.8 million.
Of this.amount $1 million will he used to
support file Special Foreign Currency Science
Information Program. The remainder will be
allocated for research, science education, and
related activities.

Dr. Nierenberg asked the Planning and Policy
Committee to continue to follow through on
Dr. Handler's request at the Board's 161st
Meeting'for increased support of young
postdoctoral students to study abroad when
P.L. 83-480 funds arc considered in the fiscal
year 1977 budget request.

The Board unanimously APPROVED the
extension and idditional funding
by the Director at 101s discretion
of the following contracts or
other arrangements for translation
of foreign scientific and technical
publications, utilizing foreign
currencies under the Special
Foreign Currency Science Information
Program for three years:

Contractor

Central Institute for Scientific
Technical and Economic
Information, Warsaw, Poland

Contractor

Indian National Scientific
Documentation Centre, and
Amerind Publishing Company, ltd.,
New Delhi, India

542

Amount

Not to exceed $200,000 in
' Foundation funds for each
fiscal year plus any
additional amount trans-
ferred from other agencies
during fiscal years 1975,
1976, and 1977

Amount

Not to'exceed $400,000 in
Foundation funds for each
fiscal year plus any
additional amount trans-
ferred from other agencies
during fiscal years 1975,
1976, and 1977

169 :13-14
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EXCERPT FROM CLOSED SESSION MINUTES OF THE 195TH METING,
JNMMAY 19-29, 1976 (NS11-78-61--APPENDIX C)

Scientific, Technological, and International Affairs--
International Prognuts

*Extension of Director's Authority to Make Awards for Special
Foreign Currency Science Information Activities for Fiscal

.

Years 1978-1980* (NSB-77-514--Nembers' Books, Tab 23)--
Previous board approval of the Director's authority for
making awards for Special Foreign Currency Science
Information Activities covered fiscal years 1975-1977.
An extension was requested for the next three fiscal
years.

Since 1959 NSP has conducted special Foreign Currency Science
Information Activities pursuant to the Agricultural Trade
Development and Assistance Act of 1954 (P.L. 83-450), as
amended, and Executive Order 10900 of January 6, 1961.
The Division of International programs administers and
coordinate* the requirements of NSF and other participating
Federal agencies. Contracts are made for securinq the
services of qualified foreign organizations to translate
and publish scientific and technological material in
English and to prepare a variety of other information
products.

Activities under this program are financed from two sources:
(a) NSF Special Foreign Currency appropriations, and (b)
Special Foreign Currency fund transfers from other Federal
agencies. The NSF Special Foreign Currency appropriation
for fiscal year 197$ amounts to a dollar equivalent of
$1,100,000. Because the total amount of each agency
transfer and its allocation among contracts is normally
not confirmed until late in the fiscal year, it is not
possible to predict the amount of transferred funds to be
awarded under individual contracts in any fiscal year.
Therefore, authorization was sought for a ceiling limit on
the total amount of transferred funds that may be awarded
annually under each contract.

In response to questions from the Board, the staff reported
that since 1959 the program has spent approximatelys$4.3 million
and produced over one million pages of translated material,
during that period. The translations are finished either,
in bound, soft-cover form printed by the contractor or in
photoready copy given to NSF for printing and reproduction
in the U.S. Copies of these
translations go automatically to the National Technical
Information Service of the Department of Commerce where
the translations become available to the public in regular
printed copies, photocopies, or microfiche.

In response to a question, the staff indicated that the
U.S. Special Foreign Currency program is presently $4.5 to
$5.0 million, of which approximately $1.2 million is for
translations and information and the remainder for research.

The recommendation from the Programs Committee was
unanimous fo'r approval. The Board took the following
action upon this recommendation:

NSB/Re1-78-34 The Board unanimously APPROVED
the extension and additional
funding by the Director at his
discretion of the following
contracts or other arrangements
for the translation of foreign
scientific and technical
publications, utilizing foreign
currencies under the Special
Foreign Currency Science
Information Program for three
years, subject to the
availability of funds.

54,3



Amount Not

Contractor
to Exceed

Al-Ahram Publishing Nouse, Egypt

Franklin Book Programs, Inc., Egypt

Amerind Publishing Co., Ltd., India

Indian National Scientific
Documentation Centre, India-

Messrs. Saad Publications,
4 Pakistan

INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE

Task Force 78-E

$350,000 in Foundation
funds for each fiscal
year plus $500,000
transferred from other
agencies during fiscal
years l978, 1979, 1980

$200,000 in Foundation
funds for each fiscal
year plus $300,000 .

transferred from other
agencies during fiscal
years 1978, 1979, 1980

$350,000 in Foundation
funds for each fiscal
year plus $400,000
transferred from other
agencies during fiscal
years 1978, 1979, 1980

$50,000 in Foundation
funds for each fiscal
year plus $100,000
transferred from other
agencies during fiscal
years 1978, 1979, 1980.

'
8250,000 in Foundation
funds for each fiscal
Year inus $350,000
transferred from other
agencies during fiscal
years 1978, 1979, 1980

CS:198:38-40
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Dr. Cobb, Chairman, presented the report from Task Force
78-8 which is summarized below. The Board received the
repert and agreed that it should be referred to the Planning
and Policy Committee for expeditious consideration.

The Task Force reviewed the context of NSF prdgrams relevant

to the LDC's and found a need and desire for an expansion

of effort 4n this area. The Task Force recommended that:
(1) NSF undertake substantially enlarged programs of cooperative

research in areas of interest both to the U.S. and to the

LDC's; (2) NSF undertake a broad range of programs to
help build scientific infrastructure in the LOC's; (3) NSF
undertake additional studies of the role of science and

technology in the development erocess; (4) the Director
seek 'thn resources necessary for NSF to tike a leading

role in this area.

In making her report, Dr. Cobb cited several general
philosophical recommendations from the Task Force: (1) the

focus of the programs under consideration should be for

time periods measured in decades; (2) short-term political
considerations should be avoided; (3) the private sector
should be involved in the areas where it can make a

5 4 4
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contribution; and (4) because regional efforts may often
allow a multiplier effect, they ere to be preferred over
single country stforts, other things being equal.

In the discussion which folkowed Er. Cobe's presentation,
1.Er. Hueg again reiterated h s earlier suggestion that the

Foundaticn consider the oppo [unities ifforded by Title XII
of the Foreign Assistance Ac , P.L. 94-161, in connection
with any LDC effort.

It was urged that the Foundation take the initiative in
this area with the Congress end the White House without
delay.

Or. Mac Lane expressed doubts about the multiplier
effect of regional efforts. This was responded to by
stveral historical examples of the success of such efforts.
Although the recommendations of the Task Force encompassed
a broad range of programs, the consensus was that the
Foundation :Mould take the initiative and volunteer to
undertake those programs to which it can make an important
national cohtribution.

At the suggestion of the Chairman, the Bourd took the
following action:

NEB/Res-78-76t The Board unanimously AGREED
to receive the report of
Force 78-8 with the understanding
that the Chairman will refer
it to the Planning and Policy
Committee for expeditious
consideration and action.

Er. Cobb expressed her appreciation to the Task Force
members, to the NSF staff, and particularly to Dr. Shinn,
for their assistanCe.

The final report of Task Force 78-0 is attached as Appendix A.

199:17-18

APPENDIX A
(Attached to
NSB-78-294)

NSB -78 -310

REPORT OP TASK FORCE 78-8
The NSF Role in Science and Technology in the Developing Countries

As Received by the National Science Board at its
199th Meeting on June 16, 1978

Objectives: To consider policy options and designs for
potential National Science FOundation (NSF)
programs of scientific cooperation with
the lesser developed countries (LDC's).

Findings: Task Force 78-0 reviewed the context of NSF planning
with respect to science and technology in the LDC'e
and found:

A. Clear evidence of Administration and
Congressional interest in greater use of
science and technology in development efforts.

5 4 5
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1. PRM 33 will set overall science and
technology policy in this area. Ali
research and development (R&D) agencies
will be involved. Support for both
research and infrastructure development
is expected to be endorsed.

2. A new Science and Technology for Developvent
Foundation (STIR) is being proposed within

a rebuilt Agency for International
Development (AID). It will have a broad
ma ate.

3. A la ger coordinating role in science

and chnology (SiT) area is expected to be
g4ven the Department of State in pending
legislation. NSF caniexpect requests
to assist in this function.

B. Other countries, both developed and less '

developed, clearly want a larger U.S. role
in cooperative research, infrastructure
development generally, and especially science

policy development.

1. The Saudi Arabian program is an example.

2. Interest of-Greece and Israel expresied
to Dr. Harvey Averch On repnt trip.

3. United Nations Conference on Science and
Technology for Development (UNCSTD)
derives mainly from such interest.

4. There is much interest in existiLj bilaterals.

C. NSF has the capability to develop strong
programs in cooperative research and
infrastructure building. It is recogRized
that additional staff and funding will be
necessary, but NSF knows how to do both

tasks well. All that-17i necessary are
the resources and the commitment to do it.

D. The level of effort in existing NSF programs
in the international area is inadequate to
meet the expressed interest and need.

ItIciemmendatipris:

Task Force 18-B considered these findings, and
the options discussed in the staff paper
prepared for Issue 14, and recommends the

following:

A. NSF i.hould undertake substantially enlarged
programs of cooperative research with LDC's.
The::e programs in gcaeral would have the

following charactetisi,cs:

1. Tiley would be genuinely,cooperative
efforts, involving both scientists
and governments of the LDC's.

2. They would result, mute often than not,
from LDC initiatives.

3. They would be problem ofiented, and deal
with problems of interest to individual

LDC's or regional groupings.

4. They would usually be applied in nature,
although basic research in areas of
problem relevance would also be undertaken.

5 4 6
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5. They umuld be interdisciplinary, and
would bq more like those in the
Directorate for Applied Science and
Research Applications than like those
in the Research Directorates.

B. NSF should undertake, in response to LDC
initiative, a broad Ange of activities
generally aimee at building better scientific
infrastructure in ihe LDC's.

I. Examples of appropriate activities
include:

a. Improving and facilitating the
education of LDC students in
the U.S.

b. Providing short courses in areas
such as science information,
computer applicazions, science
policy and management, or
instruMentation, in order to make
training received rn the U.S.
more relevant to LDC environment

c. Faculty exchange programs

d. Advice and help in developing
science and technology education
and research institutions in LDC's

e. Precollege curriculum development
and teacher training

f. Development of science information
systems

g. Science policy assistance

h. Development of peer review systems
for SfiT projects

i. Development of needs assessment
procedures.

2. Infrastructure building requires an
understanding of the culture of the LDC.
NSF will need to seek help from non-
scientists in AID, Department of
State, academia, or other places
which can assiSt in transplanting
scientific ideas and concepts
to non-Western settings.

3. Both,the Directorates for Scientific,
Technólogical, and International Affairs
and Science Education have considerable
experience in these areas which can be
drawn upon in developing these programs.

C. NSF should undertake a program of studies
focused specifically on the role which
SfiT can play in economic development.
As this process bebomes better understood,
the programs of research and infrastructure
developrent should evolve accordingly.

D. A corpendium of past successes in projecta
dealing with the LDC's should be assembled,
in order to serve as a basis for further
planning.

5 4,74
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E. In view of the developing national interest
in this area, the Director is urged to request
additional resources, in terms of both funding
and stafto to allow NSF to undertake I leading
role in developing the necessary programs.
Discussions with both the Administration and the
Congress should seek sufficient resources to
allow effective.programs to be developed and

executed in a timely manner.

Other Considerations:

A. Several general philosophical considerations are:

1. The focus should be resolutely fixed on
long-term payoffs. Time periods Measured
in decades will be neaessary. Promises
of short-term gains should.be avoided.

2, Short-term political considerations should
be avoided as uch as possible. The focus
iq long-term results requires sustained
efforts over time, and cannot be maintained
if fluctuations in diplomatic relations
are allowed to dominate. We ust seek to
build a cientific community, based at
fully as possible op scientifie. considerations
in the LOC's.

3. Many things can be done best by the private
sector, and should be left to it. Specifi-
cally, NSF should avoid involvement directly
in transfer of commercial or industrial
technology.

4. Regional efforts may often allow a
multiplier effect, and are to be
preferred over single country efforts,
other things equal.

B. Finally, it should be recognized that the
distinction between supporting research and
supporting infrastructure is conceptual.
In practice, many projects and most programs
should serve both major goals in some degree,
even though oriented primarily towards one
or the other. *.

Prepared by Dr. Allen M. Shinn, Jr.
Executive Secretary, Task Force 78-8

Approved by Dr. Jewell P. Cobb,
Chairman, Task Force 78-B

July 24, 1978

5 4
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INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE

Planning and policy Committee (PFC),-Fifty-sixth
Meeting--November 15, 1976

Dr. Hubbard, Chairman, stated.' that the PPC discuuzed
plans for the November long-range planning meeting,
NSB regional forums, and the report of the PPC
Subcommittee on International Science Activities,
"Recommended NSF Initiatives Towards Lesser Developed
Countries in Fiscal Year 1979."

The PPC Subcommittee on International Science Activities
'Stet with representatives from the major NSF directorates
on September 21 and October 19 to consider initiatives
NSF could undertake with reSpect to the Lesser Developed
Countries (LDC's). The Subcommittee proposed and the PPC
accepted the recommendations listed below as well as
certain specific criteria for initiating any further
NBF activities pertaining to LDC's.

(1) Expand the SEED Program (STIA);

(2) Provide Dissertation Improvement Grants
to LDC students (STIA);

(3) Establish a visiting scientists program
(STIA),

(4) Encourage cooperation with LDC scientistil
in areas of mutual interest (BBS);

(5) Continue existing planning efforts in
science education ($E);

(6) Endorse concept bul dcfer program of
short courses for LDC students (SE) until
current SE planning study is completed
and until funds are available;

(7) Defer establishment of a program of
cooperative research to aid developing
countries (ASRA) until after further
coordination with the FoundatiOn for
International Technological Cooperation
(FITC).

Based upon the PPC's recommendation, the Board
acted as follows:

NsB/Res-78-112 The Board APPROVED the criteria for
expanding present and initiating new
programs with respect lo the Lesser
Developed Countrieu and AUTHORIZED the
initiation of the specific program
activities recommended by the
Subcommittee on International Science
Activities of the Planning and Policy
Committee.

202:13-14
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- METRIC SYSTEM

METRIC SYSTEM

Dr. Murray proposed the following resolution, which the
Board adopted:

Whereas mist of the major
countries of the world have
previously adopted and con-
verted to the international
metric system; and whereas
various bills have been intro-
duced in the Congress of theA.

United States providing for the

metric system; and whereas the
National Science Toundation has -

consistently endorsed various
versions of such bills;

The National Science Board
unanimously ENDORSED current
Administration and congressional
efforts to convert to the metric

system and CITED the readiness

of the National Science Foundation
to assist in the transition through

its programs in science education

and training.

156:21-22
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MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE

,"OPOSED mATHENATICAL SCIENCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Cr. Krumhansl read a statement reviewing briefly the
history of the proposed Mathematical Sciences Research
Institute (NSB-78-374--distributed at the meeting), and
indicating that the Project Announcement for that Insti-
tute will be revieed. The revision will provide for an
valuation of the proposed "...Institute in direct com-
petition with other modes of suPport of research in
mathematics..." and will state that "...no Institute
will be recommended,for funding unless a truly outstand-
ing proposal is received." Dr. Krumhansl's statement also
reported on the meeting at NSF on July 7 of an Wd hoc
group of mathematicians to discuss the Foundation's
support of mathematics.

Dr. Mac Lane then provided a memorandum (NSB-78-379,
Fevised) containing information on the background of
the situation in American mathematics, on the Board
action in March, on events subsequent to that action,
and on his own judgment of the situation. He also read
several statements from other leading mathematician's,
beginning by quoting a letter of September 16, 1978,
trom Professor Serge Lang of Yale University:

In one context, I do not recognize
anyone at present, ranging from

,Joe Kohn to Mac Lam., as a spokesman
for the mathematical community on
the issue of the institute.

The statement Dr: Mac Lane read on behalf of Professor
J. 3. Kohn of Brinceton University included:the resolution
passed by mail vote of the Council bf the American Mathe-
matical Soeiety on September 1.5, 1978:

The Council of the American Mathematical
Society respectfully requests the National
Science Board to hold in abeyance any
action on the Mathematical sciences Research
Institute until the mathematical community
has had an opportunity to consider this
matter at its 1979 hinter Meeting.

Professor (Wield R. Coifman of Washington Universtty
and 55 other mathematicians were among those attending
an NSF-supported summer insritucv in Fooricr Analysis.
On July 26, 1978, they wrote a letter to Dr. Haokerman
about plans for tha Instituts. The statement rep.] by
Dr. Mac Lane on behalf of ProfIssor Coifman was the
first paragraph of that letter, which ended with the
sentence:

We, therefore, ask that no commitment
be made by thu National Science
Board until the mathematical
research community has had an
opportunity to formulate
adequately and voice its
opinion with regard to funding
priorities and/or "new research
co9itments.

fr. Mac Lane then read a statement on behalf of Professor
Felix F. Browder of the University of Chicago. This
statement commented on the discussion in the mathematical
community and observed that:

77finpjr75i4 Noticc No. 74 wan Pintlp:] on Septemher 28, 1978.
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...there ha§ been a solidification
of sentiment on the part of a
significant sector.of the
mathematical community that not
only is the Institute proposal
potentially of great value in
fostering mathematical eesearch...
but it is even true that the
process of organizing and competing
for a potential Institute would
have an important catalytic effect....

All of the above persons, except Professor Lang, and several
other mathematicians were present as visitors to the Board
meeting. They were introduced by Dr. Mac Law.

After reading these three statements, Dr. Mac Lane observed

that there was evidently a widespread feeling.in the mathe-
matical community that there has not been sufticient infor-
mation generally available about the possible Research

Institute. He outlined steps now under way to provide more
information to the community. He stated thak, in his judg-
ment, Dr. Krumhansl's pr000sed revised Project Announcement
for a Research Institute is an appropriate one; issuing a
Project Announcement at this stage does not constitute a
decision among the options.

Dr. Hackerman then summarized the discussion as f011ows:

The National Science Spard has approved the Project Announce-

ment for a Mathematical Sciences Research Institute at its

March 1978 meeting. Dr. Krumhansl's statement suggests that
the form of this Announcement will be such that the review

and selection process will not take place prior to the meeting

of the American Mathematical Society in January 1979. Hence,

the Foundation is not yet committed to a decision between an

Institute and other options for the support of mathematical

rosea,,h.

201:8-9
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CCIFICE EDUCATION

COL= SCIENCE LHFROVRIENT PROGRAM

Dr. Phillips aid that the rapid increa.e in the number of
junior colleges and in the proportion of the total student
population attending junior colleges has made it advisable
to alter the ground rules for'the College Science
Improvement Program (COSIP) to include these institutions
as potential beneficiaries of this Program. N. proposed
that groups of junior colleges, in association with major
(preferably graduate degree-granting) institutions, be
deelared eligible to apply for COSIP support.

Dr. Tyler, Chairman of Committee III, reported that his
Committee had considered this matter at its meeting the
previoum day and hadagreed that stieh an alteration in
rules 'would be desirable and so recommended to the Board.

The Board unanimously APPROVED
a revision in the eligibility
requirements of the College
Science Improvement Program
to include junior college.
working with four-year
institutions.

117 :4

RA..LOY ON MX CIENERAIED FECM EDUCATION GRAMS

The Director called attention to a revised policy on tbe
disposition of income generated under Foundation education
.grants and contracts to become effective immediately, as set
forth in 14S8-71-327 (Members' Books, Tab S). .Income will be
ADPlied to offset costs of grant activities as well as costsof administration of the income-producing properties. -When
income is not expected to exceed $10,000, the grantee may
keep and apply to eeeeee ch and education in the sciences
amounts remaining after offsetting costs. However, any
income remaining after payment of costs, which exceeds
$10,000, will be remitted to the Foundation. Where total
income is estimated to exceed $10,000, the grant will pro-
vide specifically for disposition of income. Income not
used as provided for in the grant will be remitted to the
Foundation. With respect to contracts, income received will
normally be applied to offset costs cbargeable to the contract,
and any income not so used shall be remitted to the Foundation?

143:15

EELIARcli FIRIZONEHIPS DDR 41.1 PH.D. 'S

The Board authorized
the staff to develop a program ofpostdoctoral research fellowships tor new Ph.D.'s forthe purpose of giving young people a chance to start

re,.larch programs of their own. The Board proposed thefollowing provisions:
(a) such fellowships to be awardedon a competitive basis for

tenureS of three to five years;(b) only limited teaching
duties to be perMitted;

(c) salaries to be slightly below those of assistantprofessors to encourage migration into regular faculty
positions; (d) such persons to serve at either educa-tional or nonprofit

institutions; and (e) some 500awards to be made Annually amounting to approximately.520 million.

Es:148:7
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REPCRT OF AD HOC CCIVITILT. ON SCIENCE ETUCATION

The Board Chairman introduced the discussion of the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Science Education by repeating
his charge to the Committee. He welcomed our beloved former
colleague, Dr. Robert S. Morison, who served as a consultant
to the Committee with Dr. March, Chairman, Dr. Fowler,
Dr. Harrison, and Dr. PreSs. Mrs. Mary L. Parramore served
ably astthe Executive Secretary of the Committee.

Dr..March's summary of his presentation of the report
(NSB6-73-38 and 39--Members' Books, Tab B) follows.

The Committee report and Dr. Harrison's memorandum of
January 26 (NSB-73-37--Members' BoOks, Tab B, but not
available for discussion by the Committee) are only two
of several documents dealing with the future of science
education it the Foundation. These other documents
include reports from the Advisory Committee for Science
Education (19701/ and 19722/), the draft working paper
prepared by a joint task force of tho Offi,ce of Science
and Technology (OST) and the Poundation,2/ and a.back-
ground document on tho education programs for the XSF
fiscal year 1974 budget.i/ These reports Are not in
agreement on all issues.

Dr. March identified tuo "grand" and three acrions issues
running through the Hoard Committee's diecuseione end the

various reporte. The grand issues ere:

a. Is there a role for the National bcienco

Foundation in science education?

b. Is there a role for the National Science Board

in science education?

Although it certainly is possible to answer these
questions negatively, he assumed that the Board would,

after discussion, decide to answer each question

affirmatively. He deemed this a valid assumption.

The serious issues are:

a. Is there a problem of scarcity and, if so, what

are the priorities? The documents the Committee
considered reflect three significantly different

perspectives. The first (represented best by the

1970 Advisory Commirfeereport) essentially denies

scarcity. It suggests that what the Foundation
needs to do is to expand present programs. The
second (represented best by the task force report
.7171-dIFie budget) accents scarcity, argues that
graduate/research training is in good shape and thlt

the Foundation should give prority to other things.

The third ;represented best by the Board Committee
report and the 1972 i.dvisory Committee report)

accepts scarcity, and argues that the first priority

should be high quality doctoral and post4octora1

programs. On this issue.the Eoard Committee
appeared to be in sharp disagreement with at least

part of the staff.

1/ 'Science Edicaticn--The TasA Ahead for the National

Science Foundation" (NS? 71-13).
2/ NS:L-73-42.
-27 T'S-tTcaFeEducation: Proaleas and Suggested Prog.rams"

(October 1972).
.1/ "Scienw Education ::mg.z.over,:nt--A Progrm Pro.peezus for

Iiscal Year 104" (prepareO by the Edtztr.cion :)irecto?ate--

3,7Nbor 1972),

5 5
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b. What should be the management philosophy in
making a connection between quality research and
responsibility for science education? The Board
Committee report is much more insistent on linking
research and education than the other reports. It

is much more inclined to favor a decentralization
of managerial responsibility to research centers
and a decrease in direct project control within the
Foundation. 9rLthis issue, the board Committee
appeared to qi in sharp disagreement with at least
part of the teff.

c. To what extent do the problems of women nd
ethnic minorities in science require explicit
acknowledgement and action? It i hard to sey what
differences, if any, exist here. The Comaittee
felt that the Board hould be explicitly on record.

The Committee tried to draft resolutions that confronted
the seridUs issues as pointedly as possible. The

Committee did not believe the resolutions (attached as
Appendix A) were innocuous.

The other mothers of the Committee stated their personal
positions. Dr. Harrison explained her memorandum etting
forth an alternate set of resolutions and questions
(attached as Appendixes 1 and C) designed to point up
eajor issue. for discussion. The Harrison resolutions
set iorth clearly the NSB and NSF roles in science
education "at all le1ela;" recommend the inclusion of a
comprehensive survey of science education as part of
,the annual report of cience indicators; assign the
higheat priority to the development of the best research
and innovative talent with high priority also to be given
to science litetacy; and finally propose support of
regearch on learning proc eeeee and the nee of science and
technology to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
education.

In the extensive discussion which followed, the Director
and the staff outlined the differences among the documents
mentioned by Dr. March, the ataff's views, and the
Administration's posture.

Some principal issues and questions emanating from the
discussion are recorded below:

a. All shared the view that the Foundation's
programs in science education should be maintained
at the highest possible level.

b. There was a difference of opinion, however, on
how Foundation support could most effectively be
furnished and what should be the priorities.

c. Statutes currently in force return responsibility
to the student to pay for his education (notably,
loans provided via Basic Opportunity Grants from
the. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare).
Should Foundation programs follow this pattern?
Is the current NSF policy to prMide support of
graduate students mainly through the mechanism,of
reagrch assistantships?

d. Should limited funds be restrIcted to direct
student support at, for example, the graduate level?
Students assigned to research projects would benefit
considerably from receipt of independent funds.

e. Is it the responsibility of the Federal
Government to support any individual who aspires
to achieve a graduate education in science?
(See also items . Ind n.)

80-976 0 - 83 - 36
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f. ,Should the Foundation be concerned solely with
quality with leaser emphasis on quantity?

g. Is the Foundation taking appropriate action eo
implement the 1972 amendments to the Act " . . . to

initiate and support . . . science education at all
levels. .

h. There is the ever present supply/demand
controversy. Do Federal fellowheips change
measurably the student enrollment proportions
and totals?

1. There is tha priority Issue. Is it sensible
to espouse program which would tend to concentrate
science education in the large research-oriented
universities? (This might well be the effect of

aesolution Number 2.)

j. is that Resolution Number 2 a pure policy
statement or does it contain a proposed program?
(The Committee Chairman felt strongly that it was
the former, a kind of "revenue sharing.")

k. Would the proposed Committee.resulotions add
further constraints on the staff in administering
and defending the arIence education programs?

1. Are the Committee's recommendations minimal and
an interim statement and the Harrison resolutions

-aimed at the longer time span?

m. Is it the right of every individual to
experience science education in way that is most
constructive to that individual? What I. the role
nf the Federal Government snd the Foundation in
this regard?

n. Should the Foundation continue in science
education at all, since (i) that program is so
extremely controversial, and (2) It is the position
nf the current Administration that it Is not the
responsibility of the Federal Government to
underwrite the career development of indiyiduals?

At the end of the morning, a vote was called for on the
Committee resolutions4. After a complicated parliamentary
situation on amendment.% offered, some of which were
accepted, the Board acted an follows:

The Board ACCEPTED as the policy
of the Foundation the resolutions
offered by the Ad Hoc Committee
on Science Education, as amended
(attached as Appendix D).

Seven Board Members voted for the resolution, five voted
against, and two abstained.

- AFTERNOON -

Dr. Heyns, acting as Chairman in Dr. Carter's absence,
stated that the discussion of science education during
the morning session was incomplete In the sense that A
number of important policy questions remained to be
considered. Hence, that discussion was simply the first
step In a sequence of events aimed at a comprehensive review
of the total program and premature decision regarding
a portion thereof would be unwise. Another important
factor was that, since only.a relatively small number of
Board Members were present due to the late scheduling of
thin meeting, action might not accurately reflect the

5 5 6
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disposition of the entire Board. Therefore, it seemed
desirable not to have linal Board action promaturely on
a portion of a policy statement which might be altered
later by further deliberation.

Dr. Thieme than recommended reconsideration of the .

Board's action of the morning for the following reasons:
(a) it was inappropriate to have a basic science policy
concerned with support of excellence versus breadth
embedded in a resolution )ertaininr; only to science
education; (h) the greate: utilization and involvement
in science of woman and m:nority goups is also a broad
issue and shoul o considered in the contaNt of all
Foundation programs, not nonfined :o those in education;

*:.he policy statement ia Board Committee Rcsolution
Nzmber 2 and'its proposed institutional grants for
education should be consieerad at greater legetA lnd
(d) the staff should carefully review all resit.r.enditions
and present its views to the Board.

Upon motion of Dr. Thieme, who had voted for the prior
resolution:

The Board AGREED to reconsider
its prior action accepting four
resolutions proposed by the
Ad Hoc Committee on Science
.Education as amended by the
Board.

All Members voted for the above resolution except that
Dr. Hackerman, who had been absent from the morning
discussion, abstained and Dr. March voted against it.

Ikon motion of Dr. Campbell that further discussion be
deferred to the next Board.meeting to permit adequate
rellection by the Board, the Director, and the staff:

The Board unanimously AGREED to
continue the discussion of the
Foundation's educational policy
at the March Board meeting,

DRAFT

REZ(IITTII:N3 PRbrOSED By AD H&C COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE EDUCATION
AZ AMENDED BY lIM NATIGNAL SCIENCE BOARD IN DISCUSSION

Policy Resolution 1

PF:,1VED that it is the policy ()Me National Science Board
that the highest priority, but not the only one in science
education shall be the continuing development of exceptionally
high quality doctoral and postdOctoral programs to produce the
beat andapplied research Slant in the country. Whatever
else is done, this must be done.

EL1:153:1 -6

APPENDIX D

Policy Resolution 2

RESOLVED that it is the policy of the National Science Board
that the connection between outstanding research and responsi
bility for science education shall be strengthened. Toward
this end, through a variety of mechanisms, a substantial
proportion of NSF support for science education activities
shall be provided to institLtions, including nonacademic
institutions, in approximate uroportion to tha support they
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2eceive from NSF through research projects, RANH projects', and
the Experimental R&D Incentives Program. The primary thrust
of such expenditures shall be to improve the quality and
diversity of "kcience education.

Policy'Resolution 3

RESOLVED that it is the policy of the National Science Board
that, after adequate funds have bean allocated for tho purposes
outlined in Policy Resolutions 1 and 2, the Rhtionkl Science
Foundation shall give precedence to: (a) monitoring and
reducing other disparities between needs and competencies
within the science establishment; (b) monitoring and increasing
scientific literacy; and (c) exploring, evaluating, and
encouraging possible improvement in educal:ion through use of
science and technology.

Policy Resolution 4

RESOLVED that it is the policy of the National Scinco Board
that special attention shall be paid through programs in
science education to identifying and eliminating educational
barriers to the recruitment aad development of.talent in
science and technology. Particular efform shall be made to
resolve the special problems involved in science education
for women and American ethnic minorities.

February 15, 173

RC:153:16-20

opo-a7= SCRENCE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

EducatIc4

Dr. Cooke, Acting Chairman, reported that the Planning
and Policy Committee had carefully reviewed the Board's
discussion at its last meeting on education; reconsidered
the amended resolutions proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee
on Srdence Educatl.on which had been tabled at that'
meetIng; and distussed an alternate,set of resolutions
of Mach 13 proposed by the Director (118B-73-77
distributed at the meeting). For this discussion the
Planning and Policy Committee was supplemented by
Dr. Harrison and Dr. Press.

The Committee decided that a more satisfactory procedure
for the consideration of the education program would be
first to formulate the objectives to be attained, then
to develop programs and activities to implement these
principles. Dr. Cooke presented four objectives in
priority order which the Committee had developed.
Further, the Committee proposed that the Board Chairman
appoint a permanent committee or subcommittee on education
to guide the Board's development of that segment of the
Foundation's program and to serve as liejson with the
staff.

Dr. Cooke then formally moved that the original motion
be amended by substituting the four proposed objectives
for the tabled revised resolutions of the Ad Hoc Committee
on Science Education. The Director seconded the motion.

006
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(Revised)

The Boar.' ,nanimously REWNGO Vo
substituiwt.the objectivu6 trelacSed by
the Planniag and Policy Committeo as
a guide /or the Foundation%r role in
science education in plasJ ot the
policies .;at'forth in the mOSelution
which was the subject of retonsidera
tion at the 153rd Meetin of the
Board.

It,was then moved and seconded that the original motion as
so amended be approved and:

The Board unanimously RESOLVED that
the motion to adopt policies relating
to education as so amended to substitute
stnted objectives be adopted (final
text attached as Appendix C).

The Board Chairman agreed to appoint a permanent
committee or subcommittee on education as proposed
by the Planning and Policy Committee.

The Director raised the question of th; public release of
these objectives, but it was decided that publicity at the
present time was premature as these were stilX interim
working documents.

APPENDIX C

OBJECTIVES
SCIENCE LutviToN PROCRAMS
NATIONAL E;c:IgtvcF FOUNDATI07;

Objective 1

That t be the policy of the National Science Board that the
highest priority oethe National Science Foundation, in its
programs of science education,.shall be the development of
exceptionally high.quality doctoral and postdoctoral programs
to produce the best basic and applied research talent in the
country.

Objective 2

That it be the policy of the National Science Board that the
connection between outstanding research and responsibility
for the'education of scientists shall be strengthened.

Objective 3

That it be the policy of the National Science Board that the
National Science Foundation shall support programs designed.
to: (a) monitor and increase scientific literacy; (b) explore,
evaluate, and encourage possible improvement in education
through use of science and technology, including the support
oi research on the process of human learning; and (c) monitor
changing scientific manpower needs and provide training which
prepares scientists nnd engineers to contribute to the solution
of national problems.

Objective 4

That it be the policy of the National Science Board that ,

special attention shall be paid through programs in science
education to identifying and finding ways to reduce educa
tional barriers to the recruitment and development of talent
in science and technology. Particular effort shall be made
to resolve the special problems involved in science education
for women and disadvantaged minorities.

4* 5 5

March 16, 1973

ES:154:21
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BOARD ormmENT al COMPEER AZSISIED INSTRUCTION

Dr. Rackerean stated that the enthusiasm of the
staff and the PLATO demonstrators was not shared
by all members of the Committee. Although CAI
has not been proven to be a better teaching tool
than conventional instruction, it does appear
that this system may be superior for certain
typos of students. Most CAI experiments have
suffered from lack of ingenuity. Early stages
of these xperiments wer particularly
attractive becaumm of their low cost per student
hour; later estimates have Soared. However, it
ix important, now that these experiments have
been undertaken, that funding be adequate to.
make them valid and provide thorough evaluations.

159;6

.SCIFNCEFACULTY FELLCWHIP FRCGRAM

Dr. Handler voiced strong objection to the use of
SI million reloased funds to reactivate the Science
"aculty Fellowship Program for the sole purpose of
offering fellowships to persons "whose planned
activity is related to one or more national problems."
He stated that such an action is a distortion of the
values and ideals which the Board had enunciated in
its various reports to the Congress and which the
Foundation had upheld through its actions over the
years. Several other Members expressed their concern,
also and inquired whether it would be possible to
broiden the program as time goes by.

DT. Paige outlined lhe background of rccent
transactions with ons, indicating he too disliked
targeted funds. In the negotiations with OMB on
the fiscal year 1975 budget, Dr. Paige felt that he

had no alternative but to agree to the OMB mandate
with respect to 1974 funds but that he planned to
administer such funds as liberally as possible.

Upon the ;Iuggestion.of Dr. Brooks, the Board acted
as follows:

The Board APPROVED the undertaking
of a Science Faculty Fellowship
Program related to important
societal problems, as outlined
in NSB-73-310 (Members' Books,
Tab E), with the understanding
that: (1) the Director would
express to OMB the concern of
the Board with respect to the
exclusivity of the earmarking
of funds for certain types of
fellowships; and (2) the Direotor
and the staff would attempt to
secure a gradual partial release
from such commitments in the future.

5 6 u
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foxturni CH sunaimOMMICIRA

Dr. O'Neal, Chairman, reported that the Committee had
reviewed the material provided by NSF's Science Curriculum 4
Review Team, Volume I of its report, Pre-College Curriculur.
Activities of the National Science Foundation, and the
recommendations of the Advisory Committee for Science
Education.

The Ad Hoc Committee submitted to the Board,its report
(NS3-75-209, Rovised--June 18) containingcomments on
tne observations and the policy issues in the report of
the Review Team and proposing three policy statements
for the Board's consideration. Comments on the six
observations sssss the ffectiveness of the management
and operation of the program. The Ad Hoc Committee's
comments on the five policy issues follow:

a. Policy Issue 1: Redefinition of the NSF Role
in science Curriculum Development

This has been discussed many times in various forms.
It is the consensus that NSF must direct its efforts
to both the education oI future scientists and science
dualion for all and should also consider the needs
of the science-related professions. No fixed position
as to balance can be established at this ties.
b. Policy Issue 2: Deturininition of Futcra Needs

It appears desirable to carry out the propm,.d
broad-based analysis of future needs. An emsential
first stop, however, is a need to establish base-
lines for science ducation, i.e.. clearly establish
the current status of science edbcation. A program
of pre-college ducation should be based on
consciously determined needs as well as individual,
innovative proposals.

c. Policy Issue 3: Awards Process

The awards process should involve:

(1) Broad disAmination of a program;
(2) Competitiveprocesses of selection;
(3) A dispositi n to award several contracts

or grants in response to a particular
need depending on the nature of the
educational process, the Irequent presence
of substantially different proposals, the
need for providing a range of options for
schools and avoiding the impression of
nationally mandated curricula.

d. Policy Issue 4: Proposal Review and Project
Evnivation

The Ad Hoc Committee concurs. It is noted that it
would be better stated to say that procedures
"should" be strengthened, rather than "could".

e. Policy Issue 5: Curriculum Implementation

The consensuslias that NSF should be involved
through "facilitating free choice". The Ad Hoc
Committee believes that NSF should support
activities designed to facilitate the spread of
information on and the irfiraThruse of innovative
materials and classroom practice.

With respect to the termination of a development/
implementation curriculum activity, the Ad Hoc Committee
recommended that the policy for terminating RANN projects
as proposed in HSB-71-252 b6 modified to be applicable to
oducational programs.

5 61
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Dr. WHeal then presented tho three proposed policy
statements on pluralism in education, curricrlum
development, and NSF implementation of science curricula.

In the di.,cussion which followed; the Board-proposed some
changes in emphasis and larjuage, and requested the Ad

Hoc Conmittee to revise th,, statements for further

oonsiderAtion the following day.

ES:174:11-13

RERAInutio ON SCIENCE CURRICULA

art, Second, and Third Meetings--June 9, 18. and 19--
Dr. O'Neal, Chairman, advised that the Committee
had reviewed the material provided by NSF's Science
Curriculum Review Team, Volume I of its report,
Pre-College Curriculum Activities of the National
Science Fbundation, ana the recommendations of the
Advisory Committee for Science Education. Dr. O'Neal sub-
mitted to the Board a report. of the Ad Hoc Committee with
recommended policy statements on eurri4lulam.development,
implementation, and pluralism in education.

After discussion the Board took the following action:

The Board unanimously ACCEPTED the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Science Curriculum Review, ADOPTED
the policy statements as presented
by the Committee (attached as
Appendixes A, B, and C), and
AUTHORIZED the Board Chairman to
disseminate the'statements as he
deems appropriate.

In the discussion of the report and the policy
statenente the Board indicated it still favored
appropriate experimentation in curriculum development.

17 :7

APPENDIX A

NSB-75-226

POLICY STATEMENT ON CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS I74TH MEETING ON JUNE 20, 1975

For 20 yeara the National Science Foundation (NSF) has been,
with the support of the Administration and the Congress, a
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loading instrument for the improvement and strengthening of
school science curricula and of school science teaching.
When NSF came on the scene, science teaching materials and
practices were often uninspiring and outdated. At the same
time, world society and American conditions werg changing in
a fashion which required a population better educated in
science. NSF programs for the improvement of course materials
in biology, chemistry, earth sciences, mathematics, physics,-
and social sciences have provided important examples to meet
this objective. Compared to the total financial resources of
the school operation, the NSF effort has been small; hut it
has brought together itientists and educators in an effective
manner to provide the needed new science materials and
institutional practices. .

The statutes defining the responsibilities of the National
Science Foundation are explicit in directing NSF to strengthen
science education at all levels. The strength of science
education throughout the Nation depends in no small way upon
the quality and character of course materials and instructional
practices available to the individual teacher.

The Na nal Science Foundation has a continuing role in the
development of course materials and teaching methods in the
mathematical, physical, medical, biological, engineering,
social, and other sciences at the pre-college level. NSF
can and should make a unique contribution by bringing new,

,.intollectually challenging science content and teaching
methods to elementary and secondary school students and
their teachers. The program should he broadly aimed at
ncouraging future scientists and technologists as well as
increasing the quality, of science education available to all
students at the pre-college level.

APPENDIX B

NSB-75-227

POLICY STATEMENT ON INTLEMENTATION OF SCIENCE CURRICULA
BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 174TH MEETING ON JUNE 20, 1975

A

State and local authorities have final responsibility for the
selection and adoption of educational materials and practices.
Ideally such selection is based upon adequate information about
available alternatives. The National Science Board therefore
affirms a continuing role for the National Science Foundation
(NSF) in supporting activities designed to disseminate widely
information about available alternatives and to assist members
of the educational community in the usa of new, innovative,
and scientifically sound materials and practices in which
they have demonstrated an interest.

Prior to undertaking full-scale dissemination and assistance
activities for NSF-developed materials, NSF should undertake
a careful review to ensure that the proposed subject matter
fits within reasonable limits or norms with respect to
educational value and thn' che scientific content is
accurate. Recognizing the hroad haae of concern with
elementary and secondary education, NSF should provide
opportunities for input in this review by representatives
of the scientific, educational, child development, comniercial
publishing, and informed puhlic communities.

563
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APPENDIX C

6NSB-75-228,

POLICY STATEMENT ON PLURALISM IN EDUCATION
AbOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 174TH MEETING ON JUNE 20, 1975

The National Science Board,recognizes that much educational
innovation is, by its nature, controversial. It therefore
follows that, if the ducational mandate ol the National
Science Foundation (NSF) is to be carried out, NSF cannot,
and should not attempt to, avoid controversy in the development
and implementation of hew materials. The Board notes that:

1. The United States is deeply committed to plurafism
in education.

2. The National Science.Foundation, in order to
strengthen science education at all levels, has
supported the development of science course materials
for use in the schools. NSF is further committed to
assisting those with final responsibility for selection,
of course materials by creating conditions allowing
choices to he made among scientitically sound
alternatives through widespread dissemination
activities and to assist in implementing those
choices.

As a consequence of this pluralistic value systeM NSF should
disseminate as many alternatives as are feasible and necessary,
given the diversity of views and needs.

To ensure that Federal funds do not directly or inadvertently
lead to the development of a monolithic curriculum structure,

and to ensure the diversity that society requires, the following

procedures are recommended:

1. The National Science Foundation should carry out a
broad-based analysis of future needs in subject
areas and publicize such needs.

2, The National Science Foundation should ensure
competitive selection of project developers
addressing these needs.

3. The National Science-Foundation should encourage
development of alternatives by NSF.

4. The National Science Foundation should establish
administrative procedures in the implementation
stage that will avoid any appearance of indoctrination

or coercion.

174:11-13
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1RAIXATE;TrIPEW:

Present gi.idelines limit i.i_aementation
in the first year of resii1iy to $1.000
for a 12-menth tenure but tr.ve no such
limit on the second and third years.
There does nut appear to be any reasonabre
rationale for continuing this policy, and
in view of inflationary pressures the
guidelines should he changed to allow equal
treatment throughout the term of the
fellowship or traineeship.

The Board unanimously APPROVED the
following revised stipend supple-
mentation guideline for NSF graduate
fellowships and traineeships
effective immediately:

The institution may, if it
deems such action desirable,
augment stipends for National
Science Foundation'Fellows or
Trainees from institutional
funds in such amounts as are
in accordance with the
supplementation policies Of ihe
institution.

175:13

PHOGitAM POLICIES FOR CAUSE

"Comprehensive Aiisistance to Undel,,raduate Science
Education (CAUSE) Program"--Dr. floynolds reported
hriefly on the.hackground of the proposed nee
CAUSE Program. Several institutional development
tirograms, including the College Science Improve-
ment Program (CoSIP), were terminated by the
FoundLtion in fiscal year 1972. The Congress in
the NSF authorization act (P.L. 94-86) for fiscal
year 1976 authorized and directed the Foundation
to implement CAUSE. It is expected to receive a
budget of $10 million in fiscal year 1976.
Proposed guidelines for CAUSE will be discussed
with scientists and educators in many parts of the
country. Subsequently, a program announcement
will be puhliphed reflecting these discussions.

The Programs Committee'recoumended approval.

The Board unanimously APPROVED
the program policies for the
Comprehensive Assistance to
Unaergraduate Science Education
(CAUSE) Program as exemplified
hy the uraft guidelines contained
in NSB-75-266 with the understand-
ing that,the final guidelines will
be written in the light of dialogues
with representatives of the academic
and scientific communities; further,
the Board unanimously AUTHORIZED the
'application to this Program of the
tarector's general authority to take
final action on grants, contracts, or
other arrangements.

175:16
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,NSB-77-219
April 27, 1977

STATEMENT.REGARDING THE HOLE OF SCIENCE
IN THE PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
AT ITS 189TH MEETING DiV APRIL 21-22, 1977

-The possible establishment of a Department of Education in
the Federal Government involves a wide variety of considerations,
most.of them not primarily involving science. The National
Science Board therefore takes no position on the issue at
establishing such a Department.

The National Science Foundation and the Support of Science

It has been recommended by some thl the National Science '. ''
. .

Foundation (NSF) be made part of a new Department of Education.
The National Science Board strongly opposes any such suggestion.
The fundamental objective of the Foundation is and should remain
the health of basic science in the Nation, including both its
research and education components. Science focuses on the
creation of new knowledge, and its effective teaching depends -
on that knowledge. The process of research is an activity
dlstinct from education, and its impact extends far beyond
education. Hence, an independent agency is required to manage
the Federal role in gcience effectively.

.
The present organization has served the Nation well, in part
because of the-special*nature of the policy oversight and
quality control responsibility of the National'Science Board.
Through the National Science Board and the peer review process,
a close and effective relationship between the scientific
community and NSF has developed. The Board and the Foundation
have been remarkably successful in effectively using limited
resources to support and develop a high quality basic science
program in the United States.

Complementarity Between Scientific Research and Science Education

The argument also has beern advanced that the science education
component of NSF would form a natural part of the.proposed
Departmpnt of Education, because of a common concern with
educational issues. The National Science Board concludes
that this would not-be in the best interests of science or
the Nation, b.lcause activities ip scientific research and
science education are inextricably linked.

In particular, the National Science Board believes that it is

'important that the initiatives for science education remain
close to the science community, for at least three reasons:

1. Science education must reflect current scientific
knowledge and techniques. Advances in scientific

, knowledge occur rapidly, and science education can
only be kept current when direct and continuous
contact is maintained betv,een the research and
science education communities.

2. The science content of science education must be
accurate as well as current. Haintaining accuracy
as soientific.research reports and results are
transformed into materials suitable tor scientific
instruction af.r.io requires close contact between the
scientitic research and science.education communities.

:3. A major purpose of.the science education enterprise_
is to ensure an adequate and continuous flow of
talented people into scientific work. This requires
recognition of the unique demands and advantages
that accompany a science career. It also requirds
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well-balanced programs with adequate numbers of
well-prepared students in appropriate scientific:
curricula at the elementary, secondarY, undergraduate,
and graduate levels, in Order to ensure that the
Nation's scientific research effort does.not falter.
The National Science Foundation and the National
Science Board are.uniquely well placed to'ensure
that this important lunction is performed.
effectively.

Effectiveness and Efficiency in Snience Education
-

By Federal standards NSF is a small avency and the science
education activity is a still smaller part of the Federal.
education enterprise. Yet, despite a small budget, NSF has
had major impacts on science education. NSF-supported
curricula have revolutionized the teaching of physics,
biology, and chemistry in secondary schools. Fellowship -

programs have been ffective; in particular, NSF predoctoral
fellows have been shown to be much more highly'productive
than scientists who have not received fellowship awards-
New NSF programs are helping to bring about increased -

representation of minorities, women, and disadvantaged
persons in science.

A manageable scale of operation is important in achieving
such successes. The science education activity at NSF is
small enough to be effectively managed, yet important enough
to receive continual detailed attention from the National
Science Board.

Competitive award procedures, which combine fairness with
efficiency in the allocation of resources, are also important.
These procedures select the best-qualified performers while
ensuring proper balance in terms of geographic distribution;
support for differing types of institutions, and fairness to
individuals from differing groups.

But,.above all, major successes with limited funds can be
achieved only through careful agreement on objectives and ..

personal communications among scientists and science educators.
The experience of the National Science Board and the National
Science FoundatiOn his demonstrated that Stimulating the best
science education fforts demands a-delicate balance between
the objectives of the scientific community and those of the
.science education Community. It is unlikely that this balance
could be maintained iv an ag'ency with the divergent priorities
and restraints that would be inherent in the much broader

.mission of general-purpose mssistance to education.

The present arrangement provides tor an effective linkage
between science education and research: It has achieved
major successes in the past two decades, despite quite
limited resources. The National Science Board strongly
recommends that this arrangement be maintained.

FROPOMD umwitufr OF HOLCATIN

Or. Reynolds stated that the proposed letter to OMB dated
March 16 was intended to clarify the Foundation's priorities
in science education, Which are based on its congressionallk
mandated responsibilities for support of research and A

scientific research potential and science education programs.
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In the discussion of tho draft letter, D. Barrison asked
whether the proposed position of the Board should focus on
NSF programs primarily for those who will become professional
scientists or whether it should include the broader spectrum
of students who simply study scientific subjects as part of
their general education.

The response was that tho intereat ef NSF in science education,
particularly at the primary and secondary levels, and to
a lesser extent in those collegiate programs that are terminal
programs, is more related to novel curriculum developmental
efforts and the diffusion of this innovation within the
educational system than it is related to programs of continuing
review and revision of core Curricula. This latter role can
as well be served by other agencies.

When asked by the Board for comment, the Assistant Director-
for Science Education stated that he had just been informed
that the Administration intendoeto present its position to
the Congress on April 14. It will probably contain a
recommendation that all programs in the Directorate for Science
Education should B. transferred to the proposed Department
of Education with the xception of fellowships and the Science
and Society Program. In view of this information he recommended
that a communication b. sent directly to tho EXocutivit Office
of the President.

-

On the strength of the information from Dr. Rutherford and
since the Board could not draft a final document within the

time constraints of the meeting, the Board agreed that its
views should be prepared in the form of a position statement

which the board Chairman and the Director could use as a

basis for a joint letter. Dr. hubbard agreed to revise the

document accordingly.

The Board then took the following 'action:

N.:A/Res-79-41 The Board unanimously AGREED to
accept the sense of the draft
letter prepared by the Planning
and Policy Committee as the
National Science board's statement
of policy regarding science
ducation within the Foundation
to be transmitted jointly by
the Board Chairman and the Director
to the appropriate person in the
executive branch.

cs :196 :7-8

APPENDIX E
B-78-517

Msrch 30, 1978

:71Am4flr OF POLICY OF ME NATIONAL
:clan BOARD nalARLD4 SCIENCE EDUCATION

The National Science Foundation has priorities in Science
Education that are based on its mandated responsibilities for
the support of research and the utilization of scientific
knowledge in technology important to national needs. The
following precepts describe these priorities:

--Science Education that is dependent upon the
presence of the research envtronment should
continue to be within the National Science
Foundation.

5 63
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--Educational effort which is so dominated by its
scientific subject matter that it is dependent
upon the subject specialist for its development
and for its utilization should remain within
the National Science Foundation. The mode of
presentation of such subject matter will, of
course, continue to require the interrelated
supporting effort of specialkets in ducational
research itself.

--Education that is,directed specifically at the
practitioner of science--such as symposia,
scholarly journals and specialized computerized
information bases--should remain with the
National Science Foundation.

--Educational efforts directed at the electorate,
so that they may be better informed about science-
related subjects important to their decisions,
should continue to be the responsibility of the
Foundation as a part of its programs of science
for the public. As well, these public-oriented
fforts serve to infors the scientist of public
attitudes and purposes.

These precepts guide the choice of programs that should, in our
opinion, continue to rest within the Foundation; because there
they will be best served by being [elated to the research and
technology programs from which they derive; and which ars the
continuing responsibility of the foundation.

In addition to the foregoing precepts, three general judgments
are mad;

1) The interest of the National Scince Foundation in
education particularly at the primary end secondary level;
and to a lesser extent in those collegiate programs that are
terminal programs, is more related to novel curriculum devel-
opmental efforts and the diffusion of this innovation within
the educational system than they are related to programs of
continuing review and revision of con, curricula. This latter
role can as well be served by other agencies; given the devel-
opmental and disseminating efforts of the National Scince
Foundation.

2) The advantage of pluralism in the suppOrt of science
education is as important as the pluralism related to the
support of science itself. Where the educational ffort is
dependent upon or dominated by the research process, it is our
judgment that it should remain as a pluralistic rather than a
central support bas.

3) NSF- is concerned with the whole of science, and, in
the national interest, receiVeS support on that basis.
Education for science is a part of the whole of science.* Just
as NSe's concerns for science include encouraging research and
technblogy development programs in all departments of Govern-
ment, so ierfts concern for science education inclusive and in
no sense exclusive. Because of its particular responsibility
for cognizance of the national status of all of science and
for the supportsof research in the basic disciplines of science
NSF has a singular rationale for decision making in the process
of allocating resources to science education.

AN OUTLINE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION ELEMENTS OF TUE NSF

A. Efforts directed primarily at education

1. Primary and secondary education (see S 11.2, C 162).

2. Collegiate terminal education (as above).
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3. Graduate/professional scientific education; to
maintain the capacity and creativity ofothe basic
sciences.

4. Practitioner directed education (post,doctoral and
continuing); to maintain currency in understanding
and utilization of new scientific knowledge.

5. The electorate (to be informed on issues); to
improve and maintain a public Understanding of
science and a public participation in the process
of allocating resources.

B. B;sic Research Related Education

1. Programs directed at the early identification of
future scientists and the support of these persons
in order.to continue the flow of exceptionally
talented young people into the basic science dis-
ciplines for the future.

2. Cognitive learning research related to the content
of the basic scientific disciplines.

C. Applied and Developmental Research Related

1. The process of innovative curriculum development
should continue to be in large part a responsibility
of the National Science Foundation for primary and
secondary ducation as well as for collegiate programs
not only where the identification and support of future
scientists is the objective but as part of enhancement
of understanding of science by ihe public.

2. The dissemination of innovation, including the
presentation of novel curriculum organization and
content to teachers, should continue to be a respon-
sibility of the National Science Foundation where
the subject content is within the disciplines
supported by the research programs of the Foundation.

Technology Diffusion and Evaluation

1. The programs improving access to science information
and technology by state and local governments and
its utilization should continue to be an educational
process based in the National Science Foundation.

2. The programs, Offering encouragement for more extensive
research and development collaboration between uni-
versities and industry along with the educational
efforts that are necessary to initiate and continue
such programs should remain within the Foundation.

3. The informational and educittional efforts directed
at small businesses in attempting to improve their
research participation and the diffusion of their
technology should remain within the National Science
Foundation.

To reiterate, where the educational process is directly dependent upon
the research environment or where the scientific subject matter so
dominates the educational effort that it is dependent upon the subject
matter specialist, it is our judgment that the National Science Founda-
tion should continue to be responsible for the educational program

that are now within it. On the other hand, where the objective is to
meintain continuing review and revision of core curriculum programs it
is our judgnent that this could very well be managed as effectively by
another agency.

Where the educational effort is directed at the professional practitioner
of science and engineering or where the effort is to transmit to the
pUblic substantive scientific information it is our judgment that there
should be no change in the present levels of responsibility within the
National Science Foundation.

In all cases, the present policy of interaction and cooperatiVe program
development with other agencies of govermnent should be fostered.

CS:196:16-19

11=111J
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Ns8-79-80

January 1979

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION AND THE SUPPORT OF
RESEARCH AND SCIENCE EDUCATION IN THE 1980S
POLICY STATEMENT UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY THE
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD AT ITS 202ND MEETING ON
NOVEMBER 16-17. 1978

AAency Mission

The fundamental purpose of the National Science Foundation is
to benefit the general welfare by fostering creativity in the
pursuit of basic. scientific understanding.

This fundamental purpose is enabled by support of:

1. Basic research in the physical, mathematical,
biological, social, and other sciences and
in engineering;

2. Science education and training to develop new
scientific talent;

3. Applied research that links and develops knowledge
in ways that enhance its usefulness;

4. Selected activities to improve the understanding
of science and its use by all students and by
the public;

5. Research resources (facilities) and institutional
forms required in the conduct of research.

AGENCY GOALS

The goals of the National Science Foundation are to:-

1. SUPPORT RESEARCH on (a) fundamental laws of nature,
(b) man and his natural and social environment, end
(c) technology-orientedociences.

- Provide SUPPORT to the highest quality researchers
in areas with significant potential for advancing
Scientific understanding.

- Provide RESEARCH RESOUPCES AND EQUIPMENT demanded
in the coneuct of science.

- Foster EDUCATION AND TRAIN.ING to maintain U.S.
scientific leadership in future generations.

2. ENUANCE RETURNS FROM NATIONAL INVESTMENT IN BASIC
RESEARCH.

- Encourage deVelopment in those areas of science
wi6rEXCEPTIONAL PROMISE for contributing to the
resolution of significant problems.

- Foster greater COOPERATION within national and
international communities.

3. IDENTIFY AND REQOMMEND NATIONAL POLICIES DESIGNED
TO ENHANCE THE HEALTH AND VIGOR OF THE NATION'S
SCIENTIFIC ENTERPRISE.

- Provide INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS.regarding
national science and technology caliabilities.

80-976 0 - 83 - 37
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- Recommend POLICIES designed to maintain a strong

national research capacity.

4. MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE AGENCY EFFECTrVENESS AND
RESPONSIVENESS.

incOurage EQUAL OPPORTUNITY for participation
in science.

Foster greater PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING of science
and the impact of science on public policy

Improve AGENCY MANAGEMENT and ACCOUNTABILITT.

ADVISORY Ome4ITTU FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION RICOMMENDATIONS

The Chairman stated that he had advised Dr. Henry 0. Pollak,

Chairman, NSF Advisory Committee on Science Education, that

the Board would consider at this meeting the Committee's
recommendations made to the board at the January meeting.

The Chairman recommended and the Board agreed that the

Committee on Budget (COB) should
consider the first recommen-

dation within the development of the budget.

This recommendation is:

The NSF should accord a higher priority for science

education and significantly increase
its funding in sub-

stantial increments over the next four or five years.

This new level of funding should be achieved without

sacrifice of support to other essential Foundation

activities.

The Chairman recommended and the Board agreed that the Planning

and Policy Committee (PPC) should consider the second and third

recommendations and report back to the Board by the May meeting.

These recommendations ire:

The MSS should initiate joint studies with the Advisory

Committee for Science Education to relate mOre effectively

science education programs to overall Foundation objec-

tives and national needs: and

Following the proposed joint studies, the National

Science Board should generate a special major report

on science education.

215:6
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APPENDIX C

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD MEETING ATTENDANCE DATA, 1968-1980

.

Number of
Members Number of

Number of
Consultants

Number Location Date Absent Vecancas Present

Exec
Comm. 6/21/68

119 NSF, D.C. 7/19-20/68 2

EXAC.
COMM. 8/20/68

120 NSF, D.C. 9/5-6/46 4

Exec.

Comm. lu/23/68

121 NSF, D.C. 11/21-22/68 4

122 NSF, D.C. 12/13/68 6

Exec.
Comm. 1/17/69

123 h5F, D.C. 2/13-14/69 5

Exec.
Comm. 4/10/69

124 NSF, D.C. 5/15-16/69 2

125 ALby Aldrich
Rockefeller
Hall, N.Y. 5/29/69 9

Exec.
Comm. 4/20/69

1 ! Ccrpiled rd r1.11. clime., data.

I vecia1 ereraericy reetiu.: .ed tu discuss candidates for the directorship

573

Total Number
of NSE Members
Present, Excluc
in. Director

22

20

20

18

19

22

15 Zj
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Number Location .Data

Nimbler of

Members
dbasot

Total Mumbler

Numbmr of of MSS Mambmra

Numhat of Comnatants Present, Emclud-

ViCAlla.m ?regent 1 DIroccor

Exec .

Coma. 7/18/69

Exec.

Comm. 8/15/69

126 NSF, D.C. 9/4-5/69 6 IS

127 NSF, D.C. 10/10/69 9 15

128 NSF, D.C. 11/20-21/69 4 20

179 NSF, D.C. 1/15-16/70 6 IS

130 NSF% D.C. 3/19-20/70 4 20

Exec.
Comm. 4/27/70

131 NSF, D.C. 5/21-22/70 2 22

Exec,
Comm. 6/18/70

132 ISE, D.C. 9/3-4/70 8 16

133 NSF, D.C. 11/19-20/70 1
23

134 NSF, D.C. 12/17/70 9 15

Exec.
Comm. 1/20/71

135 NSF, D.C. 1/21-22/71 4 20

Exec.

Comm. 2/17/71

136 NSF,D.C. 2/18-19/71 7
17

Exec.
Come. 3/I7/7I

137 Kitt Peak 3/12-19/71 4 20

National
Observatory

Exec.
Coa. 4/14/71

138 NSF, D.C. 4/15-16/71
1r

Exec.

Come. 5/19/71

139 NSF, D.C. 5/20-21/71 3
.21

Exec.
Come. 6/22/61

Exec .
Coon. 7/14/71

1.40 NAS-NAE4ISC
%Miler
Studies
Center 7/15-16/71 6

18

6Mec.
Coms. 8/20/71

141 NSF,D.C. 9/9-10/71 1
23
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Mueller Location

Number of
Monbero

Date Meant
Junior of
Vacancies

Muoior of
Consultants
!roma

Total Mueller
f MSS Maniere
Preseat, Keelud
Lu Director

Exec.C. 10/13/71

142 NSF, D.C. 10/14/15/71 3 21

Exec.
Conn. 11/17/71

143

tete.

NSF, D.C. II/IS-19/71 2 22

Coon. 12/15/71

Exec.

Cone. 1/19/72

144 msr, D.C. 1/20-21/72 3 21

Exec.

Conn. 3/15/72

145 NSF, D.C. 3/16-17/7E2 3 1 20

Exec
Coon. 4/19/72

145 NSF, D.C. 4/20-21/72 3 1 20

Fxe,.
'Comm. 5/17/72

147 NSF, D.C. 5/18/72 1 15

148 Notional
Canter for
Atsospheric
Nexaarch,
Sou1der, CO 6/15-15/72 1 a 15

Exec.

Coon. 9/6/72

149 NSF: D.C. 9/7-E/72 3 8 a 13

Exe
Comm 10/1E/72

150 NSF, D.C. 10/19-20/72 2 22

Exec.
Cons. 11/15/72

151 NSF, D.C. 11/16-17/72 5 19

Exec .

Conn. 12/14/72

Exec.

Comm. 1/17/73

152 1/18-19/73 1 23

Exec.
Conn. 2/14/73

153 NSF, D.C. 2/15-16/73 6 18

,Exec.

Conn. 3/14/73

154 NSF,D.C. 3/15-14/73 2
22

5 75



Member Loretto.'

Nualsor ef - Number of

Maniocs Number of Cesmeltaato

Almost Nutcase... Presemt

Total Number
OM Member.
Present, embed-

tr_91_IDeter

Exec.
Coale. 471S/3

155 NSF, D.C. 4/19-20/73 2
22

Exec.

Com. 5/16/73

156 fur, D.C. 5/17e1S/73 2
22

Exec. 6/20/73

Coma.

157 Kitt Feat 6/21-22/73 6

National
Observatory,
AZ

IS

Exec.
Comm. 9/19/73

15S NSF,D.C. 9/20-21/73 2
22

Exec.

Coma. 10/17/73

159 NSF, D.C. 10/18-19/73 7
7

Exec.
Come. 11/14/73

160 NSF, D.C. 11/15-16/73 3
21

Exec.

Cosm. 1/16/74

161 NSP,D.C. 1/17-1S/74 4
20

Batt.

Comm. 2/20/74

162 NSF, D.C. 2/21-22/74 2

Exec.
Comm. 3/20/74

163 NSF, D.C. 3/21-22/74 3

Exec
Com.. 4/11/74

Exec.
Com.. 5/15/71

164 5/14-17/74 1

Exec.
Comm. 6/12/74

Exec.
Coms.

6/11/74

165 Univ. of
Nichigan
Biological
Station at
Denise Late,
MI 6/Ifi-21/74 3

Exec.

Comm.

Exec.
Gems.

5 7 6

22

21

15

13
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Total Number
Moabite of Number of of INN Members
Members Number of Caeaultanto Present. luau&

Mosher Location Date Absent Vacancies , ill Director

Exec.

Comm.

166 NSF; D.C.

Exec.
Com.

167 NSF, D.C.

Exec .
Com.

161! NSF, D.C.

Exec.
Comm.

Exec.

Comm.

169 NSF,D.C.

Comm.

170

Exec.

Comm.

171 NSF, D.C.

NSF, D.C.

Exec.
Comm.

172 NSF, D.C.

Exec.
&Tam.

ta,
17 3 NSF, D.C.

Exec.
Comm.

174 Scripps

Exec.

Comm.

Exec

Comm.

175

Exec

Comm.

176

Exec .

Comm.

177,

Institution
of ncoanography
Vniv. of Calif.
at San Dieto

9/18/74

9/19-20/74 2
22

10/16/74

10/17-18/74 5
19

11/20/74

11/21-22/74 3
21

12/13/74

1/15/75

1/16-17/75 4
20

2/20/75

2/21/75 7 17

3/20/75

3/2n-21/75 2 22

4/20/75

4/21/75. 3 1 20

5/14/75

5/15-16/75 4 19

6/18/75

6/19-20/75 2 1 21

7/22/75

9/17/75

NSF, D.C. 9/1E-19/75 2 21

10/15-16/75_

NSF, D.C. 10/16-17/75 3 20

11/19/75

NSF, D.C. 11/20-21/75 3 20

577
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ember Legnica Sete

Number of
Members
Absent

amber
Vacasciee

Dumber of
Ceasultents
Pr

Tete/. Dumber
et Member.
Preseet.
1 Director

Exec.
Coma. 12/12175 3 1

20

178 NSF, D.C. 1/14/76 2
22

Exec.
Comm. 1/26/76

Exec.

Comm. 2/18/76

179 NSF, D.C. 2/20/76 7
17

Exec.
Comm. 3/17/76

180 NSF, D.C. 3118-19176 4 20

Exec.
Comm. 4/15/76

Exec. S/161 76

Comm.

Excc.
5/19/76

181 NSF, D.C. 5/20-21/76 2 8 6 14

Exec.
Comm. 6/17/78

182 National
Radio Astro-
nomy Observa-
tory, Green

exec.

Bank, W. VA. 6/i6 -18/76 5 8
11

Comm. 8/19/76

183 NSF, D.C. 8/20/76 4 I 12

184 NSF, D.C. 9/16-17/76 2 I 5 14

Exec.
Coma. 10/13/76

125 NSF, D.C. 10/14-15/76 4 1
19

WA: 11/17/76

116 NSF, D.C. 11/18-19/76 4 5 19

Exec.
Comm. 12/15/76

Exec. 2/3/77

Comm.

117 NSF, D.C. 2/3-4/77 4 19

Exec.

Coma. 3/16/77

188 NSF, D.C. 3/17-18/77 5 18
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Number Location Date,
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Number of
Members Number of
Absent Vacancies

Total Number
Number of vf NSB Members
Consultsntm !tamest, Emclud
!resent ing Director

Exec

Comm.

189

Exec.
Comm.

190

Exec.
Comm.

191

Exec.
Comm.

Exec.

Comm.

192

Exec.

Comm.

Exec.
Comm.

193

Exec

Comm.

Exec.

Comm.

194

Exec.

Comm.

Exec.

Comm.

195

Exec.

Comm.

Exec.

Comm.

196

Exec.
Comm.

197

Exec.
Coen.

198

Exec.

Comm.

NSF, D.C.

NSF, D.C.

New Mexico
Institute
of Mining
and
Technology

NSF, D.C.

NSF, D.C.

NSF, D.C.

NSF, D.C.

NSF, D.C.

NSF, D.C.

4/23/77

4/21-22/77

5/18/77

5/19-20/77

6/23/77

6/23-24/77

7/15/77

8/18/77

8/19/77

8/26/77

9/14/77

9/15-16/77

10/20/77

11/16/77

11/17-18/77

12/19/77

1/18/78

1/19-20/78

2/17/78

3/15/78

3/16-17/78

4/19/78

4/20-21/78

5/17/78

5/18-19/78

6/15/78

2

2

3

4

4

3

2

4

3

3

1 5

21

21

20

19

19

20

21

20

21

22

23
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Dumber t
Members Number et
Aimee Vacascies

Tetellember
Number et ten Nerbere
Comeoltsate Prosest.
Present 1 Director

lee National
Center for
Atmospheric
Research,
Soulder, CO 6/14-16/71 1

3 23

.4

Exec.
Comm. 7/2/71

Exec.
Comm. 1/16171

200 NS?, D.C. 1/17-18/71 3 I
13

Exec.

Comm. 9/20/71

201 NSF, D.C. 9/21-22/71 3 I 13

Exec.
Comm. 11/15/71

202 NSF,.D.C. 11/16-17/71 2
5 14

Exec.

Comm. 12/18/71

Exec.

Comm. 1/7/79

203 NSF, D.C. 1/11-19/79 2 I 5 14

Exec.
Comm. 2/15/79 a

204 NSF, D.C. 2/15-16/79 4 9 5 12

Exec.

Comm. 3/15/79

205 1ST, D.C. 3/15-16179 1 8 5 15

Exec.
Comm. 4/20/79

Exec.
Comma. 5/16/79

206 msr, D.C. .5/17-5/11/79 2
22

Exec.
Orem. 6120/71

207 Ndos. Assn. 6/20-22/79 3
21

of Universities
for Reseerch tn
Astronomy and
Kitt Peak
National Obser-
vatory, AZ

5 8



Number Location Dats

Exec.

Com.

Exec.

Com.

.., 208

Exec.
Comm.

209

Exec.

Comm.

210

Exec.

Comm..

211

Exec.

Comm.

Exec.
Comm.

212

Exec.

Comm.

213

Exec.

Comm.

214

Exec.

Comm.

215

E44.
Comm.

216

571
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Total Number
Number ef Nueber of of NS) Members
Member, Number of Consultants Present, Exclmd
'Absent Vacanciee Present ins Director

.8/2/79

8/16/79

NSF, D.C. 8/16-17/79 7 17

9/1909

NSF, D.C. 9/20-21/79 2 22

10/18/79

NSF, D.C. 10/18-19/79 3 21

11/14/79

NSF, D.C. 11/15-16/79 4 20

12/14/79

1/16/80

NSF, D.C. 1/17-18/80 2 22

' 2/20/80

NSF, D.C. 2/21-22/80 4

20

3/19/80

NSF, D.C. 3/20-21/80 3 21

4/4/80

4 20

4/17/80

5/80 8 6 16
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APPENDIX D

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD COMMITTEE AND
STAITING PATTERNS

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARDCOMMITTEE AND STAFFING PATTERNS'

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Statutory committee: Executive Committee._ (9___ (9___ (9_ (9___ (9.--
Standing committees:

Programi Committee g? F')I.)--. S)9-. F'))--- (9--
Budget Committee_ .

Task Force on Research Priorities (9
Task Force on Science Education_ (59
Ad Hoe Subcommittee on Research

Facilities (5)
Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Environ-

mental Institute .. - (5)
Subcommittee on R. & D. Incentives

and Assessment (9- 2
Subcommittee on RMI Program T

Subcommittee on Energy (9--
Subcommittee on Environmental

Subcommittee on Social Sciences F?)---- F99- F5?Programs
Subcommittee on Curriculum

Oversight
(9- - (9

1975 1976 1877 1978 1979 1980

(9.-- ()--- (9.-- (9- -- (9--- (1).
.

(9--- (9.-- (9-- (9-._ (').-- (9.

1

(1 9-- (')

Institutional Committee
Long-Range Planning Committee 2
Research Review Committee
Education Review Committee
Planning and Policy Committee (9.-

Policy Agenda Subcommittee
Budget Management Subcommittee
National Science Policy Subcom-

mittee.
Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Manpower

Report.
Subcommittee on Mechanisms for

improved Oversight and External
' Communications.
Ad Hoc Subcommittee on NSF'Sup-

port of Basic Research in industry.
Su bmmitte. on International

Science Activities.
Subcommittee on Science and

Society.
Task committees:

On Budget
On tlh NSB Report.
On National Science Policy
On Rote of NSF In Basle Research
On Science Indkators..
On 25th Anniversary and Bicentennial
On Minorities and Women in Science_ -
On Institutional Arrangements for lie:

search.

09-- 1---
IL

(9-

---

(5

(9---

(9. -

(9-- - (9.--

(3)--

(9--

(9-

(9--

(9..

(5).

(9.

(9. ,

On 9th NMI Report_ (9- (9On Mechanisms for Improved Policy
(5).

Formulation and External Communica-
HO&

On 10th NSB Report.
(").

On 12th NSB Report.
On 13th NSB Report.
On 14th NSB Report. ,

5 l':
14

On 11th NSB Report.
On Science and Society

On Audit and Oversight.
(9- (9. ).

(572)
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NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARDCOMMITTEE ANO STAFFING PATTERNS IContinued

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Ad hoc committee's:
On 3d NSB Report
On 4th NSB Report
On 5th NSB Report.. 2 F-- r
On 6th NSB Report

On Science Indicators e)-
On Manpower Report

On Incentives Program *
On Manpower and the Ecorfomy (3)-
Nominating Committee for Board Officers
To Recommend Board Nominees (')-
On Board Organization
On Bpsearch Facilities

. On Environmental Institute
On Science Education _
On NSF 20th Anniversary (')
On Bicentennial Celebration (3)--- (3)
On RANN Policy (')- (3)
On Astronomy
On Antarctica_
On Science Curriculum Review (3)
On Peer Review Survey
On Action Review Boards
On House Peer Review Report
On Materials Research
On Center Directors Salaries ..
On NSB Research Support -
On NSF Staff
On NSF Staff and NSB Nominees
Ad Hoc Committee on Agenda-1 (')
Ad Hoc Committee on Agenda-2
On NSB and OSTP Annual Reports

On Audit and OversighL
On Big and Little Science , i's - (I)- (9-

On Officers and Elections

On Deep Sea and Ocean Margin Drilling
On NSF' Act Review g g.

2___ 0...

2 1 2

I Compiled from 14SB data. If more than one number appears in a column, the committee staff incumbent change
during the reported year,.

NSB staff.
I Unknown.
4 NSF staff, serving is Special Assistant to the Director.
I NSF staff.
4 NSF staff frcm OPRM

5 8
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APPENDIX E

STATEMENT ()IT 1)11. Il()(1E11 HEYNS
HEYNSt STATEMENT ON NSB RESPONSIBILITIES

The.Chairman called attention to the draft statement prepared by Dr.,Heyns
containing the essence of his remarks at the February Board meeting in
closed Executive Session regarding recent changes in NSB attitudes and
NSF procedures (NS11 -76 -85tdistributed at thd meeting).

Following a brief discussiOn, the Board acted as follows:

The Board.unanimously APPROVED
the inclusion in the record of
the February Board meeting of the
statement prepared by Dr. Heyns

' as the sense of the Boird.

Dr. Heyns was given leave to revise and extend his remarks
without further Board consideration before attaching the
final document to the Open and Executive Session Minutes of
the February meeting._

180:25

PLANNING AND POLICY COMMITTEE -7FORTY -FIRST
MEETING - -MARCH 17

Dr. Reynolds, Chairman, reported that the Committee

had completed its consideration of the statement by

Dr. Heyns (NSB-76-335) on the oversight responsibilities
of the Board, referred to the Committee for considera-

tion by the Board Chairman at the October 1976 Board

. meeting. The Committee made the following
recommendation:

The Planning and Policy Committee concurs
with the statement of Dr. Roger W. Heyns,

made at the 179th Meeting of the National
Science Board on February 20, 1976, and

revised on September 30, 1976 (NSB-76-335).
This statement makes clear the Board's
intentions with regard to certain oversight
responsibilities and provides the basis for

understanding them. The Committee recommends
Board endorsement. It also notes the Board's
ongoing activities, within the Ad Hoc Committee

on House Peer Review Report and the Committee
on Mechanisms for Improved Policy Formulation

and External Communications, regarding peer

review a well as evaluation and audit.

Since Board Members did not have copies of NSB-76-335 at
that time, no action was taken on the above recommendation.Af

I/ Copies of HSB-76-335 were
distributed later in the Board meeting.

On March 22 Dr. Reynolds by memorandum transmitted the Committee's

recommendations to the Chairman.
188:18

5 I
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APPENDIX 1

STATEMENT BY DR. ROGER W. HEYNS

The National Science Foundation this year celebrates its
Twenty-fifth Anniversary. During these 25 years, by common
consent, it haS served its intended purpost admirably. The
procedures that it followed in its essential activity, that
of dispensing funds for the conduct of research to individuals
and institutions, have been carefully developed and refined
over the years and have been,singularly free from external
criticism.

In the last decade, the practice of the National Science Board
has been to concern itself with broad policy questions. With
respect to final approval of grant requests, it has increasingly
delegated substantial responsibility to the Direftor. In the
ease of new programs, the Board.devoted special attention to
grant requests, until guidelines of the program were clearly
established. Its typical mode, with respect to those final
approvals that it retained, has been to evaluate grant requests
primarily by means of committees consisting of Board-Members.
These committees examined particularly any new policy implica-
tions of the proposal, its consistency with existing policy,
and the procedure used by the staff in arriving at its
recommendation. On the substantive merits of the proposal,
the Board has relied primarily upon the judgments of the staff
and the expert judgments that the staftwas required to
assemble and'utilize appropriately. On a number of occasions
this procedure for qualitatift evaluation wat modified when
the Board contained Members with special professional
competence in the areas involved.

This posture on the part 0Z the National Science Board was
characteristic of governing boardg,in industry, education, and
not-for-profit institutions. There was a general disposition
to define management responsibility broadly and interfere in
that area rarely.

This situation has undergone marked changes in receat years.
Increased accountability and more explicit definitions of the
responsibilities of the National Science Board have led to the
development of Board committees with special responsibilities.
The audit committees in the business world are examples.
Shareholder suits and accountability requirements in the
public sector have increased the attention that Board Members.
must give to the monitoring of management. Many of the pro-
cedures and practices that institutions have followed for
years are coming under attack. Basic assumptions concerning
the accuracy Rnd the completeness of reports, for example,
have been challenged by actual instances of lack of integrity.
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The National Science Foundation and_the National Science Board
are not immune from these trends. Criticism of long established
practiceswhas begun to Appear and to be more strident. Instances
have occurred of institutional malfunction. The basic assumption
of complete integrity has been violated in some instances. The
Board, itself, as a consequence, has been less vigilant than it
should have been.

As policies and programs of the Foundation have come under
criticism, it has become clear that the Board is held
ultimately responsible. It is the Boait's review and
approval that are sought; if changes in policy are required,
it is the Board that is expected to make them. Given these
responsibilities, it is inevitable that the Board will inform
itself in more detail than in the past.

Quite apart from these social currents briefly referred to
above..and in addition to the institutional malfunctions, some
,of our problems and, ladeed, some of our difficulty in accept-
ing our problems relirobably due to our past successful
performance. It eems to be a fact of institutional life
that profilems of institutional effectiveness develop out of

habits of success. There is a gradual, often imperceptible,
relaxation of drive and diligence. Hard questions are asked
less frequently. It is particularly hard for successful
Organizations to accept the presence of problems and to make
the necessary changes in policy procedures and Practices that

will be required.

It will not be eaoy, as m consequence, for the staff of the
National Science Foundation or for the National Science Board
to adjust to the changes that this alteration in climate requires.
But there should be no question that there will be an increase in,
examinations of policy and practice at all levelS. There will be
an increase in scrutiny and inquiry by the Board into all of the
Foundation's operations.

Ultimately, of course, the National Science Board cannot manage;

it cannot administer. It remains dependent on the skills,
dedication, and integrity of the staff; about none of these

attributes is the Board in serious doubt. The,oversight function
of the Board, however, real be more idlevidence, and the effects
of the change in emphasis will modify its relationship to the

staff of the Foundation. It is intended that this memorandum
will make clear the Board's intentions and provide the bases

for understanding them.

March 24, MG

179:23-24
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APPENDIX F

REPORT OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON NSF ACT
REVIEW

NATIONAL SCIENCE WARD
WASHINGTON. D C losSo

November 23, 1979

APPENDIX C
(Attached to
'NSB-79-465)

MEMORANDUM TO CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL.SCIENCE BOARD

Subject: Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on NSF Act Review

On April 20, 1979, the Chairman of the Board charged the Ad
Hoc Committee on NSF Act Review with the "responsibility for
,recommending to the Board its position on the NSF Act* for
the review of the Act by the Subcommittee on Scienc, Research,
and Technology, House Commtttee 'On Science and Technology,
during the 96th Congress.

The Ad Hoc Committee was further charged that iEt recommenda-
tions to the hoard should take into account the preamble of
tho Act. It states that the Foundation's misaion is:

To promote the progress of science; to advance the
national health, proeperity, and welfare; to secure
the national defense; and other purposes.

.

The rport of the Ad Hoc Committee on NSF Act Review, as
amended by the National Science Board on November 15, 1939,
is herewith transmitted. Its major points are summarized
below.

I. The Committee has examined the desirability Of changing
the NSF Organic Act by observing the degree to which
the intent of the Act has actually been achieved. It
mates that the present language of the Act has:

- directed the efforts of the Foundation; and

-. provided opportunity for accommOdation to changing
national needs.

The Committee finda that the present language of Ate' Act
has accommodated substantial change in the Foundation's
programs during the past ten years, and that the.planned
future activities of the Foundation can be encompassed
within the provisions of the Act.

The Committee ow:eludes that the NSF Act Of 1950, as
amended, allows and .encourages adaptation tO changing
national needs.

,

Th Committee, by implication, recognizes the ned for
eontinued evolution of programs and emphasi% within NSF,
and by inference uggekts that changes in the language
of the Act should meet the test of even further enhancing
flexible responsiveness.

II. The Ad Hoc Committee notes the. differing provisions of
the Act with respect to "basic" nd "applied" research,
nd the widespread diScustion of these terliks.

The Committee views science am a continuum ranging from
basic to highly aPPlied and finds the terMs "basic" and
"applied" dangerous because thy indicate a non-existent
;separation within science; their validity as analytical
descriptions is accepted.

Science has a social purpose: the int:realm of under-
standing to solve national problems. It is only with
continuing improvement in that understanding that
science can fulfill its socialipurpome.

It is the opinion of the Aci Roc Committee,. with regard
to "basic" and "applied* research.

80-976 9 - 83- - 38 587
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1. The first tkiority for NSF is special and preferen-
tial support of basic research and education in
science and engineering.

2. Competition for funding between projects directed
to immediate national problems and programs of
other research, both basic and applied, probably
would place the latter at a disadvantage.

3. NSF must be responsive to, and participative in,
the engineering, life nd social sciences, as
briaging mechanisms from the most basic through
the most applied.

4. NSF should be responsive to, and participative in,
programs to encourage collaborative research of
academic and industrial laboratories.

III. It is the opinion of the Ad Hoc ComMittee that with
respect to the functions of the Foundations

1. many of the NSF functions described in Section 3 of
the Act aro best exercised through participation with
other Federal departments and agencies. This hould

. be the subject of continuing evaluation and study.

2. The primary responsibility of ,the Foundation should
continuesto be support for basic research and science
education. This should not be allowed to exclude
involvement in applied research anetechnology
utilization.

3. Continued trong support should be given to the means
of nhancing applied research and technology utili-
zation.

4. NSF should continue strong efforts to collect infor-
mation, to attempt synthesis and interpretation, and

' to advise on policy wherever science is relevant to
the general welfare.

IV. The Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology
has identified 13 principal questions and issues that
it expects to consider. The Ad Hoc Committe add
these as five major topics.

SN
The Ad Hoc Committee intends to continue its deliberations
and will forward the Nesults of those deliberations when they
are available.

001fritide-...//
W. N. Hubbard,

Chairman
Ad Hoc Committee on NSF ACt Review

Attachment:
N5B/C-79-82, Revision 3

CS:211:21

563
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APPENDIX G

NSF CIRCULAR 107, SUBJECT: PROCESSING RECOM-
MENDATIONS AND SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS RE-
WIRING NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD APPROVAL OR
REVIEW

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Mkt of ilre Orin-tor

WaAingtea, D C ZEDO

NSF CIRCULAR NO. 107
(Revision No. 2)

GRANTS AND CONTRArTS October I, 1977

Subject: Proessolog RoommendatIons and Special interest items Requiring National Science Board Approsal
or Review

I. Purpose. This Circular sets Forth the policy and
procedures governing the preparation and review of I)
recommendations for proposed new programs,
policies, or awards requiring National Science Board
(NSB) approval; and 2) special interest items sub-
mitted to the NSB for information purposes.

2. Cams Nadas. This Circular cancels NSF Circular
No. 107, Revision No. 1, dated February L, 1973;0/D
70-20 dated June 22,1970;01D 75..57 dated December
19, 1975; 0/D 76-7 dated February 6, 1976; 0/13 76-20
dated April 2, 1976; and 0/D 76-21 dated May 24,
1976.

3. Requirements.
a. Approve Items. Pursuant to the National

Science Foundation Act of 1950 (42 U.S.C. 1164; Sec.
5) -and the April 21, 1977 resolution of the NSB, the
fallowing must be submitted to tbe Board for approval
(even thpugh the NSF funding action includes monies
transferred from other Federal agencies);

(1) Proposed plans for a new program as well as
tbe final program plans;

(2) Proposed awards initiated under any new
program, until such time as the Board has authorized
application to such program of its general delegation
to the Director;

(3) A policy issue that has not previously been
resolved by the Board or a proposed change in a policy
previously approved by the Board:

(4) Requests for Proposals (RFP's) as well as
solicitations and other announcements where awards
are expected to require Board approval. These must be
submitted ;,to the NSB prior to their release to
propmers in accordance with the NSB resolution
contained in Agenda Item 6 of the Approved Minutes
of the 151th Meeting of the National Science Board
(NSB-73-251).

(5) LA singk award commitment of $500,000 or
more for a period stf 12 consecutive months.

ii. An actual or eventual anticipated total
project commitment of $2 million or more.

In determining whether the commitments
invoived exceed the $2 million cumulative limit or the
$500,000 annual limit, following an initial award (any
standard grant, continuing grant, cooperative agree-
ment, contract, or other arrangement), every ad-
ditional award should be added to the initial award if

(a) the successive award is made to the same
principal investigator, and

(b) the award is based upon the external peer
review of the earlier award rather than a new peer
review.

Otherwise, each r.:,vard will be counted
separately.

Once the Board has approved a total sward
commitment of $2 million, Board approval is only
necessary when .additional funding again reaches $2
million. Awards must be submitted for Board approval
under this criterion as soon as program staff anticipate
that the total ultimately committed is likely to exceed
$2 million.

(6) A .s.pordinated_nrotram or scientific
research composed of a number of individual projects
that collectively are expected to exceed the $500,000
annual limit or a total award commitment of $2,000,-
000.

b. Special Intern: Items. As requested by the
Board, any items considered to be of "special interest"
should be submitted to the Board for information
purposes. These include:

(I) Any single award of over $400.000 that has
not otherwise been submitted to the Board for review.

(2) Any project that has received S1,000.0011nr
more in NSF support over a 5-year period that has not
otherwise been submitted to the Board for review.

(3) Any award that may be considered highly
unusual or aisnilicapt, potentially controyemial. or
otherwise considered to be of special interest by the
staff or the Board.

(4) Special program reports, program reviews,
plans or other information requested by either the

5 8
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assembled Board or NSB Committees for official
Presentation to the Board.

Numbers (I) and (2) above may be reported to
the NSB after the awards have been made; however,
judgment and discretion should be used in deciding
whether to report items described in (3) above pnor to
or aftec the award has been made.

4. Scheduling. The NSB Office issues Staff
Memoranda entitled "Deadline Dates for National
Science Board Meetings" to provide a schedule of due
dates for the submission of reCommended actions to
the Board. Cognizant offices are responsible fOr the
preparation of the necessary documents and the
completion of both external peer and internal
directorate reviews in time to meet the stated due dates.

As a general rule, the following dates can be used for
planning purposes. However, the dates contained in
the above-mentioned Memoranda should be consulted
for accurate deadlines.

Receipt by the cognizant
Assistant Director

files of 7th week before
week of Programs Committee
meeting

Receipt in the Division of
Grants and Contract, ID(iC)

Toes, of 6th week before week
of Program, Committee meeting

Receipt in Office of Director
of items for inclusion on
Agenda

Tues. of 5th week before week
of Program, Committee meeting

Receipt by Executive Secretary, .

Director', Action ReViesk Board

Mon. of 4th week before week
of Program, ( ommittec meeting

Receipt by Executive Secretary,

Mon. of 3rd week hefore week
of Programs Committee meeting

5 Procedures for Submitting Proposed
Programs or Policy Recommendations for
Approval.

a. General. No press release or other public
announcement of a new program should be made until

New
NSB

2

the new program has been specifically approved by the
Board. No final action should be taken on grants.
contracts, or other arrangements relating to a new
program until the Board hasgiven itsspecificapprosal
to the action or has approved the program and
authorized the application to it of the Director's
general authority to approve such transactions.

b. Planning and Coordination. The office having
cognizance for implementation of a new program or
policy is responsible for ensuring that the necessary
preliminary planning and coordination are completed
before the matter is submitted for Board approval.
Plain for implementing the new program or policy
should bc developed in conjunction with interested
NSF components and other Federal offices, as

appropriate, in order to facilitate obtaining the
necessary subsequent concurrences. Coordination
within NSF should be accomplished, as necessary,
with other Directorates, the Office of the General
Counsel, and the Office of Government and Public
Programs (GPP) as well as with the appropriate
Divisions of the Directorate for Administration.

c. Preparation and Documentation of Proposed
Program Package. The cognizant office is responsible
for preparing the documentation necessary for
submitting a new program or policy for Board
approval prior to implementation. The following
documents are to be prepared:

(I) A Director's transmittal memorandum to
the National Science Board, appropriate to the
situation, in original and 14 copies, including the
following resolution:

RESOLVED, that the National Science
Board approves the Program
and the general guidelines for its manage-
ment as submitted to the Board. and
authorizes the initiation of the program.

The transmittal memorandum should contain a
complete description of the program or policy.
del ining its principal thrust and presenting a develop-
ment of the plans and general guidelines proposed for
its management, anticipated annual budget, expected
duration of the program, and a list of other programs
that will be encompassed or phased out by this new
program. If a new program consists of identifiable
suhelements, these should be identified along with the
estimated amounts of funding of each. If the new
program is to be supported by funds transferred from
other Federal agencies the source and amount should
be identified.

(2) NSF Form 10, "Clearance Sheet," and
(3) "NSB Approval Required" tag.
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Initial awards then must'bc submitted to the Board for
approval irrespective of the amounts involved. When it
is believed that a sufficient number of proposals have
been approved by the Board to define the general
character of the program. the Board may be requested
to authorize the application of the Director's general
authorization to approve grants to the new program.
The following resolution may be used at this stage:

RESOLVED, that the Board, having ap-
proved the general guidelines for the

Program and the general nature
of the proposals submitted to the Board,
lwreby authorizes the application to this
Program of the general authority of thc
Director, under the resolution approved by
the Board at its 11(9th meeting lin April 21-22,
1977. to take final action on grants. con-

tracts, or other arrangements without the
prior approval of the Board.
d. Review and Routing Sequence for Proposed

Program Transmittal Package. The transmittal
package for a new program or proposed action
requiring policy approval by the Board will be
forwarded for review by the initiating office in the
sequence outlined below. Upon completion of each
review stage, the responsible official will initial NSF
Form 10 to indicate concurrence.

I) Directorate Review. Each program
transmittal package will be routed for review and
approval via the Deputy Assistant Director and the
Directorate Action Review Board to the responsible
Auistant Director, within the same time frame
described in paragraph .4 above. Upon approval by thc
Assistant Director. copy of the transmittal memoran-
dum shall be tient to GPP. which may request the
program file if it desires more information.

(2) Office of Planning and Resources Manage-
ment.

(3) Division of (rants and Contracts. (DGC)
14) Assistant Director for Administration.

Organiration

xx

Secretary. NSB, for the assignment of an NSB
memorandum number. The entire package will then be
sent to DGC.

e. Processing and Diniosition of Proposed
Program Transmittal Package Material. DGC will
paginate the transmittal documents, reproduce the
required number of copies, and return the originals to
the initiating office.

f. Follow-up to Board Action. At such time as
Board approval is obtained nd after the NSB Office
has distributed the Board minutes reflecting the action
taken, the responsible office will attach a copy of the
appropriate portion of these minutes to the Program
Office copy of the program package for retention.

6. Procedures for Submitting Proposed Awards
Under Previously Approved Programs.

a. Preparation and Documentation of Proposed
Award Package. The following documents are to be
prepared by the responsible Program or Office before a
proposed award is forwarded for submission to the
Beard (other award documents should be prepared
after approval):

( I) A Director's transmittal memorandum
appropriate to the situation, in original and 14 copies,
including proposed resolution in one of the following
formats:

(a) Single Proposal.
RESOLVED, that the National Science
Board approves the making by the Director
at his discretion of a grant, contract, or other
arrangement to (institution) for "Tille"in an
amount not to exceed C under the
direction of Dr.(s) for
year(s).

(b) Several Proposals.
RESOLVED, that the National Science
Board approves the making by the Director
at his discretion of thc following grunts,
contracts. or other arrangements on the
terms set lorth below:

I nvestigator

xx

Title

XX

Duration

x yr.

(5) I he General Counsel.
(6) The Director's Action Review Board

(DARB).
(7) The Director.
(V) NSB Cffice. Following tbe Director's

approval the signed original of the proposed program
transmittal package is forwarded to the Executive

3

Amount not
to I semi

The transmittal memorandum also should include the
name of the originating Division or Office.

When a proposal is being transmitted for
resolution of policy questions, these should be sct forth
clearly in the memorandum.

(2) For each proposed award, an original and
14 copies of the completed "NSB Approval Package"
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(Addendum No. I) attached to the original and copies
of the transmittal memorandum, The Program Award
Recommendation section of the "NSB Approval
Package" should identify the source and amount of
funds transferred from other Federal agencies in
support of the proposed project. In those cases where a
program will have a large number of similar or
identical initial awards, a n appropriate sam pling of the
awards will be prepared and submitted in accordance
with the provisions of paragraphs Eta. and b.

(3) Fourteen (14) copies of each verbatim
review received on the proposal with reviewer name,
institution, discipline and either the date the review
was requested or received. These must be provided to
the Executive Secretary of the Programs Committee
concurrent with the routing of the NSB case to DGC.

(4) NSB Form 10, "Clearance Sheet." and
(5) "NSB Approval Required" tag.
The applicable program folder should be

forwarded as indicated in paragraph 6.b. below, with
the related documents enumerated above. The Pro-
gram folders that accompany the transmittal
memorandum should contain reviews of the proposal
and otherwise be as complete as practicable.

b. Review Action and liouting Sequence for
Proposed Awards. Each proposed award prepared for
submission to the Board should undergo review in the
manner outlinad below. Upon completion of each
review stage. the responsible official will initial NSF
Form 10 to indicate approval. It is the responsibility of
each office to see that the proposed award package is
provided to the next office in the routing sequence.

(I) Directorate Review. Proposed awards will
be routed for review and approval via the Deputy
Assistant Director and the Directorate Action Review
Board to the responsible Assistant Director. Upon
approVal of a proposed award by the Assistant
Director, a copy of the transmittal memorandum and
the "NSB Approval Package" shall be sent to GPP.
which may request the program file if it desires more
information.

(2) Division of Grams and Contracts. Direc-
torate action should be completed so that proposed
awards reach DGC as soon as possible but, in any
event, not later than the da te specified in the applicable
NSF Staff Memorandum (normally sct at 6 weeks
prior to the Board Meetings).

(3) Assistant Director for Administration,
(4) General Counsel
(5) Director's Action Review Board.
(6) Director.
(7) NS B Office. Following the Director's

approval, the signed original of the transmittal

4

memorandum and accompanying documents are
forwarded to the Executive Secretary, NSB, for the
assignment of an NSB memorandum number. The
NSB Office will then send the package to DGC.

c. Processing and Disposition of Proposed Award
Package Material. DGC will paginate the transmittal
documents and reproduce the required number of
copies. The originah will be returned to the initiating
office along with the proposed award folder and six
primed copies of the transmittal documents.

d. Activation of Board Approved Awards. After
approval by the Board (and at such times as activation
is required), the cognizant Program Office will reroute
the folder through the normal approval channels
(including DGC) in accordance with NSF Circular
No. 76 or NSF Circular No. 89, as appropriate. in
order that an actual award may be made. The
responsible Division Director/Office Head will mark
box I6A (NSB Approval) on NSF Form 780,
"Recommend and Award Data Form" and initial the
appropriate block of NSF Form 67 to indicate Board
approval.

c. Supplements to Board-Approved Awards.
Unless otherwise stated in the specific award resolu-
tion, supplements not to exceed 10 percent of the
Board approved amount may be made without further
Board approval.

7. Procedures for Submhting Special Interest Items
to NSR.

a. Documentation of Special Interest Items.
Spccial interest items covered by paragraphs 3,b.(I)
and 3.b.(2) will be identified by DGC when they are
processed for awards. The information required in
paragraph 7.a.(2) below will be reproduced from the
award jackets and routinely referred to the National
Science Board. The cognizant Assistant Director is
responsible for ensuring that special interest items
spccifitx1 in 3.b.(3) and 3.b.(4) are forwarded to the
Board with the following documentation:

( 1) A cover shca stating the reason(s) a
particular item is considered to be of special interest to
the NSB. This memorandum should also identify the
source and amount of funds transferred from other
Federal agencies in support of the proposed project.

(2) For each proposed or actual award, a copy
of the Project Summary(Form 4), the Program Award
Recommendation (Form 9), the Research Grant
Budget Worksheet (Form 1030, or equivalent) and
other appropriate information.

(3) A "Special Interest National Science Board"
tag.

(4) NSF Form 10 "Clearance Sheet."



b. Routing Sequenn for Special interest Items
Specifwd in 3.1(3) and 3.b.(4). Each special interest
item should follow the routing sequence outlined
below; each office should indicate its approval by
initialing the Form 10.

(I) Directorate Review. All special interest
items will be rooted for review and approval through
Bonnet Directorate channels, including the Action
Review Board.

(2) Division of Grams and Contracts. Direc-
torate action should be completed so that the special
interest items ranch DGC by the date stated in the
monthly Staff Memorandum entitled "Deadline Dates
for National Science Board Meetings."

(3),Assistant Director for Administration.
(4) General Counsel.
(5) Director's Action Review Board. Properly

documented items should be received by the Executive
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Secretary of the DARB at least 4 weeks prior to
scheduled NSB meetings to permit adequate review
and evaluation.

(6) Director.
(7) NSI Office. Following the Director's

approval, the NSB Office will prepare one transmittal
memorandum for the Director's signature, covering all
special interest items to be reported at the next NSB
meeting. The NSB Office will paginate the materials,
reproduce the required number of copies.

KI:14,A C.

Mk

Richard C. Atkinson
Director
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APPENDIX H

SELECTED STATEMENTS FROM JUNE LONG-RANGE
PLANNING MEETINGS (1975-1980)

SELECTED STATEMENTS PROM JUNE LONG-RANGE PLANNING MEETINGS (1975 to 1980)

Note: Other statements are included as appropriate in
other sections of the Appendix.

APPENDIX G

NSB/C-75-15
TLimited
Distrihution)

U-CUARY OF DISCUSSIONS AT THE MEETINGS OF TASK FORCE 75-B
June 18-20, 1975

I,sue: Are our institutional arrangements for basic and
Wailed research adequate to meet our present and future
national needs for science and technology? With respect to
university-based research, is there a need for new organiza-
tional arrangements which might more effectively meet national

needs? Should organizational alternatives to disciplinary-based
research within the university be considered?

Task Force 75-B devoted the first hour and one-half of
its discussion to serving as an advisory group to the
staff task force established by the Director (at the
recommendation of'the Board) to undertake a study of
problems affecting the ability of university departments
to conduct basic research. A draft questionnaire was
revie%ed and the extent of coverage of university
d-Tartm,nts, in the biological end social sciences in
particular, was discussed.

Task Force 75-B then turned its attention to discussion
of alternative institutional arrangements for basic and
applied regearch, beginning with an effort to try to under-
stand the problems that call for alternatives to the presen
arrangements. Two major problems were itientified: declini;

enrollments and declining support. 4

Data indicate that university enrollments4are rising
at a deClining rate and maY eventually level off or
even decline. Increased participation by groups now
underrepresented (minorities and women) would be
largely only compensatory and would in any case
eventually hit a predictable ceiling.

Historically, the level of research effort has been
closely coupled with overall enrollments in colleges
and universities. The primary impact of a steady
state of enrollment is upon the size of science
faculties and the number of graduate students.
The impact of a level graduate student enrollment
is threefold:

a.

(1) The number of potential science teachers
becomes a constant,

(2) The ndhber of scientific,investigators levels
off, and

(3) Because of the role of graduate students in
research, their contribution to new knowledge
becomes a constant.

Underlying these concerns is the basic assumption,
relatively unexamined by the task force at this
time, that the Nation needs a steadily increasing
level of effort in science. Less sympathetic
audiences would examine this assumption vigorously,
and more attention must2be given to it.

0 9
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The first problem was thus formulated as that of
finding solutions to the problem of decoupling the
level of scientific effort in universities from
enrollment. Alternatives with some prospect for
doing so were sought.

b. The task force also examined data revealing the
declining level of support, measured in constant
dollars, for research in universities. Therefore,
the task force Was also seeking alternatives that
would maximize the return on current dollars for
research.

3. Despite an incomplete understanding of the problem of
maintaining a proper level of growth in the basic and applied
research effort in universities, the trisk force turned
to discussion of alternative arrangements, in the belief
that a thorough discussion of alternatives would increase
understanding of the pnoblems.

The list of alternatives was as follows:

a. Increase the concentration of NSF funds into a
select number of high performance research
universities.

b. Establish or reestablish research institutes in
connection with universities. Examples include
Lincoln Laboratory (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (California
Institute of Technology), and Willow Run Laboratory
(University of Michigan).-

c. Seek means for improving the relationship between
universities and Federally sponsored laboratories.
This might include merging these laboratories into
a structure.

d. Increase the Federal funding of such mechanisms as
postdoctoral fellowships, research professorships,
and career profedSorships.

It is recognized that these are not basically new
alternatives but with new featuresa new rationale
that they might earn increased support, or deserve
a greater allocation from existing funds. For
example, there ight be a program of career
professorships for scientists, age 55-65, with the
understanding that the university would use the
released money to hire assistant professors.

e. Increase the use of block funding and/or institutional
grants. (The coherent grant mechanism is a subclass
of these funding mechanisms.)

f. Develop tax incentives to encourage industry to
conduct its basic and applied research in the
university context.

g. Reexamine the possibility of profit-making activities,
in universities.

4. The task force then turned to w7raination of the first
two alternatives in detail.

a. Increased channeling of FSF funds into high
performance universitieo: a research university
program.

This idea was examin.-.:: first for a variety of
reasons. It is conidered frequently but is
rarely pursued in d pth, in part for political
reasons. In a per;,d of retrenchment (steady
state), however, t.-3 policy of highly selective
allocation of tut-0i to agenciem or entities of
best performance s one pursud by universities
and other instit::tions. It deserves study by
the National Sv.Jnce Foundation.
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A special prof 'am for high-performance universities
(the "inner c 2cle") should have the following
properties minimum:

(1) The system of initial selection must be fair
and equitable. The criteria for selection
must be sensible and as objective as possible.

(2) The initial selections must be subjected to
credible periodic review.

(3) There must be possibility of moving into
(and out of) the inner circle.

(4) There must be incentives for other sources of
support (the state, private philanthrop7, etc.)
to assist in the "moving" process, and there
should be disincentives to the withdrawal of
support for those in the inner circle.

(5) The entire system of science support must
continue to include programs tor the support
of science outside the inner circle.

(6) The inner circle institution must continue to be

heavily dependent on other support programs of
NSF, National Institutes of Health, etc.

The discussion of the selection process WAS
incomplete, but there was general agreement that it

must rely fundamentally on some index of success in
national competition for grants over a period of

time for a significant number of faculty members

over a significant number of departments.

Even after ap institution entered the competition

for the select circle, final selection would depend

upon the plan developed by the university for the

use of an institutional grant. The university and
the Foundation would agree on broad categories of

use,'and considerable direction would be given to

the university. The university would be accountable
in terms of the standards or goals agreed upon in

advance. Periodic reviews (five years) would be

conducted.

During discussion, some concerns emerged. First,

it was agreed that the research universities program

should be designed to avoid the pitfalls of the

Science Development Programs. Second, the task

torce had trouble establishing the
unique needs of

the probable inner circle universities.

The task force discussed a draft paper prepared by

one member on the research universities program.
The objective,of the proposed program would be:

To help create, as national assets, the ten

greatest science-based research universities

in the world.

The point of view of the program would be:

To build greatness on established Strength
coupled with proven performance; to provide
significantly more funds on a sustained basis

to small and carefully selected group of

universities and delegate control and discre-
tion over the use of these funds to the

university management.

Methodology for the program and anticipated problems

were discussed. The proposed program will be further

defined and circulated to task force members for
continued consideration in the fall.

5 6
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b. The second alternative considered in detail by the
task force was the establishment (or reestablishment)
of research institutes in connection with universities.

In considering means for a partial decoupli6 of
research from gradukte edpcation, the single-
disciplinary researchAnstitute, associated with a
university, provides uniqu advantages. It mould
permit thestrengthening of research at the
university without an associated increase in the
graduate and undergraduate student body. The close
association of a research institute with a university
which is already strong in a given discipline or in
a group of related disciplines generates advantages
for both the institute and the university. The
presence of the institute should strengthen the
graduate educational function of the university, and
the interactions betwen the two institutions should
strengthen the research of both.

The discussion considered types of appointment at
uch institutes, including problems of comparison
with university appointment, and mechanisms for
operation of institutes.

A paper describing the proposed research institute
idea in detail, its advantages and dieadvantages,
and exploring the history ef certain failures will
be prepared and considered further at a subsequent
meeting of the task force.

5. Finally, the task force conlidored briefly an alternative
that it felt should be pursued, but not necessarily by
this group. It was proposed that program be designed
to facilitate planning for regional university centers
in various fields of science at the graduate level. A
paper will be prepared describing the problem and steps
that the National Science Foundation might take to
facilitate solving it.

Mary L. Parramore
rxecutive Secretary

Task Force 75-B

August 6, 1975

Approved by Task Force Chairman
on July 21, 1975

DRAFT
APPENDIX H

NSB/C-75-16
(Limited
Distribution)

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS AT THE MEETINGS OF TASK FORCE 75-C
June 18-20, 1975

Issue: How successfully have the management structure,
lihilophy, and practice of the NSF adapted to changes in
its scientific, political, and organizational nvironment?
What changes are needed, if any, to improve its ability to
respond effectively to this new nvironment?

Task Force Assignment

Particular attention was to be given to:
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1. Peer review and grant award decision-making process;

2. Program planning and priority setting;

3. Public and congressional relations; and

4. Geographic distribution of grants.

Task Force 75-C's assignment was to examine All parts of the
above issues and to arrive at a set of views, recommendations,
and policy options which the National Science Board might use
to reaffirm, modify, or chan e existing policies and practices

on the issues u

Bac nd

Early in 1975 the Pra-rir.:111:and Policy Committee of the
identified a number of issues which were candidates for majo
attention by the Board. Among those which.seemed most urgent
and timely were the issues selected for Board study at its

June 1975 long range planning meeting. The one which was
rCe

for a number of reasons: experience of the Federal Government
and the academie community with recently strengthened public
disclosure laws; desire for more openness in Federal decision
making; and, finally, recent criticisms of the Foundation's
grant award decision making processes and peer review in
particular. The importance of this issue Was further
emphasized hy criticisms sparked by "frivolous" grant titles

and "Man: A Course of Study."

Working Papers

The task force was given written descriptions (NSB/C-75-11
included in NSB-75-206) of the various peer review processes
uF:e.d by the Foundation along with a 'staff paper that
suMmarized the mail review processes and called attention
to a number of issues..

Task Force Approach

The task force considered that the peer review component of
the issue was of the 'most immediate concern far the reasons
noted above and determined that it would examine the peer
review issue in the context of what is hest for the Nation
and U.S. science in the long term. No attempt would he made
to defend any particular process or procedure; the task force
would consider each process independently and objectively.
Major concerns of the task force were the question of fairness
to the principal investigator and a system that would he
objective and equitable to all parties.

The task force identified the following six major peer review
and evaluation suhissues:

1. Confidentiality--The reasons for and against.

2. Selection of peer reviewers--How are they selected
and hy whom? What criteria are used in the selection
process? What are the implications?

3. Internal management controlAre NSF programs and
projets subjected to effective independent program
audits?

4. Concentration--Are reviewers and grantees concentrated
in certain prestigious institutions? Is there a
correlation between reviewers and grantee institutions?

5. Feedhsck--What information is given to successful
and unsuccessful proposers or other persons st the
institutions? ShoUld more information,be provided,
including verbatim copies of the peer reviews,
verbatim signed copies, ete.q

6. Discrimination power of the processIs the peer
review process really selecting the most meritorious
research for support?
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Pros and Cons

Task Force 75-C read detailed statements provided by the senior
SSP staff on how the varion3 peer review systems work within
the Foundation's grant award decision making process. It also
listened to thorough and detailed explanation by the Assistant
Director for Research of the decision making process used in the
research area with emphasis on peer review. These discussions
nere buttressed by knowledge provided by task force pembers and
by NSF staff from the Education and Research Applications
Directorates.

Some of the major points covered along with the views of the
task force follow:

1. Confidentiality

Confidentiality of peer reviewer names and comments is a
keystone in the current peer review system, and some
persons feel that confidentiality ensures a higher quality
of review. Without confidentiality, it is.argued that
peer reviewers would not be candid in their comments on
proposals. Proponents of confidentiality also contend
that reviewers might refuse to participste in a system
where they are identified with their comments.

Task Force View

In the environment of openness now existing in academia
As Well ns in the Federal Government, the task force feels
that it was a particularly opportune time to reconsider
the Foundation's practices. The task force believes that
U.S. scientists can he relied upon to speak candidly on
matters of scientific merit in an open process. Scientists
already do it in many areas, and it has not been proven
that openness would necessarily result in bland reviews.
Evidence shows that some reviewers currently submit
reviews that are directed toward personalities and other
extraneous factors rather than the substance of the pro-
posal itself. All things considered, Task Force 75-C
feels that total openness would hest ensure that
responsihle reviews are provided. Openness would.
require that the reviewer make a valid and defenEible
case.

With respect to the allegation that reviewers might refuse
to participate, the task force believes that the majority
of scientists will participate once they understand the
ground rules. While there may be a period of adjustment,
there are many reasons why their continued participation
can he expected. Thus, in the task forc's view, the
claim that U.S. scientists cannbt he relied upon to
speak candidly except in a confidential System or that
they might refuse to participate is thought to he more
myth thin fact. The task force is convin ed that, if
the system were opened up, it would recalibrate itself
and that a higher level of responsibility and validity
would result.

2. Vorkload

Another point made was that,if the system were totally
open with reviewers names provicleg to principal
investigators, NSF program managers might Nycoa .
ngaged in lengthy exchanges of correspondence and
discussions with disgruntled investigator.. It was
contended that this would overtax the system with
incressed workload. It was also suggested that program
managers would be required to offer an extensive defense
of their decisions.

Task Force View

Task Forc 75-C learned that many, if not most, NSF
program managers sre already required to write a brief
rationale for their decisions. The task force view was

. _
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that such information should be developed,and made
available to the principal investigator in any ease, and
that, if verbatim peer reviews are made available to the
proposers, the workload should be somewhat reduced
bdcause program managers would no longer be required to
spend time extracting and paraphrasing reviews.

3. Selection of Reviewers

The present system is based on the premise that program
managers are most qualified to determine who the peer '

reviewer for a project proposal should be. They do this

in number of ways including their personal knowledge,
from references contained in the grant proposal itself,
from colleagues whc have knowledge of capable people in
the field, and so on.' Program managers are professionally
competent and should be trusted to administer their programs
objectively.

Task Force View

Task Force 75-C was greatly concerned about the methods
used in the selectiOn of peer reviewers. After examinink

the basis on which peer reviewers are selected, the task

force concluded that there is.a need to strengthen the
selection process. .The National Science Board, in the

task force's view, should work towards the establishment

of criteria for the selection of reviewers to ensure the
participation of a broader base of eipertise from science

institutions in all parts of the Nation.

Task Force 75-C plans to devote more attention to this

issue at its September meeting.

4. Program Officer's Responsibility and Authority.

It was stated that an open system might diminish the ,

program officer's role and responsibility since he might
be expected to follow the conSensus of the reviewers'

commtants.

Teak Force View

Task Fore& 75--C emphasized that it recognized that peer

reviews arb only one input into the decision making process.

The program officers are responsible for making the

award decision recommendation based en all relevant
considerations including the comments of the pear

reviewers, geographic distribution, and Other factors.

The task force does nOt believe that the program
officer's role would change in an open system.

Public and Congressional Relations and Geographic Distribution

Those item:: arc considered unfinished
business by Task Force

75-C and will be addressed further at its meeting in September.

Summary

Task Force 75-C concluded that, all things considered, an open

society is better than a closed one and that openness in the

peer review process is much more consistent with our philosophy

of government than is a policy of confidentiality. Altqcnigh .

there is likely to be some transient effects oq quality

because of the changes that would occur in the khort term,

tho system would recalibrate and adjuSt to the new envyronment.

FuTther, the task force recognized7that for a variety Of

reasons the move towards openness in the handling of peer ,

reviewers' comments might have to be done oka phased basis.

Task Force 75-C agreed on a resolution reflecting the above

views for presentation to the Board.

Syl EcNinch, Jr.
Zaecutivt Secretary.,
Task Force 75-C
August 6, 1975

ES:174:38
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APPENDIX C

REPORT OF TASK FORCE 76-A
ON NSB/NSF LONG-RANGE PLANNINO

AS APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
- AT ITS 182ND MEETING

June 18, 1976

Issue 76-A
r

Task Force 78-A addressed the question: How should the policy
formulation obligation of the National Science Board be linked
with the long-range planning procedures of the National Science
Foundation? 1

Summary of Actions and Recommendations of Task force 78-A

1. The Task Force consideredto he a good idea & staff
suggestion for an annual Planning Enitirommint Document (PED).
Tbe Task Force recommends six action items to the,Board:

st. The Noard should establish and annually update a
Planning Environment Document.

h. The Board shoubi restructure its June meeting to-
, allow for thorough fleisw of the TIED aed adoption of
policy/information guidelines based on this review for
action on the fall long-range planning stimats (LRPE)
as well as other special analyses.

c. The Planning and Policy Committee should take
responsibility for working with the taff in preparing
and presenting the PID at the June Boarddwitetisg.

d. The Committee on Budget should conSider reexamining
priority considerations, based on the results of the June
Board meeting, with immediate priorities integrated into
the summer and fall budget.preparation and with deferred
program priorities integrated into the fall preporation
of the LAP!.

e. An opportunity should he provided during the June
Board meeting for the Plannibg and Policy Committee and
the Committee on Budget to meet jointly to review the
results of the Board discussion of and actions/guidelines
on the PED.

f. The Programs Committee should consider scheduling
its reviews to provide timely information on the status
of programs for input to the discussion of the PED at
the Jun* Board meeting.

2. In order to provide further guidance to the staff a more
detailed presentation of the structure and type of information
to be included in the PED will he developed as an addendum to
this report.

3. More deliberate involvement and interaction are desirable
between the staff and the Planning and Policy Committee in the
preparation of the PED. Such exchanges might he facilitated
by a spring retreat involving staff and membrs of the Planning
and Policy Committee.

4. With regard to the responsibility of the National Science
Board for formulating and'implementing policy, the Task Force
recommends that:

a. The directorates provide the Planning and Policy
Committee with a list of the significant policies under
which they operate, indicating thbee having cleir NSB
guidance and those for wbich they would like NEB
clarification and policy guidance;
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b. 'These lists be reviewed by the Planning and Policy
Committee and, where further guidance is required,
submitted to the Board with recommendations /or action;

o. The Planntng and Policy Committee bs charged with
developing a list of broader policy concerns, such as
those identified in "The National Science Foundation--
,Board and Director" (NSB-76-199, prepared by*Mr. William Ji

Hoff, forMer NSF General Counsel), .for possible NSB comment
and action;

d. The results of these activities and BBB actions be

appropriately listed and indexed in a Policy Compendium
for periodic review and updating by the National Science

Board.

REPORT OF TASK FORCE 77-B

Status of Science

APPENPIK B

June 24, 1977

Tonic Force A considered the
material produced to review the

status of science as perceived by NSF staff. The Task Force

generally approVed of the effort and found the information

to be uneful to the Board in providing a coherent overview .

of the assumptions underlying NSF long-range planning.

1. It is recommended that the status of science

section he produced annually as background material

for June Board meetings.

2. /t is further recommended that information in
future reviews be improved according to the
instructions listed in Attachment I.

3. It is also recommended that the production and

use of this review be coordinated by NSF staff

to complement and fit into the schedule of
long-range planning and budgeting of the Foundation.

The purpose of the status of science reviews is to provide

the contextual backgrbund
of assumptions surrounding the

long-range budget planning of the Foundation. Generally,

the substantive material on
the directions of the fields of

science should emphasize the
excitement of research, current

and potential, in these fields.

1. In doing so, it should also emphasize reasons of

'timeliness in certain sppcial re.;earch opportunities;

and the facilities,
instrumentation, or special

funding efforts required to encourage the pursuit

.of these.

2. It should also entimate and emphasize the flexibility

in budgetary plannini) to be responsive to new

directions in the'fieldn of science (as these way

arise, perceived from within the scientific

community):

3. Whore current and potential
developments in a field

can be seen as having extrinsic importance outside

the field, such important
relationships should be

noted.

In reviewing the status of science material this June, the Task

Fetce also identified several
important issue areas which should

be considered for review by the Board next June. Attachment II

lists these areas, along with the issues carried over from

this last year.

It is recommended that these
issues be considered by the

Planning and Policy Committee as possible candidate issues

for the next planOng environment
review in 1977-1979. 193:27
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Attachment I

REPORT OF TASK FORCE 77-A

Imorovement and Additions to Status of Science Reviews Uodates
as Aopendices for Future June Meetings

(Trend data wherever possible instead of tables)

1. General purpose in summaries (and appendices to summaries)
is to identify the excitement of current research as well
as future science opportunities.

a. Cipand discussion of research opportanities.
b. Include key material from advisory oversight committee

reports.

2. Improve discussionof facilities and instrumentation needs.

3. Show Materials Research Laboratories and similar laboratory
and center support as separate from general project support
by location, level of suppOrt and specialization, number
of years of support provided, and present length of
commitment.

4. Show young investigator support as separate from support
provided established investigators.

5. Articunte inflationary impacts, where possible.

6. Improve description of other Federal agencies' directions
and levels of support in each field, where possible.

7. Add industrial directions and levels of supporf in each
field, where possible.

8. Improve time trends on career data on Ph.D.'s (enrollment,
production, employment, tenure, and movement).

9. Articulate present and potentially exciting relations
between disciplines or fields.

10. Improve the information about fund flexibility.

11. Include international context descriptions, where missing.
Write-ups should include cooperative as well as competitive
relationships.

12. An example or case study per division is desirable where
excitement or issues can be thus expressed or illustrated.

13. In addition to the above improvements, it is recommended that
a science policy environment review be prepared which includes
more than the Federal institutional context. It should include:

a. Substantive policy areas (e.g., energy policy)/
b. State and local governments, 193:28
c. Industrial policy.

Attachment II

REPORT OF TASK FORCE 77-A

Future Policy Issues

I. Institutional Issues

A. Examine the ability of universities to maintain research
capabilities.

80-976 0 - 83 - 39
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1. Reduction of paperwork by grantees (accountability
impeding innovation.X.

2. Overhead costs.

3. Manpower problems and alternative strategies
(e.g., institutes, leaves, career change).

4. Interactions be&een other sources of support
and functions (e.g., industrial support,
educational support, state support, etc.).

5. Focus support on a limited number of universities.

B. Shared research facilities.

1. iihere do these exist and future opportunities?

2. Preservation and consolidation of older collections.

3. Management problems of participation and renewal.

C. Inter-institutional cooperation among government:
industry and universities. a

II. Nsr role in industrial basic reseau:h (incentives and
disincentives).

I/I. NSF rOle in assisting state and local goxernmente 4search
needs.

IV. Managemnt of NSF at two billion dollar level.

V. Further crosscut studies, e.g., renewable resOurces.

V/. Appropriate roles of NSF in international science.

193:29

APPENDIX C

June 1977

REPORT OF TASK FORCE 77-8

Patterns of Decision-Making for Science

The major points listed below were made during the deliberations
of Task Force 77-B. They were seen as general observations and
suggestions pertaining to the impending implementation of the Zero
Base Budgeting (ZBB) format for budgetary decision-making.

1. The original concern of Task Force 77-B was to study the
degree to which scientific priorities are being set from
outside the scientific community.

2. A set of case studies of decision-making in NSF was
developed to illustrate a range of instances of priorities.
deriving from inside (bottom up) and outside (top down)
the scientific community.

3. The Task Force chose to set its discussion in the context
of the ZBB decision format. It utilized the case materials
to examine how the variety of influences in the total play
of decision-making fits the framework of Z8B.

4. For purposes of discussion the decision units involving the
programs, divisions, and directorates are defined as
*bottom up". The ranking criteria used by the Director
are considered to be 'top down".

6 0
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5. It is suggested that the ranking criteria for these decision
units should be developed and made specific for review and
comment by the Directorate Advisory Committees. The
objective is to obtain review and advice 0, support of
developing valid ranking criteria from the Advisory
Committees.

6. The committees of the Board (Executive, Programs, and Budget)
should include in the ordaary conduct of their business,
Board policy concerns related to the establishment, of
objectives and description of ranking criteria. The NSB
as a whole, therefore, does not need to establish any new
mechanism for the implementation of ZBB.

7. The Executive Committee should set forth for the Board the
ranking criteria that have been used so that they can be
endorsed by the Board.

S. The set of ranking criteria used by the Director should be
comprehensive so as to represent all of the various mandates
and demands upon NSF.

9. The long list of specific criteria that will be developed
should be subsumed under a small number of comprehensive
headings. The Task Force discussed several such headings,
but concluded that a more extensive search by staff was
necessary.

10. The Board should review the Director's proposed ZBB
budget to the Office of Management and Budget.

11. The Task Force understands that not all of its suggestions
will be able to be implemented this year due to severe
time constraints.

12. In conclusion, it was the view of the Task Force that the
many criteria that properly influence the allocation
of resources to science will be clearly revealed through
the process of Zero Base Budgeting.

APPENDIX D

REPORT OF TASK FORCE 77-C

Historically, the primary constituency of the National Science
Foundation has been, and continues to be, academic and other
scientists and engineers, because these are the principal
performers of research and science education. However, the
Foundation has had a variety of interactions with other
constituencies, and the Task Force recognizes the need for
even broader involvement with society and its various publics.
Therefore, the Task Force recommends that,

1. The National Science Board welcome the appointment
of *nonscience or public" Members to the Board
based on the following criteria: the nominees
should be persons'eminent and knowledgeable in
public affairs, who have not been practicing
scientists, but who have demonstrated involvement
Or interest in science and technology.

2. The National Science Board establish a Board committee
on science and society to monitor and make
recommendations with respect to Foundation programs
and activities, existing and proposed, as they
relate to the interface between science and society.
Pursuant to this recommendation, the following three
items are considered primary:

a. A review of the Foundation's public information
mechanisms and proc eeeee oriented to the
general public regarding developments in science.
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b. A consideration of whether the Foundation-has
available to it a systematic, regularised
means of determining the perceptions and needs
of existing and potential constituencies, and
to make appropriate recommendations.

c. A cataloging, description, and ssssssssss of
the involvement of nonscience publics in NSF's
programs and activities, both formal and informal.

June 24, 1977

rum REPORTS OF TASK FORCES

a. Task Force 78-A J

Or. Hubbard, Chairman,
presented the report of Task Force

78-A which recommended that two statements be developed:

(1) of agency purpose and
responsibility which embodies

the exclusive franchise of the NSF within the Federal

Government to foster and support
research creativity and

training in the Nation; and (2) of agency goals under-

standable to OMII, the Congress, and the public for use

by NSF in the budgetary/decision process.

199:14

The Task Force proposed
the following general statements

of the NSF objective:

The fundamental purpose of the National Science
Foundation is to benefit the general welfare by

fostering and sustaining the capacity for creativity

in both.the pursuit of
scientific understanding and

the generation of new scientists.

This fundamental purpose is enabled by:

(1) Supporting basic research in
the physical, mathematical,
engineering, biological, social,
and other scientific disciplines:

(2) Supporting selected applied sssss rch

that links and develops knowledge

in ways that enhance its usefulness:

(3) Providing the supporting services and
encouraging the institutional forms

that facilitate the above functions:

and

(4) Supporting selected activities to

improve the understanding of science

and its USe by all students and the

public.

The goals of the National
Science Foundation are as

follows:

(1) To pursue the highest quality in the Nation's

research capability:

(2! To foster greater returns to society of thie

national investment in eeeeeech:

6 0,6
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(3) To provide information regarding national
scientific and technological capabilities;
and

(4) To improve the effectiveness and responaiveness
of the National Science Foundation.

At the conclusion of the p;esentation, and after a brief
discussion, the Board Chairman called for a vote to accept
the report in principle. The Board then took the following
action:

199:15

NSBYEes-76-72 The Board unanimously AGREED
to accept in principle the
general statement of objectives
and goals propbsed by Task
Force 78-A with the understanding
that the Foundation's staff
will edit this statement prior
to a formal acceptance of the
statement by the Board.

b. Task'FOrce 78-C

Dr. Bisplinghoff, Chairman, presented the report of
Task Force 78-C which included a commendation to the
staff on the Status of Science document and suggested
that the staff:

(1) Properly qualify the Status of Science
document to indicate its restrictive nature
and its use for internal planning purposes
only;

(2) Hake certain improvements in the document,
including the incorporation of a Science
Education section; and

(3) Continue and expand the analysis of NSF
commitments, as presented on page C-5 of
Volume III.

The Task Force also offered two recommendations for the
Board's consideration:

(1) That the Board and staff review the present
procedures for considering major budget items
having open-ended large commitments with the view
of early warning and better control of such
long-term financial commitments; and

(2) That the Board encourage the authors of the
special papers inNoluse I, among whom are
Shapley and Phillips, Manners and Nason,
Kidd, and Hosher, to publish their papers in
the open literature, Such as Science, with
appropriate reference to NSBAWTF77---

At the conclusion of Dr. Bisplinghoff's pratentation, and
at the request of the Board Chairman, the Board took
the following action:

NSB/Res-78-73 The Board unanimouslyAGREED
to receive the report of Task
Force 78-C.

The Board then acted on recommendation (1) as follows:

6 07
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NSB/Res-76-74 The Board unanimously APPROVED
the recommendation of Task
Force 76-C that a review be
carried out of the present
procedures within the National
Science Foundation for considering
major budget items having
open-ended large commitments
with the view of early warning
and better control of such
long-term financial commitments.

Board action on recommendation (2) was as follows:

NSB/Res-78-75 The Board unanimously APPROVED
the recommendation of Task
Force 76-C that the National
Science Board encourage the
authors of the special papers
in Volum* I of the Planning
Environment Review document:,
among whom are Mr. Willis H. Shapley
and Mr. Don I. Phillips, Mr. George E.
Manners, Jr., and Mr. Howard Z.
Nason, Mr. Charles V. Kidd, and The
Honorable Charles A. Mosher, to
publish their papers in the open
literature, such as Science,
with appropriate reference to
the National Science Board and
the National Science Foundation.

The final report of Task Force 76-Ckis attached as Appendix C.

c. Task Force 76-B

Dr. Cobb, Chairman, presented the report from Task Force
78-B which is summarised below. The Board received the
report and agreed that it should be referred to the Planning
and Policy Committee for expeditious consideration.

The Task Force reviewed the context of NSF programs relevant

to the LDC's and found a need and desire for an expansion

of effort in this area. The Task Force recommended that:
(1) NSF undertake substantially enlarged programs of cooperative

research in areas of interest both to the U.S. and to the

LDC's; (2) NSF undertake a broad range of programs to

help build scientific infrastructure in the LDC's; (3) NSF
undertake additional studies of the role of science and

technology in the,development process; (4)ithe Director
seek the resources necessary for NSF to take a leading

role in this area.

In making her report, Dr. Cobb cited several general
philosophical recommendations from the Task Force: (1) the

focus of the programs under consideration should be for

.

tise periods measured in decades; (2) short-term political
considerations should be avoided; (3) the private sector
should be involved in the areas where it can make a

contribution; and (4) because regional efforts may often
allow a multiplier effect, they are to be preferred over

single country efforts, other things being equal.

In the discussion which followed Dr. Cobb's presentation,

Dr. Mueg 'again reiterated his earlier suggestion that the

Foundation consider the opportunities afforded by Title XII

of the Foreign Assistance Act, P.L. 94-161, in connection

, with any LDC effort.

It was urged that the Foundation take the initiative in
this area with the Congress and the White House without

delay:
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Dr. Mac Lane expiessed doubts about the multiplier
effect of regional efforts. This was responded to by
several historical examples of the success of such efforts.
Although the recommendations of the Task Force encompassed
a broad range of programs, the consensus was that the
Foundation should take the initiative and volunteer to
undertake those programs to which it can make an important
national contribution.

At the suggestion of the Chairman, the Board took the
following action:

NSB/Res-76-76 The Board unanimously AGREED
to receive the report of Task
Force 76-B with the understanding
that the Chairman will refer
it to the Ilanning and Policy
Committee for expeditious
consideration and action.

Dr. Cobb expressed her appreciation to the Task Force
members, to the NSF staff, and particularly to Dr. Shinn,
for their assistance.

The final report of Task Force 78-B is attached as Appendix A.

AGENDA ITEM 6: OTHER BUSINESS

a. Appreciation to Hosts

Dr. Mac Lane proposed a resolution of appreciation to
the NCAR for hosting the 199th Board Meeting.

NSB/Re8-78-77/A The Board unanimously ADOPTED
a resoluiion thanking the
National Center for Atmospheric
Research for hosting the 199th
Meeting of the National Science
Board, attached as Appendix B.

b. Eeception

On Thursday evening the Board hosted a reception for
UCAR Trustees, NCAR staff, and local dignitaries on the
Tree Plaza at NCAR.

!WA,L elias

Jane Orr
Assistant Executive Secretary

National Science Board

Attachments:
Appendix A--Task Force 78-B Report (N58-78-310)
Appendix B--Resolution of Appreciation to NCAR
Appendix c--Task Force 76-C Report

199:19
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APPENDIX A
(Attached to
NSR-78-294)

SSD -78 -310

REPORT OF TASR FORCE 78-0
The NSF Role in Science and Technology in the Developing_Countries

As Received by th National Science Board at its
199th Meeting on June 16, 1978

Ob ectives: To consider policy options and designs for
potential National Science Foundation (NSF)
program. of scientific cooperation with
the 1 sssss developed countries (LDC's).

Findings: Task Force 78-8 reviewed the context of NSF planning
with respect to science and technology in the LDC's
and found:

A. Clear evidence of Administration and
Congressional interest in greater use of
science and tectipology in development efforts.

1. PRM 33 will set overall science and
technology policy in this area. All
research and development (RsD) agencies
will be involved. Support for both

h and infrastructure development
is expected to be endorsed.

2. A new Science and Technology for Development
Foundation (STDF) is being proposed within
a rebuilt Agency for International
Development (AID). It will have a broad
mandate.

3. A larger coordinating role in the science
and technology (SST) area is expected to b.
given the Department of State in pending
legislation. NSF can expect requests
to assist in this function.

B. Other countries, both developed and less
developed, clearly want a larger U.S. role
in cooperative eeeeee ch, infrastructure
development generally, and especially science
policy development.

1. The Saudi Arabian program is an example.

2. Interest of-Greece and Israel xp
to Dr. Sarvey Averch on recent trip.

3. United Nations Conference on Science and
Technology for Development (U1C8TD)
derives mainly from such interest.

4. There im much interest in existing bilaterals.

C. NSF ham the capability to develop strong
programa in cooperative eeeee rch and
infrastructure building. It is recognized
that additional staff and funding will be
nec eeeee y, but NSF knows how to do both
twill's well. All thirTi neceiiary are
the resources and the commitment to do it.

D. The levl of effort in xisting mar programa
in the international area is inadequate to
meet the exp d interest and need.
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Recommendations:

Task Force 78-B considered these finding*, and
the options discussed in the staff paper
prepared for Issue B, and recommends the
following:

A. NSF should undertake substantially enlarged
programs of cooperative research with LDC's.
These programs in general would have the
following characteristics:

1. They would be genuinely cooperative
efforts, involving both scientists
and governments of the LDC's.

2. They would result, more often than not,
from LDC initiatives.

3. They would be problem oriented, and deal
with problems of interest to individual
LDC's or regional groupings.

4. They would usually be applied in nature,
although basic research in'areas of
problem relevance would also be undertaken.

5. They would be interdisciplinary, and
would be more like those in the
Directorate for Applied Science and
Research Applications than like those
in the Research Directorates.

B. NSF should undertake, in response to LDC
initiative, a broad range of activities
generally aimed at building better scientific
infrastructure in the LDC's.

1. Examples of appropriate activities
include:

a. Improving and facilitating the
education of LDC students in
the U.S.

b. Providing short courses in areas
such as science information,
computer applications, science
policy'and management, or
instrumentation, in order to make
training received in the U.S.
more relevant to LDC environment

c. Faculty exchange progreaS

d. Advice and help in developing
science and technology education
and research institutions in LDC's

e. Precollege curriculum development
and teacher training

f. Development of science information
systems

g. Science policy assistance

h. Development of pees review systems
for SiT projects

i. Development of needs assessment
procedures.

61
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2. Infrastructure building requires an
understanding of the culture of the LDC.
Nsp will need to seek help from non-
scientists in AID, Department of
State, academia, or other Places
which can assist in transplanting
scientific ideas and concepts
to non-Western settings.

3. Both the Directorates for Scientific,
Technolo4ical, and International Affairs
and Science Education have considerable
experience in these aaaaa whith can be
drawn upon in developing these programa.

C. NSF should undertake a program of studies
focused specifically on the role which
SAT can play in economic deVelopment.
As this process becomes better understood,

the programs of h and infrastructure
development should evolve accordingly.

D. A compendium of past succ aaaaa in projects
dealing with the LDC's should be assembled,
in order to eeeee as a basis for further
planning.

S. In view of the developing Uitional interest
in this area, the Oirector, is urged to request
additional resources, in terms of both funding

and staff, to allow NSF to'undertake a leading

role in developing the necesaary programs.
Discussions with both the Administration and the
Congress should seek sufficient resources to

allow effective programs to be developed and

executed in a timely manner.

Other Considerations:

A. Several general philosophical considerations are:

1. The focus should be resolutely fixed on

long-term payoffs. Time periods measured
in decades will be nec sssss y. Promises
of short-term gains should be avoided.

2. Short-term political considerations should

be avoided as much as possible. The focus

in long-term results requires sustained
efforts over time, and cannot be maintained
if fluctuations in diplomatic relations
are allowed to dominate. We must seek to
build a scientific community, based as
fully as-PaiiiEri-on scientilic considerations

in the LDC.s.

3. Many things can be done best by the private
sector, and should be left to it. Specifi-

cally, MSF should avoid involvement directly

in transfer of commercial or industrial
technology.

4. Regional efforts may often allow a
multiplier effect, and are to be
preferred over single country efforts,
other things equal.

S. Finally, it should be recognized that the
distinction between supporting r sssssch and

supporting infrastructure is conceptual.
In practice, many projects and most programs

61.2
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should serve both major goats in some degree,
even though oriented primarily towards one
or the other.

4 prepared by Dr. Allen N. Shinn, Jr.
Executive Secretary, Task Force 78-11

Approved by or. Jewell P. Cobb,
Chairman, Tank Force 711-B

July 24, 197$

Report of

Task Force 78-C

NSB Long Range Planning Meeting

June 14-16, 1978

Item Reviewed: I. Status of Science Reviews

II. Flexibility Analysis

III. Status of Science Education Review

APPENDIX C
(Attached to
NEB-78-294)

NEB-78-329

Status of Science Reviews (Volume II)

1. Staff should be complimented on Status of Science Reviews, and
for achieving a higher degree of perfection upon already con-
siderable refinement.

2. Better external labeling is required to show the restrictive
nature of the document - -preferably on the cover.

In general, the Commdttes wishes to ensure that the document
is qualified so as to make perfectly Clear to the reader that
the document is restrictive in character applying only to NSF
Programs as an internal planning document.

3. New thrusts and opportunities should be qualified as referring
only, for example, to chemistry as it is embraced by the Division
of Chemistry in NSF and as they are perceived by the NSF staff.
In addition, it should be pointed out that Chemistry is also
funded by othtr Divisions such as Materials, etc. Similar com-
ments may be- made about other Divisions and we ask the staff to
reexamine the.whole document with this in mind.

4. The Task Force would like to see the manpower section illustrate
what fraction NSF is contributing to total faculty support.

5. The Task Force recommends that the papers in Volume 1 be published
in the open literature by their authors.

613



. Flexibility Analysis (Voluwe

Degree of Freedom Analysis --NSF Program Dynamics

1. This kind of analysis is considered important by the Committee
and should tie pursued and perfected.

2. A greater analysis in depth of major items should be made tn

terms of:

cdhstruction costs
b Operating costs
c Costs of supporting users

3. More thought should be given to the use that will'be made of
the flexibility analysis as a management tool. The data that
should be compiled depends to a considerable xtent on the
management decisions that are'to be made.

4. 7he coomdttee believes that there are three levels of'aggregation

of flexibility analyses:

National level
b NSF wide or Board level
c Dqvision or discipline level

5. Table on pg. C-5 gives a rough picture of the state of affairs

as they exist at the present time. The Committee wishes to

emphasize the importance of trends in these data-. If possible,

it is hoped that it will be possible to work backwards in time

to develop trends.

6. In the Table on pg. C-5 under New, Starts, it would be desirable

to indicate what fraction involves new investigatorf,

7. In the Table on pg. C-5. It would be desirable to include trends

in success ratios.

B. An estimate of cont4nuing grant comeitments in future 3mars would

be desirable.

9. The Committee suggests that the staff look at the possibility

of differentiating trends in externally mandated items from
internally mandated.

10. The Coemittee would like to see an estimate of what NSF resources

are required to automate and obtain analysis and trends on flexibility.

11. Task Croup C nrcomnends that a r:eview be carried out of Board

and staff procedures for approving
major items and making open -

ended coeedtments. We understand that NSF staff is coementing

a review. bard should follow their activities and develop its

procedures to work in concert. For example, the Board would

like to have early warning of
significant major', item and track

them through their development.

Task Force C - -Materials for Status of Science Education

1.
Description of the research community in research on science

learning.
Strategies for building upon this base.

2. Sharpen up distinctioe between
description of NSF's science'

education role and the whole system of science--daition.

3. Some ittention to the role of other federal agencies in science

education and points of coordination (NIE. NIN).

4. Attention to measures of outputs of science education.

6 1
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5. Attention to data relevant to the role of NSF programa
in producing 'elite" scientists, versus the role of increasing
science literacy among broad population groups.

6. , Develop data on each Science Education program along the lines
sketched out for the 5 programs. (Vol. III pp. C -SE -14-18).

Include for each programomterial on:

- Purposes
Target group characteristics
Performer characteristics including participation
rates in proposals and awards
Percent of target group reached and/or other impact.
data.

Preptred by qr. Fred Betz
and Dr. Carlos Kruytbosch

Approved by Dr. Bisplingboff,
Chairman, Task Force 78-C

July 26, 1978

199:26

APiENDIX
(Attached to
NSB*78-490)

NSB.78-493

REPORT OF TASK FORCE 76-A

NSF and Support of Research and Science Education
in the 1980s

as adopted by the National Science Board at its
202nd Meeting on November 16-17, 1978

AGENCY MISSION

The fundamental purpose of the National science Foundation is
'to benefit ehe general welfare by fostering creativity in the
pursuitOf basic scientific understanding.

This fundamental purpose is enabled,by supPort of:

1. Basic research ln the physical, mathematical,
- biological, mocial, and other scienqes and
in engineering;

2. science education and training to develop new
scientific talent;

3. AppIied research that links and develops knowledge
in waYs that enhance its usefulness;

4. Se),ected activities to imprOve the understanding
of science and its use by all students and by
the public;

5. Research resources (facilities) and institutional
forms required in the conduct of research.

6 5



AGENCY GOALS

The goals of the Nationa1 Science Foundation are,to:

1. SUPPORT RESEARCH on (a) fundamental laws.of nature,
(b) man and his natural and social environment, and

(c) technology-oriented sciences.

Providi SUPPORT to the elighest quality researcher*
in areas with significant potential for advancing
scisntific underptanding.

Provide RESEARCH RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT demanded
in the conduct of science.

Poster EDUCATION AND TRAINING to aintain U.S.
scientific leadership in future generations.

2. ENHANCE RETURNS FROM NATIONAL INVESTMENT IN BASIC
RESEARCH.

Encourage development in those areas of science
with EXCEPTIONAL PROMISE fOr contributing to
resolution of significant problems. '

Foster greater COOPERATION within national and
international communities. ,

3. IDENTIFY AND RECOMMEND NATIONAL POLICIES DESIGNED
TO ENNANCB THE HEALTH AND VIGOR OF THE NATION'S

SCIENTIFIC ENTERPRISE.

Provide INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS regarding
national Science and Technology capabilities.

Recommend POLICIES designed to maintain a strong

national research capacity..

4. MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE AGENCY EFFECTIVENESS AND
RESPONSIVENESS.

Encourage EQUAL OPPORTUNITY for participation
in science.

Foster greater PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING'of science

and the impact of science on public policy

issues.

Improve AGENCY MANAGEMENT and ACCOUNTABILITY.

A.EADA ITEM 13: FINAL REPORTS OF DISCUSSION GROUPS . !
t

a. Discussion Group 79-A--Support of Young Res_144.1*/
Young Investigators 1Dr. MSc Lane and Dr. Ric ,

RistiltRobles, Dr. Ragone,

The Board received and noted the report of Discuision

Group 79-A which recommended that the staff consider
two proposed courses of action for the support of young

researchers/young investigators. BOth plans would be
designed to impact upon departments which are now overly

staffed with tenured appointments and in which openings

are not expected to be available Until the late 19150s

or early 1990.S. The two plans are as follows:

(1) The first proposed program would provide grants

to individual young investigators, who might not yet

be at an institution, to cover 50 percent of their
salary support for four years, competitively renewable

once. The objectives of this approach would be to
assist a young investigator to find a position within

a university department and/or to enrich the career
opportunities of an individual already in a department.

6 1



(2) The second proposed program would provide grants
for individual young investigators who already have
tenurerack positions. The eeeee rch proposal to the
Founda ion would originate jointly from a department
and a young person, probably within seven years of
receipt of a doctoral degree.

The award would be for an amount approximately
equivalent to the full-time salary of the applicant.
The duration would be for four years, competitively
renewable once. As a condition of the award, the
institution would agree-to add a new assistant
professor in the department on a tenure-track
appointment and would agree to retain this
individual for the duration of the award. One-
half of the award would pay one-half of the salary
of the initial applicant and the other half of the
award would be applied on the salary of the new
sss i s tant professor. The net effect of this plan
is to create more faculty/research positions.
Support of one young investigator already in a
department would provide an opportunity for an
additional young investigator to be hired.

Another plan involving .the support of senior scientists
that would allow the creation of new assistant professor
positions was also considered. Although several positive
characteristics were discussed, it Was felt that plan (2)
above probably provided the most direct benefits and tbat
only one plan should be promoted currently.

b. Discussion Grou 79-B--Review of NSF Or.anic
Act r. u ar airman, Dr. pispiing o 1/
Dr.'Branscomb, 1/ Dr. Koshland, Dr. Massey, 2/
Dr. Rice, and Dr. Zumberge)

The Board received and noted the rport of Discussion
Group 79-B, which the Board Chairman later rferred to
the Ad Hoc Committee on NSF Act Review for furtber
consideration. Tbe report contained the following
recommendations concerning the review of the NSF
Organic Act:

(1) NSB Science Policy Reports

The'Discussion Group confirmed the importance
of the annual reports of the Board. The Group
suggested less direct involvement of the Board
in the science indicator reports and urged the
establishment of a staff for the special rports
of the Board (as for science indicators). It
recommended that no.change be made in the Act
at the present time.

(2) Composition of NSB Membership

The report endorsed the June 1977 policy
statement of the Board affirming the inclusion
on the Board of individuals eminent and
knowledgeable in public affairs who.bave
demonstrated involvement and interest in
science and technology. It was noted that
science faculty from four-year colleges bave
provided distinguished NSB Members and this
source of nominees should be kept prominently
in mind. The report recomnended that the
present nomination system be continued. No
change in the /1St was recommended.

1/Unable to attend Dissuasion Group meetings on June 20-22.
1/Unable to attend Discussion Group meetings on June 20-21.

207:18
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(3) NSF Role i plderal Support of Scientific
Researc

The report endorsed the Board's ission and
goals policy statement of January 1,79, "NSF
and Support of Research and Science Education
in the l980's, and agreed that, while the
Foundation should be responsive to changing needs
and opportunities in science, its ultiple
responsibilities should not obscure its central
responsibility for basic h in particular
and the health of science generally. NSF
upport should be of consequence in ach major
scientific discipline. No changes in the Act
were recommended.

(4) NSF'S Role in Applied Research Support,
OniTeiiIty-Industry Coupling of Research,
Moving from Scientific Discovery to

asextiTiEran

The report indicated that NSF's authority in
these areas appears to be adequate, and no
changes in the Act were recommended. The
report stated, however, that there should be
strengthened uhiversity-inclustry support
in the interface between basic and applied
r eeeee ch. The Discussion Group took cognizance
of the distinctions historically applied to
the basic-applied discussion and indicated a
need for clarification of whether the interface
occurs along a continuum or between completely
separate entities. This understanding is needed
to clarify the nature of the transition from
fundamental understanding to utilization of
knowledge. Further, specific actions are desirable
in funding,the applied eeeee rch area, specially
in exploratory and 'gap-filling* activities,
to show good faith in carrying out present NSF
responsibilities. Concerns seem inevitable if
plc eeeeee in applied h programs appear to
affect basic ch growth.

(5) Inc eeeee in Board's Flexibility to Delegate
til-Ei-T]irector

Tne report questioned whether the present dollar
specifications in the.Act are currently ppropriate.
It speculated that a ore broadly stated delegation
of authority to the Director ight inc eeeee the
Board's capabilities to eiercise various forms
of oversight and also suggested the workload of
the Programs Committee might be reduced by giving
additional attention to procedural improvements.

The question of a change in the Act was left
open, and Board Members were requested to
submit any suggestions they ight have on
this subject.

(6) Continuation of Terms of MSS Members

The Discussion Group considered several
alternatives: (a) to extend the terms of service
for Board Mebrs until their successors are duly
appointed, and (b) to change the ffective date
ofthe six-year term of office of Board Members
to increase the likelihood of a full Board at ell
times for critical budget planning and grant
approval during the summer and fall, while still
enabling retiring Members to better plan their
future schedules. The question Of a change in
the Act was left open.
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(7) NSF Position Options Concerning the Proposed
institute for Sailaific and Technical
Cooperation (ISTC)

The Board in November 197$ stated an affirmative
position on the development of indigenous scientific
competency in less developed countries. The report
recommended that NSF retain its full discretionary
powers by placing its emphasis on scientific
competency and attempt to keep foreign policy
questions or ISTC management matters from unduly
involving NSF. No changes in the Act were
recommended.

(8) Number of Alan T. Waterman Awards Annually

The report recommended no change with respact
to the Alan T. Waterman Awards, but suggested
consideration of changes in internal procedures,
including those governing the age limit and
of honorable mention awards.

(91) Number and Level of Presidentially ApPointed
Assistant Directors

The report recommended two possible changes in the
Act regarding the number and level of NSF Presidential
appointees. The advantages for recruitment of senior
professional staff (which was among the purposes
the amendments to the NSF Act in 19611 were intended
to achieve) have largely been overtaken by changes
in Government salary provisions. Thus, the report
recommended either: (a) the e/imination of the
requirement for Presidential nomination apd Senate
confirmation of Assistant Directors; or (b) the
increase from four to six in the number of
Presidentially.appointed Assiatant Directors and
an increase in salary from level V to level IV.
The Ad Noc Committee on Or Act Review will study
thase alternatives and report back to the froard.

(10) Excepted,Appointment Authority

The report recommended that there be no change in
the Act with respect to the NSF Director's authority
to make excepted appointments, in accordance with
Board policies. It was felt that experience is
needed to test the adequacy of this authority as
amended by recent legislation and to evaluate its
effect on NSF capabilities to carry out its mission.

c. Discussion Group 79-C--Adequacy of Funding Mechanisms
(Dr. Cooke and Mr. Doan, Co-Chairmen, Dr. Friedl,
Dr. Bogness, Dr. Bugg, Dr. Kasha, Dr. Pettit, and
Dr. Slichter 1/)

The Board received and noted the report of Discussion
Group 79-C which is intended to provide Board guidance
to Foundation staff as it develops &response to the
request of the Nouse Committee on Science and Technology
for new ideas concerning funding and organization of
NSF research support.

The report covered the following issues:

(1) Factors Believed to Inhibit Creativity and
Risk-taking in Science and the Need to Support
Such Research

1/Onab1e to attend the Discussion Group meetings on June 20-22.

207:21
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The Discussion Group favored examination of two
possible mechanisms; (a) evaluation of proposals
without regard to track record; and (b) awards
based entirely on recent track records, either
solicited or unsolicited. The report recommended
that NSF Divisions should be encouraged to design
mechanisms such as suggested above to increase
support of creative high-risk science projects.

(2) Overhead

The Discusaion Group had no recommendation for the
resolution of the continuing problem of overhead
expense.

(3) Master Grant Concept

The report encouraged the Foundation to continue
its experiment with the administrative concept of
Master Grants.

(4) Block Grants

The report recommended that the exploration and
xpansion of this concept be referred to the Ad Hoc
Committee on Big and Little Science for further
consideration.

(5) Three- to Five-Year Grants

Lengthening the period of grants was considered by
the Discussion Group. One plan, called the "Pimentel
Process," proposed that a certain percentage of
three-year proposals, deemed of xceptionally high
quality, be offered support for another two to
three years at the same funding rate without further
peer review. This concept would offer two advantages.
It would require less paperwork from the principal
investigator and so permit more time for research.
The Foundation staff, having made the initial
judgment that the r eeeee ch was outstanding, would
also be relieved of additional paperwork.

A motion proposed by Dr. Rich to approve the
implementation of this concept of a continuing
grant was tabled for development of background
by the staff and subsequent discussion at the
August Board meeting.

141_yariation in Peer Review Practices

The report recommended that there be continuing
Foundation-wide study of the effectiveness of
peer review practices in terms of NSF efficiency
and effectiveness in selecting the best projects.

(7) Five-Year Rolling Grants

The report did not recommend that the concept of
five-year rolling grants, a process utilized by
the Agency for International Development, be
adapted for Foundation use.

The Discussion Group recommended consideration,
of formula awards to institutions as a means to
stimulate new h by new scientists in fields
that ay experience difficulty in getting established;
and atching grants such as are now underway in the

university-industry and h quipment programs.

The Discussion Group also proposed that the Ad Hoc
Committee on Big and Little Science give further
consideration to (a) new methods of financing

h equipment through loans, venture capital
investments, bonds, and other means, and (b)
mechaniams for making very small grants primarily
to cientists at small, four-year colleges.

..."
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After receiving the reports of the three Discussion Groups, the
Board Chairman asked the staff to study and evaluate the various
suggestions and recommendations from-Discussion Groups A and U.
Se requested the Ad Hoc Committee on NSF Act Review to consider
the recommendations of Discussion Group B.

The meeting was recessed at 12:00 noon.

The Board met in Closed Session from 12:00 noon to 12:15 p.m.

Oax.
Jane Orr

Assistant Executive Secretary
National Science Board

Attachments:
Appendix A--Resolution of Appreciation
Appendix B--Resolution of Commendation
Appendix C--Resolution of Commendation
Appendix D--Final Report of Discussion
Appendix E--Final Report of Discussion
Appendix F--Final Report of Discussion

to Hosts
to Dr. 'Irma:anal
to Dr. Slaughter
Group 79-A
Group 79-B
Group 79-C

207:23

APPENDIX E
(Attached to
NSB-80-289)

Report of Discussion Group 80-B

The Development and Maintenance of Scientific Careers

Diacussion Group 80-B reviewed at length the very useful doc-
uments prepared by the National Science Foundation (NSF)
staff-. Many ideas and suggestions for poseible National
Science Board (NSB) action and for possible NSF programs were
discussed. It should be noted that because of time con-
straints the Discussion Group was unable to give serious con-
sideration to the important traditional responsibilities of
the NM and NSF in the support of graduate education.

NSB Members were In agreement that the need to examine and
maintain the quality of the entire science and engineering
education sys em is of paramount importance. Members also
agreed that t is matter Is of concern to the entire Nation,
not just to NS or NSB.

The following is a brief summary of salient features of the
discussion:

Development of Scientific and Engineering Careers

Within the past decade, less and less importance has been
given to the teaching of science and mathematics in American
secondary schools. While this decreased commitment ham become
evident in the Unitd States, other countriem, namely Germany,
Japan and Russia have demonstrated an increaming emphasis on
the teaching of science and mathematics. For xample, mathe-
watics instruction has a more rapid pace In Japan than in the
United States, and a much higher proportion of 'students take
the more advanced courses. Geometry is regularly taught in
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades in Japan while trigo-
nometry, calculus, probability, and statistic. are learned in
high school.

621
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Science and engineering education igecolleges and universities
has developed strains from the transition from an extended
period of growth to a period with decreasing rats of student
enrollment and decreasing financial support. These strains
coupled with inflation, aging equipment, aging facilities, and
fewer opportunities for employment of young scientists on
faculties, have created serious problems for academic science
and engineering.

The ineffective coordination between science and engineering
education programs of secondary schools, community colleges,
and four-year colleges and universities hag created gaps in
training which in turn has led to a draining away of valuable
human resources from the pool of Americans who can contribute
to society in the f science and engineering.

The need to provide non-science students at the secondary and
college level with adequate mathematical and science education
continues, and in fact appears to be a wore serious concern
than a decade ago because of the de-emphasis given to science
and mathematics education throughout ,the entire educational
system in the United States.

Maintenance of Scientific C aa

It appears that while continuing education and development is
substantial enterprise in terms of investment and partici-

pation of individual scientists and engineers and their em-
ployers, It remains a highly fractionated, uncoordinated set
of operations in which Jndustry, academia, the professional
societies, and Independent entrepreneurs pursue their own in-
dividual paths in response to what they perceive to be the
needs and opOortunities.

The Discussion Group concerned itself at some length with the
problem of the loss of proficiency by practicing scientists
and engineers, as well as loss of proficiency by science
faculty. The Discussion Group wishes to emphasize that it
recognizes that continuing education and development at all
levels is extremely important. However, it sees an active.
Important role for msr primarily In faculty development since
it recognizes that Industry and business invest huge sues in
continuing education of their employees.

NSF could monitor the extent of this industrial commitment to
continuing education, and, therefore, rake this information
readily available to the scientific community.

short-Term Actions

Short-term actions or activities proposed which seem worthy of
the Board's immediate consideration include:

Communication with appropriate state and local edu-
cational entities to describe the Board's concerns
with the preaent state of pre-college science educa-
tion. r

--The collection of information from scientific
societies regarding their activities In science
education and in continuing education and also the
activities of their members.

major Recommendations

These recommendations are made with the vlew that the Board
wIll be able to consider in depth its view of the emphasis and
priority to be given to science education throughout the NSF.

The first recommendation is that .the MSS should reemphasize
and fully recognize the tripartite nature of NSF's respOnsi-
bilities in the entire area of science and engineering educa-
tion. These three educational responsibilities consist of:

6
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Talented scientific students. The igsr should maintain
Its commitment for the education and improvement of the
education of the many very talented students who show a
very early interest in science and engineering, the so-
called *top ten" that have a long-term commitment to
science.

Education of the potnntial scientificpool. A commitment
to the education of those individuals that are poten-
tially capable in science, but oho have not had adequate
opportunity to develop their capability in this area.
This effort should include an emphasis on pre-college
science education In secondary schools.

The gmneral public. A commitment to strengthen the
public's comprehension of science and engineering and
technology, particularly where the quality of science and
mathematics education at the secondary level has deteri-
orated since the MO's. A major effort in assisting the
public could be supported by upgrading the science and
mathematics education at the secondary level, which would
make the public more able to comprehend the scientific
developements that are so prevalent.

The second recommendation is that ass prepare a "Mite Paper"
to define the scope, depth of commitment, position and prior-
ities to be given to Science education by the Board and by WS1,
programs. The White Paper could lead to reexamination of the
balance of programs committed to science education throughout
the Foundation and could permit the Foundation and the Board
to develop priorities in this area.

The third recommendation is for the Board to create a Task
Committee on science and engineering education whose first
charge would be completion of the Vbite Paper proposed above.

Nopefuily, the work of this Task Committee could begin early
so that It could be helpful In the various budget discussions
that come up during the year.

Thu fourth recommendation includes four suggestions relating
to the Board's oversight and Implementation of science educe-
%Ion throughout MP and the Country. These are:

The Discussion Group highly recommends Increased
research into better teaching and learning methods
of students in the crucial sixth and seventh grade
mathematics courses. This particular area is of
major concern because inadequate success in these
years leads to the loss of valuable human resources
for science and mathematics.

There should be close coordination of ssr programs
with the programs of the Department of Education,
especially at this critical time when the Department
is in Its initial stages of development and this
Interaction with them would be most meaningful and
effective. The Discussion Group urges the Board to
ensure that this cooperation occurs.

There is an urgent National need to facilitate the
vertical coordination of science and engineering
education throughout the American educational
system.

The Discussion Group feels that a physical integra-
tion of the Science Education Directorate with the
rest of the Foundation is a high priority and one
that rill be very Important as the Foundation
further develops science education. It is also an
important factor as the Foundation searches for an
ASP Director and Assistant Director for science Edu-
cation who will accept,the responsibility in this
area.

P2' Ft-WA-
Pre red by Myra J. McAuliffe
Executive Secretary
Discussion Group 110-B

Cattilim.S.oft cetto'Rwa'. is.aa
1:Itthil4m

NI Wm.

4/84,I2sApproved by Dr. Eugene N. Cots -Robles
chairman, Discussion Group 110-110

June 25, IUD
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APPENDIX I

GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF THE STATUS
OF SCIENCE REVIEW

6 9,



annual na TIN PREPARATION ce ingigisama Rums Li

GUIENIUNIS ION POIPANATION Of ME STATUS Of SCIENCE
NEVIEWS

The Status of Science Reviews are intended to provide an overall
assessment of the directions and needs of the individual fields of
science: Two bask questloni are posed:

What are the important research trends within
each malor field of science?
what is the NSF perception of opportunities, re-
sponsibilities, and needs in each field of science?

The reviews must provide a concise, balanced, and objective
discussion of the individual research disciplines. the status
should communicate the excitement of rewarch effort and op-
portunities for further growth, the concerns of the research
community, and the significance of the discipline to the Nation.
Careful attention should be given to the role of NSF visa-vis
other research supporters. The status should describe each of
the following elements:

I. Organization of Field and DItaclinna

General definition of the field of science (example:
Chemistry is the study of electronic bonds be-
tween atoms and molecules, the transformations of
these bonds, and the properties of materials de-
pendent upon these bonds.).
Concise statement of major research areas within
each field (using NSF sector of program titles).
Document direction, emerging trend of special
concerns (for each research area as described in
long-range plan).
Interfield or interdisciplinary trends (across field
or multidisciplinary areas of research).

L/

vor

. Ilannatefl Oppettnesides

Major research ppportunities.
Exciting new developments, trends.
Continuing NSF research responsibilities (note any
responsibilities for "core" support In basic disci-
pline).
Thrusts thwarted (include research areas limited by
funds, Instrumentation, equipment, facilities, and
manpower).
Concise statement of major research areas within
each field (using NSF sector &program tido).
Document direction, emerging trend of special
concerns (for each research area as described in
long-range plan).
Intedield or interdisciplinary trends (across field
or multidisciplinary f research).

III. NSF Fending Pattern

NSF funding by program area) by year ay 1975-79).
Total $ amount awarded On
Average request per proposal ($10.
Average grant per proposal On

. Proposal pressure.
Total number of proposals received during
FY1977, 1976, and 1973.
"Success ratio"- -percentage of awards to
reviews completed.
Note any significant changes in proposal
pressure from past experience.

' Funding flexibility.
Percentage of total budget committed to

Sources U.S. Nati6641 Science Board. Status of Science Reviews, 1910, Prepared by the Division of
Strategic Planning and Analysis, Office of Planning and Resources Management, National Science Foundation.
Nov. 1979, pp. 376-378. ( 1111.79 -370, Limited Distribution for Internal. Administrative Use Only. )
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major laboratories, to renewals or continua-
tions.
Percentage of total budget available for new
proposals (uncommitted funds).
"Turnover rate"percentage of new starts in
FY 1977.

Instrumentation budget.
Average funds requested per proposal for
instrumentation.
Total Instrumentation funds available.

Facility support.
NSF facility supportfacilities for which NSF
has complete or major responsibility (pro-
vides percent NSF support), including dollar
level, number of years provided, and pres-
ent estimated term of commitment.
Other facilities important to NSF-supported
researchers-facilities for which other organi-
zations, Federal agencies have responsibility
(exampleFermi Lab for High-Energy
Physics maintained by Department of
Energy).
Note any expansion, phase-out plans.

New opportunities.
Note any special instrumentation of new
facilities which are opening up entirely new
research areas.

IV. Manpower

Manpower intensity.
Describe "big science.little science."

Manpower-situation.
rr Availability of qualified researchers, employment

opportunities, career mobility (retention rates),
expanding or contracting research areas.
Future manpower availability.

New doctorate enrollment.
Doctorate recipients In 1978 by field (men,
women, minority).
Enrollment, both graduate and under-
graduate.

Employment plans of recent graduates.
Plans of current postdoctorates.
Planned employment and activity of recent
graduates.

Professional employment.
Sector employed.
Note any significant shifts from historic pat-
terns.
Tenure ratio at universities, colleges.

V. Infrastructure and NSF Role

Federal support.
Total estimated Federal support by field.
Describe directions, emphasis, budget, in-
cluding new initiatives, reprogramming,
cutbacks of other agency support.
Note any special relationships of other Fed-
eral agencies with NSF (such as shared sup-
port).

Industrial support.
Describe extent of industrial interest and
estimate level of support where possible.
Special areas of significant industrial inter-
est.
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Special university roles. ,
Note any special or unique role which indi-
vidual universities have sought to provide
with or without Federal support (exam-
ple--University of Rochester Center for
Laser Energetics):

International status (identify nations involved).

Describe significant r h programs
maintained by other nations.
Identify cooperative ventures.
identify competitive concerns.
Note opportunities for further }Dint efforts.
Estimate funding levels (as compared to
United States in areas of signifkant Interest.

NSF role vis-a-vis other malor supporters (Federal
agencies, industry) by area where necessary.

Special emphasis of NSF efforts compared to
other support.

Opportunities, concerns arising frounther
Federal agency actions.

VI. Special Cootaideratiorse

Special studies/reviews.
Note any special interagency studies, re-
views in progress or recently completed.
Note any special studies by other organize-
tIons impacting NSF programs.

Federal policy
Special restrictions, legal factors, influenc-
ing the conduct of research (example:
guidelines for DNA research; national secu-
rity restrictions on cryptoiogyl.

New Federal initiatives or changes in research di-
rections.
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AtTENDIX J

RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUN;
DATION LONG-RANGE PLANS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1981
AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS, AS ACCEPTED BY THE NA-
TIONAL SCIENCE BOARD AT ITS 204TH MEETING ON
FEBRUARY 15-16, 1979, NSB-79-89

Go.
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-73-459
(LimiteA
Distribution)

NSB/Res -79 -23/B

RECOMMENDATIONS ON NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
LONG-RANGE PLANS FOR FISCAL MR 1981 AND SUSSEQUENT'ESARS

AS ACCEPTED SY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOAID
AT ITS 204T5 MEWING ON FEBRUARY 15-11,,1979

larking Groups 1 and 2 of the National Science Board met
from 10:00 sam. to 1:00 p.m. and from 2:15 to 5:00 p.m.
on Thursday, February 15, 1979, to consider the long-,range
plans for fiscal year 1981 and subsequent years prepared by
the staff of the National Science Foundation.' In thetmOrning
session, Assistent,Dlrectors presented summaries of the plans;

both corning and afternoon sessions, Millibars of tho.0oard
discusVed various aspects of the plans witti staff members.

The purpose of the discussions was to provide guidance for
toe Foundation's interaction with the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) in March in connection with the President's*
Spring review of agency plans and estimates for fiscal year
1981 and beyond.

The guidance is as follows:

1. The National Science Foundation should urge the
- Prenident to continue the present policy of providing

9 real growth (above inflation) for the Government-wide
total of basic research funding. As part of this
policy the Committee on Budget should prepare its
preliminary estimates to include a total for
Mathematical and Physical Sciences, and Engineering
(MPE), Astronomical, Atmospberic, Earth, and Ocean
Sciences (AAEO), and Biological, Behavioral, end
Social Sciences (BES) that provides for real growth,
but will not be viewed by the President as an
'unrealistic. request.

2. Within that total two needs should be expressed as
being of higher priority than any individual thrusts:

a. increasing core support (defined as both
increasing average award size and increasing
the ratib of &Wards to declinations,
depending on the discipline); and,

b. further increasing funding for scientific
inAtrumentation and equipment, in order to
replace deteriorating equipment as well as
to provide more modern instruments.

3. The National Science Board agreed with the following
emphases as set forth in the plans, if sufficient
funds are available after the two overriding
priorities above are considered:

a. in MPE: emphasis on computer science and
engineering;

b. in AAEO: emphasis on the p-meter millimeter
wave telescope, and on a substantial
post-International Decade of Ocean
Exploration Program in oceanography
including updating the academic
fleet: in addition, the Consortium
for Continental Reflection Profiling
(COCORP) Program should eventually
be emphasized equally with the
future oceanography thrust:

Note: staf( save OMloom permission to reproduce
this item.)
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c. in BBS: emphasis on selected'areas of plant
sciences and environmental biology,
and on increases generally for
physiological, cellular, and
molecular biology.

4. /f the start of an Ocean Margin Drilling Program is

proposed for the fiscal year 1982 budget, it should be

presented to OMB as a proposed Presidential interagency
science initiative, o'ver and above any other budget
total otherwise available tb the Foundation.

5. In line with the "big science' policies,and procedures
adopted by the National Science Board in January 1979,
the Committee on Budget lhould examine cost estimates
for each large capital investment item proposed for

Initiatlon in fiacal year 1981, such as the Ocean
Margin DrillingProgram and the 25meter millimeter
wave telescope.,

6. The Board recbmmended ,that the plans and pridrities
presented for Science Education be implemented with
reasonable budget support.

7. The Board agreed with the plans and priorities expressed

by the Directorate for Scientific, Technological, and
International Affairs. Furthermore, the Board commended
that Directorate for its clear and thoughtful planning

and its differential decisions.

8. The Committee on Budget should examine each proposed

program in the Directorate for Applied Science and
'Research Applications with a view to determining
whether a strategy of concentrating higper levels

of funds qn a smaller nuaber of prograMe should be

considered.

Finally, the National Science Board expressed its appreciation

to the National Science
Foundation staff who assisted in the

development of the plans.

February 23, 1979

6 3
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APPENDIX IC

NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD. COMMITTEE ON BUDGET
REPORT AND REVIEW OF PLANS AND ESTIMATES FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1981 AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS, NSB/BU-
79-3

(Attached to
NSA-70-141)

1SB/BU-79-3 (Limited
Distribution)

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE B0ARD COMMITTEE ON BUDGET

REPORT ON REVIEW OF PLANS AND ESTIMATES
FOR FY 1981 AND SUBSEQUENT TEARS 1/

The Committee on Budget submit: the following

REPORT

I. ,ai.S291111

To provide Board Iseberg and NSF staff an opportunity
to comment on the stimates recommended for transmittal to
ONB,

II. Background

The Committee held its thirty-fourth meeting from
1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.a., February 16, 1979, in Room 543 with
Dr. Roshland presiding, and Drs. Shields, Rice and Friedl
participating. The purpose of the meeting was to prepare
preliminary budget estimates for FY 1981-1983, for the
consiCcration of the National Science Board and.subsequent
transmittal to the Office of Management and Budget in
connection with the President's Spring review of the Fy 1961
budget.

Earlier in the day 'the Board provided its general policy
guidance to the Committee, based on its review of the
Foundation's long-range plans (see attachment entitled "SSE
Review of NSF Long Range Flans for FY 1961 and Following
Years.%) /n its discussions, the Committee fully considered
each of the points of the Board's guidance. In addition,
the Committee kept in mind the need to provide general
information and broad estimates to OMB at this stage of the
budget process, without preempting the more detailed budget
work that will take place during the preparation of the
zero-based budget in the summer. The Committee was also
mindful that development of the FY 1981 budget is still in
an early stage 4nd that the recommepiations herein may need
to be reconsidered if the yresident's "mark" is significantly
different from these estimates.

PRIVILEGED INFORMATION (Note: NSIS staff gave CRS perkission to reproduce
this itee.)

1 / Source: CS: 206: 13-17.
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Recommendations for FY 1981

The following table displays the estimates Ioi FY 1981,resulting from to

the Committee'. dimcusmionm. The rationale for the estimates is then presented
followed by the Committee's recommended totals for FY 1981 and FY 1982.

CATEGORY

FY 1980
BUDGET TO
CONGRESS

PROPOSED 1981 ESTIMATES TO OMB

'AS PERCENT
OF TOTAL

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

rir 1281' INCREASE

COMMITTEE
RECOM. $ %

1980 1981

MPE, AAEO, IBS $712.5 $843.7 $131.2 18.42 70.8 71.6

Antarctic 55.0 60.6 5.6 10.2 5.5 5.1

ASRA 62.4 72.5 10.1 16.2 6.2 6.2

SE 84.7 , 100.0 15.3 18.1 8.4 8.5

STIA 25.8 31.0 5.2 20.2 2.6 2.6

?DAM 59.6 64.0 4.4 7.4 5.9% 5.4

SFC 6.0 6.0 0 --- 0.6 0.5

. .

Subtotal $1,006.0 $1,177.8 $171.8 17.12 100.0 100.0

Ocean Margin
Drilling (2.1) 47.8 45.7

$1,006.0 $4225.6 $217.5 21.62

DERIVATION OF THE FY 1981 ESTIMATES

!IPA, AAEO, BBS

In itm guidance, the Board instructed the Committee to include an amount for real

growth (above inflation) in basic remearch, but one that would not be viewed by

the President am "unrealimtic". Further, the Board specified that general increases

for bamic research were to be focumed on two needs: to increase core support in

"SRPS-type" programs, and to further increase funding for inetrumentation and equip-

ment (In project grants as well as inwumentation programs.)

The Committee recommend. an increase of 8% real growth for these purpomes; inflation

in FY 1981 is estimated by the Committee am 9%, leading to the recommendation that

the Foundation seek an increase of 17% for the two purposes mentioned. lamed on

an estimate of $518 million total in the proposed FY 1980 budget for both "SRPS-

type" project: and instrumentation, a 17% increame amount. to $88 million (rounded).
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The 'card also instructed the committee to budget for certain specific
emphases, if sufficient funds sere available after the two overriding
priorities described above were considered. The CommitEle recommends a
total of $232 million for the emphases called out by the board, as
follows:

o For 11% increases in the following fields, in addition to
17% increases for "SRPS-type" projects and instrumentation:

'VT 1980 11% for
budget spec. emphasis

Computer Science 19.3

BOgineering 54.3

Physiological,,Callular,
and Molecular Biology 70.3

Total

2.2

6.0

$15.9 million

o Por long-term ecological research, in additiorkto a 17%
increase in favirommental Biology for "SRPS-type° pro-
jects and instrumentation: $3.4 million

o For the first year costs of the 25 Meter Diameter Millineter
Wave Telescope: $4.4 million

The Committee notes that AABO has included funding for the telescope within
its "no growth" budget. The Committee recommends that, at this stage of
the planning process, the telescope be considered as special emphasis item for
Astronomy, above any general inoroasa--but that this status be reconsidered
if the President:s "sank" is less than recommended herein, to see whether
it should be included within a general increase and not as a special emphasis.

The Committee rdeognizes the possibility that timp total FY 1481 budget
available to the foundation may turn out to be lees than the amount
recommended in this report. 'In that event, the committee recommends reducing
or eliminating the proposed increases for the special,smnhaseedescribed
above before reducing the proposed increase for "SRPS-type" projects and
instrumentation.

finally, for the remainder of the budgets of the three directorates (esti-
mated to be $195 million after "SAPS-type" programs and instrumentation have
bean taken into account), the Committee recommends an inflation adjustment
of 9%, or about $17.5 million.

The following table summarizes the Committee's estimates for increases in
MPS, AADOSv and BBS:

lf 1980 proposed budget to Congress $712.5

"SRPS-type projects and instrumentatlon 88.0
Special emphases 23.7
Inflation in remaining programs 17.5

Total $843.7

633
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An:arctic

yor 1-.1:tuning purposes, the Committee recommends an inflation
adjustment of 9% in the overall total, plus 8%' for growth in
the research program. This amounts to a total of $60.6 million
!or FY 1981, compared vith $55 million in the' FY 1980 budget
proposed to Congress.

ASRA

The Committee recommends a total of $72.5 million; an increase
of $10.1 million.(or 16.2%) over the FY 1980 budget to
Congress, This amount will provide for an inflation adjustment
of 9%, and some-funds for real growth in a limited number of
programs.

The Committee recognizes that thalGovernment-vide review of
industrial innovation now underway may result in Presidential
policies encouraging a higher level of funding for industry-
related programs similar to some now funded by ASRA.

The results of that rIviev vill not be knowit until mid-April
at the earliest, however; thus, the Committee suggests that
the NSA reconsider the ASRA budget later in the year when
more information is available.

SE

The lioard'i guidance to yhe Committee stated that the plans
and priorities presented for Science Education should he
implemented vith reasonable budget support. The Comaittes
believes that a reasonable level would be $100 million, an
increase of 18.1% over the ry 1980 budget to Congress.

The Committee felt strongly that the entire amount requested
by the Directorate ($106.7 million) would be well spent, but
considerations about the balance among the various missions
and programs of the Foundation lead to recommending a-more
gradual increase. The amount recommended fully provides for
the new directions in early adolescence, but little growth
above inflation in other SE programs.Furthermore, the
Committee strongly endorses the Directorate's plans, pa tic-'
ularly thi new directions toward early adolescence programs,
and anticipates providing significant incr eeeee for SE
programs in FY 1982 and following years.

STIA

The Committee recommends a total of $31 million, an increase of $5.2 aillion (or
202) over the ry 1980 budget to Congress. This amount would provide for an infla-
tion adjustment of 92; an increase for real growth In international cooperative
programs with Western Europe, less-developed countries, and China; and some funds
for real growth in other STIA programs. The total includes $600,000 for NSF
planning and evaluation, the same amount as in FY 1980.

6 3
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RAM

The Committee recommends an increase of $4.4 million, or 7.4%, over the
FY 1980 budget to Congress. This would provide for an anticipated
Federal pay adjustment of 5.5%, a general inflation adjustment of 9% for
other categories, and funding for some additional full-time staff if
the need is shown by the results oethe Foundation's staffing study.

Foreign Currency

The Committee recommends 66 million, the same amount as in FY 1980.

IV. Estimates for FY 1982 and FY 1983

. Poi an overall budget total, the Committee recommends budgeting for
5% real growth above inflation, plus consideration of a limited number
of particular special items. On this basis, using a 9% inflatibn adjust-
ment.in both years and estimating 850 million for special items (that
cannot be specifically identified this early in the planning process) the
resulting totals would be 61,381 million for FY 1982 and 61,625 million
for Fir 1983, plus the costs of an Ocean Margin Drilling program.

V. Ocean Margin Drilling

The N5B guidance to the Committee stated that if an Ocean Margin
Drilling program is proposed to OMB as part of the FY 1981 plans and
estimates, it should be presented as a Presidential interagency initiative,
over and above any budget total otherwise availeble to NSF.

Such a program has been under consideration by an ad hoc committee of the
NEB. The ad hoc committee has recommended that funding be included in
the estimates presented to OMB, and supplied estimates for this purpose.
These have been presented in the table on page 2.

With regard to budgetary estimates, as well as the substantive merit of a
program, the Committee on Budget defers to the ad hoc committee. The
Committee on Budget notes, however, that in the event the program is approved,
there is no certainty that the President will provide funding over and above
the NSF budget; a constrained budget "mark" is equally likely.

a

80-976 0 - 83 - 41
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APPENDIX L

NEW NSF PROGRAMS APPROVED BY THE NSB BEI %VEEN
THE JULY 19-20, 1968 RESOLUTION AND THE 1976
BIENNIAL REVIEW

New NSF Programs Approved By. the NSB Between the Jtily 19-20, 196b

Resolution and the 1976 Biennial Reviei /

Basiejlesearch

International Decade of
Ocean Exploration, Apr. 1971

Arctic, Research Programs,

Mar. 1971

Applied or Non-Basic
Research

Research Applied to
National Needs (RANN)

6 3 ,

Energy Research and
rechnology, Nov. 1972

-
Earthquake Engineering
(Disasters and Natural
Hazards), Nov. 1972

Fire Research, Nov.

1972

Weather Modification,
Oct. 1972

Social Data and

Comounity;Structure,
Feb. 1973-

Human Resources and
Services, Feb. 1973

Municipal Subsystems,
Operations, and Services,

Feb. 1973

Urban Technology,
'Feb. 1973

Technological
Opportunities, Mar, 1973

Exploratory Research
and Problem A sssss ment

Mar. 1973

Intergovernmental
Science, Nay 1970

Origin

Vice-President,
in a letter dated
Nov. 7, 1969, designa-
ting NSF as lead

agency for IDOE,
pursuant to
announcement
of Chairman of
National Council of
Marine Resources
and Engineering
Development 2/

Vice-President,
as above,
who extended NSF's
role as the
lead agency in
Arctic research 2/

Presidential
initiative
pursuant to Pres.
Nixon's New Techno-
logical Opportun-
ices Program (STOP),
and congressional
directive, in P.L.

90-407, giving NSF
authority for applied
research. The

Directorate for
Research Applications
was established on
March 5, 1971.

11

/I

11

01

11
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.lasic Research Applied or Non-lasic
Research

Special Foreign Currency
Program for Scientific and ,

Technological Information,
Apr. 1971

Origin

NSF initiated

College Science Improvement
Program (So-called predomi-
nantly %lack Colleges) Apr,
1971. 1972 (Now called
Minority Institutions
Science Improvement Program)

Technology A sent

Student-originated Studies,

Jan. 1971

Comprehensive Assistance
to Undergraduate Science
Education (CAUSE),
Oct. 1975

-

Congressionally
initiated. according
to Appendix II, Draft
report on "Flexibility
of the NSF Act as
Illustrated by
NSF Programs
Started and Ended
in Period
FY 1968-1978" 3/

Initiated by
Congress. P.L. 92-
484, creating

the Congressional

Office of Technology
Assessment,
amended section

3(b) of the
NSF Act to
specifically
authorize
NSF to initiate
and support
scientific
activities in
conection with
atters relating to
"the effect of
scientific
applications upon
society." 4/

According to P.L.
95-434, the FY
1979 Authorization Act.
the Congress
recommended funding
for the program
to be started
at the level of
$2.5 million
and, in addition,
recommended the
continuation
of a project on
undergraduate
research partici-
pation. 5/

Congressionally
initiated in P.L.
94-86, the NSF
FY 1976 Authori-
zation Act,
which authorized
and directed NSF
to initiate
such a program
intended to
strengthen
science education
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capabilities of
undergraduate or
small schools. Tbe
program allocated
not less than
315 illion
of which $3.5
million must be
awarded to two-
year institutions. 6/

Climate Dynamics
NSF Initiative 2/

Program, Oct. 1975

1/ Memo to Members of National Science Board. Subject: biennial

BueinessReview of Delegations of Authority From the Board to ihe Director

and/or the Ixecutive Committee, May 19, 1976, 118B-76-165.

2/ Organizational Development of the National Science Foundation, NSF

Manual, No. 10, p. 83.

3/ Appendix to NSB AA Hoc Committee on NSF Act Review Report.

4/ Organizational Development of the National Science Foundation, NST

Manual NO. 10, p 97.

5/ NSF. Analysis of NSF FY 1979 Legislation, p. 15.

6/ U.S. Conveys. Senate. Commitee of Conference, National Science

Foundltion authrozzation fiCt, 1976, Conference Report to accompany 1.11.4723.

Washington, U.S. Govt. Print, Off., 1975, pp. 3-4. (Senate Report No. 94-339).

7/ Draft NSF Staff report entitled "Flexibility of the NSF Act as

Illustrated by NSF Programs Started and Laded in Period FT 1965-FY1975," Draft

Appendix II, list in appendix. Provided by NSF.

6 3
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APPENDIX M

NEW PROGRAMS INSTITUTED BETWEEN 1976 AND 1978,
REPORTED AT THE BIENNIAL REVIEW OF DELEGA-
TIONS OF AUTHORITY TO THE DIRECTOR, MAY 1978

New Programa Instituted getween 1976 and 1978, Reported at Biennial
Review of Delegations of Authority to the Director, May 1978 1/

Basic Research Applied or Non-Basic Eti1J12.
Research

Weather Modification
(transferred from RANH/
ASRA, 1977)

Technology Assessment
(transferred from RANN/ASRA
in 1977)

Legacy of congression-
ally/OM8 instituted
HANN program

Legacy of congressional
mandate for USF

, to do technology
assessment, and
of the Congressionally/
OMB instituted
RANN program.

Policy Rehearch and Analyuis Created pursuant to

Program ONN instructions to
help NSF staff
support the
Director of NSF when
was also the
science advioor. 2/

Hitiorito cradoate

Eell.wthpq,
Ian. 1978

Pre-I Ilege Teacher

iLlproilcoent, Noy. 197h

Resource Center for Science
and Engineering, Noy. 1977

6 3 id

Congressionally initiated
in P.L. 94-471, the
FY 1977 NSF Authoriza-
tion Act which
authorized and
directed NSF to
make planning
grants for Minority
Centers fur Graduate
Education in Science
and Engineering. 3/

According to the FY
1978 Authorization
Act, the Congress
apparently
initiated this
program and in
1977 authorized
$6 million urging
that NSF use not less

than 25 percent
of the funds
available to
train teachers
in methods to
encourage students
to explore the
interaction
between science and

society. 4/

Congressionally
initiated in the FY
1977 NSF Authorization
Act and continuously
funded at the
insistence of
the Senate despite
Mouse Authorization
Committee objections.
Thus $2.8 million
was mandated in the
FY 1979 authorization
act. P.C. 95-434.
Me language of.,
the Act instruCted
NSF to seek expansion
of the Centers. 5/



Basic Research

eeeee rch Initiation and
Support

6

630

Applied or NonBasic Origin

Research

Research in Science
Education, Nov. 1976

Science for Citizens,
Nov. 1977

Congressionally
initiated language in
the FY 1976 Authoriza
tion Act authorized
and directed
NSF to conduct
a Resarch
Initiation and Support
Program (RIAS) to
strengthen training
and research
for young scientists
et the graduate
and postgraduate
levels. The awaits
are competitive and
not to exceed a
period of 4
years. The minimum

floor vas
illion. The
program replaced
the former
Institutional
Support for Science
Program. 6/

Initiated by NSF 7/

Congressionally
initiated with the
FY 1976 and FY 1977
authorization act.
No funding was
requested in
thy FY 1976 bill.
The objective
of the program vas to
improve public
understanding of
science policy
issues, facilitate
the participation
of scientists and
students in public
activitites, enable
nonprofit citizens
public interest
groups to acquire
technical expertise
and provier funds
for research to
improve such
prosrams.111. The

FY 1977 statute
directed the
NSF to conduct
such a program,
as well as an
augmented Public
Understanding of
Science Program,
funded at the
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Applied or Non-Basic Origin

ReseArch

minimum level of $3

million. Specific
objectives and program
uhelements were
authorized and NSF was
,required to report to
Congremm on progress
made. (P.L. 94-471.)
9/

1/ Memorandum to Members of the National Science Board. Subject: Biennial Review
of Delegations of Authority to DirCctor and/or Executive Commitee, May 11, 1978,

NO-78-217

2/ Interview with an Officinl of the OffIce of Science ang, Teehnnlopv Policy 8/80.

3/ NSF. Analysin of FY 1977 Legislaticn, p. 18. (Compiled by NSF.)

4/ NSF. Analysis of FY 1978 Authorization Act, p. 13, reporting on P.L.

95-99. (Compiled by NSF.)

5.1 S.F. Analyeia of FY 1979 Leginlation, p. 14. (Compiled by NSF.)

6/ U.S. Congresn. Senate. Committee of Conference. National Science
Fouudition Authorization Act, 1976. Conference report to accompany H.R.

4723, Washington, U.S. Sovt. Print. Off., 1975, p. 3. (Senate report

no. 94-339. 94th Congresn, 1st sesnion) and NSF. Analysis of FY 1576

NSF Legislation, p. 6. (Compiled by NSF .)

1/ Flexibility of the NSF Act an Illustrated by NSF Programa Started and

Ended in Period FY 1968-FY 1978, op. cit.

H/ National Science Foundation Authorization ACt, 1976. Conference

Report to accompany H.R. 4723, op. cit., p. 3) ES 178: 11; 194:10; and

NSF. Analynis of FY 1976 Legislation, p. 1. (Compiled by NSF.)

91 ll.r. Analysis of FY 1)77 Legislation, p. 14. (Compiled by NSF.)

641
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APPENDIX N

NEW PROGRAMS INSTITUTED BE.I. WhEN 1978 AND 1980
AS REPORTED AT THE NSB BIENNIAL REVIEW OF
DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY TO THE DIRECTOR,
MAY 1980

New Programs Insituted Between 1978 and 1980 as Reported At NS11 Biennial

Review of Delegations of Authority to Director Ma 1980 1/ .

Basic Research Applied or Non-Basic Origin

Research

Mathematical Sciences Research
Fellowship Program (approved by
NSB in Nov. 1978 on a two-year
trial basis; authorization
expires in Nov. 1980)

Hunan Nutrition Program,
Nov. 1978

Estimated: NSF

Research Initiation Graffiti Estimated: Congress

(Applied Social and Behavioral
Scinces), Sept, 1979 Directed by Congress in

Senate Rept. no. 95-1060,
funded at the level of

$3 million. 2/

Science and Technology Aid Cdngress directed NSF

to the Handicapped, Nov.' to establish this

1978 program funded at the
level of $2 million in
the FY 1979 Authorization
Act (P.L. 95-434.)8/

Experimental Program to Congress has consistently

Stimulate Competitive requested NSF to

Research, Jan; 1978 use the dual criteria
of quality science and
geographic distribution
(per the original
enabling legislation)
when awarding funds.
NSF seems to feel
quality research
is the governing
criterion. Therefore
Congress consistently
urged compensating
expenditures. In the
the FY 1979 appropri-
ations report,
the House urged
NSF to allocate
$1 million to
carry out A program
to assist institu-
tions in States
now competing

less successfully to
improve their ability
to participate in
competitive research
programs. 4/

Congress directed NSF
to establish this
program in the
FY 1979 Authorization
bill, and authorized
expenditure ot
$.2 million for
program design.
(P.L. 95-434.)
$2 million for this
program authorized
in NSF Authorization
Act for FY 1980
(Sec. 2 of P.L.

96-44.) 5/

6 4

Appropriate Technology,
Ian. 1980
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Applied or Non-Baaic
Research

Physically Handicapped in
Science, Mar. 1979

Public Service Science
Center, Jan, 1980

Origin

Initiated by Congress in
Fiscal Year 1977 NSF
Authorization Act,
when the congressional
authorization ear-
arked $500,000
for experimental
forums, conferences
and other activities
to improve scientific
literacy and to
encourage and
assist handicapped
individuals to
undertake careers
in scientific research.!if

Intitiated by Congress
in the Fisc1 Yer
1977 Authorization
Act. 7/

1/ memorandum to Members of the National Science Board. Subject;

Biennial Review of Delegations of Authority to Director and/or
Executive Committee, May 8, 1981), N3B-80-198.

2/ NSF. Analysis ot FY 1979 Authorization Legislation, p.ii (Compiled
by Ng.)

3/ Ibid., p. 19.

Y House Report No. 95-1255, as reported in NSF. Analaysio of FY 1979
Legislati,)n, p. 37. (Compiled by N5F.)

5/ NSF. Analysis of FY 198U NSF Legislation, Nov. 1979. Prepared by OPRM,
Division of Budget and Program Analysis, p. 5. (Provided by NSF.)

6/ NSB Minutes, p. 205: 13.

7/ N5B Minutes, p. 194, 10.

64 3
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APPENDIX 0

OTHER NEW IDENTIFIABLE PROGRAM INITIATIVES
FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN BIENNIAL REVIEW OF
DELEGATIONS OF AUTHOITY TO THE DIRECTOR

other Sew Ilehtitiahle Program Initiatives From Sources Other

Than Dionntil Seview ot Delegations of Authority to the Director

isanieRenearch

National Sea 6raot

rrevr,1%

2!
1'17: I!

1-otIi If .:e Ir-h Inter

p I tro hahorator tee
f. ter, terrol fro 73 AlvInced
Op.:var.-11 Pro Iohtn Agency,

ta?.

Applied or Non-Basic ()stela

Fe,seareh

RaSS Program in Technology
Assessment, 1971 3 /

Amendment of NSF Act to
Emphasize Support for
Science Education

hoordination of M.S. 1973

:iolaz Eclipse Research

17 tort,1972 I/

ofautaugoa Sh,rt ;ouraes
'Halnge Faeulty Short
hoarse)

64 ,

Congressionally
initiated 1/

Congressionally
initiated per
passage of P.L. 92-484,
the Technology Assess-
ment Act of 1972.
The Act amended Sec.
3 (b) of the NSF
Act to authorise the
Foundation to
initiate and support
specific scientific
activitites in con-
nection with
matters relating to
"the effects of
ncientific applications
upon society." 2 /

Congressionally
Initiated per P.L.
92-372, the NSF

Authorization Act of

1973. The Act
amended sec. 3 (a)
(1) of the NSF organic
acr, by inserting
the words "and science
education programa at
all levels" after
"scientific research

potential." Thio change

Was made to emphasize
Congress' continuing
interest in and support
for science education. 2/

Initiated by the
Administration .1/

origin: probatly the NSF

Intiated hy OMB 1/

initiated by the

Administration



Basic Research

Institutional Grants for
Research Management
Improvement, 1973 3/

International Phase bf
Ocean Deep Sea
Drilling, 1974 3/

r,ognitive Science Program,
1176 3/

Neurnsclenee Program, 1176 3/

635

Applied or Non-Basic
Research

Research Initiation in
Minority Institutions
4,8IMI); 1972 3/

National R and D Origin: probably theAdministra-
Assessment Program, 1973 3/ tion

Ori-,n: probably the Congress

Integrated Pest Management
Program, 1973 3/

Experimental R and D
Incentives Programs

Man-in-the-Arctic Program,
1973 3/

Industrial Research Partici-
pation for College Teachers,
1974 3/

Science and Teamology
Policy Research, 1974 3/

Women in Science Program,
1974 3/

Advanced Automotive
Propulsion, 1975 3/

Ethical and Hunan Value
Implications of Science
and Technology (EHVIST
currently EVIST), 1976
3/

Cooperation in Develop-
ing Public Education
Programs on Conversion
to the Metric System

6 4 5

Origin: probably the NSF

Origin: probably the NSF

Initiated by
the Administration 1/

Ori-gin: 11:.robabl3' the Administra-

tion

Origin: probably the
Adminiseration

Cd

Origin: probably the
Administration

Initiated by
the Administration 1/

Origin: probably the Congress

Origin: probably the Congress

Congressionally insti-
tuted action the in FY
1976 NSF Authorization
the adopted the Ho'se
requirement of alloca-
ting $1.5 million
for the program.
NSF wanted
$400,000. 4/

Origin: probably the NSF

Origin:
probably the NSF

Congressionally
initiated by
P.L. 94-168, the
Metric Conversion
Act of 1975, which
required NSF to
work with the Metric
Board and other
agencies. 2/
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Basic Research Applflid or Non-Basic

Research

Expansion of BOlogical,
Behavioral, and Social
Sciences Instrumentation
Support, 1977 3/

Recombinant DMA Research,
Expansion, 1977 3/

40O1osed-cyc1e Helium Lique-
faction Facilities, 1977 3/

Gravitational Physics
Program, 1977 3/

Origin

Origin: probably the NSF

Origin: probably the NSF

Origin: probably the NSF

Origin: probably the NSF

Applied Research Dealing The Solar Heating and
With Solar Energy Cooling Demonstration

Act (P.L. 93-409)
assigned NSF
reponsibility
for programs of
applied research

41
relevant to
improving olar
heating components
and ystems and
to the development
of commercial
application of
solar heating and
cooling components
and systems:. 5/

Coot, :nation of Solar Energy Congressionally'

Renee. h initiated with the
Solar Energy
Research, Development
and Demonstration
Act (P.L. 93-473)',
which gave NSF
some responsibil-
ities for coordinating
ome national programa
for olar nergy
research 6/

Geothermal Energy Research Congressionally
initiated by the
Geothermal Energy
Research and Demonstra,,
tion Act (P.L.
93-410), which gave
NSF some responsi-
bility for managing
and coordinating
national prograsm
for geothermal
research. 6/



Basic Research

Population Biology
anl Phynfological

Ocgy, 1977 /

aicr,,menr 1,0k hneryatory,

1977 3;
Adminintration

637

Applied or Non-Basic 9.0.11.0

Research

Minorities in Science,
1977 3 /

The FY1976 NSF
Authorization
6111 authorized a
minimum limitation
for Ethnic Minorities
and Women in Science
of $7 million
of which not
less than $1.5
million shall be
available to develop
and test methods of
increasing the flow
of women into careers
in science. 11 F.L.
94-471 authorized
and directed
NSF to make
planning grants to
Minority Centers for
Graduate Education
in Science and
Engineering. 8/

Origin: probably the NSF

Origin: probable the

PartIripattor la
Development of a
sati,atal

irogrx,

7trthuuake Haaards Rcluction
Progra,, 1977

6 4

Initiated by Congress
pursuant to P.L. 01-
367, the National
Climate Program Act,
that established a
national program to
"assist the 'lotion
and the world to
understand and respond
to natural and man-
induced climate
prnoesuen and their
implications." The NSF
was to develop a
five-year plan
in cooperation
with other agencies.

Aatnorized by
P.E. 95-124, the
tarthquake
PaPards Reduction
act of 1977,
widch directed
the President
to establinh a
coordinated earth-
quake hazards
reduction program.
NSF fix7 named

a cooperating
agency.
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Applied or Non-Basic
Research

Establishment of Office of
Small Elpiness Research and
Development (to assist the
small business community in
communicating with NSF, to
see that any smalli:business
set aside is used fully
and to insure that
NSF uses small businesses).

State Science Engineering
and Technology, 1977 3 /

Industry/University
Cooperative geocarch,
1978 3/

Nsr Support of Sanic
Peoearch in Induntry

OrAEin

Congressionally initiated
pursuant to P.L.
94-471, the National
Science Foundation Act
of 1977. 9/

The NSF did not request
any fundihg for this
program in the FY
1980 budget.
The NSF Authorization
bill for FY 1980
(P.L. 96-4s)
authorized
funding at the
level of $1,5110,0U0
for this program.
10/

The FY 1978 Authorization
Act for NSF, P.L.
95-99, authorized
and directed
NSF to increase
support for
cooperative
research projects
involving researchers
from the inOustrial
and academic
sectors. 11/ Nal
originally opposed
this effort
and the program to
nupport basic
research in
industry on the
grounda that
to do so would
niphon research
dollars from
acadeaR institutiono.g

The Congrena said
that the Foundation
wan misinterpreting
the organic
act since it
uged special
criteria to
award funds to
industry, making
industrial
competition more
difficult. Congrenn

modified NSF
practices by
reporting that
"With regard to
competition for
bogie resegrch
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Applied or Nun-Basic Origjn

1?_enl:arch

support, NSF's
Organic Act does
does require the
use of special
criteria in
evaluating industrially
based research
proposals.
Rather the applica-
tion of such
criteria is the
result of National
Science Board
policy." Neverthe-
less, NSF should
proceed cautiously
in this new
area. 121 .

Fstablishment of spending NSF objection, to spending
floors for "Applied Social for applied research

Research," and for "Policy- prompted the House
related Scientific Research," in the FY 1978 Authorization
in the RAN% Program. Act Co insist that

not less than 25
percent of RANN
funds be used
for these research
areas to promote
research "directed
toward increasing
the cost-effectiveness
of policies and
programs dealing
with urban and
human service
problems at the
Federal, State,
and local government
levels . . .

[and to improve
delivery of] humaan
services . .

13/

Establishment of Basic Initiated by.NSF but
Research Stahility Grant, Corgress added instructions
Pr4pram, repIaring the R1AS that the needs of

Fr.Rram. small institutions should
be accounted for in the

oroprnm implementation.

phase. Authorization
was at the level
of $4.5 oillin. 14/

Fstahlishmert of Alan T. Congressionally

Waterman Award (to recognize initiated with

and encourage the work of the NSF FY 1976
younger scientists. The medal Authorization Act,
consists of an award and (Pa.. 94-86.) 15/

financial prize not to
exceed 550,00).

Establishment of Public Congressionally

Fdocation Programs en initiated by
Conversion to the Metric P.L. 94-16R, the

System Metric Conversion Act
of 1975. 15/

6 4 5
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Applied or Non-lasic PYIRAP_
Research

Expansion of NSF Inter-
national Science Policy
Analysis Role

Sustained Support for
Applied Research

Solar Energy Satellite
Feasibility Study

Science and Society

Program

Section 3 of
the FY 1977 NSF
Authorization Act
F.L. 94-471,
directs Nsr to
support bade
snd appliet.

h,

programs, policy
analysis, science
inforeation and
cooperative
programs to
promote inter-
national
cooperation
and resolve
critical world
problems. 16/

The Con z noted
while statutory
directive was
unnecessarY,
it urged NSF to
provide sustained
support for
applied
as directed
in the Senate
authorization
bilf, to
encourage the
establishment
of interdiciplinary
team of hers

to address selected
problems of
national iaportance.
An objective would
be to build
an independent
interdisciplinary
research
capacity. 17/

The Con zzzzz initiated

action to authorize
funding totaling
$.5 million.
OSTF was instructed
to work closely
with NSF in
this review. 1.1!!

In the fiscal year
1978 authorization
act, (F.L.
95-99), the
Congress established
the program,
which had several
parts: public
understanding
of public policy
related to
science, participation
of scientists in
public Policy
deliberations,
assist citizens
participate in
such deliberations,
establishment of
internships,
regional forums,
and training. 19/
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Basic Research Applied or Non-Basic
Research

Establishment of Resource
Centers for ScLence and
Engineering

Regional Instrumentation
Facilities, 1978

Feasibility study: the
Director of NSF is to
cooperate with
other agencies to
demonstrate whether molar
energy can be transmitted
to earth by using orbital
materials from lunar or
asteridal material..
A report was to be prepared for
the President and Congresa.

Congress instructed NSF
to establish such a
center at an educa-
tional institution
which would
attract minorities,
low income persons,
and to serve A.
S and T resource
center for the
community and
adjacent emell
echools, in
conjunction with
pre-college
programs. 20/
Authorization was
st the level of
$3 million. 21/

Initiated by NSF 22/

Congressionally
initiated pureuant
to the FY 1979 Authoriza-
tion Act, F.L. 95-
434.

NET is instructed to study Recomeended in House
the balance between big and Report 95-99 , the
little science project FY 1979 House Authorization
funding to obtain a better Act. .23/
balance for funding of small
projects

Establlohment of a Program
of R eeeee ch and Public
Education in Appropriate
Technology

NSF is instructed to
conduct Flood Hazard
Mitigation Stedy and to
report to the Congress with
spccific program retommen- other agencies and is
dations by the and of FY1980. to include recommen-

dations for Federal
action. The statute
instructed NSF to
establish a broadly
constituted external
advisory group to
assist in the
study. 25/

The NSF did not request
authorization in this
area. The FY 1980
NSF Authorization Act

(P.L. 96-44) authorized
$750,000 for
program of
education in
appropriate
technology. 24/

Congressionally insti-
tuted pursuant to F.L.
96-44. The work is to
be coordinated with

6 51
80-926 0 - 83 - 42
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Applied or Non-Basic Origin

Research

Authorization of several
actions to enlarge
NSF programa for
minorities and women
and to establish
this effort as a
national policy.

FOOTNOTES

Congressionally
initiated in 1980.

1/ "Flexibility of the NSF Act as Illuatrated by NSF Programa Started and Ended
in Period FY 1968-FY 1978," op cit.

2/ NSF. Organizational Development of the National Science Foundation.
NSF. 'Organization Manual, Manual no. 10. (Provided by NSF.)

3/ Appendix I to NSB Ad Hoc Committee on NSF Review Act Report.

4/ NSF. Analysis of FY 1976 Legislation, p. 3.

5/ NSF. Organization Manual no. 10, op. cit., p. 105.

6/ Ibid., p. 106.

7/ NSF Analysis of FY 1976 Legislation, p. 2.

8/ P.L. 94-471, as reported in NSF. Analysis of FY 1977 Legislation, p. 18.

9/ P.L. 95-99, as reported in NSF. Analysis of FY 1978 Legislation, p. 116.

10/ Analysis of FY 1980 NSF Legislation, Nov. 1979, Prepared by OPRM, Division of
Budget and Program Analysis, p. 34.

11/ NSF. Analysis of FY 1978 Legislation, p. 10.

12/ P.L. 95-99, as reported in NSF. Analysis of FY 1978 Legislation, p. 26.

13/ P.L. 95-99, discussed in NSF. Analysis of FY 1978 Legislation, p. 8.

14/ P.L. 95-99, discussed in NSF. Analysis of FY 1978 Legislation, p. 33.

15/ Ibid., p. 113.

16/ Ibid., p. 32.--

17/ P.L. 95-99, as reported in NSF. Analysis of FY 1978 Legislation, p. 58.

18/ P.L. 95-434, FY 1979 authorization bill as reported in NSF. Analysis of

FY 1979 Legislation, p. 19.

19/ P.L. 95-99, as reported in NSF. Analaysis of NSF FY 1978 Legislation,

pp. 16-17.

20/ P.L. 95-99, as reported in NSF. Analysis of NSF FY 1978 Legislation,

pp. 18-19.

21/ Ibid., p. 46.

,
22/ Flexibility of the NSF Act as Illustrated by NSF Programs Started and

Ended-in Period FY 1968-FY 1978, op. cit.

23/ NSF. Analysis of FY 1979 Legislation, np. cit.

241 Ibid., p. 54.

25/ Ibid., p. 9.
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APPENDIX P

ILLUSTRATIONS OF SIGNIFICANT, BUT LESSER REOR-
GANIZATIONS IN WHICH THE BOARD DID NOT PLAY
A MAJOR ROLE

Typically the Director notifies the Board of reorganizations after
they have been made. Notification occurs in the Director's report
section of each meeting. Some of the major changes made by the
Director with little apparent discussion by the Board are discussed
next.
1. Reorganization of NSF Directorates, 1970

The first major reorganization of the Foundation after the passage
of P.L. 90-407 occurred on July 14, 1969, when Dr. William D. Mc-
Elroy assumed the directorship of the Foundation.

The statute called for four presidentially appointed Assistant Di-
rectors. During October 1969, the Director announced the creation of

, four Directorates in the areas of education, institutional programs,
national and international programs. and research. The President sub-
mitted nominees for the A.ssistant Directors on. March 27, 1970; the
Senate confirmed these nominations on June 20, 1970. The Board's
role was limited to suggesting nominees.1

EstabliAment of Executive Council and Management Council
Dr. McElroy has been described as a strong and independent admin-

istrator, who often made decisions without consulting the Board. This
is in contrast to the patterns which prevailed under the two preceding
Directors, Haworth and Waterman. and sulrequently under Director
Atkinson. According to the NSF history, A Minor Miracle. written by
Milton Lomask, "One of the most striking aspects of the Foundation
under Waterman and Ha worth had been the elose and constant cooper-
ation a Direetor and NSB. During the McElroy era that spirit dimin-
ished noticeably." 2 Director MeFAroy attributed his lnek of consulta-
tion with the Board to the need to make decisions quickly in reaction
to the needs of OMB and the difficulty he had dealing with the "paro-
chial" nttitudes of the Board. The author continued :

Board members complained that McElroy made "end runs"
around them, and the record does show him putting at least one
new program into effect without bothering to solicit their approval
as required by law.

McElroy's side of this story, as he recalls it now, is that such
were his relations with the powerful Office of Management and
Budget that "on occasion," he had no choice but to "fix a decision

1 Organ1zat1ona1 Nfanusi of the 'National Science Foundation. NSF Manual No. 10, (Up-dated annunllel. pp. 80-82.
3Lomask. Milton A Minor Miracle An Tnformal History of the National Science Founda-

tion. Washington, D.C.. U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976, p, 227.
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without consulting the Board." Every now and then, he explains,
OMB would offer to back an increase in the budget of the Founda-
tion on condition that NSF effect a specified change in its pro-
grammatic structure. As the Director soon discovered, when these
opportunAies arose, he had to say yes to them "in about 5 seconds"
or pass up the proffered increase. The reason for this, he recalls, is
that the OMB as then constituted was "a mighty impatient and
dictatorial body." He says he "always would call up the Chairman
of the Board . . ., informing him of what I was going to do."
But was it ever possible to give the full Board an opportunity to
consider an important OMB proposal ? "No way !" McElroy
exclaims.

It may be added that he was known now and then to express
impatience with what he called the "parochial, attitudes" of NSB.
He was heard to say that the major contributions of some members
to the deliberations of that body consisted of gripes that the sci-
entific disciplines they represented were not getting large enough
slices of the Federal pie. It is his recollection now that out in the
scientific community the, biologists spent a lot of time worrying
over the possibility that, as one of them, he might be "leaning
backwards in favor of other areas of science." 3

Most likely in an effort to centralize his power and strengthen his
control over the agency, Director McElroy established a new Office of
the Assistant Director for Administration in October 1969 to integrate
the administrative capabilities of the Foundation by cdmbining the
functions formerly assigned to the Comptroller, the Administrative

' Manager, and the Office of Datil. Management Systems.4 Also, on May
1, 1970 the Director established an Executive Council. The Council
consisted of the, Director as Chairman, the Deputy Director, and the
(MI Assistant Directors.8 On July 20, 1970, the Executive Council was
expanded to inchide the General Counsel and the Director of the
Office of Government and Public Programs.8 Subsequently as new
Directorates were created, their heads were, included in the member-
ship of the Executive Council. The Council was established ". . . to
serve as the key advisory body to the Director on significant planning,
policy development, and program areas." 7 Often members of the. Ex-
ecutive Council, especially the General Counsel and sometimes Assist-
ant Directors, attend meetings of the Board's Executive, Committee.

Also in 1970, in a further effort, apparently, to consolidate his con-
trol, the Director established the Management Council "to serve as a
mechanism for improving staff communications, reviewing problems
which involve more than one Directorate, and initiating staff work to
clarify issues and develop recommended solutions to these problems." 8
The ManaQ.ement, Council consists of tho ;Deputy Director as Chair-
man, the Deputy Assistant Directors of the several directorates, the
Deputy General Counsel, and the Associate Director for Public Pro-
grams of the Office of Government and Public Programs. It does not
appear as if the Director consulted the Board before creating these
bodies.

*Ibid.. p. 227-228.
6 NSF Manual No. 10, OP. nit- p. 80. c*MK. p. 79.

Ibid.. p. 88.
7 Ibid.. p. 79.
a Ibid.. p. 85.
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3. Experimental I? and D Ineentires and Assessment Program
On May 5, 1972 the Director established the R and D Studies Group

reporting to the Deputy Director. The goup, established for planning
purposes,° helped to create, on August 23, 1972, two offices reporting
to the Deputy Director: the Office of Experimental R and I) Incen-
tives, to "find ways of encouraging increased investment in research
and development by the. civilian seetor an( improving and accelerat-
ing the application of R and I) results," 10 and the Office of Experi-
mental R and D Assessment, created "to find ways of encouraging
increased investment in research and development, by the civilian
sector and improving and accelerating the application of R and D
results." "
4. Ethical and Iluntan Value Implications Program

On February 8, 1973 the Director created the Ethical and Unman
Value Implications Program to provide a focus for the NSF's role
to support academic research on this topic. An NSF steering group
reporting to the Director was created to provide liaison with the
National Endowment for the -Humanities."
5. Transfer of International Scientific and Technical Activities

The international scientific and teehnical activities previously per-
formed in the presidential Office of Science and Technology were
transferred to the Dirertor of the NSF on July 1, 1973. The Director
announced that he. would receive support for these responsibilities from
the Assistant Director for National and International Programs."'
6. NSF Energy Council

The NSF Energy Council: was established, apparently without prior
Beard diseussion, on May 1, 1974. It, reported to the Deputy Director.
Its purpose was to coordinate energy-related programs in NSF and in
relation to those of other agencies."
7. Creation of the Offlee of Planning and Resources Management

Furtlwr emisolidation of management occurred on June 25, 1974,
when the Director created the Office of Planning and Resources
Managenwnt (OPRM), reporting to him. The, Office consisted
originally of the Office of Budget. Programming, and Planning
Analysis and the Program Review Office, transferred from the Assist-
ant Director for Adininistration."' Subsequently, tlw Offive was re-
organized and the Audit Office functions were added." Since then, the
OPRM luis been the major resource for personnel assigned by the Di-
rector to perform Board-related functions, especially dealing with
hinbret, oversight, and service as exerutive serretaries of Board com-
mittees." Mention was made in a closNI session that the Director had
discussed this nmve privately with a number of Executive Committke
members prior to his announcement of it to the Executive Committee."

*Ibid.. p. 91.
1 ibid., p. 95
11 IbM.. p. 95.
14 Ibid., p. 95.
n ThII1.. p. 99.
14 IbId. p. 99.
15 Ibid., p. 99.
14 p. 103.
'T See Appendix 11
13 ER :156 27.
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8. Creation of 17 nits to Aid Mc Director in His Role aR Science Advi8er
Several actions were taken to create units to assist the Director in

his role as science adviser. It seems as if the Board had virtually no
role in these decisions.

a. On April 2, 1973, the, Director created the NSF R and I) Energy
Task Force, reporting to the Deputy Director. The "purpose of the
Task Force was to carry out the initial NSF staff role in the iirepara-
bon of energy policy background studies and to provide staff support
in energy-related matters to the Director of NSF in his role as Science
Adviser to the President." '0

b. On July 1, the Director created the Science and Technology
Policy Office reporting to the Director in support of his role as science
adviser to the President and as Chairman of the Federal Council for
Science and .Technology, pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. 1 of
1973, which took effect on July 1, 1973. NSF described the functions
of. the Office as being "responsible for matters of national civilian
science and technology policy, developing policy options for solution
of national civilian problems, appraising effectiveness of Federal and
national R and 1) efforts, interacting with the total science community
in matters of science policy, and providing advice and assistance in
furthering U.S. international science and technology objectives." 20
The Board minutes indicate that. the Director mentioned in the Execu-
tive ('ommittee meeting of January 1973 that he, planned to establish
such an office.3' At the same meeting, with apparently no discussion,
the Executive Onnmittee indicated agreement with this move.22

c. On August 3, 197:3 the Director created the NSF Office of Energy
R and I) Policy, to report directly to him. The Office was responsible
for "providing an independent source of advice and analysis of energy
R and I) and other energy-related programs to the Director, in sup-
port of his role as Science Adviser to the President, for use by the
Executive Office of the President." 23
P. Reorganization of NSF Directorates, 1975

A major reorganization of the NSF Directorate structure occuried
in 1975. Previously the Foundation consisted of Directorates headed
by four presidentially appointed directors: the Directorates for re-
search, education, national and international programs, and research
applications; and the fifth Directorate, for administrative operations,
not headed by a presidentially appointed Assistant Director. On July
10, 1975, the NSF was reorganized into seven Direct ora' e, for :

Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences; Astronomi-
cal, Earth, and Ocean Sciences; Biological and Social Sciences;
Science Education ; Scientific, Technological, and International
Affairs; Research Application; and Administration.

Detailed changes were made in each Directorate.
This reorganization seems to have been primarily a unilateral move

made by the Direetor. Interaction with the Board took the form almost
exclusively of his presenting the Executive Comthittee of ;the Board
with his findings and decisions. The minutes indicate. little or no

" NSF Manual No. 10, op. cit., p. 95.
" Ibid., p. 99.
21 ES : 152 3.
23 EC: 152 : 11.
'3NSF Manual No. 10. op. cit., p. 99.
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Board discussion of the issue. However, the Board was yesnonsible
for approving the Director's slate of nominees for Assistant Directors,
both presidential and non-presidential.

During the March 20, 1975 meeting of the Executive Committee,
the Director spoke about tentative plans to realign certain functions
of the Foundation to: (1) provide closer oversight and coordination
of certain functions, especially policy, (2) remove from the Director's
office all grant-making responsibilities, (3), introduce new manage-
ment methods into the Foundation, and (4) resolve certain personnel
problems. The Director said that Le had been considering the move
for some time. The minutes then report that: "Hearing no objections,
the Director stated that he would move at the propitious time to imple-
ment certain reorganization recommendations." 24

At the next Executive Committee meeting on June 18, 1975, three
months later, the Director reported that an organizational study of
the Foundation's structure conducted by Harbridge House and his
discussions with NSF Deputy Director Atkinson convinced him of
the need for a reorganization along the lines proposed. As far as
NSB Executive Committee intermlion went, the minutes said:

In considering the proposed reorganization plan, Committee
members asked clarifying questions and offered views on varimis
aspects of the plan. The Committee appeared to be favorably
disposed toward the plan. In conclusion the Director asked for
any additional thoughts members may have en the plan.25

The Director mentioned his plan to the full Board in the executive
session of the full Board meeting. No substantial discussion ensued.

At the Executive Committee meeting in September 1975, the Direc-
tor mentioned that the reorganization was going well, and that he
was consulting Board members regarding suggestions for candidates
for Assistant Director slots.2 It was announced at the November
Executive Committee meeting that the, Board discussed candidates
and authorized the Director to present his recommendations to the
Board for approval."
.10. Changee in Office of the Director

During 1976, several additions were made to the Office of Director :
the first two were initiated in response to congressional language.

a. The Office of Small Business Research and Development was
established,25

b. The NSF Small Business Council was established as an internal
working group to assist in shaping the direction of NSF activities in
small business,"

c. The NSB scientific support staff was created to support the
Board. The Board played a maior role in deciding when to create
the, staff and in approvinsr the Director's choices for staff members.
The 1968 legislation gave NSF authority to create its own staff, a pro-
vision not used until 1977, except for the role of executive secretary.

Following his appointment as new Director of NSF on May 3, 1977,
new NSF Director Atkinson created two bodies:

ES : 171 : 24. and Executive Committee minutes 74-3.
NES : 174 : 41-42, Executive Committee 75-6.
24ES : 175 : 20.
" ES : 177 : 16. Executive Committee 75 10.
n Section R of P L. 94 471 (42 IT.S C. 1RR3.)
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1. The Task Force on th.ographic Distribution Of NSF Awards, to
develop indieators relating to the distribution of NSF awards, and

2. The Task Force on NSFNAS Relationships, "to periodically re-
view the iong-standing relation:thip between the NSF and the National
Academy of Sciences. '3"

On October 15, 1977, the Director transferred the Office of Audit
and Oversight to his office from the Office of Planning and Resources
Management, which he subsequently reorganized.3'
.11. Other Changes Mandated by Legi81ative and Executive Action

Legislative actions, in addition to authorizing and appropriations
activities, and executive actions other than budgeting, also have had
significant impact on NSF, impact which the Board has had little role
in shaping. The following is a list in chronological order of major
legislative enactments and executive activities whieh have affected the
organization of NSF :

Public La 90-407, as described in chapter II above, permitted NSF
to support 'applied scientific research at, academic and nonprofit insti-
tutions, directed NSF to support computer technology, social sciences',
activities relating to international cooperation, and analysis and
interpretation of data on national scientific and technical resources.
It also gave NSB responsibility to reconunend national policies for
promotion of basic research and education in the sciences and to render
an annual report.12

The Vice President, in a, letter to NSF, datN1 November 7, 1969,
confirmed the designation of NSF as lead agency for the International
Decade of Ocean Exploration and for the -extension of Arctic'
research."'

Public Law 93 -372, the NSF Authorization Act of 1973, in effect
bromknd NSF's responsibilities in science education since it anwnded
section 3(a) (1) of the Art by inserting- the words "and science educa-
tion pmgrams at all levels" after "scientific research potential." This
ehange was made to emphasize Congress's continuing interest in and
support for science education in NSF including at the precollege
levels.'" Since then, the Congress has frequently authorized funding
for science education far in excess of the budgets requested by most
Presidents."

1° NSF Mnnual No 10, op. cit., p. 115.
at Ibid., p. 119.
31 Ibid., p. 76,

11d., p. 72.
34 Ibid.. p. 97.

or instance, ln 1976. when reporting out appropriations for the fiseal year 1977, the
Ifomie Committee on Approprlatio:m, enneerned that the Foundation was albwating opiF
finIO percent of it', Midget to nrivtive education. down f rom a high of about 07 pereent lo 19a9
raised the NSF.Imiget fr kn. cdneation by $9 tnilHon. The committee also recommend-
.1 that the e ac'ivitli", lJe midi an annual neeimla to make them more retiponsIve to the con-
cerns of the Congress and less subject to deferral action. The Committee also urged
". . thP Foiindation to 11)114111(T the establishment of minority centers for graduate NM-
eat'ort in science and engineering at minority institutions." (U.S. Congress. House. Com-
mittee on Appropriations. Department of Housing and Urban Development-Independent

ApbroPriatio s 1977. Jume 8, MIL House Report No. 94-1220. 94th Cong.
tid sew+. Washington I.S. Govt. Print. Off., p. 30.)

Moro reeently, when authorizing the fiseal year 19/31 NSF budget, the House and Senate
agreed to raise the NSF request for seienee odueation from $75.7 million to $91.2 million,
givirrt speelfic direetions as to program alloeations within tbe total figure. The report also
authorized NSF to oxpand programs for the .supoort of minorities and women in nelenee,
diroeting that educational activities twelve enhanced attention. $20 million of funds
nnpropriate4 from tbo re-miar NSF hml-yet wan to hp allocated to the.e actIvitipm.
Congress. Committee of Conferenee. National Selenee Foundation Authorization and Equal
tuqmrtunitle,, in Seience and Technolog7. Conference Report to Aecomp,ny S. 568 vov. 21,
19%u lIonse Report No. 9r, 911th ('ong., 2d fiplig. Washington, tS. Govt. Print, Off.,
1940 p. 12, 16 29.)
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Public Law 92 482, the Technology Assessment Act of 1972,
authorized NSF to initiate and support specific scientific activities in
connection with matters relating to "the effects of scientific applica-
tions upon society." 36

The Presidenes Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973 transferred all
functions vested by law in the Office of Science and Technology to the
Director of NSF ; the President named the Director of NSF to be his
science advisor ; and later the President appointed the director of NSF
as Chairman of the Federal Council for Science and Technology."
These functions were repealed by Public Law 94-2822 the National
Science and Technology Policy, Organization, and Priorities Act of
1976 (see below) ; however, under the latter Act, NSF became a mem-

'her of the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering,
and Technology."

Public Law 93-409, the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration
Act, gave NSrksponsibility for applied research to improve solar
heating components and for development and commercial application
of solar heating and cooling systems. A few months later, Public Law
93-438, the Energy Reorganization Act transferred these functions
to the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA)."

Public Law 94-282, the National Science and Technology Policy,
Demonstration Act, and Public Law 93-410, the Geothermal Energy
Research Development and Demonstration Act, gave NSF shared
responsibility with other agencies to coordinate national programs for
research, development, and demonstration of solar energy and geo-
thermal energy. NSF's research functions in these areas were trans-
ferred to ERDA by Public Law 93-438.4°

Public Law 94-282, the National Science and Technology, Policy,
Organizaiion, and Priorities Act of 1976, established the Office of Sci-
ence and Technology Policy (OSTP) in the Executive Office of the
President. The Director of the Office was directed under the act to
"work in close consultation and cooperation" with several enumerated
Federal entities, including the National Science Board.41 The act also
repealed the. requirement that the National Science Board render an
annual report to the President for submission to the Congress. This
requirement was restored, in modified form by Public Law 95-99, the
NSF Authorization Act for fiscal year 1978, after appeal by the Na-
tional Science Board.42

21 NSF Manual No. 10. op. cit.. p. 97.

113.
. p. (Yr.Ibid.. p.

a. Ibid., p. 105.
" Ibid.. p. 106.
'1 Ibid. p 113.

The National Science and Terhnolon'y Policy. Orre -:intion and Priorities Art of 1078
(P r. 94 282). established an Office of Science and TechnOlogyPolley within the Fixecutive
Offier of the President. similar to the Office of Science and Technology which had heen
nholished under Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973. (Public Law 94-282. May 11.1976: 90
Stitt 459). OSTP was given the function, of (1) advising the President on national scien-
tific and technological policy considerations, (2) evaluating nnd making recommendations
regarding the Federal effort in science and technology, (3) advising and assisting the Presi-
dent and the Office of Management and Budget on the scientific. technological. and agency
R&D related considerations with regard to Federal budgets, and (4) assisting the President
In providing general leadership and coordination of the research and development programs
of the Federal Oovernment.In addition, OSTP was mandated (1) to periodically survey the
nature and needs of national science and technology policy nnd to make recommenclatious
to the President for review and transmission to the Congress through an annual Selence,and
Technology Report and (2) to unmane and annually revise a Fire-Year Out'ook re-orl on
trends, opportunities, and constraints emerging with resnect to science and techno,ogy inthe rnited States. (See National Science Foundation. Science and Technology : Annual

Footnote continued on next Palm
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Public Law u tho NSF Authorization Act, authorized NSF to
establish the Alan T. Waterman Award to recognize and encourage
the work of younger scientists by awarding a medal and grant not to
exceed $50,000 per year for not more than three years for research."
The Senate authorizing committee report instructed that the awards
be made by a multidisciplinary connnittee appointed jointly by the
Director of NSF and the Chairman of the N5I3. The Committee in-
striwted the Board to dffelop the actual criteria for selection of
awardees, including the requirement of significant contributions to
the sciences or engineering through research."

Public Law D4-11;8. the Metric Quiversion Act of 1975, required
the NSF, among other agencies, to work with the U.S. Metric Board
to devise public educational programs regarding conversion to the
metric system."

Public Law 9-1-158, the Arts and Artifacts Indemnity act, author-
ized the Federal Council on the Arts and Humanities, of which the
Director of NSF is a meiriber,-to make agreements regarding idemnifi-
cation against loss of art objects when on exhibit."

Public Law 94-109, the GOvernment in the Sunshine Act, required
mectings,including those of the National Science Board, to be open
to the publie unless specifically closed for security-related reasons.4'

Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1977, as amended, transferred to the
Director of NSF certain functions given to the. Office of Science and
Teelmology Policy. In effect, (he reorganization plan transferred to

Footnote continued from previous page.
Report to the Congren, August 1978. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978. 57 p.; and
Natio al Science Fonnda don The Fier Year Outlook Problems. Opportunities and Con-
straints in Science and Technology (2 vols.), May 12, 1980, Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
off_ 1040. 787 p.) In carrying out these functions, the science policy act requires that the
()sip Director consult and cooperate with the National Science Board, as well ap with cer-
tain Federal eouncils and the Federal agencies and departments. OSTP's assumption of na.
tional science ()Miry resoonsibilities was formalized further in the 1076 Act by its repeal
of those sections of ReorganLation Plans No. 2 of 1962 and No. 1 of 1973 which referred
to the transfer of science policy functions to and from the National Science Foundation.

The 1076 Act removed from the Board the requirement of rendering an annual report on
the health and status of science, or:ginally given to the Board by P.L. 00 407 in 1968. In the
legislative history of the 1076 Act, the Board expressed its view to Congress that the
statutory NSB report requirement had been "useful in providing a medium for formal
communication on scientific progress and problems to the President, the Congress. and the
public." However, the Board also pointed out that it 'would not interpret the repeal of this
requirement to preclude ouroubmission of reports from time to time to the President and
the Congress on important scientific matters.' (Board letter sent to Rep. Olin E. Teague on
Oct. 2, 1975, NSB:EC:175:24-25, Sept. 18-19, 1975). In addition to creating an OSTP
the 1976 .clence policy Act established a President's Committee on Science and Technology
PCST) and a Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology
rresrri. PCST was established as a temporary body to Survey, examine, and analyze the

overall context of the Federal science, engineering, and technology effort. Some of the
areas that PCST was direeted specifically to consider were also areas addressed hy the
Board limier its broad mandate to "recommend and encourage the pursuit of national policies
for the promotion of baste research and education in the sciences." In pattleular, PCST was
directed to consbler needs for a broader base for support of basic researeh, ways of strength-
ening the Nation s academic institutions' capabilities for research and education in science
and technology. and mainten'inee of adequate scientific and technologieal manpower, The
new FCCSET also was given Federal science i olicy Ilecommendation responsibilities. The
new recsFrr replaeed the Federal Council for Science and Technology, created by Execu-
tive Order 19807 of Mar. 13. 1039. which was transferred to the National Science Founda-
tion subsequent to President Nixon's Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973 and which was
al Wished in 1076 under P.I. 94 282. (See U.S. Congress. Committee on Science and Tech-
nology. Subcommittee on Pomestic and International Scientific Planning and Analysis. In-
tete encv Coordination of Federal Scientific Research and Development : The Federal Coun-
cil for Science and Technology. Report prepared by the Science Policy Research Division.
Congressional Researeh Service. Library of Congress. Committee Print, 94th Cong. 2d Sess.,
1976. Washington. C.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. p. 164 fLi

4, NSF manual No. 10. op. cit.. p. 113.
41 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. National Science

Foundation Aorlori-ation Act. 1976. Senate Report No. 94-111, 94th Cong., 1st sees..
Mar 9 1971. Wre;hingterl. F.S Govt. Print. Off.. 1973. p. 23.

NSF manual No. 10, op. cit.. p. 113.
44Ihid,. p. 113.
4'thitl. p. 116
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NSF from OSTI' responsibility for preparing the annual Science and
Technology Report and the Five-Y ear Outlook report required
annually."

Public Law 94-471, the NSF Authorization Act for FY 1977, di-
rected NSF to establish an Office of Small Business Research and
Development to promote communications between the small business
community and NSF.and required the NSF to use that community
in itwwork. The Act also required the policies promulgated by NSF
and. the, NSB to be "within the framework of applicable policies as
set forth by the President. and the Congress," required the Director
to consult with the Board before, establishing NSB staff, and raised
the grade limit for NSB professional members from GS-15 to GS-18.
The NSF was required under the Act to seek qualified women, minor-
ity group members, and handicapped pemns to fill executive level and
other NSF positions."

Q The conference report accompanTinn: the authorizing legislation
recommended that : (1) persons eminea in the industrial sector be
included in tlw membership of the Board; (2) greater attention
be given to Board representation by scientists whose special field is
education researeh and by science educators from undergraduate insti-
tutions; (3) members of the Board be selected so as to provide repre-
sentation from a diversity of fields and differing points of view; and
(4) the National Academy of Engineering, the Sea Grant Association,
the American Association of Community and Junior Colkges, and
organizations which focus on the. interests of minorities, women, zind
the handieapped be added as sources for nominations to the Board.5°

Public Law 95-99, the, NSF Authorization Act for fiscal year 1978,
reinAnted the requirement that NSB render an annual report, but
limited now to poliey isoes or matters which affect NSF or with
which the Board 'as a policymaking body for NSF, is'concerned, in-
creased the rate of compensation of Board members to the daily rate
for a GS-18, and cliantred the wnrding of section 3 (e) from "one of
the objectiv" to "an ajective" of the Foundation is "to strengthen
research and educhtion in the sciences . . . and to avoid undue [gee-
graph icalT concentration of research and education; and required
NSF staff dealing with award of funds to submit financial disclosure
sL atments."

Public Law 95-367, the National Climate Program Act, required
the President to promulgate a five-yearplan for climate research and

ito define the roles of Federal agencies, ncluding NSF, in that plan.52
Public Law 95-124, the Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977,

directed the .President to establish a coordinated earthquake hazards
reduction program .and to designate appropriate. roles for Federal
agencies, hicluding the. NSF.55

Public Law 95-541, the Antarctic Conservation Act of 1978, pro-
hibited 'U.S. citizens from removing or bringing into Antarctica any
plants or pollutants aria gave the Director of NSF authority to issue

Ibid p. 116.
,411bid . p. 116.

" I`.9 Congremi. Conference Committees, 1976. National Science Foundation Authoriza-
tion for Fiscal Year 1977 ; conference report to accompany 11.R. 12566. Nouse. Report No.94 16,10 94th Cooe.. 24 RPHs. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.. 1976. p. 15-16.rt NSF manual No. 10, op. cit., pp. 116, 117.

gi Ibid., p. 122.
" mid , p. 122.
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implementing regulations and permits authorizing activities other-
wise prohibited by the Act.

Publie Law 95-92, the Native Latex Commercialization. and Eco-
nomic Development Act of 1978. gave the Departments of Commerce
and Agriculture lead agency responsibility for research, development,
and demonstration relating to culturing and manufacturing native
latex plants, particularly guayule, and required these departments to
coordinate activities with the National Scienee Foundation.

Public Law 95-434, the NSF Authorization Act for 1979, author-
ized NSF's Director to determine the need to support a study of the
feasibility of transmitting solar energy to earth by use of orbital
structures manufactured from lunar or asteroidal materials.

Public Law 96-51(l, the NSF Authorization and Science and Tech-
nology Equal Opportunitie:i Act (1980), addressed representation, of
women and minorities 011 the National Science Board." The Act
amended section 4 (c) of the NSF organic act to require that, in making
nominations for Board membership, the President "shall give due
regard to equitable representation of scientists who are women or who
represent minority groups." This new requirement was formulated
by the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources to "assure
that the Nal ional Science Board will continue to be a broadly repre-
sentative and balanced advisory body" in light of the, committee's
finding that "scientists with (die or both of these backgrounds are
currently severely underrepresented in the U.S. scientific personnel
pool" and the committee's concern that "such underrepresentation not
be reflected in the Science Board." 55

It also established that it is "the policy of the United States to en-
courage men And women, equally, of all ethnic, racial, and economic
backgrounds to ac9iiire skills in science and mathematics, and to have

Pqual opportunity 11) education, training, and employment in scientific
and technical fields.: The Act authorized the NSF to undertake re- '

search .to increase understanding of the potential contribution of
women m science and technology, to make National Research Oppor-
tunity Grants to postdoctoral, women scientists, to support visiting
professorships for women in science, to continue and expand the NSF
program for minorities, to establish a eomprehensive national policy
for equal opportunity in science and technology. to request the Direc-
tor to establish a Conanittee on Equal Opportunities in Science and
fechnology, and to make a variety of reports on tliese topics."

96.516. Der 12. 1980.
7,51- S congress. S,mate. Committee on Labor and Roman Resources. National Science

Found,tion an.r Women in Srlenre Authorization Art for Fisral Years 1981 and 1982 : report
to arcompany S. 549. Senate Report No. 99-713. 96th Cong., 2d seas. Washington. U.S. Govt.
Print Off, , 19,in p,1,

6. I' 5 Congress. Committee of Conferenre. National Srienre Foundation Authorization
ri,1 Enaal 0,,T,,,romitt,4 in Se1ence and Terhnology. Conference Replrt to accompany 568.
House Report No. 99-1474. 96th Cong.. 25 ees. Washington. U.S. Govt. Print, OM. 1980,
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APPENDIX Q

FORMER MEMBERS OF THE-NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

FORMER MEMBERS
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

Term of
Nem, Affiliation" Service

Abode, Or. Sophie S.,* Special 1950-58
Research Director.The University
of New Mexico

Adams, Dr. Illogor,f Research 1954-60
Professor. Department of
ghemistry and Chemical
Eitoineering, University of Illinois

Atkinson, Dr. Richard C., 1977-80
Director, National Science
Foundation

Raker, Dr. W. 0., Vice President- 1960-66
Research, Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Inc ,
Murray Hill. NewJersey

B arnard, Dr. Chester I.,** 1950-56
President. The Rockefeller
Foundation, New York. New York

B arnes, Dr. Robert P.,* Professor 1950-58
of Chemistry. Howard University

S ing, Dr. R. H., Rudolph E Langer 1968-74
Professor of Mathematics. ,

The University of Wisconsin

'honk, DrAillev f Rresident 1950-64
The Rockefeller University

B rooks. Dr. Harvey, Gordon 1962-74
McKay Professor of Applied
Physics and Doan of Engineering
end Applied Physics,
Harvard University

Illunting, Dr. Msey L, President, 1965-70
Radcliffe College

Campbelt. Dr. W. Glenn, Director. 1972-78
Hoover Institution on War.
Revolution. and Peace.
Stanford University

Positions when -appointed to NSB or major
anaialion during service on NSB
'Charter Members
f Deceased

Name, Affiliation
Term of
Service

Carter, Dr. H. E., Vice Chancellor 1964-76
for Academic Affairs,
University of Illinois, and -
Coordinator of Interdisciplinary
Programs, University of
Arizona

Charpie, Dr, Robert A., President. 1970-76
Cabot Corporation. Boston.
Massachusetts

Clement, Dr. Rufus E..f 1960-67
President. Atlanta University

Cobb, Dr. Jewel Plummer, 1974-80
Dean and Professor of Biology.
Douglass College, RutgersThe
State University of NowJersey

Conant, Or. James s.f 1950-53
President, Harvard University

Corl, Dr. GertyT.,*4 Professor, 1950-57
Biological Chemistry, School of
Medicine, Washington University

Davis, Dr. John W.,+ President,
West Virginia State College

Dicke, Dr. RobertH Albert 1970-76
Einstein Professor of Science,
Department ol Physics,
Princeton University

Dolfard, Chlrles, President, 1950-58
Carnegie Ct-rp,tration of New York,
New York, New York

Dneridge, Dr. Lee A.,* Presidont, 1950-54
California Institute of Technology 1958-64

1950-56

Elvehjern, Dr. Conrad A.J
President, The University
of Wisconsin

1960-62

Eyring, Dr. Henry, Dean. Graduate 1962-68
School, University of Utah

Fowler, Dr. William A., Institute
Professor of Physics,
California Institute of
Technology

6 6 a

1968-74



Name. Affiliation
Trm of
Service

Fred. Dr. Edwin B..* President,
The University of Wisconsin

dates, Dr. David M., Professor
of Botany and Director. Biological
Station. Department of Botany.
University of Michigan

(Mennen, Dr. T. Keith, President, 1956.58
Case University

Goldsmith. Dr. Julian R..
Associate Dean. Division of the
Physical Sciences, The
University of Chicago

Gould, Dr. Laurence M.,
President, Carleton College

Gross. Dr. Paul PA.,' Vice
President. Duke University

Hackerman, Dr. Norman,
President,
Rice University

Hagerty, Dr. Willism W., President. 1964-70
Drexel Institute of Technology

Hahn, Dr. T. Marshall, Jr.,
President, Georgia-Pacific
Corporation. Portland, Oregan

Handier, Dr. Philip, James 1962-74
B Duke Professor and Chairman.
Department of Biochemistry.
Duke University. and
President, National Academy
of Sciences ,

Hardin. Dr. Clifford M.,
Chancellor. University of
Nebraska. and Secretary of
Agriculture

Harrison, Dr. Anna J., 1972-78
William R Kenan, Jr., Professor
of Chemistry, Mount Holyoke,Oollege

Haworth, Dr. Leland J.,f Director, 1963-69
National Science Foundation

Heffner, Dr. Hubert,+ Chairman. 1972-75
Department of Applied Physics.
Stanford University

654

Name. Affiliation
Term of
Service

195056 Heyns, Dr. Roger W., Chancellor. 1967-76
University of California, Berkeley.
and President, American Council on

1970-76 Education

Houston, Dr. William
Honorary Chancellor,
William.Marsh Rice University

Hubbard, Dr. W. N., Jr.,
President,.

1964-70 The Upjohn Company,
Kalamazoo; Michigan

Humphrey, Dr. George D.,*t
Prekident, The University of
Wyoming

Hyman, Dr. O. W..'t Dean of
Medical School and Vice
President, The University of
Tennessee

Jones, Dr. Charles F. President, 1966-72
Humble Oil & Refining Company
Houston, Texas

Jones, Dr.ThomaLF., Jr.,
President, University of South
Chrolina

Loeb, Dr.li!obert F.,'t Bard
Professor of Medicine, College
of Physicians and Surgeons,
Columbia University

Mac Lane, Dr. Saunders,
Max Mason Distinguished Service
Professor of Mathematics,
Univetsity of Chicago

Macelwane. The Rev. Jet;ies 0..
S.J.J. Dean, Institute of.
Technolo9y, St. Louis University

March, Dr. James O., David
Jacks Professor of Higher
Education, Political Science,
and Sopiology. School of
Education, Stanford University

McBride, Dr.Katharine
President, Bryn Mawr Col:lye

McCann, Dr. Kevin, President,
The Defiance College

McElroy, Dr.Milliam D., Director,
National Science Foundation

McLaughlin, Dr. Donald H.,*
President, Homestake Mining
Company. San Francisco,
California

1953-62

1950-62

1968-80

1972-78

1966-70

Hesburgh, The Very Rev. 1954-66
Theodore PA., C.S.C., President,
University of Notre Dame

c,

1954-86

1974-80

1950-82

1950-56

1966-72

1950-64

1974.80

1954-56

1968-74

1962-88

1958-64

1969-72

1950-60'
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Name, Affiliation
Trm of
Service

McShane, Dr. Edward J.,
Professor of Mathematics.
University of Virginia

Neckline, Dean William H.,
Dean, The Graduate School
of Management. The University
of Rochester

Merck, Mr. George W,,t
Chairman of the Board. Merck S
Company. Inc . New York.
New York

1956-68

1972-78

1951-57

Middlebush, Dr. Frederick A., 1950-62
President. University of Missouri

Moreland, Mr. Edward L.,*t 1950-51
Executive Vice President,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Morison, Dr. Robert $., 1963-72
Professor of Biology and
Director. Division of Biological
Sciences. Cornell University

Morris, Dr. JOseph C.,*+ Vice 1950-66
President, Tutane University

Mors*, Dr. Marston,*t Professor 1950.54
of Mathematics. The Institute for
Advanced Study

Murray. Dr. Grover E., 1968-80
President and University Professor.
Texas Tech University and
School of Medicine

Nabrit, Dr. Samuel M., President. 1956-59
Texas Southern Unwersity

Nierenberg, Dr. William A., 1972-78
Director. Scripps Institution
of Oceanography. University
of California. San Diego

O'irlen,Dr. Morroup P., Dean. 1958-60
College of Engineering. University
of California, Berkeley

O'Neal. Dr. Russell D., Chairman 1972-78
and Chief Executive Officer.
KMS industries Ind , Ann
Arbor. Michigan,

Picker, Dr. Hervey, Chairmen of 1965-70
the Board. Picker Corporation.
White Plains, New York

Name, Affiliation
Term of
Service

Piore, Dr. E. R., Vice President 1961-72
and Chief Scientist. International
Business Machines Corporation,
Armonk, New York

Potter, Dr. A. A.,'t Dean of 1950-58
Engineering. Purdue University

Press, Dr. Frank, Chairman. 1970-76
Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology

Sets, Dr. Mina S., President,
The Graduate Division, The City
University of New York

Neyniers, Dr. James A.,t
Director. LOBUND Institute.
University of Notre Dame

Reynolds, Dr. Joseph M.,
Boyd Professor of Physics
and Vice President for
Instruction and Research.
Louisiana State University

Pubey, Dr. William W.,t
Professor of Biology and Geo-
physics. University of California.
Los Angeles

Russell, Dr. Jane A.,t Assoc ate 1958.64
Professor of Biochemistry.
Emory University

1964-70

1950-54

1966-78

1960-66

Seaborg, Dr. Glenn T.,
Chancellor, University of
Califon' Aat Berkeley

Seers, Dr. Paul B., Chairman.
Consei ration Program. Yale
University

Shields, Dr. L. Donald,
President,
California State University
at Fullerton

Smith, Dr. Freder ck E.,
Professor (.1 Adva iced
Environmentai 6tudias in
Resources and Ecology,
Graduate School of Design,
Harvard University

1960-61

1958-64

1974-80

1988,-74

CI*
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Name, Affiliation
Term of
Service

Snyder, Mr. John l.,Jr.,t 1964.65
Chairman of the Board and
President. U S. Industries, Inc.,
New York. New York

Spilhaus, Dr. Athelatan F., 1966.72
Profeisor of Physics. University
of Minnesota, and President,
The Franklin Institute

Stakman, Dr. E. C.,*t Chief. 1950-54
Division of P;ant Pathology and
Botany. University of Minnesota

Stevenson, Dr. Earl P., 1951-56
President end Chairman of the
Board. Arthur D. Little, Inc.,
Cambridge. Massachusetts

Stever, Dr. H. Guytord, PresideCit, 1970-72
Carnegie.Mellon University. and
Director, National Science 1972-76
Foundation

Stratton, Dr. Julies A., 1956.62
President, Massachusetts 1964.67
Institute of Technology

Sullivan, Mr. Mehard H., 1966-72
President. Association of
American Colleges

Tatum, Dr:Edward L.,1. Professor 1956-68
of Microbiology and Biochemistry,
The Rockefeller University

Thleme , Dr. F. P., Executive 1964-78
Vice President. Universtty of
Washington, and President.
University of Colorado

6 t;

Name, Affiliation
Term of
Service

Tyler, Dr. Ralph W., Director, 1962-88
Center for Advanced Study in
the Behavioral Sciences.
Stanford. California

VotwIlar, Dr. Ernest H., 1958-64
President and Chairman of the
Board. Abbott Laboratories,
North Chicago, Illinois

Walker, Dr. Eric A., President, 1960.66
The Pennsylvania State
University

Waterman, Dr. Alan T.,t 1950-63
Director, National Science
Foundation

Weaver, Dr. Warren,t Vice 1956-80
President for the Natural and
Medical Sciences, The Rockefeller
Foundation

Whitaker, Dr. Douglas M.,T
Vice President for Administration,
The Rockefeller University

Willey, Dr. Malcolm M.,t Vice 1960.64
President, Academic Administra-
tion. University of Minnesota

Wilson, Mr.Charlea E.,`t 1950.51
President, General Electric
Company. Schenectady, New York

Yancey, The Nev. Patrick H., 1950.54
S.J., Chairman. Department of
Biology, Spring Hill College

Zumberge, Dr. James H., 1974-80
President,
Southern Methodist University

1 5,4,
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APPENDIX R

CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY OF NATIONAL SCIENCE
BOARD MEMBERS

667

80-976 0 - 83 - 43
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APPENDIX S

GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF PRESENT AND
FORMER NSB MEMBERS

0
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February 1981

GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF PRESENT AND FORMER
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD MMUS

(Residences during Tenure on Board) _J

Present

Alabama

Former

*Yancey

Arizona

California

Roshland (82) Campbell

Rice, Jr., Donald B. (86) DuBridge

Cota-Robles (84) Fowler
*Heffner
March
McLaughlin
Niaranbarg
O'Brien
*Rubey (appointed from

Maryland)
Shields
Thiel". (appointed from'

Washington)

Colorado

Connecticut

Osborn (86)

District of Columbia

Florida

Kasha (84)

Ceor ie

Pettit (82)

ti

Carter (appointed from
Illinois)

*Weaver

Atkinson (former Director,
appointed from
California)

Barn..
Handler (appointed from

North Carolina)
Reyna (appointed from

California)
MtElroy (former Director,

appointed from
Maryland)

Seaborg (appointed from
California)

Spilhaus (appointsd from
Minnosota)

Stever (former Director,
appointed from
PennsylvAnia)

AWaterman (former Director)

*Clement
*Russell
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Present Former

Illinois

Massey (84) (appointed from *Adams
Rhode Island) Goldsmith

Slichter (84) Mac Lane
Stuart A. (86) Tyler (appointed from

California)
Volwiler

Indiana

Nell,(86) Hesburgh
Potter
*Reyniers

Louisiana

Good(86) *Morris
Reynold.

Maryland

Slaughter (Director. appointed Sullivan (appointed from
froM Washington) Oregon)

Massachusetts

Rich (82) Brooks
Bimplinghoff (82) (appointed from Bunting

Missouri) Charpie
*Conant
Harrison
*Moreland
Press
Stevenson

Michi an

Doan (82)
Ragone (84)

Minnesota

Hueg (82)

Missouri

Nebraska

Now Hampshire

Gate. (appointed from
Missouri)

Hubbard
O'Neal

Gould (now resides in
Arizona)

*Stakman
*Willey

*Cori
*Macelwana
*Middlebuah

Hardin

Sears (now resides in
New Mexico)

6 7i
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Present

New Mexico

New York

Former

Baker
Cobb (appointed from

Connecticut)
Davis (appointed from

West Virginia)

Dicke
*M4rck
*Morse

Branscomb (84) *Barnard
Cook. (82) (appointed from *Haworth (former Director)

Illinois) *Loeb
Lax (66) Meckling
Salpeter (84) Morison

Picker
Fiore
Reps
*Snyder
Stratton (appointed from

Massachusetts)
eTatum (appointed from

California)
*Whitaker (appointed from

California)
*Wilson

North Carolina

Friedl (84)

Ohio

Pennsylvania .

67,,,

Gross

Glennan
McCann

Hahn (appointed from
Virginia)

*Bronk
Hagerty
1944Bride

Walker
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Present

Rhode Island

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Flawn (86)

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

1112LLINSIRE

Hogness (82)

Wisconsin

Wyoming

Former

Smith (appointed from

Michigan)

Thomas p. Jones, Jr. (now
resides in Massachusetts)

*Hyisan

Bing (appointed from Wisconsin)
Hackerman
*Houston
Jones, Charles F.
Murray
Nabrit
Eiveberge (appointed from

Arizona)

gyring

Dollard (appointed from
New York)

McShane

*Elvehjem
Fred

*Humphrey

673
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APPENDIX T

WOMEN WHO HAVE SERVED AS MEMBERS OF THE
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

February 1981

WOMEN WHO HAVE SERVED AS MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

Dr. Sophie B. Aberle 1950-58

'Special Research Director
The University of New Mexico

Dr. Carty T. Cori* 1950-57

Professor, Biological Chemistry
School of Medicine
Washington University

Dr. Jane A. Russell* 1958-64

Associate Professor of Biochemistry

Emory University

Dr. Katherine E. McBride* 1962-64

president
Bryn Mawr College

Dr. Mina S. Rees
President
The Graduate Division
The City University of New York

1964-70

Dr. Mary I. Bunting 1965-70

President
Radcliffe College

Dr. Anna J. Harrison 1972-78

William R. Kenan, Jr., Professor of Chemistry

Mount Holyoke College

Dr. Jewell Plummer Cobb,
Dean and Professor of Biology
Douglass College ,

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

Dr. Marian E. Koshland
Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology
University of California at Berkeley

* Deceased

6

1974-80

1976-82
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Dr. Ernestine Prie&1,..,
Dean of Arts and Sciences and Trinity College

and Professor of Anthropology
Duke University

Dr. Mary L. Good
Vice President and Director of Research
UOP, Inc.

Dr. Mary Jane Osborn
Professor and Head
Department of Microbiology
School of Medicine
University of Connecticut.

1978-84

1980-86

1980-86

There was a hiatus from 1970 to 1972 when no women served on the Board.
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APPENDIX U

MINORITIES WHO HAVE SERVED AS NSB MEMBERS

March 1980

HEWERS OF MINORITY RACES WHO HAVE SERVED AS MEMBERS OF THE,
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

Dr. John W. Davis
President
West Virginia State Colltge

Dr. Robert P. Barnes
Professor of Chemistry
Howard University

Dr. Samuel M. Nabrit
President
Texas Southern University

DT. Rufus E. Clement*
President
Atlanta University

Dr. Lloyd M. Cooke
Vice Chairman

Economic Development Council of New York City

Dr. Jewel Pluimer Cobb
Dean and Professor of Biology
Douglass College

RutgersThe State University of New Jersey

Dr. Eugene H. Cote-Robles
Professor of Biology
University of California at Santa Cruz

Dr. Walter E. Massey
Director
Argonne National Laboratory

Dr. Hamer A. Neal
Dean of Research and Graduate Development,

and Professor of Physics
Indiana University

1950-56

1950-58

1956-59

1960-67

1970-82

1974-80

1978-84

1978-84

1980-86

There was a period fram 1967 to 1970 when no minority
members served on the Board

* Deceased

676
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APPENDIX V

NSB INTERACTION" WITH ADVISORY COMMITTEES,
JANUARY 1975 TO MID-1980

NSB INTERACTION WITH ADVISORY COMMITTEES, January 1975 to March 1980 1/

Reports of Meetings Scheduled or Confirmed as Held, with Dates and Number of

NSB Members in Attendance

(Note: the Board usually schedules attendance or seeks attendante of NSB
members at advisory committee meetings one or two NSB meetings in advance of
the scheduled advisory committee meeting. Sometimes NSB members scheduled
to attend do not attend the meeting, no members elect to attend, or the meeting is
cancelled. Column one in this list, titled "Meeting first discussed at meeting
number" indicates the first 'time the meeting was mentione in the NSB minutes.

Meeting First
Discussed at
Meeting
Number:

Meeting'Scheduled or Reported Number of NSB Members:
Scheduled In Attendance

to (Followed by

Attend NSIS meeting
Number At Which
Attendance Was
Reported, if
Number Changed,
and if Known)

169 Report to Full NSB by Chair and Full NSB

Vicechair of Advisory Comm. for '

Science Education, June 17, 1975

171 Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, Mar. 6-7, 1975 3

173 Adviaory,Comm. for Science
Education, May 9-10, 1975

Report of Science Curriculum
Review Group, May 9-10, 1975

Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, July 17-18, 1975

175 Advisory Comm. on Ethical and
Human Value Implications of
Science and Technology. Oct. 8,
1975

177 Advisory Comm. for-Research,
Nov. 6-7, 1975

Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, Nov. 6-7, 1975

Full NSB

N.A.

2

2

4

Advisory Comm. for Research Appli
cations,Folicy, Nov. 18-19, 1975 1

6 7

Cancelled

2 (Meeting 176)7
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n
First Discussed Meeting Scheduled or Reported
At:

Number of NSF, Members
Scheduled: In Attendance:

178 Advisory Committee for Science
Education, Jan. 5-6, 1976 , 4

Annual Report of Advisory Comm.
for Science Education delivered
,by chair of Advisory Comm. Full NSB

Annual Report of Advisory Comm.
for Research delivered by chair Full NSB
of Advisory Comm.

179 Advisory Comm. for Research,
Apr. 1-2, 1976 3 Cancelled

182 Advisory comm. for Research
Applications Policy, June 8-9, 1976 2

183 Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, July 15-16, 1976 3 1

Advisory comm. for Research
Applications, Oct. 20-21, 1976 N.A. Cancelled

185 Advisory Comm. on Ethicaland Human
Value Implications of Science and
Technology, Oct. 1, 1976 N.A. 0

186 Advisory Comm. for Ressarch, Oct.
21-22, 1976 2

Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, Nov. 11-12, 1976

Advisory Comm. for Research
Applications Policy, Dec. 7-8, 1976 2 2 (Meeting 187)

187 Science Applications Task Force,
Jan. 6-7, 1977 N.A. 1

Science Information Activities
Task Force,,Jan. 13-14, 1977 1

Science Applications Task Force, N.A. 0 (Meeting 187)
Feb. 21-22, 1977

Advisory Comm. for Research/NS. N.A. Rescheduled
Advisory Council, Jan 14-15, 1977

188 Science Information Activities
Task Force, Mar. 7-8, 1977

80-976 0 --a 83 - 44

1

6 7 8
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First Discussed Meeting Scheduled or Reported

At:

Number of NSB Members
Scheduled: In Attendance:

Advisory Comm. for Science Educa-
tion, Mar. 10,11, 1977 1

Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, July 7-8,.1977

Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, Report by Chairmap
of Advisory Comm., Mar. 17, 1977

1B9 Science.Applications Task Force,
Mar. 30-31,1.977 1

N.A.

Advisory Comm. for Minority ,

Programs in Science
Education, Mar. 21-22, 1977 1

Advisory Comm.' for Research/
NSF Advisory Council, Apr.
14-15, 1977 4

Advisory Comm. for Research
Applications, Apr: 18-19., 1977 2

Annual Reports by Chairman of:

Advisory Comm. for Research
Applications, Apr. 21, 1977 Full NSB

Science Applications Task
Force, Apr. 21, /977 Full NSII

Advisory Comm. for Research, Full NSB

Apr. 21, 1977

190 Science Information Activities
Task Force, Apr. 25-26, 1977 1

Science Applications Task
ForCe, May 2-3, 1977 1

191 Science Applications Task Force N.A.

May 23-24, 1977

Science Applications Task Force,
June 20-21, 1977 N.A.

Full NSB
(Meeting 188)

0

1
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Fttst Discussed
At:

,

Meeting Scheduled or Reported

Advisory Comm. for Minority
Programs in Science Education,
June 2-3, 1977

Science Information Activities
Task Force, June 9-10, 1977

Advisory Comm.'on Ethics and
Values in Science and Technology4

Number of NS8 Members
Scheduled: In Attendance:

N.A. 0

2

June 3, 1977 N.A. 0

192 Science Applications Task
Force, June 9-10, 1977 1

(rescheduled to July 26-27)

Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, July 7-8, 1977 2

Science Information Activitites
Task Force, July 28-29, 1977 1

Advisory Comm. for Science for
Citizens, Sept. 15-16, 1977

N.A.

.;

0, but Director
transmitted ,

report to
NSE

193 Advisory Comm. for Minority
programs in Science Education,
Sept. 1-2, 1977

Science Information Activities
Task Force, Sept. 15, 1977,
Report by Task Force Chairman Full NS8

194 NSF Advisory Council, Nov. 3-4,
1977 1 2

Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, Nov. 10-11. 1977 2 1

Research Initiation and
Support Project Directors' 1

Meeting, Oct. 21, 1977

Minority Institutions and
Science Improvement Program
Project Directors' Meeting,
Nov. 17, 1977 1
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First Disqussed Meeting Scheduled or Reported

At:

Number of ESE Members

Scheduled: In Attendance:

Advisory Comm. for Minority
Programs in Science Education,
Deo. 8-9, 1977 1

196 Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, Feb. 2-3, 1978 2

197 NSF Advisory Council, Aprt 13-
14, 1978 3

198 Advisory Comm. for Applied Science
and Research Applications
Policy, Apr. 26-27, 1978 3

Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, May 4-5, 1978 3 2

Attendance at SSRC Review of
Science Indicators, May 12-13,

1978 2 1

199 NSF Small Business Conference
on Federal R and D, May 22-23
1978 2

202 Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, Sept. 28-29, 1978 1 1 (Meeting 203)

NSF Advsiory Council, Oct. 26-

27, 1978 1

Advisory Comm. fur gpplied Science
and Reserch Applications Poliay,
Nov. 29-30, 1978 2

203 Curriculum Exchange Conference
for Minority Inlitutions, Jan. consultant

19-20, 1979 N.A. (Meer_ing 205)

204 Annual presentation of Joint Ocean-
ographic /nstituions/Deep Sea
Drilling Project, Apr. 2, 1978 2

205 Advisory Comm. for Science 1

Education, Feb. 1-2, 1979 1 consultant

Advisory Comm. for Information
Science and Technology, Feb. 22-23,

1978 N.A.

6 8 A

0
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First Discussed Meeting Scheduled or Reported
cft

At:

Number of NS8 Members
Scheduled: In Attendance:

Advisory Comm. on Science and
Society, Mar. 9-10, 1979 1

206 NSF Advisory Council: May
8-9, 1979 1 2

Advisory Comm. for Policy Research
and Analysis and Science
Resources Studies, May 10-11,
1979 1

Advisory Comm. for Information
Science and Technology, Aug.
9-10, 1979 N.A. Cancelled

"N
207 Advisor-Comm. for International

Programs, May 18, 1979 1

Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, Sept. 27-28, 1979 2 1 (Meeting 210)*

, 20.5 Advisory Comm. for Science and
Society, July 12-13, 1979 3 2

Subcomm. on Millimeter-wave
Facilities of the Advisory
Comm. for Astronomy, July
16-17, 1979

209 Engineering and Applied Science
Small Business Conference ow
R and D, Sept.. 6-7, 1979

Sept. 13-14, 1979

213

1

2

1

Advisory Comm. for Information
Science and Technology, Oct. 11-
12, 1979 1

NSF Advsiory Council, Nov. 1-2, 3 (Meeting

1979 1 211)

Advisory Comm. on Policy Research Rescheduled

and Analysis and Science Resources to Jan. 24-

Studies;. Nov. 8-9, 1979 1 25, 1980
2 (Mteting
212)

682
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Number of ma Members

First Discussed Meeting Scheduled or Reported 46 Scheduled: In Attendance:

At:

211 Advisory Comm. for Science and
Society; Nov. 19-20, 1979 1

Advisory Comm. for Science
Education, Feb. 14-15, 1980 1

,213 Advisory Comm. for Engineering and
Applied Sciences, Jan. 24-25, 1980 1

215 Advisory Comm. on Science and
Society, Mar. 5-6, 1980, 2

1 / Compiled from NSB data.

(1
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APPENDTX W

1/
NSB-76-199

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
Washington, D.C. 20550 -

June 11, 1976

MEMORANDUM TO MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
Subject: Hoff Report

At the Director's request, Mr. William,J. Hoff, fbrmerNSF General Counsel, has prepared a renort containingthe historical record of the relationship and role oftbe Board and the Director and recommendations forcertain operational changes. This report is timelyand thoughtful and is being sent to you now in thehope that you will have time to read it before theBoard meeting.

Attachment

Vernice Anderson
Executive Secretary
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2402 IV ; Ayorn.ng ..venttc: N. W.

Washington. D. C". non

Hay 28, 1976

Dr. Norman Hackerman
Chairman'
Natl.onal Science Board
Washington, D. C. 20550

Dear Dr. Hackerman:

Re: Order No. 76-SP-0671

There is submitted herewith a report, "The National Science

Foundation -- Board and Director," prepared in response

to the above referenced order.

It is my hope that you may find the history sketched

therein and the suggestions made of some use to the

Board in its deliberations.

Enclosure

6b)

Very sincerely,yours,

William J. HoffsiF
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WILLIAM J. HOFF
2402 WYOMING AVENUE. N.W.

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20008

The' National Science Foundation:

Board and Director

A Study Prepared for the

National Science Foundation

by

William J. Hoff

May 28, 1976
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-Thz NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION--BOARD AND DIRECTOR

I. The Development of the Responsibilities

of the Board and the Director

A. Enactment of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950.

The genesis of the National Science Foundation can of

course be traced back to the Office of Scientific Research &

Development (OSRD). It had its first abortive legislative

ancestry in the Kilgore bills of 1942, 1943, and 1944. It was

only in 1944, after an approach by Oscar Cox (then General

Counsel to the Lend-Lease Administration) to Harry Hopkins

resulted in a letter from President Roosevelt to Vannevar Bush

requesting his thoughts on a program to foster science, that

the idea of the Federal Government taking a permanent role in

support of science began to acqUire substance. The ensuing

Bush report entitled "Science: The Endless Frontier," calling

for the creation of a National Research Foundation, was released

to the public by President Truman on'July 19, 1945. On the same

day Senator Magnuson introduced S. 1285, a bill drafted by OSRD.

For the purposes of this report the most significant difference

between the Kilgore and Magnuson bills was 'that the former

provided for an Administrator appointed by the President and

relegated the Board to a purely'advisory function, while the

latter, closely reflecting the "science establishment" viewpoint,

vested power in a Presidentially appointed Board which was, to

appoint and be responsible for the chief executive officer.
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This fundamental difference was at the heart of the

debates which occurred intermittently in the Congress over

the next five years. During this period President Truman

pocket-vetoed a bill sponsored by Senator Alexander Smith

(S. 526) in the summer of.1947. Although not required to

state his reasons, the President ir an explanatory memoran-

dum accompanying his disapptoval of the bill, stated that

the organization provided by.the Smith bill violated basic

principles of government responsibility in that an organiza-

tion destined to dispense large amounts of federal funds.

would not really be subject to Presidential.control. He

held that the chief executive officer must be appointed by

the President and be responsible to him, not to the Board.

At the eame time he reaffirmed his strong wih that a suit-

able organization be established.

After further efforts and debates the National Science

Foundation Act of 1950 finally caMe into being on May 10th of

that year. The divergent philosophies of independence for the

scientific community as represented by placing full powers in

the Board and Presidential responsibility for the expenditure

of public funds resulted in a unique form of organization

largely dependent on good will, copperation and accommodation

of differences between the Board and the Director.

680
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a. Distribution of Authority Between the Board and the Director

Under the National Science Foundation Act of,:950.

The dual nature of the distribution of authority in the

organization.has always been encapsulated in the statute in the

phrase, "The Foundation shall consist of a National.Science

Board . . . and a Director." However, the precise distribution

of authority and responsibility has varied. Thus the original

Act of 1950 provided that the Board, 24 Presidentially appointed

members and the Director ex officio, was ". . . except as other-

wise provided in this Act (to) exercise.the authority granted to

the Foundation by this Act.". (Sec. 4(a)). The responsibilities

of the Director as provided for in 1950 were:

1) to be chief executiyp officer.

2) "In addition to the power and duties specifically
vested in him by this Act, the Director shall, in
accordance with the policies established by the
Board, exercise the powers granted by sections 10
(award of fellowships] and 11 (do all things nec-
essary tb carry out the provisions bf the Act) .

together with such other powers and duties as may
be delegated to him by the Board . . " Sec. 5(b)

3) ". . . but no final action shall be taken by the
Director in the exercise of any power granted by
section 10 (award of fellowships] or 11c(award of
contracts or other arrangements for the carrying
on of (i) basic scientific research activities and
(ii) specific scientific research activities at the
request of the Secretary of Defense] unless in each
instance the Board has reviewed and approved the
action proposed to be taken . . ." Sec. 5(b).'

4) to be an ex officio member of the Executive
Committee.

68...1
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5) ". . . in accordance with such policies as the
Board shall from time to time prescribe, (the
Director is to] appoint and fix the compensa-
tion of per*onnel . . ." Sec. 14(a).

6) may appoint, with the approval of the
Board, a Deputy Director . . ." Sec. 14(b).

C. Practice in the EarlyYears

In its early years, and largely to the present time, Board-

Director relationships have.encompassed various elements such as:

formulation of "National Science Policies," "coordination" of

research support activities of other Federal agencies, policies

for the conduct of NSF programs, and approval of individaal

transactions. The carrying out of these furfctions are further

complicated by the position of the Director as a member of the

executive branch of the government.

Basically speaking, therefore, under the original Act the

Board was to "develop and encourage the pursuit of a national

policy for the promotion of basic research and education in the

sciences" and to determine the policies for the Foundation under

its responsibilities as the body of the Foundation to exercise

powers not specifically assigned to the Director. The Director

was to carry them out. It is to-be noted, however, that in the

making of grants and contracts it was only in the case of those

relating to basic scientific research activities and scientific

research activities undertaken at the request of the Secretary of

Defense that the Act imposed a legal obligation upon the Director

TS
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to secure the specific approval of the Board. This means that

in the early years, except for basic scientific research activ-

ities, once a "policy" was established--e.g., to experiment with
(-V

. summer institutes--there was no need for the Director to take

the matter up with the Board. In practice, therefo're, after a

program in such fields as scientific education and scientific

information had been sanctioned by the Board, except where a policy

matter appeared to be present, the Director was free to and largely

did go ahead with making grants and contracts without recourse to

the Board. At the same time the Director reported to the Board

on the general activities underway pursuant to all Foundation

funding as well as on questions of legislation and general policy.

which were always deemed matters for Board consideration.

During this early period there was, except as nOted later,

a great reluctance on the part of both the Board and the

Director to get into matters of national or even non-Foundation

significance. Under the original statute the Board both approved

individual basic research grants and fellowships and set funda-

mental and programmatic policy for the National Science Foundation,

while making some limited sorties into the broader area of govern-

ment and national'science policies.

During this period there were forces at,work which were

calling more and more insistently for some group to assume a

strong policy and coordinating leadership with respect to scientific
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research. This urge was evidenced by the rale of the Bureau

of the Budget in pressing the Foundation to make an assess-

ment of the programs of the National Institutes of Health.'

The Administration was apparently feeling the need to fill a

vacuum in science policy formulation. It felt that'the goals

and programs of the government's scientific activitie's should

be more cohesively stated and integrated and that there should

be more coordination in the administration of scientific

activities within the government lest there be "duplication."

The AdministratiOn also was looking for a mechanism to evaluate

the scientific programs being administered by various government

agencies. Given the terminology of the National Science Founda-

tion Act it inevitably and hopefully looked to the National

Science Foundation to step into the breach. In the words of

then NSF Director Alan T. Waterman (Science, May 6, 1960):

"In this situation, the National Seience Board and
the director sought to define more specifically
the role of the National Science Foundation in rela-
tion to other agencies. After extensive conferences
between National Science Foundation staff members
and the Bureau of the Budget and other agencies, the
foundation made a series of recommendations which
were incorporated in Executive Order 10521 of 17 March
1954. The order states that the foundation 'shall
. . . recommend to the President policies for the
promotion and support of basic research and education
in the sciences, including policies with respect to
furnishing guidance toward defining the responsibil-
ities of the Federal Government in the conduct and
support of basic scientific research.'

"The order further directors that the foundation
shall be increasingly responsible for the support of
general-purpose basic research but recognizes also t

692
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the importance and desirability of having other
agencies conduct their special basic research
in fields closely related to their mission:.
The foundaticn is not expected to have responsi-
bility for the applied reSearch and development
programs of 'Dither agencies; each agency is
accountable for the scope and quality of its
development efforts."

D. Executive Order .10521 (1954).

Executive Order 10521 (1954) represented the high water

mark of Administration attempts to find in the NSF the organiili

tiln that would provide the scientific policy leadership and

coordination it sought. (The naming of the Director as Science

Adviser in 1973 appeared to be more a Personal appointment than

another effort to build the FoUndation into the overall adviser

to the President.) Executive Order 10521 provided in part:

"Section 1. The National Science Foundation
(hereinafter referred to as the Foundation) shall

from time to time recommend to the President pol-
icies for the Federal Government which will
strengthen the national scientific effort and
furnish guidance toward defining the responsibil-
ities of the Federal Government in thy conduct°
and support of scientific research.

"Sec. 2. The Foundation shall continue to
make comprehensive studies and recommendations
regarding the Nation's scientific research effort

and its resources for scientific activities, in-

cluding facilities and scientific personnel, and

its forseeable scientific needs, with particular
.attention to ffif extent of the Federel Government's
activities and the resulting tffects upon trained

scientific personnel. In making such studies, the
Foundation shall make full use of existing sources

of information and research facilities within the

Federal Government.

9 j
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"Sec. 3. The Foundation, in concert with each
Federal agency concerned, shall review the scien-
tific research programs and activities of the
Federal Government in order, among other purposes,
to formulate Athods for strengthening the admin-
istration of such programs and activities by the
responsible agencies, and to study areas of basic
research where gaps or undesirable overlapping of
support may exist, and shall recommend to the heads
of agencies concerning the support given to basic
research.

"Sec. 4. As now or hereafter authorized or per-
mitted by law, the Foundation shall be increasingly
responsible for providing support by the Federal
Government for general-purpose basic research
through contracts and grants. The conduct and sup-
port by other Federal agencies of basic research in
areas which are closely related to their missions
is recognized as important and desirable, especially
in response to current national needs, and shall
continue.

"Sec. 5. The Foundation, in consultation with
educational institutions, the heads of Federal
agencies, and the Commissioner of Education of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, shall
study the effects upon educational institutions of
Federal policies and administration of contracts and
grants for scientific research and development, and
shall recommend policies and procedures which will
promote.the attainment of general national research '

objectives and realization of the research needs of
Federal agencies while safeguzr.ing the strength and
independence of the Nation's ii.Ltitutions of learning."

The order then went on to attempt to minimize the difficulties

caused by the status of the Foundation as a sister agency rather

than an oversight -roup in the White House, provided that:

"The head of each Federal agency engaged in scientific
research shall make certain that effective executive,
organizational, and fiscal practices exist to ensure
(a) that the Foundation is consulted on policies con-
cerning the support of basic research, (b) that ap-
proved scientific research programs conducted by the
agency are reviewed continuouslY in order to preserve

694
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priorities in research efforts and to adjust programs
to.meet changing conditions without imposing unneces-
sary added burdens on budgetary and other resources,
(c) that applied research and development shall be
undertaken with sufficient consideration of the under-
lying basic reseazch and such other factors as relative
urgency, project c',sts, and availability of manpower
and facilities, anti (d) that, subject to considerations
of security and applicable law, adequate dissemination
shall be made within the Federal Government of reports
on the nature and progress of research projects as an
aid to the efficiency and economy of the overall
Federal scientific research program."

And then the Executive Order proceeded to place the Foundation in

a leadership role in securing order and consistency in the clas-

sification and reporting of scientific activities funded.by the

Federal Government:

"Federal agencies supporting or engaging in scientific
research shall, with the assistance of the Foundation,
cooperate in an effort to improve the methods of clas-
sification and reporting of scientific research pro-
jects and activities, subject to the requirements of

security information."

It also called upon the Interdepartmental Committee on Research and

.
Development (ICSRD), a coordinating group established in 1947 and

chaired in 1954 by the Director of the National Science Foundation,

to provide information on major equipment and facilities which

could serve the needs of more than one agency.

But the hopes the AdministratiOn placed in the powers it

extended to the Foundation in 10521 were not to be fulfilled. The

Foundation reiterated its faith in basic research and the collective

Wisdom of the scientific community. It undertook some specific

tasks; thus it organized a Special Commission on Rubber Research

(1955) which, through its recommendations, effected the dismantling
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of the government synthetic rubber,effore. During. the 1950s,

the Foundation also produced several reports dealing with

various aspects of national,science policy. Thus it sought

to examine, with the help of two different committees, the

problems of government-uniersity relationships (1950.

These reports called attention to the need for Fedeal agencies

to treat the costs of universities on a uniform basis. Such

course of action.was'later put into effect through the offices

of the BOB. Its report on facilities wai instrumental in the

eventuhl provision of funds by several government agencies for .

laboratory refurbishment and opened up- the road to later programs

of departmental and institutional support.

But drre.eoundarion'did not provide overall leadership

' with respect to Government budgets or policies for science.

While the Foundation issued various specialized 'reports fn addi-

tion to the more general reports Qf the type set forth above

and increasingly collected and published statistical teviews

such as Federal Funds for Science, it resisted efforts to become

a coordinator of Federal scientific activities or programs and

refrained from expressing views as to the programs and budgets

of its sister agencies.
0

A notable exception to its avoidance of commenting on the

programs and activities of sister agencies was that relating to

the National Institutes of Health. The Board, in 1955? after

strong urging from the BOB and a direct request from the Secretary

6q6.
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of HEW appointed a Special Committee on Medical Research

Activities of the HEW. Its report known as the "Long Report"

was transmitted to the Secretary of HEW but was never re-

leased and apparently never was acted upon. This exercise

seemed to reinforce the belief that Probing into the

hctivities of other agencies was not a function that the

Foundation could pursue with success.

Finally it must b2 noted that at this time a notable

example of an NSF policy casting its aura on th government

as a whole occurred when the Board set forth its policy re-

garding considerations of loyalty (of.a principal investigator)

in the support of non-classifiedhresearch in approving a grant

for a principal investigator refused by HEW. This action led

to the adoption'of an almost identical policy by the President

of the United States for the Government as a whole after he had

requested and received a recommendation from the NatiOnal

Academy of Sciences paralleling that of the Board. (See NSF

Sixth Annual Report 1956c)

After the nation was jolted by the launching of Sputnik

in 1957, various actioni took place which to-a major extent

relieved the pressure on the Foundation to exercise leadershiP

in developing and recommending National Science Policies.

These included the4reation of the post of Scienbe Adviser to

the President, major increases in the research budgets of several

FIderal agencies, the enactment of the National Defense Educaticin

Act and the development of new institutional arrangements.
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E. Executive Order 10807 (1959).

In March of 1959 the Administration, having become con-

vinced of the nee&for a more effective manner of promoLng

interagency cooperation and coordination in the'planning and

management of Federal scientific and technological affairs, by

Executive Order 10807 established the .Federal Council for Science

and Technology, with the President's Special Assistant for

Science and Technologr as chairman. This order effectively

suspended the Foundation's coordinating role (Section 2) except

for the field of scientific information (Section 10) . It also

reduced its advisory role from one covering."scientific research"

to "basic research and education in the sciences" (Section 6).

Some of the proVisions of this order--namely, those establishing

the Federal Council for Science and Technology in the Executive

Office and specifying its functions and those relating directly

to the Foundation follow:,

"Section 1. Establishment of Council.

"(a) There is hereby established the Federal
Council for Science and Technology (hereinafter
referred to as the Council).

"Section 2. Functions of the Council.

"(a) The Council shall consider problems and
developments in the fields of science and tech-
nology and related actlwities affecting more
than one Federal agency or concerning the over-
all advancement of the Nation's science and
technology, and shall recommend policies and
other measures.
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"(11 to provide more effective planning
and administration of Federal scientific
and technological programi,

"(2) to identify research needs includ-
ing areas of research requiring additional
emphasis,

"(3) to achieve more effective utiliza-
tion of the scientific and technological
resources and facilities of Federal
a4encies, including the elimination of
unnecessary duplication, and

"(4) to further international cooperation
in science and technology.

"In developing such,policies and measures the
COUncil, after. consulting, when considered appro-
priate by the Chairman, the National Academy of
Sciences, the President.' Science Advisory Committee,
and other organizations, shall consider

"(i) the effects of Federal research and
development policies and programs on non-
Feaeral programs 'and institutions,

"(Li) long-range program plans designed to
meet the scientific and technological needs
of the Federal Government, including man-
power and capital requirements, and

"(iii) the effects of non-Federal programs
in science and technology upon Federal
research and developmept policies and programs.

"(b) The Council shall consider and recoMmend measures
for the effective implementation'of Federal Policies
concerning the administration and conduct of 'Federal

c,

programs in science and technology.

"Section 6. Other orders; construction of orders.

"(a) ececutive Order No. 9912 of December 24 1967,
entitled 'Establishing the Interdepartmental Committee
on Scientific Research and Development," is hereby
revoked.

6 q
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"(h) Executive Order No. 10521 of March 17,
1954 . . . is hereby amended:

"(1) By substituting for section 1 thereof
the following:

"'Section 1. The National Science
Foundation (hereinafter referred
to is the Foundation) shall from
time to time recommend to the
President polixies for,the promo-.
tion and'support of basic research
and education in the scienc s, in-,
eluding Nolicies with resp ct to
furnishi g guidance toward defining
the responsibilities of the ederal
Government in the conduct and sup-
port of bas4,c scientific research.!

"Section lp. The National Science roundation shall provide.
leadership in the effective coordination of The scientific
information activities of the Federal Government with a
view to Improving the availability and dissemination of
scientific information. Federal agencies shall cooperate
with and assist the National Science Foundation in the
performance of this function, to the extent permitted by
law.".

The Foundation, besides initiating items for Federal Council

study and consideration put a great deal of effort into supplying
t'

it with information, studies, and reports as well as furnishing

staff for its,committees. This, it should be noted, was an Execu-

tive Office of the President effort with strong participation by

.4the Director and staff but with minimal Boaid involvement.

F. Public Law 86-232 (1959).

/n September of 1959 the Congress in Public Law 86-232, an

act intended primarily to strengthen the Foundation's authority to

support educational programs, softened the requirement that the

70o
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Board had to review and approve each pri:?posed fellowship award

and each grant or contract for basic scientific ,research by

providing that'%uch apt [may be] taken pursuant to the terms

of a delegation of authority from the Board or the Excutive

: Committee to the Director." This Act also amended the pgovision

relating to the Executive Committee and provided that the Direcior

would be a nonvoting, ex officio member, along with not le;s than

five nor more than nine other members elected by the Board from

among their number.

G. Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1962.

The Kennedy Administration made another attempt to fortify

the science adviser role in the White House, partly through putting

it on a statutory base. Rather than seek legislation from the

Congress, the Administration used the Reorganization Act of 1949,

then in force, and through Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1962,

established in the Executive Office of the President, the Office

of Science and Technology. The necessary statutory functions were

supplied by transferring from the National Science Foundation to

the Director of the Office of Science and Technology:

1) "So much cif the functions conferred upon the
Foundation by the provisions of section 3(a)

(1) of the National Science Foundation Act of

1950 . . . as will enable the Director to ad-

vise and assist the President in achieving
coordinated Federal policies for the promotion
of basic research and education in the sciences."

7ui
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2) "The functions conferred upon the Foundation by
that part of section 3(a) (6) of the National
Science Foundation Act of 1950 . . . which reads
as follows:

"'to evaluate scientific research
programs undertaken by agencies-of

"*. the Federal Government' . . ."

This Reo'rganization Plan is alsO notable for its efforts to

enhance the authority of the Director of the National Science

Foundation. Thus, it changed him from an ex officio nonvoting

member of the National Science Board into an ex officio voting

member and made him eligible to be Chairman of the Board. It also

abolished the old Executive Committee of the Board and established

a new one of five members, of which the Director was ex officio

chairman. and removed "so much of the functions conferred upon

divisimalcommittees bv . ,_,_the_National Science Foundation Act

of 1950 . . . as consists of making recommendations to', and advis-

ing and consulting with, the Board." This, in effect, made the

divisional committees, which the original NSF Act of 1950 pre-

scribed as advisory bodies to be appointed by the Board_and as

advisory to the Board, responsible to the Director. Although still

appointed by the Board they would henceforth legally report to the

Director. This appeared to reflect the view that their advice

dealt primarily with the operations, rather than the policies,

of the Foundation and hence should go to the Director.

The removal of the evaluating and general coordinating func-

tions were merely an acceptance of an established fact; for various

reasons the NSF.had always shied away from fulfilling them. The

7 2
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partial removal of the policy function, to permit the new office

to coordinate "Federal policies," did not negate, of course, the

authority of the Foundation to recommend national policies.

Moreover, the primary responsibility for endeavoring to coordinate

Federal policies and programs had long since pas.ded to the Federal

Council and the Bureau of the Budget.

H. Daddario Act of 1968.

No major changes in the distribution of power between the

Board and the Director occurred from this time until the Daddario'

Act of 1968, except that in 1965, by-Reorganization Plan No. 5,

the divisional rommittees were abolished. this had the effect of

permitting the Director to appoint the members of the divisional

committees who already, pursuant to earlier Executive Order,

reported to him. In Practice, the Director continued to consult

the Board and seek its advice before naming persons to these cosi-
.

mittees, and not only shared adviceogiven but arranged for annual

presentations by the committees to the Board.

After George P. Miller had become chairman of the Committee

on Science and Astronautics, and Emilio Daddario chairman of the

Subcommittee on Science, Researth and Development, the Subcommittee

had a review of the first 15 years of the National Science Founda-

tion prepared by the Science Policy Research Division,.Legislative

Reference Service, of the Library of Congress. This report, which,

was issued in 1966, became the basis for extensive hearings before

7
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Mr. Daddario's Subcommittee in 1967 and early 1968, leading to

enactment of the Daddario bill (PL 90-407) on July 18, 1968.

Through this Act it wap clear that the Congress was endeavoring

to reinstitute in the Foundation some of the functions transferred

to the White House under the redrganization plans, to,strenathen

the Board in its policy-making role, and to strengthen 'the role

of the Director as chief executive officer. Thus, the Act re-

auired t.he Board to report annually to the Congress on the status

and health of science. The Board was permitted a staff of.five

profescionals. With regard to the authority of the Director, the

bill authorized a Deputy Director and four Assistant Directors to

be appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
.

Senate and, of greatest importance in understanding the motiva-

tions and expectations of the Congress, the basic relatioaship

between the.Board and the Director was reversed and all residual

authority relating to the Foundation was vested in the Director

instead of the Board.

It will be recalled that under legislation passed in 1959,

the Board had been given authority to delegate to the Director

the approval of grants and contracts and of fellowships. Under

this authority the Board had made a delegation to the Director

to proceed with such actions where no policy issue was involved,

except where a total commitment of $500,000 in any one year, or

$2,000,000 in all, was involved. The Daddario Act seized upon

this arrangement and legislated that the Board could delegate

7
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approval of grants an7) contracts for scientific activities

(which now included fellowships) up to these am:..Int;, but the

power to delegate was limited in that'no longer could the

approval of transactions above those amounts be delegated. This

restriction on delegation.came at.a time when the-act contained

.for the first time a provision that "The Board . . . may dele-

gate to [the Executive Committee] or to the Director or both

such of the powers and functions granted to the Board by this

Act as it deems appropriate." (See 4b.) There is no other

limitation on this authority to delegete, except that the Director

may not redelegate the authority to make policy, so it must be

concluded that the Congress placed.special importance on the

responsibility of the Board in the grant-making process. This

was probably an echo of the geographic concerns and fears of-

monolithic control expressed in the earliest debates.

It should also be noted paiticularly that the Congress

providea that "The Board and the Director shall recommend and

encourage the pursuit of national policies for the promotion of

basic research and education in the sciences." This is a re-

statement of the policy function, part of which had been trans-

ferred to the White House by the effect of Executive Orders and

reorganization plans, and constituted a deliberate reaffirmation

of the desire of Congress for the Foundation to play a role in

science policy formulation. This time, however, both the Board

and the Director were encompassed in the mandate..

795
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In strengthening the position of the Director as chief

executive officer,,the Act still sought to ensure the partic-

ipation of the Board in essential aspects of Foundation ad-

ministration. Thus,

and

"The formulation of programs in conformance
with the policies of the Foundation shall be
carried out by the Director in consultation
with the Board";

"There shall be within the Foundation such
Divisions as the Director, in consultation
with the Board, may from time to time determine";

and, finally,

"The Director shall, in accordance with such
policies as the Board shall from time to time
prescribe, appoint and fix the compensation
of such personnel as may be necessarykto carry
out the provisions of this Act.'

I. Sumfriary.

From this historical sketch there can bariattcerned a clear

and persistent yearning on the part of both the Congress and suc-

cessive Administrations for the Foundation, especially the Board,

to perform a great-e, toia in advising the Government on the needs

of science, particularly basic science and scientific education,

Ind in making recoTmendations of a policy nature looking towards

fostering the strength of the nation's science. However, there

is no longer any expectation that the Foundation will act as a

Coordinator.

706
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As to the internal dynamics of the Foundation there

appears to have been agreement over the years that the Board

should determine policies for the Foundation and should par-

ticipate with the Director in the establishment of Programs

to carry out adopted policies. 'The actual administration of

the Foundation and its programs has been increasingly seen as

the responsibility of the Director, although there has been

an underlying reluctance to remove the Board from all

responsibility related to operations, particularly that for the

award of funds for scientific activities.

7.o
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II. The Role of the National Science Board

at Present and in the Future

The preceding resume of legislative and executive events

indicates that although the National Science Board's responsi-

bility for approving individual grants and contracts for

scientific activities has actually been increased in recent years

by legislative action, it has been regarded by both the Congress

and successive administrations As having as its Rrimary responsi-

bility the determination of Foundation policies and the rennin

mending of policies--whether or not they can be implemented by

the Foundation in whole or in part--for the strengthening of basic

research and education in the sciences.

A. The Board's Role in Approving_Individual Transactions.

Partly because of the manner in which the Foundation came

into being, partly because of the accepted roles of private

foundation boards, and partly owing to the distrust of creating

a "czar" over provision of federal funds to the scientific com-

munity, the Congress has continued to hold the National Science

Board responsible fol: the approval of individual grants and

contracts. It would appear that this burden must be eliminated

by legislative action or be materially eated by effective pro-

cedures, if the Board is to have the time reguired td function

to its full potential as the policy body for the FoUndation and

70
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as a source of policy recommendations relating to the strengthen-

in§ of the basic research and scienti;lic education effort of the

country. Removal of this detailed operating respo-sibility would

clearly radically increase the time aVailable for Board considera-

tion of policy matters. Iewould also foster a significant change

in its orientation and consequently in its methods of work, which

could greatly enhance its role as a policy body.

Under the present National Science Foundation Act there is

no way for the Board to fully relieve itself of its responsibility

for approving individual transactions, as even where it does not

specifically approve an action the transaction is approved under

a delegation to its agent.the Director. Therefore, it is recom-

mended that a determined effort be made at the appropriate time

to have Section 5(e) removed from the Act (5(e) is the statutory

provision requiring prior approval of the Board, specifically or

by delegation within limits, before the Director makes grants or

contracts for scientific activities) . It should be realized,

however, that even if this obligation were deleted from the Act,

the Board would have a continuing responsibility to assure it-

self that its policies were being carried out in the award of

funds for scientific activities. I would propose, therefore,

that whether or not the requirement of Board approval is repealed,

the Board severely limit its_participation in the review of pro-

osed rants and contracts for scientific activities. (The

Board's role in the award of fellowships does not apliear to pose

any problems.) .It is submitted that the primary responsibility
4'
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of the Board with respect to individual.research awards is to.

ensure that they are processed under procedures which assure

that they are made pursuant to Board .policies. Individual

grants or contracts should be examined by the Board in depth

(whether or not they exceed the limits of the Board's delega-

tion.to the Dkrettor) where existing policies do not'clearly

sanction approval. In other cases Board oversight should

primarily concern itself with assuring compliance with its

policies.

In order to satisfy the responsibilities of the Board,

complete sets of policies and procedures inyolved in Me award

of funds for scientific activities should be prepared by the

Director and be presented to the Board for discussion, amend-

ment, and approval.

. (1) Policy Compendium.
<>.

The policy compilation should endeavor to cover

all Significant policy questions which arise in making

awards under approved prograMs. It should also include

a list and description of programs which have been

approved and to which, so long as the Board must ap-

prove, or delegate the approval, of individual transac-

tions, the basic delegation to the Director for taking

final action without recourse to the Board applies.

The policy compilation should of course cover a mtatitude
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of other matters such as geographical distribution,

division between large and small grants, provision

for young investigators, and so forth. The policies

statement should encompass not only those policies

which have already been mandated by the Board, but

also, so far as possible, policies to cover pertinent

areas of concern which can be identified and whare no

written policy guidance exists.. These compilations

should not be rigidly systgmatic add detailed codi-.

fications but should be done with imagination and.a

sincere effort to set forth thephilosophy of the

policies, leaving to the Director and staff the job

of providing necessary detail in the course of ad-

ministration. It will take a group of. informed,

intelligent, arid imaginative people,working in close

liaison with a Board committee, a considerable length 1

of time to dp`this properly, but it should be well

worth the effort. Once done, the compendium could

be amended and kept up to day with ielative ease.

() Procedures Compendium.

The procedures should detail for each program the

manner in'which pfoposals are received or solicited,

the manner in which reviews are mane, the type of peer

review, 'and.the role of individual staff officers in

exercising-judgment in negotiations and in recommending,

71
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approval or disapproval. The internal review process

leading up to final approval or recommendation to the

Board should be precisely stated. These procedures

should be standardized for all programs to the greatest

extent feasible.

In tHis connection, it should be noted that the

dollar limitations embodied in the delegation to the

Director do not necessarily identify those individual

transactions which most merit Board consideration.

The procedures, therefore, should include a method for

screening out tbose proposals or propqsal awards which,

although below the dollar limitations of the delegation,

raise a policy issue. As the General Counsel is now

represented on the review boards it might he well to

assign to him, as adviser to both the Board and Director

the responsibility for identifying such matters for

presentation to the Board. Even if Section 5(e) were

to be removed, the Board would still need to have pro-

posed awards involving policy determinations placed

before it, and might also wish to have a sampling of

transactionsbased upon size or field referred to it for

scrutiny as a method of satisfying itself that its

policies were being carried Out and were working

satisfactoriiy.

7 1
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The procedures should, in my opinion, include

provision for ad hoc audits to be made by scientists

and sdientific administrators outside the Foundation,

ant as far as practicable outside the review system.

These audits, in addition 'to stating findings with

respect to the merits of the action iteelf, could

contain findings and suggestions relating to the

procedures used, and applicable policies, and, one

hopes, provide an independent assessment of a par-

ticular program as a whole. The results of the audits

should be reported directly to the Director or his

Deputy. The Director could then report these findings,

periodically, to the Board.

The matters mentioned as those to be included in

the compendia of proposed policies and procedures

relating to awards in supp9rt of scientific activities

are, of course, only illustrative. The documents should

cover the poli.cies which can be identified as existing

or as needed and the procedures should encompass a

complete system but iiot, necessarilly, spell out all

the details. The policies and procedures as amended and

formally adopted by the Board should be indexed, coded,

and maintained in a current state, only being altered by

specific resolution of the Board or being amplified by

authority of the Director.

71
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(3) Specialization within the Programs Committee.

At least while the present legal requirements apply,

ti;e Board might be well served by having small specialized

subcommittees of the Programs Committee review in depth

prpposed grants and contracts in specific fields. The

consideration by the Board as a whole prior to'formal

action could then more easily concentrate on any policy

issues involved.

(4) Future Boaid Stance in Regard to Individual

Transactions.

When compendia of such policies and procedures

(including a provision for spot audits) are approved
.

by the Board, it should feel free to restrict itself

.mainly to the policy implications of individual trans-

ections coming.before it. If the Board feels confident

after such.a system has been in operation for a reason-

able period of time that the system is ensuring that

the processing of transactions is in conformity with

its policies, the NSF should then endeavor to secure

the repeal of Section 5(e). The basis for such request

could be that the Board has, approved the policies and

prOcedures under which awards are made, that there are

'sufficient safeguards to assure that departures from

established policy will be placed before the Board

before action it taken, and that it is not feasible

71 ,
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for a large part-time group to both 4ive individual

.consideration to a multitude_of_research transactions

and still give adequate attention to its policy role..

B. The,Board's Role in Policy Formulation.

As previously stated the Board's role which is generally

accepted as its major responsibility is that of establishing

the policies of the Foundation and making recommendations for

policies to increase the scientific potential of the country.

.(1) The manner in which a policy issue may arise or

a policy be laid down, however, may vary widely.

(a) A policy issue may aiise ix:many ways

such as: from an awareness of a problem on -

the part of a Board member, or in connection

with ; specific matter being considered by

the Board, or from an issue posed by the

Director, or from a study initiated by the

Board or one of its committees in relation

to a perceived problem, or from an action or

request of another arm of the Government,

e.g., the Office of Management and Budget or

the Office of Science and Technology Policy..

(b) A policy may be made known in many ways

such as; by a specific resolution of the Board,

by the implicatLons inherent in an action of the

Board, such as approving a program or declining
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to approve a grant, or by adoption of all or

part of a formal report. Such a report can

be the result of an in-house staff study, can

lollow from the deliberations of a Board Com-

mittee or a committee or Commission appointed

by the Board, or of work done under contract,

or of any combination of these.

It is recommended that all policies relat-

ing to the Foundation be enunciated overtly and

specifically by the Board and be adopted by formal

resolution. In the illustrations given above the
,

Board Resolution extending the general Delegation

to the Director for approving grants and contracts

to a specific program would constitute such an

action in that it would clearly give approval for

the policies of a specific program. In the ca,;e

of implications contained in a specific action,

however, the policy should be distilled out of the

action, formulated and approved by specific resolu-

tion of the Board. Only in this way will it be pos-,

sible to create and maintain a cohesive body of

policies to govern the actions of individual staff

members. The preparation of resolutions for the

Board embodying such hidden policy determinations

should be the responsibility of the Eoard's staff.

71 6
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(2) Instruments for the Preparation of Policy Positions.

The Board's standing committees constitute central

,places where issues can be studied and discussed and re-

commendations can be prepared for formal Board action

enunciating policy. The present mandates ofthe com-

mittees should, however, be altered.

(a). The Board and its Budget Committee

The Budget Committee under present and pro-

posed responsibilities and procedures appears to

be well linked to the budget process from the

earliest discussions as to future roles for the

Foundation, through formulations of possible

future budgets.and up to the final decisions re-

lating to the submission of a budget to the OMB.

However, the Budget Committee should augment its

tasks by assuming those policy and planning func-

tions relating strictly to the Foundation hereto-

fore considered part of the assignment of the

Policy and Planning Committee.

Many policies are made in the normal process

of getting and spending in budget and program

activities. Others can be raised and studied and

recounendations made as part of the planning process.

Over\the years the ability of the Board to influence,

if not wholly control, the preparation of the
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Foundation's budget has been greatly enhanced.

The Budget Committee would appear today to have

good opportunities to make recommendations to

the Board which as adopted will have great effect

in molding both the long-term and short-term

budget positioils of the NSF subject, of course,

to the restraints placed upon the Director and.

the Foundation by the office of the President.

Thus, the Board's ability tO determine polity

through the budget is limited mainly by the

overriding decisions of the President, largely

as exercised by OMB, and by actiOnsof the Congress.

The Board can, however, make its views known

before the budget process is reached, and should

be able, over the course of time, to press its

positions, primarily by issuing policy reports

and appearing before the OMB. On rare occasions

of unusual importance the Board or members thereof

may be able to go directly to the President. In

any event, annual and special reports can have a

long-term influence on the CongreZs.

(b) The Board and its Pro6rams Committee

Programs can be considered as being developed

before, during, and after the budget process. Under

present practices the Board has the ability to in-

fluence,.if not completely determine,.Foundation

71
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programs. Thus, through its Programs Committee,

the hoard can study issues underlying,'not only

the development, administration, and curtailment

of programs, but also the inclusion in the budget

.of funds for future programs. With the asistance

of the budget Committee, the Board has a continu-

ihg opportunity t'o mold the ongoing and future

programs of the Foundation and to significantly

influence the activities which the Foundation

will undertake, as well as the relative emphasis

placed on different programs. The Board, with

the help of the ProgransCommittee, can monitor
*

the policies governing individual programs through

consideration of individual projects, and through

periodic review of the program as a whole. It is

through the Programs Committee iihat.recomnendations

and guidance for Foundation programs can augment

policies adopted by the Board after deliberations

in the Policy or Budget Committees. These recom-

mendations can directly affect such matters as the

creation, nurture, or abandonment of major re-

search facilities, or the extent to which the

Federal Government will provide support for basic

research on the basis of individual project selec-

tion versus the nurturing of a limited number of

inaiitutions of excellence.
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It should be noted that under present prac-

tice the Board retains the function of approving

all individual grants in a new program until it

is satisfied that the trround rules are well

established and are satisfactory to it. It is

the Programs Committee which takes the lead in

these matters. This practice together with

occasional program reviews affbrds full oppor-

tunity for determining the policy to govern each

individual program and to insure timely changes

in policy where desirable.

(c) Committee on National Science Policy

It is recommended that the Planning and

Policy Committee be reconstituted as the Com-

mittee on National Science Policy charged solely

with preparing recommendations to the Board for

it to carry ou its portion of the Foundation's

1responsibility to ". . . recommend and encourage

the pursuit of national policies for the promo-

tion of basic research and education in the

sciences." (Sec. 3(d).)

This mandate appeared in the original act of

1950 as a responsibility of the Foundation and,

hence under the residual authority clause existing

at thai time, this policy function rested basically

72
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with thesBoard. This authority, as explained

above, after being greatly reduced by Execu-

tive Orders and Reorganization Plan No. 2 of

was consciously and specifically restored--

'and this time as a responsibility of Board and

Director--by the Daddario Act of 1968. It -would

seem, therefore, that greater efforts should be

made to carry out the intent of this provision and

thus to respond to the Congressional perception

of need. It is recommended that this be the sole

assignment of the Policy Committee. This would

assure that efforts to fulfill this function

would be protected from diversions arising from

the inevitable crises associated with the

budgetary and program affairs of the Foundation.

The Policy Committee should devote itself
o

o roblems and issues havin eneral government

or national reach, whether or not the Foundation

could itself be affected or play a part in carry-

ing out any recommendation. Such policy matters

would include, but by no means be limited to,

such problems as alternative institutional ar-

rangements for research, institutional science

support, the creation or maintenance of centers

of sientific excellence, the weight to be given

demographic factors, the appropriate balance
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between academic and other research performers,

alternative mechanisms for the support of re-

search (e.g., changes in the tax laws), impact

of laws and federal regulations on research by

industry, how to better match federal programs

With available technical and scientific manpower

(and vice versa), and policies for international

scientific activities, including the assurance

of smooth financing.

The 'biennial Science Indicators, particularly

if supplemented by analytical studies indicating

the need for a given course of action, should be-

come an effective mechanism for the Committee to

isolate, study, and recommend national science

polibies. Recommendations buttressed in this man-

ner should have influence on the universities, the

Administration, and the Congress.

The Policy Committee should, of course, be

assisted by staff as suggested later in this re-

port, but to be effective would,undoubtedly have

to devote fairly sustained attention to its tasks.

It should be prepared to give its commene.s by mail

on materials supplied by the staff and to meet for

reasonable periods at the time of Board meetings.
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It is recommended, moreover, that when necessary

it be prepared to meet for up to a week at a

time once or twice a year in order to have time

enough to adequately exmine, discuss and formu-

late its recommendations.

A crucial element.in the usefulness of re-

commendations of national science policies is in'

the receptivity of the users and implementers.

In some cases the Foundation can partly implement

a recommended policy which will give it a trial

and some exposure. More importantly, however,

the Administration, the Congress, State Govern7

ments and the Universities, as the case may be,

must be attracted to the merits of a policy in

order to have it affect events. The Board, once

it has considered the recommendations of its

Policy Committee and has formulated a recommended

national policy, has various opportunities open

to it to spur the implementation of a suggested

policy. As appropriate, it can publish--either

as a special report or as an inclusion in its

annual report or otherwise; it can unofficially

or officially call upon the Office of Science and

Technology Policy or the Office of Management and

Budget and endeavor to enlist support; its Chairman,
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the Director, or other members can call upon

individual Senators or Congressmen or testify

before committee,. On rare occasions,and if

the issue is important enough, a direct con-
.

ference with the President is a possibility.

After alloWdng for all these efforts'fol-

lowing,a recommendation, it must be realized

that effectual implementation of a policy is

more likely if the recommendation is in response

to a need perceived by somebody in a position to

implement it. It is recommended, therefore,

that in choosing issues upon which to make

recommendations,great weight be given tO con-

sulting potential users. Moreover, having issued

a policy recommendation there should be systematic

follow up to appraise the extent-to which a policy

is being implemented. Such a follow up should

also weigh tne results achieved. Where appro-

priate, efforts should continue to foster wider

adoption of policies that appear to be successful

where applied.

National science policy issues are a concern

of the Director as well as of the Board. More-

over, he will be confronted with the need to take

positions in intra-governmental contacts on issues

not considered by the Board. It is essential,
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therefore, that the Board be fully informed of

positions which the Director has, or expects,

to take on such matters so that the Foundation

can, to the greatest extent possible, speak with

one voice. The Director, however, has two

vbices--one as a member of the Board, the other

as Director--and being subjqct to the constraints

of the Administration of which he is a part may

not always be able to support a Board position.

(d) The Executive Committee and the Board

The Executive Committee,-besides exercising

emergency powers for the Board, offers the

Director between Board meetings a more accessible

forum for discussing possible policy implications ,

of actions or positions he must take before having

an opportunity to consult with the Board. During

the almost twenty-five years that the National

Science Foundation has been in operation, several

attempts have been made to relieve the whole

Board of some of its tasks by delegating them to

the Executive Committee. None of these efforts,

however, has endured, except for emergency and

"steering" activities. In the next paragraph a

limited coordinating'role will be suggested, but

it is recommended that a review of Board activities
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be made with a view to isolating certain actions

whiCh could appi-opriately be delegated to the

Executive Committee in an effort to clear more

time fOr the Board to consider major policy

questions. In .addition, agendas for Board meet-

ings could be constructed in such a manner that

minor issues could be isolated and the Board be

given the opportunity to refer a package of such

Matters to the Executive Committee for action.

If such a practice were followed it should be

possible to greatly shorten the Board agenda.

(e) Staff Support

There remSins to be considered the means of

staff' support for the Board in its policy role.

Issues, of necessity, arise in the daily activities

Of the Foundation. Where these raise policy ques-

tions of sufficient importance they will be re-

ferred to the Board through the Director, after

suitable staff consideration. In this manner the

Board can receive an issue fully developed with the

pros and cons and the recomMendations of the

DireCtor. Such a matter can be acted upon by the

full Board in the first instance, or can be re-

ferred to the appropriate committee o,f the Board

for further consideration and recommendation.
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The Board and its Committees, however, must

have available to them the resources for gather-

ing facts and for the analyses which only adequate

professional assistance can provide. This would

.be true whether the issue arose from a recommenda-

tion of the Director, from the Board, or,a member

thereof, from a Board committee, or indeed in

response to an issue raised elsewhere, perhaps by

the OMB.or a Congressional committee. To meet the

needs of the Board, therefore, it is imperative

that it and, its committees are assured of adequate

staff assistance. The tasks-will vary, however,

and the staff required will have to command dif-

ferent expertise from time to time. It would

appear impractical, therefore, for the Board to

have its needs met by a permanent staff of its own.

It would appear to be more practical for the ioard

to be able to draw upon a pool of varied professional

talents in addition to its Executive Secretariat.

The Chairman and each of the Board Committees needs

the services of a full-time, high-level professional

whose qualifications and performance are acceptable

to them. The Director, likewise, needs a group upon

whom he can call for policy coordination and

assistance. It is recommended, therefore, that he

maintain within hii Office a high caliber and

I
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'diversified Policy Group which could meet the

Board's and Director's needs for assistance in

policy matters. It is recommended (i) that the

Director, in consultation with the Chairman of

the Board assi n from the Policy Group a pro-

fessional of the bi4hest caliber to serVe as

Special Assistant"to the Chairman and (ii) assign

an appropriate professional to each of the major

Board committees (Executive, Budget, Programs'

and Policy) td be available to assist in the work

of each Committee at the discretion of its

chairman.

It is further recommended that the Policy

Group as a whole be given a free hand to enlist

the assistance of any member of the staff of the

Foundation as required and as appropriate. As the

PoliCy Group would be in the Office oi the Director

it could be counted upon not to disrupt the normal

operations of the agency.

Wit); this type of organization, requests

from the Board, its committees or an individual

member to have a problem explored, statistics

prepared or analyzed, a staff paper prepared

setting forth pros and cons or for assistance in

7 9
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preparing a report could be transmitted

through the Special Assistant to the Chair-

man,to the Executive Committee. That Com-

mittee could exeicise coordination and

control over the work to be undertaken. A

request as approved by the Executive Committee

could then be forwarded to the Policy Group

with appropriate Boarestaff supplying liaison

to assure ihat the product will conform to that

authorized by the Executive Committee and re-

quired to fulfill the needs of the initiator

1 of the request. In this manner there would

be a mechanism available fpr the Board and the

Directpr to secure the necessary backup for

formulating policy recommendattions. At the

same time, there would be no duplication of

staff effort as all the existing staffs would

be fully coordinated.

III. Conclusion

The National Science Foundation, consisting of theoNational

Science Board and the Director, is a unique form of government

organization. It will function best'when the policies of the

Foundation, determined by the Board, 'are understood by all those

involved in its operations and when the Director hos the greatest
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freedom to act within well-defined policies. To this end, the

Board should endeavor to make its policy'determinations explicit.

The Board can also make a valuable contribution toward the

development of national science policies by giving concentrated

study,.to the problems surrounding the basic scientific research

effort of the country and giving the government and the nation

the benefit of its independent and expert judgMents and

recommendations.

rJ
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Bennett, Charles E., Rep am, 505

Betz, Fred
Bias In Fellowships

483
137

Big and Little Science Ad Hoc Committee 42, 293, 475, 484

Blg and Little Science Committee 41, 285, 475

Big Science Policies 274, 475, 620

BIsplinghoff, Raymond L 82, 83, 224, 260, 468, 525

Black Colleges 123, 349

Blacks, Representation of on 1158 51,257,258

Blankenship, Vaughn 7 404

Block Grants 281, 288, 610

Blue Ribbon Panel on Ocean Drilling 524

Bfue Sky Proposals, Funding of 276

Board Book 330

Board Operations Ad Hoc Committee 77

Board Staff 5 16, 62, 84, 85, 91, 394, 400, 403, 572, 715

Boesman, 1,11111am Iv

Bogen, Kenneth T v

Bowman, Isaiah 45

Branscomb, Lewis M ill, 7, 19, 23, 36, 83, 217, 235, 260, 321,445

Broader Role for 1158 3

Bronk, Detlev W 261

Brooks, Harvey 126, 550

Brown, George E. Jr., Rep iii, v069,233,237,239

Budget Committee 31, 81, 96, 164, 621, 706

Budget Cycle, Key Events 175

Budget Information Procedures 170

Budget Making Responsibilities 155

Budget Management Subcommittee 31, 126, 151, 165

Budget Process, NSB Role 3

Bureau of the Budget 53,155

Bush Award 88, 502

Bush Report 45, 676

Bush, Vannevar 111,44, 51

Business Participation in Support of Basic Research 276

Campus Disruptions, Funding Policy 406

Careers, Scientific and Engineering 152, 611

Carter, Herbert E 201

Carter, President Jimmy 14, 392

Catholics, Representation on NSB 51

CAUSE Program 123, 308, 349, am 365, 555, 627

Ceramics Program 124

Chairman of NSB 50
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80-976 0 - 83 - 47 73380-976 0 - 83 - 47

emical Processes Program % 124

*Chemicals and Health° 203

Chemical Threats to the Environment 350,356

Circular A-10 2
331

Circular A-21 25,42,179,290,201,441
%

Circular A-110 1 296

Circular No 22 331

Circular No 68 265

Circular No 107 117,579

Circular No. 108 137

Civil Rights 345, 356, 362

Climate Dynamics PrograF 124, 348, 357, 363, 628, 637

Closed-Cycle Helium Liquefaction Facilities 636

Cobb, Jewel P 23, 145, 317, 512, 513, 548, 598, 603

Cognitive Science Program 635

Coherent Area 133

College Faculty Short Courses , 347, 357, 364, 634

College Science improvement Program 123, 349, 543, 627

Commendation to Dr. Thomas Owen i 499

Comm ssion On Applied Science 1,3

Comm ssion on Rubber Research 55

Comm ssion cm Synthetic Rubber 83

Comm WW1 on the Social Sciences 83

Comm ssion On Weather Modification 83

Comm ssions 03

Comm salons, Special 49, 50

Comm ttee Rules 79

Comm ttees, Membership 262

Comm ttee Operation, Review and Evaluation ,, 274
Comm ttees, Public Access to Meetings 401, 402, 521

Comm ttees, Staffing 272, 572

Comm ttoe Structure 21, 77, 78, 79, 80

Community Water Minagement Program 358

Compendium of NS8 Policy Statements 5 26, 90, 192, 699
Compensation, NS8 Members 14, 16, 76, 400

Compensation, Principal Investigators 319

Compensation, Total Cost of NS8 74

Competitiv. Procurement Process 440

Competitive Research, Experimental Program 121

Comprehensive Assistance to Undergraduate Science
Education Program 123, 306,349, 356, 365, 555, 627

Computer Assisted Instruction 550

Caiputer Facilities, Policy for 138

Computer Tocnologles in Research 67

Confidentiality of Peer Reviews 419, 421

Conflict of interest 17, 74, 75, 366, 377, 380, 361, 362, 384, 440, 485

Conflict of Interest, Rotators 320

Congressional Direction of NSF 14

Congressional Research Service illov

Congressional 'Review of Grants 109, 208, 306, 419, 420, 505, 507

Conghessional Testimony 32, 75, 377, 361

Congress, NSB Role lills-a-Vls 179

Conlan, John B., Rep 419

Consultants, Board Members as 74

Consultants, for Preparing Reports 169

Continuing Education 23, 276

Contracting Authority for National Science Policy SubaommIttee 131

Cooke, Lloyd M ir101, 126, 260, 262, 327, 417, 467
Coordination and Management of Applied Research Subcommittee 79, 82, 126

Coordination of Solar Energy Research 636

Cooperation In Developing Public Education Programs
on Conversion to the Metric System 635

Core Support 32

Corporate Board Comparison 11

"Cost Principles for Educational Institutions" see "Circular A-21"

Cost Sharing Policy 103,409,460

Cota-Robles, Eugene H 62,260,277,309,321,520,613

Creativity Extensions of Awards 102, 290,436

Creutz, Edward C 344
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Criteria for Allocation of Resources Between Individual
Research Projects and Major Reaearch Facilities 274

Criteria for Selection of Research Projects 141,410,425,436,448,471

Critiques of NSB .. 813

Cross Directorate.Programs 174,365

Curriculum Review Group 306
Daddario, Emilio Q, Rep 61,64,222,275

Daddario Legislation 61,692

Darling, Bruce
David, Edward E., Jr 161,178

Decision Making for Science 147,594

Declinations of Proposals 407,422
Deep Sea and Ocean Margin Drilling Ad Hoc Committee 83,525

Deep Sea Drijfing Program 363,523

Defense Base Act 101

Defense Science Board 10

Defense, Secretary of 52

Degree of Freedom Analysis 482,604

Delegations of Authority 333,351,608
Delegations of Authority, Biennial Review u 340,352

Departmental Research Centers 42,286,287,288
Department of Education 40,309,556
Department of Energy 214,287
Department 6f Research and Graduate Education 198

Department of Science 208

Department of State 269

Deputy Director 280

Developing Countries, Science'ln 148,364,535,600

Development In Science Education 358,365

Directorate of Engineering 232

Directorates, Organization of 643,646

Director-Board Relationship 17,50,52,62,69,341,670
Director, Delegation to 351,608

Director's Action Review Board 27,280

Director's Advisory Council, NSB Relationship to 4

Director's Report to NSB 310
Disasters and Natural Hazards Program 348,350

Disclaimers 134

Discontinuation of NSB 8,96,208

Dissertation Improvement Grants 148

Divisional Committees 60,264

DNA Guidelines 132,488

Doan, Herbert 7 23,82,260,317,484

Doctoral Dissertation Research 346,357

Doctoral Dissertation Research improvement 363

Doctoral Training 303

Donovan, 0abrel 8

Dropouts of Major Projects by Other Agencies 132

Earthquake Engineering Program 123,348,350,626

Earthquake Hazards Mitigation Program 358,364

Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act 651

Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program 637

Economics,Program 124

Education and Science Subcommittee 79
Education Review Committee 78

Education Subcommittee 305

Eggers, Alfred J., Jr 344
Eisenhower, President Dwight D 56

Elitism In Grant Awards 2138

Endorsement of Political Candidates by NSB Members 373

Energy Council 645

Energy Department 214

Energy RAD Policy, Office of 646

Energy RAD Task Force 646

Energy ReorganiAation Act I 649

Energy Research 30,34,130

Energy Research and Technology Program 123,348,350,626

Energy Subcommittee 106

Engineering and Applied Sciences Directorate 230

Engineering Education see Science Education

Engineering Research Initiation Grants 346,357

Environmental Biology Program 124

Environmental Programs Subcommittee 106

"Environmental Scienca--Challenge for the Seventies" 38,102
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Equal Opportunities In Science and Technology COmmittee 652

Equipment Accountability 274

Equipment Costs 299

Equipment Leasing 297

Equipment, Long Range Planning 273

Equipment Needs end Utilization 276

Ethics end Human Value Implications of Science and Technology 635,645

Ethics and Values in Science and Technology 358,365

Ethics In Government Act 4.-
76,392

Evaluation Experiment, Post Grant 274

Evaluation, Post'Grant 273

Excepted Appointment Authority 132,151,509,609

Executive Committee 20,50,59,61,77,80,95,714

Executive Committee Annual Report 50,99

Executive Committee, Grant Approval 113,334,336,341,351

Executive Council 18,266,643

Executive Order 10521 56,681,682,689

Executive Order 10807 56,687

Executive Order 11671 268

Executive Secretary 72,16,84

Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research. . 121,364,434,632

Experimental R&D Incentives Program 350,635,645

Exploratory Research end Problem Assessment 123,348,350,e26
Exploratory Research end Technology Assessment 350
Facilities, Federal Support for 54

Faculty Improvement Programs 357,364

Faculty Oriented improvement Program 347

Faculty Research Participation 347

Faculty Resources Doyelopeent 347

Faculty Salaries 128,274

Faculty Science Fellowship Program 550

Faculty Summer Salaries 273

Falk, Charles E 515

Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology 649

Federal Council for Science and Technology 56,649,687

Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977 296

"Federal Support of Physical Facilities and Major Equipment for the
Conduct of Scientific Research" 54

Fellowship Program, Mathematical Sciences 124,363

Fellowship Programs 49,347,357,364

Fellowships, Minority 124

Financial Audits 282

Financial Reports of NS8 Membehs 77

Fire Research Program 123,348,626

Five-Yeer Outlook Report 100,215,506,651

Five-Yeer Rolling Grants 610

Flewn, Peter T 260

Flexibility Analysis 604

Flood Hazard Mitigation Study 641

Footnotes, Guido to 1

Ford Administration, Science Policy Advice 204

Ford, Presideht Gerald R 130,204,209

Foreign Currency Program 123,346

Foreign Research 129

Foreign Travel Regulations, NS8 Members 75

Formula Grants 274

Fourteenth NS8 Report Committee 82

Freedom of Information Act 384,391

Fried!, Ernestine , 82,260,277

Functions, Formal of NS8 10

Functions, Informal of NS8 12

Funding Mechanisms 151,285

Fuqua, Don, Rep 111,309,318,506

Future Role of NSF 142,461

"Future Role of the Federal Government with Respect to
Research In Synthetic Rubber" 83

General Accounting Office 306

General Advisory Coamitivo, Atomic Energy Commission ill

General Counsel, NSF 280,644

Geographic Distribution of Advisory Committee Members 267

Geographic Distribution of Graduate Education Activity . 198

Geographic Distribution of Grants ,46,131,132,134,288,493

Geogrpahlc Distribution of NS8 Members 13,22,51,257,659

Geographic Distribution of NSF Awards, Task Force on 648

Geographic Distribution, Task Force on 698
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Geographic Representation, Executive Committee 50,59
Geophysics Program 124
Geothermal Energy Research 636
Gillespie, Walter L 318
Global Atmospheric Research Program 342,357,363
Giomar Explorer 525
Good, Mary L 260
Government in the Sunshine Act, Effects 330,394,401,402,521,650
"Government-University Relationships In Federally
Sponsored Scientific Research and Development" 55

Graduate Fellowships 49,347,357,364
Graduate Science Education 198
Graduate Stipends 555
Graduate Stipends Supplementation 409
Grant and Contract Mechanisms 111,285
Grant Approval by NSB 28,56,92,107,579,697,703
Grant Policy Manual 27(
Gravitational Physics Program 636
Group Research Grant 42,288,433
Growth by Field 140
Gude, Gilbert vI

Hackerman, Norman.7,18,19,23,73,88,179,210,237,302,317,392,393,440,480,506,522
Hahn, T. Marshall 201
Hamaty, Joyce 8
Handbook for Program Managers 99,143
Handicapped In Science 124,364
Handicapped, Policy and Research 474
Handicapped, Protection of Rights 136
Handicapped, Science and Technology Aid to 364,632
Handier, Philip 7,12,19,29,88,92,197,212,225,261,319,455,550
Harrison, Anna J 304,351
Hatch Act Not Applicable to NSB Mmebers 372
Haworth, Leland J 19,60,64,452
Health Regulation 203
Heeschen, David S 321
Herz, Charles H 7
Hesburg, Theodore M 23,317
Heyns, Roger W 8,23,89,110,183,546,574
Heyns1 Statement on NSB Responsibilities 574
High Risk Research by Young investigators 298
High School Student Training 347
History and Philosophy of Science Program 124
Hoff Report 90,104,110
Hoff Report, Text 673
Hoff, William J 8,23,374,388
Hogness, John R 82,260
Honorary Prizes 88
Hubbard, William N 7,23,92,126,473,520,539,578
Hueg, William F., Jr 83,260
Hufstedier, Shirley M 320
Human Cell Blology,Program 124,634
Human Geography and Regional Sciences Program 124
Human Nutrition Program 364,632
HuMan Resources and Services Program 123,348,350,626
Human Subjects, Protection of 136
mprovement of Pre-College Instruction 346
ncome Generated from Education Grants 543
ndirect Costs/Overhead 55,135,610
ndividuallzed Science Instructional System 308
ndustrial innovation, federal Role 202
ndustrIal Program 350,358
ndustrIal Research Participation for College Teachers 635
ndustrial Technology and Innovation 36
ndustry, Basic Research 25,135,136,638
ndustry Cooperative Programs 273
ndustry -NSF Relationships 128,133
ndustry/University Cooperative Research 274,365,638
ndustry -University Relationship 297
nformal Program Reviews 31,116,124
nformatiom Dissemination for Science Education 358,365
nformaticm Science and Technology Programs 364

7 3 6
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nformatlon Transfer Policy 522

nfrastructure issues 32

nnovation Study 130

nstabliity of Federal Support of Research and Graduate Education 197

nstitute for Scientific and Technical Cooperaticm 150

nstitute for Theoretical Physics 312

nstitutiona Arrangements for Basic and Applied Research 143

nstItutIona Arrangements for Research Subcommittee 287

nstitutiona Committee 78,125,455

nstitutiona Grants 288

nstltutlona Grants for Research Management 120,635

nstructiona Improvement 346

nstitutiona Issues 470,584,593

nstitutIona Programs Directorate 226

nstitutiona Science Support 34,142,417,460

nstructiona Scientific Improvement Prcgram 365

nstitutiona Support for Science, 301,303,605

nstrumentat on Program 529

nstrumentat on Support, Biological, Behavioral and Social Sciences 636

ntograted Basic Reseaech Program 338,364

ntograted Pest44anagement Program 635

ntelligemt Systems Program 124

Interaction between the National Science Foundation and the Public" 316

nterdepartmental Committee on Research and Development m 684

nterdisciplinary Research Relevant to Problems of our Society 222

ntergovernmental Program '
358

ntergovernmental Science Program 123,348,350,364,626

nternationa Cooperative Scientific Activities 357,364

nternationa Decade of Ocean Exploration 123,348,357,626,648

nternationa Programs 327,530,533

nternationa Programs Division 270

nternationa Science Activities 67,136,146,148,346,534,539,645

nternationa Science Activities Subcommittee 126,539

nternationa Science Policy Analysis Role 640

nternationa Subcommittee 138

nternationa Travel Grants 346,356

nternattona Travel Support 364

nternationa Women's Year 512

RRPOS 222

nvesfment Credit for Equipment 297

Jones, Thomas F 92

Kennedy, Edward M.,Sen 65,206,275,310

Kilgore, Harley, M. Sen 43,44,46,676

Kitchen Cabinet, Director's 18

Knezo, Genevieve, J 111,v

"Knowledge into Action: improving the Nations Use of the Social Sciences"..83

Koshland, Marian 7 23,81,157,170,260,262

Krumhansl, James A 541

Kruytbosch, Carlos 7 483,605

Langenberg, Donald L 7 19,275,276

Larger but Fewer Research Grants Study 274

Lax, Petor, D 260

Lead Agency, NSF 137,293,648

Less Developed Countries, Cooperative Research 598,600

Linguistics Program 124

Local Course improvement 358,365

Locations of NBS Meetings 71

Lomask, Milton 223,643

Long, Franklin 20

Long Rang. Budget Planning Meeting 72

Long Range Planning 138,145,160,460,480,591,618

Long Range Planning Committee 78,125

Long Range Planning, Equipment 273

Long Range Planning Meeting 14,25,71,72,160,584

Long Range Planning, Report of Task Force 387

Long Range Plans of Assistant Directors 170

Long Term Grants 288

Low Temperature Physics Program 124

Loyalty Evaluation Policy 55

Modane, Saunders 23,100,188,261,290,422,485

MACOS Project 8 41,73,108,279,305

Magnuson, Warren, G., Sen 46

737
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Mejor Issues of Potential Congressional Concern 3

Man: A Course of Study see MACOS

Management Council ',.:.: 18,266,643

Management Role of NSB 4

Management Role of NSF .144

Menhatten Project 13

Min-ln-the-Artic Program 635

Manpower and the Economy Ad Hoc Committee 513

Manpower Base, Report on 456

Manpower Report Ad Hoc Subcommittee 126

Manpower, Science 53,128,141,264,514

Mensfield Amendment I 198

March, James G 544

Marcus, Gall vi

Messey, Walter E 81,126,260,262,270,290
Mester Grant Concept 42,293,296,610
"Materials and Man's Needs" 130

Materials Research Interdisciplinary Laboratories 634

Materials Research Laboratories 131,327,328
Mathematical Sciences Research Fellowship Program 114,124,363,632
Metheiatical Sciences Rese27ch institute 312,541

McElroy, William D 19,223,224,266,408,644
McIntyre, James T., Jr 309
McNInch, Syl 458,466,590

Mechanisms for improved Oversight and External
Communications Subcommittee . 89,90,126,473

Heckling, William H 507

Meeting Dates, List of 1

Meeting Numbers 1,15

Meetings Held Out-of-Town ' 71

Meetings, NSB 14,15,49,73

Members, Former 653

Members, Geographic Representation 659

Membership of NSB 22,49,61,243,607,651

Members Term of Service 657

Membership of NS13 Committees 262

Memory and Cognitive Processes Program 124

Metabolic Biology Program 124

Metric Conversion Act of 1975 635,650

Metric System 540,639,650
Micro-Management by NS13 4 9 31,104,270

Miller, George P., Rep 61

Mills, Wilbur, Rep 46

Mlni-Courses In Science Education 308

Mlni-Grants 296

Mink, Patsy 320

Minorities and Women in Science Committee 82,513

Minorities and Women in Science Program 357,364,642
Minorities In Science 302,637,652
Minorities, Representation on NS13 22,244,257

Minority Graduate Fellowships 124,357,364,629

Minority Institutions Graduate Traineeships 364

Minority Institutions, Research initiation 365

Minority Institutions Science Improvement 310,358,365
Minority institutions Tralneeships 347

Minority instructional Graduate Traineeships 357

Minority Members who Have Served on NS13 677

Minority Programs in Science Education Advisory Committee 308

"A Minor Miracle" 224,643

Mission Agencies, Basic Research in 286

Morison, Robert S 544

Multi-Directorate Programs see Cross-Directorate Programs

Multidisciplinary Proposals 274

MUltinational Projects 276

Municipal Systems, Operations, and Services Program 123,348,350,626

Murray, Grover E 7,18,164,540

National Academy of Sciences 45,49,51,55,225,269,289
National Association of State Universities 49

National ClImattp Program 651

National Commission on Research 225

National Engineering Foundation 102

National Goals Conmission 225

National Needs Fellowships 347
National Needs Graduate Tralneeships 357

73,.)
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National Needs Postdoctoral Fell-IshIps 357

National Needs Tralneeships 347

National.RLD Assessment Program 635

National Research Centers 327

National RogIster of Scientific and Technical Personnel 514,515

National Research Foundation 45,46

National Research Opportunity Grants 652

National Role for NSB 217,404

Rational Science and Technology Issues Subccmittee 79

National Science Council Act 35

National Science Foundation Act of 1950 13,48,676

"The National Science Foundation - Its Present and Future" 61

Nation' Scrence Policy 54, 67,138,141

Nation. Science Policy Committee 35,36,91,204,419,709

Nationa Science Policy Subcommittee 35,126,139,201

Nation. Science Policy Reports 129

Nationa SclentifIc'and Technical Board 44 4
NatIona Sea Grant Program 634

Nation. Technology Foundation 152,233

Native Latex Commercialization and Economic Development Act 652

Naval Research, Office of 53

Neal, Homer A 260,328

Neurobiology Program 124

Neuroscience Program 635

New Programs, Approval of 335

New Programs Origins 220

New Technology Opportunities Program 223

Next Generation Telescope 294

Nicholson, Richard S 317

Nierenberg, William A 312,332

NIH Guidelines on DNA 132

Nixon Administration, Science Policy Advice '200

Nixon, President Richard M 35,197

Nonleathal Weapons 453

Mon-Renewable Resources Program 350

NOVA Television Program 319

NSB and National Science and Technology Policy Ad Hoc Subcommittee 19,36

NS8 and National Science and Technology Issues Subcommittee 82,126

NSB and OSTP Annual Reports Ad Hoc NSB Committee 1e6

NSB and NSF Staff Nominees Ad Hoc Committee 83

NSB Research Support Ad Hoc Committee 388

NSF Act Review Ad Hoc Corneille* 10,577

NSF -HAS Relationships Task Force on 648

NSF Review Ad Hoc ComWittee 91

NSF Support of Basic Research In Industry Ad Hoc Subcommittee 126

Nutrition Program, Human 364

Objectives of NSF e 596

Occupational Health and Safety Administration 287, 489, 492,

Ocean Deep Sim Drilling 635

Ocean Drilling, Ad Hoc Advisory Group for Future 523

Ocean Margin Drilling Project 30,114,174,293,312,528,620,625

Oceanographic Facilities and Support 546, 357, 363

Ocean Sediment Coring Program 346, 357

Office of Audit and Oversight 648

Office of Economic and Manpower Studies 346

Office of Energy RAD Policy 646

Office of Government and Public Programs 314

Office of Naval Resmarch 53

Office of Menegement
and Budget 11,12,31,32,33,34,37,38,70,155,173,178,180,199,223,643

Office of Planning and Resources Management 17,32,86,130,145,297,645

Office of Planning and Resources Management, Support of NSB 87

Office of Polar Programs 499

Office of Science and Technology 36,201,304

Office of Sclencd and Technology Policy 9,34,36,178,181,209,211,403,649

Office of Scientific and Technical Mobilization 44

Office of Scientific Research end Development 111,44,45,676

Office of Small Business Research and Development 638,651

Office of Technological Mobilization . 43

Office on Audit and Oversight 25

OMB Circular A-21 23,42

"Only One Science" 39
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"Opportunities and Needs In Science Document" 170,175

Organic Act, Hearing on Revision 8,9,92
Organic Act of 1950 49

.4.

Organic Act, Review of 607

Organization Decisions, NSB Role In 37

Organization of Federal Government for Support of Fundamental Research 197

Organization of NSF, NSB Role id 219

Origin of New Programs 220

Orr, Jane 8 599,611

Osborn, Mary Jane 260

OSHA Regulations, Effect Oh Basic Research 289,489,492

Overhead/Indirect Costs 55,135,610

Oversight 41,89,279,386

Owen, Thomas B., Commendation to ....499,522

Parramore, Mary L 1(1,7,544,587

Participation In Development of a National Climate Program 637

Participation of NSB Members In NSF Projects 366,388

Part-Time Board 48

Patent Policy. 4 213,495

Pay - See Compensation
Peer Review 12,25,27,273,281,308,419,421,423,437,588
Peer Reviewers, NSB Members as 75

Peer Review Survey Ad Hoc Committee 422

Peeformance Audit 473

Performer Base, Report on 456

Perkins, Courtland D 88

Personal Papers, Publication 135

Pettit, Joseph 14 82,235,260,269

Physically Handicapped In Science 124,364,633

Physics Support 319

"The Physical Sciences 38,182

Picker, Harm 130,388

Pimental,,George C. 7 317,489

Pings, Cornelius J. 291

Planning and Policy Committee 24,81,82,91,125,460,591,709

Planning Environment Document 387,591

Planning Environment Review 32,145,149,169

Plummer, Jewel 317

Po ar Programs, Office of ,499

Po Icy Agenda Subcommittee 126

Po Icy Related Scientific Research, Spending Floor 639
Po icy Research and Analysis Advisory Committee 269
Po Icy Research and Analysis Program 124,357,364,629

Po Icy Research, Science and TechdolOgy 635

Po Icy Role of NSB 4 386,591,704

Po Icy Statements and Resolutions 332,473

Po icy Statements, Compendium 5,26,90,192,699

Po Itical Contributions by NSB Members 373

Po ymers Program 124

Population Biology and Physiology Program 124,637

Post-Award Evaluation Procedures 273,279,282

Postdoctoral Fellowships 364
Postdoctoral Research Fellowships for New PhO's 543

Post-Doctoral Training 303

Post Grant Evaluation Experiment 274
Post-IDOP Science Committee 524

Post Sputnik Reforms 56

Pre-College Curriculum Oevelopment 347

Pre-College Science Education 301

Pre-College Teacher Development 124,310,357,364

Pre-College Teacher Improvement 629
Premature Expiration of NSB Member Term 250

Pre-Service Teacher Education 346

President's COmmittee on Science and Technology 9

President Franklin D. Roosevelt 111,445

President Gerald R. Ford 130,204,209

President Jimmy Carter 14,392

President Richard M. Nixon 35,197

President's Advisory Council on Executive Organizations 198

President's Committee on Science and Technology 9

President's Science Advisory Committee 9 36,201

President's Science and Technology Committee 35

HY
r
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Press, Frank
Principal Investigators, CompensatIon
Principal Investigator, NSB Membrs as
Priorities Determination, Programs Committee
"Priorities for the Support of Science"
Priorities In Science Document.
Privacy In Behavioral Research
Private Sector productivity
Problem Analysis Program
Procedures of NSB
Procurement Issues
Productivity
Professional Societies
Profit -MakIng InsItutions, Basic Research at
Profit-Making Organizations, Awards to
Program Managers Manual
Program Reviews and Approvals
Program Reviews Presented to NBS
Program Reviews, Public
Programs Committee
Programs CommIttee Proposal Review Summary
Project Approval by NSB'
Proposal Evaluation by Board Members
Proposal Review 'Summary, Programs ComnIttee

Psychobiology Program
Pub IcatIon of Personal Papers

lc Attendance at NSB Meetings

ic Disclosure
ic Education Programs on Conve4lon
lc Interaction wlth NSF
lc Law 81-507
lc Law 85-934
lc Law 86-232
ic Law 90-407
lc Law 91-121
lc Law 92-372
lc Law 92-482
lc Law 93-372
lc Law 93-409
lc Law 93-410
ic Law 93-438
lc Law 94-86
lc Lem 94-158
lc Law 94-168
lc Law 94-282
lc Law 94-409
lc Law 94-471
lc Law 95-99
lc Law 95-124
lc Law 95-367
lc Law 95-434
lc Lew,95 -471

lc Law 95-521
lc Law 95-541
lc Law 95-592
lc Law 96-19
lc Law 96-88
lc Law 96-480
lc Law 96-516
IC Members of Advisory Council
lc Members of NS8
1c Participation in NSF Planning
lc Policy Program
lc Program Reviews
lc Pronouncements by NSB
IC Relations Role
lc Sector Response to Natural Hazards
Ic Service Science Centers
lc Statements by NS8 Members
lc Understanding of Science

Purpose of NSF
Ragone, David V
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126,178,185,204,217,290,298,319,321,544
319
76

Role 30
170
175
451
350

358,364
14,69,71
41,285

36
212
418

130,446
26

4,27,31,123
330
329

77,105,266,707
117,703

28,56,92,107,579,697,703
378,379

117
124

133,473
375,398,402,521

76

to the Metric System 639
276

10,48
55

56,689

11,13,61,62,65,67,156,181,196,265,648
198

40,302,304
649
648
649
649
649

313,315,316,650
650
650

34,35,181,185,210,211,214,318,649
650

23,651

76,181,185,649,651
651
651
652
651

76,77
651

652
77
310
152
652
274
517

516,517
350
329
70
236
350

124,365,633
371

141,346,358,365,605
605

260,327

Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub

Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
Pub
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Random Project Sampling 4 c 116
RANN, List of Programs 348,626
RANN Organization 131
RANN Program 27,30,38,140,197,303,626
RANN Program, Obligations 225
RANN Program, Origin 222
,"RANN Task Force Report* 225
Reappointments 250
Recombinant DNA Research ' 132,488,636
Reduced Size of Board, Proposal 21
Rogiona Environmental Management Program 350
Regiona Environmental Systems 348,350
Reglona Forums 24,314,516,519,520
Regiona Instrumentation Facilities Program 529,641
Rogiona Science Systems Program 4 123
Renewab Resources Program 350
Roorga'n zat,lon, Board , 129
Roorgan zation Decision, NSB Role In 37,643
Roorgan zatlon Plan No.2 of 1962 58,264,690
Reorgan zation Plan No.5 of 1965 60,265c,
Reorgan zation Plan No.I of 1973 201,646,649
Reorgan zatlon Plan No.1 of 1977 19,34,185,650

,Report of Executive Committee, Annual 99
Reports, OSTP

5
Research and Development Board, Defense Department ill
Research by NS8 Members 134,366,38.
Research Career Development Awards 28D
Research Equipment 54,274
Research Funding Policy 406
Research Initiation 273
Research InLtiation and Support Program 124,308,349,358,630
Research Initiation Grants 363
Research initiation Grants-Applied Social

and Behavioral Science 124,364,632
Research Inititation In Minority Institutions 365,635
Research In Science Education 124,358;365,630
Research Management Improvement Program 120,635
Research Review Committee 78
Residual Authority 50,62
Resignations of NS8 Members 74
Resolutions, NS8 332
Resource Center,,Atlanta University 328
Resource Centers for Science and Engineering 124,308,358,365,629,641
Resource Systems Program 350
Responsibilities of NS8 69
Responsibilities of NS% Heyns Statement 574
Review and Approval, Director's Authority 112,333
Review and Approval of Proposals, NS8 28,56,92,167,579,697,703
Review and Approval, Programs Committee 105,107
Review of Board Committees, Annual 78
Review of NSF OeganIc Act 150
Review of the NSF Organic Act Task Group 91
Reynolds, Joseph M 126,405,447,457,471,493
Rice, Donald 8 260
Rice, Stuart A 260
Rich, Alexander 260,289,321,328,488
Rockefeller, Nelson, A., Vice President 2Q4
Role of Basic Research Committee 277
"The Role of Englneers'and Scientists in a
National Policy for Technology" 38,182

Role of NSF In Beslc Research Committee 285
Rolling Grants, Five Year 610
Roosevelt, President Franklin D 111,45
Rotators 24,276,511
Rubber Research, Commission on 55
Rules Applicabje to Members of NSB 74
Rutherford, Jdhlifts 312
Sacramento Peak Observatory 637
Safety of ReSearch 488
Salpeter, Edwin E 260,270
Sanderson, Jack T 7 317,327,507,516
Schimmel, Herbert , 43
Scholarships 49,347,357,364
Sctence Advisor. NSF Director as 129,646

4
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Science Advisory Committee 56

Science and Education Subcommittee 79
"Science and Engineering Education: Report to the President

fcr the 19805 and Beyond" 311

Science and Engineering Education Task Force 311

Science and Scciety Committee 315,518
Science and Society, NSB and NSF Role 147,313

Science and Safety Program 516,640
Science and Society Subcommittee 126
Science and Technology to the Handicapped 124,364,632
Science and Technology In the Developing Countries 535
Science and Technology Policy Office 35,201,646
Science and Technology Policy Research 635
Science and Technology Report 215,651
"Science and the Challenges Ahead" cor 38,208
"Science at tho Bicentennial - A Report free the

Research Community" 39,185
Science Curricula Development 551,552
Science Curriculum Review Ad Hcc Committee 307
Science Curriculum Review Group 109
Science Education 4 23,37,40,67,200,301,513,547,554,556,558,561,634
Science Education Ad Hcc Committee 303,304,544
Science Education Advisory Committee 41,301,304,562
SCionce Education and Basic Research 561
Science EduCation and the General Public 276
Science Education "At All Levels" Amendment. , 648
Science Education Directorate , 312
Science Education for 1980's 147,478
"Science Education In tho 1980,s" 40,310

., Science Educeticm Principles 305
Science Education Report , 216

Science Education, Research Prcgram in , 124
Science Education, Status of, Report on 604
Science Education Subcommittee 82,126
Science Education White Papier 311

Science Faculty Fellowship Program 350
Science Faculty Professional ,Development 357,364
Science Faculty Resources Development 347
Science Faculty Short Courses 357
Science for Citizens 124,358.365,630
Science for Citizens Program 120,276

Science In Developing Countries 364
Science ndlcatcrs 38,39,129,181,183,199,711
Science ndicators Council 137

Science nformation 130,212,357
Science nformation Activity 346,357
Science nformation Council 265

Science nformation Service Program 346
Science Mobilization Act 44

Science Policy Activitias 33,147,195,202,204,210,217
Science Policy Organization 204
Science Policy Reports , 150,607

Science Resources Program 346
"Science - The Endless Frontier" 46
Scientific Careers 152
Scientists and Engineers in Econcmic Development Program 148,342,357
Sea Grant Program 634
Secondary School Student Traiming 357,364
Secretary of Defense 52
Secretary of Education 320
Selection of NSB Members 243
Selective Service System 212
Self-Study, NSB 17,89,402
Shared Authority 1

12,13

Shields, L. Donald 266,309
Shinn, Allan M 538,603
Site Visits by NSB Members 308,322,327
Slaughter, John B 19,250,262,276
Slichter, Charles 0 260,435

Small Awards Policy 42,295
Small Business Council 647

Small Business innovation and Industrial Technology Program 364
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Small Business Research and Development Office 638,647,651

Smith, Philip M 7 178

Smith, Sukarl 8

Social Data and Community Structure Program 123,348,350,626
Social Sciences 13,22,30,53,67,274,285,346,357
"Social Sciences as a Research Area in the National interest" 106

Social Sciences Commission 83

Social Sciences, Qualification for Board Members 61

Social Sciences Reserach initiation Grants 124

Social Sciences Subcommittee 106

Societal Response to Natural Hazid.ds 350

Sociology of Science 273
Solar Eclipse Program 342,634
Solar Energy Research 636
Solar Energy Satellite Feasibility Study 640
Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act 649
Special Commission on Rubber Research 55

Special Commissions r ,,, 49,50
Special Foreign Currency Program 123,346,348,357,364,532,627
Stability Grants, Basic Research 42

Staff of NSB 5 16,62,84,85,91,394,400,403,572,715
Standing Committees 81,376,572
Standing Committees, Definition 78
State Department 269
State Science, Engineering and Technology Program 638
"Status of Science" 86,146,149,468,480,592,597,603,614
Status of Science Education 604
Statutory Committees, Definition 78

Steelman Report 48
Stever, H. Guyford 19,197,200,201,211,226,342,379
Stipends, Graduate 555

Stokes, Donald 106

"Strengthening American Science" 56

"Strengthening Environmental Programs" 405

Student Oriented Programs 347,357,364
Student Oriented Studies 123,357,627

Student Originated Studies 349,364
Studies of Science Resources Programs 346,357,364
Summar Salaries 273

Support fo Basic Research In Industry Ad Hoc Committee 277
Support Services at NSB Members Home Institutions 394,400
Sustaining Grants, Policy on ' 303

Synthetic Organic and Natural Products Chemistry Program 124

Synthetic Rubber Commission 83

Synthetic Rubber Research 55

Task Committees 82,572
Task Committees, Definition 78
Tesk Groups orAdvisory Council 276

Tax Incentives for Equipment Leasing 297

Teacher Developinent, Precollege 124

Teague, Olin E., Rep 210,306,307
Technological innovation In Education 347

Technologioal Mobilization Corporation 43

Technological Opportunities Program 123,348,350,626
Technology Assessment Program 124,357,627,629,634
Technolotly Transfer and NSF 276
Termination of NSB 8 96
Term of Service, Members 5 49,150,608
Testimony, Congressional 75

Thermodynamics and Mass Transfer Program 124

Thlems, F. P 23,388
Thirteenth NSB Report Committee 82

Toxic Chemicals 489,490

mToward a Public Policy for Graduate Education in the Sciences 38,132,182
Trace Contaminants Program 348,350
Traineeships Programs 347,357,364
Travel Costyf NSB 74

Travel Grant 346

Travel, Forsign 75,346
Truman Veto 46

Twelfth NSB Report Committee 82

744
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Two-Year Authorization Proposal 137,506,507

Type of Awards 53

Ubols, Thomas 320

Undergraduate Instructional Improvement 358,365

Undergraduate Instructional Programs 301

Undergraduate Instructional Scientific Equipment 347,358

Undergraduate Research Participation 347,357,364

Undeveloped Nations, Education of Scientirts and Techn(clans In 197

United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development 317

Universities as Centers for Basic Research 276

"University/Industry Cooperation In Science" 39,447,638

University-industry Coupling of Research 150,151,274

University-Industry Relationship 297

University Organization for Research 584,593

University Science, Health Of 141

Urban Technology Program 123,348,350,626

U.S. Antarctic Research Program 133,346,357,363

Vacancies on NSB 22,250

Vannevar Bush Award . 502

Very Large Array 321

Veto by President Truman 46

Vice Chairman of NSB
, 50

Vico President Nelson A. Rockefeller 204

Walgren, Doug, Rep 111,v

Wampler, William C., Rep 35

Waterman, Alan T 52 57 681

Waterman Award 88,137,151,500,609,639,650

Water Resources, Urban and Environmental Engineering Program 124

Weapons, Non-lethal 455

"Weather and Climate Modification" 83

Weather Mbdificatioo Commission 83

' Weather MbdifIcatIon Program 123,124,348,350,357,626,629

'Western Europe, Scientific Coopertion with 276

Whinnery, John R 230

White Paper, Heyns Proposal 183

White Paper on Science Education 311

Wiesner, Jerome B 59

Williams, Harrison S., Sen 210

Wilson, John T 21,93

Wilson. Mi Kent 449

WIndus, Margaret 7

Woman and Minorities in Science Committee 513

Women In Science 213,302,357,364,635,652

Women, Representation on N$13* 22.,51,244,257

Women's Year, International 512

Women Who Have Served on NS8 664

Workload, Indicators 15,72,73

Workload, NSB 30,73

Workload, Planning and Policy Committee 127

Workload, Programs Committee 27,116

Wright, Robert 7

Young Investigators Postdoctoral Program 449

Young Researchers/Young Investigators 149,286,289,298,606

Zero-Based Budgeting 26,32,169,471

Zinberg, Dorothy 269
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